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INTRODUCTION 

It is safe to say that in providing for th~ research and 

w-riting of a h5story of the fi.::-st twenty years of t~1e Institute for 

AdYanced Study the Director and t~e Trust12es cci;:-,templated a synoptic. 

c..ccount wh:::>se: leng:h '.;ould ~ore clost!l:I parallel the brevity of t~uit 

period in the lon3 life hops fully a~ticipQted for ~he institution. 

There will prob<l~ly be disnppoint~ent in the length of ~he nzrrative 

wh.ich folbws • 

. HowevE-=r, as t!:e lirni ted docu:"::Entary materials w;e:i.-e weighed 

~it~ ~he nc~erous interviews u~dertakcn in 1955-1957, and with the 

occ2si0nal p~blished reL",arks on phases of tr.e Institute's dEVelcp:nent, 

~ .._ utca.i:;;: obvious ': O tne aut~or th-'!t thP. doct.L":12nts and corresponuenc~ 

must be allcwed to tell the story, and to cs.tablis~ tr..e facts as to -so'.TI~ o!: tht: issues which hnve been h.=::::-etofore 2m1eloped in mystery or 

confused in conflict. Ine~itably this meant a long record. Hopefully 

the lengt~ :nay be forgivEn in view of the c.uthority vith whi:;:h the 

docur:-ents speak. 

With the method established, it became clear that the history 

would hav~ its ~est use as ~n aid in administEring the Institute, and 

in adc.pting its course to the ·''changing social needs a:1d conditions" 

which the Founders contemplat~d es possihly requiring nodif ication of 

th~ principles to which they subscribed. Nore°';er, the history may be 

used as the background for a synoptic story ·of t~e Institute which may 

be published. 

In rr~ny critical p~sses, docur.ie~tary info~~tion was not 

available in the Institute's files, or in its ninutes. This was partly 
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due to the fact that.since the nwic actors lived within close range of 

eac!-t other, they c~e to so;.ie impeirta:.1t decisi~ns ir, personal conversa-

tions. One m~st conclude that Dr • . Flexner avoided recording officially 

decisiot1s renche d :.n this way (such as thos"e ta!<en on . salary scales and 

reti~er.:e r. t benefits) -w~ic'.'.'. ,.:ent contrary to his !lopes, probably h""l the 

EX~P~tntion that he would lcter succeed in securing reversals if they 

v.-e-rc not too ··fi::r.ly stat·2d. Bcyo:ic! that, he revealed his ::ur,damental 

view ~l :en he tcld the Trustees in April , 1936 that "Institutic~s like 

~2~icns 2re per~aps happ i est if they have no history." 

Tt e r..:i:n s0Lrc12s cf documentary n-'ateri.:ils are the eBrly files 

wh:ch, ~side frc,;r. :-.ot=s taken by Dr, Flo:ner durinr, his consu1tatior:s 

ibout the new I:i.stitute i;, 1930 .:-'.!'_-:! !9~!., ~·7e"!:"e rather · co~plete~ -with 

sorr.e except~ons. 1·~terials taken by Professor Veblen from those files 

for use i~ preparin~ a resun~ fer Dr. Aydelc tte of Dr. Flexner's rela-

ticns T,dth the .Fac?..:lty were r.iade availr.ble, tcgether with sorr.e other 

corrcspo~dence, for the histcTy and are now i~ the archives. Dr. Ayde-

lotte i:-i coe:rsc of time had ta!<en some offici:'ll files to his home,w'tere 

~e evidently did rn.:ch after-'.lou~s wo~k on Institcte affairs. These, 

·with ~uc~ 0£ his ccrrc;spc.ndence and personal hac.dwri tten notes and 

co:r.::ients, were called to his attention by Nrs. Elsa Jeni-:ins, his secre-

tary for R'.lodes Trust matters, who suggested that they should be in the: 

Institutc's files. ~e recdily agreed, And Bade then avzilable. The 

files of the School of Mathcr.:at! cs and the School of Econo:7iics and Poli-

tics had been ~inno~ed to so~e effect bef orc the research began. The 

opportunity to read. S0:!"1e of Dr . Fulton's diary and correspondence served 

to give back~.rou:-.d ir:.fcrn<e1tion on the last six years of the period w~lch 
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otherwise would have been lackin3. 

The history serves to tell w!-to ccnceived the Institute for 

Advanced St~c.Iy, a~1d under t..T~a~ circunstances. - It also shows that 

certain features .of the pl2~s, such as the ad~ission of postdoctoral 

\.:Orkers only as students, \,'ere riot IT.alters of evolution. Instead, that 

W<lS estnblis~-;.E:d fjrr.: ly by Dr. Fl:=xner witl-_ the Four.ders' agreemEnt as 

so:i:c 2s Dr. Fl~>..-ner len!"ned that Mr. Earr:l:-erger and Mrs. · F;;id were not 

rc:idy to fin .3nce and endcT-7 a grad"Jate instit:.ition on ':heir return from 

t'.1e West in April, 1930. Then Dr. ::'lexner dc:termined to f6llow the 

Rockefeller I~stitute for Me dical· Research in tl-is disti~guishing fea-

turc. Th2 history re·,•eals something of the relzt"ions Letween the Insti-

tutc- an<l the Univt>rsitv ~ which ':'ie first. Director 'l13d held to be so 

i:::po·:tant. So:n-=':hing of the r:;~thods by whii:h footsteps in time are 

erased is also shoW'.1, and cons:der~ble in the nature of academic poli-

tics which cperated in th~ attenuated at~osphEre of the higher !earning (( 

with r. po~er lacki~g in tt~-usual lay variety stcdied by t~e political 

scientist, as Woodrow Wilson is said to have noted when he left the pres-

idency of Princeton University for the governorship of New Jersey, 

It is not the purpose ~or within the ccnpetence of this secular 

history to treat of the scholarly contributiors to l e ar:ling r;isde by the 

Fact:lty and r::err.ters. That ~<!s '::>een done in the pu~lication in 1955 of 

the Institute's Biblio; n:.phy, 1930-19511, -which records their 'Works, and 

ccntair.s also the nmr.es of Trustees, Fact:lty and me:u~ers with t'heir terms 

through 1954. 

Pri~ceton$ Ne~ Jersey 
~ay 31, 1964 Beatrice M. Stern 

.. ... 



CHAPTER I 

THE PRE:-USTORY OF THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVA.~CED STUDY 

In the autumn of 1929 two elderly residents of South Orarige, 

New Jersey, were quietly se.s.rchin£ for a philanthropy worthy to be 

endowed with their ar.;ple fortunes. Mr. Louis Bamberger, t:hen in his 

seventy-fourth year, had been left virtually alone at the head of a 

gre&t retail crygoocs business bearing his na~e by the death of his 

valued pa~tner 2nrl friend, Felix Fuld, husband of his sister, in 

January 1929. Mr. Bar.:berger and Mrs. Fuld realized that he could no 

lon£er carry .t':e burde~s of the business, though there were younger men 

~f !:'!::.~ f~::::.l::: in it. And so they ::clcl it !:o R. H. Macy and Company of 

New York. In Septerr.ber, 1929, when the sale was consurrmated, Mr. 

BaL.berger and his sister turned to a search for the most beneficial use 

to which their fortunes could be put. They regarded their wealth not 

only as a just reward for the rr4ny years of faithful attention to the 

exacting business of serving the people of Newark, which they had done 

with signal success, but also as a trust to be devoted to the welfare 

of their fellow citi_zens. 

It has been said that during Mr. Fuld's life the three, who 

were an inti~zte and close circle, had often talked about the uses of 

their fortunes, and that Mr. Fuld inclined toward the founding and en

dowing of a dental school in Newark. But his wife and brother-in-law 

did not favor that idea. rne question was still unresolved at his death. 

His survivors now felt that they would like to establish and endow a 

medical school either in Newark or on the Fuld home estate, which 
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consisted of some thirty acres lying in South and East Orange on .the 

borcer of Newark. And because they believed that men and women of 

Jewish origin were discriminated against by existing medical schools 

in the selection of staff and students, they favored preferential 

treatcent of Je~s in both groups. 

Hriwever, .they wanted assurance that such a project vas fec:si-

ble and could be realized with the rr.eans they intended to cevote to it. 

They asked Mr. Sarr.uel D. Lei~-sdorf, their friend of ~2ny xears and 

' their business acviser, to investigate quietly into the matter. Mr. 

Leidesdorf wa s the head of the firm of certified public accountants 

bearing h is n.a~e. He associated with hiQself his friend Mr. Herbert H. 

,,._ - ' 
.u.;.. ~ .. :~.J firm of Maess and Davidson. 

They engc.ged in a series of confidential consultations, and soon 

lea rned that one individual, Dr. Abraham Flexner, was recurrently men-

tioned as the outstanding authority in rr.edical education. He had re-

cently been connected with the General EducaLion ~oard, the first of 

. 1 
the Rockefeller e ducational foundations. 

One Sunda y morning in mid-Decerr.ber Mr. Leidesdorf mentioned 

his mission to Dr. E. M. Bluestone, Direct~r of Montefiore Hospital, of 

vhich Leidesdorf was a Truste e and officer. Again he heard Mr. Flexner's 

name. He permitted Dr. Bluestone to have made for him an appointment 

2 
with Dr . Flexner. Accordingly Messrs. Leidesdorf and Maass called on 

Dr. Flexner in offices 

which he was occupying 

~the Rockefelle.r Institute for 

teti.po! arily through the courtesy 
' ~----Dr. Simon Flexner, then Director of the Institute. 

-----

Medical Research 

of his brother, 

It was soon evi dent that Flexner disapproved of the proposed 

I 
I 
I 
r 
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rr.edical school. Such a school, he said, should be a graduate school 

in a strong •Jniversity, administered by the trustees of the -whole 

institution~ It rr.ust offer opportunities for training in the medical 

sciences. It n:ust rr:oreover own or control and operate a good hospital 

where its clinical staff could devote their full time to teaching at 

the bedside, to the care of patients, and to research. Newark was too 

close to New York with its several great medical schools to offer 

effective Cor?etition for ·staff or students. It pc££essed neither a 

' university nor an available hospital. If these failings .were not 

enough to dispose of the idea, Flexner said his ex?erience had con-

vinced him that men and wocen of tte Jewish fP-ith or origin -were not 

:..~.:. •• 
0 

..:.:. ___ .:.::1ir:.;;l:1...d ~~-~frlst, au~ l.:,_,_.._ Hvue ·but the highest profession~l 

stancards should ever be applied in selecting the staff and students in 

any institution of learning. There was no ground for discrimination by 

other criteria, he rr2intained. 

His clair.i to knowledge was \oiell-founded. He had -written the 

famous Bulletin No. 4 of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
\ 

Teaching which appeared in 1910 and set forth his findings after inves-

tigation of every medical school in the United States and Canada. He 

had repcrted with equal care on medical education in the countries of 

·managed · 
~estern Europe. Still later, he had/a vast sum of Rockefeller money 

devoted .to improve ~edical education in this country, and had discharg~d 

his responsibilities with shrewd distinction, and substantial effect. 

I " But Dr. Flexner was not one to leave a vacuum. Confronting 

him were two solid p:i:·ofessional men representing cl ient.s with, he "Was 

given to understand, some thirty million dollars to invest in a socially 
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productive ' philanthropy. On his desk were pages of manuscript and 

galley proof of a book he was writi.ng. "Have you ever dr~amed a ere.am'?" 

he asked, start:ng to fill the vacuum. His own interests and ~ork had 

always been in the field of education, and latterly had been con~e.n-

trated in higher education. He was engaged in ~ri~ing a book to be 

~mti tled Ui".ivers it ies: A:rerica.n, English, Gerrr.an, -which represented 

an eh-nansicn of three lectures he had delivered at Oxford University in. 

1928 for tte R~odes Trust Memorial ceremony. Of t~is the first c:::Z?te~ 

The Idea of c. .Modern University, lay re.ady at hand. He sbg6ested th<'t 

no better use of the rr.oney could. be ~zde in the pu~lic.interest t::..an 

through t'\l.e endo........-.ent of such an ins ti tut ion as it described. His 

-.-:s:. t: :.:.: 7 ::.epl:,- iw;-::.:_:;~ed wit!-.. !::.:: ·~·i~::n and his fervor, Ceparted ... ,it:::i 

? 

a copy in 1--..anc, prorr.ising to read it and to refer it to their prir.ci?a Ls. J . 

Mr. Bamberger and Xrs. Fulc were interes~ed. Pro=?tly they 

invited t ·neir .:;dvisers and Dr. Flexner to dine ""Wit':l them in their suite 

·at the Madison Hotel, their custOlT'.ary residence during the concert 

season. Tte evening was devoted to a discussion of their plan, and of 

the· idea of a rr.odern university. They recognized in Flexner an at.:thori~y 

in medical education which caused them quickly to relinquish their a'IJU 

idea, for it seems that most of the time thereafter was devoted to con-

sideration of various applications of Flexner's .Idea. He had u:uch in 

his favor; he -was an able advocate, 'Well informed · end ccnvincing. To 

them he must have been even more than that, "With t':.e prestige derived 

from his connection with the General Education Board, and his well-

publicized IT~ru..ge~ent of the Rockefeller money for medical education-

Indeed, there seerred to be little difficulty in persuading 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
~ 

f 
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them to abandon their intention to benefit preferentially the people of 

any particular race or religion. When they separated, it was with plans 

to continue their discussions at lunch on Saturdays at the Biltmore Hotel. 

Art element of urgency marked their deliberation5. ~. Bawberger 

and his sister were leaving soon for their winter vacation in Arizona. 

They wanted to a·dd cocicils to their w..Jtually-made wills to provide for 

the carrying out of w~~tever plan they decided upon should a fatal ill

ness or accident tc;ke either or both of them during the trip. Drafts 

were prepE, red for discussion of several plans. 

Pr. Flexner left in the files of the Institute for Advanced 

Study copies of three separate plans, each differing in important re

spects frnm the nr hPrs. ~nd ~11 sPaupstered in an envelope bearing in 

· his handwriting the legend "Legal Papers. Working P2.Pers, Formation of 

the Institute." 

Judging by these, the first plan to be considered contemplated 

financial aid to an unn2~ed institution to effect~te its uRrealized 

~l ans for a university devoted exclusively to graduate education. The 

second outlined the esta blishment of a new university in New Jersey for 

gr2duate teaching and research only. The third embodied the basic plan "" 

for the Institute for Advanced Study. Presumably after the first was 

considered and rejected, the second was discussed, amended in certain 

particulars at the donors' request , and was incorporated in their nrutually

made wills at the tirre. The third resulted from further negotiations in 

April, after the return of the donors from a vacation in the 'West. 

By the terms of the first, the donors proposed to devote the i r 

res idual ~ s tates to a beneficial purpose in education which would neither 
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duplicate others in existence in the United States, nor "lie in a field 

already supplied with funds commensurate with its purpose." (See Appen-

dix I~ This would not break new ground, however. Instead, the intent 

was "to extend the operation of plans already in effect which would 

enable sorr.e instit~tion to carry on to a point not yet achieved in 

sorr:e vital educational function," defir.ed .as a "gradllE'te college ••• 

limited in the scope and nature of the studies it proposes to teach, 11 

and free "fro::! all the i~edirr:enta *hich now surround graduate schools 

because of the undergraduate activities connected therewith." 
I 

But the donors were not prepared to sacrifice one other prefer-

ence wtich was very dear -to them. They had great affection for Newark, 

scene of their business success, which had come to appreciate-their 

quality through the years of their service to it. Tht:refore, the ins ti-

tution \.las to be located there or near it, "thereby reflecting in part 

upon tn3t City ••• the benefit of the results we seek to bring about." 

(Em~hasis supplied.) 

Its' teachers were to be men and \Jomen of the "highest calibre;" 

they were to S?ecialize as teachers "in the subjects in which they have 

achieved unusuel profii::iency. 1
"' They would have "unlimited opportunity 

to continue study and enlarge thei r knowledge," and would teach only 

students :;elected because of "their qualifications and adeptness." The 

entire atmosphere would be ~uch as to develop "great specialists in 

particular fields of the arts and sciences." 

Curiously, neither standards of admission nor the degrees to 

be awarded were rr.entioned, nor was it expHcitly said that undergraduate 

students lolould-not be admitted. Presumably these matters ~ere defined 
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in the "plant> already in effect." No regard 'Was to be given to race or 

creed in operating the institution. The corporation 'Would be legally 

organized under the la'Ws of New Jersey "or such State as may be best." 

Trustees 'Wer~ to be named in the codicils, but the donors might initiate 

the foundatinn should they, or one of them, survive. 

Two clauses appea r at the end, evidently alternatives proposed 

in discussi on. One ga ve complet'e latitude to the trustees to select a 

totally different project to serve a beneficial purpose and to be ad-

ministered without r 3cial or religious discrimination. The other re-

stricted the freedo~ of the governing board's choice of location by 

requiring tlic establishrr:ent of the institution in the vicinity of Newark 

"upon lands which we rr~y convey or devise to it for that purpose, or 

failing which, upon such lands as it may acquire, 17 and providing further 

"that, so f ., r as rr~y be C°'1"rnensurate with the purpose herein set forth, 

preference ~ e given as students in such school to residents of the City 

of Newark and the State of New Jersey." There was clearly a conflict 

as to location. 

This draft raises many questions. What 'Were the plans already 

institution had adopted such plans, yet lacked the 

achieved?" What 

I money to effectuate 

in effect? The "vital educational purpose not yet 

them fu l ly? Could a gr aduate institution be feasibly established to 

function pri.narily or preferentially for the benefit of students of a 

particular corrr.1unity or State? If so, why might it be desirable to 

~ organize it legally in another? Why, if graduate standards were to 

"'"' ' · - prevail, was nothing specific said about admissions and degrees? Why 
--.. 

was such J.a t itude a llowed those to be entrusted with carrying out the 
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will of the testators? 

The draft was obviously the work of a legal mind. Its several 

alternatives were posed to reflect differing viewpoints offered in the 

di~cussions, and derranding resolution. It may be assurred that, since 

Mr. Maass was the only lawyer prese~t at this stage of proceedings, it 

was his work. But ~anifestly it was outside the scope of his competence 

in .subst2nce, and one n:ust look to Dr. Flexner, '>:ho was the only one to 

suggest plans to the donors, for this one, for which he sought help in 

preparing thL proposals since they differed so ffi~terially, it appeared, 

from certain basi~ derrznds of Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld. 

Light is shed by the kno\oolledge that Flexner had over the past 

eight years been engzged in a mighty effort to bring about the convers ion 

of the Johns Hopkins University to a gr"aduate unive,_s it)' ,.. .;.;:~10u<: ... .-• .:!c:.:--

graduate students, faculty or studies. In Noverr.be~, 1922, he had pro-

posed to his colleagues in the General Education Board tr~t Rockefeller 

money be devoted to this purpose, but without success. (See P• 28 ). 

Later he had worked with President Frank J. Goodnow and so:r.e of the 

University's Trustees and faculty members to gain ~upport for the elimi-

nation of all undergraduate students, courses, rrethods of work. and 

faculty. 

tives. 

I
I 

Dr. Goodnow won the approval of ·his Trustees to these objec-

In January, 1926, the University's Sernicentennial, they had 

adopted the so-called Goodnow Plan, which the Acade~ic Council sumrrarized 

as follows in .February, 1927: 

1. Reorganization of the Faculty of Philosophy in such a way as 
to attain the following ends: 

A. A~~itting to advanced work exceptional students, 
carefully . selected by departrr.ent heads, on the 
basis of such preparation as may be obtained 
ordinarily in two years of collegiate study. 
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B._ Granting on+y the Doctor's and Master's degrees, 
on the basis of proficiency and achievement rather 
than on years of resiccnce or on literal fulfill
ment of arbitrary academic standards. 

C. Creating both for Faculty and students an atmos
phere and an environment more congenial to inde
pendent study and research. 

2. Elimination of the first two years of the college, at the 
sarr.e time th.at its last two years are merged in the graduate 
depart~ent of the University.4 

But the plan had not been effectuated; money was lacking, in 

the first pl c>.ce, and other factors entered in. It was estimated that 

ten rrillion dollars wa s nee ded to capitalize undergradufte fees and to 

irr.prove the faculty for its new and greater responsibilities. Finally 

in April, 1930 _ the Council, feeling that the money w2s not going to be 

forthcoming, and "while expressing its loyal support of the Plan," in 

the words of Mr. P. Stewart Macauley, Provost, recommended confidentially 

that "until the endow.:;ent of the University is such as to enable it to 

aba ndon collegiate work, the Faculty of Philosophy L;houl~/ be organized 

in t'Wo distinct bodies, the University and the College.~."5 

Men in Baltimore still looked to Abraham Flexner to raise this 

money , as he had earlier tried to do • . Some fully expected that Louis 

Bambe rger, who was born in Baltimore and had spent his early years ther e , 

where many of his relatives still lived ,_ would naturally wish to con-

6 
tribute to the Un i versity. 

But the donors wer e devoted to New Jersey, not only prefer-

entially, ' it was to appear, but exclusively. T~development in the 

one dr aft of the diverse geographical i nterests posed the. question 

squarely f or decision. Undoubtedly the Baltimore plan, which appeared 
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to be unfinished business for Dr. Flexner, was first in his thinking. 

His great love was· Gilmc.n's Hopkins, the first real A.-nerica1t university 

in the European ~radition, whi ch 3e had attended as a youth. 

The next plan was one .dated the 20th January, 1930, drafted 

in Flexner's clear, simple style. It provided for the creation of a 

new university, to be established in or near Newark, c.nd to be called 

after the Sta te of New Jersey. .(See Appendix II). It would be entirely 

free from undergraduate activities and teacher-training co~rses; there 

would be no professions, at least for the time being. Rather, it would 

represent graduate study, and research in the arts anc sciences. 

The drc.ft said for the donors: 

It is our belief that the sum which we shall ulti~2tely provide 
will be c.de'iuate to start and rr.a intain at the hiQ,hest possibl~ 
intellectual le.tel .::..:-:. !.~ .. ::t.it~t.!o:: ~~-,;oted tv th.e central ct1lt;..;.ra1 
and scientific disciplines. 

Cnly the doctorate was to be awarded, and only students quali-

fied to work for it were to be admitted. However, this "7as obviously lts 

minimal standard, for it continued: 

As conditions in the realm of advanced instruction and research 
improve, it is our desire that the trustees of this institution 
advance the ideals of the institution so that it may at all 
times be distinguished for quality and at no ti~e by considera
tions of numbers. 

1he meaning of this somewhat cryptic charge upon the Trustees 

was to be .explained in later documents, but its ambiguity was dispelled 

only as the Institute for Advanced Study actually prepared to open. · No 

discrimination because of race, religion or sex in admitting students or 

~ selecting staff ~as to be practised. Conditions for the faculty were to 

be such as to attract~ 
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~en of the most distinguished standing because of the freedom 
and abundance of opportunities which they will enjoy in the 
prosecution ·of their own work, and in the selection and train
ing of students, and in the mainten&nce of the highest possible 
standardr in science and scholarship. 

In the interests of promoting cordial and cooperative relations· ( 

between the trustees and the faculty, tr£ professors were to elect not 

rr.ore than three of their rr;e~bers to serve as trustees. 

The trustees might of.fer financial aid to acceptable students 

who would otherwise be unable to pursue advanced studies. Acceptance 

of gifts found to be incorr.patible with the purposes of the institution 

was ~roscribed. Its ca pital was not to be impaired by expenditures 

for site, buildings or equi prr.ent. Like the iirst drafts, this one also 

provided th~t the donors might initiate the foundation, and contemplated 

their naming i n t he c;;2i~i!. !:!"..:: .-..;;~!..:u:; 0f a bonrd. of trustee;;. 

The plan ·appears to have been almost wholly acceptable to 

Mr. Barr.berger and his sister; however, ·they directed Fle:xner to make 

certain changes which he considered to be ex~remely important. These 

eli~inated the provisions for special attractions to scholars and for 

financial aid to students, together with a paragraph which e xpressed 

hope that the buildings would "exercise a beneficial effect on the 

architectural taste of the corr:rnunity." (This in view of the donors' 

apparent intention .to require that the new institution be located on 

a part of the thirty-acre Fuld homesite could have been taken as a 

gratui t ous reflection on the Fuld domicile.) Subst.ituted for these 

provisions was a clause giving the trustees discretion to change the 

purposes for which the bequests were to be used, providing that no 
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discrimination was to be practiced. 

The amendment of the draft seems to have wtrked the end of 

conferences for the time being; the donors evidently departed for 

Arizona. Dr. Flexner wrote Mr. Mc.ass next day in a confident mood: 

I hcve just laid my hands on a memorandu.~ prepared seven 
· ye~rs ago and containing the comr::ent of President LGeorge 
E./ Vincent of the Rockefeller Foundation, who like other 
associ 2 tes of the Rockefeller boards thoroughly approved 
of the ide2. You will notice. that on page 9 I spoke of 
neecing $50 million, but you will 2lso note that I includ
ed the faculty of mea1c1ne. The su~s ~e are now speaking 
cf ~ill therefore be ample without medicine. 

I shall try to get togetr..er for you in the next few days 
a few things ~hich, I believe, you .will be interested in 
reading.7 

According to his recollection Flexner heard from tP£ donors 

but once during their absence of two months ur ~ore; he answered a 

picture postcaio from Mr. Barr.berger on the 8th Harch in an obvious 

effort to keep the pot boiling: 

Thank you for the charrr:ing card which you sent me, and for 
your good wishes ••• 

I am working industriously in the hope of finishing my 
book on universities before the spring. ~~anwhile, my 
wife and I and some friends whom we invited to share the 
box with us greatly enjoyed the concerts for which we are 
indebted to Mrs. Fuld. 

Under separate cover I ~m mailing you and Mrs. Fuld a 
book dealing with higher education, ln which zou will 
find (pp. 198-209) a paper by Dean LGordon J.:../ Laing of 
the.liniversity of Chicago, which makes almost the same 
proposal which you and Mrs. Fuld are considering at my 
suggestion.a 

Having supported his proposal by reference to so eminent an 

authority, Flexner perforce rested his case until the donors returned. 

Meanwhile~ 11£:: completed Universities, writing his good friend President 
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Frank Aydelotte of Swarthmore College that the effort had left him 

"more dead than alive." He planned to have bound page proofs sent by 

the Oxford Press to some thirty scholars and educators here and abroad 

for cornrr.ent and criticism, which _ he would receive personally during 

travels he had scheduled for the late spring and early surraner. Then 

he would make his final revisions and send the book to the Press in 

9 time for publication in the autumn. 

Dr. Flexner carried out those plans. But when he embarked for 

Europe in mid-V~y, it was with two objectives instead of one: he was to 

' set . his consultants thinking about how best to orga.nize an institute for 

higher learning in the United States. For in the few wer-ks between the 

conors' return and his departure, the plans for the Institute for 

Advanced Study v;iere C::!.velo?e·i ana adoot:ea. Again i-·.:.exner authored the 

proposals and the substantive statements for the necessary documents. 

Shortly after he sailed, the "Louis Bamberger and Mrs. Felix Fuld Foun-

dation" was incorporated and announced. 

But before describing the birth of the Foundation, it would 

be well to sketch the backgrounds of its accoucheurs. For these were 

mature individuals of very different backgroundsand experience ~ho 

were about to dedicate themselves to the realization of a common purpcse, 

uovel to each because it would be unique in American education. 

Louis Bamberger was born in 1855 to Elkan and Theresa (Hutzler) 

Bamberger in their flat over Elkan's small dry goods store in Baltimore. 

Shortly afterward, Elkan sold the store and business to his wife's 

family, the 1-Iutzlers, whose descend.ants own and operate the great depart-
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ment store of the present day which extends far beyond the original 

small plot. Louis left school at fourteen to work for his mother's 

brothers, later joining his father in the jobbing business. But the 

younger man hzd an arr.bition to ~wn and operate his own retail dry goods 

store, and later still, while he was living in New York as buyer for a 

San Francisco notions house, he began to study the retail dry goods 

business, reading everything he could find about it and the men who 

were successful in it, at the same tirr.e conducting his own market sur

vey which led him to ·conclude that Newark offered good opportunities 

for a new enterprise.· 

In 1892, he purchased the stock of a bankrupt firm poetically 

named Hill and Craig, and set about selling it in a s~3ll rented store 

on West broaoway, i:ne".1 a "ol.1gni::eo .. area. He wc.s aided -by his sister 

Carrie and her husband, Louis Frank, and an acquaintance named Felix 

Fuld, whom he had met in New York. Dr. Florence Bamberger, the donors' 

niece, has said that Barr.berger's other sisters left Baltimore briefly 

to help "7ith that sale, 1'1hich they regarded as a lark. It was a success, 

evidently providing needed capital so that in 1893 the three men were 

able to open a srr~ll retail dry goods store in the same premises with 

their own stock. They were joined by Carrie Frank who ~orked as cashier 

until the business could dispense with her services. 

The enterprise prospered steadily. The small store expanded. 

Mr. Frank .died; his widow married Mr. Fuld. The partnership was incor

porated in 1~17 under the name of L. Bamberger & Company, and the two 

partners retained all the equity shares except for a few "7hich they 

allowed several members of Ba~berger's family who "7ere employed there 
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to purchase, retaining the right to repossess them on stipulated terms 

should they later.wish to do so. In 1927 the firm issued $10 million 

worth of 6~ per cent preferred stock, of which the original partners 

held $2 million, allowing senior employees to purchase shares on the 

installrrent plan. The borrowing financed an expansion· of the store 

to afford more than one million square feet of floor space. With the 

growth of L. Bamberger and Company the area around it became one of the 

most prosperous in the city. 

I~ewark had come long since to realize that the corn:nunity had 

gained fror.i the hard -work and vision of the owners of the great retail 

business, rated as the fourth largest in the United States. Moreover; , 

the public liked the liberal rr.erchandising policies the partners intro-

duced to Nt;:wark. Th~ sl..uLe rei.urneci casn fo:;:- rr.e:rchandise purcri.a.:.ed and 

found unsatisfactory by the purchaser for whatever reason. Its public 

restaurant requested patrons not to tip the waitresses, as they were 

adequately corr.pensated by the managerrent. L. Bamberger and Corr.pany 

was also known for its liberal policies toward its employees. At the 

time the business was sold, Mr. Bamberger·and Mrs. Fuld distributed 

$1 million arnoung their senior helpers. 

Mr. Barrberger and the Fulds carre to be known as wise and 

generous contributors to civic prograns for the health and welfare of 

their fellow citizens, as well ·as for their cultural development. 

Aside from regular support of corranunity charities, they gave the City 

a delightful Art Museu.~ and many objets d' art. 

trustee of the New Jersey Historical Association, 

~ Bamberger was a 
"'-... 

to which he gave a 
..._ ---~--

building . He favored placing it on the town square near the ·Museum, 
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but his colleagues preferred another location, and Mr. Bamberger accepted 

their decision. rirr.e has proved that hG was right; the building stands 

in a declining neighborhood. Mrs. Fuld is credited with bringing to 

Newark its first chamber music ensemble. She herself worked in some of 

the local charities, in addition to supporting them financially. Their 

generosity was not confined to institutional giving; the story is that 

in periods of financial crisis, Mr. Barr.berger was known to offer help 

quietly and confidentially to worthy people faced with the loss of their 

horr.es or businesses for lack of liquid assets. L. Barr.berger and Company 

I 

pioneered in rcdio broadcosting; Station WOR was established atop the 

store, o~-ned and operated by a subsidiary corporation of which Edgar S. 

Bamberger, a nephew, was the first president. 10 

. 
The three lived together in the Fuld home, built on thirty acres of land 

lying on Newark's border in South and Ecst Orange. When Mr. Fuld died, 

he left his interest to his wido~ and brother-in-law. He had supplied 

the driving energy and initiative which such a business demands, and 

Louis Barr.berger corr.plemented his talents, acting as does a "governor" 

on a machine, as his nephew-by-tr~rriage, Mr. Michael Schaap, put it. 

Fuld's place could not be filled. Some of the younger relatives work-

ing for the firm bitterly resented the sale of the business, about which 

they were not consulted in advance. Mr. Edgar Bamberger was one of 
. 11 

these. 

Agree~ent on the tenrs was reached in the offices of L2hman 

Brothers, Bankers, late in June, 1929. Mr. Maass, who represented the 

purchasers, handwrote the tenrs, which were thereupon signed. Macy's 
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Board of Directors approved the purchase on the 3rd of July. On the 

13th of August the Stock List Committee of the New York Stock Exchange 

approved the listing of 146,385 additional sh.ares of Macy's corrmon stock, 
be 

to/capitalized at the book value of L. Bamberger and Company at tirre of 

sale. The sellers received 69,210 sh.ares directly, and the. cash proceeds 

from the balance of 77,175 shares which were sold to Macy stockholders 

through subscription rights at .$145 a sh.are. The sale was consummated 

early in Septerr~er, about six weeks before the stock rrarket crash of 

the 29th cf October. }~cy shares reached a high for 1929 on the 3rd of 

September at $255.50, _a nd fell to $110 on the 13th of November, but by 

June, 1932, near the nadir of price averages on the stock exchange for 

12 
the depression, it sank to $17. 

operated thenceforth as a fully-owned subsidiary of Macy's. He contin-

ued to occupy his favorite office on the top floor of the building even 

after his retirel':ent as Chairrran in 1939 in his eighty-fourth year. 

Mr. Bauiberg~r was a nodest and quiet rran. Small in stature, 

almost shy in rr.c.nner, he gave an in:pression "1hich y;ias belied by his 

shrewd, quick mind and the firmness of his decisions. ·Apparently few 

really knew him outside the family. He listened well and kept his owri 

counsel until the time came to act. Then he was very firm. He depended 

upon t wo friends and professional ·associates of long standing. One was 

Mr. John R. Hardin, . the attorney for the business since 1893, and Mr. 

Bamberger's personal lawyer. The other was Samuel D. Leidesdorf, Bam-

berger's business adviser, and ~he auditor of the £inn's accounts. 

Mr •. ltardin was a graduate and an Alumnus Trustee of Princeton 
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.. 
University~ For many years he was an active partner in the Newark law 

firm of Pitney, Har-din and Skinner, becoming inactive in 1924 when he . 

was Selected President of the Mutual Benefit Insurance Company of 

Newark. His son, Charles, was an active member of the law firm. Hardin 

senior had held various appointive and elective offices in the State. 

He was greatly respected for his integrity, his political sagacity, and 

his welfare and civic activities,. in many of which Mr. Bamberger and 

the Fulds were also interested and active. He bec~~e very close to Mr. 

Barr.berger over the years; they enjoyed ~ great mutual respect and a 

wann friendship. 

Mr. Leidesdorl, whose relationship with the donors was equally 

close, was a native New Yorker. Born in 1881, he had become his mother's 

. sole support at a very e2:!'.'!~· ~~y!eted th~ four-year high ,,...,.,, 
-o-• 

school course and passeci the State Regent's examinations after studying 

for nine months at a private school. He becarr.e a certified public ac-

countant al nineteen years of age -- the yo~ngest, it was said, ever 

licensed in the State up to that time. He declined Mr. Bamberger's 

offer of a pennanent position with L. Bamberger and Company as control-

ler, preferring to establish his own firm of certified public accountants, 

which he did in 1905. However, he sent one of his young men, Mr. Walter 

Farrier, to be the merchant's confidential assistan~; -he acted in that 

capacity until his employer died, then going to Bloomingdale's with Mr. 

Schaap. S. D. Leidesdorf and Company enjoys with its founder an enviable 

reputation for rectitude and competence in the business and financial 

comnunity of New York. 

Sanuiel Le'idesdorf is an intelligent, . tolerant and generous 
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w~n whose warm hurr~n qualities, wisdom and integrity have endeared him 

to the enlighten~d leaders in New York's business and financial circles. 

Like Mr. Bamberger, he is gentle in. manner, whfle his actions are firm 

and decisive. He is known for his sponsorship and support of the high-

est professional standards within hin business fraternity. His leader-

ship in business, philanthrcpic, religious, charitable and other civic 

activities is outstanding. His n~~e is as well known in interfaith 

religious works as in Jewish. In 1959 he received the gold medal a-ward 

of New York's One Hundred Years Association, with extraordinarily gen-

I 

erous expressions of respect and affection from the City's leaders·. Mr. 

Leidesdorf has usually been regarded by the initiated as a great power 

in the affairs of the new institution which is the concern of these 

pages. 1: ~ wa s t c· :.:~.-:..:::-.:.:.:._ ~ :.:.:.,_.~:. .:. .. .:luence 0n i-1r. Bamberger a s Lne 

Institute grew and problems of additional financing were raised. But 

he was also to take positions for the benefit of the Institute with 

which his old friend and client differed strongly. It was character-

istic of the regard in which he was held, even by a querulous and aged 

Mr. Bamberger, that Leidesdorf continued to enjoy his respect, even 

though ultimately he was pitted against both Bamberger and Hardin in 

matters of investrr.ent policy. 

Mr. Maass took his l aw degree at twenty-one in 1899, and soon 

founded his own law finn in New York. His professional, philanthropic 

and religious activities and ~P.rests were less broad than those of 

Mr. Leidesdorf. His first contact with the business and personal in-

terests of the donors was \vhen he helped in the negotiations with R. H. · 

Macy and Company . Mr . Lei desdor f then b r ought him into the inquiries 

i 
l 
I 

' 

\ · 

i 

j 
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entrusted to him by the donors for their proposed philanthropy, and 

Maass continued to sit: in the councils. He was articulate and shre-wd. 

He and Flexner seen:ed to understand each other well at their first 

meetings; and as will be seen later 1 Flexner marked the lawyer for a 

very high place in Institute affai r s. 

What of Abraham Flexner hirrself, who was to be the intellect-

ual and spiritual father of a new institution in Arrerican education? 

What of his experience, quality an& temperament upon which was based a 

reputation impressive enough to engage the confidence of the two cautious 

' philanthrcpists in a field to which their own life experience was so 

foreign? He had prestige; did he have the vision, the knowledge, the 

strength of purpose, the patience to bring his plans to fruition? 

His -remarkab le ~a:?'.'eer ShOlolS t:nree di s tinct phases; in eei~u. ca 

consuming interest in education was dominant. Vntil his thirty-ninth 

year, Flexner taught Greek and Latin tu high school boys in his native 

Louisville. The second phase began in 1905 when he closed the school· 

and engaged in graduate study in education for three years, first at 

Harvard University and then at the University of Berlin.. In 1908 he 

was employed by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching to 

examine and report upon medical education i n the United States and 

Canada. After two ~ore large investigations, and the production of 

three notable books, he joined the staff and the Board of Trustees of 

the General Education Board. For fifte~" years (1913-1928) Flexner 

worked for and with the Board: 
' ' ' 

as Assistant Secretary (1913-1917), , 

as Secretary (1917-1925), and finally as Director of Studies and ~edi-

cal Educa tion (1925• 1928). 

I 
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The third phase began with the Rodes Trust Memorial Lectures 

at Oxford in 1928·, which led through a series of fortutitous circum-

stances to his organization and direction of the Institute for Advanced 

Study (1930-1939). 

Abraham Flexner \Vas the sixth of nine children born. to Moritz 

and Esther Flexner, who had migrated to the United States in the middle 

of the nineteenth century. His father died in 1882, in Abraham's six-

teenth year, leaving the eldest son Jacob to assUI:".e his res.ponsibilities 

for tne fa~ily, which was close-knit and devoted. Jacob selected 

Abrah~m to be hostage to the farr.ily's future fortunes, sending him to 

the Johns napkins University in 1884 -- its eighth year. Two years 

later the boy graduated, just under twenty years of age, and began 

to teach G~eek at B0y5 B!gh ~~h~~! !~ ~is native Louisville, t~tc~ ing 

on the side to improve the family's finances. Four years later he 

opened his o-w--n preparatory school, displaying rrarked success in inducing 

even recalcitrant young men to want to study, and in preparing them well 

for the colleges of their choice. The school was highly r~uunerative. 

With its income he aided his brothers to prepare for their professional 

careers. In 1905, free now of these financial responsibilities~ he 

closed the school, and left Louisville with his wife and first child, 

intending with the zeal of a true reformer to work in national educa-

. 13 
tional administration. . 

His graduate studies enabled him to enlarge on his considerable 

knowledge of American colleges and secondary schools, and to compa re them 

with the Gennan systems through first-hand studies and consultation with 

educators and administrators here and abroad. The comparisons were 
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adverse to the American institutions and experience, which were in 

transition and quite foreign to the settled German educational insti-

tutions of the empire. As he returned to this country he published a 

.small, bold book entitled The Ar.-.erican College, in which he 'Was de-

cidedly critical .of the colleges and the preparatory schools. The 

follo~ing is his summary of his conclusions: 

The American college is wisely comrnitted to a broad and 
flexible scherre of higher education through which each 
individual rray hope to procure the training best calcu
lated to realize rraxirr:u~ effectiveness. The scheme 
fails for lack of sufficient insight: in the first place, 
bec.suse the pre?aratory school routine devised by'the 
college su?presses just what the college assumes it will 
develo?: i.e., individual initiative; in the second place,· 
because of the chaotic condition of the college curricu
lum; finally, because research has largely appropriated the 
resources Df the college, substituting the cethods and in
<-t:L~sts of highly specialized ir.-.:estigat:.c--: .::::- .. \..- 1 --~~

objects of college teaching. 

The way out lies, as I see it, through the .vigorous re
assertion of the priority or the college such ••• The B.A. 
and not the Ph. D. is, and always has been, the college man. 
The college hes been richly endowed ••• The graduate school 
is a late ceveloprr.ent: a proper beneficiary of the college 
surplus, if such there be, not the legitimate appropriator 
of the lion's share of its revenues. 

I mean neither to depreciate nor to disparage graduate 
work; to the extent of advocating a more exclusive ·treat-
ment of its privileges, a more thorough fitness for its opportu
ni'ties, I am doing just the reverse. But I insist that rapidly 
won distinction as research centers is no compensation for 
college failure. The diversion of college resources to gradu
ate uses is defensible on the theory that college work is 
antiquated or superfluous, but this plea can hardly be urged 
at a time when the graduate schools themselves suffer from~~ 
slighted college work.14 

At this stage of his career Flexner was much concerned with 

the pedagogical aspects of secondary schools and colleges. He defended 

the elective system as being "catholic and democratic" as against the 
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dominant classical tradition of the colleges of Colonial days and the 

early Republic~ But he criticized bitterly the administration of the 

system, for most of the colleges and universities failed to guide the 

student in the choice of eleetives to help him toward his chosen 

career, and , f a iled also to require the secondary schools to do what 

was necessa ry in the sa~e regard. He earned the hostility of the 
. 

classicists, 'Who had . so long · ir::posed their tastes, interests and caste 

upon American education, and for a long time "Was forced to defend 

vigorously his position in favor of modern languages and literature, 

modern rrzthe~atics and science. 

These first years of his career witnessed a trernendous change 

in the Arr:erican educational scene 'Whose significance he "Was one of the 

first tc recogni ze .::m:! :;;:.d~ The Johns Hopkins ;.:a s the first 

American institution established prirrarily for graduate education. It 

met a great need, and "Was well attended in those early days by men 

'Wanting advanced study who before had been forced to seek it in Europe , 

unless there happened to be a Gibbs or a Peirce to work with. Within 

fifteen years three other universities were founded with the intent to 

ha i d d . 15 emp s ze gra uate stu ies. In those years and beyond them, many 

American colleges of colonial and early Republic years added graduate 

divisions, and called themselves universities. Confusion reigned; so 

diverse were their accomplishments, so varied their standards of admis-

sion and performance, that the Presidents of fiye of the greatest uni-

versities met in 1900 to fonn the Association of American Universities , 

which imposed standards for admission to it which gave some assurance 

of substantial· and rr.eritorious graduate studies in sufficiently large 
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groups of subjects to warrant recogniti0n. 16 

President Daniel Coit Gilman of the hOpkins had first estab

lished depa_!trr.ents by disciplines, so that each might be autonomous 

and free from interference from -the others. But there was no graduate 

and undergraduate divisions; the same fa~ulty taught throughout. Nor 

was there a .9ean of the graduate school. Research thrived, becoming 

ever narrower and deeper in the ·interests of advancing discovery. At 

the sar.;e tirr.e teaching, which even in the colleges had not succeeded 

in establishing itself as a profession before the Civil War, but was 

regarded generally as a stop-gap toward more lucrative and "7ortffi;hi1e 

endeavor , was becoming professionalized, and as it did, the ''rapidly 

won distinction" of creditable researches became the touchstone to 

success in getting a t~:.c!-. ~_ •• g ~~:;:-::!-, !.;-. ::'te colle.;es. The result ¥'~S 

further fragrrentation of knowledge, the burgeoning -0f electives which 

enhanced the tendency toward it, and the failure of the colleges t;o 

preserve their function as places of general education to prepare the 

citizen for leadership, the aspirant for a profession for graduate 

study, and the young scholar for advanced study and researches in the 

arts and sciences. Moreover, disciplines , ·representing arbitrary di

visions in knowledge , were being taught so that natural relations be

tween them were obscured, as were the means by which they buttress 

each other. 

The position which Flexner got on his return from Europe 

was quite different from his e xpe ctations. He called on Dr. Henry 

S. Pritchett, President of the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of 

Teaching , and was asked t o undertake a survey of medical education in 
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the United States and Canada. He accepted, and prepared for it by 

studying the best of the American schools -- the School of Medicine at 

the Hopkins. With the help of Dr. Wm. Henry Welch and his colleagues, and 

of his brother, Dr. Simon Flexner, then Director of Laboratories of the 

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, he developed a series of effec-

tive but crude criteria as the basis for his personal investigation of each 

of the one hundred fifty-five medical schools. His report was published 

in 1910 as Bulletin No. 4 of the Carnegie Fcundation for Advancement of 

Teachin3. So important was it and is it even today that i~ was only 

recently reproduced. Of all the one hundred forty-seven American schools 

about a half-dozen had proper standards of admission and teaching; licens-

ing standards of the States, poor enough·anyway, were largely honored in 

the breach. The facts were irrefutable; a "public revulsion" swept through 

the country. Many of the schools employed only the didactic method; few 

had either laboratories or libraries; courses of lectures were short, 

and, delivered as they were by busy practicing physicians who used the 
j 

schools as sources for supplementary income, inadequate. Few required 

even a high school .education for admission; few previous study in medi-

· cal and pre-medical science courses. Flexner became nationally known 

overnight. He was then sent to survey the same field in Western Europe, 

reporting in Bulletin No. 6 of the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement 

of Teaching. Thereafter he conducted another survey in Europe for Mr. 

J. D. Rockefeller, Jr. Then in 1913, after eight years of temporary 

ad h::>c assignments, the former schoolteacher from Louisville joined Dr. 

-. Wallace Buttrick, Secretary of the General Education Board, as Assistant 

Secretar;:- and the Board itself in 1914. 17 
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There his most notable achievement was the management during 

the next fifteen years of nearly $50 million of special funds given by 

John D. Rockefeller, Sr., to ~id the development of medical education. 

He was supported and guided throughout by the excellent advice and 

statesmanship of his brother and that other great pathologist, Dr. 

Welch. }~ost of the funds \Jent for rr.atched grc.nts under contract l-1ith 

medical schools to capitalize the salaries of full-time clinicians ~s 

teachers, researchers and practitio~ers in charge of patients in the 

schools' hospitals. The full-time program had been initiated in the 

Hopkins School in 1913 for the first time in Arr.erica, thus completing 

a start rr.ade by Dr. Welch in 1907 and renewed in 1911 as between Dr. 

Welch and Mr. Frederick Gates, philanthropic and business adviser to 

also fostered reforms in ·medical education, first approved of it heart-

ily, but then, after hearing from the home consituency, opposed it 

bitterly. 

The General Education Board, in part yielding to these 

pressures, exerted ~idely through the press, and in part because the 

Rockefeller foundations wished always to be above any hint of dicta-

tion in dispensing their patronage, modified some of those contracts 

19 "1here the school.swished it done, much against Flexner's will.. This 

was the first of several severe defeats suffered by the active and able 

Secretary of the Board. But the nearly $50 million given by Mr. Rocke-

feller, expanded as it was in matched grants shrewdly administered_ 

throughout the East, the South and the Mid-West, in such a way as to 

stinrulate similar in1prov~nts in areas not helped, resulted in a total 
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expenditure of something like $500 to $600 million to aid medical 

education. At the end of the movement, Arr.erican medical education and 

medical science stood favorably in comparison with the best in Western 

. 20 
Europe. 

Meanwhile the General Education Board and the Foundation 

spent other money on rr.edical educati0n and public health and hygiene. 

The concentration irked some of the younger men at the Foundation who 

were particularly anxious to aid development in the social sciences. 

Mr. Raycond ~. Fosdick expressed this feeling thus: 

••• by 1920 the Foundation had to all intents and purposes 
been captured by the doctors, and while sorr.e grants were 
rrade in the following years for biology and cultural anthro
pology, the doors, although still ajar, were for the time 
being closed against practica~ly everything except public 
health and medical .education. 1 · 

Of Flexner's work in this field Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., wrote him 

as follows as Flexner prepared to retire from the Board: 

You have fully and many times over justified our highest 
hopes of what you could do for the cause of education in 
association with the Board. I think it would be hard to 
overestirrate the contribution which you have rretle to the 
development of education generally in the United States 
and especially to the establishment of a high, strong 
foundation of medical education. In the fifteen years of 
your relationship to the General Education Board, because 
of the splendid background of knowledge which you brought 
with you and your highly trained mind, you have been able 
to accomplish what another could not have done in twice 
the time, if at all. No finer piece of constructive work 
has been done in any of our philantropic boards tha~ the 
work which you have done.22 

If Flexner's interests had been mainly confined to pedagogical 

matters earlier, his work with medical education and the stress it laid 

on strong graduate schools gradually caused a shift in his emphasis. 
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I 
No longer would he have held that graduate work was entitled only to l 

I 
the surplus "if any there be" of the colleges. But he was still a 

severe critic of the colleges and the seccndary schools, which he now 

classed together as "secondary" in the task of preparing students for I 
real work at the graduate level. He joined Dean Gale of the University 

of Chicago in his lament that teaching responsibilities and "parental" 

care of graduate students laid an · intolera.ble burden on the graduate 

faculty, which threatened to drive the productive rran from the univer-

sities, where they belonged, to research institutes, where they could 

spend all their time in research. 

So impressed did Flexner become that in 1922 he proposed that 

the General Education Boa.rd est2blish a real American university, since 

none existeG in the Uni i...e:! ::.>tat:es i:>ecau::;t! the llopl:d_r;_s ·and the lJnivr:-rsity 

of Chicago had yielded to the pressures of undergraduate education to 

23 an ex~ent which stultified the graduate school. Such an institution, 

Flexner said, might be created de nova, with only a medical school in 

the professors, at a cost of so:r:e $50 million, -which .would give it a 

plant and serve for its initial endowrr.ent. (See p. 12) Or the insti-

tution might be created by "suppressing" the undergraduate division of 

one of the two great universities created prirr~rily for graduate work --

the University of Chicago or the Hopkins. Though he conceded it would 

cost more to convert the Hopkins because of its smaller endowment, he 

favored it, since it had not succumbed to the diversions of undergradu-

)_ ate life to such an extent as had Chicago. He dismissed the possibility 

of converting any of the universities which had superimposed the gradu-

ate school on the old college, on the ground that : 
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in dominating spirit and interest they are rrainly colleges · 
still ••• As at Oxford and Cambridge, so at all our American 
universities, some advanced teaching and ••• work are carried 
on, LBu!f nowhere h~ve we asst::mbled a homogeneous faculty 
of productive scientists and scholars with a ho~ogeneous 
student body of mature, independent, and self-responsible 
workers ••• The t-wo conceptions -- college and univers°ity · 
are at cross purposes. Science and scholarship suffer; 
money is wasted; even undergraduate training is, under 
these conditions, less efficient than it might be ••• 24 

Would research institutes, relatively new in this country, 

meet the problem? He concluded they would not, though some scholars 

and scientists mainly the latter ~- were taking refuge in them. He 

continued: 

But research institutions, valuable and necessary as they 
are, cannot alone remedy the difficulty -- first, becz.use 
relatively few cen are ~ost happy 2nd effective if their 
entire energies are concentrate.d solely upon research; 
second, because the nu:r;ber of vou~ men ~hn r.an be ty~;"~~ 
in resea rch iP .. st.5.t~t::.~::.::; i::; :-.. ~~(:.~scrily l.i rr!ited ••• Rcse a rch. 
institutions cannot ••• take the place of universities where 
men receive higher training ••• 

Having suggested alternatives, he concluded: 

Decision ••• is not important, or even desirable, at this 
stage. It is, however, ir.:portant,to realize the confused, 
not to say, chaotic condition of higher education in 
America. Curious as it rrEy sound, this is an encouraging, 
not a discouraging, situation. We have, as a matter of fact, 
made great progress; that is why we can acco!:lplish sorrething 
that neither Pres. Gil~~n nor Pres. Herper thought feasible. 
Our problem is one ••• that arises out of p·rogress; it is not 
••• due to stagnation or retrogression. It is ••• a hopeful 
phenomenon that secondary and collegiate education are so 
widely diffused, and eminent scholars and scientists so 
numerous that the country is ready for the next forward step 
--a university which needs no feeding L~ndergraduat~7 school 
of its o'Wll, because the country abounds in colleges by which 
it will be fed. 

If a university so conceived were established, _it would ••• 
in all probability stimulate other institutions to reorganize. 
Some of them in time might drop the college; others might 
effect a complete differentiation bet-ween college and gradti-
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ate schools; still others might confine themselves to 
college wor.k, on a more modest basis than is feasible as 
long as college and university aims are mingled. Higher 
education in the United States needs the new stimulus, 
the new ideal, which a genuine university would supply. 25 

Several of his colleagues agreed with his proposal; Dr. George 

E. Vincent, a General Education Board Trustee and President of the 

Rockefeller Foundation, wrote him: 

This is an admirable anaiysis. I should like to talk with 
you about the plan. I am not wholly convinced that the 
undergraduate department of the University of Chicago might 
not be gradually discontinued. It is the only institution 
young enough to permit ·such a major operation. A pllr.iber of 
interesting possibilities occur to rr.e ~hich it would be in
teresting for me to talk to you about. 6 

The conversation had a result; the Board appropriated sorr.e $2 million 

to help the University of Chicago to divest itself from the first two 

undergraduate years, and sent its Co-Secretary, Mr. Trevor Arnett, an 

expert in university finance, to help Chicago's new, young, and prom• 

ising President Ernest Burton. But Burton died in 1925, and with him 

died the hope of doing anything until Robert·Hutchins became President 

in 1929. 

¥.ieanwhile Flexner worked on his own to bring about the suggested 

change in the Hopkins. The Goodnow Plan, previously mentioned(See p. 8 ) 

was an evidence of his support and interest. Indeed, four months before 

the Hopkins Trustees approved it, an article by Flexner appeared in the 

Atlantic Monthly suppoiting the idea of a "real university," describing 

the American university as "an educational department store with a kinder-

garten at one end and Nobel prize winners, or their ·equivalent, at the 

27 
other." Universities with endowrrents of $30 million or more were, he 

said, seven things: colleges for high school students, advanced schools 
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for college gr~duates, research institutions, professional schools, 

extension schools, correspondence or radio schools, and athletic and 

social institutions. He mentioned the plan the Hopkins Trustees were 

cons idering then; it contemplated continuing to award the bachelor's 

degree, and the admission of students to the last two years of under-

graduate classes. If these undergraduates were to be admitted, Flex-

ner urged, their classes should be "telescoped" into the graduate 

school, and only graduate degrees awarded. The Hopkins Trustees 

adopted his suggestion, thus rr~king it possible to shorten. the forr.~l 
I 

routine American education by two years. 

Here the author voiced some misgivings: would students 

leave institutions where they had taken their undergraduate work .for 

advanced study in such an institution? He a~swered that graduates 

from the eastern colleges went to the California Institute of Technology 

at Pasadena, attracted by its small but excellent faculty. Would the 

public support such an institution? Generally it was assumed that 

support came only to institutions identified with corrrnunities. He 

answered his own question cautiously: 

Men, money and facilities do not come together in such ways 
as to make it possible to have a nicely rounded institution 
at the higher level. No single acience would be completely 
represented an)'1olhere; still less, all sciences; and insti
tutions more concerned with science would al~ost inevitably 
be less adequately developed on the humanistic side -- and 
vice versa. This has always been the case in Gennany, where 
these things have, on the whole, been hitherto best managed. 
Nor does it greatly matter; the very incompleteness of single 
institutions will force all real universities in the higher 
sense to view themselves as part of one great whole.28 

Any hope that the General Education Board might help the 

Hopkins raise the $10 millions it needed to effectuate the Goodnow Plan 
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must have vanished when the Board announced in its Annual Report for 

1924-1925 that it was abandoning its policy of giving grants to insti-

tutions "as -wholes."29 Even so, Abraham Flexner continued to hope he 

could raise the money. But administrative changes occurred within the 

University. President Goodnow became ill shortly after his plan was 

adopted, and asked to be retired. The Trustees deferred action on his 

request, appointing Dr. Joseph Ames, a physicist and former classmate 

of Flexner's, as A~ting President in Janua ry, 1928. Ar..es was hostile 

to the Good.now Plan, as was also Dr. Florence BaQberger, a niece of 

Louis Bamberger, who -was made Dean of the Hopkins undergraduate college 

of education during his administration. A~es -was appointed President 

on the 3rd of June, 1929, to serve until he was retired for a5e in 

i935 • . vr. u~~bergcr tr2de no sec~et of her hope that her wealthy uncle 

and aunt would contribute to the endowment of her college, but they 

30 
failed to do so. The historian of the Hopkins made only a short, 

· acidulous reference to the Goodnow Plan: 

The faculty was inclined to suspect that he /Goodnow/ 
had confidential informa tion about prospecti~e .large 
gifts, assuming that he would not otherwise have ven
tured so d~astic a recommendation, but no large gifts 
were forthcoming.31 

During his early years with the General Education Board 

Flexner had enjoyed the confidence and support of his colleagues, and 

a particularly wann and rewarding friendship with the relaxa.d, shrewd 

and genial Dr. Buttrick. To Abe Flexner, brilliant, irr~ginative, in-

tense, indefatigable, Buttrick' s quality of. ease and quiet assured 

power were precious. The two men complemented each other in almost 

.every way, and each realized the value of the other's talents and 
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quality to hir.;self. It was a sustaining and fruitful relationship. 

But Dr. Buttrick retired in 1923, and a new and quite different man, 

Dr. Wickliffe Rose, took his place, just as the younger men in the 

Foundation decided that basic changes must be made in the modus operandi. 

Flexner's proble~s rr:ultiplied. He found hiI!lSelf increasingly alone. He 

had no accord with the new officers. He was not one to hide his dis-

pleasure over new ways of handling foundation work. Thus in '1924 he 

delivered a paper at a conference of Rockefeller foundations staff 

members, in ·wnich he frznkly a~~itted that he himself and other named 

officers ha d not been tra ined to <lo.the kind of thing for which they 

were really responsible in foundation work. He asked for two new staff 

tr.embers who would be prepared as experts to hzndle programs in the 

hut..anit1es, music, etc. He spoke strongly agains t pToje~t f!~~~~!~~~ 

and urged instead the developrrent and adequate support of "germinal 

ideasi" 

Progress Lin foundation activitie~7 depends in the first 
instance on neither money or machinery, but on ideas -- or 
more accura tely, on men with ideas ••• By way of recognizing 
the one really vital factor which is quite independent of 
foundztions, let me e~phasize, in the first place, the 
overwhe lrdug iIT.?ortance of ideas -- 'gendnal ideas , ' a s 
Dr. Buttrick s ays -- fund.c.mental ideas. One must draw a 
sharp distinction be t ween ideas that, if brought to reali
zation, br ing about far~reaching changes in course of time, 
and projects, which are suggested by needs and lacks t hat 
are on the surface. It is with ideas rather than projects 
that foun da tions ~ust concern t hemselves, and ideas cannot 
be advanced unless the right persons can be found.32 

His passionate conviction that the old ways of the General 

Education Board were best did not itn?ress his newer colleagues. Nor 

did they welcome having their fitness for · their positions questioned, 

even if the critic i ncluded hiwself among those he suspected of inade-
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quacy. He was near the end of the special earmarked funds for medical 

education. He was very doubtful that the University of Chicago was 

going to bring his other idea to a successful end. He was now neither 

officer or Trustee of the Board; he ..,as Director of Medical Education 

and Studies. Toward the end of 1927 Flexner was asked to deliver the 

Rhodes Trust Memorial Lectures at Oxford the following May, on a sub-

ject of his own choice. For this he was to thank Dr. Frank Aydelotte, 

who was also American Secretary of the Trust. Flexner chose universi-

ties as his subject • . 

The Lectures were delivered on the 5th, the 12th and the 19th 

of May. In the first he expounded his Idea of a Modern University. In 

the i:;econd he discussed American universities, sparing neither criticism 

nor ridicule in describing the multiple conflicting pnrposes o:i: some of 

the most important institutions, giving devastating examples of such 

things as strictly vocational and trade school activities for which 

credit wos given toward graduate degrees. In the third lecture he ex-

amined and criticized English universities, without approval, _but also 

without ridicule, and the German institutions, for which he had great 

respect, particularly as they had existed prior to the Revolution of 

1919 when the "tidiness" due to class distinctions had given way. 

The lectures attracted much attention in the United States 

particularly the press reports of the second one. One may imagine the 

quiet but deadly storm of protest from the heads of the great universities 

which beat upon the Trustees of the General E~ation Board, even 
......... 

though Flexner did not identify them by name. On the_24th of May the 
------ -

Board's Secretary announced publicly Dr. Flexner's "voluntary- reti~_e-
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) r..ent," 'Without explanation. Dr. Flexner at Oxford ascribed his retire

ment to a pending reorganization of the four Rockefeller foundations for 

education, saying that Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., had offered him a position 

equal in dignity and responsibility in the new establishment, but that 

he had declined, with the observation tha t those responsible for making 

33 
the new organiz~tion functicn · 'Would do better if he were not there. 

) 

The press, especially the Ti~es,suspected that Flexner had been disci-

plined for Si?eak ing his mind frankly. · But again the Secretary sp'oke, 

attributing the retirement to the exha ustion of the S?ecial funds for 

rr.edical education, and alluding to Flexner's age; at sixty-t'Wo he wa~ 

. h" h f 1 . 34 'Wit in t ree years o compu sory retirement. As the press took off 

on the new scent, ti'1e reorga nization, · the Tirr.e s ecitorialized on Flex-

ner's contributions "With rare praise: 

Nearly twenty yea rs ago, (1910), there appeared a report 
which is recognized a:s one of the pa r amount influences o.f . 
that period of reform in ~edical education. It was rr~de for 
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancer..ent of Teaching by 
Dr. Abraham F lexner, a nd it dealt fearl essly, trenchantlyand 
discerning ly with the standards, me thods and personnel of 
the existing Arr.erican rr.edical schools, 1 rr€rcilessly casti
gating' all that 'Was sor did and unwholesome, and holding 
up to view the ideals toward 'Which they should a spire. This 
knight errant, whose lance was at the com:nand of those ideals, 
was anathemati zed by some who suf f ered from his criticisms, 
but, as Dr. Llewellyn F . Barker s a id in his recently pub
lished book on !he Young Men a nd Me d i cine, ' i t is now 
generally recogni zed t ha t the t hor ou6h veatila tion of the 
subject by t he report wa s most t ime ly, and that Mr. Flexner's 
investigations and recorr:rr.endations we re weighty contributions 
to the progre ss of educational refonn.• 

This report was, however, but the preface to a chapter of 
effort to put into effect the recorrmendations made on paper. 
Dr. Flexner has had the advantag e of having at his hand the 
funds 'With which to rea li ze some at least of his ideals or 
to test their validity. 

.,, , 



These are but illustrations of the progress that has been 
r..ade since he :wrote the st·irring report 'Which looked 
toward improved Qedical education. But his knight-errantry 
has not been confined to the field of tred i cal education. 
He has tilted not only against diploma mills but also against 
the opium traffic. He has dared to say what he thinks about 
the movies, motors and jazz~ He has spoken out plainly about 
education in high places -- attacking certain traditional 
rrethods and disciplines, but conderrning also the introduction 
of new courses ~holly devoid of educational values just for 
the sake of adding to numbers or gratifying a vul£ar de1nand., 
He has had the terr.erity even to raise the question whether 
-we Americzns really value educa tion in spite of t _he amount 
'INe spend for it. He has a bright record of achiev.ement to 
his credit, and though he has approa ched the t .irr.e of official 
retirer::ent, it is to be hoped t ha t there '°" ill be an epilogue; 
for he is a ""holesome challeng ing force in the "World.35 

It would appear that the timing of the Secretary's announce-

ment, rather than the fact of Flexner's earlier resignation~ was in-

question. Judg ing by the letter -written him by Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., 

on the 9th of April, just t'l.lo days before Flexner sa i~ed to En;,;l t=nitl t:o 

prepare for the lectures, he had given notice of his retirement, to be 

effective on the 30th of June.
36 

But the suspicion persisted that he 

had been relieved of his position for ridiculing the practices of some 

of the best American universities. However, "When he had left, the 

General Education Board's Annual Report took this notice of his departure: 

"His services in the cause of education and especially 
medica l e ducation , a field in which his t r aining and experi
ence rrade him err.inent, were invalu~ble. During the fifteen 
years i n which he was an officer of the Board he devoted 
himself with keen intelligence a nd untir ing energy to its . 
tasks. His clear insieht, his wide and accurate knowledge 
and hi s ardent irragination have been most stimulating and 
constructi ve. "37 

As has been said before, FleXner spent the next two years 

studying fur t her, and an:plifyinghis lectures for publication by the 

Oxfcrd Press. Univers i ties was published in t he United States in 
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November, 1930, cre?ting anew the stir of 1928 for, in Flexner's words, 

he gavE "full credit for all that was good" in American universities, but 

I riddled with facts, sarca sm, and documents the outright 
and shar.ieless hurnbuggery that was proving 'profitable at 
teachers' colleges; in home-study courses at Colurrbia, 
Chicago, and even my own beloved Johns Hopkins; in cor
res?oncence courses competing with work on the campus; 
and it:. the absurd topics for which the Ph. D. degree was 
given.38 

But he also courageously revealed his plan for the "society of 

scholars" which he conceived the real university to be. No brief of the 

plan is fe asible here, but it r.iust be said that he emphasi i ed the import-

ance of developing the social sciences, which were not exploited in the 

German and English universities, and for which he urged consideration of 

.methods used so successfully in the natural sciences, and urged the 

testing of hypotheses and generalizations, which a special committee of 

the Rockefeller Foundation S:ill found larre ntably wanting in a survey con-

ducted in 1934. Moreover, he felt there was little need to emphasize 

future development in the natural sciences; they were doing very well 

and would continue to do so. The other great branch of knowledge, the 

hurr.anit i es, he said required much greater attention than it had so fa·r 

received. Foreign languages~ dead and live, mediaeval and modern art, 

music, literature, history -- these subjects nourished values by which 

men live; they could also "be scientific," he believed. 

He pleaded for "creative activity, productive and critical 

inquiry," in the modern university: for minds which could specialize, 

as wa s necessary for research, and also ''minds which can both specialize 

1 
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and generalize." For, he said, 

The philosophical intelligence ffi'JSt be at work, trying 
new patterns, trying, howEver vainly, to see things in 
the large •.. And this procEss should go on in the univer-

. sity more effectively than anywhere else, just because 
the university is the active center of investigation and 
reflection, and because it brings together within its 
framework every type of fundauental intelligence. 39 

. Flexner was not sure. he could persuade Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. 

Fuld to make possible such an institution. But he hoped that he could 

set up any plan they would accept in such a way that capital other than 

theirs might be attracted to finance a really significant departure 
I 

from the pragr:iatic values corrnnon in most American institutions of higher 

learning. 

The challenge offered by their attentive interest in his pro-

posa l W<:iS inspiring. Just as the Louisville schoolteacher of the turn 

of the century gave little promise of the bold, imaginative and construe-

tive executive of the rniddie years, so now those qualities, strong as 

they undoubtedly were under the stimulus of his recent defeats, and the 

general protestations in self-justification from the universities, would 

necessarily be subserved to accomplish a task requiring more patience 

·and even greater persuasions, if he succeeded in arousing again their 

interest when they returned. For it seemed clear that the accord 

reached in January was concededly subject to review should they return 

safely. 

Flexner was a man of great energy and strong convictions, ani-

mated by high ideals. Eagerly he sought an opportunity tc start afresh 

at sixty-two with a new enterprise in a new setting, when most men are more 

or less secure at the end of their careers in surroundings and with 
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reasonable certainties they have learned and feel they have earned. 

This man ~as high-strung and impatient, inflexible in his standards. 

He had shown hirrself to pref er defeat to compromise in matters of 

high principle. Here was a possible chance to crown his career in 

education. Hopefully it would be given him to do. Would he be equal 

to it? 

---

I 
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CHAPTER II 

THE LOUIS BAMBERGER AND MRS. FELIX FULD FOUNDATION 

Dr. Flexner apparently lost no time in resuming conversations 

with Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld when they returned to the East, probably 

early in April, refreshed and rested. For as he finished his ~~nuscript 

of Universities, that work which really had its beginnings in 1922, ·Flex-

ner could not refrain from thinking how glorious it would be to h.s.ve 

publication of the book related in time to the announcemept that a new 

institution of higher learning was being established in the United States. 

What happened seemed to indicate th.at the donors, alive and 

well after the journey home, were less inclined to initiate the univer-

sity. Any such reluctance could certainly be excused by a look at the 

economy, which was settling into a state of paralysis. True, their 

fortunes were now liquid, but the wise investment of some $11 million 

which they had received in cash~ and their probable reinvestment of the 

amount involved in nearly 70,000 shares of Macy common -- for Mr. Barn-

berger was a conservative investor -- was a serious problem when IT~rkets 

in stocks and bonds were well started on their long decline without an 

end in sight. Moreover, they might be forgiven if they took a less 

serious view of the necessity to inaugurate a new type of American uni-

versity. For if they had been able to read the proofsheets of Flexner's 

chapter on American institutions, they would have found one hundred 

~ seventy-seven printed pages of facts and highly critical corrment about 

~ ---.the curricula 
-~ 

and the administration, and the waste of money, effort and --
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men with which he charged a few Esstern and mid-Western universities 

all with the general admission that the strides made by graduate educa-

tion in the last fifty-five years since Gilman ha9 introduced it in the 

United States had really been phenomenal. 

It was not until the 23rd of April that Flexner prepared the 

first draft docurrent of this second period of negotiation. The creation 

of a university was no longer being considered; the donors had made 

clear that they were willing to give a modest first contribution. The 

su~ was $5 million. That Gilman had launched the Johns Hopkins on a 
I 

bequest or $3.5 million Flexner.knew, but he also was aware that each 

of Gil~an's dollars in 1876 was worth five of his in 1930. Moreover, 

he knew well how rigorously economical Gilr.an had been, even though he 

faced much less luxuriously branched fieids of knowledge than Flexner 

did. 

But the educator also understood how the persuasions of neces-

sity acted when pride wa·s involved in a philanthropic venture. The 

senior Rockefeller, for instance, had been persuaded by Mr. Gates to 

give $600,000 to help found the University of Chicago in 1890. and had 

done so with the belief that this was his first and last gift r?r the 

purpose. But Mi. Rockefeller was named the founder of the University 

of .Chicago, and twenty years later, he ha? been led, complaining bitterly 

l the while, to invest some $34 million in the University. So might it 

be with Mr. Bamberger. 

The third "working paper" preserved by Dr. Flexner was a copy 

of the draft of the 20th of January as it had been amended, with many 

further emendations made by pe~cil in Flexner's handwriting in which 
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the ~dte, the 23rd of April, was also inscribed. The scissors were 

liberally used. The resulting draft was copied and sent or handed to 

Mr. Bamberger, who on the 24th of April sent a copy to Mr. Hardin with 

the request that he meet the writer and Dr. Flexner on the following 

Monday, the 28th of April. In fonn the draft was no longer a codicil; 

instead, it was a letter to trustees from the founders of a new insti

tution. (See Appendix III) The preamb 1 , stated their intention to 

establish c.n Institute of Higher Learning or Advanced Studies, "to the 

endo~-ment of ~hich we propose ••• ultimately to devote our residual 

estates, to be situated in the State of New Jersey." No reference was 

made to Ne~3rk, or to naming the institution after the State. 

Tne \>Ord "university" was conspicuously absent. No definition 

~f t~~ ~~~~~ 0f t he 1.ns titution wa s gi ven, except that there were to be 

no undergraduate activities, no professional schools for the present, 

and no teacher-training courses. Only the doctorate or its equivalent 

was to be cn.;iarded, and the t .rustees were still admonished "to advance 

the ideals" of the institution as before. Requirement of the collegiate 

degree for a dmission might be relaxed in exceptional cases in the dis

cretion of the faculty and the trustees. Certain members of the faculty 

might "ulti!:'.ately be chosen" to be trustees. No mention . 'Was made of 

their election by the faculty, or of special conditions to attract out

standing scholars to the faculty, or of financial aid to worthy students. 

Latitude for changes in details only was left to the Board. 

This was a barren statement, seemingly reflecting all that re

mained by ~ay of commitment on Mr. Bamberger's part after he consented to 

move. It was characteristic of Flexner that he would accept such condi-
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tions in the hope that better days would see braver deeds. By the time 

the three men rret to confer, Flexner was prepared to clothe the bare 

bones with flesh. He had made the transition in his a..n mind from a 

small university to a special kind of institute in which the expansion 

of knowledge through the researches of a small, distinguished faculty 

would prcceed hand-in-hand with the guidance of well-prepared students 

in advanced studies. One can almost see the point of change as it is 

reflected in Unive~sities. He had lavished LIUCh thought on his Idea of 

a Ms dern Univers ity , advccating a true society of scholars, both students 
I 

and arrivees, working uncer the sir.plest conditions for the glory of 

discovery. In discussing Arr.erican universities he had patiently exposed 

all the conditions which, in his opinion, operated in them to defeat the 

etto.L·L::; ut: devoted s cnolars ano scient: is ts to research and investigate. 

and to train advanced students. Then quite suddenly, at the end of one 

hundred seventy-five pages of detailed and sometirr~s picturesque examples 

of the obstacles in the path of the universities, the author appeared 

abruptly to lose hope: 

l have said that alrr.ost anything can be accomplished in 
America if intelligence, effort, and resources are com
bined; that is just what we so rarely bring about. We 
have intelligence alone -- and it is stalled; effort alone 
-- and we a re jumpy, feverish, aimless; resources alone -
and we are wasteful. No sound or consistent philosophy, ~· · 

thesis, or principle lies beneath the American University 
today. 

What with the pressur~ of numbers, the craving for know
ledge, real or dilut ed, the lack of any general respect 
for intellectual standards, the intrusion of politics here 
and of rel i gion somewhere else, the absurd notion that 

: ideals are 'aristocra tic,' while a free-for-all scramble 
which d i stresses the able and intelligent is 'democratic,' 
there is no possibility of a surrma ry solution of the prob
lem of higher education in America -- or, for the matter of 
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that, of education at any level; we lack teachers, facili
ties, standards, comprehensi on and the willingness to accept 
differences. In the hurly-burly which exists, excellent 
work will go on ••• scholars and scientists ••• have never been 
defeated not by war or poverty or persecution, and they 
will not be defeated ••• 

It has, however, become a question whether the term 'univer
sity' can be saved or is even worth saving. Why should it 
not continue to be used in order to indicate the formless 
and incongruous activities -- good, bad, and indifferent -
which I have described in this chapter? ••• 

It is, in any case, clear t~at no uniforn country-wide 
and thorcughgoing revolution is feasible.2 

After suggesting a few chan8eS "1hich might irr.prove Harvard, 
I 

Columbia and Chicago, he launched rather abruptly into description of 

an institute of higher learning, thus closing the chapter on American 

universities. 

Progress · mig-t1L De great:iy c.::;sisL.ea by the o~tright creation 
of a school or institute of higher learning, a university 
in the post-gradua te sense of the word. It should be a free 
society of scholars -- free, bec&use mature persons~ ani
mzted by intellectual purpcses, must be left to pursue their 
own ends in their own ~ay. Administration should be slight 
and inexpensive.* Scholars and scientists should partici
pate in its government; the president should come down from 
~-is pedestal. The term 'organization' should be banned. 
The institution should be C?en to persons, competent and 
cultivated, who do n0t need and would abhor spoon-feeding 
-- be they colleg e graduates or not. It should furnish 
simple surroundings -- books, laboratories, and above all, 
tranquillity -- absence of distraction either by worldly 
concerns or by parental res?onsibility for an imnature stu
dent body. Provision should be me.de for the amenities .of 
life in the institution and in the private life of the 
staff. It need not be complete or symmetrical: if a chair 
could not be admirably filled, it should be left vacant. 
There exists in America no university in this sense -- no 
institution, no seat of learning devoted to higher teaching 
and research. EveT)'\Jhere the pressure of undergraduate and 
vocational activities hampers the serious objects for which 
universities exist. Thus science and scholarship suf~er; 
money is wasted; even underg raduate training fs less · effi
cient than it might be~ if left to itself. 
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What could be expected 1 if a modern American university 
were thus established? The ablest scholars and scient
ists would be . attracted to its faculty; the most earnest 
students would be attracted to its laboratories and semi
nars. It would be srr~ll, as Gilman's Johns Hopkins was 
small; but its propulsive power would be momentous out of 
all proportion to its size.· It would, like a lens, focus 
rays that now scatter. The Rockefeller Institute for 
Medical Research is limited in scope; its hospital con
tains only sixty-five beds. But its uncorr.promising stan
dards of activity and publication have given it influence 
in A~erica and Europe throughout the entire field of medi
cal education and research. · A university or a school of 
higher learning at the level I have indicated would do as 
much for other disciplines and rr.ight thus in tirr.e assist 
the general reorganization of secondary and higher educa
tiono 

*A Harvard professor writes rr.~ as follows: 'I think it is 
tre~endously important at the present time to oppose the 
tendencies of adrr.inistrative usurpation of certain academic 
functions which can . 9nly be properly perfon:ied by scholars. 
It has often seeme d to me that we mibht profitably go back, 
at leASt in part ~ to thl? svstPm 'l.lhi ch .MS . lon~ ;md SUCCRSS

fully functioneri ir. G.::il!·.a,·.:r -- i·.a.i.:c:::..y, to hEve the purely 
house-keeping and financial ....,ark of educational institu
tions carried out by business men and clerks, with deans 
and rectors appointed from the older men of the faculty for 
periods of one or two years, relieving them for the time 
from their purely teaching duties and having them concern 
themselves during their administrations with the guidance 
of educational policy in consultation with a coliillittee of 
t~eir colleagues. 1 3 

With these words Flexner finished the chapter on American 

universities. The proposal does not seem to be a logical conclus ion 

to what he had just written. The Idea of a Modern University already 

had outlined the characteristics of the "modern university" suggested 

above, and they stood as a yardstick against which the revelations of 

practices in American universities were graphically measured. Moreover, 

to cite the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research . as an example 

see~ed forced, for it really represented the rese2-ch institute which 

he had deplored because it usually removed men of genius and fine 
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talent from the universities, where they belonged in his judgment, 

because of their greater influence on the young and on the stream of 

cultural development. 

But the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research was known 

by medical scientists the world over; pa rticularly was it a bright star 

in the f -irrrzrr.ent of the donors, and particularly. because of its Director, 

Sison Flexner. Perhaps his brother err.phasized it here because of one 

of its firm policies, sta ted by Simon in the biography of Wm. Henry 

Welch: t he Institute rr,i ght hc.ve ma de more r c.pid progress had it 
I 

called eminent u.en from abroad. Instec.d, it was satisfied with a 

slower pace, preferring to rr~ke its ma rk on An erican medical science 

through the achieveffients of k::e rican rr.en of science.4 

/.<fain no l. t .::o r u ie1ua rn; u:i.. cne discussion between -t.he cone!'.', 

his trusted counsel Mr. Hardin, and Dr. Flexner. But it seerrs that Mr. 

Ra rdin like:lFlexner's plan, and felt great confidence in the man hirr.self. 

Two days later, Mr. Charles R. Hardin, who 'Was to do the actual drafting 

of legal docurr.ents for his father, sent Flexner a cordial letter enclos-

_ing a skeleton of a certificate of incorporation and certain infonration 

about New Jersey law on the fonnation of non-prof it educational associa-

tions, asking him to supply the staterr.ents of substance. Meanwhile 

Flexner had already prepared those staterr~nts, which he dispatched to 

Charles Hardin, suggesting that on certain points he intended to ask -_ 

the adv ice of Messrs. Leidesdorf and Maass, who were in Mr. Bamberger's 

confidence in these rr~tters, and whom he wanted also to attend the 

5 
next conference. Flexner's draft statements make clear that he had 

already been asked. informally to organize and direct the new instltution. 
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He wrote: 

I am seno1ng _you herewith material with which to fill out 
the blanks in the Certificate of Incorporation. I shall 
show your letter this afternoon to Mr. Maass and Mr. 
Leidesdorf, ~ho have been in Mr. B~mber~er's confidence, 
and ask them to corr:rr.unicate with you reg~rding details 
which I am not in a position to settle ••• 

The enclosure read as follows: 

First: The name or title by"which this corporation is to 
be known in law is the Institute of Higher Learning or the 
Institute for Advanced Studies to be situated at or near the 
City of r-;ewark. The Institute shall hzve a faculty or staff . 
headed by a Director, whose functions will be defined by 
the By-Lc.ws to be hereafter adopted. 

' Second: The ?urpose for ~hich this corporation is fonred 
is . the prcu.otion of knowledge in all fields and the train
ing of advanced workers for and beyond the Ph. D. degree 
and si~ilar professional degrees of equal standing. The 
conditions under which such degrees will be awarded will 
be at least equal to those dem2nded by the most exacting 
educct-ional i~ -::: ~~~:.;~:..: .• :. .:. •• :..:._ :: .. .;,._.,,d Stal:e-t>. 

Fourth: The cor?oration shall be.r.2 naged by a Board of not 
to exceed fifteen Trustees who shall be divided into five 
equal classes serving respectively for one, two, three, 
four, and five years, and vacancies due to the expiration of . 

. term, resignation, death, or other cause shall be filled by 
the reraaining Trustees in accordance with the By-Laws which 
will be adopted.6 

As the rirafts were being perfected, Mr. Barrherger asked Mr. 

Hardin to schedule a meeting for the 5th of May. Again speed was 

essential: Dr. Flexner was due to sail for Europe in mid-May. Some-

what defensively Hardin replied that he and his son were to attend the 

A~erican Bar Association meetings in Washington during that week; the 

twelfth would do equally well, he thought. Drafting was well in hand, 

and all pending rr2tters could be disposed of at one further meeting. 

But before he left Hardin prepared for Bamberger the following letter 

to Dr. Flexner, leaving blank the compensation. Mr. Bamberger sent 

I 
I 

I 
I 
l 
i 
I 
~ 
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the proposed letter to Flexner on the 5th of May, with an addendum 

allowing the Director to employ a private secretary. The letter follows: 

Just these few lines to express the deep apprecia- - ~~ 

tion of Mrs. Fuld and myself for the invaluable counsel 
and assistance you have rendered us in formulating plans 
for the establishrr.ent of an 'institution for higher learn-
ing' in fulfill~ent of our ambitions to devote our respec
tive fortunes to sorne worthy philanthropic purpose-. 

You have been so helpful and the thoughts to which we 
are about to give concrete expression are so largely your 
o~n that we are exceedi~g ly anxious to enlist the continu
ance of your service s in directin~ the Institute and plac
ing it in a position where it ca n successfully function in 
accordance with our i deas. Such being the case, I aw writ~ 
ing to inquire whether you "Will accept the appointmen~ as 
Director as soon as t he 'institute' is established and 
thereafter devote your tir.:e exclusively to its management , 
to the end that it rrzy beco::-.e the outstanding success which 
we are all so desirous of achieving. We recognize that the 
position will be one of g reat responsibility which may en
tail consi derable travel on your part to r.2ke the desired 
contact s , a nd, if agreeable to you, ! would be el &d ~v tl<:i¥c 
you indicate your accep t ance of t he a;>pointment here-with 
tendered upon the follo"Wing basis, to wit ••• 

Please be assured that your acceptance of the appoint~ 
rr:ent will, in the opinion of Mrs. Fuld and myself, launch 
our enterprise with the preconceived assurance of its 

7 success ••• 

Dr. Flexner accepted in a letter dated the 9th of May: 

I am profoundly touched and gratified by your kind 
letter of May 5. I need not assure you that I em deeply 
sensible of the honor a nd confidence which you and Mrs. 
Fuld repose in me, and in accepting your suggestion that I 
be the initial Director of the Institute for Advanced Study 
I wish to express my personal gr a titude and my profound 
appreciation of the great responsibility which I am under
taking. 

You and Mrs. Fuld are ~2king possible a new step up
ward in American education - - a step that ought in history 
to count ~ith the founding of the Johns Hopkins Universi ty 
and Medical School and t h e establishrr.ent of -the Rockefeller 
Institute for Medical Research. I can only promise you 
that I shall spare no effcrt to make the institution 
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worthy of your beneficent idealism. 

We cannot look for quick results, for time and patie=-:.ce 
must be spent in the choice of those whose work is to bring 
distinction to the institution which you are establishing, 
but I shall give wy entire thought and soul to the effort, 
and I hope that you rray both live long to enjoy the great 
good which you have undertaken to accomplish. Certainly 
nothing could be finer than the unselfish spirit which you 
and Mrs. Fuld have rranifested at every mo~ent since the 
suggestion carre under discussion. 

With all good wishes -and very high regard ••• 8 

By the time the 12th of May car.e, the draft of the letter to 

the Trustees was presur.zbly perfected for the time being, probably in 
I 

the early conference with Mr. Hardin and perhaps in . lat.er talks bet'Ween 

Flexner and the donors. It had beco~e a thing of grace and cordiality, 

of ir.agination and high ideals. 

~:~ar: .. l1ih. :-:exner h.aci c.een negotiating with Mr. Bamberger on 

the membership of the Board of Trustees. He was experienced in working 

with an impersonal group of Trustees at the General Education Board, 

most of them his peers in the field.of education. Though Mr. Rockefeller, 

Sr., had been named a Trustee at the beginning; he had never attended. 

He was content to have Mr. Gates represent his interests. Flexner had 

hoped that he might work under the same conditions here, and had pre-

pared a list of names with that . object and others · in view. First he 

wanted academic experience which would serve to check and guide his 

own plans. Of the fourteen rren he suggested, two were veterans in the 

field with whom he had served on the General Education Board, and six 

others were in academic life. Two others ~re strong in their f inan

' "' cial position. The remaining men were prominenC-·-in literature, diplo-
--.. _ 

macy and government. He suggested the name of no man who had. worked --
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But the donors had other ideas about the Board of Trustees. 

First, they intended to serve on it, and wanted their four advisers 

with them: Messrs. Flexner, Hardin, Leidesdorf and Maass. Then Mr. 

Bamberger accepted five persons named by Flexner: Messrs. Frank 

Aydelotte, Alanson B. Houghton, Herbert Lehrr~n, and Lewis H. Weed, 

and Dr. Florence R. Sabin. Next, Dr. Alexis Carrel and Dr. Julius 

Friedenwald \./ere suggested by Flexner and accepted by Mr. Bamberger. 

The last two narr.es had not been selected when the group rr~t on the 
I 

12th of April, and it ~as decided to take two from Dr. Flexnar's list 

to make up the fifteen: Mr. Dwight Morrow and Dr. George E. Vincent. 

Flexner signed the Certificate of Incorporation with Mr. Maass and the 

~• .. JLlv.l..o> u .. ~he 13th of .May, and then departed for c•.irooe. whetne r the 

t'Wo last-·nai;:ed .Trustees were contacted by others and declined, or 

whether Mr. B~rrberger had a change of heart, does not appear, but for 

their names were substituted two of his own· choice: his nephew, Mr. 

Edgar S. Bamberger, and his business associate at Bamberger's, Mr. 

Percy Selden Straus. Thereafter new copies of the Certificate were 

made, and on the 20th of May signed by the Founders, and Messrs. Hardin, 

Leidesdorf and Maass. Mr. Charles Hardin legally authenticated the 

10 signatures, as he had the earlier ones. · 

The Certificate followed approved lines; the fifteen chosen 

names appeared as those of Members of the Corporation who should elect 

the Trustees. (See Appendix IV) In the interest of keeping the two 

bodies identical, it was provided that any Trustee who ceased to be a 

Member also ceased to be a Trustee. 11 The Trustees were to be respon-
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sible for the conduct of the business of the corporation, for ni.aking 

the rules and regulations governing the institution, its staff and 

faculty, the admission and discipline of its students, and the grant-

ing of degrees and dipl01?.as, including honorary degrees. Two rules of 

substance were included; one- - proscribing discrimination on account 

of race, religion or sex, and the other forbidding the acceptance of 

gifts from any sourc.e other than the donors, if they -were accompanied 

by conditions deerr.ed to be incompatible -with the purposes of the Insti-

tute. In the interests of sirr.;>licity Mr. Hardin had ame~ded the language 

suggested by Flexner to eliwinate irrelevant ni.aterial from the stateITent 

of purposes. 

The legal title of the Foundation and the Institute were 

,; institute tor Advanced Study Louis Bamberger and Mrs~ Felix Fuld 

Foundation." The purpose was stated as follows: 

The purpose for •hich this corporation is formed is the 
establishr:ent, a t or in the vicinity of Newark, N. J., 
of an institute for advanced study, and for the promotion 
of knowledge in all fields, and for the training of 
advanced students and -workers for and beyond the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy and other professional. degrees 
of equal standing . 

The Founders' Letter to the Trustees was a docum:!nt now of 

high purpos e and spirit, expressed entirely in tenns of the Founders' 

-wishes, which were to become law to their Trustees. (See Appendix V} ~ 

The following were t he essential statements: 

The pr imary purpose is the pursuit of advanced learning 
and exploration in fields of pure science and high schol
arship to the u tmost degree that the facilities of the 
institution and the ability of the faculty and students 
will permit. 
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· The faculty would 

consist exclusively of ~en and wo~en of the highest 
standing in their respective ·fields of learning, at
tracted to this institution throu£h its appeal as an 
opportunity for t~e serious pursuit of advanced study 
and because of the detachment it is hoped to secure 
from outside distractions •••• 

While the institution will devote itself to the teach
ing of qualified advanced students, it is our desire that 
U.ose who sre asser.·bled in the faculty ••• may enjoy the 
rr.ost favorable opportunities for continuing research or 
investigations in their particular field or specialty, 
end that the utrr.ost liberty of action shall be afforded 
the •• ~faculty ••• to that end. 

Students and workers might be financially assisted: 

In endowing this institution we recognize that many worthy 
and capable persons are unable for financial reasons to 
pursue study or research to the extent justified by their 
capacities. It is expected, therefore, that the Institute 
"7ill supply r.·eans "7hereby through scholarsh1ps or fellow
~i.ll!'S su:::h "1orl:c r s may be s'.l ;;? o-:-ted during the course of 
tteir work or research, to the end that facilities of the 
institution may be available to any man or worr~n otherwise 
acceptable possessing the necessary mental and morsl equip
ment. 

Students and "workers" were to be admitted on the basis of 

their ability to undertake advanced study; the bac~alaureate degree 

would usually be required of those seeking admission, but exceptions 

could be made in the discretion of trustees and faculty. The minimal 

purpose appeared to be, as far as the training of students was con-

cerned, to accomnodate candidates for the doctoral degree; beyond that 

· lay the charge to the Trustees to "advance the ideals of the institu-

tion," a statement 'Which now took meaning from the declaration of pur-

pose expressed in tr.e Certificate; i.e., to train students and workers 

"for and beyond" the doctoral degree. The prominence thus given to 
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the intent to train and guide students and workers precludesany assump-

tion that the Institute was to be devoted solely to research. 

Since Dr. Flexner would be -in Europe, it was decided that Mr. 

Ivy Lee, public relations counselor to Mr. Rockefeller, would be asked 

to handle the public announcement. He would give the press a brief 

story with copies of the docur.ients, and warned Mr. Bamberger that the 

reporters ~ould inevitably want more than was given, and that sorr£ one 

in Mr. Barr.berger's office should be prepared to answer questions. The 

release wa s delayed for several days, while Mr. P~rdin observed the 

political c:.rr.enities by info!T.1ing the State Boe.rd of Education of the 

corr.ing event. Mr. Lee then prepared to give the news to the afternoon 

papers of Friday, the 6th of June. Meanwhile he submitted the "Whole 

00~s!e:!'.' 0f ~ews story and docun;ent ;:; t..o Messrs. Bamberger and Hardin for 

12 
final approval. Mr. Bamberger suggested several changes. He quali-

fied the story to say that in addition to the initial endowment of 

$5 million, the conors -would give "additions to an extent 'Which they 

hope "Will provide adequately for the purposes of the Institute." (Em-

phasis supplied.) Another insertion was the following: "The Institute 

will be located in Newark or vicinity." In the brief discussion of .the 

beginnings, disavowing any elaborate physical preparations to house the 

ne'W Institute, the text said, pursuant to the instructions Mr. Lee 

· received: 

Because they have for rr~ny years resided in Newark, N. J., 
it is the intention of the Founders to make available 'to 
the Trustees a portion of the thirty acres of wooded park 
land in which their home is situated at Center Street, 
South Orange, N. J., in the event that the Trustees shall 
consider this site as most useful for the purposes of the 
Institute. 
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He was now requested by Mr. Hardin, "in deference to Mrs. 

Fuld's very positive feeling, Lto omi!f the specific reference to the 

use of the home site for the perrr.anent location of the institution." 

A final change corrected language which might have been construed as a 

pledge on the donors' part to aid financially acceptable students who 

needed it.
13 

And so the staterr.ents were made ready for the public eye. 

Just then Mr. Lee received notice tPEt Mr. Rockefeller intended to 

release to the afternoon papers of the 6th of June news of his gift of 
I 

$10 million to the City of New York for a park and museum in Washington 

Heights. Fearing this would prejudice the Newark news in the metropoli-

tan papers, Lee suggested notice of the Institute be deferred until 

i·lonciay ir:u.Lning, w:ien n::;ws was usually scarce, and it "Would probably 

receive more attention.- But Mr. Bc:.mberger was loyal to the Newark News, 

an afternoon paper, and so the story appeared on Saturday afternoon. 

The Newark News reviewed in detail the many generous civic, 

cultural and philanthropic activities of Mr. Bamberger and the Fulds, 

and carried glowing tributes to them from prominent citizens. The 

Institute for Advanced Study as it appeared in the Certificate and the 

Founders' Letter was fully described •. Community pride in the distinc-

tion of having the new Institute located in or near Newark "Was marked • . 

Said ·an editorial: 

jJhe Institute•~7 intellectual and social possibilities are 
not no~ to be calculated. They cannot fail to be both broad 
and deep in th~~r effect upon ~ericc:.n life and thought if 
the ideals set forth by the founders are realized. That 
they "Will be, both the principles ~pan "Which the first ex
clusively postgraduate college in this country is launched 
and the calibre of those to "Whom .their application is 
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corrmitted as trustees give promise •••• 

\.,'hether this institution sh.all rise, physically, in this 
city or in its environs, it cannot fail to bring to the area 
over which Newa rk's influence extends an intellectual stimu
lation, the effect of which will be incalculable ••• 

This institution at its inception receives something far 
more useful to the scholar than money. This is the un
trarr.rr:eled opportunity to follow intuition and experirrent 
into the unknown, where lie fields of knowledge useful to 
~zn, but still locked against him. 

In endowing their founda tion with th.at opportunity Mr. Bam
berger and Mrs. Fuld have givea it r..ore th.on their millions. 
Uncer the direction of rr.en like Flexner, Carrel and Weed, 
and wo~en li ke Dr. Florence Sabin, it is bound to be well 
used. This gift ••• puts this corr:rr.unity more and more tlnder 
obligation to the generosity 2nd vision 0£ the Bamberger
Fuld families.14 

The New York Tir..es was generous in its coverage, quoting the 

entire Letter of the Founders to thP T~,~~ees, and giving additional 

details. The Founders and the Director were corrmended for the delib-

erateness with whi ch this unique institution was to be developed. It 

would be the first and only one of its kind in the country. When Dr. 

Flexner returned from Europe he "would undertake to enlist outstanding 

teachers in the.Ir respective fields as members of the faculty." The 

Institute would be coeducational, accepting on an equal footing people 

of all races and creeds meeting its high standards. The laudable pur-

pose to establish an institution exclusively post-graduate in its 

activities was warmly approved. The story continued: 

At the Bamberger offices it was said that temporary quarters 
••• could be obtained without using ar-y of the $5 million endow
ment. It was also explained that the initial endowment would 
be augmented from tirre to time to provide for such expansion 
as might become necessary. For tte present no medical depart
ment will be operated, but it is expected that such a depart-
ment may be added eventually.15 · 
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Meanwhile Dr. Flexner in Europe discussed with his consult-

ants on Universities how best to begin the Institute. Most of them, he 

reported later, were unable to give him their advice without first re-

fleeting at some length; nevertheless, he received sorre irm'ediate. counsel 

which impressed him as valuable. He returned to the United States early 

in July, visiting .t he Founders be fore going to his summer home in the 

Canadian woocs to prepare Universities for publication. It was agreed 

that the org~nization ~eeting of the Trustees would take place early 

in October; before then, Dr. Flexner would prepare his prdposals for 

the by-lm.-s and subs it ther.i to Er. Bzrr.berger .and Mr. Hardin in time for 

full ciscussion and changes, if necessary, before they went to the Board. 

Oxford Press in September, to be issued late in November in the United 

States. Dr. Flexner sent his dra ft of the by-laws, concerned with sub-

16 
stance r a ther than legal forrrzlities, to Mr. Bamberger on September 17th. 

The following week they met with Mr. Hardin to consider them, and to de-

cide on the order of business and the slate of officers. 

Changes of substantial import were made in Flexner's proposals 

before a draft was ready for submission to the Trustees. These will be 

discussed later in relating the Board's action~ Mr. Hardin sent one of 

the preliminary redrafts to Flexner with a brief note which seemed to 

indicate that he syu~pathized with the Director c.nd sought to salve his 

feelings. The new draft, he said, "would harmonize with the New Jersey 

requirements, and ••• I hope you will find [T.:=_7 in sufficient correspond-

ence with your own draft to pass muster with you. Do not hesitate to 

I 
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criticize freely in whole or in part." Apparently further changes were 
on 

required; finally/the 2nd of October, Hardin sent a draft which presum-

ably represented the last word in this pre-Board consideration. Without 

comnent Flexner asked Hcrdin to send copies to-the Trustees so that they 

might have tirr.e to study the proposed by-laws before the meeting; sched-

uled to follow a luncheon tendered by the Founders on the 10th of October 

. 17 
at the Uptown Club, on East 42nd Street in New York. Hardin complied, 

sending the draft to the Trustees on the 7th of October, "at Dr. Flex-

18 
ner's request." The pro~?tness with which Mr. Mc.ass presented nine 

' questions to Hardin by letter before the meeting makes it difficult to 

esca?e the conclusion t~at Flexner had told him of certain misgivings 

about the draft. Hardin had no time in whi ch to reply by letter; his 

19 
let it be so for the tiL.e being. 

All but one of the Trustees appeared for the rr.~eting. Mr. 

Lehman was s·uccessfully cot:?aigning for re-election as Lieutenant-

Governor, and could not be present. The Board mer:ibers exhibited a 

variety of interests and experience. Flexner's care to have a consid-

erable number of educators represented was less than productive; he and 

Dr. Frank Aydelotte were the only two. True, there were three medical 

scientists -- Drs. Carrel, Sabin and Weed -- two of whor.i had taught. 

But weight was in the presence of the three merchants -- the two Barn-

bergers and Mr. Straus -- and the three professional rren -- Hardin, 

Leidesdorf and Maass -- while the retr~ining three -- Mr. _~~ughton, 

Governor Lehman and Mrs. Fuld -- supplied an elerr~nt of diplomacy. 

It is not unlikely that the question of the ages of the various 
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Trustees hed caused some speculation, whether or not it -was discussed 

at the time. For three -- Mr. Bamberger, Mrs. Fuld and Mr. Hardin --

were in their· seventies; three in their sixties -- Flexner, Friedenwald 

and Houghton; six -- Aydelotte, Carrel, Lehman, Maass, Sabin and Straus 

. -- were in their fifties, and the .rerrzining three -- Edgar Bamberger, 

Leidesdorf and Weed -- -were in the forties. Certainly an age limit for 

20 professors was discussed then as will appear later. 

The Board exhibited strength in several directions. Dr. 

Aydelotte had won distinction as a progressive college President .-- the 
' 

first to introduce the English system of -working for honors to Ar:ierica, 

thus pioneering in breaking what he c&lled the academic lockstep. Flex-

ner stood forth as the most articulate critic of American institutions 

vf t .. i5~lcr lea.rni ~g; the acaderP-iC ccrr:::ct1.nity \.Jas ~ell aware of his strength 

in assembling and delivering the materials of thoughtr-provoking analysis 

and criticism. He -was highly conscious of the difference between his 

.c ._,.n ner role and the one he now assumed; the heavy burden of construction 

now rested on his shoulders, and he hed to prove himself in the eyes of 

those whom he had criticized most vigorously~ 

Dr. Alexis Carrel, Member of the Rockefeller Institute for 

Medical Research since 1906, was a Nobel Laureate, having -won the prize 

in 1912 for his surgical success in suturing block vessels and in trans-

planting organs. Dr. Sabin had become a Member of the Rockefeller Insti-

tute for Medical Research after twenty-three years of teaching and 

research at the Hopkins; her work on the lymphatic system, on ·tubercu-

losis, on studies of the brain, Gnd on diseases of the blood had won 

her great distinction. 
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Mr. Houghton was an elder statesman. He had been president 

of the Corning Glass Company, his family's enterprise, when he decided 

to enter the public service. He served two tenns in Congress, after 

which he became American Ambassador to Germany (1922-1925) as President 

Harding's appointee, and to England (1925-1929) as President Coolidge's. 

He and Dr. Flexner had met· in Genrany and England; they were wann friends. 

Governor Lehman was a partner in Lehrr~n Brothers, Bankers. He 

went into politics and was elected Dcffiocratic Lieutenant-Governor of 

New York in 1928. He was re-elected in 1930, and then elected Governor 

for four years (1932-1936), which were followed by years of distinguished 

service in the United States Senate. 

Mr. Straus, whose career was entirely with R. H. Macy and 

\..Ompany~ was trustee of New York Univ~rsity and the New York Public 

Library. He was President of Bamberger's. 

Despite the differences in the interests, ages, qualities and 

pursuits of this group, they were knit together by a. strong common pur-

pose -- to help the Director in every way possible to achieve a great 

success in his effort to create optimum conditions for advanced study. 

Nevertheless, Flexner had reason to feel that the burden was his to an 

uncomfortable extent. His imagination, which had not failed him during 

his years with the General Education Board, was still lively. Now, 

however, he had no Gates to breathe fire into his reports to the Trustees, 

or to influence the donors with confident support. There was no Buttrick, 

"" with his humor and his sense of timing, who dared to believe and to say , 

"'- ,liat "his only policy was to have no policy." Nor did he have the 

benefit of the academic judgment which h3.d weighed, considered and 
-~ ........ 
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spoken on Flexner's proposals with all the rr~ture judgrrent of an Eliot, 

an Angel, a Vincent, a Howland. Indeed, he faced at all times a healthy 

skepticism in Mr. BaQberger, and that, as he was to tell a colleague 

later, caused him to devote himself to winning Bamberger's confidence 

with all his considerable powers. 

One senses· from sorr.ething he wrote -well after he left the 

directorship how he would have had these first years go. A poignant 

note crept into his rerrarks about Daniel Coit GilrrGn as he passed rr.uster 

with the Hopkins Trustees in 1874 and accepted the presidency of the 
I 

University: 

Thus in his 44th year, -- the very prirr.e of life -- Gilman's 
greatest C?portunity came to him and he was ready for it ••• 
~o other k:-:erican of his day had a corr.parable equi pment in 
1
··:-: ---' :_-l~e cf ::-:--::• - -6· educ.:: :::: :::-..: ! ::~::--ge or in experience with 
innovation. Suddenly abur,dc..nt r esoi.:rces and a clea n slate 
were offered to him in Baltimore, and he knew precisely what 
he wanted to do. A single meeting with the Hopkins Trustees 

2 convinced therr. that he was the rran of . the hour. And he was ••• 1 

About the Organiztion Meeting of the Trustees little is known. 

The social hour of the luncheon passed pleasantly, and the rreeting 

opened with a brief address by Mr. Bamberger in which he thanked the 

Trustees for their willingness to help in guiding the Foundation estab-

lished by himself and his sister. Then at his request Mr. Hardin took 

the chair temporarily, and called on the Director to explain the pur-

poses of the Institute. 

Flexner opened his remarks with a warm tribute to the Founders 

for their generosity and "farsightedness," and impressed the Trustees 

with his feeling that "new foundations, starting as this one does.with 

a clean sheet, without commitments and without traditions," were rare 
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even in A.~erica. Re plecged hirr.self to do his best, and charged the 

Trustees to do theirs, and particularly to be observant to see that he 

himself was successfully discharging his great responsibility. But, 

he said, it was on the· faculty that the success of the Institute de

pended. He must find "men and women of genius, of unusual talent" to 

corr£ to the Institute. It would not be easy; academic life had lost 

many through poor conditions for work, poor pay and lack of security. 

He asked the cooperation of the Trustees in his effort to offer condi

tions which ~ould rr2 ke the lot of the faculty members of the Institute 

more attractive than was the usual aca demic appointment. He could 

not say with wha t subjects the Institute night begin: it ·might be the 

physical sciences, including biology, or the hur::i.anities, which he con-

~t~·~0 tc ~over all the activitie5 0£ man. Whatever it was to be, it 

depended on the availability of the right men and women for the faculty. 

The students, he said, would have "left behind all the ordinary steps in 

education ~nd discipline. Sorr.e may already have achieved independence; 

some may require a certain amount of guidance." But none--would be 

irrmature or "uncertain," nor would their total number be large.22 

The proposed by-laws next received the Board's attention. 

Most of them were unexceptionable; it is the few which involved crucial 

points which will be described here, and that without benefit of any 

knowledge of the discussions, either in the pre-Board conferences or 

during the meeting. The legislative history of the by-laws is estab

lished only by the availability of the copy of Dr. Flexner's proposals 

of the 17th of September, fortunately preserved in Mr. Hardin's papers, 

and a copy of the proposals sent to each Trustee on the 7th of October 
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by Mr. Hardin, remaining in Mr. Aydelotte's files. These, compared 

with the By-Lsws adopted by the Board and incorporated in the minutes, 

and afterward printed in Bulletin No. 1 , show the thinking of the 

Director, Mr. Barrberger and the Trustees. 

Evidently the location of the Institute was cause for a muted 

but active conflict between Mr. B~mberger and Dr. Flexner. The Director 

had specified only the State of New Jersey; Mr. Bamberger narrowed this 

to the County of Essex, which embra ced Newark and the two Oranges; the 

Trustees were given the responsibility for deciding wher~ in the County 

the Institute should be pla ced • . The Board ~liminated reference to the 

County; the Institute _would be located "at or in the vicinity of Newark, 

at such place as the T~stees may determine." This left the way open to 

the logic _of necessity to solve the problem. 

The question of faculty participation in the rrznagerr.ent of 

academic affairs caused many differences. The draft of the 23rd of 
had 

April/eliminated the possibility of the faculty's electing its own 

Trustees. Dr. Flexner had suggested in September that not more than 

five of the fifteen Trustees might be faculty members at any one time, 

to be elected by the Members of the Corporation, as were all other 

Trustees~ Terr.is for the indiv idual Trustees would be decided by lot at 

the first annual meeting, with three groups to serve for three, four, 

and five years respectively, and thereafter the· regular term would be 

five years. The subject had become a tender one as Mr. Bamberger again 

overruled the Director. Flexner's proposal wa~ reduced to an absurdity 

by cutting the total number of Trustees to twelve, to serve from one to 

five years as by lot it wa s decided, although the Board might increase 
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the nurr.ber to the fifteen provided in the Certificate. As a practical 

matter, the Trustees could readily see that they were confronted by a 

loss of three at the April meeting. When the faculty was appointed, 

its contingent might account for five-twelfths of the Board, with the 

resulting loss of five more of the. present Trustees. The Board, con-

fronted by this dile~E, restored the number to fifteen, of whom not 

more than three at any one time might be elected Trustees by the Members 

of the Corporation. The first Trustees were to be divided by lot into 

five classes, to serve frorr. one to five years respectively. After that 
I 

the regular term would be five years. 

Again the issue of faculty pcrticipation arose as Dr. Flexner 

proposed a Cor.:r.ittee on Educational Policy, to consist of three Trustees, 

Lne ~resirlent and the Vice-Pres iGeut, t he Director, and th!ee members of 

the faculty to be norr.inated by the faculty. Again Mr. Bamberger refrained 

from crossing the Director overtly. The proposal as the Board considered 

it provided that the faculty members of the Committee might vote only if 

they were also Trustees. Flexner's draft gave the Committee "power to 

make recmr.mendations L~n educational policie~/ to the Trustees through 

the Director, "Who shall be Chainnan." Mr. Bamberger required the Committee 

to advise the Trustees not only on educational policies but on "the con-

duct of the corporation." The Board decided that the faculty members of 

the Corrmittee should be appointed as were all other committee rrembers 

(except those designated by office in the By-Laws): i.e., by the Presi-

dent, removed the condition on voting rights, and required the Committee 

to review and report also on appointments. In the event, the CO!mlittee 

never materialized; the provision for it was eliminated imnediately after 
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the first faculty appointments were made. 

The Director so far had displayed considerable ingenuity in 

devising ways of providing for collective faculty action~ Mr. Bamberger 

had prevailed so far, but had latterly seemed unwilling to reverse the 

Director too often. Therefore he managed to insert additional conditions 

which rrade it necessary for the Board to cut the knot. In each case the 

Board's decision removed the need for collective faculty action. It 

would be interesting to know whether in this session there was any frank 

discussion to show the various points of view. It would
1
seern unlikely, 

considering tha t the clirrax of .the conflict between Mr. Bamberger and 

Dr. Flexner occurred over the sixth Article, which created the director

ship and its powers and responsibilities; these were decided in the pre-

23 Board confe!ences, and were not .changed by the Board. 

Flexner's draft rra de the Director responsible for the "final 

foru.ulation of policies to be presented to Trustees and faculty" ·only 

after consultation with the President and the faculty. He recommended 

that seventy years should be the normal retiring age for professors, and 

apparently presumed that it would also be for the Director. But the 

tenure of any indivi dual might be extended a year at a time by a two

thirds vote of the Trustees. In case of a vacancy in his office, a 
special committee of Trustees must consult with the faculty as well as 

with outsiders before making its report and recommendation for a successor 

to the Board. The Director was to be ex officio a member of the Board, 

and was authorized to attend all committee meetings. He must make the 

budget and submit an annual report which, with the annual reports of the 

President and the Treasurer, must be published each year. 

.: I, 
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Mr. Bamberger's .proposal gave the Director grester power than could be 

rationally exercised, at the same time establishing his tenure for one 

year at a tirr.e. Subject only to the supervision of the Trustees, he 

should "be responsible ••• for the administration and current educational 

conduct of the Institute ••• '.' He .was to be a Trustee, and to have the 

right to attend all cor:::i ittee meetings. He must "establish the courses 

of study and/or resea rch ••• and set up rules and regulations" governing 

students. His authority to rr.ake appointrr:ents to the faculty was subje_ct 

only to the Boa rd; the constructive omission of any reference to consul-
' 

tation with the faculty was a constructive proscription of the collective 

faculty. Any cor:mittee of Trustees appointed to reco~end a successor 

to the director was free to consult itself only; it was not- permitted 

to consult the facul ty : nui. Lt!l{Uireci r:o seek outside advice. Though the 

Director was responsible for submitting an annual report to the Board, 

publication of any report -- from President, Treasurer or Director ~-

was omitted as a requirement. Thus another constructive prohibition was 

· established, probably without the Board's ever being aware of it. In 

short, Mr. Barr.berger was unwilling to sanction any relationship between 

the Director and the collected faculty, and equally unwilling to consider 

that the public had any right to knowledge of the affairs of the public 

trust he and his sister were c r eating. 

One might well ask why Dr. Flexner was willing to assume the 

dictatorial powers thrust upon him, and to shoulder the responsibility 

himself without at least allowing the Trustees to have an inkling of his 

differences with Mr. Bamberger. His answer would probably have been that 

which he was to give his critics -- the same Mr.. Hardin gave to Mr. Maass 
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let it to be so now, in the hope that with experience would inevitably 

come reason and change. In Universities Flexner had decried the arbi-

trary actions of American lay boards of trustees, and had advocated close 

consultative relations bet-ween: trustees and faculties, pointing out that 

certain grievous mistakes which harmed the institutions in which they 

occurred would have been avoided had such a relation existed. He said 

elso that university presidents tended to .become "bottlenecks"-bet¥leen 

the two groups in interest, c.cpable of representing the views of neither 

completely'to the other. Thorstein Veblen had called them "Ce.ptains of 

Erudition!" 

There were other conflicts in the pre-Board conferences. Flex-

ner urged that the President ~nd Vice-President should be r.:err.bers ex-

officio of all four standing corrrr.itLe~s -- Executive, Finance: Edue4tion 

and Nominations. Mr. Bamberger insisted on making the President statutory 

Chairman of the important Executive Corrmittee, and the Vice-President and 

Director statutory rrernbers. Flexner opposed the limitation put upon 

expenditures through the provision that the Treasurer must sign every 

check, and the President must countersign it if he were available and 

able to do so. The Board added that in the President's absence any 

tr.ember of the Finance Cor.mittee could countersign. One further point: 

though the President was to· preside over meetings of the Members of the 

Corporation, which met always in April to elect Trustees, and could amend 

24 by rr~jority vote the By-Laws, Mr. Bamberger insisted that he have the 

responsibility for appointing the corrmittees of theBoard of Trustees, _ 

over whose meetings the Chairrr~n was to preside. The Vice-President was 

to perform the duties of the President in his absence or disability; no 
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Vice-Cb.airman was provided for. 

The Board at its first meeting elected the following officers: 

Mr. Louis Bamberger, President 
Mrs. Felix Fuld, Vice-President 

. Mr. Aydelotte, ·secretary 
Mr. Leidesdorf, Treasurer 
Mr. Alanson B.· Houghton, Chairman 
Mrs. Esther Bailey, Assistant Secretary 
Mr. Abrcham Flexner, Director25 · 

It authorized the President to rent a small suite of off ices 

at 100 East 42nd Street, and, with the approval of the President, gave 

the Director authority to procure needed supplies. 

The Director wis to take up his duties formally on the lst of 

Decer::ber. Mean,...hile he suggested certain appointments to the Executive 

Corm:ittee to Mr. Barr.berger, who declined to be persuaded that he and his 

sister should be rr:er.:b~rs ex ofticio, and that ~·~essrs. Rardin, Leidesdorf, 

Aydelotte and Miss Sabin would represent a proper academic-lay balance 

d ld b bl t t . 26 an cou pro a y rr:uster a quorum a any irre. Mr. Bamberger was 

Chainnan, and appointed Governor Lehman in place of Miss Sabin. Since 

the Governor could not leave Albany often enough to attend Board or 

cotr.mittee meetings, it meant that the Corrrnittee was always one short. 

Shortly after the Organization meeting, the donors made their 

first deposit toward the initial endowment, completing it in January, 

1932. The data are as follows: 

November 19, 1930 
10,000 shares Macy & Con:pany corr:mon@ $107 
Cash • • • ~ • • • • 

July 1, 1931 

• $1,070,000.00 
10,000.00 

$1,080,000.00 

103,000.00 1,000 shares L. Bamberger & Company 6~~ pfd.@$103. $ 
500 shares National Essex and Newark Banking Co. 

capital stock@ $260 •••••••••• 
Various bonds at mcrket with accrued interest ••• 

130,000.00 
1,312,417 .06 

$1,545,417 .06 
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October 9, 1931 
Cash ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

January 7, 1932 
Bonds • . •• 

Total • .•••• 

~ • • • $ soo,000.00 

• • • • 2,199,449.39 
• $5,324,866.4527 

I· 
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CHAPTER II NOTES 

l. Goodspeed, op. cit., pp. 10, 291. 

2. Universities, pp. 213~214. 

3. Ibid., pp. 217-218. 

4. Simon Flexner and J. T. Flexner, oo. cit., p. 299. 

5. Charles R. Hardin to Flexner, 4/30/30. Flexner to Charles Hardin, 
5/1/30; 5/2/30. 

6. Ibid. 

7. L. Barr.berger to Flexner, 5/5/30. The salary was $20;ooo. 

8. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 5/9/30. 

9. Dr. Flexner's list of narr:es: (Hardin papers) 
Edwin Aldertra n, President, University of Virginia 
Fr.ank Aydelotte, President, S'-'"l rthmore r ..... 11°::'° 

Florence Sabin, Merr:ber, Rockefeller InstH.u i...e i:or rieciicai . 
Research 

Joseph R. Swan, President, The Guaranty Company 
George Vincent, former President, The Rockefeller Foundation 
Edward M. Earle, Professor of History, Columbia University 
Edward Capps, Professor of Classics, Princeton University; 

Adviser to Rockefeller Foundation 
James Truslow Adams, author, essayist, publicist 
A. B. Houghton, former American Ambassador to Germany and to 

England 
Dwight W. Morrow, American Ambassador to Mexico 
John Livingston Lowes, Professor of English, Harvard University 
Lewis H, Weed, Dean, School of Medicine; Johns Hopkins University 
Felix M. Warburg 
Herbert H. Lehman 

10. See copies, Hardin papers. 

11. J. R. Hardin to Maass, 5/7/30. Hardin to Flexner, 4/5/33. ·Hardin 
papers. 

12. Ivy Lee to L. Bamberger, 6/3/30, Hardin papers. 

13. J. R. Hardin to Lee, 6/4/30, Hardin papers. 

14. Newark News, 6/7/30. 
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15. New York Times, 6/8/30. 

16. Flexner to J. R. Rardin, 9/17/30, Hardin papers. 

17. J. R. Rardin to Flexner, 9/29/30. Flexner to Hardin, 10/3/30, Hardin 
papers. 

18. J. R. Hardin to Aydelotte, 10/7/30, Aydelotte papers. 

19. Maass to J. R. Hardin, 5/9/30, Hardin papers. Mr. MaE.ss raised 
several questicns of merit. One concerned the require~ent that 
all checks on Institute depositaries must be drawn by the Treasurer 
and ccuntersig~ed by the President, the Vice-President, or a mem-

· ber of the Finance Co:r:mittee. HE.ass sug;ested that t!:e By-Laws 
might better provide that such signatures should be prescribed by 
the Bea rd from tirr.e to ti1.1e. Nr. r.ardin's mc:.rginal n.::;te said: 
"Al"7ays easy to change." Another ?Oint concerned the ?:Jwers given 
the Director: "Do you not think a great many of the pm."ers you have 
conferred on the Director shauld be subject to approval either of 

.the Board or of the· severa l cor.::r. ittees? Such, for instance as the 
organizc.ticn of the faculty ••• ?" And finally: "Do yo;.i deem it ad
visable to add an arti cle covering the meeting of the faculty and 
~hp ~r~inn tn bP tRken at such ~eetings?" 
Ti1e J..t: ::.t:er:;s to be little dm;bt ~h.c:.t Dr. Flexner, disrn&yed by both 
the unwc.nted pcwers given him, and the lack of Trustees qualified 
in academic rratters, such as he had had access to at the General 
Education Board, must have consulted Mr. Maass before returning Mr. 
Hardin's draft for duplication and rrailing to each Tr~stee. Probably 
Mr. ~~ass felt it was necessary to send his letter raising questions 
to Mr. Rcrdin as a normal courtesy before bringing the questions 
before the Board. 

20. Dr. Flexner supplied Mr. Hardin with a copy of the amended By-Laws 
of both the General Education Board and the .Rockefeller Institute 
for Medical Research, during the drafting stage. The General 
Education Board had amended its laws on the 23rd of ME.y, 1929 to 
provide that no trustee should be elected or re-elected who had 
attained the age of sixty-five years. 

21. Abrahc.m Flexner, President Daniel Coit Gilman, Simon & Schuster, 
1946, pp. 52-53. 

22. Bulletin No. 1, pp. 7-14, passim. 

23. The following is Dr. Flexner's proposed Article VI, providing for 
the office of Director: 
The Director shall be responsible for the final -formulation of 
policies to be presented to Trustees and Faculty and the current 
educational conduct of the Institute. 

I 
" 
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He shall, after conference with the President, the Faculty, and 
the CoCTnittee on Educational Policy, make recorrmendations as to 
policies and nomina tions to teaching posts. Appointments shall 
be made on the vote of the Board for a term not exceeding the 
period specified: they may be · indefinite, in which case, they 
shall terminate at seventy years of age, to be extended for one 
year at a tir.e when the recou.nendation of the Director is approved 
by a two-thirds vote of those members of the Board present, or 
definite, for a term to be specified in each instance. 

The Director shall sub~it not later than the stated meeting in 
April a budget of the proposed ex?enditures for the next academic 
year. 

The Director shall be ex-officio a trustee of the Institute and 
shall ~e authorized to a ttend cor;r.i ittee meetings. In case of a 
va cancy in the directorship, a s pecial cor.=r. ittee shall be created, 

I 

which, after conferences with the faculty and outside authorities, 
sha ll report to the Board o; Trustees. 

The Director sha ll prepare and submit to the Board an annual report, 
~r. ich, tobether with reports of the President and Treasurer, shall 
be published and distributed. 

The following is Article VI as presented to the Trustees, and 
passed. The only change r.~de was in line 10; for became of 

Sec. 1. The Trustees, at their annual rr.eeting, shall 
appoint a Director of the Institute, who shall be re
sponsible, under the supervision of the Trustees and/or 
the Executive Corr;mittee, for the administration and 
current educational conduct of the Institute, in ac
cordance with its purposes as decla r ed in the charter 
of the Corporation. The Director shall be a Member and 
Trustee of the Corporation and shall have the right to 
attend all meeti ngs of the committees of the Trustees. 
He shall or ganize the faculty of the Institute; estab-
1 ish courses of study and/or resea rch to be pursued there
in, and set up governing rules a nd regulations for the 
admission and discipline of students and workers, and 
exercise general supervision over the Institute in re
spect to its educational phases. He shall have authority, 
with the approval of the Board and/or of the Executive 
Committee, to make appointments to the .faculty for in
definite terms or for limited periods. He shall submit, 
not later than the stated meeting of the Trustees in 
April, the budget of expenditures proposed for the next 
academic year. In case of a vacancy in the directorship 
a special corrrr.ittee shall be created to consider the 
appointment of a successor. No action shall be taken for 
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a successor until after the report of 
The Director shall prepare and submit 

Trustees an annual report -which shall 
year's work and accomplishment. 

24. Article X put some kind of a premium oO-the importance of meetings 
of the Members of the Corporation, by providing that a majority of 
all Members present could arr,end the By-Laws, while saying that a 
majority of the whole number of Trustees was needed to do tne same 
thing. Earlier the article had provided for a two-thirds vote of 
either. 

25. Since officers were to be elected at the annual meeting~, Dr. Flex
ner at first considered himself an officer. At the annual meeting 
of 1932 (the first held) the Director's re-appo intment was effected. 

26. Flexner to L. Bamberger, . 10/21/30. 

27. Treasurer's Reports. 

• 



CHAPTER III 

PL.AJ\NING THE n:sTITtITE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

The sober conditions of the opportunities and the limitations 

in his position were quite clear to Dr. Flexner as he reviewed the hap-

penings of 1930 and.faced the task of outlining the unique · institution 

descriLed in the organization documents. He knew now that Mr. Ban:berger, 

seriously disturbed by the economic conditions of the period, w~s con-

cerned n ew not with taking care of a contingency should a physical 

I 

disaster strike him c.nd Mrs. Fuld, but instec:.d with limiting their con-

tributions to the new Institute to just what would suffice for it. 

The Director knew that $5 million was a srrEll initial endow-

... c ........ v ...... ~1e ti:1ing iu~ wanted to cw. ror only a dramatic success in the 

opening moves would impress the lay and academic public, and hence the 

Founders. And since it was well known by those familiar with philan-

thropists that institutions narr~d after their founders rarely attracted 

gifts from others, the need was very great for such an impressive show-

ing. If little could be accomplished with $5 million, and much more 

would be needed, Flexner wzs quite aware that it would have to come from 

Mr. Bamberger and his sister, although he was to try to raise outside 

money for several purposes, but with surprisingly little effect~ as 

will appear. 

Another fact stood out clearly: the Founders were determined 

to share with Newark ctn~ glory or benefits which might derive from the 

"-
enterprise. The Director had _studied carefully this question of loca---

--------- -----
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tion, and knew that it would be i~?ossible for a small Institute to 

sustain itself in Newark, a corrmercial and industrial city possessing 

no other institution for advanced education or learning. He was to 

write impressively in Universities of Friedrich Althoff, leading spirit 

of the Cultus Ministerium of Prussia (1882-1907) as he developed his 

Idea of a Modern University. He learned that Althoff had made a great 

effcrtto staff and equip the Prussian universities for the highest 

possible developrr.ent of rr.edical science, only to find that the few 

men of genius he neeced, who mi ght have served in them, ~ust be 

protected fro~ even ~oderate tea ching responsibilities. And so, wrote 

Flexner, Althoff 

was ••• led to pla n a series of institutions in which the 
rr.ost fertile mi nds rr.i ght be devoted to research in fields 
in wn ich funca~ental pro3rRss r.;: d a lrea dy been rr~de -
fields in which the ba sic sciences had already attained 
definiteness a nd solidity, in which problems, theoretic as 
~ell as substantive, could be clearly formulated, in which 
personnel of high quality had already been trained ••••• 
But so specific is the research institute that its particu
lar activities depend on an individual or a small group. 
Whatever the institute be called, its energies center about 
a person. The important things are not subjects, but per
s-0ns; when the person goes, the subject goes •••• The research 
institute does not have tc include all subjects within a 
definite field; it can demobilize as readily as mobilize ••• 1 

Flexner disapproved of research institutes, mainly because 

they d i d not provide for the training of the next generation of scien-

tists and scholars as did the university. Though he outlined small, 

flexible modern universities with a minimti.m of formal organization, he 

disavowed any intention to favor the research institute: 

The emphasis which I have placed upon thinking and research 
may create the i mpression tha t I am really discussing insti
tutes of research r a ther than universities. Such is not the 
case ••• The resea rch institute stands or falls by its success 
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in rese.s.rch, \.hereas, in projecting the modern university, 
I.have been careful to .s.ssociate training with research. 2 

He was also aware, though he did not mention it in these pages, that 

the geniuses and the men of great talent were needed within the univer-

sity and that in cny generation they were scarce enough to make the 

defection of .one or two a depri~atio.n to their associates in the uni-

versity, and to the students. In surr::iing up his position, he remarked 

tr~t "in the cor::plexity of ~odern science there is no 'telling from what 

source the na.g ic fact. •• or conception will .corns!' The very .breadth of 

the university, he wrote, increased the probabilities of 'fertility. 

Althoff's biograpl-.er had writteh that the Prussian education authorities 

were so strongly convinced of the soundness of the university that "all 

connected with universities by design. This led Flexner to write that 

A resec rch institute, set up within or in connection with a 
modern university, rr.ight escape so~e of the limitations to 
which the isolated institute is exposed.3 

How rr.uch of this he actually wrote with the Institute for 

Advanced Study in mind is a question. But it is likely not much, for _ 

the burden of the lectures was an attack on the Ar.:erican university for 

its rr.ultifarious activities, many of which, he asserted, were not asso-

ciated remotely with cultural advance or real learning. Inevitably what 

he had concluded now applied to the new instftute which he was planning. 

,It seemed to him that its chance for success, to say nothing of life, 

depended on placing it near a university. ·How could he reconcile that 

knowledge with what he had learned of the Founders' attitude~ How could 

he supply suitable buildings in Newark? Certainly he did not want to 
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see Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld become interested in such things then 

-- that would spell death for his effort to "get brains," as he was to 

put it. Not blindly had he persuaded them to proscribe use of capital 

for such things. He knew that Princeton would welcome the Institute to 

its corrmunity; conversations with President John Grier Hibben had·assured 

hir.o of that, 2nd even of the possibility that should he begin with 

mathematics, the Institute might temporarily share with the ne·partment of Math-

ematic.s space in the r:ew Fine Hall which ;.;c:s even then being built. 

But Flexner had evidently spoke~ so frankly on this subject 

th~t he w~s precluded fro:n returning to it in discussions with the 

Founders. And so he "72ited for "so:nethin;; to turn up," meanwhile study-

ing his problem, particularly ttrough the reading of everything he could 

f~~ t~~ ~~~ds of h is old gods, Gil~.::n Pnd Eliot. As he reported to 

the Trustees in January, 1931, 

The situation is a more COC?lex one than at any previous 
time in the world's history. When ••• Mr. Gilrr~n organized 
the Johns Hopkins University he could appoint a professor 
of history, a professor of mathematics, a professor of 
economics, or a professor of physiology. But any one of 
these subjects and indeed all subjects have so developed that 
it would require a sma ll faculty . to represent any of them 
adequately in all its aspects. 

Progress is likely to be tnGde by selecting a crucial or 
strategic point, and then by procuring a scholar or a scien
tist who will push his investigations from that point forward 
••• We must ascertain the subjects which, though of fundamental 
import2nce, are not at present productively cultivated in this 
country at a high level, and we must undertake to discover the 
persons who rr~y be relied on to forge ahead, but in order to 
come to decisions on such points and to rrEke choices of this 
character one must possess a sound knowledge of the status 
and out look of each of the major branches of learnirig. Towards 
this end I have been working.4 . ----

. Outlining this truly stupendous undertaking had the virt~of explaining 
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a delay in action. The Board could readily appreciate its magnitude, 

and authorized the Director to travel here and abroad to secure advice. 

Because he might not return before the date of the first annual meet-

ing, scheduled for April, it was agreed to postpone the meeting. In 

the even~,it was not held at ,all, for_ when he came back from Europ~ at 

the end qf M::y, Flexner was not ready to report. 

Before going abroad, the Director visited various men at the 

Hopkins, Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Colurr~ ia, and Chicago during January 

and February. Ee discussed econo~ics with Justices Holrres and Brandeis, 
I 

history with authorities at the Library of Congress, and talked with 

some of his old friends at Brookings. He wrote the Founders and Mr. 

Maass that his welcorre was wann everywhere, and that the idea. of the 

J.nst:1tutP l.JJ:1!': enthus·iastical-ly rec.eiveri.:> 

The thing most on his mind, however, was brought up by Dr. 

Aydelotte in a letter shortly after his return. The writer had visited 

Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld recently, and reported: 

They had it very much in mind that their place in South 
Orange should be used for the Institute buildings. I re
peated my suggestion that a lar£er tract of land was desir
able, and ha d the feeling that they might eventually come 

6 to realize this, especially if things do not move too fast. 

Flexner 1 s reply was revealing in its obliquity: 

I am glad you touched on the subject of site with Mr. Bam
berger. I have myself not done it because I have not yet 
let my mind play on that aspect of our problem, but I share 
your views, though I think it best not to quote me ••• I don't 
want to divert my attention to site and build!ngs while I 
am seeking to clarify my ideas. (Emphasis his)7 

But with Mr. Maass he was quite candid: 
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In view of our conversation at lunch today, do you think 
that the language in Mr. Bamberger's letter and the charter 
would apply to the possible location which we considered, 
or would it be well to ask Mr. Bambe:rger and Mrs. Fulci to 
join in a letter saying that the vicinity of Newark can be · 
interpreted by the Trustees, in their discretion, to mean 
Northern or Central New Jersey18 

Maass replied: 

••• I am frank to aemit that, after our luncheon conference 
yesterday, I have been giving some consideration to the 
question of location ~hich we discussed, and while I consider 
it an ideal rr.ove, I would be reluctant to assurr.e that we 
could undertake to construe the founders' letter as givirig 
authority to select this location. In other words, I am 
clearly of the opinion that Mr. Ec:r;:berger and Mrs. luld so 
clearly intended Newark and its imrr.edi a te envirorurent that I 
would hesitate to a doyt any other view unless they first modi
~ied their letter.9 

Flexner was impatient, thinking dangerously, even willing to 

i..akt! ci~vc;,-,tage of .:; poor tech.ri.ii::: r. U ty ""7hich might have alienated Mi: . 

Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld. Or perhaps he was trying to impress Mr. Maass 

with the idea thzt his state of mind was desperate. He asked Maass for 

a further clarification of his views, saying that if the Board had 

power to amend the Certificate· of Incorporation he would say nothing 

further on the subject for the present; otherwise, he seemed inclined 

to ask Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld for a letter stating their willing- . 

ness to construe their stated intention broadly. But Maass was equal 

to the occasion; he said simply that · he had no doubt a.bout the Founders' 

wishes and intentions, and that nothing should be done until and unless 

they changed their views. 10 

The extremity of the Director's disquiet seemed to have been 

the signal for sowe rerr.edial work on the part of Mr. Leidesdorf. Flexner 

- wrote him the following letter which implies an understanding: 

I 
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I have f1nished the second draft of a report which I shall 
send around to the rrembers of the Board in advance of the 
autumn meeting, and I find my ideas are even more sharply 
crystallized than I have pennitted myself to say, but the 
truth is that I do not wish to put anything on paper which 
will rr~ke it difficult for me or for the Board to change, . 
if in the course of the next months we get further light ••• 

I am trying in my mind to devise ways of sta rting which will 
comnit us as little as ·possible f°inancially and otherwise so 
that over a peri od of years we can regard the Institute ex
perirr.entally, profiting by our experience and changing with
out getting too deeply involved to do· so. 

And as he wrote, he gave evidence of a certain relaxation; he 

dared to be humorous about himself, and to show a confidence and friend-

liness rare with him these ·days: . 

I am arr.used, as I write, to observe how different it is to 
criticize wha t ancther fellow is doing, on the one hand, and, 
on the other, to undertake to do SOT":iething yourself. At 
bottom, there is nothing in this dor11r.,ent that is not implied _ 
in wna t: I have prev i ously wri tt.::n and said, and yet, when it 
corr.es to the doing of it, a great ~any questions arise to 
which as a critic one gives very little attention. 11 

During this period he was inviting and receiving criticism and 

comment from several of his academic friends on copies of his drafts. 

Some of these will be reviewed later in this chapter. The final draft 

of his Confidentia l Memorandum to the Trustees was dated the 26th of 

September, 1931, when he sent it for their consideration in preparation 

for the meeting of the 13th of October. It will appear that by that time Mr. 

Leidesdorf or Mr. Maass was able to assure him that some · solution to 

the problem of location might be worked out. 

The M6norandum consisted of about six thousand words, divided 

into a short preface and ten sections which were numbered but not titled. 

The reason for that was that his treatment was not strictly topical;. he 
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slipped in persuasions 1r1he::-ever they promised to do the rrost good. He 

raised for co~sideration every aspect of the new institution, whether it 

had been deal~ with positively in t~c Certificate, the Founders' Letter 

to the TrusteE:s, or decided by !-ir .• Bamberger in the course of reviewing 

these doc~-mer.ts or in franing the By-Laws. Though li~eral use is :nade 

of the text here, it is deemed desirable to present the ~hole of it in 

Appendix VI. The follc·.dng ;>ages set fo::-th its m.:iin pofr.ts, paraphrased 

"hercver it is p:)ssiblc to convey Flexner's meaning and .strategy, and 

quoted elsewhere. 

He 1:ad spent six mcnths traveling ar-d inttrvie..,..1 i~g scl:lolars 

in A:ieric~ and t1:e "r.iain European. cou:itrics.," asking for their critical 

opinion and constructive st·ggestions. No or.e, !"le said, doubted the i;n-

portancs of creating "c,n instit'.lte of the proposed character and scope," . 

because ;;in the last - half-century, universitities have e"·erywherc undergone 

changes t~at have i;npaired thEir ••• essential character." 

Tte topics respE:cting w~ich most disc~ssion took place were 
the s~bjects which the Instit~te should first attack, the 
Ferso:.s b est qualified to lead, the conditior.s under which 
they -.muld v~ork nos~ €ff€ctively, the location <r:,d l:ltiruate 
chRracter of the l:uildings ••• Oa one or two of them my mind 
~as bc.cor::e clear, as will be made plain in the course- of 
this repc·rt; as tc the others, further conference aiid re
flection are still req~isite. (Err.phcsis his)l2 

In preparir.g ':iis ~1err.orand-..:m he hc.d worl·.ed with copious notes 

taken durir.g his tra.·1els, letters, d:::icuments, etc. But he would make 

no specific attributions. 

In a manner w-l:lic!-, w~s to beco;:ie quite farni liar, the Director 

set forth the reasons fer the creation of t!1e Institute and its main 

characteris~ics, identifyin8 it first with universities which he de-

scribed in their ideal statt as follows: 
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Universities, being primarily intellectual in character, ought 
to be srrall and plastic; they should be havens where scholars 
and scientists may regard the world and its phenorr.ena as their 
laboratory, without being carried off by the maelstrom; they 
should be simple, comfortable, quiet without being monastic or 
remote; they should be afraid of no issue; yet they should be 
under no pressure from any side whi ch might tend to force their 
scholars to be prejudiced eit·her for or against any particuJ._ar 
solution of the problems unce r study; and they should provide 
the facilities, the tranquillity, and the time requisite to 
fundamental inquiry. 

But universities commonly exBrnplified quite different char-

acteristics; they '-lere too big, too highly organized; they had "been 

dragged into the market place," and trade to serve "scores of purposes." 
I 

They provided little freedom of spirit or speech for their faculties in 

the social and economic realms, because "repressive influences have 

err.anated from trustees and executives," although, he felt, these were 

f'ret:!~'=r>.tly "unconsc ) cus influenct::s.H There were exception~ to these 

conditions, but they were individual, and not generally characteristic 

of Arr€rican universities. 

On both ,sides of the Atlantic he had encountered agreement 

with these suggestions: 

That the Institute for Advanced Study should be small, that 
its staff and students or scholars should be few, that oa
ministration should be inconspicuous, inexpensive, subordi
nate, that members of the teaching staff, while freed from 
the waste of tirr.e involved in administrative work, should 
freely participate in decisions involving the character, 
quality, and direction of its activities, that living condi .. ' .. _. 
tions should represent a marked improvement over contemporary 
academic conditions in America, that its subjects should be 
fundamental in character, and that it should develop gradu-
ally ••• 

If the Institute were to differ from universities in these 

respects, hmw was it to be distinguished from a research institute? 
it "'7ould 

''By reason of its constitution and conception/be a research institute; 
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if the members of its staff are not contributors to the progres~ of 

knowledge and the solution of proble~s,- there is no sufficient reason 

for setting it up." But they should also be teachers, .choosing "a 

few competent and earnest disciples engaged in rnas.tery of a subject," 

although the students might be researchers also. In the typical re-

search institute, teaching wa s also carried on, but the empr~sis was 

different for such institutes were prirr.arily engaged with the effort 

to settle problerns, and the younger rr.en "1ere considered to be "novices" 

or assistants, rather than students. Continuing his distinctions, 

Flexner wrote: 

The Institute will be neither a current university, struggl
ing with diverse tasks and rr.any students, nor a research 
institute, devoted solely to the solution of problerrs. It 
r..av be pictured a·s a Y:ed \_'. e inserted between the two -- a 
:;7;"..:;.!! un iver s i t y, in 'INhi ch a 1 i rr.i t .;;d amount of teaching and 
a liberal amount of resea rch are both to be found •••• The 
level of the teaching and its form rr2rk it off sharply from 
college teaching, from most university .teaching, from techno
logical or professional teaching. This granted, the profes
sor hirr.self benefits, if for an hour or two 'INeekly, in addi
tion. to his own research and the supervision of c.. few inves
tigations, he discusses with a sr.211 thoroughly competent body 
a larger theme. He is thus assisted in preserving his own 
perspective, and he has a motive for wider reading and 
broader contacts ••• 

Next the academic organization was sketched as Flexner visual-

ized it in a flexible and imaginative plan: 

I should think of a circle, called the Institute for Ad
vanced Study. Within this, I should, one by·one, as men 
and funds are available -- and only then -- create a series 
of schools or groups -- a school of mathematics, a school 
of economics, a school of history, a school of philosophy, 
etc. The 'schools' may change from time to time; in any 
event, the designat i ons are so broad that they may readily 
cover one group of activities today, quite another group, 
as time goes on. Thus, from the outset the school of 
mathematics rr~y well contain the history or philosphy of 
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science; the school of economics, a chair of law or political 
theory. 

Each school should conduct its affairs in its own way, for 
n~ither the subjects or the scholars will all fit into one 
mould. An annually c~~nging chainl'Gn would perhaps be the 
only officer requisite. There should be c omplete academic 
freedom, as there is in England, France and Germany ••• 

Thus before he raised fon:-ally the question of faculty parti-

cipation in decisions affecting academic policies, Flexner had twice 

suggested -- indeed, presupposed -- a collective faculty, first in 

sumr.arizing the viev:s he had received during his travels, and now in 

academi_c organization, and the official voice of the fa
1
culty in it. 

The organization itself was an ingenious concept in its avoidance of 

strict departrr.entalization, which had proved to be so rigid in univer-

culated to introduce his formal discussion of the faculty's place in 

academic decisions. He reminded the Trustees that they would be dealing 

"with seasoned and eminent scholars, who rr:ust not be seriously or long 

diverted from creative work." And he continued: 

These men know their own minds, they have their own ways; 
the men who have, throughout hllIT'En history, meant more to 
themselves and to hurr~n progress have usually followed their 
own inner light; no organizer, no administrator, no insti
tution can do ~ore than furnish conditions favorable to the 
restless prowling of an enlightened and infonned human 
spirit ••• 

Flexner then brought up and left with the Trustees the whoie 

problem of the faculty's· role in academic government, appc.rently with-

out having told any of his colleagues, except possibly Mr. ME.ass, of 

Mr. Bamberger's attitude. He assumed that the schools would be con-

sulted by the Director in making the annual budget, which the By-Laws 
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had left to him alone. Then he continued: 

Delicate questions arise in connection with the relations 
which should exist bet~een the director, staff and trustees. 
Incidentally I have touched on them in saying that, as a 
~atte· ,f course, the st&ff will be made up of mature schol
ars, presumably conscious of the weight that should attach 
to their utterances and actively participating in the govern
tent of the Institute. But the subject is a difficult one, 

· and I am not yet prepared to submit further positive recomnen- . 
c~tions, though it has received my continuous attention. I 
am clear that the relationship between the executive officers 
and the faculty is not usually in Arr.erica cordial or satis
factory. On the contrary, for one reason or another, the 
A~erican professoriate is unhc.P?Y -- and it will not enlist 
the country's best brains in sufficient nUT:-ber until the.,,. 
atmosphere is radically changed. ::r 

I hc.ve elready suggested c,hanges · of a fundamental character, 
E..r.tong them the inclusion in the board of trustees of outside 
scholars as well as rr.ec~ers of its own staff. Whether this 
is all that need be done to give learning its proper weight 
in the Institute, I am not at this morr.ent prepared to say. 
= ._:.., .,ay, r.G'Wc:vE:.L; th&t tne J:nSLli..ute exists for the sake 
of learning and that policies and measures that are inimical 
to the happy and enthusiastic pursuit of learning are neces
sarily wrong. 

It has been urged that trustees should limit their activities 
to business matters and that faculties should govern all else. 
In support of this contention Germany, France, Oxford and 
Cambridge are cited. But none of these instances is convinc
ing. In Genr~ny. a powerful ministry is in constant coopera
tion, as it is in occasional conflict, with the universities; 
practically the same is true in France, where, however, the 
bureaucratic habit is stronger. Oxford and Cambridge do in
deed govern themselves, but on three occasions in the last 
half century Parliament has intervened .through Royal Corrmis
sions in order to cure some of the defects due to government 
by exclusively academic bodies •••• 

Both lay trustees, alone, .and teachers, alone, are liable to 
be one-sided. When the president is the sole link or channel 
of corrmunication between the staff and trustees, he tends to 
become autocratic and is unlikely to be widely informed. Our 
American experience shows the consequences. On the other 
hand, faculty goyerrunent would distract scholars and might 
lead to internal and factional difficulties. We have, as I 
have said, tried to correct . these weaknesses by constituting 
the Board of Trustees out of laymen, academic personages not 
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rrembers of the Institute, and persons chosen from the 
Institute staff. Thus every relevant point of view 
should get a hearing. 

At present, this arrangement will, I believe, suffice. 
Further steps can be taken, if problems arise, for the 
solution of which this simple organization is inadequate. 
I fear, however, that mere organization and rules will not 
alone ach ieve our ?urpose -- that of creating a genuine 
seat of learning . Sympathy, helpfulness, and mutual re
spect, involving · director, trustees, and faculty are all 
requisite to crea te an atmosphere free of tension, attrac
tive to cen of high attairunents and to students of unusual 
ability •••• 

Tenta tively, ea ch school ~ay work out its o~"'Il budget, and 
the several bucgets can perhaps be hannonized in con~erences 
between the Director and the several schools, in preparation 
for consi dera tion, first by a bud£et cor.r.iittee of the Board 
of Trustees, consisting , perhaps, as at the Rockefeller 
Institute for Y~c ical Resea rch, of three scholars and two 
Lsyrr.en, and finally, by the Board as a whole. (Emphasis his) 

::.-ich ::;~hc..v: would se i. ec\: anc.J acimit its own · students. Worthy 

stucents would be hard to find; universities competed for them, offering 

them jobs and feilowships. But Flexner opposed part-time students, con-

vinced "tP~t employrr.ent as assistant at this stage of the student's 

progress is wrong." Sorr.e students might require loans or grants, while 

others might pay an admission fee. Neither admission requirements . nor 

methods of study should be formalized. The student should be the judge 

of his readiness for the ''mark of approval" of the Institute. His work 

was to be individually carried on; since the number of professors and 

students would be few, "professor and students would know one another 

intit:".a tely;" machinery -would be superfluous; arrangements will vary from 

man to man, from year to year, from subject to subject. 

Nor would "teamwork" be expected of the faculty. Collaboration 

and discussion would naturally take place; there would be abundant oppor-
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tunity for rren to talk over their own problems and those which lie on 

the borderline between them. This speculation led Flexner to sketch 

what he hoped would be the physical attributes of the Institute. 

In course of time, the buildings may be so conceived and 
executed as to f a cilitate intercourse of this type. I hav~ 
in mind the evolution tha t in the process of centuries has 
taken place at All Souls College, Oxford, where, as in the 
proposed Institute, there are no uncerg r a duate students, and 
where advanced students a nd the older Fellows live under 
idea l conditions, whether for their individual work or for 
coll a bora tion and cooperation. r,; o one . planned all this. It 
grew up beca use scholars were left free to work out their own 
salvation. It cannot be i rr. itated or taken over; but it is 
there, a s evidence that the thing can be done, if tEe pace is 
not forced and if the har.d of the e xecutive ••• touches but 
lightly the growing organism ••• No 'director' ••• needs to worry 
for fear tha t ince~endent or water-t __ ,ight groups, i gnorant of 
one· another, will form or not form. If the spirit of learn
ing anirr2 tes the Institute -- and without that there is no 
___ ,... ,... ..... 91_ f -or !t~ ~xrstencc ::-.~ :: ~: ~ ~ 1 talk together and work 
cogecner, because they l i ve together, have their recreation 
together, rr:eet on the same hurrane social level, and have a 
single goal. 

The Director was now ready to propose the subjects with which 

the Institute should begin. Prefacing his recorrmendEtions with the 

caution that in his opinion "every step taken in forming the Institute 

should be viewed as experimental" and that "no subject will be chosen 

or continued unless the right tr'.an or men can be found," he suggested 

that ma thematics, and, assuming that funds were adequate and the right 

persons could be secured, economics, should be the first. Mathematics 

lay at the "very f oundation of modern science." Notmany American 

universities were eminent ·in the field. It 1o1as "the severest of all 

disciplines, antecedent, on the one hand, to science; on the other, to 

philosophy and economics and thus to other social disciplines." · Although 

mathematical thinking was usually·indifferent to use, both pure and 
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applied science, and progress in philosophy had in recent years been 

"bound up with new types and methods of sheer mathematical thinking." 

In its indifference to practical results, mathematics seemed to Flexner 

to epitomize the function of the Institute, for, he said, "Nothing is 

more likely to defeat itself, nothing is on the whole less productive 

in the long run than i mnediacy in the realm of research, reflection and 
he 

con temp lat ion." But/cited with appro·,·al PaE"t-=ur, Koch, Lister and 

other physicists and chemists who "had their feet in both worlds --

the world of practice and the world of theory." What he wanted -was 

"rr:inds that are fundamental in their searching, "'7hztever the spring 

that moves them ••• " 

MatheF..a tics corm:ended itself on practical grounds also. It 

~:::::::;!.i.::::-ly fitt ed for present purpost::a because it would allmJ a 

start and yet corrmit the Institute to little at a time ''when -we wish to 

retain placticity and postpone acts and decisions -which will bind us." 

It required only a fe-w men, a few students, a few rooms, books, black-

boards, chalk, paper and pencils. Clearly Flexner intended that only 

a minor portion of his resources need be devoted ·:to mathematics. 

When he launched into his justification of economics the en-

thusiasm with -which he had urged development of the social sciences in 

Universities again became evident. He noted that it -was linked to 

mathematics by statistics -- a concern which, it will be seen, was more 

than incidental in his thinking. Aside from that, it was very different 

from mathematics: "it seems to be everything that 

for it obviously is of the world of action, rather 

rr.athe'tr~tics is not, 
""'-. ....... 

than of sheer thought." 
--- ---

There were, he said, "grave reasons for this choice," and conti[\lled: -.... -... .. 
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There is no more important subject than the evolution of 
the social organism, and the social organism is developing 
now as never before under the pressure of economic forces. 
Before our very eyes, rr~nkind is conducting portentous 
social-economic experiments. Science and philosophy are 
creating new means and new goals; the economist must have 
sorr.ething to say as to their value and feasibility •••• 

But where does the economist enjoy the independence and the 
leisure which have for a century been enjoyed by the philoso
pner and the physicist? Where is the economist who· is by 
turns a student of practice and a thinker -- in touch with 
realities, yet never their slave? ••• Economics, hard pressed 
~y the tasks of the cay, has not usually enlisted minds 
'Willing to work in leisurely and philosphic faS.ion. ••• Nowhere 
does a group of economists enjoy the conditions which Pasteur 
enjoyed, when he was working out the foundations of preventive 
wecicine ••• 

Physical plagues had ' been largely eradicated by medical science. 

But economic plagues, like the one lolhi ch then was paralyzing the world, 

continued their ?eriodic ravcigPs fnr ,..,,'3.sons not understood. "The _T"1sti-

tute for Advanced Study has here a pressing opportunity; and assuredly 

at no ti~e in the world's history have phenomena more important to study 

presented therr.selves. For the plague is upon us, and one cannot well 

study plagues after they have run their course ••• " He spoke of economics, 

he said, in the broad sense, "inclusive of political theory, ethics .and 

other subjects that are involved therein." His vision: 

Thus I conceive a group of economists and their associates, 
financially independent, unhurried and disinterested, in 
closest possible contact with the phenomena of business and 
government and at this high level endeavoring to understand 
the novel phenomena taking place before our eyes. The 
mathematician is in a sense secure from irrmediacy; the econ00 

omist must be made so. He has at ti~es to mingle with the 
stream of life; we tm.lSt make it safe for him to do so. He 
must be enabled to take the same attitude towards social 
phenor.ena that the medical scientist has now been enabled 
to take toward disease ••• 

Beyond these two subjects, Flexner suggested that in the future 
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it might be decided that schools in literature, music or science could 

be added, if money and ffien "1ere available. But he favored a conserva-

____ ~ i ve course, preferring a surplus to a deficit. This "1ould enable the 

Institute to pursue a policy: 

, 
analogous to that of the College de France, viz., to take ad-
vantage of surprises by creating from time to time a chair 
for a new subject or an unexpected person. By the same · -:en, 
since the Institute is not concerned with subjects or deg rees 
in the crdinary sense, chairs that hc:ve served their purpose 
can be discontinued. In these respects the stimulating in
fluence of the Coll~ge de France r~s proved of incalculable 
value. It has pioneered in .every direction •••• 

Under such circumstances, growth will be slow ang unsymrretri
cal, as it should be; ••• we shc:ll learn r.:uch from experience 
n:uch that will be helpf~l in reshaping such schools as we 
stc:rt, r.:uch that -will be useful in shaping others ••• If the 
Institute is unsym:r.etrical, it can the rr.0re readily remain 
elastic and highly vitalized. 

It ~ou:<l not be ea5y ~o gd Lher a group of scholars, but 9roper 

conditions would, he believed, attract some American scholars, and would 

certainly bring distinguished foreigners for varying periods. Salaries 

must b.e generous enough to afford gracious living, and a contributory 

insurance system should remove the fear of retirement without enough to 

live on. His idea of salary standards was given substance when he im-

plied that there should be no difference between his own liberal compen-

sation and tr.at of the permanent faculty, -while "younger men, still on 

. trial, may be decently rewarded without danger, provided their terms of 

service are cefinitely limited." So critical was this matter, he said, 

that ''we shall open a new era in education, if our salaries indicate 

that, "1hatever his importance, not the administrator, but the faculty, 

creates a university." However, in return for such remuneration, pro-

fessors -must give their full time to their work at the Institute. Only 
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thus, in controversial fields such as economics, the professor could 

take the necessary time for thorough study, and speak without fear that 

his integrity might be impugned. 

On this basis alone can a university or an institute be in 
the world and of the world, 2s far as any individual ney 
desire, and yet preserve its absolute independence and 
freedom cf thought and speech. 

Though the Director said in his preface that location, site 

and buildings were matters on which he had asked advice, he now discussed 

them without rr.ention of the word "location." Yet he comprehended the 

subject cor.:pletely in the following: 

I have said nothing defi~ite thus f8r 2s to buildings and 
site, and that bec~use despite their crucial importance these 
things come second. t:evertheless, they cannot be ignored. 
A group of .scholars should not be isolated; they need access 
to libraries, rr.useums, collections, and other scholars ~- the 
::-.::::. so, b~C:~4~ E: .. ?. slow Ut::ve:i.opt;:t llt is conterr.plated. If the 
lite of the academic body is to be norr:-al and wholesome, the 
a ccessories of civilization QUSt be obtainable with such 
rr.eans as they possess -- I mean schools, physicians, friends, 
and dorr.estic aid •••• 

It is not, in the .first instance, a question of erecting 
buildings; for the subjects with which I propose that we be
gin, any kind of buildings ITay be rrade to answer. In time, 
certain conditions affecting the site will require consider
ation. It should be large enough to be forever protected 
against the noise and bustle of urban or coruwercial life. 

But I have come to no conclusion on these points; I have 
merely been analyzing the problems in order to separate the 
vari0us factors. I shall suggest the appointment of a small 
committee which may mc.ke a preliminary study of this question 
with a view to general discussion by the Board later.13 

There were miscellaneous matters. He favored travel funds for 

scholars. Business men knew how important to their interests were per-

sonal contacts. Scholars in Europe enjoyed frequent contacts with one 

another because of the shortness of distances, but the American scholar 
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had all too little of it. He had been advised to create an Institute 

press. He opposed this as unnecessary since worthy articles would be 

published anyway, and books would be publish_~d if the expense was 

underwritten. The importance of a library (on which Flexner had expa-

tiated at length and favorably to American organizations in Universities), 

had likewise been urged. The solution of that problem depended partly 

on the location of the Institute, and partly on providing necessary 

books for the several schools. 

He noted particularly that he was saying nothing about the 

duties of the Director; they 'l.'ere described in the By-Laws, and "nothing 

needs, at this u:orr.ent, to be acde-d." Further on rr.c.tters not discussed, 

he ~rote: "I have proposed nothing definite as to fees or the terms on 

"Whi rh riP~"'!'"PP!': will b-e conferred: both subjects ought t-o be discussed by 

the CoIT10ittee on Education, which cannot be formed until the first staff 

appointments are rrade." Routine administrative affairs should continue 

to be handled by the Board's Assistant Secreta~ Mrs. Esther s. Bailey, 

and the Treasurer's office. 

The Institute's success would be measured "in the slow process 

of time by the developrrent of its staff, the students that it trains, 

and the additions that it nskes to the world's fund of knowledge and 
a 

experience." He closed on/prophetic note: 

Let me say that I am not unaware of the fact that I have 
sketched an educational Utopia. I have deliberately hitched 
the Institute to a star; it would be wrong to begin with 
any other ambition or aspiration. On the other hand, I have 
been careful to keep within the realm of the practical. But 
I do not deceive rr:yself; it will not be easy to begin on any 
such basis; it will be harder, as the years pass, to keep 
this standard. We shall find ourselves dealing with men and 
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~omen, not with angels or supermen. Difficulties will arise; 
disappointments will occur. But we shall be helped,- not 
hanned, by the hi£h level at which we have pledged ourselves 
to act. In any case, unless we attempted so~ething nruch 
higher than is now attained, there.would be little reason to 

.attempt anything at all. 

No action should be taken then on his report; .he hopeq the 

Trustees would discuss it freely. Meanwhile, he would seek further 

counsel on "several i mportant matters." He w-.:>Uld c.sk for action "1hen 

the time was ripe; he wished "to feel free to alter it in the light of 

such further infonr~tion as I may obtain." 

On the 5th of ~ovember Mr. Bamberger appointed' a Committee on 

Site, consisting of Mr. M::.ass, "Chairman, and Messrs. Aydelotte, Edgar 

Bamberger, and Weed. He and his sister were members ex officio. Dr. 

:: ::::·-:- -:: - 1:- -:: ::;ced c::: ,_ e -.,.Jas pr:: :: ::::= ':::· ::- ... her dutie!;, he said, but wo:..~ld 

be happy to ser-Ve as member ex officio, and to help in any way possible. 

The Committee's first and only meeting took place on the 7th of December, 

_ .,.-1231, and lasted three hours • . Only the briefest minutes -were kept, but 

they show that the Director was asked to prepare a series of questions 

to be approved by the Corr.mittee and sent to a number of academic people 

"for suggestions derived from .their own experience in this country and 

abroad as to the physical and other conditions, including contacts and 

environment, which would tend to facilitate the purposes of the Iii.sti-

tute, and also lto ascertai!:._/ what obstacles we should, if possible, 

14 
avoid." The letter was sent by the Director to about forty scholars 

and educators in this country. As the answers were received, copies 

"" were made and sent to the Committee members. None recommended Newark 

' -..,..____ . -- --
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as a location; the rrajority advised close proximity to a university and 

held ready access to a library to be essential. The Director again 

visited President Hib~en of Princeton, talking this time also to the 

Dean of the Graduate School. 

So far had the sentiment for locating at Princeton gone that 

before he and his sister left for their winter vacation in the West, Mr. 

Bar.berger had been in touch with a Princeton real estate agent. At the 

end of Fe~ruary Messrs. Edgar Bc:.mberger, Leidesdorf and Mc.ass visited 

various sites in the Borough and Township, and Flexner, whp had just 

ccrr.e fror.; the Founcers in the Wes.t, wrote them of the fact, and said_ they 

found plenty of land available and considered the location good, but that 
Founders' 

of course, no action -would be taken in the/ absence and without their 

I "> 
approval. Meanwhile, the information was closely guarded. 

Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld were in a delicate position; it 

was less than two years since their hoITe corrmunity had so enthusiastic-

ally welcomed the news that the Institute would be established there. 

Just before the April, 1932, meeting of the Trustees, Mr. Straus wrote 

Flexner, perhaps disingenuously, that he hoped the Board would soon mak~ 

it possible for the Institute to be associated with a university; he be-

lieved it was better for an institute for economic research, or for one 

of higher learning, to be so associated. To this Flexner, replied with 

revealing asperity that.he did not understand just what Straus meant: 

If you mean neighborly, intirrate, personal, inorganic rela
tions, I should think that both parties would profit greatly. 
This has been the experience of the Royal Institution and 
the Lister Institute in London ••• If a formal, definite, 
legal, organic association is contemplated, I should think 
that the Institute would be absolutely destroyed. It would 
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inevitably sink both in personnel and in spirit to the level 
of the graduate school of the larger institution which would 
really absorb it. 

We ~ant and need neighbors, but we ~ant absolutely to pre
serve our identity, and this is not only my view but the view 
of both President Hibben and Dr. Trowbridge, Dean of the 
Princeton Gra~uate School, with whom I have had a confiden- . 

k lb . tial tal ••• . . 

At the April rr.eeting, Mr. Maass reported that the Corrmittee, 
I 

guided by the patent needs for ready access to a library, for opportu-

nities for social and educational contacts with other learned men, for 

sufficient l and ·for building and recreational activities for both stu-
' 

dents and faculty, and for "the .development of an institutional atmos-

phere and spirit," had decided that, if "satisfc.ctory arrangerrents for 

. cooperation could be "'orked out with Princeton University," Princeton 

would offer the ?roper environmen t for the Institute. Mr. MG.ass compli-

mented the donors on t heir foresight. Northen-. Ne-w Jersey "offers many 

of the desirable features -we have stressed, narr.ely, convenience of 

comnutation with Ne-w York, Philadelphia and other large centers without 

the disturbing influences of a large city, together with .all the attrac-

tions of quiet, scholarly surroundings and other desiderata which our 

corres;iondents have uniformly II)entioned." However, he cautioned, the 

Corrmittee had not reached this tent ative conclusion without giving seri-

ous attention .to the advantages of Washington , D.C., which also offered 

rich resources. But the wishes of the Founders had prevailed; the 

Institute would, as they had hoped, be located "in the vicinity of 

17 
Newark." It "Was not until the October meeting, however, that the 

formal decision 'Was made and announced. 
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Meanwhile, in January 1932, the Director told the Trustees 

that nothing had caused him to change his mind about the plans embodied 

in his Confidential Memorandum of the 26th of September, 1931. He re-

capitulated its main points briefly, and moved its adoption by the 

B d Th T t d "t "" . . 1 "18 oar • e rus ees approve i in pr1nc1p e. 

The Director expressed the hope that he -would be able to 
first 

present the/no::-.ination at the annual meeting. Ironically, the By..;La:ws 

were amended at this meeting to eliminate entirely the provision for 

faculty Trustees. Instead, three mer..bers of the faculty would be chosen 
.• ' 

to sit with and advise the Boa r~, without voting, each to serve not more 

than three years. This was t~e unto~ard result of an effort Flexner 

~ade to provice for an increase in the number of Trustees to accomodate 

three faculty ~embers to be electeci by the Members of the Corporation 

19 
when the faculty had been recruited. But the Director did not accept 

this amendrr.ent as a perrr.anent · settlerr,ent of the matter; he secured its 

repeal in April 1933, and the ' reinstaterr~nt of .the provision for faculty 

members without number as voting Trustees. 20 

Thoubh none of the memorandums or letters carrying advices 

which Flexner had solicited during his travels is available, having 

probably been left at Mc.gnetaw&n ~here he prepared his Confidential 

Memorandum for the Trustees, there is some correspondence available in 

comment on the first Bulletin issued, and on the drafts of the Confiden-

tial Memora ndum, as well as SOtr~ in answer to the letters of inquiry 

sent out at the direction of the Cotmnittee on Site. A sampling of these 

advices and cor.ments may prove to be interesting. In this correspondence 
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the Director was sorr~times under necessity to. defend a position, or 

even to argue a bit in the interests of developing ideas fully. 

Throughout he observed a self-imposed rule: he was strictly 

impersonal, and at all times accepted full responsibility for all that 

had been decided, whether he vas in s yr.:pathy with it or not. It spoke 

volurr.es for his presLige, and the power which rr.en were willing to con-

cede to him, that not one of his correspondents ever seemed to think 

that he was not corr.pletely responsible for every idea or policy involved. 

He defended each point of doctrine or policy as though he were, even to 
I . 

the po~ers and responsibilities g~ven the Director in the By-Laws, with 

whica te w2s not at all pleased or comfortable. Some of his critics 

took it ill that he bore with apparent equanimity the barbs directed at 

nim. LL gave an a ppearance of cocksureness and self-confidence which 

irritated them. Perhaps so~e of them suspected that Flexner was making 

no confidants of those whose criticism he invited. And some men in 

particular were not prepared to face that supposition. A brief review 

of some of the correspondence will prove revealing. 

It was felt that the Director was too determined to detach 

scholars, particularly those in the social sciences, from life outside 

the Institute . Dr. Arnold Toynbee noted this tendency, he thought, in 

Flexner's remarks in the Bul le tin, and feared it might lead to sterility. 

Though it mlght be difficult to arrange, Toynbee suggested alternating 

periods of outside activity and detached reflection. It would help 

( humsnists to relate to their times. And if some of the Institute's 

staff should come from the world of affairs, great care should be taken 

not " to cut their roots," he warned. Moreover, if the men of the 
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Institute were not required to teach, they should be required to write, 

for otherwise, like some scholars at Oxford, they might become too self-

critical, and produce nothing. Toynbee ventured the opinion that "the 

closest precedents for your Institute are the academies which were 

instituted by enlightened monarchs of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. In these there was the fruitful contact .between study and 

affairs which I believe would be the ideal conditions for work in your· 

Institute, at any rate in the field of hurr.an studies.·" But the historian 

was rr.ost favorably irr.pressed by Flexner's purpose to overcome two of the 

a~e's besetting sins: the craving for quick returns, and "tribal exclu-

. ,,21 s1veness. 

Dr. Aydelotte volunteered soc ewhat the same advice, commenting 

· UH ~LL ~~UlS and itS Contribution t O DOth Scholarship and public li f~. 

Speaking of social scientists pa rticularly he said: . '.'I believe that 

sorr.e kind of arrangement "Which brought tr.en back from time to time as 

they cor.e back to All Souls rr.ight add a great deal to the character and 

22 
effectiveness of the Institute." 

Dr. George E. Vincent reacted sharply against Flexner's con-

tinued assunption that graduate faculties were hanned by their contacts 

with the outside world, and by the internal conditions of their wor k. 

He observed at Chicago, he said, that the great men in the upper reaches 

seemed fa i rly happy, and capable of fruitful research and teaching "in 

the maelstrom. ~23 

From a slightly different point of view Dr. Oswald Veblen of 

Princeton University also favored All . Souls, primarily because it was a 

- residence for .the.faculty. 
------
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If students were admitted, they should come in gradually, 
and as junior members, so as not to disturb the atmosphere 
too much. There should also be a sufficient number of 
college houses and apartments for married members. But 
the use of the facilities should be voluntary. If each 
member were entitled to a certain nlll'llber of free rooms and 
meals, there would be no doubt of their being used. 

Veblen admitted a liking for the amenities at Oxford, particularly the 

high table. He thought tha t there would be many bachelors who would 

prefer to eat there regularly, and the "rr.arried me n would come over 

24 
once or t"'ice a week if the meals were good and cheap.'' 

Dr. Weed and Dr. Charles Rufus Morey of Princeton University 

believed tha t such desi£ns for group living would produce little except 

artificial and meaningless contacts. Morey wrote: 

To rr.e, the e~sential t h ing is that they,E-tudent~/ should 
hRvP R placP u hP ce- they C? ~ '-'~Y~ ~~3ether, and a place where 
they (;dn -work •.;-i t h t heir tea chz rs, not in the fonnal and some
times stiff relations esta blished by a class or seminar meet
ing only for reports, but in the intimate contact established 
by ~utual a ssistance in the search for infonration and 
material. 25 

Obviously he was thinking more of the students than of the faculty, who 

were Flexner's rrain concern. 

There was something like a consensus on the subject to be 

undertaken first as disclosed by three academic members of the Board 

of Trustees who answered a series of questions sent them by the Direc-

tor on the 11th of December, 1930. All took the position-that the 

hurranities should be first. Drs. Aydelotte and Weed felt that scien-

tific research was generally emphasized at the expense of the humanities. 

Dr. Aydelotte suggested · foreign langua ges and literatures, the social 

sciences, especially economics and govenunent, mediaeval and modern his-

tory, and philosophy, though he did not foreclose theoretical physics 
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26 
and the natural sciences. Surprisingly, Dr. Weed recomnended that 

the Institute devote itself initially to history as "the one subject 

to be undertaken imrr.ediately: history in the broedest possible inter-

pretation as the story of r..ankind," cealing with the political,, the 

social, the linguistic, enthnological and other aspects. nPhilc:>sophy, 

science, and other apparently distantly related subjects should be 

brought into a harmonious discipline." He was interested in seeing the 

history of science develo?ed from the standpoint of biological hy?otheses 

and concepts. He would sup?ort any other humanity, but would exclude 

27 
archzeology. Dr. Sabin also recorr::-;ended history as the first subject, 

with r.'.atherr.ati cs, physics, che::iistry, biology and econor.:ics following 

28 
in order. 

Dr. Ch;;rles A. Beard, the historian, favored a study of civili-

zation 

from primitive tim~s to t~e latest hour, combining economics,, 
politics, science, letters, .snd the arts. Within a few years 
a group of first rate schol.srs, each a specialist, working 
tot;ether around a comnon center, could produce results of the 
highest significance ••• .Dissertations coul_c be grouped around 
the central problems ••• The same cause could be advanced by 
another process: the organization of a school dealing with 
what I call the philosophy of the application of the arts and 
sciences to civilization. This would rr.ean specialists in law,, 
medicine, engineering, etc., enbaged .in exploring the poten
tialities of their disciplines in relation to the good life ••• 

But Dr. Flexner recoiled from the idea of directed or organ-

ized research. His idea was that if first-rate scholars were brought 

together and left to their own devices, "sorr.ething would happen." 

Beard took sr~rp issue with this. He had, he said, been trying to dis-

cover how to relate the scholar to his times; in his own thinking noth-

ing seemed so likely to fail as Flexner'.s idea. · "Something indeed might 
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happen death -- intellectual death the end of rrany a well-

appointed monastery in the Middle Ages," he declared. Beard and 

Flexner were to argue during the whole sur.uner and come no nearer an 
he 

agreement than that. Beard insisted that/favored study which had as 

its method and inspiration the conviction which had grown upon him: 

"the more I study the more I am convinced of the unity of all things 

and the necessity of trying to see the co~plex steadily and as a whole 

in the effort to at tain living truth." S?ecialization 

is necessary, but its whole tendency is sterilizing., That 
is p2rtly responsibile for our present intellectual paraly
sis in the presence of a IL?tional 2nd wcrld crisis •••• I 
shculd drive at the heart of things in an effort to make an 
institution of learning that would craw fragmentary learn
inzs together rather thzn Encourage the intense specializa
tion which produces sterility. 

Leave the highly specialized sciences to the research laboratories, and 

concentrate on the study of civilization, he urged again: the forces 

which drive it, its structures and forr::s, its national and world implica-

tions, its noblest ideals, its diseases and destructive tendencies. 

Politics is rubbish ·without economics; economics is futile 
without politics; literature that ·does not reflect imrrense 
movements of the hu~an spirit is dead at birth; the applica
tions of science without ethics are unthinkable. I should. 
therefore, gather scholars who are thinking outward in their 
specialties and inwa rd toward tt.e corrnnon center of unity ••• 
I should choose schclars who are thinking centripitally. 
encourage them to work individually and collectively.29 · 

Thus far Dr. Beard had assumed, as did most of Flexner•s cor-

respondents, that the Institute would be ·a small university. When Flexner 

sent him a preliminary draft of the Conficential Memorandum, he was bit-

terly critical. "It is one thing to throw off ideas in a book, and 

something else to make them live in an institution," he said. Unless the 
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men chosen were drawn together around sorre corrmon standard of the func-

tion of higher learning, "they may be specialists only, and vegetate." 

Moreover, Flexner' s memorandum was "too long!': the story of creation 

was told in six hundred words. Why not give the Trustees "brass tacks" . 

on academic relations, teaching and research, remuneration for scholars, 

and the other factors? As to the intention to begin with matheIPatics, 

this was to tc.ke the easiest way~ c:.n "admission of defeat at the outset." 

He said: 

Mathematics can be taught 'sc.fely' in Moscow, Berlin, Rome 
and Washington. In urging that matherratics stimulates 1 

pl:ilosophy, poetry, r.:usic, c.nd the other hurranities, you 
strain your hand. Bertrand ~ussell gave up rrathematics on 
account of its intellectual futility with respect to every
thing else, save applications ••• 

Chuck matherr2tics and take economics. Then you begin with 
': ,_: ~.:-~: .:!st subje~t.. It is as trat.:hernc.tical and statistical 
as anyone wants co rrake it, but it is more. It is a far 
more 'severe' discipline than mathematics, because it deals l _ 

with the inexact. In teaching it you come smack up a&ainst 
the whol e business of academic freedom and propriety. We 
have no good schools of higher economics in this land of 
business schools, and you could make a ten-strike for lea·rn
ing by establishing one. There are good men to get or 

30 borrow •••• 

Dr. Flexner wc.s not willing to say what his strategem was in 

preparing the memorandum as he had done. He was as direct a speaker as 

the best, but "brass tacks" -was -what he could hardly give the Founders 

on academic relations. The written argument died down in .prospect. of 

a personal visit in the fall, and another in the following spring. 

This exchange of views was more exhaustive than most. Others 

took positions less philosophical than Beard's, but akin in feeling. 

Mr. Raymond B. Fosdick, Trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation, asked 

why not devote the Institute to the development of kno'Nledge in fields 
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31 
which the universities were not pursuing freely and effectively? Dr. 

Vincent asked why cultivate two such unrelated disciplines as matherratics 

and economics? If the decision was firm as to rratherratics, then choose 

astronomy or physics to go with it. Graduate students preferred to 

i 1 . i 1 d b . t 32 spec a ize n re ate su JeC s. Dr. Paul Hanus of Harvard raised the. 

33 sarr.e question and suggested politics to team with economics. 

Professor Felix Frankfurter of the Harvard La-w School seer;-.ed 

to be in accord -with Flexner in the choice of subjects, -writing: 

I am entirely persuaded by -what you say in support of mak
ing those beginnings. Only two minor statements jat me a · 
bit. I know it is often s&id that the foundation of modern 
kncwlecge is rrzthel7'atics and I think I know what is meant 
by it, but it doesn't seem to rr,e a truly critical or scien
tific observaticn. It is certainly not the foundation of the 
rr.odern hur.2nities, and I even ~onder whether as to the physi
__ , -~d biclc::,a l scier.ccs rnat~~;~tics is the foundation, 
ratner·than one of the fruits. In any event, it seems to rre 
a futile piece of dobffiatism and needless hierarchical desig
nation. Also·, it seems to rr.e _ needless to say that mathe
rratics is not a subject in which at present m.s.ny American 
universities are eminent. At least four are erninent ••• to 
my meager knoW'ledge, and I dare say more •••• 34 

With the attacks of Beard and Frankfurter Flexner changed his clairrs for 

mather.iatics to more moderate terms. 

Several men were much concerned with the Institute's viability. 

How could the survival of so small an institution be assured? Dr. Alan 

Gregg of the Rockefeller Foundation said that its life would be short if 

it were organized, as it appeared to him to be, in protest to the univer-

sities. If the universities improved, what would the Institute's function 

be? He suggested greater emphasis on flexibility: the freedom to seize 

on new subjects for new schools, and ne-w people, after the example of the 

College de France. This wes the function -which would always be inhibited 

! 
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and laborious in a university.35 

Dr. Hans Zinsser of the Harvard Medical School, in the course 

of a long and brilliant answer to the inquiry of the Committee on Site, 

wrote: 

While i do not feel capable of making any constructive sug
gestions as to how you can carry out your plan, yet I feel 
quite sure that it cannot be carried out in a separate in
stitute of pureresearch. This might succeed for a few years 
or perhaps a cecade, but for permanent consecutive intellec
tual strength I believe that an institution must be tightly 
inten.;oven with the web of national education and with the 
scholarship of the country as a whole •••• 36 

Most essential in his judgrr.ent was the association of such1an institution 

.with a t:niversity. "I would r.ake, no attempt whatever to establish such 

an i~stitution in Newark or in any other place as remote from the current 

of university life as this," he wrote. 

ur. Veblen offered the following in answer to a request from 

Flexner on the occasion of a visit to Princeton in the winter of 1931: 

The location of your Institute should be such that your 
group of scholars would be one of several cultural groups. 
It should never be too large. Otherwise scope would be 
given for 'organization' and the failures we know so well. 
If money for too _large an institute should be available, 
let there be two, three, or N institutes, all separate! 
But if there were just one Institute for Advanced Study 
isolated in a corrmunity rievoted chiefly to business it would 
be in danger of not being able to wEintain itself .37 

The Professor suggested that Princeton would be an ideal location. 

Interestingly, Dr. Solomon Lefschetz, Veblen's colleague at 

Princeton, saw the difficulty of providing for the future of a small 

institution but offered a somewhat different conclusion. Noting that 

SIT8ll colleges were peculiarly vulnerable to non-support, he thought the 

Institute would be safest if it played a vital part in a large and 
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heterogeneous cormr.unity such as Chicago, New York or Philadelphia. But 

since these were foreclosed by the "deed of gift," he suggested that 

Washington, belonging as it did to the forty-eight states, might properly 

be consicered an extension of New Jersey. There, he thought, the Insti-

tute might be one of a number of separate autonomous groups like' the 

colleges at Oxford and Cambridge; others might be established by other 

donors, while the Sffiithsonian and National Acacemy collections and the 

Congressionr.l Library would offer their resources. He felt that Congress 

might even provide money for the buildings of the Institute. 38 

Dr . George D. Birkhoff of the Nc:thematics Department at Har-

vard, while transmitting his ch.c.irr..an's suggestion that the Institute 

could do -worse than come to Carr.'::iridge, .and having himself given some 

Lnuu~nc Lo ~as t:.i ngi:on, settled fi rml y on Princeton as the most desirc:ble 

location because of the distinguished departQent of mathematics there. 39 

The government of the Institute's academic affairs engaged the 

attention of several advisers. Dr. Veblen believed that the faculty 

should govern the Institute, even if it were hard to bring about. 

· the advantages he wrote: 

Faculty governrr.ent is very conservative. Each suggested 
change runs into interminable discussions, delay, whitt l 
ing down, and cor.pro~ise • . But in the ~eantirne most of the 
faculty go on with t heir work without the f ear th.at some 
outsider will upset everything for them overnight. Con
serva tism in a university is, I think, desirable in and of 
itself •••• 

A good dea l of the trouble is due, I think, to our form of . 
organization, which puts the lega l power in the hands of 
trustees and the actual power in those of a President and 
his administrative staff, and the professional alumni.40 

Of 

Flexner quickly replied that his intenti-0n was to place the 

~
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Director on a par with the Institute's professors in "salary, social 

position, and everything else. P.e would thus be made to feel his place 

as an academic individual, not a public executive personage," and the 

governing Boa rd should include outside scholars and faculty members. 

Professor Veblen tactfully abreed that these innovations would indeed 

be an improvement over the usual arrangements, sugbesting, however, that 

the pro?osed f a culty trustees should constitute "an executive committee 

with large powers to act between the annual or se~i-annual meetings of 

the whole board."41 

A~a in Professor Lefschetz took a point of view which was al-

most exactly contrary to t hat of his colleague. The rr£chinery of the 

Institute, he wrote, "should be designed with the utmost czre so as to 

--·· ·~·- ... .: ... .;.nL;tr a i:. ive dllties from the snoulders .of the mem'Jers. I shc:uld 

say that it should be so constructed that they cannot assume such duties 

even when they tr.er::selves desire it. The very te:nptation should be re-

d "42 move • Such extreme differences of opinion from two colleagues in 

Princeton's small Department of Mathematics might indicate that their 

attitudes had been wrought by trial and test. 

Others shared Veblen's view. Dr. Vincent, whom Flexner held in 

very high esteem, suggested that a new form of a dministration would be an 

excellent matter for experimentation; why not try letting the full pro-

fessors control educational policies and appointments? He felt little 

confidence in faculty trustees; selecting a few professors to sit on the 

Board would have its drawbacks in envy and suspicion, he feared. Flexner 

answered that when in 1924 Trevor Arnett went to Chicago University (with 

Vincent's blessing) he had urged the governing board -to adopt the very 

-\ 
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plan Flexner "Was ac!vocating in order to bridge the gap bet'Ween trustees 

and faculty. 
43 This "Was less a justification than a quoting of scripture. 

Dr. Otis M. Caldwell, Director of the Institute of Experlmenta-

tion at Teachers College, Columbia, 'Wrote: 

. Why do you ask r.ien to form a staff in the Institute? . Why 
not fir~nce real students, and send them to "Work 'With the right 
rr.en, adding to the remuneration of the 'right men' in terms of 
'W:.at they can do for the students? Such a plan would become 
a sort of higher guide to all sorts of special students, and 
would ~vo id a ll the COE?lications and antagonisrr.s that 'Will 
come with a staff of rr.en who are ;:r.ature and individualistic. 
At least you could do some such "Work as I suggest and ke4J: 
your staff down to a srr~ll nurr:ber of very special rren ••• 

I 

Mr. Frankfurter wrote in his lengthy comments: 

I do not ••. · n ink th2t you ought to corr.mit yourself now to the 
perrr:anent ~eteation of a lay Board of Trustees, however con
stituted. If you are going to get the scholars whom you ought 
to have for your school, rho~ "lJ~h t- to have a very important 
~~..<:~c in worki~g ou t your f oi<n uf governrrent.45 

Dr. Alfred E. Cohn, a member of the Rockefeller Institute for 

Medical Research, prepared new by-laws and sent them to Dr. Flexner, 

apparently on his own moti on. Among other things, he said, their effect 

was to free ''the faculty from the control of power inevitably, inalien.;. 

ably, intricably tied to money." He questioned the usefulness of faculty 

trustees; the relationship would be political, and "a small representa-

. tion, a minority, never in history established any rights." With Beard 

and Frankfurter, who approved his letter, he urged complete faculty 

goverrur.ent. The Director ans"Wered, defending the mechanism provided for, 

but saying easily th.at if it 'Was not right, it could be changed. During 

the ensuing correspondence, Cohn became bit~ and sarcastic, and Flexner 

' . 
somewhat pompous. Stung to rage, Cohn attacked ' Plexner's right to speak 

~ --- ~-

in these peculiarly professional watters. He ~as so savage tha~..___Frank-
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furter, though still agreeing with his basic position, told Flexner that 

he would have expressed himself differently.46 

Throughout, Flexner gave no indication that he had lost his 

corr:posure, nor did he even imply that the By-Laws were not his own crea-

tion. At times Frankfurter and Cohn .seemed to S•-!ffer. from a feeling of 

futility by Flexner's equability in debating with the.~, so that they 

wanted to rout him out of his Olyr17ian calm rather than to prevail with 

cool logic. 

While these and a few others insisted that the faculty should 
' 

have e larf;er share in r;overru:-.ent, others took a different position. 

Thus Aydelotte, who ha d ~~naged the affairs of s~arthrr.ore College for 

more th.an a decade, wrote: 

IL ::.ee.u:s to rr.e to t:e the pa::::-t of wisdom to be as tentative 
as possible at this staf;e about the government of the Insti
tute. You might point out ••• the most serious objection to 
faculty goverr.::-.ent, which is th.at it inevitably becomes 
legalistic. Oxford is a good (or rather bad) eY~rr.ple. The 
'inadequacy of uniforrr. proceedure' is the point to be insisted 
upon ••• 

You might, I think, stress a little more (or at least not 
forget) the i~?ortance of the Director in (1) the selection 
of the faculty, and (2) the making of the budget. He will 
want all the arivice he can get from inside and outside the 
Institute, but subject to the approval of the Trustees the 
final decisions on these tn2tters should, I think, rest with 
him.47 

From two friends in Colorado came similar advices, albeit from 

the other level of responsibility. Dr. Edward Meade Earle, Professor of 

History at Barnard College when he was stricken with tuberculosis in 

1927, from which he was still recovering, had been suggested for a trus-

tee by Flexner in May, 1930. Mrs. Earle had been Secretary of the New 

School for Social Research. Both approved of the experiment with faculty 
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Trustees, but looked with disfavor on any more substantial measure of 

faculty participation in the management of the institution. Mrs. Earle 

wrote for both, ref erring to an experience in faculty government with 

which she had earlier becorr.e familiar. 

The result was that a few conscientious, hard-working souls' 
~ere swarr.ped and their irr.?ortant work suffered, and the rest 
die nothing. The result was dissatisfaction and inefficiency 
all around ••• 

Ed believes that any considerable r.easure of academic adminis
trc.ti ve respons ibility has a cie7'.'".ora l izing effect on real scho,1.
arship ••• He believes that what de?artrrental business has to be 
do~e s hould be sirn? lified ••• and should be conducted at informal 
luncheon discussions, provided the Institute maintains its pri
rrzry ideas of lird ted nur::':lers and simplicity of purpose. 

'Faculty goverrur.ent' -....-ould seem to us futile and ineffective 
••• Scholars should be let a lone as much as possible ••• the abl
est of them co not want to be bothered with self govern.~ent ••• 
They ~ould tr.'Jch prefer to be relieved of all administrative 
-.:.u ... .;.cs, provioea tl:ie head rer:-.c:ins always a cultivated, under
standing person who will assurr.e the burdens of government.48 

Flexner replied: 

My own inclinations are naturally wi th you and Ed, but sorr.e 
distin6uished scholars have urged me to formulate a code regu
lating the relations between trustees, director, professors, 
etc. I cannot help thinking that any code I formulate now 
would probably be a terrible obstacle a few years hence, and 
that no code will restrain an unprincipled rr~n who is out of 
syr.:pathy with the objects for which this institution exists.49 J 

That Flexner had to defend his plan for faculty trustees, and 

wanted even more faculty parti cipation in government, at least in a 

consultative role, he ~Ede clear to Mr. Straus, ~ho had some influence 

with Mr. Bamberger as a business associate and as a trustee of New York 

University. He wrote: 

I was lunching with Mr. Bemberger yesterday, and he told me 
that you were still dubious about the wisdom of having mem
bers of the faculty on the Board-of Trustees ••• 
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I am firmly convinced that the absurdities connected with 
our universities would for the most part never P~ve taken 
place if a few· outstanding scholars had been members of 
the boards of trustees and in position to express their 
views to the trustees, as they have expressed them to me. 
Within the last few days two Harvard professors have talked 
to me on the School of Business, as it is, and they have 
both said that, ha d the faculty been ~.2!}..~IJ...l..tg-9, the School 
could never have been organized in its present form. The 
Harvard Corporation never gave these ·men, "'ho know -what edu
cation is, a chance to be heard. 

Precisely the sarr.e hc.s been said to me by Colurr:bia professors 
with res pect to the a'::uses ••• there. Lest ?--~onday night I 
dinec ~ith one of the ~ost distinguished ffi~~bers of the Colum
bi2 Trustees. Ee said that rr:;· book was a revelation to him. 
Had a few distinguished members of the faculty been sitting 
on th.at Board, ttey could not have helped r3ising questions 
which ought to have been rzised and which were not raised by 
President Butler ••• The autocratic power of the American col
lege president ought to be curtailed. · It cannot be curtailed 
by a lay Board. It can only be curtailed if: 

(1) The faculty has a voice in the ~~nage~ent of the insti
tution, and 

(2) Outside scholars can also criticise the director or any
body or anything else. I don't want to be a.Mussolini, but 
one could alrr.ost be if one were dealing with merely a lay 
board.so 

Most of the comr.entators had overlooked the statement in the 

Certificate that students and workers would be admitted after they had 

taken the doctoral degree. Several mentioned the difficulties lilhich 

such a small Institute would have in awarding the Ph. D. or equivalent 

degrees in competition with famous universities with the ~restige of 

their "traditional hallmarks\" Dr. Vincent made this point, and received 

51 
a laconic "correct" from the usually . noitcommittal Director. · Dr. 

Frederick Keppel of the Carnegie Corpcration suggested the Insti.tute 

might make arrangements ~ith some university- to- credit ~ork done at the 

52 
Institute in awarding its degrees. Mr. Frankfurter held th.at degrees 
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"7ere not meaningful as evidence of scholarship, ·and recocniended against 

them, "7hereupon Flexner c~rre nearer to disclosing his hand than usual. 

He replied: 

Theoretically I agree "7ith you absolutely about degrees, 
but there are practical difficulties •••• ! believe that the 
best of our ~en can save two o~ three years. As a practi
cal measure, therefore, for the present, it seems to me 
better to throw ••• the best of stude~ts co~pletely into the 
hands of the several scholars witho~t any requirem:nts as 
to previous degrees and t~en safegua rd a young felloiN's 
career by giving him a degree if he deserves it. · It ought to 
be a very rare ce~ree •••• as rare or rarer than the Degree of 
Doctor Juris at Berlin, Y.:~ich is very carefully safeguarded ••• 

I want the Institute to be different in pretty nearly every 
.iu.portant respect fro~ any A.~erican institution I know any
thing about, and I have tried to keep even these ex?erimen
·tal features to the r:linin:um required to set up something and 
to get the consent of the New Jersey Board of Education •••• 53 

After the State Board of Edueation granted the In~rit-11t<=> t-i-. .. 

. authority to issue t1'.e Ph. D., Dr. Flexner explained to the Trustees 

that it had never been the intent of the Institute to award it, but th.at 

54 
Mr. Hardin had considered it wise for legal reasons to secure the right. 

It might have been assumed by anyone familiar with academic 

institutions that a small institute representing only a fe~ highly 

specialized parts of the three great branches of knowledge would have 

been unable, as Dr. Vincent saw instantly, to. issue the doctoral degree 

in com?etition with the great universities:, with their "traditional 

hallmarks." But it did not seem to; only Dr. Keppel had a comnent re-

fleeting the s ame recognition as Vincent's. ~ter it will be seen that 

Dr. Veblen insisted for sorre months th2t the Institute should admit can-

didates for the doctoral. Perhaps he recognized then that the Institute 

would hardly have been welcomed to Princeton and offered the hospitality 
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of the University had it held itself out to compete for graduate students. 

While no explicit undertaking not to do so is revealed in the record any-

where, the several conferences held by Flexner and Veblen with Dean Eisen-

hart always found the Dean and the Director in full agreement that that 

was not the function of the Institute. 

And what . of Princeton University, with ~hose locale and coopera-

tion Flexner was so ea ger to secure for the Institute, for practical 

reasons of economy as well as the larger one of entering a .community of 

academic tradition? Dr. Thou.as J. Wertenbaker, historian of Princeton 
I 

Lniversity when it was the Col.lege of New Jersey (1746-1896), records 

that after t he Hopkins opened there wa s always more or less agitation 

amor~ the younger alu.~ni and sou.e of the f a culty for the addition of a 

graduate school. This wa s powerfuily opposed by the traditionalists 

arr.ong the older alumni and the trustees. At the Sesquicentennial the 

College became Princeton Univers i ty, but it was not until 1900 that Dean 

West won his battle for the graduate school, which was esta blished first 

at Merwick. Dr. Wertenbaker says that the g·raduate school grew more 

slowly than those of its friendly rivals: Harvard, Yale, Columbia, 

Cornell, etc., even with the enthusiasm of President Woodrow Wilson fo.r 

advanced studies. But apparently the schism which was to develop between 

those two men was one of the reasons. Certainly Wertenbaker makes no 

secret of the disa ppointment of many of the alumni,. the trustees .and t he 

faculty at Wilson's appointment over their favored candidate, Dean West 

himself. 

""' "-... Flexner f ound it possible to corrment favorably on.some of t he 
---- ·~ 

eastern colleges, as distingul shed _from the i r graduate schools, in 
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Universities. Thus he said at one point: 

It is gratifying to be able to record the fact that there 
are Arre rican colleges which have not succumbed to nonsense. 
Harvard -- I am speaking now of the college work alone in 
all the institutions ~hich I am about to name -- Yale, 
Princeton, Swa rthmore, Va nderbilt, Amherst, Williams, Bar
nard, Bryn Mawr, _Smith and Wellesley, to select a ·small 
nurr.ber at random -- g ive no credit towa rds admission or 
gradua tion for any of the absurd courses which I have men
ti0ned a bove; t hey all offer a varied and ·solid cultural 
curriculu.--:: to un dergradua te students who may care to be 
educated.55 

And on Princeton a s a university, he added a footnote later: 

Of the grea t A~erican unive rsities t ha t I have mentioned, 
one, Princeton, still l a r ge ly a college though in some de
partrr;ents itr.?ort ant gr adua te g r oups are developing, does 
no 'service' work ~ha tsoeveT ••• 56 

But the historia n wa s forced to aili~ it that during the critical 

years between 1888 when President James McCosh retired, and 1902 whe~ 

Wilson becaroe President, those years when the stimulus of the Hopkins 

was rr.ost powerful, President Francis Patton failed to stiffen easy 

courses, to maintain proper entrance require~ents, to drop incorrigibly 

idle students, or to inaugurate a logical scheme of coordinated electives. 

He concluded regretfully tha t if these things had been done, ,.Princeton 

could not , even in jest, have been dubbed a delightful country club." 

Neverti:1e l e ss, he was caref ul to say, much excellent teaching and earnest 

work went on in this period . 57 

At the end of the first quarter of the twentieth century, Prince-

ton took a lead in ma thematics and the natural sciences. 'With the aid of 

$1 million fr01:1 the General Education Board, for which Professor Veblen 

was to thank Dr. Flexner and his colleagues, and the $2 million r equired 

to match it, largely raised by Dean Henry F ine, Princeton established its 
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Foundation for Scientific Research, with chairs for research in mathe.-

matics, mathematical physics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, and biology, 

58 
etc. Another departrr£nt of real strength was Art and Archaeology, which 

Flexner as Director of Studies had helped with funds for various explora-

tions, particularly those of the Agora, . which he persuaded John D. Rocke-

feller Jr., to undertake to finance. In economics and finance there had 

been luminaries also there. From Flexner's vantage point., Princeton was 

almost made to order for the Institute's background. 

But whether this had been the case or not was alrr.ost irrelevant. 
I 

The Founders were detern:ined t~a~ ~he institution they were financing 

must be located in NEw Jersey, and it required a major effort on the part 

of their advisers to get their permission to recognize Princeton as being 

within the State when the ir hopes were so concentrated on dignifying 

Newark. The decision was Dr. Flexner's, and it was a wise one -- the 

only one possible in all the circumstances. But it was clear that the 

Director had to remain in the background, and the major responsibility 

fell upon Messrs. Leidesdorf and Maass to bend the iron will of Mr. Barn-

berger. 
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CHAPTER III - NOTES -
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CHAPTER IV 

THE SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

The advice he received in Europe persuaded the Director to 

open the Institute with a single subject. That subject he became con-

vinced should be mathema tics, not only for the reasons urged in his 

Melliorandum on the organization of the Institute, but because he had 

learned that a rerr.a rkable degree of unaniraity prevailed among mat.herr..a-

ticians in rc:nking their great contemporaries; this 'Was facilitated by 

I 

the "vogue" or prorr.inence of one or another branch of the field at any 

given tirr.e, as one rr~ther.atician put it. In no other discipline could 

he hope to find such accord in these respects. 

Th.: old :deal of "bu1.i.a:ing L11~ peaks higher" which had j_nspired 

.the policies of the early General Education Board promised that, if the 

Institute coul d enhE.nce the high prestige of Princeton in m::.thernatics, 

each institution would shine the more radiantly in the general refulgence. 

There 'Was also the argurr.ent he had presented to the Trustees: · mathematics 

led to econo~ics through statistics, and to physics. · Both were in his 

earliest designs, economics in particular because, as he has written, he 

probably would have become a specialist in political economy had his 

circu~stances been such as to pennit post-graduate work. 

As for the link with physics, it is interesting to note that 

his first act toward establishing the School of Mathematics was to con-

vey to Dr. and Mrs. Al~ert Einstein on behalf of tr~ Founders an invita-

tion to make the Fuld horre in South Orange their headquarters during 

their travel from Germany to Pasadena for the first of three successive 
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winter quarters during which the Professor worked with the physicists 

of California Institute of Technology and the astronorrers of Mt. Wilson 

1 Observatory. The second was to consult Dr. David Eugene Smith, Profes-

sor E~eritus of Matherr~tics at Columbia University, to learn who were the 

most eminent American and foreign mathematicians of appointable age. 

Srr.ith told him tr~t while Leonzrd Dickson of Chicago, then fifty-six 

years old, '-las the only "genius" in kerica, Dr. George D. Birkhoff of 

Harvard was "also- .:ble." S::,ith haster.ed to c:.rr.end this assessment six 

r.ionths later, after hearing :Oirkhoff lecture at the Sorbonne and consul t-
' 

ing with Ea C:.ar::ard, -..ho proncunced Birkhoff to be "nearest to a rr.athemati

cal genius in the ~orld.t~ 

But even before this news, Flexner had visited Birkhoff, and 

secured bis ideas for organizing .the School of HE.th:zn::ol:~. cs. Dr. B1rkhoff 

wrote: 

In the first place, I would secure perrr2nently one or two 
rrzthematicians of great and undisputed genius • . These men 
should be chosen 'With respect to the irr:portance of the re
searches which they have under way and only secondarily with 
reference to their ability to work ~ith otr£r men. However, 
it would be unfortunate if such a man was .not able to work 
in conjuncti on with younger men and to have some interest in 
them. These leaders are to be taken wherever they are to be 
found. 

In the second place, the remainder cf the staff would consist 
rrainly of younzer men giving proffiise of unusual talent, to be 
taken only for a period of years. Such men should be select• 
ed absolutely without regard for wha t is ordinarily called 
personality, and the salary should be sufficiently high and 
the duties so congenial that they could be obtained for a 
peri.od of years without difficulty. It "1ould, however, be a 
nonna l expectation that they would go into the academic field 
after that period • •• In exceptional cases where the man devel
oped a first-class power he might be retained. 

No i~portance whatever should be attached to keeping a balanced 
departrr.ent of n-:atherr~t ics: that is, one in which the va rious 
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fields of mathe.Tatics and its applications should be evenly 
represented. There "Would, however, .be a definite purpose to 
give equal weight to pure and applied mathematics, because of 
the increasing in:portance which mathematics is likely to have 
for all of science. If I were in your place, I think I should 
be inclined to ~ke pure rrathematics a very cornerstone of the 
Institute.3 

In its modesty and simplicity, its emphasis on the importance 

of work with younger cen, this plea sed Flexner. It formed the basis for 

his pla n for the first School. Dr. Birkhoff admitted the call for applied 

matherrz tics, but ?ressed a lso the clairr. for pure ~a tnemc.tical research. 

In his report to the Board Flexner took no more definite a .stand: 

With all its abs t r a ctness and indifference, both pure and ap
plied scient ific a nd ph il os ophic pro; ress of r e cent years has 
been cl osely bound up wi th new types and rr.ethocs of sheer 
rr~ therratica l thinki ng . · 

resea rch, reflection and contemplation." The Institute should offer op-

portunities to the rr~n capa ble of such thinking, as ~ell as to the man 

of : 

the precisely opposite type of mind ••• that derives its initial 
stimulus fron a practical need or problem ••• Mi nds that are 
fundamental . in the i r sea rching , whatever be the spring t hat 
n:oves them ••• belong in an institute for advanced stqdy.4 

By contrast, the plans propose d by Drs. Osi.1ald Veblen and 

Solomon Lefsche t z of Pr inceton were mor e ambitious. Thus Veblen wrote 

in answer to a r eques t for h is advice :. 

I favor a departn:ental organization~ Ea ch depa rtment should 
be larg~ enough to perpetua te a t r adition. The decline of 
Johns Hopkins ·wa s due in part · to the f act that !:lost of i t s 
depa rtments -were one-mo.n shows. In a ma themati cs department 
I would s uggest having t hree members of the pe r::ianent s taff 
in ea ch of t h ree age groups : 0-35, 35-45 , 45-0. A labor a
tory departffient woul d pr e surr.o. bly be s rrGl l er. Also one tieal
ing with a less corr.pos ite subject •••• 5 
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Dr. Lefschetz recorrrnended the appoi.ntment ·of all the prominent American 

and European modern geometers. 6 

Oswald Veblen was an impressive figure in his -field. He had 

ccme to Princeton as a preceptor in 1905, and worked with Dean Henry 

Burchard Fine and Dr. Luther P. Eisenha rt through the years to build the 

Department of ~~therr.atics to its present eminence. During the year 1923-

1924 he served as President of . the k .erican Mathems.tical Society. He -was 

asked by Dr. Simon Flexner, then a Trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation 

as "\.:ell e. s Director of L.s.boratories for the Rockefeller Institute, to 

give him argurr.ents for t~e inauburation of National Research Council 

fellowships in rratherr.atics like those already being given in physics and 

chemistry, which were the indirect result of an earlier suggestion made 

by him. ur. Veble~. had corr.p l.iPri; 't."lrit-in..g of the interdepencen~e of the 

sciences and rratherratics, and even ascribing to certain mathematical 

researches heuristic effects which led A.lbert Einstein to develop the 

1 h f 1 . . 7 genera t eory o re at1v1ty. The fellowships in mathematics were 

promptly begun, financed as were the others by the Rockefeller Foundation, 

and administered by a single Board with those in the natural sciences at 

Veblen's request, on the ground that "it -will have the effect of stimulat-

ing interest on the part of mathematicians in problems of physics and 

chemistry. This sort of broadening of the interests of the mathematicians 

in this country is very desirable at the present time," he said. 

In 1924 Dr. Veblen showed his own statesmanship in promoting 

matherratical research by urging Dr. Simon Flexner and Dr. Vernon Kellogg 

of the National Academy of Science to support the foundation of an inst i -

tute devoted exclusively to mathematical research. In this his plea 'Was 

' 
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based on the lot of the young scholar who earned an academic appointment 

because he had perfonned sotie worthy research, then found himself so 

worn by teaching freshmen and sophomores that he lost the urge to work 

creatively. Veblen insisted that mathematical research should be digni-

fied as a "profession." The creative. thinker in the natural sciences 

was not "''asted so prodigally, because laboratories were expensive, a.nd 

to waste the talents of the tr.en who used them lolas obviously uneconomical. 

As an alt.ernative to an institute, he sugge s t ed that the outstanding 

rr.ather.»2. tici2n might be subsidized to conduct his researches in the insti-

tute with which he v;a s connected., thus following the exe:.rnple of the Yarrow 

professorsh ips of the Royal Society. 8 For that project Dr. Simon referred 

Veblen to his brother Abraham at the Genera l Educa tion Boe.rd, who in turn 

introduced him to Dr. Wickliffe Rose, the new President of the Board. 

This was evidently t t e first rr.eeting of Flexner and Veblen. Out of it 

grew the Science Resea rch Foundation at Princeton University, which had 

such a r.~rked success in stirr.ulating the faculty, Trustees and even alumni 

to put Princeton in the forefront of American universities in the sciences 

and mathema tics. 

There is no record of any further contacts between the t wo 

until January, 1930, when Flexner saw the Professor quoted es saying 

"that America still lacks a genuine seat of learning, and that American 

academic "'1ork is inferior in quality to the best abroad." Flexner, then 

in negotiations with the Founders, asked the Professor for a copy of his 

speech. But Veblen had spoken without notes. However, he took the occa sion 

to renew his contact "With the educa tor, wr.iting: 
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Here in Princeton the Lscienc~/ research fund which we owe 
.:.3.rgely to you and your colleagnes in the General Education 
Board is having an influence in the right direction, and I 
think-cur new matherrati cal building LFine H.allf which is go
ing to be devoted entirely to research and advanced instruc
tion will also help considerably. I think my mathematical 
research institute, which has not yet found favor, may turn 

· out to be one of the next steps.9 

Ncthing was more natural than his next letter to Dr • . Fle:xner 

in June after the announcement of the new Foundation for the Institute 

for Advanced Study. ~ow he said that he knew why Flexner had written 

him in J anuary. To this Flexner replied that, curious as it might 5eem, 

''this whole developrr:ent had taken place since the first of 1-izrch.ulO 

Flexner met the Professor during his visits to President John 

Grier Hibben of Princeton University, and solicited advices which he 

reviewed carefully during the surrn:er of 1931 as he prepared his Confiden-

tial Memorandum. A further chance meeting in D-:cember, 1931, remanded 

the Director that he had not asked Veblen's corr:nent s on the Memorandum, 

which he prcr.iptly did, receiving assurances which he found to be singu~ 

larly gratifying. Veblen agreed diplomatically with the general tenor, 

but differed on the need to start with a man of genius: 

You indicate that you -would not go ahead in a particular. 
field if you were not able to get 'the right man.• My be
lief is that in most fields, there are sufficiently many 
good rren so that you can surely ge t a man of the right sort. 
For example, if you cannot secure the man whom you have pick
ed out and who I agree is the best first choice, there are a 
nurr.ber of others who are surely as good and who may, in fact, 
be better •••• 

Your program is experirrental only in its details. The gen
eral idea is perfectly conservative and is regarded as sound 
by every competent judge ••• 11 

Flexner again recognized the difference between Birkhoff's and 

Veblen's plans. He agreed that the Princeton man was probably right; 
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one rr.an \.las only a "nucleus," "7hile the ''mathematical set" is unquestion-

-ably under modern conditions the correct conception. But Flexner had 

always conceded that the near presence of intellectual associates was the 

chief reason for locating an . institute near a university, end so was not 

necessarily abanconing Birkhoff's position, rr:uch as Dr. Veblen perhaps 

12 
hoped he was. 

Professor Veblen wc, s going away on his sabbati_cal year. Flex-

ner asked hi~ to keep in touch, and to give him the acvantage of any 

thinking he did on the subject of the Institute. Pr0fe ssor Veblen sent 

one letter. Frc=. ~ew Orleans, where he heard Dr. Birkhoff speak, he 

wrote: "l am more than ever convinced that your choice is a good one. 

H ·a tl ha 1 t f · th ti i him yet. 1113 e ev1 en y s a o o genuine rrz ema cs n 

Veblen -was an i r.:pres sive counselior. Ta ll c~'-' (vc..nosome, ciear 

and concise in his speaking and -writin~, highly held. in the world of 

tr.atherr.ntics which F'lexner had always found recondite, Veblen -was clothed 

with another attraction in Flexner's mind because he was the nephew of 

his famous uncle, Thorstein Veblen. There was enough of the rebel in 

Abraham Flexner to provoke his admiration for the elder critic of Ar:ie.r-

lean education. He must have read Thor stein Veblen's The Hi gher Lea rning 

in Ame r i ca careful l y, and f ound some of the s ociologist's ide8S strikingly 

like his own . He even paraphrased some of the elder Veblen's colorful 

tenns in describing ~he ills of AITerican universities. 14 Indeed, Flexner 

had s ha ttered several icons himself, nota bly at Oxford. But his forte 

was essentially different f rom t hat of the older man: he sought to ac-

complish refonns, while Thorstein Veblen sought to break the forms. 

That t he younger Veblen had some of his uncle's quali ties 
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Flexner perhaps appreciated; he noted the sharp mind, the assurance of 

academic authority; the distaste for the pO'Wer of money in educational 

institutions. But . it was not the nephew's way to revolt openly or_to 

indulge his rancor unwisely. His genius was to have his way, and not 

to leave or be forced from the field of battle. This must, if Flexner 

realized it, ·have established some bond between them, for that was his 

way, _too. While Thorstein roamed frou. on~ universit¥ to another, having 

exhausted the f ounts successively, Oswald, with the sarr:e passions seeth

ing in hirr., played to win on the field where he wcs. After twenty-one 

years of fierce but restrained anger with the Princeton Trustees and the 

traditiona list alucni he was appointed Fine Professor of Mathematical 

Research in 1926, the rr.ost coveted -chair within the gift of the Trustees 

ir. his field. 

According to the Director's memoires, he met Dr. Albert Einstein 

quite fortuitously at the very end of his fortnight's visit to the CaLi

~ornia Institute of Technology, the single institution ~hich ho.d given 

him the courage of its exarr.ple since 1922. The Institute, small and 

lofty, had demonstrated that the true seeker after scientific knowledge 

would cross the Continent to study under its small but illustrious· fac

ulty in the sciences. Dr. Einstein was spending his second winter work

ing with -the physicists at Pasadena and the astronomers at Mt. Wilson. 

The meeting took place as political and economic ruin faced the German 

Republic, and though Flexner said they discussed the Institute for Ad

vanced Study alone, it is doubtful that the significance of the physicist's 

presence in the United States was not recognized as being related to what 

was going on overseas. When they parted, it was with the understanding 
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they would meet at Oxford University in the spring.15 

The California Institute of Technology was suffering sadly 

from the failure of the Flemming Trust~ a substantial part of its endow-

ment which had been pledged in - 1921 to call Dr. Robert A. Millikan from 

the University of Chicago. Millikan was compelled to raise special funds 

for each of Einstein's visits. It was a sorrow to Einstein that the 

amount was insufficient to permit his rrathematical assistant to accompany 

him. It ~a s Millikan's sorrow that he could not in the circUIPstances 

offer the physicist a perrranent appointment. Of these and other aspects 

of the situation Flexner was -well aware as he left for the- East., stopping 

off to visit the Founders in their vacation retreat in Arizona. An ex- · 

change of letters following his ?rrival · in Ne"W York revealed a rare warmth 

in Mr. Ba!!'~erger's c.tt~t~de, ;;;::'..d ~==-~t!~t!S optlr:.ism in Flexner's. Mr. Barn.;. 

berger "Wrote: 

After your depErture from here we consoled ourselves with the 
fact that we had some delightful talks with you> and thought 
we had learned to know each other better. I con also visual
ize rr.ore than ever the great grospects of the Institute and 
its ~onderful possibilities. 1 · 

In a letter which crossed Bamberger's in the rrails, Flexner 

wrote: 

I saw Mr. Leidesdorf and Mr. Mzass and told them the substance 
of \.lhat I told you and Mrs. Fuld. regarding my conference at 
Pasadena. They were both thrilled at the possibilities, b~t, 
of course, "We cannot count any 'unhatched chickens.• 

I shall in a cautious way open negotiations with Birkhoff and 
LHerrr~w:.:_7 Weyl, and shall endeavor to keep in touch with Pro
fessor Einstein, but I shall keep within the financial limits 
which we mentioned in our conference •••• 

I do hope it may be feasible to perfect an arrangement which 
will enable us to give Einstein the opp.ortunity which in my · 
opinion he cannot now enjoy either in Germany or in Pasadena.17 

I 
·' I 
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Herrr.ann Weyl of the Institute for Mathemat.ics at GSttingen had 

held the Jones chair in w.atherr.atical physics at Princeton for one year 

(1928-1929), then resigning to return to Europe to make hirrself available 

" . to succeed David Hilbert at Gottingen. He did so in 1930, thus achieving 

his life's ambition. ln other circumstances he could have looked forward 

to occupy this most illustrious chair in world matherr.atics until he too 

retired. But the inflation of the twenties hzd wiped out his savings, 

and left him a?prehensive of his finGncial \O'elfare in the future, especi-

ally since he had two sons to educate. He ~as in the early forties. He 

could not see his future clearly in Gerrrzny, and accordingly wrote his 

fcrrr:er colleagues at Princeton that he rr.ight consider another appointment 

in the United States. 18 Flexner, arrr.ed with this inforrr.ation, sent the 

Professor rr.aterial o:i. the Institute for Advanced Stud~·, c!'l-:! 0ffe~e~ ...... 

visit him in the spring should he wish to ccnside~ an appointment. A 

lively correspondence ensued, during which Flexner encouraged conversa-

tion be~een Weyl and Veblen, who was to lecture at GSttingen in early 

spring. 

Meanwhile, Flexner saw and wrote to Dr. Birkhoff, proposing an 

offer with very liberal terrrs which he was prepared to recommend to the 

Board should the rathematician indicate his acceptance, adding 

You will select your own students, and in cooperation with 
your colleagues carry on your work in the way that se~'l'lS to 
you most effective •••• Your appointment would begin October 1, 
1932 •••• I may add that it is in our minds to round out the 
personnel of the School of Mathematics by inviting one or Oio 
other distingu ished matherr.aticians to participate in its de
velopment ••• It is i rr.possible for me to say at the present time 
who they will be, but I can confidently say that we shall en
deavor to select only those who hold the sarr~ high standard of 
scholarship that has drawn my attent i on to you.19 

I 
· t 

I 
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Cruel indecision now assailed Birkhoff .. Aware as he must have 

been from the beginning of the Director's intentions, he reviewed his 

situation at Harvard, the very summit of American academic distinction 

in his mid-Western eyes, and found it ir.1possible to turn away from the 

course he had entered U?on when in 1912 he had left an associate pro-

fessorship at Princeton to take an assistant professorship at Harvard. 

He suffered several changes of mind; his occasional resolves to come to 

the Institute were sup?orted by the advi ce of his friend and centor, 

Dean R. G. D. Richardson of Brown University, who had great confidence 
I 

in Flexner, and ~as certain that the Institute would benefit Birkhoff's 

career as well as Arrerican .mather.ztics . But constant counter-pressure 

from P~rvard prevailed, and finally Birkhoff visited Flexner personally, 

ing that he could not leave Cc.mbridt;e because of "personal rec.sons."20 I "tJitl1u J: a\.i:Lt•15 :.is last acceptance, and confirming it later in a note say-

r 
Flexner. was sorely disappointed and not a little embarrassed. 

Re had told the Founders of the earlier acceptance, and of Birkhoff's 

pleasure at his prospects. The reversal of field was not comprehensible 

to the businessman. Moreover, Flexner had promised the Board a nomina-

tion at the next meeting, and now had none. The minutes made no mention 

of Birkhoff, Einstein or Weyl, but ~ith the agenda Flexner sent a brief 

memorandum to the Trustees about his conversation with Dr. Einstein. 

Birkhoff was not mentioned, for later Dr. Aydelotte called Flexner's 

~ttention to an item in Scripta ~~thema tica for December, 1932, saying 

that Dr. Birkhoff had been offered and had declined appointment as "di-

rector" of the School of Mathematics at the Institute. Flexner's re-

pressed reply shewed how he bitterly resented the violation of the 
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confidential relationship which should have prevailed. To Aydelotte he 

admitted the offer,"and said that Birkhoff accepted, then declined for 

"reasons which I do not care to discuss. 1121 At the meeting of the 

Trustees the President spoke in defense of the Director: 

It may perhaps seem that our progress has been slow, but I 
have kept in close touch with the Director, and I am sure 
that what y.2y now ap?ear to be very deliberate procedure 
will in the end be justified by the thoroughness and care 
which are being exercised so as to avoid every possible mis
take and so as to profit by the experience, present· and past, 
of other institutions.22 

He cautioned the ~~T.bers to undertake nothing more than current income 

would carry, and advocated setting aside an cnnual reserve. The Board 

authorized the Director to go to Europe, and to submit "one or two" 

staff appointrr.ents to it in October, or to the Executive CotlT.littee earlier. 

B1,.;::;iness and fil,.:.•,cial. ~u,1ui\:.iull:i of f er<::cl little basis for opi.i-

mism as he spoke. The great depression was crushing men and financial 

institutions inexorably. There seemed to be no stopping point in the 

collapse of economic activity in fact or in logic. Approxirr.ately one-

fourth of America's wage and·salary earners -were jobless. Personal in-

·comes had fallen by more than half during the preceding three years. Un-

rest among the unemployed and the farr-...ers of the Midwest, who militantly 

resisted give-a-way prices for their produce and forced sales of their 

horres, farms and chattels for debt and taxes, engendered such concern 

that President Hoover is reported to have excepted the pay of enlisted 

men in the armed fo r ces as he reconmended cuts in all federal salaries, 

"because, in case of trouble, he did not want to have to rely on troops 

disgruntled over pay cuts."23 Nor did leaders in finance, industry, and 

governrr.e nt offer constructive hope of recovery; the depression seemed 
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destined in their judgment "to hit bottom," which could mean the collapse 

of all the country's traditiona.1 financial institutions. What then "'7ould 

be the "'7orth of the securities upon "'7hich Mr. Bamberger and the Institute 

depended for income? 

As Flexner .embarked for Europe, he found himself in a lonely 

and critical situation. The keystone of his plans was to appoinf to the 

leading position in the School the country's most distinguished American 

matherratician, who would be familiar with developments in the field here 

and abroad, and with its outstanding scholars and the poten,tials of the 

younger r:-.en and "'o:nen in this country. He felt that the Institute's 

mission was to develop culture in the United States as Gerrran Wissenschaft 

had been consciously prosoted in the nineteenth century. As he was to 

"'7rite Veblen later: "It is our prime and essential fun<.:tion ••• We rr.ust ·try 

to develop an At-nerican culture and civilization ••• comparable in value to 

those of the Western European countries ••• 1124 He had counted heavily on 

Birkhoff, undeniably the out~tanding Arr.eri can matheµnatician of his genera-

tion. Now he ~ust find a substitute. He looked forward to seeing Veblen 

" at Gottingen; the Princeton rran certainly did not think it essential that 

the new Institute must have Birkhoffl 

As Flexner arrived in France at the end of April, he received a 

f Ct letter rom Veblen at Gottingen, who reported that while Dr. Weyl seemed 

"Willing to come to America, Mrs. Weyl seemed to be "very SE..tisfied with 

n 25 I her position in Gottingen." Flexner had intended to call at Gdttingen 

first, but on hearing b._~ a death in Weyl's family, spent sorre days in 

""' France, then went to England> .'"here he rrade inquiries about mathematicians -
and economists, finally rr£eting Dr. Einstein at Oxford on the 19th of May 
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by appointment . for a long -walk anci talk in Christ Church Meado-ws. There 

he put the fateful question: -would the physicist accept a professorship 

at the Institute? Einstein's answer -was not decisive; he would give it 

f irr::ly if Flexner could visit him at Caputh early in June. But the atmos-

phere was distinctly favorable to Flexner's purpose, as it was unfavorable 

to the fortunes of the Gennan Republic. For the first of the clirr.actic 

events ~hich were to leac in less than a year to Hitler's accession to 

the chancellorship had already t2ken place. 

Dr. Philip Frank r.as written that in 1921 Einstein foresaw the 

fate of the Republic, and predicted that he could remain in Germany for 

no longer than a decade. No.,, wrote Dr. Frank, ·the physicist regarded 

Dr. Flexner's offer as a "sign fror.:; heaven" that he should prepare . to 

migrate to America. 
L\.l 

l.fuen they met at Caputh on the 4th of June, Einstein agreed to 

.corr:e to the Institute, and terms 'Were discussed. After a long talk, Dr. 

Einstein 'Walked to the Berlin bus -with Flexner, and the 'Words "lch bin 

Feuer und FlarTT.<e dcftlr" rang in the Director's ears .as he took his de~ 

27 
parture. After an excha.nge or t-wo bet-ween them, the terms were .agreed 

in -writing, and the Einsteins expressed taeir complete satisfaction. Dr. 

Einstein was to free hirr~elf from his Berlin connections, and to infonn 

Dr. · Millikan that after the winter of 1933 he would come to Pasadena no 

more.
28 

The Berlin authorities -were quite agreeable, provided Dr. Ein-

stein would spend his surr.mers near Berlin, where he had a surrmer home. 

But Dr. Millikan objected strenuously, taking his case directly to Flexner, 

and telling him -what he already knew: that had it not been for the 
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California Institute of Technology's serious financial situation, he 

would have offered the physicist a permanent appointment which Einstein 

would have accepted. It would be good fer science, Millikan urged, if 

the t~o Institutes could cooperate; in particular, if Einstein could 

make periodic visits not only to Pasadena, but to other groups of produc-

tive scientists in the United States. But Flexner declined to sanction 

such arranger.ents, on the ground that Einstein needed peace for his work, 

and a fixed abode. With this position Einstein heartily screed, writing 

Flexner theit his ·work "should not be interrupted by any undertakings 
. ( 

which would involve rr.err,bership in another institution."29 

Dr. George Hale of Mt. Wilson understood this perfectly, he 

wrote Flexner: 

t ?~ glad to receive your lettc~ f~om Canada, and I wish to 
congratulate you in your arrangc~ent with Professor Einstein. 
It is a r:~tter of the highest importance to science that he 
be cuaranteed co~plete peace of mind and security for the 
future. You have not only accomplished this, but you have 
assured also that his perscnal influence will continue to be 
felt in this country, where it is greatly needede The Insti-

3 tute for Acvanced Study has already justified its foundation. O 

Flexner r:-.ade a single visit to G~ttingen at the end of May, and 

saw both Veblen and Weyl. He then left to keep his appointment with Ein- . 

stein, evidently intending to return. But on the way to Berlin he learned 

of the serious illness and death of his wife's uncle and fonner guardian, 

which caused him to return prorr:ptly to this country after doing ~hat he 

could to comfort his wife, who was in Vienna. He had not concluded an 

arrangement with Dr. Weyl, whom he had exyected to visit again before 

leaving Europe. But he wrote him saying that as .soon as he wished to 

receive it, a written statement of the terrrs he was prepared to ask the 
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Board to approve would be sent • . 

His conversation with Dr. Veblen had an outcome which he rray 

or rray n9t have anticipated. The Professor gave a nlllllber of reasons why 

it would be desirable to call him to the Institute, insisting that it 

would neither harm the University's .Department of Mathematics, nor 

prejudice future coopera tion with the University. Flexner r~d evidently I 
' I 
l 

satisfied hi rr.self in England of Dr. Veblen's high stc.nding among Ameri- i 
\ 

can rrethe~2 t i cians, but withdrew from G3ttingen without having made him 

an offer. From Berlin he wrote Veblen of the news he had received and 
' 

his irr:ninent departure from Europe, which would prevent his return to 

GSttingen, and continued: 

As to you, 9 rr.ind i~ clear. If Miss /G-...e thalyn/ Jones and 
P ........ ~ .... cscr [Lu ~ ':: -:-. r ·p ~/ Eis.:L..':-...J. ::;:-t ~ :-. ~erp-;;s~ no ob~tacles which 
h1ncier you , I s ha ll on hea ri ng a f f innatively recomr.end your 
appointment on the folloW"ing terms: •••• 

Your service to begin next fall, though the Institute itself 
cannot expect to operate until the fall of 1933 ••• All other 
details to be left in abeyance, until I return to America 
and s ee wha t the financial situation is, Yes terday's Frank
furter Zei tung contained a speech by Senator Reed .that was 
very da rk •• • 

I look fo rward conf idently to co-operation in the development 
of a nsthe~Btical institute. I want no needless delay, but 
on t he ot her hand we must heed the general conditions and 
pledge our s elve s to do nothing we cannot easily live up to.31 

Eve n before he had Veblen's acceptance the Director wrote of 

this corrmi tment to his secretary, Mrs. Rsther Bailey, putting his action 

forwa rd not only on the ground tha t Veblen .was one of .the ablest of 

American mathematicians , but also that he was 

the man on whose judgment I can most fully rely ••• LVeble~/ 
thought the Princeton authorities ~ould feel it a great dis
tinction f or him, and that the y would interpose no difficulty 
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whatsoever. As for himself, he looked upon it as the great
est opportunity of his life.32 

The letter was for later use. On the 14th of June, Flex."1.er 

cabled Mrs. Bailey the happy news that Dr. Einstein had accepted the 

offer, and that tenr.s were agreeably arranged. Then Mrs. ~alley, fearing 

that the news of these confidential matters might become public, took 

the news in both the letter and the cable to the Fcunders in Newark. 33 

1".eanwhile Flexner insisted thc.t he be the fi.rst to corrmunicate 

his arranger.ent with Veblen to Dean Eisenhart, since he was concerned 

"that every step I take shall be marked by the utmost courtesy and con-
' 

sideration for you and for those at Princeton who ••• have helped me so 

freely and generously." Again he we. med Veblen that he h..s.d authority 

for only t hree appointrr.ents, .c.nd could not exceed it.34 Dr. Veblen ac-

ceptea the offer on the 5th of June, recapitulating the arguments Fle>'.-

ner should advance to Eisenhart and Miss Jones by which he justified 

leaving the Fine chair. He could not decline the generous retirement 

benefits premised for hi~self, and for his wife should she survive him. 

Moreover, the Department of Mathemc..tics was top-heavy with senior rr.en; 

his going would benefit his colleagues -- indeed, one or two more might 

leave with even greater benefit -- rneking way for necessary promotions, 

the accession of younger rren, and even the calling of an arrivee. Re 

had long wanted to establish an institute for mathematical research, and 

to refuse now to do so "7ottld be illogical. He would continue in the new 

p~sition what he and Eisenhart ·had done together in the past: i.e., 

build mathematics in the United State.s "and on a larger scale in the same 

d irection." Bearing out the last statement, he enclosed a prospective 
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budget of over $160,000, together with the names of more than a score 

of men as prospects, on most of whom he and Weyl were in agreement. 35 

Dr. Flexner arrived in the United States on the 21st of June, 

cabling Dr. Veblen the next day of DeanEisenhart's "enthusiastic appro-

val," and his pronise to coT':'"ITllnicate directly with Veblen after he had 

talked with the Acting President, Henry Duffield. On the 28th Flexner 

cabled the Executive Corr:nittee had approved his appointrr.ent and wrote a 

long letter cautioning the r.Btherratician again that fir~n~ial conditions 

rr.ade it imperative to confine appointments to the three mentioned. He 

added: 

Anyone who desires contact with a larger group can get it, so 
Eisen~rt assures rr.e, with the Princeton g raduate group. We 
need a t the top in each subject a few ~en of proved a~inence. 
The nurr.ber whom we will wish to kee.p oermanentlv will. as at 
the Rod.:efeller Ins t itute /for Med ic.::: l Research/ b;: ~;::::.~~i-.:~:!.j
srr.all •••• Eisenhart was ~ost generous about off~ring space for 
the mathernatics staff and for me in Fine Hall, and for the 
present we shall undoubtedly accept his invitatlon.36 

The two ~atherr.ati cians at G8ttingen, having ~zde so impressive 

a start towa rd a large faculty, now found it impossible to adapt to so 

limited a program as this. To Veblen, who had been warned in Flexner's 

letter of conditional appointment, it was less of a surprise but more 

.. 

acceptable, while to Weyl, whose thinking as yet showed irresolution even 

·should the limits of his wishes be realized, the modesty of Flexner's 

present concept seemed most disturbing. The Director took pains to re-

assure him, but to little avail. Finally Flexner firmly wrote that.no 

additions to staff could be made until the first three appointees should 

assemble in Princeton and a gree on a program. That this ~as wise is 

~hewn by the fact that already Weyl and Veblen in their separate letters 

-----
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confidentially expressed misgivings to the Director at what the other 

wanted. Thus Weyl wrote that he found no stimulus in the prospect of 

close association with either Einstein or Veblen, though he conceded that 

Veblen would make an excellent "leading spirit" in the School. Meanwhile · 

Veblen wrote that he saw little rec.son for 'Weyl's insistence on the'ac-

cession of an algebraist, since Professor J. H. M. Wedderburn of the 

Departcent was one of the best in the "'orld. 37 Flexner said what he 

could to alleviate these concerns. ~":Lile the prospects undoubtedly 

alarmed Weyl, they stiffened Veblen's detennination and sped his planning. 

He wrote D2an Eisenhart proposing a policy of complete freedom bet~een the 

two institutions in the transfer of personnel from one to the other. (See 

?• 14ll EisenP~rt agreed with Flexner thet discussion of such problems 

t.rus1.. "'"'a .1.l. veblen' s re cum to Princeton:> observing quietly: "from irrJ 

knowledge of Veblen I know that his mind will raise w~ny questions and-

38 we cannot go into long-range discussions of them.'' 

Meanwhile Mr. Barr.berger hzd insisted that Dr. Einstein's salary 

and retir~~ent annuity with its contingent corrunitment to his wife as 

survivor be made equal to Veblen's. Einstein agreed gracefully, saying 

that it was clear he would need the additional money to help friends and 

39 relatives in Germany. 

It soon becawe apparent that the action ernoarrassed the Director, 

undoubtedly because he had intended to offer Dr. Weyl more than he had to 

either Einstein or Veblen. In mid-August when 'Weyl and Aydelotte, who 

visited him, cabled that he needed a written offer for his negotiations 

with the Ministry of Education, Flexner showed perturbation, and asked 

Mr. Ba~berger to call a meeting of the Executive Committee in New York to 

\ 

.\ 
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discuss the matter. This Mr. Bamberger declined to do, wiring that "if 

Professor Weyl is seriously interested, he will come on tenns that you 

could reasonably offer." Several days elapsed, during which Flexner 

prepared a lengthy memorandum justifying in detail the appointment of 

Veblen as ~ell as of Weyl, and sending a letter for Weyl offering terms 

equaling those of the other two, which Mr. Bamberger was to mail direct 

to G3ttingen if he found it satisfactory. Cheerily carr,e Bamberger's 

ans"'ering wire: "Have mailed your letter to Professor Weyl today ••• en-

tirely satisfactory." In a letter of the same day, he wrote: 
I 

Mrs. Fuld and I are quite enthused over the splendid work you 
have done for the Institute, carrying out the policy you first 
outlined. I trust you will not overtax your strength in this 
great work, as ~e appreciate you have given it much serious 
thought. Please rer:-.e.-:-.ber that you are on vacation and allow 
nothing connected with the Institute to interfere with your 
holid"ly.40 

Dr. Weyl, deeply fearful for his financial security, and .still 

undecided, was evidently disappointed. He did not accept the liberal 

offer until further adverse political events occurred in Germc;.ny, cabling 

his acceptance "in principle'' on the 2nd of December. The delay deprived 

the Director of the pleasure of recomnending three instead of two major 

ap~ointrents to the Board at its October meeting. It also delayed the 

fine showing he had hoped to ~dke to the University in demonstrating the 

mutuality of benefits flowing from the presence of the Institute at Prince-

ton. To bring Dr. Weyl back to the Princeton corrrnunity of scholars ~here 

he had been so highly valued was perhaps only slightly less of a triumph 

than to bring Dr. Einstein. For Princeton University had given the 

scientific and lay worlds reason to know how highly it valued the contro-

versial physicist !n 1921, when it alone of Arr.erican universities had 
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honored him. 

Dr. Einstein first visited the United States in that year on a 

tour with Dr. Chaim Weizrr.ann in support of the Zionist cause and of the 

University of Jerusalem. On the 9th of May, 1921, Princeton awarded 

Einstein an honorary degree, President Hibben speaking in German with 

moving sentiffient: ''We salute the new Columbus of science, voyaging 

through the strange seas of thought alone." Shortly after . that, Ein.:. 

stein deliYered a series of lectures at the University on the theory of 

relativity, which were the high point of what Dr. Philip Frank has called 

41 
"an event in the cultural history of the 20th century." These rnemories 

left a distinct impress of shared greatness on the University and its 

mathematicians and physicists. In 1925 Princeton had offered Dr. Einstein 

a professors~ip, which he declined graciously with an epig~aw vaL~Gu~ly 

rendered as ''Man is an anima l, but woman is a vegeta.ble_, whom to move is 

42 
to up·root," or "One must not disturb a flowering plant." Both alluded 

to Mrs. Einstein, who was reluctant to leave Berlin. 

A rumor from Genr.any was published in August, 1932, that Ein-

stein was coming to the Institute, and the press tried in vain to . confirm 

it. Flexner confided only in the Founders and one or two of the Trustees. 

The Board met in a mood of high anticipation. But the minutes do not re-

fleet any elation. .Flexner' s taste was for underplaying the tnoT\"_ie.nt of 
an<l trns event 

tritmlph, if his memoires are any guide to his sense of draffi3tic~ /seemed 

to be no exception. His report concerned itself with what he regarded as 

most important to impress upon the minds of Trustees and Founders at this 

moment -- that salaries and retirerr.ent benefits to merr.bers of the Insti-

tute's faculty would be so liberal that they would be expected to devote 

l 
I 

' 

\ 
f 
! 
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their full time to work at the Institute, and not to engage in outside 

activities for gain. He had hoped to recomrend a start in economics 

simultaneously, .but had not been able to find "the personnel." Finally, 

it was his expectation that the Institute would begin active work the 

next autumn. Then in what rr.ust have been an elaborately casual manner, 

he presented ~otions for the appointrr.ent of Albert Einstein and Oswald 

Veblen and t hei r assistants. The Board approved all. Flexner then re-

ported that Princeton University had offered office space in Fine 

~~1 1 tc the School of Mathei.atics and hirrself until such time as the 
' 

Institute cculd occ~py its own building. The Trustees then formally 

decided that the Institute should locate in or near Princeton, and ac-

cepted the University's hospitable offer with expressions of deep appre-

. ti 43 c1a on. 

The Director ana the University authorities had prepared press 

notices in cooperation, the Institute annour.cing the historic event with 

cool restraint, and the University welcoming the Institute cordially to 

the corr.munity, and temporarily to Fine Hatl. Flexner had given his friend 

and admirer, Dr. John Finley, Editor of the New York Times, background 

material viith the adjuration that "you soft-pedal me." He continued: 

It is the idea I should like to see expounded ••• the less made 
of me personally the better for the object which vie have at 
heart. I think too that, while -we should not wish any defi
nite statement made as to salaries, it -would be wholesome to 
emphasi ze that sa laries, retiring allo"Wances and widow's pen
sions V1ill be such that the teaching staff will refrain from 
activities undertaken solely for remuneration.44 · 

The Times gave him full credit for his past and present contributions to"' 

Arr.erican education, however, and the text devoted to his accomplishrrents 

exceeded that given Dr. Einstein. Over a page was devoted to all facets 

~ 
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of the story, and photographs of Einstein, Flexner and Fine Hall were 

displayed. Unfortunately 11 Einstein was said to have received "a life 

appointment" as "head of the ••• School of Mathematics." The main fea-

tures of the Institute for Advanced Study were recalled: the concen-

tration of both the .faculty and their fe\11 students upon investigation 

and research; emphasis upon the individual outstanding graduate student 

rather than on the "standardized products of university .. professional 

schools;" and the points Flexner wanted stressedwith respect to liberal 
I 

provisions in salaries and security. Of particular interest are the 
' 

following two paragraphs for the new inforrr3tion they contained. 

Students will be selected on the basis of their aptitude for 
the work rather thG.n on the possession of fonra l college de
grees. It is exp~cted, of course, - that rr.ost of the students 
will ;;-: .. ter with Ph. - D. degrees or t:.e ir eqllb<:.o.:c .. ;_ •••• 

It is understood that ten students is the largest number that 
any one has suggested for any one professor to ·work with; and 
if a profes.sor feels that he cc::n work better with as. few as 
five or six, or even with only two or thre~, it will be left 
to his judgment to "Work that "Way. Each professor will decide 
for hirr.self whether to work with serninz.rs or groups, or to 
work with each student individually. 

An editorial devoted to an approving review of Flexner's career in edu-

cation, and to the new experiment, ended with the following statement, 

which appeared to be in the nature of an announcerrent: 

The Institute will not carry in its title the memory of its 
Founders, but they are to be congratulated upon seizing such 
an opportunitS to establi sh and perpetuate such a Fellowship 
of Scholars.4 

The Director received many personal messages which reflected 

senti~ents like those expressed by Dr. Weed, usually a reserved man~ 

You have ach ieved a perfect balance between the outstanding 
world figure and the best of the Ame rican school ; it is the 
most desirable combination that we could have for .the inaug-
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uration of a great undertaking in mathematics. Comrrent here 
in Baltinore is widespread, and universal approval and com- . 
rnendation are heard on every side. I am more proud than ever 
to be connected with the new Institute even in a thoroughly 
minor capacity.46 

Dr. Charles Beard, so critical of the start in rrathematics, now wrote: 

Hearty congratulations on the achievement. of your purpose 
in grand style. In Einstein you P2ve not only an unques
tioned r.~ ster but a r a re hum3n spirit. It's perfect. You 
IT~Y be right in starting with a can and a subject beyond 
controversy. An~ay , though I argued for the hurr~nities, 
(despite the ir..possibility of the thing) I cannot ~ithhold 
my a6~iration for a perfect · job, perfectly done.47 

Frm:: Dr. Edwa rd Capps, Flexner's old friend and adviser in his days at the 

Generc..l Ecucation Beard in matte.rs concerning the hurranities, .,.-: .:- w.::.s Pro-

fessor of Classics at Princeton, and CP2irmen of the Mcnaging Committee 

of the Acerican School ~or Classical Studies at Athens, czrre a two-edged 

thrust: 

I am reminded to write you because of the great news con
tained in this morning's paper ••• It is · to me personally a 
great satisfaction that you have chosen Princeton as the 
seat of the Institete; the presence r~re of the Institute 
will be a constant stirr.ulus to higher studies in the Uni
versity, even if you rob us of our mo.st distinbuished men ••• 48 

Perhaps tr~ least enthusiastic letter came from Mr. Frankfurter, 

who, when rerr.inded that a letter was in order, wrote: 

I rejoice that your show is under way. Feeling as you do 
about mathematics in relation to a new corriu.unity of scholars, _ 
of course you h.c. ve bagged big game. But I hope -- and-it •.s 
too late in the day for me to learn the art of dissemb ling -
that you will cease to become frc~t-page news. Precisely the 
opposite, I take it, it the rea l objective of your enterprise, 
and certainly its greatest need: nzmely, subtly and power-
fully to permeate the atmosphere of America with a realization 
that ther e rray be matters of great irr.portance •••• that do not make 
the front page. 

When Flexner protested that he ~as not seeking publicity, Frankfurter 

rejoined: 

I 
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My point was not that you were rraking the front page, but 
that the Institute was. You~ more than anyone else, are 
sponsoring an almost cloistered austerity in scholarship and 
learning. Of course you cannot effectuate your purpose if 
you are see~ing Einsteins for your society of scholars •••• 
You cannot keep the Einsteins off the front page. The very 
significance of your enterprise is the pro~otion of silent, 
epherr.era lly unrecognized radiati ons of thought and standards 
which will cor.mand the future.49 

Flexner ' s cor::?lete ansYler had to wait. Not until .1960 and the 

posthumous publica tion of his revised autobiography were the essential 

corr.puls ions under wh ich he acted r.ade clear: 

&... , _ -

t..Llt;. 

It is obv ious to anyone Ylho looks critically at the develop
rr.ent of t he Institute tha t it had to start with a gro4p of 
highly d is tinguished ~en •••• It r~ d to bring together a mathe
matica l g roup tha t would a t · once attract the atten~ion of 
their pe e r s, and in their settir.g would succeed.50 

Indeed, he did hzve to irr.press the Trustees, and particularly 

~---- _,_ --
J. Vt..41.L'-''-""'•->, with than the appe.:: r a n<::e of a noderate acade.TIJic sue-

cess. The calling of Albert Einstein did this as no other appointment 

could h~ve done. Up to this time, the Institute was an abstraction, a 

concept in the Director's mind, without physical attributes in men or 

plant. There was yet a long way to go, but the promised presence of the 

lone ''voyager through the strange seas of thought" i r.mediately gave the 

Institute the stamp of g r eatness. The Trustees, and again particularly 

the Founders, shared with American millions the wondennent and affection 

evoked by the physicist, an a~~iration touched with reverence for his 

mind and its u:y s terious achievements which they could not comprehend, 

and for a spiritual quality which they felt instinctively. Professor 

Veblen's appo i ntrrent meant much to Al;ierican ~therr~tics and mathemati-

cians; he had long been kncwn as an astute and indefatigable promoter of 
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their interests, as well as a distinguished contributor to rn.:;thematical 

thought. 

An editorial in the Princeton Alumni Weekly of the 14th of 

October revealed mixed feelings at the University: 

There has been so~e questioning of the value to Princeton 
on the grounds that Dr. Flexner, with his challenging theory 
of research and his practical ceans of putting it into ef
fect, .will draw rr.e n away from the University. This line of 
reasoning is not quite sound: the question is not "Whether 
we should pref~r to have Professor Einstein on our faculty 
or on Dr. Flexner ' s, but whether we should prefer to have 
hiu. in Princeton or Berlin. Sinilarly, everyone will regret 
that Professor Veb len, one of Princeton's ablest rr.athen-2ti
cL:ms, ha s left tl-.e University faculty, but assuming that 
Dr. Flexner could ~ttract him an)'\,lay, the question is whether 
we should rc;;ther have him living in Princeton or sorr.e place 
else. Dr. Flexner was bound to build up a strong faculty; 
we are pleased thc.t ·it "Will be near us. 

Upportunity for sc~olarly developrrent is one ct the r-rir~ 
factors considered by teachers in changing frcm ore univer
sity to another. Included under this head are a good libr
ary, v:ell-equipped laboratories, a rec;;sonable teaching sched
ule, and the chc;;nce for associations with leaders in scholar
ly work. If Dr. Flexner's group helps to r.ake Princeton more 
famous as a center of research, we will have a better chance 
of corr.peting on even tenns with sister institutions which are 
as anxious as we are to strengthen their facilities.51 

Thi~ line of reasoning appealed to those who wanted the Univer-

sity to advance the interests of scholarship and research; needless to 

say, it ,did not have the same effect upon those among faculty, trustees 

and alurrmi who valued more highly the traditions of .the College of New 

Jersey. Nor did it still the criticism of those who felt th.at if the 

Institute needed and wanted to be near the University, it should recruit 

its faculty elsewhere. 

It will be recalled that Professor Veblen raised a serious 

question with Dean Eisenhart on this matter from GSttingen. Then he had 
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~ritten: 

The first problem of cooperation bet'Ween the University and 
the new Institute that occurs to me is that of making it 
clear that merr.bership in either one is no obstacle to get
ting a bood job in the other. We shall not let a situation · 
arise in which a young man would hesitate to come to one ••• 
for fear of missing a better chance i n the other later on. 
Flexner naturally d9es not "Want the University to feel that 
he is going to drain it of its good men. By the tirre the 
Institute is a go·ing concern the problem 'Will be a fully re
ciprocal one, a nd I think it ought to be looked at in this 
way from the start.52 

When the Director, the Dean and Professor Veblen rret in mid-

Novelliber to discuss this and other policies, Flexner kne"W, that the Pro-

fessor differed with his viewpolnt, but he "Was serene in the conviction 

that it "Was his own responsibility to rrake policy with the University, 

subject to the a pprova l .of his Trustees, and in the ccnfidence that his 

wishes would be respected by Veblen. Thus he wrote Dean Eisenhart after 

the conference: 

More and rr.0re a few points stand out fairly clearly not be
cause of a ny possible difference of opinion between you and 
Veblen and ~e, but because we are setting precedents and 
establishing relations which 'We hope 'Will pr ove sound after 
all thre e of us are dead and gone. I am giving you these 
impressions for wha t they are worth, and I want you to under
stand first of all, that I have not the sl ightest desire to 
be consul t ed with reference to your concerns. Our chances 
for perfect hannony, understanding, and cooperation are best 
if each of us goes his own way, talking things over as freely 
as possible as long as we are on the job but leaving our suc
cessors precisely the same kind of freedom that 'We now enjoy. 

With this general view in mind, let me say that I would not for 
the world do anything to mar the great work in matherratics that 
is going on at frinceton •••• You were generous in letting us 
have Veblen, and I a ssume that in so doing you felt sure that 
you cou l d f ill the post without lowering the prestige of the 
Department, but quite obviously this 'cannot often happen at 
this stage of the game of our acad~~ic deve lopment ••• Merely 
moving ~en from one p lace on the checkerb~ard _to another does 
not mod i fy the genera l situa tion in respect to scholarship in 
this count ry. I would not therefore if I could injure -seriously 
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any university department and though this involves a sacri
fice on the part of individuals, it is a sacrifice that at 
.this stage of our intellectual and scholarly development we 
must make ••• 

. While I am clear in rr;y mind as to this I am equally clear 
that as long as you and Veblen and I are ·in command, we can 
talk about things with the utmost vigor and candor, because 
I believe we all have at heart the same interests ••• So please 
do not let this caution on my part interfere with the frank 
exchange of views in the future.53 

This letter was not merely an exercise in semantics. It re-

lated to the fact that, as Professor Veblen wrote to Dr. Weyl, though 

financial conditions were still bad, the psychological atmosphe 1·Q was 

. . . ·.~1;(:. ~ 
improving, with the effect that the lir.iitation to three major a ;;: ,t-'·:> int-.· · 

ments in the School of Mathematics was now definitely discarded. There 

were to be no junior appointments such as assistant or associate pro-

and students to be admitted must have taken their doctoral ae-

gree anq be acceptable to the ·professors. The Director, he said, awajted 

Dr. Weyl's decision before taking further action on personnelo Veblen 

said that he was thinking of calling in men from American and European 

universities for periods of one or two years, and suggested that "a 

possible way of ••• getting someone in modern algebra" wo~ld be to invite 

Artin and Albert to come for a year at the same time, possibly for the 

next year. Also, Flexner had authorized him to inquire about bringing 

Dr. Kurt G3del for the next year. Veblen also discussed the site for the 

Institute, but said that Fine Hall 'Was very pleasant; he \Jould like to 

stay there as long as possible, adding: "Perhaps we can stay here 

pennanently. ,,54 

Dr. Flexner apologetically asked Veblen for a copy of this 

letter, explaining that he felt keenly that they should both say the 
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same thing to Dr. Weyl, plagued as he was by indecision and problems. 

And at the same time he alluded to relations with the Department of 

Ma themat-ics, saying: 

I wrote Eisenhart a letter surr.r.:ing up the situation as it 
now looks to me, but ITij mind is quite open, and it may be 
that I shall see thin6S differently in the course of time. 
Don't be ir.?atient with the slcwness with which I seem to 
move. I can decide t~ings if I have to, but in this new 
venture and in dealing with subjects with which I G.In un
familiar, I am a slow learner.SS 

Clearly Professor Veblen contemplated taking another professor from the 

Departr.ent of ~~therratics, and Flexner was resisting the idea. The Dean 
I 

was well aware of t~e dangers in Veblen's thinking and pro~able course 

of action, which were only magnified by the Director's failure to under-

stand the true ru: ture of the problerr.. He wrote Flexner: 

I agree with you that the relationship of the Institute and 
our Depart~ent of ~~tter.z tics must be thought of as a matter 
of policy extending over the years. Accordingly I am of the 
opinion that any of its r.e~~ers should be considered for ap
pointL.ent to the Institute on his ~erits alone and not with 
reference to whether for the time being his possible with
drawal from the Depart~e nt would give the impression that 
such "7ithdra"'1al would weaken the Department. For if this wer.e 
not the policy, 'We should be at a disadvantage in recruiting 
our pers cnnel from tire to time. If our trustees and alumni 
were disturbed by such a withdrawal, as you suggest, they 
should meet it by giving us at least as full opportunity to 
make replacements intended to maintain our distinction. The 
only ciisadvan.tage to us of such withdrawal ·would arise if ""e 
were hampered in any ~ay in continuing the policy which has 
brought us to the position we now occupy. This policy has 
been to wa tch the fie ld carefully and try out men .:>f promise 
at every possible opportunity. If it is to be the policy of 
the Institute to have young men here on temporary appointment, 
this would enable us to be in a much better position to watch 
the field. 

In my opinion the ide5s here set forth are so important for 
the future of our Department that it is my intention to pre
sent them to the Curriculum Com:-.ittee of our Board of Trustees 
at its meeting next mc~th, after I have had an opportunity to 
discuss them further wi th you next ~eek.56 
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Events now moved swiftly, perhaps hastened by the cable of 

the 2nd of December from Dr. Weyl accepting the appointment "in princi-

ple." Evidence that Professor Veblen was putting pressure of an extreme 

kind on the Director exists in a note dated the : 1st of .December from 

Flexner to Veblen setting forth the terms of his appointment by the 

Board and asking the Professor to sign and return it. Flexner added 

that he wa s "negoti ~ting -with the Te.schers Insurance and Annuity Asso-

ciation to the end that, in so far as your retiring allowance and your 

wife's pension cepend upon the Board, they will be covered by insurance 

.st the expense of the Institute. " 57 Professor Veblen, usually prompt in 

answering correspcndence, held his answer until certain things had hap-

pened. Then, on the 13th of Decerr.ber, he returned the contract, signed, 

58 
wit~ elaborate casualness. 

FleX:ner's response to Dr. Eisenhart's staterr.ent of policy and 

principle was sent two days after his letter to Professor Veblen. It 

said that he agreed . ccrr.pletely that the two institutions should each 

pursue the path which seemed to it best, maintaining complete autonomy 

and independence. He added: 

In the long run, cooperation will, I believe, be most ef 
fective if ea ch institution pursues this policy, leaving the 
rr.embers of t he staff after their a ppointment to work out such 
coopera ti on as wzy seem to them agr~eable and helpful. We 
must~ •• avoid even the appea rance of influenc i ng each other's 
policy and appointments. 

While I am clear that as a rr~tter of principle the above state
ment of policy is correct, I am not unmindful of the fact that 
we shall have at the outset to demonstrate to the two insti
tutions and the ma thematical world the fact that Princeton has 
been strengthene d, not weakened, by the loca tion of the Insti
tute in i rr:rnedia te prox i mity to Princeton University. The ~ere 
transfer of individua ls from one • • • to the other would a dd lit
tle to the combined resources of both. The calling of Profes-
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sor Einstein is thus .a distinct addition to our combined 
resources. I .trust that further developments of the same 
character rr~y be possible. If this can be accorr.plished and 
the students in the two institutions can circulate freely, 
Princeton will becorre a rrathematical center greater than 
either of the institutions which will exist on its soil, 
and the same will be tr~e of other schools as they are added 
to the Institute.59 

But even as Flexner wrote this staterrent, which see~s in the 

first paragraph to beg the issue, Professor Veblen spoke directly to 

Dr. James W. Alexander, Professor of Mathematics at the University, then 

lecturing part-time, asking him ~£ he would corr:e to the Institute. Al-

exander was a brilliant topologist, author of the Alexander Duality 

Theorem, a former graduate student of Veblen~,and sometirr.e collaborator 

with him in mathem.:itics. They were close personal friends; their rap-

·port exten.:cd to the.:._ t-~::::.:.::..:.:. -.·:.._::= • .:: :adew.ic a:-.~ iceologi::.::.lw ~:--~'1 

harbored feelings of great discontent with the University and its admin-

istration. No secret was ~ade of Veblen's action, c.nd, in the words of 

an outside observer, "the air of intrigue hung thickly over Fine Hall." 

Dr. Lefschetz, for whose appointmen.t to Princeton Veblen always proudly . 

took credit, also aspired to the appointment. The situation was so 

tense that ·the decision as between the two men was left to Dean Eisen-

hart, and that turned on which man he would prefer to have in the Fine 

professorship.60 

The Exe.cutive Corrmi ttee met on the 7th of Decemb.er to author-

ize a forrral appointment to Dr. Weyl, and to consider and approve a re-

quest by Dr. Flexner for permission to negotiate with Dr. Alexander, 

later f ~ - to submit the terms to the Corrmittee or the Board for approva~. 

Whether it was cle~ided at this meeting that the liberal terms of past 
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appointments were not to be repeated is not clear. But the decision was 

made at some time in these days, and the probability is that Dr. Flexner 

entered his negotiations with sorr.e limitations. For the Conmittee could 

hardly have approved without question taking a : second man from Princeton. 

According to the minutes, the ~eeting _ lasted an hour and three quarters, 

and since the terms of Weyl's appointment were already decided earlier 

and simply repea ted at this meeting, the likelihood is that the policy 

wa s discussed. However, no trace of that r.ade its way into the minutes 

then -- or ever. 

Shortly afterward, Flexner arranged with Veblen to come to 

Princeton, presurrably to meet him and the two aspirants for the appoint-

rr.ent. But on the 13th of December, the d&y before the tryst, he wrote: 

-:.;uru .. e<>een con~it ions intGrfer ed wi t h rr:y trip to Princeton 
today . As I though t things over at inte-rvals, I becarre more 
and more reluctant to show rr:yself on the Princeton campus 
before Eisenhart had threshed the rra tter out with Mr. Duf
field, the ITa therratical g roup, and any other bodies con
cerned. Perhaps I am pmctil ious to the point of squeamish
ness, but just because our relations with Princeton will be 
so intirra te, I wish to give no one the slightest ground for 
criticism. I am not reluctant to act ... - quite the contrary. 
I want to act, but I would not for the world have anyone 
associated wi t h Princeton feel that we had been inconsider
ate or unmindful of the grea t kindness and courtesy which 
Princeton has shown us.61 

Dean Eisenhart decided he would prefer to retain Professor 

Lefsche tz for the Fine chair, and the University Trustees made the ap-

pointrrent the next day. Dr. Flexner's relief was so great that he wrote 

with more exuberance than wisdom or insight to Veblen: 

Please ma ke Lefschetz, as well as othe r members of the Prince
ton staff, underst&nd tha t functionally the two groups belong 
to one another and that we shall all pull together in the 
same boat, with you as coxxwain. 
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Unfortunately, Venlen used Flexner's authority to show this letter to· 

Dr. Lefs.chetz~ 62 . 

Dr. Weyl now ~as experiencing the same agony of indecision as 

marked Dr. Birkhoff's opportunity. He became ill, suffering a nervous 

breakdown, and at the turn of the year· changed his mind several times in 

cabled flas hes, In the midst of this, Professor Veblen brought together 
with Flexner 

for a conference/Dr. John von Ne~rr.ann, a brilliant young Hungarian mathe-

ro.atical physicist v..:ho had been at Princeton since 1930, for the first 

I 
:-'ear as Visiting Professor, and then .ss h.alf-tirr,e professor. At the end 

of his first year, Dr. von Neur.znn was offered penc.anent appointment to 

tr.e Jones Professorship of !•b.the.::-.atical Physics. He would not accept the 

full posi~~on~ b~t .:- ..... :,... ... -..l -- -'---~ -- 
- ·~ '-' 

Dr. Eugene Wi ; ner. Then he and Wigner spent alternate half-years in 

Gerr:-zny as Priv2tdozenten, Ven Neumann at Harrburg and the other at Berlin. 

When Hitler came to power in 1933, they could not continue with the Ger-

t'.1a n part of their careers. In view of that fact, Dr. von Neumann's 

status wa s still undecided as Veblen pressed Flexner to norr.inate him for 

a professorship at the Institute. As they parted on the 6th of January, 

it would seem that Flexner had agreed to do so on the 9th when the Board 

was to n-eet. 

But the minutes of that day-~ake no mention of the matter. 

They show the appointment of Alexander and Weyl~ after both were fully 

discussed . (though as usual only that fact was recorded, and not the sub-

st~~ce). The motions entertained and.passed mentioned in Dr. Weyl's 

case, without repeating them, the terms of Flexner's letter of the 23rd 
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of August, 1932. Alexander's terms were specified and represented a 

63 distinct departure from past practice. 

On that sane day Dr. Flexner wrote as tactfully as possible to 

Dr. von NeU!!lann, snying th.at he was not to be appointed to the Institute, 

because no good would derive from moving men like pawns on a checkerboard, 

and suggesting that he consider favorably a new arrangement which Flexner 

hoped De.an Eisenhart could "work out which -will give you a permanent post 

in his depart~ent." A copy of this letter went to Eisenhart, with a 

brief note: 

Now tP2 t you have weakened yourself by stepping generously 
out of the ~ay as far as Veblen and AleY~nder are concerned, 
it seems to n:e wise and prudent that 'We should bend our 
uniteci efforts to ::2ep your depsrtr:-.=nt up to a level at _ 
lesst as high as tt~t of the Institute. Between us we shall 
then have probably a rr.atherr.atical · cutfit nowh2rP ~11-r:'"""'~""r.- 64 

Three days later Dr. Weyl "resigned" from his corrmitr::ent to come 

t:o the Institut.e. Between the 12th and the 24th of January it was decided 

between the professor hi~self, Eisenhart, Flexr.er and Veblen that the 

Institute should appoint Dr. von Neu~.ann. The Executive Committee approved 

the appointment on the 28th, just before the Founders left for their win

ter vacation in the West. 65 

The three appointments of Princeton faculty members to the In-

stitute took place during an interregnum at the University, although Mr. 

Hibben ~as still there but not as President, when Veblen's was discussed 

in June, .1932. Mr. Hibben had succeeded Woodrow 'Wilson. He retired in 

1932, and the Trustees of the University, apparently unable to agree on a 

successor, appointed Professor Henry Green Duffield, Professor of Phil-

osophy, Actlng- President~ · (19-32'-1933).. It was his lot to preside officially 
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over the "transfer" of the three men. 

Trustees, faculty and alumni in some nurr.bers judged that the 

Institute had acted unethically, or at least in very bad taste. There was 

much feeling against the newcorr.ers to peaceful Princeton, whose first 

school was a guest of the University at Fine Hall, (albeit a paying guest) 

the finest and newest building on campus. However, even without that 

grievance, relations between the staffs of· the two insti.tutions were 

bound to be difficult. The lot of those who had left wa s so much better 

than thDt of their colleagues at the University, in salaries, retirement 
I 

be~efits, vacations, end the pro~ised freedom to research as they chose 

witho1.!t &ny routine obligations. Strangers . to the carr.pus working for the 

Institute might have kept their good luck more· or less secret, at least 

a~ to :ra t"'°s . But it was certain that Protessor Veblen. <li_d not. As Fine 

Professor he haci been receiving the highest salary in the Department of 

Mather.~t ics; now, without having changed at all, he received one-half 

abain as ~uch. His retirement pension equaled the salary of sorre of 

Princeton's best, and exceeded the pay of some of the best .professors in 

the count_ry. And as for the promise of pensions for widows of professors 

in addition, ~ thing which cost much in regular Teachers Insurance and 

Annuity Association corrtracts, based on accepted stock-company insurance 

practices, that looked like sheer gold to the beleaguered Princeton Uni-

versity faculty rre~bers, most of whom on retirement looked forward to 

· inadequate pensions for themselves, without having made contingent pro-

vision for their ·wives. __ _ 

Though Dr. Flexner hoped that the Institute's example would 

have a salutary effect in institutions throughout the country, and there-
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fore he had publicized the more generous policies the Institute intended 

to pursue, he had not spoken in specific terms. Now they were known, one 

wondered how the hoped-for cooperation could prosper. The shining example 

is hard to live with, especially when it is the same old colleague with a 

new hat. Though they ~ere not more given to jealousy than any others 

Princeton boso8s rankled over the differences between the good fortunes 

of the three and their own state, even though it was known that Professor 

Alexander received just what he would have had he been appointed to the 

Fine professorship -- a tardy effort to placate feelings in the Department. 

But the discou.fort was not confined to the professoriate. Prin-

ceton's Trustees and executives were angry, and it . became necessary to do 
. . 

so~ething about that. Mr. Bamberger and his close advisers ultirrately · 

geve a pledge to Acting Presideut Duff !eld, an ol~ f~!e~d ~f th~ ~~~~der~, 

that the Institute would take no more men from the University. Naturally, 

the agreement was secret; only those directly involved knew about it, for 

the danger to the University was great. As President Dodds ·was later to 

say, Princeton professors ~ust be as free to better therr.selves as were 

66 .Harvard men. 

What Professor Veblen had done would hardly have been constoered de 

ri gueur in a bureaucratic milieu, although it was not unknovn in competi-

tive business and industry. Neither the· University nur the Institute had 

any real defence against his direct approach to the men he wanted. Any 

man so approached and not appointed by the Institute would probably have 

been lost to the University anyway, especially if he ·· suspected that 

it had objected to his release. This was what gave Veblen·his strength. 

If the Director's request that Veblen sign a contract meant that he 

! 

i 
I 
I 
i 
\ 

\ ·, 
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feared Veblen's displeasure should he be crossed in his plans, Flexner 

was naive indeed. But any rupture in relations would have been a very 

serious thing. The Institute was not yet established; besides, Mr. Bam-

berger would not tolerate friction. 

-· The Director had been "1ors.ted by "1hat Dean Tro"1bridge had called ' 

"the fine Italian hand of Professor Veblen." But his loyalty to the Pro-

fessor and his readiness to.defend the Institute agair~t any critisism 

were both strong. He was to spend the rest of his days as Director try-

ing to "make it up" to the University, always referring to the gracious-

ness of its hospitality, to its generosity, and to the value of the 

scholarly cooperation which p~opinquity nourished. The difficulties of 

his position were fully recognized by Dean Eisenhart and the new President; 

v1;;blen:::; i..aient for getting wh.:.t he W&L'.tcd was famous. This they kne"7 

well; he had been at Princeton for twenty-seven years, during most of 

which he had been critical of its man.agerrent~ its accomplishments, its 

ideals. Flexner's efforts to rr~ke up to the University what it had lost 

through the Institute's presence was to become fairly obvious in the 

organization. and operation of the School of Hu1T12.nistic Studies. But Pro-

fessor Veblen's position in Fine Hall suffered. If in November, 1932 he 

hpped that the Schoel of Mathematics might remain in Fine Hall "forever," 

as he wrote Dr. Weyl, the 'corning months were to demonstrate that, even 

though he occupied one of the largest and handsomest off ices of those he 

had so carefully planned, his relations with his old colleagues, particu-

larly Dr. Lefschetz, were less than happy. Re decided that the School of 

· ~ Mathematics should have a building of its very own, near enough to Fine ·---Rall pO that the fruits of cooperation might still be enjoyed, while he 
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himself would be rr.aster in the new house, as he no longer was in Fine 

Rall. 

However, it should not be assumed that the Professor was ani-

mated by a spirit of reprisal against the University. By his swift ac-

tions he had gained two solid advantages: (1) he had acted to recruit 

staff without waiting for Professors Einstein arrl Weyl to arrive and 

confer on the subject; (2) he had added to the Institute's staff a friend 

c.nd a brilliant topclogist, and a rr.ost rerr.a rkable young rr.athernatical 

genius. 

Late in March, 1933, Flexner learned that Dr. Harold Willis 

Dodds o[ the Political Scjence Department had been narr.ed President of 

-;~·-.:. ":--~ -:.:..::: .: i ty. ~ ;::..:.;-. :i:;enhc. :z~ ·.;.:..:; '-!- ~..:i : :1ted Dean of the Graduate Sc:._,oly 

leaving to his successor, the new Dean of the Faculty, the coveted resi-

cence on the campus -- the old Joseph P..enry Jackson House, where President 

McCosh had lived. There "ere rrany Princetonians who had fully e>.-pected 

that Luther P. Eisenhart would be chosen President. He was one of the 

relatively few men who, though close to Dean Fine and President Wilson, 

yet was recognized by the West adherents as being entirely disinterested 

and just, as well as very able. It has been assumed that the actions 

of the new Institute had no sma ll part in .this decision. Dr. Flexner, 

supported by Messrs. Leidesdorf and Ma·ass , asked Mr. Bamberger to approve 

Dean Eisenhart's election to the trusteeship vacated by Governor Lehman, 

who now as chief executive or" his State manifestly had no time to devote 

to the Institute, and had finally persuaded the ·Board to accept his resig~ 

. 67 
nation.::. :But-Mr. Bamberger must have refused; it . was not clone. That 
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Professor Veblen bore in the Founder's view no responsibility for the 

recent events is shown by the fact that he was elected to that vacancy 

the following year. 

So far little er nothing has been said about plans for bring-

ing students to the Institute, ·or for opening it for operation. During 

the surr.rr.er of 1932 Flexner had sought to estop the arrbitious planning 

of Veblen and Weyl for a large faculty by likening the Institute to the 

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Resea rch, as he had done in ~niversities. 

Theret thou£h neither man r.~y have known it, there was a small group of 

perrrznent rr.en -- a faculty -- and others called Members, with the status 

of rese~rch associates, who were chosen after they had won . their doctoral 

degrees and derr.onstrated signal ability in their individual fields. No 

degrees were.a\.Oarded; the scientific work was the object. As soon as 

Veblen returned to the United States from Europe in 1932, Flexner took 

him to visit the Institute. The analogy was not exact. The Rockefeller 

Institute for l-';.edical Research did not .purpose to train post-doctoral:s 

in their researches, whereas this was a cardinal point in the policy of 

the new Institute. This Flexner explained to Veblen, rraking the point 

that the Institute for Advanced Study was not to be a graduate school, 

but instead an institution for research and the training 0f the post-

doctoral rr~n and woman who wanted to pursue advanced study and had shovn 

a capacity for independent research. After that he invited Professor 

Veblen's counsel on such matters as the method of selecting students or 

workers, the sources from which they might be drawn, the method of aiding 

those -who needed it by modest grants, the length and tir.ies of the academic 
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ternis, when the Institute should open for work, and what the second 

Bulletin should say about all these things. Flexner still occupied his 

office in New York; he did not move it to Princeton until ~.ay, 1933. 

Then, instead of taking space in Fine Hall as he had been invited to do, 

he opened his offices at 20 Na ssau Street. Now Ve~len carre to New York 

to see him oc.casionally, and Flexner came to Princeton about as often. 

Fortunztely for the history, sorr.e of their deliberations were carried 

on by letter. 

Despite the object lesson of the Rockefeller Institute for 

Medical Research, Flexner found it necessary to urge Professor Veblen 

to send on to him correspondence from candidates for· the doctorate who 

new applied for admission to the Institute, so that he r.iight save his 

prectnu!': t-imP , Ag&in ~1e trade it quit.e exp~ icit that candidates \Were not 

to be admitted: 

I feel very certain that persons ~ho have not ex..~austed the 
opportunities of our .graduate schools are not going to be 
the kind of persons you or Professor Einstein ~ish to admit 
exeept in very unusual c ircurrstances.68 

Further conversations enabled Vablen to write Dr. Weyl, and to 

explain the plan for the Institute as neither of them had understood . it 

from materials so far developed, or from conversations with Dr. Flexner 

" at Gottingen. He said first that Dr. Flexner was determined to make no 

further moves in personnel until Weyl decided what he was going to do 

about the Institute's offer. 

LFlexner•~7 ideas about the mathe~atical group seem to have 
becorr.e more definite in this respect: that a sharp distinc
tion will be made between the appointments as permanent mem
bers of the Institute and the others. There ~ill be no such 
spectrum of associate and assistant professors and instructors 
as there is in the usual Arre.rican university. One will be 

I 
I 
r 

I 
I 
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either a full and pennanent member or else on a definitely 
limited appointment ••• In the Institute the scientific work 
will be the.only thing. 

There were many applications for admission as students, he.wrote, 

and added: 

To all of them who are not approximately at the Ph. D. stage, 
the answer is that they had better try to get into the Prin
ceton or sorr.e other graduate school. The idea is quite defi
nite at present that there are to be no degrees and that only 
students who are acceptable to the professors are to be ad
mitted. 69 

Ho,.;ever, Professor· Veblen was reluctant to give up his work with 

I 

graduate students; he valued highly his contacts with so~e of the more ad-

vanced among those whose work he had supervised, and was well known for 

his own excellence in the relationship. Though he was now an employee of 

the Instit-.ute, h<? c-rmt-; ... ,.,.,:.:i ~~ -··-~--! - -"' - ~ - -· -

-he had accepted before he left Princeton. The next Bulletin was being 

prepared for press, and Flexner consulted him constantly a~out the text. 

Veblen asked that the narr.e of the student be entered in it as "Student of 

Professor Veblen." But Flexner was unwilling to have anything appear in 

the Bulletin r.entioning graduate work. Again in July, 1933 he found it 

necessary to defend his post-doctoral principle: 

I don't want to begin giving the Ph. D. degree, for I don't 
want to involve the staff in theses, examinations, and all 
the other paraphernalia. There are plenty of places where 
a rr~n can get a degree. Our work must be beyond that stage.70 

But Professor Veblen insisted from time to time, and fiP~lly in December, 

1935> Dr. Flexner discovered that the School of Mathematics had violated 

both the post-doctoral principle and the equally firmly established fu~ '-... 

time rule. A bachelor of Science, Candidate for the doctorate, was a 

member, and Professor Veblen had two half-time assistants, one of whom 

I 
! 
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was a candidate. All three worked half-tirre at the University. Flexner 

tactfully called these breaches of policy to Veblen's attention, and of-

71' 
fered to have the Board confirm the policies if Veblen wished. Veblen 

brought only the two complaints before the School's faculty, which agreed 

with the Director, except that they wanted English rr~thernaticians with 

equivalent rr,erit who had not tc.ken the doctorate admitted as exceptions 

. 72 
-- to which. l:'lexner readily agreed •.. 

But ·Veblen wrote as an individual to Flexner, professing to be 

still unconvinced: 

These cooperative arrc:ngements will, of course, ·be more dif
ficult under the restrictions which you are now conterr:plati~ 

Flexner, accepting the Professor's protest as sincere, referred 

Veblen to the Bulletins. and then wrote: 

Let us not lose sight of the fact that this Institute has 
no reason whatsoever for existing unless it offers opportu
nities beyond the Ph. D. degree which are not obtainable in 
other institutions. I said this to Mr. Ba~berger when he 
agreed to finance it, and I hcive repeated it in ·every Bul
letin. If save under the most exceptional conditions we are 
going to move in the direction of offering opportunities to 
persons who have not obtained the Ph. D. degree, we could 
acconplish our ends better by turning our funds over to . 
Princeton University or to some other institution of the 
kind. We must be different not only in respect to the length 
of the term, freedom for work, salaries, ·but also in actual 
academic standards, and on this latter point the whole issue 
turns.73 

So serious ~as Veblen's attack on the basic principles that the 

Director took the mat.ter to the Board and received affirmation, though it 

is clear that Professor Veblen "'7as able · to cite an exception in the School 

of Humanistic Studies which proved the rule. 74 

How could this have happened in the School of Mathematics? Be-

cause the faculty members of the School were given the responsibility for 

\ 
{ 
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deciding who should be admitted, subject to the few principles which had 

been established. Thus the Director had written Professor Veblen as they 

collaborated in outlining procedures before the School of Mathematics 

opened: 

The question of admitting students is, I think, a simple one. 
There is a certain amount of money available for grants-in-aid. 
This the cd thematical group will administer, and I shall simply 
exercise a forrral oversight, as I think I am . in duty bound to 
do. Beyond this you can ~dmit anyone ·who see::1s to you thorough
ly worth ~hile at his own expense, -if such there be ••• 75 

Apparently the idea of aiding students to pursue advanced study 

seerr.ed as strange to Professor Veblen as it had to the F~unders earlier. 

Thus he wrote Flexner in December 1932: 

At present it seeLJs to rr.e that your idea of g1v1ng a few fel
lo-wships c.pproxirr.ately equivc.lent t.o the ?;ational Research 
Council fell~wships is a good one. Do you propose to put 
something 1 u~~· that: in ym1r !1n l I ~t" in? I shol.!ld think \.le ~ould 
want a cou?le of years of experience before arriving at any 
definite policy. 

Ten days .later he suggested that if a certain candidate for the doctorate 

needed money for his studies, and could not get it from the University, 

the Insti_tute might well supply it. However, this was never done, because 

Fl ld 11 h I . k i . d.d .t 76 exner wou a ow t e nst1tute to ta e no act on concerning can 1 a es. 

Mention of the grants was omitted in the Bulletin; a registration fee of 

$100 w~s specified, however. 

To recruit workers, or rrernbers, as they were shortly to be 

called, for the first year of operation, decided by Flexner and Veblen to 

be 1933-1934, Flexner -wrote to the heads of several foundations which 

awarded fello'Wships, sending materials and suggesting that they bring the 

new Institute to the attention of their Fello·ws., Re alerted the National 

Research Council, the Comnonwealth Fund, and the Pa:i::is headquarters of the 
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Rockefeller Foundation, receiving cordial and interested responses from 

all. Meanwhile Professor Veblen wrote several assistant and associate 

professors in universities -- or the heads of their departments -- sug-

gesting that the Institute would be willing to pay half their salaries 

for a year during ~,.,hich they would s.tudy at the Institute. Flex~er viewed 

this with grave rr.isgiving -- he felt it was improper to ask the small 

Institute to subsidize wealthy universities like Harvard, Yale, Columbia, 

etc. But Professor Veblen insisted that such men , usually ineligible for 

regular leave such as a sabbatical, would profit by it greatly in some 

cases; sorr.e of the youngest did not even have tenure. Flexner was won 

over, and actually stepped in to persuade Professor ~.arston Morse of 

Horvard to sanction leave for an instructor with the following argurr.ent~ 

u,.,. ~::::-::: trying this experirr.-?.nt: bec.s;_;::;e the sabbatica l year 
rruy con:e so late in a tr.an' s life a s to be relatively unim
portant fro~ the standpoint of his own developT>ent. By the 
device which I have centioned a rr.an to whom our Institute 
attaches great -orth can get a year or two years early in 
his acadeui c career at a tirr.e when opportunity of this sort 
uiay mean most to him.77 

But the other condition was that such a young nan should be 

guaranteed his position when he returned. Though ~.orse agreed heartily 

with the plan, he could not say that bis Department intended to continue 

the rr.an for the next year. He did not come to Princeton. 

How many students or workers should be admitted, as a matter of 

policy? Veblen had written his ideas on that in June 1931: 

My experience is that it is desirable to have a large audi,;. 
ence (20-50) in a lecture, but a small number (3 or 4) of 
students whose reading or research one supervises. Perhaps 
the best method would be to leave attendance at lectures 
open to as many as each professor was willing to admit and 
restrict the nun:ber of . Junior Members ••• 78 
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This '-1as written when Veblen thought of the Institute as something like 

an Oxford College. Now in December, 1932 he proposed that the decision 

on the a~~ission of workers, or members as they were later .to be called, 

should rest with the professor with whom the applicant wished to work. 

The Bulletin should make clear, he suggested, that those admitted would 

be expected to work independently, except for occasional conferences 

79 with their prof essor. 

But now Dr. Richard Qurant wrote that Dr. Weyl was worried lest· 

there be too few students to constitute an adequate audience fo r his 

lectures. After conferring with ~ean Eisenhart and Professor Veblen, 

Flexner drafted a reply conveying the assurance that graduate students, 

the merr.bers of the Institute, and m2rrbers of the two faculties, would 

undoubted ly fill Weyl" s requirements, adding: 

Professor Veblen's inclination is to work with individuals 
or with a small group, but the proximity of Princeton makes 
it possible to pursue a different rr.ethod and to assemble SO 
all those •••• who are engaged in advanced mathematical work. 

But Veblen, whom Flexner asked to review this before it was sent, had 

changed his mind: 

The general question "Weyl has raised has a bearing on the 
problem as to whom to a dmi t as students to the Institutee My 
own inclination is to a dmit rr.en rather freely without any com
mitment as to whether they will work with a particular member 
of the staff . This would adm i t them to our group. At the 
least, they would be membe r s of Weyl ' s and my audience. At. 
the most, they would establish personal rela tions with one of 
us. I feel that we would find better rr~terial fo r our more 
intimate work if we had a reservoir of this sort.81 

However, the Director was not easily persuaded this was desir-

able. And so Bu lletin No. 2 (February, 1933) had these things to say on 

the subject: 

I 
t 

~ 
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Inasmuch as only those students will be ad~itted who have 
already obtained the Ph. D. degree or whose training is 
equivalent to that represented by Lit~/ ••• and who are in 
addition sufficiently advanced to carry on and to cooperate 
in independent research, the number of students will be small. 
A few workers, who P~ve been admitted for the year 1933-1934, 
already hold assured positions in university departrrents of 
matherrz tics and have given evidence of capacity for original 
and independent research. Mature persons of this kind will 
naturally receive preference in ·the matter of admission. 

The st~ff will aid students in deciding the general rr.ethods 

~. ·. :, 

and purposes of their work, and, a s occasion offers, in the 
details. Only such students will be admitted as are acceptable 
to the sta ff of the School and the Director of the Institute. 

Instruction will be biven either by individual contact with 
students, by se.-n inars, by courses of lectures, or by other 
methods. Each :;rofessor will be free to follow such methods 
as he prefers ••• 

The co~bined opportunities of the Institute and of the mathe
rra tical faculty of Princeton University will be open to stu
dents enrolled in either institution without payment of ad-
~;~:~-~, f E. ::.=: . "'-- Lmg a s Lil e Scnoo.i. of Mathc.r..atics occupies 
quan:er:> in F iue Eall, the mathema tics! library in Fine Hall 
will be open to its use. 

The School of Matherr.atics will join the rr.athematical faculty 
of Princeton University in publishing the Annals of P..ather..atics, 
the editorial board of which will consist of representatives of 
both institutions.82 

Late in the spring of 1933~ Dr. Weyl, left practically alone at 

GBttingen through Hitler's depredations, went to Switzerland and reopened 

correspondence with Veblen; he would not return to Gerrr.any, and was con-

sidering a call to l1adrid. Veblen and F lexner immediately canvassed the 

situation at the University and in the Institute; both wanted Weyl in 

Princeton. But Flexner found that Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld were quite 

opposed, because they did not like his actions earlier, and also because 

"" Dr. von Newmann waa appointed in his place. In vain Flexner explained 
-........ ........_ __ 

that Weyl had been ill at the beginning of the year, and really _sought to 

------

·I 
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protect the Institute in deciding not to come then.83 Flexner could not 

but think how well pleased the University group would be with the return 

of its former professor. He decided that the time had come for a little 

extra pressure on the Founders. 

He was ill, and distressed by their attitude. But he had been 

thinking for sorr.e ti rr;e of suggesting Dr. Aydelotte to them- for a special 

position. He novl wrote Hr. Barr.berger that he and Aydelotte had been 

conferring on the Institute, and he had come to a conclusion: 

I feel that I hove in him an 'understudy' whom you and Mrs. 
Fuld v.·e re rightly anxious that t procure. Whatever ~appens 
to rre, the Institute is s a fe, for he and I are in perfect 
accord as to t he principles and ideals which underlie the 
enterprise.84 

Dr. and Hrs. Aydelotte visited the Founders shortly after that. 

T!: e ~een~;~r i ons were successful ; the _ Sw~ rtr~ore President persuaded ·che 

. Founders during a relaxed and pleasant period that the rratter of Weyl's · 

appointrr.ent should go to the Executive Cor:mittee. It met on the 6th of 

September, and approved the nomination, with the understanding that every-

thing was to be quite secret until Weyl had succeeded in getting his 

family safely out of Gl:Sttingen and was on his way to the United States . 

Then he announced his resignation from Gl:Sttingen. He first went to 

Swarthmore to deliver a series of lectures at Bartol Institute , taking 

up his residence in Princeton and his new duties on the 1st of December. 85 

The spring and s ummer of 1933 proved to be an extraordinarily 

trying one for the Founders, the Director and Dr. Einstein. As the Pro- _ 

fessor returned to Europe from Pasadena in March, 1933, he was advised 

by his friends in Germany that his life would be in danger should he 
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return home. P.e rr.ade no secret of his changed plans, which took them 

to Belgium; while he was en route, his home, possessions, and bank 

account were confiscated by the Nazis. To spare his friends at the 

Berlin Academy he resigned fro~ it, only to become involved in an acri-

monious exchange. He was expelled by the Bavarian Acaderr.y. The couple 

rented a house in the sand dunes of Coq-sur-Mer where they lived for a . 

while .uncer guords which Queen Elizabeth insisted were necessary for 

their protecticn. It was rumored there was a pr·ice on .Einstein's .h.ead 

in Gerrany, and the presence of a broup of Nazis at a resort ten miles 

up the coast wcs considered a real danger. 

f-!ews of Einstein's persecution brought prorr:pt responses from 

all over free Europe. The Professor wrote Flexner on the 26th of March 

I have been thinking how astonished you will be when you read 
what is h~ppening to rr.e in Europe. You will, however, see . 
that I 'have made no corrrr..itr;Jent which will interfere with my 
undertak ing at Princeton. In these ti~es of dire threats to 
Jews and liberals, one is morally obligated to undertake what 
in noTITzl times one ~ould avoid. 

~~en it became known that the Gerrrans, and particularly the 
Prussia n Academy, took hostile action against my position 
and ~J civil rights, people in France and Spain felt it nec
essary to rally to u.y support in the noblest way. To accept 
the obligations was to me not only the derr2nd of enlighten
rr.ent; it was also an opportunity to aid the interests of 
oppressed Jews and liberals. 

First of all came the Spanish Embassy and offered me a pro
fessorship, without exacting fro~ me any commitment as to 
when and for how long I would be in Spain •••• I accepted the 
offer in principle c.nd prorr: ised to come next April for four 
to six weeks. I cou l d make this promise the rr.ore easily 
since I appear to be foreclosed from returning to Germany in 
the forseeable future. That this commitment conflicts in the 
slightest way with cur arrangements seems to me to be out of 
.the question, since we had firmly in mind that we '"'ere to have 
our half-year in Berlin, ,,.,hich '"'as a more binding undertaking 
than I am making to Spain. 
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Then came the French Consul to offer me on behalf of the 
Ministry of Education a professorship in-the College de 
France. Since I did not have any more tirr£ to dispose of I 
declined this with thanks. He came the next day to say that 
I need not not comrr.it myself to cor.e to Paris; he would just 
like to have my word that I would accept membership in the 
faculty. To refuse this would appear to be unfriendly, and 
my friends in Paris would have been justified in seeing it in 
that light •• 0. 
I have been co~itted to go to Oxford for several years past. 
But this is a special p~oject without forilial requirements. 
You will see that rry real co~itrr.ent in Princeton will be 
respected. If anyone can feel injured, it is myself, who 
have given up pa ~t of my rest and peace. But that is my 
responsibility. 80 

I 

Understandably, this letter did not reassure the Director. Ein-

stein had suddenly becor;;e a S)-::-:bol of the resistance of all European Jews 

and liberals against Nazi oppression. P~ was not only the greatest phy-

~i(;J.~L llL L-ne Horici; 1:e \-las a l so a pol1t:1cal figu~e of heroic propo~t:~.ons. 

This was not in Flexner's opinion a good thing. Moreover, the Professor 

had COtTII:litted himself to be abroad during part . of the Institute's tenn. 

He had left his papers in Gerr.any, and evidently forgot that he was to 

take up his duties from the beginning of October and to remain at the 

Institute at least until the middle of April each year. Flexner was at 

first assuasive, offering to.initiate salary payments i~ediately, and to 

send money for transportation expenses for the Einsteins and Dr. Mayer. 

But Dr. Einstein courteously refused these overtures; he had money outside 

Germany, and was not ready to come to Arrerica. He must do all he could 

to help others, relatives and friends, to leave Germany. 

Meanwhile the press notices of new offers and acceptances multi-

plied. The Founders took to clipping them and sending them to Flexner 

without comrrent. Hardly a week passed in those troubled days without sorre 
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new announcement that Einstein had accepted another appointcent. Some 

of these ~ere corr.pletely self-serving and without found~tiou. But Flex

ner could not know that. And so he wrote Mrs. Einstein -- it had been 

agreed between the three that she would carry on the correspondence be

cause of her better corr.w~nd of English -- that according to the New York 

Times~ "Professor Einstein has accepted professorships in Hadr1d, Paris, 

Brussel~, Leyden, Oxford and Je:rusalem." ·The Institute .for Advanced 

Study~ ur~entioned, "is thus ••• placed in a really absurd position~ from 

which it C5n be rescued in only one way: by assembling here in Prince-

ton on October 2nd and showing that your connection here is actual and 

that the appointrr.ents received elsewhere are honorary or semi-honorary 

87 
in character.n 

~n soGe of h~s oersuas1ons thP Dire ctor sa id tha t Ei~3tein~~ 

responsibility to the Founders should be uppermost in his mind at all 

times, much a s Flexner said his own was. He set the example for all who 

would. come to the Institute in effect by saying to Mrs. Einstein that he 

constantly refused invitations to speak, and to participate in outside 

causes, in the interest of serving the Institute w!th his full . devotion. 

Mrs. Einstein did not help matters any when she wrote that her husband 

'~as now an international figure in world affairs, having obligations 

which would not have bound lesser men."88 

Flexner's concern was genuine and well founded. The physicist 

was ca ught up in a great crisis in human affairs, beside which his work 

and its academic accommodations were lost sight of. This was not entire 

ly new. Dr. Frank has written that the worsening prospects of the Repub

lic, and the grinding of rre n and institutions relentlessly between the 
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ideological extremes in Gennany had affected Einstein sadly during the 

twenties: 

Gradually complete absorption in the regularities of the 
universe began to be difficult for him. More and more the 
anarchy of the human ~orld -pushed him into the foreground. 
With brutal force it slowly but surely laid claim to a 
greater or lesser part of rlis intellectual energy.89 

The Director continued his persuasions, and not in the best of temper, 

so that Dr. Einstein finally suggested that if the Director preferred, 

he ~ould surrender his appoint~ent at the Institute. Flexner's persua-

90 sions ceased. 

But Mrs. Einstein did attemot to set the public record straight 

by preparing a statement for her husb~nd to give to the press. Early in 

August the ne~spapers carried a dispatch fror:1 Knock, Belgium in ~hich 

Dr. Einstei~ 

deplored the n~~erous unfounded reports regarding his future 
activities, particularly concerning his contracts ~ith ••• 
universities. 

•My obligations,• he said, 'for the coming season are as fol
lo~s: First, I have a perDZnent contract to lecture at the 
Abraham Flexner Institute at Princeton. Second, I have ac
cepted a chair at the College de France. Third, I am engaged 
to lecture in Madrid. The Paris and Madrid engagements are 
for April and May~ 1934. Fourth, I have been invited· to lec
ture next spring at Christ Church College, Oxford. All-other 
reports are devoid of foundation. 9 1 

There ~as no ceremony as the Institute for Advanced Study opened 

at the beginning of October, 1933. On Sunday, the 1st, Flexner met the 

three professors of the Institute ~ho ~ere present in Princeton, not at 

his o~ offic~at 20 Nassau Street, but in Veblen's large and pleasant 

' , 
study in Fine Hall'.- _No record exists of ~hat ~as said; the incident is 

merely rrentioned in Flexner's aut~biography. Much of the sting left by 
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recent events at Princeton and abroad might l~ve been removed for Flexner 

if he had been able to welcome Einstein a~d Weyl to that meeting. In 

view of necessary secrecy attending plans for their arrival, it was not 

possible to make generally known that Dr. Einstein was due to arrive in 

New York on the 17th of October, and Dr. Weyl about the 20th. Ironically, 

only Messrs. Alexander, Veblen and · Von t-:ewrr.ann were at Princeton, as they 

had been. 

That · the Founcers were rr.ore conscious of the sting than of the 

fulfillrr.ent of a dream rr.ay be suspected,- because there is no evidence of 

any greeting to the Director from them. Fortunately ~essrs. Leidesdor£ 

and 1-'.aass wired a u:essage of cheer and congratulations: · 

On the opening day of the first term of the Institute we ex
tend you our heartfelt congratulations upon the achievement 
of your 1 ife's dr .::. ,;.rr:; ~!!d hc-pe it!:: f'.!!.fill r::ent ';../ill accomplish 
all your foncest ho?es can visualize. He are proud to have 
been associated with you in its establish8ent and trust that 
you will be spared rrany years of active life to give it the 
full rr.easure and benefit of your splendid abilities. Kindest 
rerr:ernbrances to.Hrs. Flexner and you. 

In his reply Flexner sought indirectly to reassure Mr. Bamberger 

and Mrs. Fuld: 

Am deeply touched by the joint telegram from you and Mr. 
Leidesdorf. From the first I have felt fortunate and as
sured in your cooper<-tion. Nothing could exceed the kind
ness and helpfulness of the Princeton people. I hope with 
you that the Founders may have no reason to regret their 
beneficence. Mrs. Fle~•er joins me in warmest greetings. 
Please sr~re · this with Mr. Leidesdorf.92 

Professor Einstein and his entourage arrived at Quarantine in 

New York harbor as scheduled. There Mr. Maass met them at dawn, took 

them off in ·a small launch, and landed them on the Jersey shore, to be 

driven to Princeton by Edgar Bamberger and Walter Farrier. Left disap-
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pointed on a rainy Manhattan dock were Mayor James Walker~ Samuel Unter-

meyer and their political cohorts~ who were engaged in an election ca~ 

paign -- the first of a legion willing to make capital of the physicist 

for their o\m. ends. For all kinds of interests in the American community 

-- religious, ethnic, sentimental, social, ideological~ political and 

cocmercial -- were eager to exploit Dr. Einstein. The appeal of this 

T:'.an to all kinds of people has tong mystified observers. One thing is 

certain: it marie him a prime target for all who had something to gain 

by identifying him with their ~uses; good or bad. There were also those 
I 

who revered him for his human quality and scientific achieve~nts. The 

Professor, fresh from the lir:-.elight in Europe, looked forward to peace 

in Princeton, having done his best for his cause. 

Ee was quite unrrepared tor the vigor and thoroughness of 

American techniques of exploitation. Dr. Flexner~ who had excellent · re-

sults ,in handling his own public relations, deplored the na!vete of the 

Professor and particularly of Mrs. Einstein, and objected strongly to 

the publicity which attended their first public appearances. This led 

him to rr.ak e a dangerous mistake. By prearrangement he had been answer-

ing mail addressed to Einstein at the Institute before their arrival, 

consistently declining invitations to speak, to dine, to attend meetings, 

to sponsor causes~ etc. He did not offer to reroute this mail while the 

Einsteins were, with some difficulty~ settling in a rented house. Thus 
them 

he continued to decline invitations, not consultingjeven about an invita-

tion tendered by the President of the Cnited States. Instead, he declined 

1 t: 
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Dear Mr. President: 

With genuine and profound reluctance, I felt myself com
pelled this afternoon to explain to your Secretary, Mr. 
~rvin Macintyre, that Professor Einstein has come to Prin
ceton for the purpose of carrying on his scientific work in 
seclusion, and that it- is absolutely impossible to li'.ake any 
exception which would inevitably bring him into public 
notice. 

You are aware of the fact that there exists in New .York an 
irresponsible group of Nazis. In addition, if the news
papers had access to him, or if he accepted a. single invita
tion or engager::ent thzt could possibly beccrre public, it 
would be practically in:possible for him to rerr.c..in in the post 
which he as accepted in this Institute, or in A~erica at _all. 
With his consent and at his desire I have declined in his be
half invitations from high officials and from sc'ientific soci-. 
eties in v1hose work he is really interested. 

I hope that you and your wife will appreciate the fact that 
in rr~king this explanation to your Secretary I do not forget 
that you are entitled to a degree of consideration wholly 
'--~yond e~:· ... 'h~~: ~:-_-:.': ::: ----~:!. ~ .::. _lalme:C. 01: <...::>l,eJ by anyo"~ ~i""~• 
but I am ccnvi~cec Chat, unless Professor Einstein inflexibly 
adheres to the regirr.e which we have with the utrr.ost difficulty 
established during the last tvJo weeks, his position -will be an 
in:possible one. 

With great respect and very deep regret, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

Abraham Flexner93 

Of course the invitation -was repeated, this time in a personal 

message delivered by the Secretary of the Treasury, and was accepted. 

Though Flexner explained that he ~as doing no more than his own good 

private secretary did with the many invitations he received, the incident 

caused a proper rerouting of the mail, leaving the Einsteins to .answer 

their own. In such case Mrs. Einstein's social impulses, more highly 

developed than -her husband's. brought them into greater activity publicly. 

Unfortunately Flexner had not accepted with good grace the rearrangerr~t 
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in routing the correspondence. He cautioned the Einsteins to remember 

that since the Institute ~as the guest of the University, non-academic 

- --- activities with their accompanying publicity could adversely affect the 

University as well as the Institute.94 

Shortly after this, a particularly brash commercial exploiter 

who clairc.ed s at::e connection with Mrs. Einstein's family told the Professor 

that Dr. Flex.ner had spoken disparagingly of him, and had intitr.ated that 

Einstein might not be able to stay at the Institute for Advanced Study. 

This loosed the ligh tning tr~t ulti~.ately cleared the atnosphere. The 

Professor delivered a ''Vorschlag" in which he insisted that he should be 

free to do in his personal life as he saw fit, or he would leave Prince-

ton at a greatly reduced salary, to travel where he would, publishing all 

his pc ?ers thruugh t~~ !~~tit~t~, oud agree i ng to ~.ake no ether permanent 

connection. Then in a long conference, attended by a third person friend-

ly to both men and both institutions, the two discussed and resolved their 

. 95 
difficulties. Their social relations, which Einstein had sumnarily 

terminated, "'ere resumed. Flexner wrote the anxious Founders and Mr. 

96 Maass with profound relief that peace was re-established. 

The exercise seemed to have a good effect on both sides; out-

side activities made less call on the Professor's energies$ and Flexne r 

observed the arrenities. During the winter Dr. Einstein was able to free 

himself from his European commitments with dignity. He did not return 

to Europe. He resumed his work, and his life fell into a regular pattern, 

though he "Was not deaf to the many calls made on his sympathy and his 

wisdom. The Director's attitude vacillated bet~een indulgence and occas

ional reversions to his proprietary rote. 97 - -
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If Einstein ~~s with justice been likened to the prophets of 

old, Flexner might equally well be comp3red to the stern law-giving 

patriarchs. Outwardly at least peace reigned. After a year in Prince-

ton the Einsteins bought a s~2ll comfortable home on Mercer Street, about 

a mile from the future home of the Institute. The townspeople grew ac-

custo~ed to seeing him walk to his office in the mornings, answering 

courteously but abstractedly their pleased greetings. On occasion, he 

was asked to pause and pose for a photograph by sorre tourist; he did so 

graciously without any apparent interruption to his thinking, which ab-

sorbed .him always. During the af~ernoons he worked in his study at horne; 

its large window ~ooked out on his own and his neighbors' gardens flowing 

together in green harmony unrr2rked by barriers. Aside from occasional 

s~ientific visits~ and summer vacations in Northern New York State, or 

Connecticut, or Long Island, where he loved to . sail, the physicist trav-

eled little. 

Professor Veblen was the natural and actual leader of the .School 

of Mathematics. He made hinself responsible for its business affairs, and 

was known to have selected its faculty members, except for Professor Ein-

stein, who was Dr. Flexner's choice. The School faculty met three or 

four times each semester to consider issuing invitations to certain work-

ers, to decide upon applications for membership, to allocate individual 

stipends from the $30,000 fund made available by the Trustees each year 

to the School on Dr. Flexner•.s recommendation. Veblen's colleagues were 

complaisant with his control as long as they got what they needed and 

could pursue their own work as they chose. But this was not to be so 

always. 
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Professor Veblen ~as one ~ho had been most deeply impressed by 

Einstein's visit t·o Princeton in 1921_, and his lectures on the theory of 

relativity. He ~as a modern geometer, ~hose present ~~thematical pre-

occupations derived almost entirely from the theory of relativity. Veb-

len had recalled an aphorism spoken by Dr. Einstein in conversation or 

lecture ~~ich he believed should be carved above the fireplace in the 

Professors' room in the ne~ Fine. Hall. But he checked first on his recal-

lection. The remark: "Rafiniert ist Eerr Gott, aber bosrhaft ist Er 

nicht." Dr. Einstein replied that it ~as neither aphorism nor ~ell con-

sidered: 

I have no objection to your using tr~ one-ti~e remark in the 
~znner suggested ••• 

I suggest, ho~ever, that this expression might appear to the 
reader as frh:c!.01:s; hP mi ~hr nnr unrlersta nd the context. 
One can speak such thoughts in a conversat i onal rnanner, but 
nature conceals her secrets in the sublimity of her law, not 
through cunning.98 

It seems Professor Veblen hoped that Einstein ~ould ~ork in 

particle physics and quantum mechanics ~hen he carne to Princeton in 1933. 

When he translated the physicist's statement for Bulletin No. 2 for Dr. 

Flexner, he apologized for possible inaccuracies and ~rote that Einstein 

intended "to discuss the theory of spinors and their application to field 
.99 

theory." Veblen himself ~as ~orking on that theory, ~hich was con.-

cerned ~ith the quantities which describe the rotation of electrons, pro-

tons and neutrons. In fact, nothing seemed further from the physicist's 

intentions. For he had already entered far into his ·studies to establish 

a unified field theory, which would incidentally comprehend such phenorrena, 

he hoped. The two men seemed to be set apart in both their personal and 
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professional concerns from the tirr.e Veblen was in G8ttingen. In pre

paring the staterr.ent in the Bulletin on the prospective work of .Dr • . Mayer. 

employed as Einstein's assistant with the title of Associate, Professor 

Veblen; who cet Dr. M~yer when he visited Einstein at Caputh in July, 

1932, wrote that the rrathernatician 'vould conduct an advanced mathematical 

seminar" in Fine Hall • . And that is what happened; Dr. Mayer separated 

hirrself from Dr. Einstein irrr.ediately after his arrival in the United 

States; and his matherr~tical colleagues gave him full opportunity to do 

so in spite of the basis on ~hich he ~zd been appointed. As Dr. Frank 

was to put it, YByer secured ''an independent position" in the Institute. 

Thus Professor Einstein was left without a regular assistant 

in ~atherratics, whi ch was part of his arrangement with Dr. Flexner and 

en absolu~e cecessity to his work. Tie regarded · th~s ~5 ~ ~~~l h~ •• ~i~ap, 

which he overcarr.e in part by working intensively ~ith one or two of the 

younger rratherratical physicists. · But he lost time and peace of mind by 

changing assistants frequently. His desire was .to have an assistant who 

would stay with him for a period of years. As Dr. Frank wrote. it was 

difficult to find an able rratherratician w~o would be willing to devote 

hirrself to assist Einstein. Any such able mathematician. would prefer to 

work 2n his own problems. .Professor Veblen took the position that since 

Dr. Mayer r~c been employed to assist t~ physicist, he was entitled to 

no other assistant. It would probably have been difficult to limit Dr. 

Mayer's activities So those for which he was appointed; certainly Profes

sor Veblen and his colleagues seem never to ~4Ve insisted upon that, but 

in fact facilitated his departure from tl~. 

In 1936-1937 Dr. Einstein worked with Dr. Peter Bergmann. a 
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young member from Prague. He notified the mathematics faculty in Decem-

ber; 1936, that he ~anted Dr. Bergmann to assist him during the next yeer. 

Professor Veblen failed to ask Dr. Flexner to budget the expense, and the 

School declined to allocate a stipend to Dr. Bergmann for 1937-1938. Pro-

fessor Einstein ~auld again be without an assistant. He appealed to Dr. 

Flexner, ~ho told him he could have any assistant he chose. Though Pro-

fessor Veblen r emonstrated viborously Flexner stood firm, and Bergmann 

~as given a sti?end in 1937-1938 and an assistant's salary thereafter for 

several yea rs. The School did not lack the funds at the tirr.-e; the stipend 

could have been pa id without difficulty.lOO 

This \.;as not the end of the pettiness exhibited toto~ard Dr. Ein-

stein at this time. Dr. Leo?old Infeld, an accomplished Polish rr.atherrzti-

~a~ P~•Y !:>.L~is~, worked ~ith Einstein du:::-ing 1936-1937 un his papers in uni -

fied field theory, receiving less tha n half of th~ regular grant. In 

Februa ry, 1937, Dr. Einstein told his colleagues that the same grant should 

be provided for Dr. Infeld for 1937-1938, as they were engaged in serious 

research. The $600 was not allocated. The Professor attended the next 

meeting of the School to rrake a special appeal. · But he returned defeated , 

to say, as Infeld reported it: 

I tried my be st. I told them how good you are, and that ve 
are doing i mportant scientific work together. But they ar
gued that they don't have enough mone y ••• I don't know how 
far their arg~ents are true. I used very strong words 
which I have never used before. I told them that in my opin
ion they were doing an unjust thing •• e 

Not one of them helped me.lOl 

Infeld describes his desperation; he could not return to Poland, 

and had no appointment in sight here. The work was intensely interesting 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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and iU?ortant. He declined to accept Einstein's offer to give him the 

modest sum needed. Then, in his blackest moment, Infeld hit upon a simple 

plan ~hich, if Dr. Einstein ~ould agree, ~ould save -the day. He suggested 

~riting, under the Professor's supervision and ~ith his cooperation,a pop-

ular account of the evolution of physics ~hi ch ~ould be published in both 

their narr.es. To his delight, the Professor agreed, and during the long 

hot summer of 1937 the younger rran slaved over the wqrk, consulting the 

rr~ster on occasions, and incide~tally overcoming his deficiencies in us-

ing English. Fir~lly the book ~as published, yielding much more in his 
' 

share than the $600 on which he had made out somehow during the previous 

102 acaderr.ic year. 

M:ltherraticians and matherr.atical physicists seemed not inclined 

to fc~ct or forgive tP~t Einstein ha~ achieved lti~ ~c~k in physics by 

thinking in physics rather than through rr.atherr.atics. Thus Veblen, writ-

ing in 1923 to Simon Flexner, (See IV, note 7) opined that though the 

great .physicist used matherr.atics as a "toot:' he probably could not have 

discovered the general theory of relativity ~ithout the .. : _ four-...__.. 

dimensional georretry earlier worked out at G8ttingen. Dr. Birkhoff sug-

gested that Einstein's general theory ''made natural .the surmise that all 

physics might be looked at as .a kind of extended geometry ••• "l03 · Dr. 

Frank quotes David Hilbert of GBttingen in two passages ~hich indicate 

recognition of this. 

Every boy in the streets of our mathematical GBttingen under
stands more about four-dirrensional geometry than Einstein. 
Yet, despite that, Einstein ~id the work, and not the mathe
maticians. 

And again, speaking this time to mathematicians: 
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.. . 

Do you know why Einstein said the most original and pro-
found things about space and tir.e that have been said in 
our generation? Because he had learned nothing about all 
the philosophy and mathematics of time and space. 

Nor was Einstein loath to set himself apart from the matherooticians when, 

Frank wrote, he humorously comrrented on Dr. van Laue's restatement in 

mathematical tenns of the theory of relativity that "I myself can he;irdly 

understand Laue's book." And again he is quoted as saying 'Wryly that 

"the people at G~ttingen sometimes strike me not as if they wanted to 

help one fonnulate something clearly, but instead as .if they wanted to 

show us physicists how much brighter they <'lre th.an we.•~104 

O:te reason for the attitude of some ~athe~~ticiar.s at Princeton 

·was that Einstein worked to achieve a unified field theory \d-i.ile question-

quantum theory taken from <;laRSic;al 

mechani cs as offering "no useful point of departure for future developn:ents." 

In Princeton particularly there was a strong feeling against further -work 

~n unitary field theory, Infeld wrote, "although," he added, "practically 

everyone knew l~instein'!!7 papers, which meant sorr.ething in thes~ days of 

. 1 . i .. 10s narrow spec1a izat on. 

In view of the fact th.at Einstein apparently ~orked closely 

with none of the professors at the University> nor even. with Dirac or 

Pauli whom his colleagues czlled as visiting professors, it was tragic 

that a man with whom Einstein d~d ~ant . ~o work, Dr. Erwin Schroedinger, 

missed an opportunity to take t1~ -Jones research chair in math.err~tical 

physics. The Viennese physicist had succeeded Max Planck at Berlin in 

1928. A very h.=.ppy and productive period of work with Dr. Einstein fol-

lo~ed. Dr • . Frank noted: 
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There were no barriers; there was imr.1ediate understanding 
between the two rr.en without any long explanations, and agree
ment on the mc.nner in which they would act toward one another, 106 
without first having to call en Kant's categorical imperative. 

Dr. Schroedinger shared the Nobel Prize in 1933 in Physics with Dirac for 

his work in GUantum theory. He had resigned promptly when Hitler came to 

power, and went terr.porarily to Oxford, where he ~as supernumerary. Then 

Eisenhart called hirr. to Princeton es Visiting Professor of Mathematical 

Physics during the spring term of 1934 with the idea of offering him the 

Jones chair should he prove to be acceptable. The two physicists resum-

' ed their cooperation; Flexner painted a word-picture for the Trustees of 

finding them engrossed at "the bl2ckboard in Einstein's sun-drenched office 

one morning. From Professor Einstein's point of view, it should have been 

::...:. --~----:- .... .:~r L~jv:'"'~~i.g both ltL Lne JJepartrr.ent and the School ~hen, 3.t 

the end of the spring semester, the University offered Dr. Schroedinger 

the chair. 

One can imagine Flexner's chagrin when in London in June, 1934, 

he received an ingenuous letter from Dr. Schroedinger S"lying that he had 

just refused the offer, informing President Dodds and Dean Eisenhart that 

he ~as expecting a call from the Institute, and felt that he must accept 

that because of the more generous financial · provision which would be me-de 

by the Institute for his wife should she survive him. Re explained to 

Flexner that though he had feared trensplantation to the New World, his 

talks with Einstein, Ladenburg, Weyl and .Veblen had convi~ced . him ' . 

he had nothing to fear. 107 Flexner, seriously embarrassed, 

answered tactfully that he was not planning to augment the School's staff, 

and suggested that if Princeton's offer was better than his conditions at 
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Oxford, he should seek to reopen negotiations with President Dodds and 

Dean Eisenhart. Then Flexner sent copies of the correspondence to Eisen-

hart saying he had not mentioned the possibility of an appointrrent to 

Schroedinger, and believed also that "our men played fair."lOS The mat-

ter apparently tenninated here. 

A year later Professor Einstein wrote Flexner as follows: 

Lately I have been carrying on a scholarly correspondence 
with Schroedinger. In my judgment he -~ould be a wonderful 
acquisition for our Institute. He wrote rr.e of the intent 
to accept a call to Graz, since he is &t Oxford only on a 
courtesy call, so to say; there is no real opportunity there 

I 

fo.r a scholar in theoretical physics. 

I believe that the influential people at Princeton, after 
open discussions, would not have op?osed a call to Schroe
dinger to our Institute ••• because of his refusal of the call 
to Princeton. One could hardly take amiss the striving of 
.,,,,..\... -qn c":..~tst~".".. '.:! :~g sch.cl.:= :c~ ;::. ;osition which pro:nises 
him i..ne opportur.ity to contribute l~is · learning as completely 
as possible ••• 109 

Flexner answered: 

The Schroedinger matter is a delicate one, which I cannot ••• 
settle without talking with you and your colleagues as well 
as the Princeton people •. I will take the matter up ••• with
out delay when we are all together once more. Schroedinger 
made a blunder that embarrassed both me and the Institute, 
but I shall handle the rr~tter with every possible discretion 
and with every desire to do the best for him as well as for 
us ••• 110 

The Director called the School faculty together for the first 

tirr.e on the 8th of October, 1935. Though it was his purpose to discuss 

this rratter, no mention was made of it in the minutes. But something 

had so disturbed him that he suggested, probably to Veblen alone before 

the ~£eting, that he wanted to attend future meetings of the group. It 

appears Veblen refused; the minutes show only that henceforth Dr. von 

Neumann would act as liaison between the Director and his colleagues, 

' 

I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
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f d f h h k d 1 . f h the 111 keeping both sides in orme o t e t in ing an p ann1ng o t e o r. 

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that someone either 

at the University or the Institute misled the naive physicist. Certainly 

it would seem that the conversations Schroedinger referred to ~s designed 

to reassure him about transferring his fortunes to this country mus't have 

concerned the prospect of being called by the University, ~hich ~as paying 

him $1,000 a ~onth &nd his traveling expenses for the visit. One can be 

quite sure that Dr. ~denburg would not have defeated the University's 

plans. In any event, there was a role here for constructive help in set-

ting the foreigner right about the possibility of the Institute granting 

an excess pension; Professor Veblen at least must have known of the de-

cision to abandon the practice. 

P~~haps sorr:e light is shed by the fact that at the end of the 

spring semester in 1934, Professor Veblen was .urging the Director to 

offer an appointment to Dr. Harston Morse, who wished to leave Harvard 

and come to the Institute. Dr. Flexner was in favor of Dr. Morse's aces-

sion, but told Professor Veblen that he could do nothing during the 

vacation period; the matter would have to await the fall, when it would 

be possible to get either the Executive Corrmittee or the Board together 

to authorize action. This reasoning, together with the fact that the 

Director was spending the summer i~ England, did not deter the Professor, 

who continued to press for action. Then Flexner complained of a lack of 

consistency: 

When we invite a man, it ought .to be first on the formal 
recommendation of the group Li.e., of the School faculty/ and 
second, after the matter has been laid before the Board , the 
authority and interest of which I greatly desire to strengthen. 
At the moment •••• my hands are tied, since though you and 
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Alexander have talked to rr:e about Morse, no one else has, 
and the rr.atter has not even been mentioned to the Board. 
I do not possess the authority 'to bring the matter to a con
clusion as soon as possible.' I find faculty somewhat in
consistent in rr.atters of this sort. In one moment they re
sent the unilateral action of the president, and in another 
they ~ant hirr. to cut off and ignore the constituted authori
ties. I do not myself want to do either ••• 

It seems a little funny that you should be in a hurry, while 
I, nearing the e~d of rr.y tether, should be the cautious one; 
but I do not be lieve that in the long run ~e will lose if we 
use a method of p rceedure that is in the highest .degree digni
fied End considera te, while at the same ti~e holding ourselves 
to our idea ls. 112 

Le.ter, all the rr.atheTl"lCticians in the School's ~aculty _ voted 

to approve a call to Dr. Morse. Only Einstein disagreed; he did not 

know Dr. Morse or his work; there was nothing personal in his attitude. 

He simply took·the position that any appointment then should be in 

t:i:eoret1ca1 or ma tht::rr.a. tical physics. wnen Flexner took the ma tter to 

the Board in October, 1934, he did not rr.ention the name of the candidate 

for appointrr:ent, merely asking and receiving, probably because of a .· : 

prior authorization from Mr. Bamberger, the right to appoint "another 

American" to the School, submitting the details to the Executive Committee 

'When he had negotiated them. In three weeks' time the -appointment was 

d b h ... ----"-" . 113 approve y t e '-UU~11ttee. 

The School of Mathematics was a marked success from its beg i n-

ning. It exemplified not Birkhoff's idea of one or two men of genius, 

'With younger men on salary, but rather Professor Veblen's and Dr. Lef-

schetz's views, for with the Department it represented the strongest 
"" . . . . 

group of modern geometers in the country and possibly the world. This -,, . 

was the concept of the "mathematical set" which Veblen had urged on --
Flexner in December. 1932. 
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Cooperation with the Department of Mathematics involved shar-

ing the costs and participating in the editing of the Annals of ~athe-

matics, which had originated earlier at Princeton. The Rockefeller 

Foundation withdrew its support, leaving the Institute to assume a share 

of the costs, for ~hich an annual appropriation of $2,000 was mader 

An invitation or the acceptance of an application to become a 

short-term member of the School carried from the first a _ certain prestige 

for the rr.ember. Later this was to grow in value; there were then few 

prizes or awards exhibiting public honors for matherraticians -- nothing 

like the Nobel prizes existed for mathematics. 

During the first year there were twenty-three members, most 

of whom stayed for both semesters. Of these six had fellowships, and 

:::!.~·..-.:.•. ;.;~:;:-~ c.1:plo::/ed 2s teachers or professors of matherr.atics. Some of 

them lectured at Fine Hall in their own· specialties, not all related to 

modern georr~try. This was a somewhat different situation from Flexner's 

concept of master and· disciple. Fifteen of the workers had taken their 

doctoral degrees in 1931 or earlier. Flexner reported to the Board in 

some detail ~n the modus vivendi at Fine Hall: 

With the cooperation of Dean Eisenhart and his associates 
Fine Hall has offered abundant opportunity to cultivate de
lightful social relations in this highly varied group. Every 
afternoon tea is served, and there is an attendance of 60 to 
75 mathematicians who discuss with one another the subjects 
upon which they are working, and sorretirres, fortunately, sub
jects which h3ve no direct relation to their work. Once a 
week a mathematical club ass~~bles to hear a paper presented 
by some merr.ber, occasionally a professor, occasionally one of 
the workers. The attendance is so large ••• that the largest 
room in Fine Hall has had to· be use·a ••• 

The workers are often busy in fields in which none of the pro
fessors has been productive, with the result that members of 
the group are engaged in teaching one another •••• The interest, 
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enthusiasm, ability, and nun:bers far exceed anything that 
anyone could · have expected at the outset. There is c.nother 
respect in which I myself have been astonished. I had sup
posed that the workers would be main!y young men and women 
who had recently obtained a Ph. D. degree •••• As a rr8tter of 
fact, there are only two in the 21 who are recent Ph. D.•s. 
All the others have been teaching. Some have reached the 
rank of associate professor or assistant professor in the 
most prorr.inent institutions of this country and Europe. 
They have been at work for as t:;UCh as eight or ten years, 
during which they have made notable contributions to mathe
ma tics. They ar.e dra~-n to .Princeton by the opportunity to 
get a year of release from routine work and to spend it under 
the inspiring lendership of the distinguished r.4thematicians 
whom the two institutions have assembled there. 

They a re variously financed. Some of them pay their <own way 
entirely, and the tuition fee besides. Others are sent by 
the National Research Council, or ••• the Rockefeller Founda
tion; still others have been granted leave of absence on half
pay by their own institutions, despite the fact that these 
institutions are r~rd pressed financially, and in these in
stances the Institute has ~zde grants-in-aid. Already au~li
cations . have bc~n recp_ jvprl t ni- ne>v t: ".!ear frcm rr.en \I/ho hF.vc. . 
reached the position of a ssociate professor in the most prorr.i
nent institutions in the United States. I confess that I my
self did not expect that so prc:::ptly we should attract schol
ars who will probably ten years hence be leading figures in 
the rrEthemat::ical world.114 
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CHAPTER IV - NOTES 

1. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 12/9/30. 

2. Flexner, Memo to files, 12/1/30. David E. Smith to Flexner, 6/29/31. 

3. G. D. Birkhoff to Flexner, 3/17/31. 

4. · Flexner, Confidential Memorandum, pp. 11-12. 

5. O. Veblen to Flexner, 6/19/31. 

6. S. Lefschetz to Flexner, 2/28/31. 

7. O. Veblen to Sir.ion Flexner, 10/24/23. In part Veblen "~ote: "In 
the modern case of the Einstein theory, the relation between rr.athema
tics and physics has been more one-sided /than in the developrr.ent of 
the theories of heat conduction and elect~omagnetic wave~/. Einstein's 

·work is a contribution to physics in which mathematics is used as a 
tool. It happened that the necessary mathematics was already in ex
istence ••• This left Einstein free to apply his genius to the physical 
""'.; p(~::..:;sophical problem, using the mather.:ati<.:s wherever it was 
needed. Had he beeri under the necessity of creating the mathematical 
tools which he used in his gravitation theory, it is more than probable 
that this theory would have been long delayed and possibly never com
pleted. Indeed, it may be added that without the pioneer ~ork of the 
creators of non-Euclidean geome try, the fra~e of mind in which Einstein 
approached his problem would not have been possible." Veblen papers. 

8. Veblen to Simon Flexner and Vernon Kellogg, 2/23/24. Veblen papers. 

9. Flexner. to Veblen, 1/21/30. Veblen to Flexner, 1/24/30. 

10. Veblen to Flexner, 6/10/30~ Flexner to Veblen, 7/7/30. 

11. Flexner to Veblen, 12/9/31. Veblen to Flexner, 12/15/31. 

12. Flexner to Veblen, 12/16/31. 

13. Veblen to Flexner, lfl/32. 

14. Thorstein Veblen, The Higher Learning in America, B. W. Huebsch, 1918. 

15. Flexner, Autobiography, p. 259ff. This is the same account in all de
tails as had appeared in the first edition of Flexner's memoires, ! 
Remember, Simon and Schuster, 1940. Dr. Fl~xner's position was deli
cate. He was in a sense the guest of the California Institute of 
Technology in ~asadena. :~ had osked Dr. Ro~ert A. Millikan, Chair-
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mar. o: the joir.t co::rrni ttee of trustees E:.nd facclty ·which administered 
the Institute, to welco:ne arid i:ifcrm the Founders on the .u1ture of 
the C.I.T. and its adrr:inistration the previo~s winter (see Flexner 
to Milljkan, 1/27/31). 
Only in the postUP.1ously writteH Introdt:ction did Allan ll'evins cor
rect t~e record: "ty p t rsistent, tact!ul persuasion he enlisted 
Dr. Albert Einstein" in the :aculty. 

16. L. nauberge:r to ~lexner, 2/11/32. 

17. Flexr.er to L. Barr.berger, 2/13/32. 

18. Fl.2xner t::> H. Heyl, 2/iS/32. Flexner to R. Courc.nt, 2/13/33. 

lS. Flexr.er !::o Birk~off, 2/29/32. Ier::?s offered: salary, $20,000. 
Jc int ccr.tributic-:-.s to T. I.A.A. ~y the Ins ti t :Jte and tl:ce professor, 
of 107., t't-.e ber.e.fits to apply !::c a pension 0f $S,OOO o!1 retirerr:e.nt 
3.t agE 65, w~ich ~ight be .defe rred 1;:,y c:gn.err:ent. lHs \.fife to re
ceive a ps nsi0n of $5,000 sho~ ld her h~s~end pre-decease her. In 
v]cw o: t.he liberal tenr.s, no other Se:Lvices fo:- financial profit 
were to oe undertaken by the professor. 

20. Rirkhoff to Flexr.er, 3/28/32. 3irkhoff first accepted on 3/7/32, 
then retractc:d it to al low tiille :o:::- President Lowell to t.::.lk f•.lrthe.r 
wi 1..n h-i iu. On 3/20/32 h e c.gain c.ccep ;...1::d, but· ... .:; .., ii ppa'-c."'-~ .t u ... .,

suaded from leaving by a trustee of Ha=-vard. 

21. A:1delotte to Flexr.er, 3/1/33. Flexner to Aydelatte, 3/3/33. Ayde
lCJtte papers; 

22. Ninutes, mee ting, ~!er.ibers cf tr.e Corporstion, 4/11/32, p. 3. 

23. A. M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Ccrdng of the ~lew !)eal, r!oughton. Mifflin 
Ccrr.pany, Boston, 1958, p. 256. 

24. Flexner to Veblen, 3/17/33; 3/20/33. 

25. Veblen to Fle>..-ner, 4/24/32. 

26. Philip Frank, Einstein ~is Life a nd Tirres, Alfred A. Knopf, 1947, 
pp. 178, 266. 

27. · Fle>..T.er to Veh len, 6/5/32. 

28. Flex~er to Einstei~ , 6/6/32; 6/10/32; 6/14/32. Einstein to Flexner, 
E/8/32; 6/10/32. The ter:rs ~er~: Salary, $10,000; if the German 
gO'\'ernment taxsd th i s inco;ne , tr;e Institt.:te would pay the American 
inco:r.e tax. Efostein would te e ligible fer retirerr.eilt · at age 65, 
but it might be de:ferred by a greerr.er.t. Pension $7,500, and for his 
wife should Einstein predecease her, a pensioa of $5,000. The 
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Institute te~s would run from the first of October to the middle 
of April. Earnings outside the Institute were proscribed. The 
object of the Institute \.las research and the training of a few 
co~petent workers to be chosen by the professor. Dr. Walter 
Mayer, Einstein's mathe~2tical assistant, would receive $100 per 
month from 10/1/32, and $4,000 p.a. in salary should he accompany 
Dr. Einstein to the United States. The Institute would pay the 
travel costs of the Einsteins.(6/6/32) 
Dr. Einstein objected to -several points. He thought the retire-
rrent benefits were too high. Re did not \.lant it known publicly 
that he would select bis own students~ because of e~barrassments 
which would ensue. Dr. Mayer wanted an independent appointment, 
beccuse he did not \.lant to find hirr.s~lf without c. position should 
Dr. Einstein die. Also Einstein wrote, "I want to ask you not to 
oblige me to start in October. This would be very uncomfortable 
for me here, and it doesn't rr:ean c.nything for the fruitfulness of 
my work there." (6/8/32) Flexner then set minimum and t}laximum 
li~its to the pensions: i.e., $6,000 to $7,500 for the professor, 
and $3,500 to $5,0CO for Mrs. Einstein, the exact sum in each case 
to be decided later. He agreed to call Dr. Hayer an "Associate" 
to rr.eet his objections. The professor's choice of his o~-n workers 
would be so described as to relieve him of possible err.barrassment. 
Flexner evidently c.istook the professor's objection to the begin
nine rl;it<> of term to apply only to 19:2; he .:.. .. .::..-..o'..i..'-..: :....r !-'v.._ ..... .._u5 

out tr~t the Institute would open in 1933, and that D~. EiPstein's 
appointment -would begin then. This misunderstanding was to cause 
trouble later~ The appointment would be kept secret until the 
Professor informed Flexner that arrangements for his release were 
cou.pleted. On 6/14/32 the Director acknowledged to Mrs. Einstein 
letters from both expressing complete satisfaction and gratification. 

29. Robert Millikan to Flexner, 7/25/32; 8/15/32. Flexner to Millikan, 
7/30/32. Einstein to Flexner, 9/13/32. 

30. George E. Hale to Flexner, 9/20/32. 

31. Flexner to Veblen, 6/2/32. Terms: salary, $15,000; joint contri
bution to T.I.A.A. of Sk with benefits to apply on pension of 
$8,000 on retirement at age 65 unless deferred by agreement. His 
wife to receive a pension of $5,000 should he predecease her. Sab
batical leave for a full year at full salary every seven years, 
effective 10/1/32. Aydelotte and Veblen files. 

32. Flexner to Mrs. E. S. Bailey, 6/3/32. 

33. Flexner to Mrs. Bailey, cable 6/14/32; Interview with Mrs. Bailey. 

""' Flexner to Veblen, 6/4/32; 6/30/32 • .. , 34. 

35. ---Veblen to Flexner, 6/5/32. Dr. Veblen suggested that the excess of 
the pension over T.I.A.A. benefits should be insured by the Institute. 
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He estimated it would cost $3,000 to $4,000 per year for each senior 
man, and asked that that sum should be added to his salary, if he 
would not have to pay income tax on it. He and Dr. Weyl had dis
cussed the following men for the faculty: Alexander, Artin, Alex
andro££, Lefschetz, Dirac, Errmy Noether. For the younger men: 
Albert, Douglas, G~del, Gelfont, Dewey, Whitney, McShane. After he 
left Weyl the following names occurred to Veblen: Stone, Whitehead, 
and Bohnenblust. Weyl, he said, err.phasized need of a first-class 
modern algebraist. He also urged that it was necessary to ~ecruit 
younger rren for the faculty, and insisted that there should be no 
distinction in title between the younger and older men. 
It should be noted especially that uniforci salaries were not contem
plated as between the older and younger men. The budget provided for 

Four professors •••••••••••••• . $60,000 
Personal assistants to same • • • 12,500 
Three professors or associates 30,000 
Assistant professors or younger scholars 30,000 
Secretary • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2,500 

I 

Librarian • • • • • • • • • • ••• · •. • • 3 ,000 
New books and periodicals • 4,000 
Publications • • • • • • • .• • • • 3,500 
Stationery, supplies • • • 1,000 

36. FleA"Tier to Veblen, cables 6/22/32; 6/28/32. Letter, 6/28/32. 

'>., 
.J • • '.'c:'u:c:u to Flexner, 6/18/32; 7 j7 i32; 7 /8/32; 8/12/32. Flexner to 

Veblen, 7/21/32. To H. Weyl, 7/21/32; 7/29/32. Weyl to Flexner, 
7/30/32. 

38. Veblen to Eisenhart, 6/28/32, with copy to Flexner. Flexner to 
Veblen, 7/12/32; to Eisenhart, 7/12/32. 

39. Flexner to Einstein, 7/12/32. To L. Bamberger, 8/30/32. 

40. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 8/18/32. Bamberger to Flexner, 8/19/32, 
Telegrams. Flexner, memorandum to L& Bamberger, Leidesdcrf and 
Maass, 8/20/32. Letter to Bar.berger 8/22/32, enclosing a letter 
addressed to Weyl dated 8/23/32, offering terms for salary, joint 
contributions to T.U.A., pensions and retirement age identical 
with Veblen's, plus an allowance for the education of Weyl's sons: 
$300 p.a. while in secondary school, $1,000 p.a. for university. 
The Institute would pay transyortation costs for the family, and 
guarantee Weyl against double income taxation, as in the case of 
Einstein. L. Barr.berger to Flexner, wire and .letter, 8/26/32. 

41. Frank, op. cit., pp. 180-187. 

42. Interviews, Veblen and Eisenhart. 

43. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/10/32, pp. 4-7. The tenns of the 
appointments were as agreed upon earl .ier, except that no mention 
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was made o: the sabbatical year for Professor Veblen, a~d the ef
fective date of his appointrr.ent was change;<l from 10/1/3'2., as agreed, 
to 9/1/32. At the time of his retirement, it b~ca;-:te · ·apparent ·that 
his sal<'-ry fron: th.s Univasity ceased at S/30/32. (Oppen~eirr:er to 
Leidesdor:, 3/27/50.) Flexner o~it::ed bis report from the minutes, 
but Mr. Eardb. insiste.d that "the full report be spread upon the 
:ninutes. '' Hardin to Flexr:.er, 10/26/?,2. Flexner to Hardin, 10/29/32. 

44. Flexner to Joh~ Finley, 10/5/32. 

45. New York 'Ii!T'es, 10/11/32. 

46. Weed to Flexr.er, 
0

10/28/32. 

4.7. ?ead to Fhxner, 10/12/32. 

42. Ed~J.-::-d C2_?pe to Flexner, 10/11/32_. 

49. F. Frankforte-::- to Flex-;'.er, 10/29/32; 11/5/32. 0:-,e T.ay 1scek and find 
w~~t ~ppears to be a ~eascn for Frankfurter's acerbity toward Dr. 
Ei~stein. Perh aps it lay in the fa~t that Einstein accorr.panied Chaim 
Weitzrr:G~n to the Unit ed States i~ 1921. On t~a~ occasion Mr. Justice 
Louis D. 3:candeis of the United St2tes Si..;pre:ne Cou~t withdrew from 
the ch~ ir:-:-!ans~ip of tte fi~~erican Ziqnist ~ove~cnt, accompanied by sorr.e 
t ·•·-.n·t·· rro,l"'\',-s i·nc·1···d1·,...o vr Fr--t.f'u.rt "' r ~- ..:i~""------- -·---- ~ '- -w r. ~ .,,. V "" t;,;.L ) U ~ LO • .1 • ~l --. !_. !Ji ,.. • - - -- -- - · -,..- ·; - . • · - - - -·· 

l-dghiy c. 0:mtrcw::csi c. l issu: cf J ewish r,,ationalisr:;. .::>cc .l\.lp~eus "i .• 

M~&cn, Br a ~deis: A Free Man's Life. Vikihg Press, 1946, pp. 460 ff. 

SO. Fle:xner, .:\ut0bic· 3:- ~:ohy cited, pp. 254-255. 

51. P:!'i:-i.ceton Alut'!':ni Weeklv, 10/14/32. 

52. Veblen to Eisenhart, 6/28/32. 

53. Flex~er tc. Eisen~art, 11/12/32. 

54. Veblej to Weyl, 11/11/32. 

55. Flexner to Veblen, 11/17/32. 

56. Eisenhart to Flexner, 11/26/32. 

57. Fl~xner to Veblen, 12/1/32 • . 

58. Veblen to Flexner, 12/13/32. This is the only instance of such con
tract in the record. 

59. Flexner t o Eisenhart, 12/3/32. 

60. Interviews with Eisenhart and Veblen. 
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61. Flexner to Veblen, 12/9/32; 12/13/32. 

62. Flexner to Veblen, 12/22/32. Veblen to Flexner, 12/24/32. · 

63. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/9/33, pp. 4-7. Terms of Alexander's 
appointffient: salary, $10,000, with 107o in joint contributions to 
T.I.A.A. Retirement at age 65, unless deferred by agreement. Ef-
fective date, 10/1/33. · 

64. Flexner to Von Neurr.ann, 1/9/33; to Eisenhart, 1/9/33. It would ap
pear that Flexner sub~itted the nocination to the Board, and that 
the Board declined to approve it, probably on the ground that the 
Institute should not t~ke more men from the University. Professor 
Veblen did not kno,., of the change in plans until 1/r0/33, when he 

_ noticed the omission of Von Neurr.znn's name in the Times; 
he later received a letter from Flexner. (Mrs. Veblen's diari, 

which noted that "Oswald was very rrad. 11 ) 

65. Minutes, Executive Comnittee meeting, 1/28/33. Terms of Von Neu
rr.~nn' s appoint~ent were identical with those of Alexander, except 
thE.t the effective date was 4/1/33. 
Despite this appointreent, Dr. Wi6ner remained as half-ti~e profes
sor of mather.atical physics at the University, and as will be seen 
shortly, the University canvassed the field for <> """" t-" .. ~ 1·~ >-'-

Jones resea rch professorship. (See p. 182) Dr. ;.;it;n<:?i. c. ccept:eci a 
full professorship at Wisconsin in 1937, returning to Princeton 
and the Jones chair in 1938. 

66. S. D. Leidesdorf to R. Oppenheimer, 

67. Flexner to L. Barr.berger, 3/29/33. 

68. Flexner to Veblen, 10/26/32. 

69. Veblen to Weyl, 11/11/32.· 

70. Flexner to Veblen, 12/13/32; 7/31/33. 

71. Flexner to Veblen, 12/11/35. 

72. Minutes, School of Mathematics faculty ·meeting, 12/14./35. Flexner 
to Veblen, 12/20/35. 

73. Veblen to Flexner, 12/19/35. Flexner to Veblen, 12/23/35. 

74. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/27/36, p. 5. 

75. Flexner to Veblen, 4/5/33. 

76. Veblen to Flexner, 12/2/32; 12/13/32. 
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77. Flexner to Veblen, 1/24/33. Flexner to ~~rston Morse, 1/25/33. · 

78. Veblen to Flexner, 6/19/31. 

79. Veblen to Flexner, 12/2/32. 

80. R. Courant to Flexner, 12/7 /32. Flexner to Courant, (draft) 12/14/32. 

81. Veblen to Flexner, 12/16/32. 

82. I.A.S. Bulletin No. 2:, February, 1933, PP• 4-7. 

83. .Veblen t o Flexner, 7 /10/33; 7 /18/33. Flexner to V.eblen, 7 /10/33; 
7 /14/33; 7 /18/33; 7 /24/33; 7 /25/33. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 
7/14/33; 7/24/33. L. Bamberger to Flexner, 7/19/33 (wire). 

84. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 8/1/33. 

85. Aydel otte to Flexner, 8/18/33; 8/26/33. Minutes, Executive Comnittee, 
9/6/33. Terrrs: salary, $15,000; joint contributions of 5% each to 
T.I.A.A.; benefits to go tcward a pension of $8,000 en retirerr:ent 
.at age 65 unless deferred by a greement. Instead of a pension for 
Mrs. Weyl, Weyl wa s to receive $1,500 p.a. with ~hich to purchase 
;_ T"1 f=L~ .,-F ~Ce to protect - h-is family• E:fectiv~ -:!z_ ~._, :/:/: ~ .. , '. ... :.:~:. ·· -3 

advanced later to 12/1/33. 

86. Einstein to Flexner, 3/26/33. 

87. Flexner to Mrs~ Einstein, 5/29/33; 7 /6/33. 

88. Flexner to Mrs. Einstein, 7/6/33. Mrs. Einstein to Flexner, 7/19/33. 

89. Frank, op. cit., p. 146. 

90. Flexner to Mrs. Einstein, 7/19/33. Einstein to Flexner, 7/29/33. 

91. New York Times, A. P. dispatch dated 8/4/33. 

92. Leidesdorf and Maa~s to Flexner, 10/2/33. Flexner to Maass, 10/2/33, 
TelegraUlS. 

93. Flexner to President Roosevelt, 11/3/33. 

94. Flexner to Mrs. Einstein, 11/14/33; 11/15/33. Mrs. Einstein to 
Flexner, _11/15/33. Interview with Miss Helen Dukas. 

95. Emil Hilb to Flexner, 11/30/33. Flexner _to Hilb, 12/4/33. Einstein 
to Flexner, 12/9/33. Interview with Dr. Eugene ~igner. The mediator 
was Professor l..c;.denburg. 

96. Flexner to L. Bamberger, with copy to Maas$,12/11/33. 
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97. Flexner to Maass, 2/19/34. Jesse Isador Straus to Flexner, 3/15/34. 
Flexner to Straus, 3/27/34. 

98. Veblen to Einsteln, 4/17/30. Einstein to Veblen, 4/30/30. Veblen 
papers. 

99. Veblen to Flexner, 1/24/33. 

100. Minutes, School of Mat herr.a ti cs faculty, 12/12/36; 2/23/37; 2/25/37; 
4/12/37. Einstein to Flexner, 4/11/37. Flexner to Einstein, 
4/12/37; to Veblen, 4/12/37. 

101. Leopold Infeld, Quest, Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1941, pp. 305-306. 
Minutes, School of Ma therr:atics rr.eeting, 2/23/37; 2/25/37; 4/12/37. 
These show that Dr. Infeld's na~e was held on a reserve list in 
Februa ry, despite Einstein's request. By the April meeting, shifts 
in tl-.e list of those invited left $2,200 avc.ilable, which was then· 
obligated in other wa ys, c.nd no part of it for Infeld. 
The budgets for 1934-1935 c. nd 1935-1936 allocated $10,000 of the 
$30,000 stipends for the School of Mztherr.a tics for rr.atherratical 
physics, at the request of Professors Einstein and Von ~:eumann (who 
was devoting half his ti rr:e to that field). Thereafter, at Profes
sor Veblen's request, t~e division between physics and rrdthe~2tics 
was dropped. This occurred in face of diminished stipends for the 
School~ due to the Ir.stitute's strajtened fin...s nc i::il rnnrH_t ! i:>!'. , 

102. Infeld, op. cit., p. 310 ff. 

103. G. D. Birkhoff, Fifty Ye;; rs- of American Ma therr.a tics, Reprint from 
Vol. II, Serr.icentennial Addresses, Arr.er. Math. Soc., p. 307. 

104. Frank, op. cit., p. 206. 

105. Albert Einstein, Autobiographical Notes in Albert Einstein, Phil
osopher, Scientist, The Li brary of Living Philosophers Inc., 1949. 
Infeld, op. cit., p. 253. 

106. Frank, op. cit., p. 114. 

107. E. S. Schroedinger to Flexner, 6/25/34. 

108. Flexner to Schroedinger, 7/4/34. Schroedinger to .FleXIier, 7/9/34. 
Flexner to Eisenhart, 7/4/34. 

109. Einstein to Flexner, 9/3/35. 

110. Flexner to Einstein, 9/7/35~ 

111. Minutes, School of Mathematics faculty, 10/8/35. At this ~£eting 
it was suggested and agreed that workers should henceforth be 
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called me~bers, and grants-in-aid 7 stipends.· 
Minimum stipends for single and marriec members and assistants 
~ere set by agreement at $1,500 and $1,800 respectively. It ~as 
also decided that while concern was naturally feit by the faculty 
for rr.ernbers and assistants who had no ?Ositions to go to on leav
ing the Institute, letters of invitation and acceptance should 
make clear that the Institute was responsible for nothing beyond 
the actual period of appointrrent. 

112. Flexner to Veblen, 9/14/34. 
p. 1. 

113. Veblen to Flexner, l/ 14/3 5., / Minutes, Trustees' rr.eeting, 10/8/34, 
pp. 4, 11. Flexner to Aycelotte, 10/27/34. Ayc:ielotte to Flexner, 
10/29/34, Aycelotte pa?ers. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, l/l~/35, 
p. 1. Terr:-.s: salary, $12,500; equal joint contributions cf 54 
to T.I.A.A.; retirement at age 65 unless deferred by agreerrent. 
Effective 7/1/35. 

114. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/29/34. 



CHAPTER V 

THE SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS 

Shortly after the first successful steps in organizing the 

School of Mathematics were taken, the Founders decided to withdraw from 

active participation as Trustees and the chief officers of the Institute. 

The Director seized the op?ortunity to replace them with. t~o rr.en on whose 

counsel he hoped to rely in establishing the School of_ Economics. As he 

had said e a rlier, t h is wa s "the realm most difficult and dangerous to 

approach"'in research. It was not going to be easy even at the Institute, 

for Mr. Bar.berger was very skeptical of the advantages of the researches 

Flexner had outlined in his book and the Memorandum of Septernbe~ 1931. 

economics; he had evidently had an unfortunate exp~rience ~ith economic 

counsel in his . business at one tir..e or another. 1 

In January, 1933, Mr. Bamberger announced a "decision of a 

personal na ture" to the Board. He is .reported to have said: 

Mrs. Fuld and I have taken the closest interest and the 
most profound pleasure in our association with this enter
prise. We feel, h owever, that we wish in its interest not 
to be burdened >.J ith responsibility but rather to leave re
sponsibility i n t he h>nds of the Director and the Trustees. 
We have discus sed this matter fully with the Director , and 
it is our opinion, in which he concurs, that the By-Laws 
can be SiQ.plified so as to permit a gradual evolution by 
dropping the off i ce s of President and Vice-President of 
the Board of Trustees, so that the executive management of 
the Institute wi ll rerr~in in the hands of the Trustees while 
the Director will be responsible for the scientific direc
t!on o In addition, Mrs. Fuld and I would pre£er to resign 
as Trustees and to accept a suggestion made by the Director 
that we beco~e Honorary Trustees with the privilege of at-
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tending rr.eetings of the Board and the committees·, and mem
bership on cormnittees. 

This stat~~ent on my part, with which Mrs. Fuld agrees, will . 
indicate to you our confidence in the Board and -0ur firm be-
1 ief that the warm reception and corrrr.endation which the In
stitute has received indicate thst it is destined to fill a 

. need in the higher scherr.e of American education. I trust . 
that this inforrr:al notice on our part will be accepted by the_ 
Board and that suitable amendments a~d nominations may be 
sub~itted at the annual ceeting •••• I assure you that my in
terest ~nd Mrs. Fuld's interest have beccme ·keener and keener 
as tir..e has pa ssed and that we will C.o all in our power to 
pret::ote the objects for which the Institute was founded. 

I beg you to accept our warm thanks for your invaluable co
OiJeration and su?port, and -we look to you to maintain the 
high standard at which a beginning is now to be ma.de.2 

The By-La-ws were amended at the next meeting; the Founders be-

carue Honorary Trustees ''for the terr.-s of their respective lives;" they 

would ''r.,eet with the Trus.tees and with ec.ch and every cor.T.Ji ttee of the 

Institute and participate in the deliberations of the Board and of the 

several cor.rnittees." Technically, they -were not given the right . to vote, 

but that was academic, for the mere expression of their opinion, usually 

secured in advance of any proposal to act, was more influential than the 

vote of any other Trustee. Despite the formal changes, Mr. Bamberger 

continued to exercise control over the appointment of members of the 

standing committees and the selection of Members of the Corporation and 

Trustees. Also, he maintained a close watch over expenditures since he 

continued to countersign the Treasurer's checks. 3 Their offices were 

combined with others; the amended By-Laws provided that in the fol~owing; 

The person elected to the office of President shall also be 
the Chainnan of the Board and the person elected as Vice
President shall also be the Vice-Chairman of the Board. 

The full po~ers and duties of the President became those of the Chainnan; 
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those of the Vice-President became those of a new officer, the Vice-

- Chairman. 

The Committee on Educational Policy was eliminated. The pro~ 

vision for faculty trustees had been eliminated at the request of the 

Founders on 11th January, 1932, and a substitute providing that "mem-

hers of the faculty not exceeding three in number shall sit with the 

Board in an acvisory C&?acity to serve for a period of three years" was 

approved. Now it w-as arr.ended again, this ti rr:e to reinstate faculty 

trustees with out li~it in number.4 

The Trustees, gratified by these evidences of confidence on 

the pa rt of the donors, ex?ressed their thanks and their detennination 

to adninister the Institute without discrimination "directly or indirectly 

vc:\..Clu.::.c: v~ r ace, r e 1!gion or sex." ·r~e resolution continued: 

True to the spirit which has anin~ted Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. 
Fuld, the Trustees pledge themselves anew to the upbuilding 
of an institution devoted to the purest and highest type of 
scholarship and to the pursuit of methods calculated to cake 
the Institute what the Founders desired -- a paradise for 
scholars. The Trustees join in expressing the hope that the 
Founders may live long in health and ha ppiness, observing and 
participating in the growth of the Institute which they have 
established upon such a lofty basis and with such pure and 
hlgh ideals.5 

Mr. Houghton was re-elected Chairman. Because of ill health, 

his attendance at r.eetings was very irregular, and FlexneF foresaw that 

the Vice .. Chainnan was to be a very important officer. He and Mr. Maass 

viewed things in much the same light, and co•operated in achieving their 

objectives; the Director would like to see the lawyer in the new office. 

~· 
Maass was not an officer in the first slate, which had · been chosen by ~ 

Mr. Bamberger~ but he agreed informally to serve. ""-----
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Frankly, I have given our Sunday discussion much thought and 
after rrature reflection can merely say that you know perhaps 
better than anyone else the extent of my interest in the 
Institute and its future. If, therefore, you feel that carry
ing out the suggestion you had in mind will enable rre to co
operate with you to proffiote the welfare of the project which 
both of us have so close to our hearts, I shall be glad to 
conform to your views. On the other hand, the depth of my
interest is such that I will be content to continue to serve 
in the present, or any other capacity thet rray be suggested, 
so long as I rr~y have a part in bringing to fruition what 
has had so auspicious a beginning... . 

Dr. Flexner secured Mr. BaQberger's approval, and Maass was elected Vice-

Ch.airr.~n. It seer:-.ed to be a fortunate choice. He was assiduous in at-

tendance and in preparation for the meetings. Mr. Houghtbn was able to 

attend less th.an h2lf of the Board's sessions before his death in Sept- · 

e~ber 1941, and was present at but one meeting of the Executive Cornnittee, 

~hile Mr. Maass was absent from onlv two Board meetings and one of the 

Executive Cor.:mittee during the same period. 

The unexpired terrr.s of the Founders were filled at Flexner's 

suggestion by Messrs. Felix Frankfurter and Walter W. Stewart. Both rren 

deliberated for soDe time before accepting the invitations extended in-

fonnally by the Director and formally by Percy Straus, Chainnan of the 

Corrrnittee on Nominations. Mr. Frankfurter's letter to Flexner, with a 

copy to Mr. Stra1.Js, showed how seriously the Harvard man took his new 

responsibilities, and with what firm convictions: 

. If I have delayed action upon your kind suggestion to have 
rre join the Board of Directors of your Institute, it is not 
for lack of deep syffipathy with your efforts or keen interest 
in the realization of the purposes of the Institute. Just 
because I so strongly hope for great things for learning 
and the promotion of higher learning in this country, I have 
been hesitatir.g lest I undertake a responsibility which I 
cannot, even vithin my limited powers, discharge. You know 
how I feel about durrrny directors in general, and most fiercely 
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about dumrr:y educational directors. They seem to me to 
violate the spirit of the Holy Ghost most flagrantly. 

In saying this I do not mean to overrate the functtons of 
the merr.bers of the Board of an organization like your Insti
tute, for of course the essential direction of the Institute 
should be by its rr.er.~ers -- a society of scholars must be 
governed by scholars of that society; and yet, certainly at · 
the outset, ttere may be a useful function for a Board -- a 
tetr:?orary period, as it were, in the stages of the ultimate 
governrr.ent of the Institute. 

I wanted to be sure that I had the available time to dis
charge suc3 a conception as I have of the duties of a member 
of your Beard. Oi1 the whole I do not feel justified in re
fusing on a speculation in view of the special cc.se you made 
to rre for the enlist=ent of the interest and experience of 
r.en like Stewart and myself, no~ that you are engaged in the 
establishr:-ent of what roughly I shc.11 call a school of soci
olobY • I am prepared, therefore, to accept membership on 
your Board if you and the Board are ready to r~ve me, in the 
light of the c.ttituce of mine disclosed in this letter -
which; of course, -is no ne'IO's to you -- as well as upon the 
0i_c~i_nct und12:rst.:=nding that if l find I cannot responsibly 

7 discharge the obligations of the office, you 'Will release me. 

The Director's response showed no misgivings about the lawyer's · 

reservations. Re knew how able an advocate Frankfurter could be, and 

perhaps relied upon his help in converting Mr. Bamberger to a more friend-

ly attitude t oward faculty participation in academic decisions, as his 

ans"Wer indicated: 

I arr. sure that men like you and Ste'Wart, looking at the prob
lems of social life from sc~ewhat different points of view, 
will prove of inestimable value to those who are in the last 
resort bound to do the job. 

It is one of rr:y me.in ambitions to illustrate in the conduct 
of this Institute 'What under Arrerican conditions the relative 
functions of faculty, Director and Trustees are and should be.8 

Of Ste~art's acceptance on the occasion 9f_their second luncheon together 

Flexner 'Wrote Mrso Fuld, paraphrasing the economist's response thus: 
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'I have thought over your kind invitation, and I shall ac
cept. In my judgr.-,ent, there is no place in Europe or Amer
ica where a school of economics or politics has been forrr~d 
in such wise that economics can be placed on the level of 
scientific rredicine or any of the exact sciences. Our main 
difficulty in the present crisis is that nobody h-nows any
thing, and we cannot in the midst of this stonn find the truth 
in a hurry. As I understand it, you are proposing to create . 
for econorr.ists the conditions which are enjoyed by physicists, 
tr.atherr.aticians, etc. If you do, it vill rr.ake a new era in the 
world, and I shall be very, very proud to contribute my ex
perience both as professor .:=.nd as business man to the slow 
upbuilding of such an enterprise.•9 

Mr. Barrberger showed his approval in one of his rare letters. 

As Mrs. Fuld agreed to take care of the correspondence, I 
have kept in the background. I am now making an exception 
to our P~le to say tr2t ~e appreciate the new prospective 
Trustees. They will C?.cd. inf1uer.ce and prestige to the In
stitute.10 

The Director's reference to the differing points of view of the 

new l.' ruste~s wc.s a ffi'°- 3terpiece of '..!::i.derst~tement. They -were unlike in 

personality, temperarr.ent, politics, professional experience and objectives. 

Mr. Stewart -was quiet, alrr.ost shy, self-effacing, but firm and decisive 

nevertheless. Frankfurter was ebulli~nt, vocal, witty. Stewart counseled 

few; he was reluctant to give advice, and averse to "traking a record." Mr. 

Frankfurter was quick to advise, eager to see his coun~el followed. Both 

men were of swEll stature physically. Stewart was dignified, charming and 

reserved to the point of mystery. Frankfurter has been \Well described by 

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.: 

quick, articulate, jaunty •• ~inexhaustible in his energy and 
curiosity, giving off sparks ••• He loved people, loved conver
sation, loved influence, loved life. Beyond his sparkling 
personal qualities, he had .an erudite end incisive legal in
telligence, a resourceful approach to questions of public 
policy, and a passion for raisiflb standards of public service. 
And, to make these things effective, he had·"'1hat Mr. Justice 
Holmes had not unkindly described in 1920 as 'an unimaginable 
gift for wiggling in wherever he wants to.•11 
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While Stewart mistrusted "politicians," believing that industry, 

comnerce and finance should be left to rr~nage the nation's econorr:y without 

interference by government, Frankfurter was all for extending public regu-

lation to new areas of public concern through the agency of administrative 

law. Their differences could be further elaborated, but to little purpose 

since the story to be told reveals them. Suffice it to say that Frank-

furter's readiness to take positions and debate them ardently contrasted 

with Mr. Stewart's instinct to play a silent, but not inactive, role. He 

il . Fl t t d h" · f 1 • he · t 12 preva ea en exner no o recor is in requent rerr~r~s in t minu es. 

The record reveals thzt he had pr~found influence with the Director who 

shared his conservative political . views: 

Dr. Flexner kne\J neither man intimately. He hc.d first heard of 

1-ir. Stewart rrom Mr. E~ary Clc.y, Ecm-.omic Adviser to the Bank of England., 

in the spring of 1932, as he consulted him about econon:ists for the Insti-

tute. Clay, fonnerly Professor of Economics at Manchester University, had 

succeeded Stewart at the Bank, and was not himself interested then in 

Flexner's invitation to come to the Institute for Advanced Study as pro-

fessor. Understanding that the Director was eager to secure · men who had 

both knO\Jledge of theory and practical experience in business and govern-

ment, Clay suggested his predecessor and one of Stewart's former students, 

Dr. Winfield W. Riefler, then at the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, 

and author of the definitive work on money rates and markets in the United 

States. Flexner found that Stewart and Riefler were devoted to their 

present activities. At his first meeting with Mr. Stewart, or his second, 

Flexner asked the economist to come to the Institute and establish a School 

of Economics. Stewart declined, feeling he was bound to stay with his 
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firm for the time being. But the offer was left open, and Stewart be-

came Flexner's chief adviser on economics, both men anticipating that 

within months or a few years Stewart would return to academic life as 

- 13 
professor at the Institute. 

Flexner evidently met Frankfurter through his brother Bernard 

Flexner, also a brilliant lawyer and friend of Mr. Justice Brandeis. As 

has been said, he consulted Mr. Frankfurter during 193l _as he planned the 

organization of the Institute. Late in 1932, despite their seeming dif-

ferences over the rr.anner of governing the Institute, he intimated that 
' 

he would .like a lawyer of Frankfurter's quality in the School of Econ-

oni cs, c.nd ventured: "you, yourself, rnay be the fellow." The record 

reveals no response. Later, he rene~ed his attack indirectly, again 

'/_ 
without evoking an answ<::r. ~~ 

Each of the new Trustees seemed to believe that the Director 

contemplated development of the new School in the way he would like to 

see it done. -Flexner had always emphasized economics as being the sub-

ject of most irr.portance in the social sciences; as a youth he had fallen 

in love with the political economy of Thomas Ed\olard Cliffe -Leslie. In 

Universities he mentioned politics as important also. As he prepared 

his Confidential Memorandum of September, 1931, some ambiguity crept into 

this clear view. He talked -first of economics alone~ quoting Mr. Justice 

Holmes on the man of the future -- the man of statistics and the w2ster of 

economics. But several paragraphs later, probably as a result of Dr • 

. Beard's telling blow, (See p. 104) he "~d construed economics "in the 
"-.. 

b 
., 

road sense, inclusive of political theory' > .ethics, and other subjects 
"' -

- --
that are involved therein." But when he spoke of the kin~ of man he 
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~anted, it was of the economist, and not the philosopher; a man "by 

turns a student of practice and a thinker," . in touch .with the realities 

of business and government, and yet not identified with either, but close 

to both and capable of analyzing them objectively and accurately. 

He spoke of the advantages the Institute could offer the'man 

who ''rrEy elect to study thorny and contentious financial business or 

social problems; he can take his time ••• Whatever his conclusicns, his 

intellectual integrity is not likely to be impaired or impugned. On this 

basis alone can a university or institute he in the world and of the 

world ••• and yet ·preserve its absolute independence and freedom of thought 

and speech." 

As has been said, Mr. Frankfurter had expressed his agreement 

w=..tw:1 ~ic..r·.::ucJ. · .> choi ce o L tnathematics and ec.onorriics> differing with hi~ 

attributing to rr~thematics what rrathematicians were fond of claiming for 

their discipline -- its stimulation of music, poetry, philosophy and the 

other humanities. That with other similar criticism of his draft caused 

Flexner to revise it, so that as presented it claimed for matherr2tics 

only that it was the foundation of modern science. 

When he met Walter Stewart, he found the man who exemplified 

alrr.ost precisely the qualities he sought. He had had academic experience. 

He had then inaugurated the system of statistics and economic analyses 

most relied upon by the government. He was now in business. Thus he 

was conversant with business and government at high levels; familiar too 

with the economic theories of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 

and aware the t wentieth was still trying to get along on outmoded general

izations on the nat ure of the phenomena it sought to understand. There 
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was a mutuality in Stewart's and Flexner's interest and understanding 

of the field. Thus Flexner wrote Dr. Aydelotte that "1Stewar!;;_f M.s de-

cided that the way in which we are approaching the subject of economics 

is the most hopeful in the entire field today~nl5 

Walter Stewart was at this tirre a master of monetary and bank-

ing theory and practice, and an outstanding economic analyst. A graduate 

of the University of Missouri, he was financial editor of the St. Louis 

Tirres before he began teaching econo~ics, which he did for twelve years, 

first as assistant and associate professor.at University of Missouri and 

at Michigan, and then, (1916-1922) as full professor at Amherst. He was 

greatly admired and respected by his students and colleagues, several of 

whom kept their friendships and contacts through the years. For ~he two 

ycaL~ ~re~~~!ug his toing to A:ilherst he ~a~ both student and colleague 

of Thorstein Veblen, iconoclast and satirist of the American society and 

particularly of its leaders in business and finance. A warn friendship 

endured until Veblen died in 1929; one is given to understand by Isaiah 

Dorfmann, biographer of Veblen, that the two men were close and companion-

able. Since Mr. Stewart was to exhibit none of the _qualities of a rebel 5 

it rr~y have been Veblenis influence which led Stewart to write a sardonic 

parody of the Declaration of Independence in discussing J. P. Morgan & 
of an 

Company's disposition/ application for a loan by revolution-torn 

16 
Mexico. And perhaps Stewart's leaving Amherst was another instance 

of the same ir~luence; Veblen's independence in personal conduct and in 

the freedom with which he spoke his mind that had shortened several of 

his successive university connections. CirctmStances were different here. 

In June, .1923, Amherst's Trustees dismissed President Alexander Meikeljohr. 
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because · of his liberal policies, and Mr. Dwight W. Morrow, Morgan partner 

and influential ·trustee, tried to persu-ade Ste-wart to take the office, 

with the concession that. his . friend Meikeljohn could remain as head of 

the Department of Philosophy. _ Stewart declined, and resigned with sev

eral of his colleagues in protest.17 Neither episode seemed to preju-

dice him in subsequent relations with the House of Morgan which appear 

to have been quite close over the next decade. 

During his sabbatical leave (1922-1923) · the economist had re-

or~anized and directed the technical economic studies conducted by the 

Federal Reserve Board's Division of Research and Statistics; he returned 

to it as Director until . 1926, when he became chief economist of the Wall 

Street investrr.ent securities firm of Case, Pomeroy & Company. Meam.1hile 

. he had beccrr.c the ~h~ef Pr-nnnmi ':' Mhd ~<.:::!'.' to Gov=:rnor Benjamin S:::ror~g or 

the New York Federal Reserve Bank who, supported by the City's gr~t 

banking houses, had asserted and exercised control over the monetary 

policies of the new central banking system of the United States from its 

18 
inceptiono 

The twenties witnessed the partnership of Strong and Governor 

Montagu Nonr2n of the Bank of England in efforts to stabilize the cur-

rencies of Europe and re-establish gold as their foundation. Walter 

Stewart served constantly as Strong's adviser during these Herculean 

labors until he went to the Bank of England as its first Economic Adviser 

at the end of 1927. There he installed a system of statistical and econ-

omic studies like those of the Federal Reserve Board, and also acted as 

the liaison bet-ween the two central banks, remaining until April, 1930, 

though Strong died in October, 1928. The policies and practices of the 
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two great central banking systems as they struggled with the problems 

of international finance in the post-war period were those of the power-

ful American and British private bankers. Both banks were privately 

owned, and their owners were dedicated to the conviction that monetary 

controls belonged by right in their hands, and were not within the pur-

view . of governments. Thus sterling was returned to the gold standard 

in 1925 at its pre-war value by their mutual agreerr.ent. The pound could 

not rr.ainta in its position if interest rates in the United States were 

allowed to equa l or exceed British rates. Support of Britain in these 

circurrstances required Strong on occa sion to adopt domestic policies 

which were said to. conflict with the best interests of the American 

economy. 

l'iota ble in such case was StroP.g's · ectio1t in ,.. .... ,,...:-
-----A••o 

the United States in n:id-1927, which aided Englc:nd in the crisis but 

.contributed to An:erican inflation and to the orgy of stock-rra rket specu-

lation culminating in the crash of October, 1929, for which .he was much 

19 criticized on grounds both of substance and method. No believers. in 

political remedies for derangements in the economy, Strong and his ad-

visers either could not think of any specific controls to limit market 

speculation, specifically, or were unwilling to propose measures for 

legislation giving the Federal Reserve Boar.cl more power. Thus it re-

mained to New Deal advisers, notably two of Mr. Frankfurter's young law-

yers, acting in cooperation with Dr. Riefler and other financial experts~ 

to devise one specific: i.e., prescription of margins in brokers' loans . 
. 20 

by the Federa l Reserve Board. It was not long after the conference 

leading to the mid-1927 action that the rumor spread that Walter Stewart 
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was going to London to become Economic Adviser to the Bank of England. · 

And that, because he was relatively unknown to the financial press, 

caused some frantic exploration of his background. What was gleaned 

came · from his former students. When he left London in April, 1930, hls 

departure was marked by expressions of the deepest esteem and affection. 

Stewart rejoined Case, Porreroy & Company, as Chairman of the 

Board, and continued, according to the press, to execute confidential 

missions for Governor George L. Harrison of the New York Federal Re-

serve Bank, Governor Eugene Meyer of the Federal Reserve Board, and 

I 

Secretary of the Treasury Andrew Mellon. These he undertook with ad- · 

mirable dispatch and secrecy, moving with apparent invisibility bet-ween 

Europe and the United States, between New York and Washington. Indeed, 

~'E: i.1c.~ o.:ci1. cal led the "grey eminence'' uf Ameri c...c.,l· ..:: rru1IL<..;t:: u.: .. ut: pc .. .a.ucl ~ 

Unlike the friar Franrois du Tremblay, he did not walk vast distances in 

rope sandals and worn cassock, but like him Stewart, simple and unassum-

ing, melted into the cor.monalty, holding great power in his quiet hands. 

Only once did he doff his cloak of invisibility and assurre an assignment 

publicly; late in 1931 he represented Governor Harrison on an internation-

al corrmittee called to advise the Bank for International Settlements on 

Gennany's ability to resume reparations payments at the expiration of the 

moratorium then in effect. By virtue of his excellent economic prepara-

tion, his finnness and his tact, he caused his confreres on the Corrmittee 

to take into consideration the vast corrrnerci.al credits owed United States 

i~rests by Gennany and other European countries~ and to recognize, 

' despite....._their reluctance to do sop that reparations and the . conmercial 

-----
....__ 

credits were in fact. __ related, and must be dealt with accordingly • 
........ 
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Stewart was generally recognized as "the brains" behind the 

highly succes'sful investment counsels of his firm. As a follmJer of 

Mr. J. M. Keynes' use of arbitrage, (although he opposed vigorously 

Keynes' general economic theories) he impressed Mrs. Raymond B. Fosdick, 

a client, with his success in handling her account in the adverse cir-

currstances of the ti rr.~s. He ~et her husband, and became a friend of 

the fanily. Mr. Fosdick was so impressed with Stewart's quiet wisdom 

and his financial acurr.en that he secured his election as a Trustee of 

the Rockefeller Foundation, despite an inability to get the prior ap-

proval of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who was traveling abroad. When Mr. 

Rockefeller ·rr.et Stewart, and observed his success with the Foundation's 

portfolio, he was pleased, and insisted that Stewart becorr:e also a ITem-

ber of the General Education Board. La~er 1 when t ho:: p~1 i~<ini..itropis-c re;-

tired from the chairmanship of the t-wo boards, he insisted that Ste-wart 

take his place, and the economist occupied both posts until he retired 

. ~i 21 at age sixty-L ve. 

As the new Administration took office in 1933 in Washington, 

and newspapennen indulged their fancies as to cabinet members and other 

officers, Mr. Ste-wa rt was mentioned as possible Under-secretary of the 

Treasury , and Governor of the Federal Reserve Board. But there was 

little chance that he would be asked or would have accepted a post in 

the new Ad~inistration. For it was soon evident that the new government 

-was detennined to take from the New York bankers the power to control 

the nation's monetary system -which had so long rested in their hands. 

The philosophy of Benjamin Strong, Stewart, Norman, and their supporters 

was rejected a l ong with their practices; the interests of the nation 
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were to be asserted in a series of moves, some successful and sorr~ not, 

but all dedicated to shifting the center of financial power to Washing-

ton from New Y0 rk. 

Felix Frankfurter took his law degree from Harvard in 1906, 

and entered the practice of law under Henry L. Stirrson, then United 

States attorney at New York. After eight years in public practice, he 

was called to the Harvard Law Sc~ool, where he rerr.ai.ned until President 

Roosevelt a ppointed him to the United States Suprer::e Court in 1939. 

Politically he was first identified with the Bull Moose Party, support-
' 

ing such prograrr.s as public h~dro-electric power and reformed welfare 

and labor leg islation. During these years he briefed and so:netimes 

argued before the Supreme Court cases arising under welfare law. He 

wurKeu LO elect Franklin Roosevelt in 1932, and according to Mr. Schle-

singer, declined the President's offer to appoint him Solicitor General 

in 1933, saying that he could be rr.ore helpful to the new ·Adfllinistration 

22 
as a "professorial free-lance." (According to his biographical ac-

count in Who's Who he had decl i11ed Governor Ely's offer of an appointment 

to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in 1932.) He aided the 

Administration by sending to Washington young and brilliant attorneys 

for government service who probably would have gone into private practice 

in nonnal times. 

In the early years of the New Deal Frankfurter and his mentor 

and friend,Mr. Justice I.ouis D. Brandeis, disapproved of the basic social 

and economic policies of the national planners in Washington. Later their 

own policies came to the fore. Frankfurter, quoted by Mr. Schlesinger as 

saying in 1931 that govenunent expenditures not matched by revenues showed 
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cowardice, rret John Maynard Keynes in England during the first year of 

the new Adminstration and became converted to Keynes' conviction that 

if private spending did not support the economy, public, even deficit, 

spending must. It was sorre time before the Administration was forced 

to adopt the policy, though Frankfurter did what he could to see that 

President Roose'\1elt had the opportunity to meet Keynes and study his 

23 
theories. 

Frankfurter spent his first year as Trustee of the Institute 

at Oxford as George Eastrr2n Professor, thanks to Aydelotte and Flexner. 

His absence from the country was to prove disastrous i~ his relations 

with the Director. Frankfurter's ener£etic attack on r.atters which 

engaged his special interest, his quick wit unrestrained by concern for 

the t~r"et, and after his election a ::- Truste:: ~ :__;:; - -· ..J .1 - .. 

--" - --··-.1 ··--··------\,.& 
impatience with Flexner's so~ewhat labored hwnor, had clouded relations 

even before he left for Eng l and in the sw;mer of 1933. Flexner learned 

that a certain kind of playfulness was not helpful in writing to the 

new Trustee. Nor was his tendency to resort. to· hyperbole when he found 

hirrself unwilling or unable t-0 disclose his position fully. It simply 

provoked the lawyer to deadly riposte which silenced intercourse. In-

deed, Flexner had occasion to note that with his election to the Board 

Frankfurter's attitude changed. Thus · as soon as he received notice of 

his election, he chided himself for his "thoughtlessness" about his 

commitment to Oxford, and again deplored "durrmy" membership on education-

al boards. Flexner, in high good humor, replied that his situation was 

understood when he -was elected, and that he wouldn't characterize being 

Eastman Professor as being a "dumiiy." Frankfurter replied stiffly: 
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No, I don't expect to be wholly a durrmy at Oxford, but it 
does imply my absence ••• You will have to put up with my 
pedantry -- for about a few things which used to be called 
'principles' I am a littie fussy •••• It is ••• essential for 
my own serenity that in a forrr~ l way I be given leave of 
absence from your Board.24 

The first candidate for the second School who was discussed 

by Flexner and Frankfurter was Dr. Jacob Viner of the University of 

Chicago,who was .corrr.:enced to the Director by some of the European econ-

omists, notably Schurr.peter, who considered ·him the best of the academic · 

Arr.ericans, and by Taussig, Bea rd, Broadus Mitchell and others with the 

same opinion. Frankfurter gave Viner his unqualified endorsement, wriL-

ing on 7th J anuary, 1932: 

I have tested Viner by encountering his mind on economic 
rratters in which the l aw was implicated and as to which for 
years I have done a gooci dea l of worrying. I found that I 
wa s up against a tou;her and acuter mind t~n th~~ nF rn0~t 

of my colleagues whose job it is to ceal with the legal 
questions that Viner was canvassing. Above all I value in 
Viner an intellectua l rectitude that .allows him to go wherever 
his rr.ind earries him, uncef lected by those considerations of 
optimism and prudence which subtly corrode the hardy think
ing of so m::ny scholars in Arr.erica i~ social economics these 
days. Viner is lil:e Keynes in his intellectual ruthlessness, 
in not mixing his insight with his desires or his hopes or · in 
shrinking from the disagreeable.25 

FJ.exner had already met and talked "1ith Viner t.wice, and prom-

ised Frankfurter ~o rr.ake further occasions to meet him. But it is ap-

parent th.at he had not given the Chicago man serious consideration. He 

had found Viner's views as to useful research in economics different 

from his own. Neverthe less, he had requested the economist to inform 

him about contemporary A~erican schools of thought and method, and Viner· 

.had presented him with an admirable short essay. He advised the appoint-

ment of the best of the European rren: one who would not be wedded to 
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any specialty in the field, and who would be competent to research in 

any of them and adapt his method to the subject of inquiry. Above all, 

such a man must approach American economists and their methods with a 

fully developed critical viewpoint. Viner himself seemed inclined to 

favor the vanishing school of thought which treated economics as 

-...:.. __ . 

prirrGrily a social philosophy with special en1phasis on the 
business organiza tion of s ociety, on standards of living, 
class stra tifica tion, pro~:~ rity and poverty, etc ••• usually 
with a rr.arked ethical fla v~r •••• Econorr. ics here is~ •• far away 
in the subject matter and r..2 thods of reaching its conclusions 
from the 'scientific' disci plines like physics and ch~~istry 
•••• It should have no pretensions to being scientific, but it 
should not, on that account, have too ~uch of an inferiority 
.complex. 

The profes!>or was very critical of the so-called "institutionalists" and 

the quantitative schools of thought toward which he found Flexner gravi-

, LO 
ta tHtg. 

Despite their differing views, Flexner tlid not tell Frankfurter 

then that he was not really considering Viner. However, in the winter 

of 1934 the two friends became alienated, and Flexner took occasion to 

end discussion of the economist when it "7as announced that Mr. Morgen-

thau had appointed him to be one of his consultants. Then he wrote 

Frankfurter: 

I am afraid Viner's relationship-with Morgenthau and the 
need of cooperation in doing polite things may hurt him, 
although there is always the possibility it may simply en
rich him.27 

The first appointment to the second School came about before 

the Director "7as really ready, and seems to have led Flexner into a dif-

fer~nt concept of it. Dr. David Mitrany, a Roumanian living in England, 

an internationalist, journalist and political scientist, had been a 
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friend of the Director since 1928. Flexner had been instrumental in 

Harvard's invitation to the journalist to take a visiting professorship 

for two years tenninating in the spring of 1933.
28 

Mitrany had met 

Frankfurter through Flexner and found a thoroughly congenial friend in 

him. 

Dr. Mitrany asked Flexner to invite him to the lnstitute for 

a year to enable him to write a . certain paper. Though the Director de-

clined becouse he was not ready to organize the School of Economics, he 

29 
expressed interest in Mitrany's possible later appoint~ent. Strangely, 

I 

it was the offer of an appointment to Yale, where the political scientist 

had also lectured, and news that Ha.rva_rd was seeking funds with which to 

call him in pennanently, which precipitated the ques.tion of his err.ploy-

ment by the Institute. During Febru2ry Frcnkfur~er acced his weight to 

that of Mitrany, who for personal reasons did not want to remain away 

from England, and by the 21st Flexner acted on a consensus between them 

that Mitrany should be nominated at the annual meeting, . to return to 

England for the next academic year to study the organization of the new 

School, hopefully to be opened in October 1934. The plan was carried 

30 out. 

~u~ing this period Flexner had been led to decide on a broader 

School, to embrace not only economic$, but political science, history 

and "a lawyer like Frankfurter." Mitrany made clear that he regarded 

some synthesis of knowledge in the social sciences essential, although 

he conceded that each scholar should "apecialize in some field." The 

important thing in his mind was that "the members of the group should 

start with some sytnpathy of outlook upon their common road." He frankly 
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doubted the capacity of any economist to cooperate fully, to become part 

of a congenial group, without which he feared little of use would be 

accomplished. To this, Flexner replied . that he was sure the three men 

were in total agreerr.ent that "the problem of society has got to be at

tacked by a congenial group from vGrious angles ••• but not at the sacri

fice of brains and originclity to aniability or congeniality and second

rateness." Flexner added his wish that ''Felix and Stewart will corre to 
.. 

the Board. 1131 

Mitrany suggested from the first a survey of the f~elds gen

erally understood to comprise the social sciences so tr~t ~ synthesis 

of existing knowledge and suggestions for specialized researches to be 

pursued in future might be obtained. But Flexner fended this off, and 

happily suggested that since Mitrany and Frankfurter woulci meet at Ox

ford, near which Mitrany lived, they might confer frequently together 

and also at times with his great friend Professor Llewellyn Woodward, a 

historian at All Souls~ 

Mitrany and Flexner carried on a voluminous correspondence dur

ing 1934. Throughout this, they drifted ever farther apart, so that by 

year's end they were frankly at odds. So were Flexner and Frankfurter, 

whose correspondence was truncated early, as will be described. Meanwhile, 

Flexner drew ever closer to Mr. Stewart, whose counsels carried him along 

the paths he had followed in ~niversities and in his_ organization memoran

dum: i.e., the emphasis on economics studied ''scientifically." 

Mitrany continued to urge that the planning of the School be 

put into the hands of a group of eminent social scientists who should be 

called together at Princeton for the purpose. This Flexner vetoed, saying 

. i 
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that neither he nor the Trustees would entrust that power to a group 

with whom they would have no influence. The political scientist also 

asked the Director to briu8 to Princeton a professor of sociology at 

the London School to advise him; che professor was about to take his 

sabbatical leave. But Flexner doubted the validity of sociology as a 

social science; moreover, he had read the latest book of the Loncon 

man, and found it . "scopey," a term of disparagement used by Frederick 

Gates to describe diffuse scholarly effort. Other suggestions and 

supporting argur:.ents were made. To<;.1ard the end of October 1934 Mitrany 

sucr.Erized his various sug;estions which Flexner ha d considered individ-

ually. 

These are some main aspects of the work that might be under
t?~?". and inter-related, in t~e s ~~ial s~i--~~ -· 

1. Sociology . Co2pa rative study of certain social institu
tions and factors. 

2. Economics. An analysis of the economic aspect of social 
institutions and of the social aspect of econoCTic insti
tutions. 

3. Biology. The reality of social selection. 

4. Psychology. The differential social psychology reflected 
in social institutions. 

5. Philosophy. Re-examination and re-evaluation of the idea 
of progress. 

On the scientific side, a survey and valuation of the avail
able knowledge would in itself be a most timely contribution, 
and the only sound starting point for fresh research as well 
as for any attempt a t philosophical restatement. 

Finally Flexner brought the discussion back to his O\t1t\ original 

idea.---- -

As I conceive the School of Economics and Politics, ~e are 
going to try to re-examine the postulates of economi c theory 

' 
i 

! 

-I 
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and to take a very objective view of political theory cf 
goverrunent.32 

Meanwhile, an unfortunate impasse had been reached between 

Frankfurter and Flexner. It arose over the question of the Institute's 

policy on professorial salaries, and wa·s touched off by a question from 

Frankfurter in December 1933 when he received a copy of the minutes of 

the Executive Comrr. ittee meeting at which Hermann Weyl was appointed. 

He asked Flexner what his intention wzs as to salaries in the second 

School. Flexner hedged a bit, then recited the salaries so far estab-

lished, which were at two different rates, with differing provisions for 

retiring annuities. In the argument which followed, he might have stood 

reasonably on the ground that the salary rates were justified according 

to the age . and qualifications of the rPcipients , Rut he cc::. !.~ .-. ...... ~. :~r 

he was even then lntending to complete the second School and initiate 

the third in the face of inadequate funds to enable payment of salaries 

according to the scale set in the School of Mathematics. Indeed, he 

was short of funds, and contemplated the necessity of offering salaries 

lower than any heretofore paid. But as was his hnbit, he would not admit 

his embarrassment. Instead, he defended individually-negotiated salaries 

on the ground that the English and German universities follO'#ed that 

practice. Moreover, he argued that he had arranged grants for study en 

the basis of individual need at the General Education Board, with what he 

termed complete success.33 

Mr. Frankfurter advocated classified salary rates obj~ively 

' applied, and ,-.iarned that individually-negotiated_ salaries were alien~o 

. -----------institutions in the United States and were inevitably sources of discord 
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and discontent among scholars. Vainly he ur£ed his policy on the Di-

rector with cogent argurr:ents based on his academic experience. Flexner 

dismissed both by saying that everything being presently done at the 

Institute "7as "experimental," ~md therefore subject to change. The 

lawyer argued that in the meantime hann "7ould be done. Moreover, he 

did not "7ant to hear anything more for sorr.e tirr.e about the Genr~n uni-

versities; they had not offered effective and courageous opposition to 

Hitler's ccpredations, possibly because of the effects of the individual 

bargnining to which the professors had been subjected. · The Director 
I 

lapsed into hyperbole: the Institute was "a paradise for scholars," 

. 34 
who really did not care for money, but only for the search for truth. 

This touched off an explosion. Frankfurter, exasperated, re-

plied tl-• .:.~ he diJ •. ,..,._ 

think it very helpful to take too seriously the exuberant 
rhetoric of thinking of the Institute as a 'paradise for 
scholars.• For one thing, the natural history of paradise 
is none too encouraging as a precedent. Apparently it was 
an excellent place for one person, but it "7as · fatal even for 
t"7o -- or at least for two when the snake entered, and the 
snake seems to be arr early and congenial companion of man. 
Really, ·figures of speech are among the most fertile sources 
of intellectual confusion. Let's try to aim at something 
hun~n, for we are dealing with humans and not with angels. 
I do not know by "7hat right you may hope for a corr~ination 

of greater disinterestness and capacity than, say, the 
Harvard Law School is able to attract, or, let us say, than 
is now found in the Supreme Court ••• I can assure you that 
neither of these institutions could be conducted on the 
assurrption that it is a paradise. In both personal inter
actions play an important part; in both personal sensitive
ness has not been "7anting because of personal differentia
tions. 

Temporary grants-in-aid were not to be compared with salary 

rates for permanent staff; he added: 
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I need not repeat the grounds of my objection. But I may 
say th.at such a society as I envisage precludes an adminis
trator who plays Lady Bountiful or, to keep rr:'f sex straight, 
Kris Kringle •••• The Institute's concern is so to fix salaries 
as to enable a ~an to live as a civilized gentleman in a 
world in 'Which the family is the ordinary social unit. You 
seen to ffie to have a little _ bit too much of the administra
tor's confidence in assuming (a) that you can spot the man 
'who is trying to rrnke a good bargain,' or (b). that you 
could plan the life of a rr.an 'Who is too shy or too proud to 
enter into the realn of bargaining. And if you'll forgive 
rre for saying so~ you also have a little bit of the optimism 
of the adr::inistrator who thinl:s his sche:rne 'works perfectly' 
beczuse evils have not yet disclosed themselves, and partic
ularly have not been disclosed to him. 

Fros c.11 of "1hich you -wi 11 gc:.ther that I feel very strongly 
c.bout this. It. is only one aspect of rr.y conviction th.at a 
society of scholars i~plies a d~uocratic aristocracy like 
unto the self-governrr.ent by which say, Balliol is conducted. 
This ioplies i~personal equality and self-governrr:ent by the 
group. Those are the aims to whi ch I am corr.mitted. I 'Write 
this frankly because you rr.ay think that, holding these views, 
I rrzy not be a very useful me=ber for your Board. If so. 
l' d bt.:ter get net cer:ore 1- a~ rm - In puttir.g this to you, 
I an quite it:?ersonal. lt has nothing to do -with our personal 
relations, and they -would rerr2in what they were before, were 
you to tell rrz that perhaps it is just as -well th.at I resign 
before I become active.35 

The Director did not reply in the heat of his first reaction. 

He was a proud man, and sensitive ss only a sentirr.ental person can be. 

He consulted Dr. Aydelotte before answering. Then it was apparent that 

the sarcasm had found its mark; he reproved Frankfurter for his ''blu~t-

ness." Re }~d never attended a Board meeting at which some reference 

to German universities was not made, and probably· never woul_d. His 

"exuberant rhetoric" was merely a rr~nner of speaking colorfully; men 

now and then engaged in such flights. He did not regard himself as an 

administrator; he was fully capable of directing the Institute. He gave 

not an inch and concluded with perfunctory politesse and the hope that 

"we may continue to enjoy the benefits of your co-operation and experience 
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as a merrher of the Board.36 

.Mr. Frankfurter, aware now that Flexner did not care if he did 

resign, consulted his good friend Bernard Flexner, who in turn confided 

copies of the correspondence_ to Simon. The pathologist expressed admira-

tion for the lawyer's "unusual clarity _ of insight, as well as felicit-y 

und power of expression." But, he added: 

So far as Abe is concerned, he hes had battles to fight at 
the General Education Board and hzs not sicestepped them. 
He also does not lack coura6e and conviction. I have no 
doubt that he will welco~e Felix on his Board just as warmly 
now that he knows his opposin& points of view.37 

Si~on confinr.ed his brother's state.7.ent that young rr.en at the Rockefeller 

Institute for Medical Research were paid just enough so that they could 

be attracted by other institutions; however, "'7hen a man proved he was 

wortny or ret:i=>ntion, 'he was gi:ven a $2.lary in line "With a "fixed scale" 

according to his class. Then he added a statement from his profound 

wisdom. 

And yet, I have almost from the first run into those coimlon 
hu~2n traits of selfishness, envy, jealousy, prestige, which 
must arise in a body of ~en. This is irrespective of the 
fact. that the men who are striving and stewing _could not be 
as well off as they are an)""here else in the country -- and 
.they know this. At this very morr.ent I c.m having a struggle, 
which should be irr.possible, all the circumstances considered. 
It involves the very principle of the existence of the Insti
tute as a center of high productive research. Theoretically, 
the person on the Steff involved is all for the principle; 
but. personally he cannot see 'the -wood for the trees,' and 
would block action if he could. 

In other words, he is just an ordinary human beingr along 
with being a fine craftsman ••• 

One of our Trustees asked me how I accounted for the fact ~~~ 
that occasionally a gifted scientist wou19 let hirrself do so 
regrettable an act as to behave in an underhanded manner one 
way .or another. I have had to answer this kind of question 
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often, and the anS'*'er is, as I see it, that he is just a 
hllll".an being before he is a fine scientist.38 

. Undoubtedly reassured by whatever Ben Flexner "1rote, Mr. Frank-

furter replied to the Director's letter after a pleasurable vacation in . 

Palestine, thereby bringing a fine philosophical detachment to the troubled 

atrr:osphere. His tone was ;>lacatory, friendly, informal. But he yielded 

no ground, and in defining his own idea .of the Institute he was eloquent. 

It was precisely because 

I care about ••• sc~olarship and learning so passionately that 
I want to see it prorr:oted unC.er condi t.ions that are not self
defeating. And I must say that I derive much more di~ection 
by charc:cterizing our air:i as the creation of a 'society of 
scholars.' Only god (sic) c.an crec.te a paradise for anybody, 
~ut oy pooling their efforts, their disinterestedness, their 
ccnficence in one another, unicpeded by obstructive conditions, 
of which financial differentic.tion is one of the most potent 
in the world, a group of equals can, in course of time, evolve 
tne~seLves into ~ society ot scno~aL~ ••• 

The basis of remuneration and the procedure, including objec
tive clc.ssification, by which salaries are fixed, are rr.atters 
which I deem central for a self-respecting society of scholars 
and therefore central for the realization of the ideal of 
learning which you and I share ••• Your ••• reply ••• leaves the 
central point of the corrmunication unattended •••• 39 

I~dividually-deterrr:ined salaries themselves constituted decisions of 

policy; he wondered "whether tb.e Beard of Trustees adequately discussed 

what is involved in those individual decisions." 

~he Director was not mollified. He did not respond. Corres-

pondence between the two languished. Mr. Frankfurter did not withdraw 

from the Board. 

In June 1934 Dr. Flexner and Mr. Stewart sailed for Engl.and in 

the same ship. In contrast to the contentious spirit prevalling between 

himself and Frankfurter, Flexner found Mr. Stewart's tactful guidance 
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and the luxury of agreeint; with him delightful indeed. He wrote Mr. 

Bamberger of his great confidence in the economist; Mr. Stewart would 

be the best possible man to head the School of Econorr.ics and Politics 

and to organize it, for he possessed a rare corr.bination of knowledge 

and ex;>erience and was greatly intere_sted in what might be accomplished 

by the Institute in his field. He was arranging for Flexner to meet the 

leading English economists. Again the Director wrote and said that he 

was exploring pGssi~le appointrr.euts, and was collecting the works of 

various econorr.ists which Stewart and others would read and evaluate for 

h . 40 
im. 

Wnile Flexner was at Oxford he interviewed a matherr~tical 

economist, a young Russian ~migr~, whom he and Stewart had evidently 

.<l l '."."~='-d;1 ".3.~!:'::'.!Ssed. Young Dr. Jacob Ms.rsc~ak was active in statistical 

work at All Souls. Flexner wrote Stewart in London: 

M.3.rschak rrzy prove to be the man. He is most attractive 
and plainly able. I have his reprints. Re actually worked 
with von l\eurr.ann in Berl in and knows Graham of Princeton, 
who has _ invited him to lecture there ••• 41 

This note raises a question about Mr •. Stewart's thinking •. At his 

first Board meeting (October 1933) he h3d talked to the Trustees about the 

economics program. The m.inutes said merely there was a consensus that "a 

historical approach to the fresh study ••• would be more fruitful than an 

approach upon lines hitherto pursued." The opinion prevailed that it 

would be wise.to take promising young rren who were uncommitted on contro-

versial issues for periods of three to five years "during which their 

powers "1ould be disclosed." At the ~me Flexner elaborated on this in a 
.............. 

letter to Frankfurter, asking him to keep his- eyes open for .sorre younger 

----
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men of the type described: 

Walter Stewart was very clear that we ought in view of exist
ing experiments and conditions to make a fresh and scientific 
approach from the historic side. He was of the opinion that 
we would not get far with men who had already corrmitted them
selves about so ~~ny of the ?roblerr.s with which a school of 
this sort must concern itself. He thought in the long run we· 
should do far better to take younger rr.en of promise for a 
period of prolonged probation. It will be a slow development 
co~pared with rr~thewz tics, but Stewart thought that this 
method of approach offered the best .chances of making a con
tribution of va lue to the field. 

Frankfurter seerr.ed to agree, but observed that such young ~en were 

. ' ·2 0 scarce as white crows.u .... 

At the same meeting Flexner and Dr. Sabin introduced the name 

of Dr. Edward Meade Earle to the Trustees. He was a young professor cf 

history at Barnard and Columbia who was ill with what Flexner chose to 

~:=11 ".::.:-: et!:.-;.ck of t •fDerculosis." It: will be recalled · that Flexner had 

suggested his name for the Board of Trustees in May, 1930. This like 

his frequent cheerful letters to the sick man, had probably a therapeutic 

design. Earle was recommended highly by Dr. B~rd. The following letter 

was one of the many which Dr. Flexner sent the sick man to encourage him 

in his uphill fight for life. It refers to the Board discussion. 

Walter Stewart was present, and I previously had asked him 
to think the thing over and give us his views. They coin
cided with the views which have been gradually maturing in 
my own mind: namely, that we cannot begin in economics and 
history with a group of seasoned and distinguishea persons 
as we have begun in matherratics ••• but that we shall have to 
take younger men and give them opportunity to show what is 
in them. So far I had gone in rey o«om thi~ing; . 

Stewart went further. He w2de the point that, 

inasmuch as economists have almost all published . things, they 
have corr.mitted themselves to one form or a nother of economic 
thinking , whereas the economic world in which we are now liv
ing should be re-examined and not particularly from an econ-
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omic point of view but from an historic view. He was strong
ly in f&vor, therefore, of starting off in the field of his
tory with younger men, who would find therr$elves able to 
delve into the economic aspects of historical sti;dy. He is 
reading your book on the Baghdad Railway and likes it very 
much. 

Miss Sabin and I both spoke ·Of you as having known you from 
our own personal experience and as having been recomnended 
to us by Professor Beard. I t~ou;ht you would be interested 
to know that things a re noving and t hat your name has actu
ally been r..entioned to the Bo.:;rd in connection with the next 
school wh ich ~e sha ll organize within a reasonable period of 

. . 43 t1r:ie -- no nurry. 

What this letter meant to the still desperately ill man ~ay be 

imagined. The Board voted to appoint him for one year at half-pay on 

sick leave, provided Dr. Sabin found the cedical prognosis satisfactory 

on her next visit to him at Coloraco S?rings, with a second year on the 

sa~e basis oen;iitted. The report was nntimistic, and Flexner used the 

authority given him to put Earle on the payroll. The action was confimed 

in October 1934.44 Earle moved to Saranac in 1935, visited the Institute 

and the Founders briefly in the spring of 1936, suffered a cruel relapse 

which necessitated further operative treatment, and after another year 

an~ ~ore of recuperation came to the Institute in the fall of 1937, to 

undertake his work. 

The first full-dress discussion of the School of Economics and 

Politics occurred in October 1934 \olhen Frankfurter attended his first 

meeting. Dr. Flexner reported in part: · 

I devoted two-thirds of the su=mer in Europe with a viev to 
securing a nucleus in the subjects of economics and politics 
•••• It is clear to me that in ••• /these fields/ which should 
be broadly conceived as the field of social Justice, we shall 
have to proceed somewhat differently from the method pursued 
in dealing with rrathematics. The sort of mathematics in 

·which scientific rr.en are interested today has a history that 
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is at least one hundred fifty years old. The economics that 
is in vogue is upon a very different basis. More and more as 
I conferred with rr.en who are deuling with economic problems 
both in universities and in public life, I became convinced 
that economics ought to be viewed as a clinical science •••• 
Men who are concerned with its teaching and investigation 
ought also to be men who have been in contact with practical 
problems of business and government. On the other hand, wh~le 
the men work ing in economics rr.ust not be aloof frcrn practical 
life, they ought not to be diverted to the perfon;;ance of 
·current tas~c s •••• The methods of developing economic science, 
which seem to ~e to be rr.ost promising, bear therefore a cer
tain res emblance to wha t hus r~ppened historically in other 
fields. 4 ::> 

Then the Director, noting that Mitrany was s specialist in goverrunent, 

and Earle interested in economic history, said he looked ' forward now 

to the addition cf an economist; he had a list of a dozen or so young 

u.en who had no"t "cor:mitted therr.selves in writing" on controversial issues 

in the field, and honed he could nresent a no::-:ination at the next tneP~ing . 

Mr. Frankfurter differed; the evolution of economic principles 

resembled that of the law rather than of the ~edical sciences. The study 

should be historical rather thzn clinical. ''Small groups should be 

called in for lirdted periods in hope of uncovering and defining the real 

problerrs." Mr. Stewart was recorded as saying only that the younger men 

should not advance beyond the probationary status until and unless .they 

proved their worth. Professor Veblen suggested that they be brought in 

as "workers," as -were the . temporary members of the School of Mathematics; 

thus their academic connections would not be disturbed. The minutes 

· reflected a consensus: 

It seemed to be agreed that with the exception of a small 
permanent nucl eus it would be unwise to t:iake ~any additional . 
appoint~ents for terms of three to five years which would 
involve the withdrawal of men from their own institutions 
and thereby i mpair the freedom of the Institute in dealing 
with them. 46 
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When Mr. Maass received the minutes, he remonstrated with 

Flexner over the omission of Mr. Stewart's complete remarks. Flexner 

answered: 

I promised Mr. Stewart personally that his name would not 
be rrentioned in connection ~ith any expression of opinion. 

It seems to ce that in preparing the rr.inutes we must make 
tr.e following distinctions: the chair!:1an of a cornwittee or 
the Director, who r.zkes a report, is presurr.ed to have given the 
r.Gtter careful.thought and to be ready to stand by his words. 
We can therefore be nar.:ed, but the Trustees discuss matters 
inforrr~lly and ~ay wish to change their minds. They will 
hesitate to speak freely if a permanent . record of their names 
is T!'.ade.47 · 

Thou6h it might h.&ve been reasonable to hold that Mr. Stewart spoke with 

scrr.e authority in his subject, the matter- stood thus. Meanwhile Flexner, 

in an excess of caution, asked Frankfurter if he cared to elaborate on 

or correct ~rs. Bailey's notes 
. t..S 

on hi!': r~m~r~s. 

Two weeks after the Board met, the Director polled by letter 

the rr.ec~ers of the Executive Comnittee asking authorization to call Dr. 

Jaboc H.arschak to the United States for interviews. Eight signified 

their a?proval; Mr. Frankfurter alone opposed the idea, and vigorously 

. so. He challanged: (1) Flexner's right to consider a mathematical 

economist without prior discussion with the Trustees; (2) and his good 

faith in not having disclosed his interest in Ma:rschak at the last meet-

ing. (3) He questioned the wisdom of appointing first an economist un

familiar with the American.economy, and (4) asserted that to call an 

, , 
emigre with temporary status for interviews over such a distance would 

entitle him to believe that·an appointment was assured. 

Letters flew back and forth. Flexner answered that at the 

time of the Board meeting Professor van NelliT~nn had not finished reading 
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Marschak's papers, but had eliminated several of the "dozen young econo-

mists" on grounds of poor tr.athematical powers. Now the mathematician 

insisted on interviews with the economist before giving his approval. 

As for Marschak's c0t:1petence as an economist, (Frankfurter had insisted 

that matherr.atical competence was not enough) the Director said he had 

assured hirr.self that econorr.ists here and abroad comnended him. Frank-

furter asked pointedly for Mr. Stewart's opinion; it was not forthcoming. 

As for calling Dr. and Mrs. Marschak for interviews, Flexner conceded 
, , . 

it might h~ve so~e effect en the emigre's opportunities at Oxford, and 

agreed not to proceed until he had first consulted the Warden of All 

Souls • . The contested point err.erged; did the Director have the sole re-

sponsibility to investigate candidates for appointment when there was 

yet no faculty in th~ ~~hnnl; ~nti t-n nnrr:in;ite its rr,e;rbers, or should 

the Trustees share it with him? Flexner maintained that the right and 

responsibility to investigate and nominate rested ~ith him in the cir-

cumstances, and that the Trustees had only the right to approve or to 

disapprove his proposals. Frankfurter asserted that, absent a faculty 

· in the School, each Trustee shared that responsibility with the Director.49 

Early in the argument Flexner agreed not to proceed until he 

had heard from the Warden of All Souls; this was because he now had _ 

another candidate. Obliquely he revealed the fact to the lawyer. But 

Frankfurter was intent on winning the argument over the principles. He 

sent copies of his and Flexner's letters to Messrs. Aydelotte and Stewart, 

apparentlx__with the intention of gaining their support in bringing the 
"-.. 

whole questiort-before the Board for consideration. Mr. Stewart returned 

-
the correspondence without a~wering the pointed question as to his 
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attitude on the acceptability of Marschak as the first econorr.ist at the 

Institute: 

As matters now stand, I gather that Flexner does not intend, 
prior to a general discussion either with the Board or the 
Executive Cor.!7littee, to go further with the Marschak propo-
sal than to rrzke a confidential inquiry of the Warden of All 
Souls. Since we will have this opportunity for an exchange 
of views, I am not now inclined to cor.:rr.ent on the various 
issues a rising out of t~e correspondence. While I take my 
responsibilities as Trustee seriously, as a correspondent 
I rate myself very low. I have for years enjoyed a bad 
reputation as a letter writer and I am sure you will not take 
it as a l~ck of interest in the issues you raise, that I should 
prefer to discuss them orally rather than by an exchange of 
letters. 

Dr. Aycielotte, sorrowed by the illness and death of his mother, atterr.pted 

to defend an<l uphold Flexner, but in doing so offended him by referring 

to his responsibilities and privileges as being "administrative," a 

characterization which the Director rejected. But EraLitucie for cne 

so SU?port soon ~on over his pique. 

Meanwhile a happy circumstance had rendered moot the Marschak 

matter. Toward the end of October Dr. Flexner learned that Dr. Winfield 

Riefler was considering giving up his positions in Washington ?nd prorrpt-

ly met him, while Mr. Stewart arranged a conference in New York at which 

the possibility of Riefler's coming to the Institute was discussed. As 

a result, Riefler prepared a brief outline of the kind of study he 

thought it worthwhile to undertake .at the Institute, sending copies to 

both Fle.xner and his former teacher. Briefly, he mentioned the confusion 

which prevailed in the field; the total lack of any 

central core of accepted verifiable generalizations, such 
as are found in other major. disciplines. There is no unity 
in the various subdivisions of intensive specialization, · nor 

.is there a corrmon .body of logic to serve as intellectual 
tools in the development of new hypotheses on the frontiers 
of advanced study. As a result there is confusion in ac
credited professional economic judgrrent on almost any major 
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problem ••• This has been emphasized during the past few years 
of divergent counsels when economists as a group have alrrcst 
universally failed to speak with an authoritative voice 
either in their analyses of ••• events or in their proposals for 
their ameliorization or cure. Indeed, when professional coun
sel is rr.ost urgently demsnded, econorr.ists h.sve been found 
"1idely divided even upon questions of basic import ~1here pro
fessional competence could be presumed to be final. 

The difficulty lay in the in.applicability of basic as~umptions inherited 

from the past to modern phenorr.ena. He selected for particular study the 

Arr.erican phenomena of heavy industry and durable goods, ·'and their impact 

and significance on the accompanying financial aspects of the economy, 

necessitating studies of savin6S and investr.ent, of security and mortgage 

markets, money rrarkets, foreign exchanges and currencies. 

As a start, he said such investigations could lead to discov-

eries essential to an understanding of modern economic condi.tions, whil~ 

lack of a defined objective could lead to more of the prevailing confusion. 

The Institute could contribute by forrr:ulating the special problems to be 

tested; this would require the collection of data not alrec.dy being as-

serrbled or studied, which would be gathered by universities, research 

. institutions and governmental agencies. 

The Institute's faculty would be small and flexible, with a 

srr~ll clerical and statistical staff. They would maintain close personal 

contact with the institutions collecting and studying economic data to 

forge the materials basic to the research. The program woul~ b~ chiefly 

confined to research; there would be no classes, and little opportunity 

for students as such, 

but ample opportunity for close contact between intellectual· 
workers on a corrmon group of projects of high promise. Part 
of this group will be brought to Princeton, part will be work
ing in the universities, and an important part will be located 
at centers of specialized research. The Institute should not 
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consider itself as a location but rather as a source of 
mental ferment errbracing all of the advanced students.51 

It would be difficult to imagine a more equivocal statement 

than Riefler's memorandum evoked from Mr. Stewart. 

I am very much impressed with the memorandum Riefler sent 
you. It seems to be a cogent and effective presentation of· 
his case, and I am persua ded tha t in making a start, it is 
probably wise to. select some field of interest and use the 
problems in thEt field as a basis for selecting personnel 
and of establishing so~e unity in the work. 

Whether the problem which Riefler P2S outlined is th~ prob
lem is another question. From the form of his rr.emorandum, 
I judge th.at with him it is a question of 'Love me, love my 
problem.' It forces us to a decision as to whethen we want 
both him and his problem. He has the ~dvantages of youth, 
energy, enthusiasm and intelligence, and has apparently 
reached the stage of intellectual rrzturity where he is 
possessed with a problem. 

In economics- mv oreference runs toward someone who i _s poss
;:;::;:;;:;:! wi th ::; c-;; ~e con crete prob l ea: b~t who is prepared to deal 
with its ge;.eral i c plications. This seems to ~e to furnish 
the best hope of escaping from the vagueness of superficial
ity which has affected so ~uch current work in economics, and 
of establishing a fresh approach.52 

If Dr. Flexner noticed the ambivalence he did not show it. 

Perhaps his ear was not tuned to the academic idiom. It is more likely, 

however, that he overlooked the nuances, for he hzd satisfied hirrself 

that Dr. Riefler was highly regarded in Washington as a most accomplished 

economist, and that he stood uncommitted on controversial issues since 

his ~ritings in the Federal Reserve Board's Bulletin were anonymous. 

Indeed, it was in the very multiplicity of demands for Riefler•s ser-

vices that his own discontent lay. In addition to his regular duties 

in the Division of Research and Stati~t~~~ at the Federal Reserve Board, 

to which Stewart had called him in 1923, he served as Economic Adviser 

(1933- 1934) of the Executive Comnittee of the Board, and to the National 
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Err.ergency Council, and Chainn.an of the new Central Statistical Board. 

Moreover, Flexner suffered from the pressure exerted by Mr. Frankfurter, 

and wanted an early decision on the important first appointment in 

economics. 

Mr. Stewart had cornnented favorably en one aspect of Ri.efler' s 

rr.emorandL'lll: its insistence on starting with a specific problem and 

following whither it led. But according to Flexner's ensuing corres-

pondence with Mitrany, even that approval . seemed to be infinn. Thus 

the Director recounted a conversation with "his adviser," whom ·he char-

acterized as "probably. the ab.lest economic thinker in tje' United States: u 

This ITan would pref er someone 'who is. possessed with ~ 
concrete problem, but who is prepared to deal with its 
general i~plications.• 

think the Institute should outline its specific inquiries as yet. He 

quoted this one: 

•I think it should assemble a group that would just stew 
around for a while and wonder what it is all about. After 
six months or a year probably somebody would think of some
thing. I doubt the world is in urgent need of more statis
tics, more facts, more research; or that the Institute needs 
to start with a clerical and statistical force. In fact, I 
think that the members should be required to take a vow of 
total abstinence from statistics, data, and maybe even facts 
fer a six-months period. This country is simply lousy with 
statistics, and crawling with ·research workers. 1 53 

One might almost conclude that ~r. Stewart's friend favored withdrawing 

all economic researchers from their labors just to enable .them to lie 

fallow for a time. But clearly his "adviser," Mr. Stewart, was referring 

to the Institute, perhaps in the interest of keeping the situation there 

fluid for ·the time. 
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Dr. Flexner "quoted scripture" to ease Mitrany's fears, for 

the Professor; still in England, had heard indirectly that Flexner con-

sidered first a mathematical economist, and now an expert in money and 

ra.tes. Mitrany was not reassured; he . repeated his demands for a philo-

sophical economist, and above all, for a congenial group. As for Dr. 

Riefler, had he been informed with equal candor of Mr. Stewart's views, 

he might have had serious misgivings about his fut~re career in research 

at the Institute. Re decided to accept tr~ offer from Flexner late in 

December. While Mr. Frankfurter had been given to understand that Dr. 

Riefler was being interviewed by the Director and Mr. Stewart, Flexner's 

notes and agenda did not announce his intention to nominate the economist 

at the January meetingo 

To the Tru~tee~, :F!..::M",.;:L gave a brief description 0£ Dr. 

Riefler's qualifications, and expressed the hope that the three men 

then in the School of . Econo~ics and Politics would be able to work to-

gether in international politics and economics. They would have the 

same autoncr;r.y, individually and as a School, as was enjoyed in the School 

of Mathematics~ The appointment was unanimously approved, but Mr. Frank-

furter took vigorous exception to the fact that Flexner proposed and the 

Board granted a salary for the econorr.ist which exceeded by $2,000 the 

full-time rates of his absent colleagues in the School. The minutes say 

that "standardized" rates were discussed, and noted "that most of the 

Board was opposed to the principle." Mr. Frankfurter asked to be recorded 

as opposed to the differential, maintaining that either Riefler should 

receive the same salary as Earle and Mitrany, or that their salaries 

54 should be raised to equal his. 
---
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Two days after the meeting, Frankfurter at Harvard wrote the 

following letter ~o Dr. Riefler, sending a copy to Flexner. 

Ever since I h.::ive been on this faculty, for now a little over 
twenty years, it P~s been r::y practice to tell acquaintances 
whose names have corre up for consideration directly what doubts 
or difficulties I may hGve ·had to raise in faculty meeting. 
This avoids misunderstanding through the dangers of tdsreport, 
however .innocent, through indirect transmission. ThGt prac
tice of candor seems to me to be equally appropriate for you 
and ~e in the case of the Institute for Advanced Study. 

Therefore, I should like you to know thGt I welcor.:ed your ac
cession to the Institute and voted for it with pleasure and 
hope. But I voted against the stipend proposed by Dr. Flexner, 
not because it was too high, but because it was higher than 
that given to your colleagues in the School of Politics and 
Economics. For I deem inequality of treatcent among 1 men of 
substantially similar age and scholnrly distinction as inimical 
to the aims of a society of scholars. This is not the occas
ion to argue the Latter; I SiIT?lY wanted you to know_ precisely 
what ray attitude was towards your corr.ing to the Ir,stitute, 
and to the conditions of your coming. 

If you have to lcaYc g::Y•._re rnwent -- and I cannot conceal my 
regret that you are doing so, in view of my great interest 
in a perrr~nent civil service -- I am at least happy that you 
are giving yourself to scholarship.SS 

Reactions were prorr.pt and severe. Dr. Riefler ~as shocked and 

unhappy. He sought to withdraw from the appointment, and suggested that 

Mr. Frankfurter bring the matter before the Board for reconsideration. 

He had grea.t respect for the lawyer. As for Flexner, his anger was now 

fully aroused. He wrote Frankfurter declaring that his letter to Rief-

ler was a "piece of urunitigated impertinence;" he was notifying the 

Corranittee on Nominations that "under no circumstances can they nominate 

both me and you for re-election. They shall have to choose between us.n56 

To Rief ler he wrote: 

I wish to assure you once more that there is nothing within 
reason that we -wi 11 not do to enable you to fulfill your 
o•-n ambitions and to rr~ke you and your family happy in this 
new envirorurent.57 
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Unfortunately, this was a commitrrent which Flexner later seemed unable 

to fulfill. 

The Trustees ~ere naturally disturbed by what they regarded 

not only as a serious transgression against the confidential nature o( 

proceedings within the Board, but also by the implication that any of 

them might similarly have violated that confidential relationship. 

But Mr. Frankfurter "Was not quiescent. Again he tried to rally 

some of the Trustees to his side, as he had in the ~~rschak affair. He 

exchanged with Dr. Weed his correspondence in that passage for copies 

of Weed's correspondence with Flexner in the controversy over the place-

f h 
. . 58 

~ent o young rr~t err2t1c1ans. (See p.331) Professor Veblen '"1ho had , 
been ardently urging Flexner to establish a uniform salary of $15,000 

in Lne ->Cr:tool of M3.thernatics, had spoken ;it the rr.eeti!lg
7 

" ..... ~ !-!!:'. P!:'~::!~ · 

furter wrote him also, sending a copy . to the Director. 

Of course I was gratified to have your confinnation about 
the importance of the general principle of equality of 
treatment of scholars of substantially the same age and 
distinction. I have long reflected on the problem and have 
had not a little e xparience in observing the consequences 
of departure from it. I am much confirmed by the testimony 
you bore at our Board meeting last Monday regarding the 
feelings of the rr.ec bers of the School of Mathematics. Of 
course, I know nothing about the 'historical considerations' 
to which you referred which are responsible for the present 
differentiations in t h.e t School. I have no doubt, ho"Wever, 
that as a principle the practice is vicious. Bargaini ng 
for terrr$, 'With the diverse pressures ~holly unrelated to 
scholarship, belongs to the world of comrerce, . and is inimi
cal to the true size of a society of scholars.59 

Professor Veblen's response indicated something less than a firm 

conviction that he had represented his colleagues' views with fidelity: 

I think I correctly reflected the feelings of our group -
but of course I would have a hard time if put under cross

. examination. Also I should be disposed to go very far in 
support of Dr. Flexner, 'Who seems, in his acts, .to be 
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enormously better than anyone who is likely to succeed him 
in his present job ••• 

I am sure my colleagues, as well as myself, would be de
lighted if you would drop off in Princeton some day and look 
us over in our lair.60 

Flexner was as good as his word; he refused to be nominated 

at the annual meet.ing if Frankfurter were also to be. Mr. Aydelotte 

undertook for the Comnittee on Norr.inations the difficult task of meet-

ing and discussing the matter with Mr. Frankfurter, who was conscious 

of no error in his conduct. Finally, after review by the Committee of 

a kind of brief filed with them by Frankfurter, the Comm\ttee unanimously _ 

nominated for re-election only Messrs. Flexner and Straus, and the Mem-

bers of the Corporation approved the report. For a time after that it 

appeared that Mr. Frankfurter believed that he had some cause for legal 

action aga inst the Comnittee or the Board, but he finally accepted the 

decision. 61 

The first public announcement of the appointITents in the second 

School was made in January 1935. It evoked the following notice in the 

Princetonian; 

Already the School of Mathematics, drawing so heavily from 
Princeton's DepartQent, has borne rich fruit, and this 
community's position as perhaps the greatest center of 
IT2thematical study upon the American continent is rendered 
even inore i~pregnable. And the same procedure, ~e hope, 
bids fai r to repeat itself in the case of the social sciences. 
The proposed School will attempt a 're-examination of politi
cal and economic theory,' and 1 with absolute freedom of thought, 
opinion a nd expression, study the economic and political phe
nomena of our own times.' In this tirre, when in so many 
countries the heavy hand of arbitrary censorship is crushing 
the impetus for free thought and untrannneled investigation, 
such a reaffinnation of academic freedom is a welcome note. 
And certainly, in this period of economic change, when so 
much that we formerly accepted upon blind faith as the truth 
is being upset, a re-examination of ·political and economic 
theory is very JIJUCh in order ••• 62 
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Dr. Flexner had kept President Dodds informed of his progress, 

and had also consulted the senior economists of the University, who wel-

comed the news enthusiastically in an infonnal memorandum which said in 

part: 

Itneeds hardly be said that ••• Lthe new facultz/ should 
have a stimulating effect upon the scholarly work of our 
own staff, and we hope that we shall be able to contribute 
in so:ne rr.easure tc"Ward the attairur.ent of. the ideals of the 

. b3 
new project ••• . 

Shortly after his appointrr.ent, and several months before he 

entered upon his new work, Professor Riefler wrote Flexner that he had 

been cffered a highly reffiunerative position by the Social Science .Re-

search Council, an agency to which the Rockefeller Foundation contributed 

· liberally. Said Riefler: "This offers one of those rare opportunities 

reply was unequivocal: "I do not.want to let you out with honor or any-

thing 1 
,.64 

e se ••• 

The economist took up his duties in October 1935. He visited 

Professor Earle at Saranac and conferred with Professor Mitrany on his 

arrival. It was soon evident that no slightest possibility existed for 

cooperative research, nor any real disposition on the part of the three 

men to plan a conn:on approach to any problem of the School of Economics 

and Politics. 

In October, 1935, P.rofessor Riefler presented to Flexner his 

matured plans for research in finance which, he said, could result in . 

valuable new knowledge in some of the most trOl•blesome areas o~contemp
'.... 

. ~ 

orary economics. It was most timely, since "a huge body of factual data 
----. -... 

has recently become available" which could afford a real test of ·"our 
·---
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theoretical analysis." Moreover, his own training and experience lay in . 

finance, including the scope and functions . of the securities and mortgage 

markets, economic fluctuations, emplcyrr.ent and unemployrr.ent, production 

and trade, and certain governmental problems. His proposed researches 

were sufficiently limited to COTTle within the Institute•s .resources, and 

were perfectly susceptible of meaningful research. He would require 

additional professional, clerical and statistical sta.ff; the annual 

budget entailed would ultirra tely be about $100,000. He set forth the 

following subjects, on which clear thinking .was obscured by partisan 

interests as ~ell as by lack of knowledge. 

1. The banking crisis of 1929-1933, and the effect of the 

Fede~al Reserve System's attempts to mitigate it in 1931-

J. 932 ~ These actions, and particularly the go..-~:!"!'..rr..eni:•s con- . 

centration in 1933.on the rehabilitation of bank capital, 

merited careful analysis, ''now that the ••• secrecy ••• imposed 

on all participants can be dispensed with, and its essential 

character can be analyzed for the benefit of all economists." 

2. The nature and effects of the large cash balances accumu

lated by corporations during the twenties, which financed in 

part the stock market speculation of the end of the decade, 

and after the market crash contributed to the instability of 

the banking system in their mobile search for security • . 

3. The circumstances of Britain's departure from gold in 1931. 

4. A study of means to achieve a wider distribution of econ

omic materials among economists, so as to enhance their oppor

tunities t o study current data and to aid in lts assimilation.65 
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Here at last was the kind of progra.~ Dr. Flexner had wanted 

since 1930. Mr. Stewart seemed to be well disposed toward it -- at 

least, some unspecified part of it. For on the 31st October he wrote 

the Director. 

I_was veEY well Irr.pressed with the extent to which be 
LRiefleE/ has adapted himself to the proble.~s of the Insti
tute •••• You may feel, as I am inclined to, that we should 
act rather pro::-:ptly en some of the thinbs he has in mind ••• 
The evening's discussion confirt'1ed my feeling of .how for
tunate we are to r2ve a person of Riefler's intelligence, 
judgrr.ent and lack of conventional corr:r:iit~ents to help us 
conceive the proper field of work ·in the social studies.66 

' Again, Dr. Flexner see~ed to misunderstand Mr. Stewart's idiom. For he 

assurr.ed that the econOI:":ist favored all the projects, and would recci.li'L.end 

a beginning in "sorr.e of tl:e things" Riefler had in mind. For the · time 

: :.: ::-_~ 7 ::'.:... Flc;..;.." .;::c t--·uccece<l i.,, c;u0u .{a.;. th to a_rrange for t-he necessary 

funds and authorizations. · Three weeks after receiving· Ste~art's approval, 

he wrote Riefler as follows: 

As far as my knowledge and experience entitle we . to an 
opinio~, the problerrs which you have selected and the 
methods by a:eans of w~ich you propose to attack them seem 
to rre to be sound and · promising. There is nothing in your 
program or our organization which will prevent taking ad
vantage of them. I am sure that the Executive Corrrnittee . 
will meet in the near future and authorize such expenditures 
as you may desire for the rest of the year, and our next 
year's budget can include the larger sum upon vhich you 
figure ••• 

I have only one cauti0n to suggest: you have outlined four 
problems. Is there any likelihood that ••• you may find your
self under pressure? While you are perfectly free to proceed 
according to your own judgment, I . should myself take up one 
problem at a time and carry it far enough to be certain that 
I could take up another ~ithout getting in a rush. There is 
no hurry. Work such as you contemplate needs ample time for 
reflection ••• 67 

It became evi<lent, hm;iever, at the January meeting of the Board 

that Professor Riefler's budget had not been submitted to the Executive 
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Committee after all. At about the same time as Flexner received- Stew-

art's letter, he had learned from an indignant Mr. Bamberger that in 

view of what he and Mrs. Fuld considered extravagance in the . purchase of 

too large a site, they "1ould give no further increments to endcwment "at 

the present time" after meeting "present comrnitments. 1168 (See Chapter IV) 

It would have been m9st unlike Flexner to rrake the statement he did to 

Riefler without having first received Mr. Bamberger's approval. But the 

Director's report on Riefler's needs to the Trustees in· January, 1936, 

indicated that he "1as taking a most remote view of them. Re remarked 

. that any professor had the right to "cross lines" as between schools, 

and continued: 

Professor Riefler is beginning to feel the need of mathe
matical or statistical. help. There is nothin.g in the set-up 
of tl-:e Instit:u:.:e ._,l-!i~~ r=~·.·:::~t::: !-.i:: ootainirig from mathe,....,. 
ticians either at the Institute, Princeton University, Wash
ington, or elsew~ere such cooperation as he may desire. There 
is nothing to prevent his adding to his own small staff a 
statistician, if he can find a person "1hose nathematical train
ing is sound. The organization of auton017ious schools, the 
individuals "1ithin which can cross any boundary they please, 
seems, therefore, as far as I can now see, to offer the best 
Tnethod for realizing our purposes.69 

This marked a retreat on the record, but his hearers could not 

have known either of Flexner's commitment to Riefler or the economist's 

proposals. If Professor Einstein had difficulties in getting an.d holding 

mathematical assistance, what chance would an e_conomist have to get co-

operative assistance from men whose devotion to "pure" mathematics was 

complete? · But Flexner appeared to believe what he said, and sought and 

received conf innation of the appointment of three humanists authorized 

by the Executive Committee at a meeting which left no record except what 
Board. 

Flexner told the f (See p. 2T) 
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He may have been hoping to secure funds for Dr. Riefler's work 

from sorre other source. The record shows several such attempts, none of 

which was successful. Thus he had asked Dr. E. E. Day, Director of the 

Social Sciences for the Rockefeller Foundation, for a substantial annual 

grant for economics ill[f.ediately after Riefler's appointment. That dis-

appeared without record. Then he had besought another philanthropist, 

who was interested in the better teaching of econorr.ics'. in secondary 

schools, to endow the Institute's studies so that better economics might 

be taught, but without changing his friend's mind. Still
1
pending as late 

as March 1943, however, was a co~tinuing petition to the Rockefeller 

Foundation for a large gift to endowment, which for sorr.e reason Flexner 

. 70 
was always hopeful of securing. 

nut Professor Rief ler was evidently told to ascertain profes-

sional attitudes toward his proposals and what degree of cooperation 

with his working plans he could find. It seems clear that he was not 

informed either of Mr. Bamberger's new posture, nor of the apparent hope-

lessness of his situation as far as Institute financing was concerned. 

The sum with which the Founders had met their "present commitments" 

amounted to just under a million dollars, and sufficed only to meet the 

cost of the land and to capitalize a part of the humanists• salaries. 

By early March the economist had satisfied himself that highly 

placed authorities in official and academic economics were solidly in 

favor of his proposed researches; that they regarded him as entirely 

capable of organizing and directing them, and the Institute for Advanced 
they 

Study-was peculiarly able to sponsor them; and/had promised valuable co-

operation which in some particulars would amount to large financial 
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contributions in kind. On the 13th March, 1936, Professor Riefler ad-

dressed a report to Dr. Flexner challengingly entitled: Shall the 

Institute concentrate its work in economics in the field of finance? 

His own answer was that it should; the researches he had outlined were 

timely, most important, and neither too large or too small. Moreover, 

he said: 

It is of prirr.ary social and econor;;ic importance. Problems 
of finance, especially ~onetary policy, stand in the very 
center of the public probl~T<s with which the world is 
wrestling and will ••• continue to wrestle during the next 
generation at least ••• LThe~/ call for insight and guidance 
from the economist. 

No outstanding educational iRstitution in the world has 
concentrated heavily in this field ••• Scholars cf outstanding 
reputation czn alrr.ost be counted on the fingers of t\Jo hands. 
Most of them work in relative isolation, and rrany of them, 
such as Walter Stewart, Henry Clay. Benjarnin Anderson, R. G. 
li::it.ltry ;ind Alex.;:::r-,c 2 r Golden-.;e i ser h.ave no academic connections ••• ' ... 

He continued; the necessary combination of the broad theoretical back-

ground with "a high degree of sheer technical proficiency" was· rarely 

found among professors in the universities. It was therefore the more 

important to organize the studies in such a \Jay as to m.ske possible the 

acquisition of valuable experience. The fact that so much important 

infonnation previously secret was now available, and that it should be 

studied for its light on obscure matters, made it desirable to proceed 

at once. Rad Riefler been speaking from a fresh r~ding of the Idea 

of a Modern University or Flexner's Confidential Memorandum he could 

hardly have offered a more .teII!pting prospect either to the Director, or 

to those \Jho were aware they must " ha~e more exact infonnation to avoid 
"'-

in future such violent cataclysms ', . as had just occurred in the Western 
----

World. He continued with an imposing array of the support he had 
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received, and of one "unethusiastic" response: 

I have talked this proposal over with numerous key individ
uals who would be involved and so far have found them unani
mously enthusiastic and urgent that we proceed immediately, 
with the single exception of Walter Stewart, who was friendly, 
but did not seem to rr.e to be enthusiastic. 

At the Social Science Research Council, for example, I was 
requested to frame a specific proposal . immediately so that 
they could sound out the possibilities of financing the pro
ject. At the Reserve Bank of New York, I was urged t:o go 
ahead and promised hearty cooperation in r.aking contacts and 
obtaining ~aterials. At the Federal Reserve Board in Wash
ington, Dr. E~anuel Goldenweiser ~as equally enthusiastic 
and thought that the Board night ~elcome the opportunity to 
cooperate formelly in a joint, far-reaching investigation of 
the financial crisis, detailing its own experts to p~rtici
pate in shouldering the heavy _expense that might ensue in 
the detailed exarr.ination of its 0"7!1 records. I have also 
gone over the general scope of the proposal with Stacy May, 
/Assistant Director of the Division of the Social Sciences 
of the Rockefeller Foundatio~f ~ho has made valuable sugge~
tions as to the best fonn in -whi<'h :in int'.!1..t .. :r;• ,.,.l= this !d.:-:~ 

should be set up. 

To surrmarize these remarks so far: (1) The need for a com
prehensive inquiry of the type conterr.plated is, I think, 
almost unquestionc=d; (2) I have found not only enthusiasm ..... 
but also an extraordinary desire to cooperate on the part of 
those whose cooperation "ould be _most essential, so far as 
I have been able to sound tr£m out; and (3) I have been urged 
from many sides to try to persuade the Institute to take the 
leadership in the undertaking. 

Riefler's pl~n·for the accomplishment of the work was well con-

ceived; the School \olould be a small "distinctive school of finance." Its 

influence would be broad and deep, as he conceived it. 

LI!J would, then, assume leadership in fonnulating a broad 
inquiry into the causes and phenorrena of the financial crisis 
••• set up as a project sponsored by the Institute ••• to be 
carried out disinterestedly in cooperation with all of the 
agencies and interests affected, and to be financed in part 
bz the Rockef~ller Foundation and in part by the o~ficial 
Lgovernmenta!/ agencies involved. 

_/ ,_ 
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While the Institute would assurr.e the leadership, little of 
the actual investigation would be carried on here. The 
Institute would represent rather a center of the intellectual 
stimulus. Specific problems ••• would be proposed here, their 
exact formulation agreed upon here after full consultation 
with scholars and experts from outside, and the results of 
the investigations as they are carried on would be subjected 
to constant evaluation and advice from the Institute which 
would act as the rallying point for disinterested and com
petent scientific opinion. 

Was the Institute for Advanced Study the best possible organi-

zation to exercise leadership in such investigations? asked Riefler. 

He believed it \.ms, and for rr:ost irr.portant reasons concerning the ob-

jectivity of the research. 

A project of this kind must be authoritative, disinterested, 
co~?letely free from suspicion of bias; it rr.ust cor7.'and the 
respect cf the cor.r.:unity. It requires the corr:plete coopera
tion cf the parties at interest, but should preferably not be 
directed or controlled by therr.. This rules out automaticallv 
r.ne use of: ~h~ aP~i ~ nr ~11<:.-l:'i 0:.r:-g::i.nizc.tion.s as the Charr,h~r of 
Coar.erce, the American Bc.nkers' Association, and the Stock 
Exchange. It also militates sowewhat against the use of such 
a device as a Congressional Corrr.ittee of InquirJ, or an in
quiry inaugurated \vholly and cor:::f>letely by the Federal Reserve 
System. With these sponsors eliminated there rer.".ain (a) the 
universities ••• (b) special research foundations such as the 
Brookings Institution and the National Bureau of Economic 
Research ••• {c) the possibility of organizing a special Insti
tute ••• with special Foundation support. On balance ••• it 
would see:r. th.at the Institute for Advanced Study is as ~ell 
equipped as any other organization to assume the leadership 
for the undert_aking. 72 

But later Rief ler would have had to add that though he had been. pronounced 

equal to the objective studies he contemplated, the Institute was not well 

enough equipped with funds to afford them, nor able to induce the Rocke-

feller Foundation to grant them. Mean"1hile·, he closed his merr.orandum 

with an estirr2te for professional help, statistical and clerical work, 

space for all and for sorre terr.porary mewhers also, which would require 
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ultimately a budget of $100,000 a year, and a lesser amount for fiscal 

1936. He believed the Rockefeller Foundation would finance the services 

of various experts for short periods of work in Princeton. They could 

hardly be spared from their present duties for more extended participa..; 

tion, he felt. 

Professor Rief ler ~~d also conceived and explored an interest

ing experirrent furthering the lines Flexner had laid down in discussing 

the cooperation between the Institute and the University. It resembled 

the practices au.ong the universities of the German-speaking peoples of 

the Empire period, in which the several institutions exhibited marked 

advantages for the studer.t in certain disciplines, because of outstand-

ing faculty, or facilities such as laboratories and libraries. Indeed, 

it foresh~dowed the so-called "corrmon warket in ic'="'"' .. •.; u.1...1..~ni..:i..y ueing 

pursued by sorre Xid-Western Arr.erican universities. which receive students 

from any cooperating institution, recognizing that all cannot be equally 

excellent in all fields of graduate study. President Dodds welcomed 

Riefler's suggestion that Princeton -- the University's graduate school 

and the Institute -- might well in · their advanced work in economics 

specialize in finance, and was prepared to shape the graduate faculty 

73 
to that end. 

The memorandum rr~kes it abundantly clear that Professor Riefler 

·expected an authorization to carry out the work it described. But now 

it was to appear that the one person whom he characterized as •friendly, 

but not enthusiastic," was standing in the way, either because of his -~ 

quiet advice to the Director not to move on it with Mr. Bamberger, or 

because as a most influential Trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation he 
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declined to support or sanction an income grant or one to endo'Wment 

purpose. And considering that the social sciences constituted active 

programs in the Foundation, y;rhich recognized fully the need for cotri-

petent researches in those fields, such aid would seem to have been a 

routine affair. 

It would seem th.at Mr. Stewart played both the active and the 

inactive roles. Just one month after Riefler's ·dem.s.nd for an answer, 

the Director reported to the Trustees in a manner which belied the 

economist's program and activity. He said: 

Professor Riefler and Professor Mitrany have been working 
in their individual ways in the hope of finding a more 
promising approach to their several subjects than is gener
ally current. As far as I can now see, neither will have 
workers associated with him for another year at least, per
~:i~c:: longer, for they are dealing · iith th:: .-:--:-::~ "::::-.,;::= :.: . : 
diffi~ult subjects, and neither of them is as yet certain 
that he has found a clew to the maze.74 

Mr. Stewart was present, (as he had not been in January). He. 

evidently did not speak, which means he was party to the statement. On 

the other hand, had the Director ever taken the program up ~ith Mr. Barn-

berger, who was also present, or with the Executive Corrrnittee, the members 

of which were likewise present, he could not have said what he.did. For 

a knowledge of Riefler's program, and the assiduity with which he had 

sought to bring it into being, could not lie with this statement. And, 

though Dr. Flexner did not agree with what Mr. Mitrany outlined for him-

self, and withheld an assistant and members from him, the political 

scientist also was wronged by the characterization. 

Professor Riefler was elected a Trustee at that annual meeting, 

and thereafter was ·to be constant in attendance at meetings of the -Board. 
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But the beginning of Septer.iber was to see signs of his bitter unhappi-

ness, and indications that he was planning to leave the Institute. Then 

Mr. Stewart, who was still considering Dr. Flexner's open offer to join 

the faculty, and ·whose desire was apparently to keep Professor Riefler 

there without allowing the program of work and the kind of personnel 

recruited to become set in a direction he did not like, suggested to 

the Director that a single colleague be appointed who should be "as 

nearly as possible his LRiefler'E.,f equal." Fle>-."11er consulted Mr. Leides

dorf and learned that money was in hand. 75 But the step ~as not taken. 

What 11,appened? 

Let Professor Riefler say in his O"Wn words, which appear in a 

memorandum to Dr. Aydelotte in Decerr:ber, 1939, just after the Swarthmore 

· Pre.si<lent had .succeeded Dr. Flexner, and was seeking knowledge of what 

was going on at the Institute. With the following staterrent Riefler 

sent copies of his memorandums to Flexner of October, 1935, the 13th 

March, 1936, and of the 24th September, 1936: 

My own activities since.~ ·Lthe rr.emorandum of Septembe'!_f have 
been wholly <levoted to carrying out the objectives therein 
set forth. My procedures, of course, have been flexible and 
adapted to what was feasible. · 

In the spring of 1936 Dr. Flexner did not feel that the In
stitute was in a position to proceed im:r.ediately, either with 
the additional appointments recomrnended ••• or with the program 
of financial research on the scale envisioned. Instead, he 
sent me abroad to improve my contacts with foreign economists 
and to gain first-hand experience with certain aspects of 
international financial problems. 

On ~he day of my return, however, there came an opportunity 
to fu:t;ther the research program I had in mind in the form 
of a tele~ram from Joseph Willitts ••• L:;;sk.in~/ me to attend a 
conference of _ leading bankers and economists to explore the 
possibility of inaugurating a more coIT.prehensive attack on 
financial problems through a program of research. As a 
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result of the conference I undertook to act as chainnan of 
a corr.mittee of the National Buresu of Economic Research to 
draw up such a program ••• 

Under the leadership of Joseph Willitts, the program recom
mended by the corr:mittee was adopted by the National Bureau 
of Economic Research and large grants of funds have been rrade 
for its support from private banking institutions and public 
agencies as well as the Rockefeller Foundation •••• 76 

After the Exploratory Committee completed its. survey and recom~ 

mendations, Professor Riefler undertook to supervise some of the projects. 

These differed materially from his own earlier recorrnrendations, though 

there seems to be little question that his memorandums hfid an influence 

on the organization of the Bureau's program in financial research. 

Riefler supervised the exhaustive study of ail corporate bonds - issued 

in the United States during the twentieth century; a study of err.ploYl!'.ent 

and unerr.oloyrnent~ another of consurr.Pr credit. These might be descrif,P_d 

as some of the raw materials to be used in searching analyses of the 

economic pheno~ena he had wanted to investigate. They were highly 

specialized and uncoordinated; hardly the kind of investigations which 

sophisticated economists like Stewart and himself would want to engage 

in. This is not to say they were not useful, however, for they were~ 

and the Bureau continued for a couple of decades to perform similar 

studies. Dr. Riefler devoted himself to the work, and demonstrated 

that he was a fine guide and mentor to young post-doctoral economists, 

helping them to formulate their problems, and supervising the prepara-

tion of their results. 

But his own cirC\.lliistances 'Were unenviable. He spent half of 

each week at Hillside, an estate on the Hudson where the work went for-

ward. He was not therefore -the economist in residence, whom other 
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economists could visit to talk about their problems. Much time and 

energy were const.nned in going back and forth to Hillside. That his sit;.. 

uation was not satisfactorily explained -- nor could be -- to faculty a·nd 

Trustees led to much grumbling. Professor Veblen dubbed him "a man of 

affairs," and the title stuck. It '-las an unfriendly appellation .in an 

academic context. But the deenest disappointments inhered ·in the failure 

of his important program to receive support. The exploration of projects 

at the Bureau was done with funds supplied by the private bankers. The 

resulting projects were largely financed by the same group, with aid 

fro~ insurance companies and the Rockefeller Foundation, and special help 

from some govern.nental agencies. These were special projects and funds, 

not part of the Bureau's regular financing or work. The conditions were 

!!'~rke".ll~· 1_1!".!ike working in a sovereign ir:.~titution which, though small., 

could accept or decline assistance as it ~ished. 

But his lot was not unalloyed dissatisfaction. He had undertaken 

work at Geneva with the Secretariat of the League of Nations, sitting 

with the Committees on Finance and Business Depressions, which gave 

him valuable insights. His participation continued until 1941, when he 

was mainly instrum~ntal in bringing to Princeton the League's Division of 

Finance and Transit of the Secretariat, with Dr. Aydelotte's delighted co

operation and Dr. Flexner's blessings. This made possible the continuation 

of its work, and its ultimate absorption into the United Nations. The econ

omist '-las also called into consultation on occasion by the Secretary of the 

Treasury; in one such case, he guided the gold-bu1·ing program of the govern

ment from June, 1937 until March, 1938, serving without compensation except 

for his salary from the Institute and government reimbursement for his 
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expenses. He had no title, and shunned publicity. Professor Veblen, 

teaching and working at the University of Washington during the surrmer 

of 1936, questioned the Director sharply about this further absence 

77 from Princeton. 

Professor Riefler must have been buoyed by some hope that Mr. 

Stewart would soon decide whether he would come to the Institute. He 

apparently viewed the prospect with mixed feelings, a~ well he might. 

How~ver,, there is no doubt that he looked upon his former college pro-

fessor as a great and creative economist, whose return to academic life 
' 

· could make a vast difference in knowledge of the . field. But after Mr. 

Stewart .carr.e, the realization was disappointing, for reasons which will 

be discussed later. Riefler was glad to be called to Washington to draft 

.the plan for Econor:;ic \;.13:::!.::ire, and then to administer. the pro.;ram as 

Minister to England from 1942 to 1944. 

Relations between Professor Mitrany and the Director did not 

prosper after the controversies over the organization and concept of 

the School of Economics and Politics, nor after the departure of Mr. 

Frankfurter, who Mitrany was given to understand by Harold Laski, was 

victimized by the Director for exercising "freedom of speech." Mitrany 

came to the Institute first in October, 1935, and the contentiousness 

which had marked his appointment during 1934 continued. The Director 

now was ·unhappy with his impulsive action in appointlng Mitrany and 

seemed to have little faith in his various projects, which required an 

assistant and some ·members whom Flexner at first denied him. That Mitrany 

showed no intention to dorresticate himself in America was another cause 
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. ;~;. : ..• 

of discontent for Flexner, though the political scientist's wife was 

ill in England and he apparently did not feel that he could transplant 

her, nor had that been understood when he was appointed. Matters finally 

became so bad that Mitrany suggested that the Executive Comnittee, or 

. 78 
Dr. Aydelotte and Bernard Flexner, mediate between them. This evi-

dently caused a re-exardnation of hfs position by Dr. Flexner, and re-

lations were rroended to some extent thereafter. Of course nothing could 

change the fact that Mitrany had been right when he said that if the 

School of Econo~ics and Politics faculty were to cooperate in working 

around a central core of interests, they must be selected with that in 

view. Flexner endeavored to persuade both Earle and Mitrany to approach 

their work through economics, but neither they nor Professor Riefler 

. warmed t:o the idea. Tr .. ::.;:,.;, \:~,:._-"'"' """'"-"' uut on!.y uu!:onomous; they were 

actively disunited. 

~ith the outbreak of the war in Europe Professor Mitrany re-

mained in England to work in the development of information on central 

Europe. He was to relinquish his professorship later, retaining the 

status granted him by the .Trustees of "Permanent Member" with the privi-

lege of coming occasionally to Princeton to work. 

Professor Earle was finally able to come to the Institute to 

take up his work in the fall of 1937. But he needed to circulate among 

historians, with whom he had lost ·contact over the past eleven years, 

and to meet the newcomers to the field. Somewhat to Flexner's distress, 

he traveled to Pasadena to work at the Huntington Library for a time. 

Later Flexner helped raise funds for him to travel in Europe. It was 

not until the beginning of 1938-1939 that Professor Earle settled to 
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work at Princeton. · But his travels had valuable results for the Insti-

tute. For he was catalyst among rren, and brought to the Institute 

through the following years some of the best non-matherratical members 

to come to it. He had decided firmly to concentrate his attention on 

A~erican foreign relations, an~ the Director watched helplessly while 

the orientation there with the onset of hostilities inevitably became 

matters of defence and security • . As late as 1938 the Director wrote 

Earle that he was advising Professor Mitrany to concentrate in his 

studies of international affairs "on the economic side," urging Earle 

to do likewise: 

If you and Mi trany can interest yourselves in the econ
ocic aspect of your problems you -will, in my judgment, 
not only be on the right track, but you will make a unit 
of the School of Economics and Politics, such as it will 
not be if there ~re thrPP t ;::;n~ Pnt'!': _ o n the o~r1er hand, 
I do not want to dictate to you or to anybody else what he 
shall do ••• 

I have the ••• feeling that economics will for· the · next fifty 
or one hundred years furnish the pattern and that political 
theory and statecraft will either enter into that pattern 
or shrivel up. 79 

Earle pursued his own way. In 1939-1940 he conducted his first seminar, 

bringing to Princeton several European scholars and a number of Ameri-

cans, notably three from Princeton University. In the same year he be-

came Chainnan of the American Corr.mittee for International Studies whose 

purpose was to encourage "basic research which is necessary to the 

forcrulation of an intelligent American foreign policy." Headquarters 

would be at the Institute, and Dr. Earle was assisted by a secretary to 

the Comnittee who was paid by the Rockefeller Foundation. 

But Flexner made no secret of his wish to see Professor Earle 

produce another book like The Baghdad Railway, which was the very highly 
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regarded "Work of his career before his illness. Ho""ever, Professor Ea.'rle, 

so long imnlred within four walls, understandably would not willingly 

return to such a setting for any purpose as prolonged as the creation 

of another book. His first meeting with Riefler at Saranac in 1935 was 

a happy occasion, for the econornis"t agreed that he should work on Amer

ica's foreign relations. 

There is little doubt ·that Flexner's consciousness of early 

friendship for Professors Earle and -.Mitrany caused him to be hypercrit

ical in judging their actions~ plans and wishes. He felt responsible 

for their success in a highly personal sense, which they resented. His 

fault 'Was exaggerated by his frequent references to the certainty and 

hal"ffiony with which the faculty rr£mbers of the School of Matherr~tics 

· seerr.ed to function. ( Ih .. r. ~ • .,, -.:vtt.Li::::.::.i::u ut: had no ju~dJ1ent wh.atevc:= of 

'What they did or how successful their work was.) His t~o friends de

plored the fact that whife all the mathematicians had personal assistants, 

they had none, though Flexner earlier would have been the-first to grant 

that the complexity of their fields, the need for languages not their 

o"Wn, the wealth of written materials in ·any subject in their fields with 

which they should be familiar, . made such help desirable. 

It was curious that the one person in the School of Economics 

and Politics who had been promised the colleagues and assistants he re

quired, not only before his appointment but twice thereafter, and who 

never received any of what was promised, was the Director's real friend. 

Riefler might have been so resentful of Fle:Xner's failure to live up to 

his commitments that their relationship would have curdled. Like the 

Trustees, Professor Riefler had understood from the beginning of his 
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connection with the Institute that Dr. Flexner was awaiting a decision 

from Mr. Stewart, for whom he had had a great respect at Amherst. But 

he had not been close to Stewart after Stewart left the Federal Reserve 

Board in 1926; he was quite unprepared for the subtle negativism of the 

older man and its effect on the Director, who had fallen under the spell 

of Stewart's chann from their first meeting. He was also unprepared, 

as was Flexner, for the stony silence which greeted the Director as he 

approached his forrr.er colleagues at the Rockefeller Foundation for grants 

to finance eminently worthwhile researches of the . kind and with the 

prospects the Foundation rarely or never before had the opportunity to 

aid -- proposals deemed to be so valuable t~~t they were taken over by 

an agency heavily supported by the Foundation and served up in fragments. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE SCHOOL OF Hill-'.A.NISTIC STUDIES 

The humanities .did not present a completely new challenge to 

the Director. In 1924 he had initiated the first programs undertaken 

by any of the Rockefeller foundations, inaugurating grants in the .General 

Education Board to aid teaching· and research in various hur.~nistic dis-

ciplines in Affierican universities. Gifts to the endo~'!r.ent of selected 

institutions supported the training of archaeologists, f \eld explorations 

and research, and helped to rrai~tain the Arr.erican Council of Learned 

Studies., a federation of institutions dedicated to promoting huraanistic 

studies. As Director of Studies of the International Education Board, 

he recor.mended and secured support for the Ar..erican School for Classical 

Studies at Athens and the Ar.:erican Academy at Ro~£ as well as for arch-

aeological operations in the ~ile Valley. In 1926 he persuaded Mr. 

Rockefeller, Jr., to underwrite anonymously the excavation of the 

Athenian Agora, thus earning the. eternal gratitude of the American 

School of Classical .Studies. 

As often happens to the pioneer, Flexner was the target of 

acute criticism for_ these activities on the one hand, and on the other 

was accused by the classicists of failing to support the classics. In 

appraising Flexner's record at the General Education Board and the Inter-

national Education Board, Mr. Raymond B. Fosdick later wrote: 

In reviewing the history of the early "1ork in the humanities· 
••• one gathers that it was colored by traditional concepts, 
centering largely in archaeological . excavations, in scholarly 
work in ancient cultures, and in researches centered in this 
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country for classical humanistic studies. Even at this time, 
this type of activity did not escape the criticism of some of 
the Trustees.I 

Fosdick quoted Anson Phelps Stokes as saying that Flexner's emphasis 

seemed to be "ma inly on ancient history, a.ncient languages and archae-

ology;" he himself believed the hum.:lnities should be more broadly con-

ceived and supported. Ten years later Dr. David Stevens, Director of 

the Humanities for the Rockefeller Foundation, charac~erized Flexner's 

early programs as a credit because of their ''magnitude," but a discredit 

because "they buttressed ;:;cholasticism c.nd antiquarianism in our univer-

2 
sities." 

1 

The Director could -well have cited his own criticism of the 

foundations' failure to err.?loy experts in the fields in which their aid 

-;;.:;<; .di<i}ic••;;ed; as "-' ill be recalled, he urged in 1924 that qualified men 

be placed on the staff to handle the work in two new fields -- the 

humanities,, and music and the fine arts. (See p. 33) When the Rocke-

feller foundations were reorganized in 1929, there were five or six 

divisions over which qualified experts presided in administering funds 

for aid to education on a ~orld-wide basis·. As Flexner "Was to make 

clear his vie-ws later, he apparently approved of the divisions into the 

social sciences, the humanities,and the sciences, medical education, etc., 

but regarded the geographical spread as impossible of satisfactory ad-

ministration. But that is beside the point here. When he talked of the 

place of the humanities in his concept ·of the modern university, he 

urged a broad developrrent, which was need~~ more urgently in the modern 
~ . . 

world than continuing discrimination in prombting -~he sciences. Thus 

he wrote: 
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Our world :.s not, however, merely a mat·ter of democracy and 
science. Indeed, if s:::.rr.e scrt of cultural equilibrium is to 
be attained, the humanistic disciplines, in which philosophy 
is included, necessarily beco~e of greater rather than less 
importance; and by humanistic disci~liaes I refer not only 
to the hurr~nities as such, but to the human values inherent 
in a deep knowledge of science itself. With the quick march 
of science, philosophy and htn:'znism have gone under a cloud; 
when they assert themselves, they are prone to do so apolo
getically, on the ground that they too are, or can be, scien..; 
tific. To be sure, they are and can ••• out qui::e ;:;side from 
their pursuit in a scientific spirit, the world r~s not lost, 
and, unless it is to lose its savour, will never lose the 
pure, appreciative, hur.anistic spirit -- the love of beauty, 
the concern for ends established by ideals that dare to com-
rr2nd rather than to obey. -

Now science, while widening our v1s1on, incre£sing our satis
factions, and solving our problems, brings with it dangers 
peculiarly its own. We can.bec0r:1e so infatuated with progress 
in knowledge and control ••• that we lose our perspective, lose 
our historic sense, lose a philosophic outlook, lose sight of 
relative cultural values. Sc~ething like this has happened 
to r..cny, perhaps to _ rr.ost, of the enthusiastic, clear-headed, 
1.orwarci-lcokinz , .:md highly ~r-e c i.:. li 7ed votaries of science. 
They are, culturally, too often thin and rr.etallic; their 
training appears technological rather than broadly and deeply 
scientific. T&ste and reason do not intervene to stop the 
scientist p~csecuting his search for truth; they do sit in 
judgrr.ent on the uses to which society puts the forces which 
the scientist has set free. I say, our younger scientists 
not infrequently appear to have been dehumanized; so also do 

· smr.e humanists. 

In the modern university, therefore, the more vigorously 
science is prosecuted, the more acute the need that society 
be held accountable for the purposes to which larger know
ledge and experience are turned. Philosophers and critics, 
therefore, gain in importance as science makes life more 
complex -- more rational in ~orne ways, more irrational in 

_others.3 

And so he urged that the gaps in man's knowledge of his history 

disclosed by paleontologists and historians be closed by studies in 

archaeology, philology, paleography. _ etc. "Further study of mediaeval 

and modern art, literature, music and history will inevitably revise 
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notions forni~d on the basis of defective data which have hitherto con

trolled our thinking," he added • . More important, perhaps, was his 

thinking that the humanists would contribute "the philosophic intelli

gence trying ••• to see things in the large.,,4 

When he spoke of the humanities in the Confidential Memorandum 

he was constrained by the modesty of the first endcwment to limit the 

fields the Institute would consider then. Methematics must come first, 

for it was the rr.ost practicable; economics second, for he was convinced 

the Institute with its freedom could discover means of helping democracy 

survive. After expati.::ting on these, he mentioned how readily ''history 

literature, r.:usic ••• can be added 'When nen, money and ideas are available." 

He continued frcm time to tir::e to remind the Trustees -- and the Founders 

gift was announced to enable him to make a start in economics, he said 

he "was inclined to think thzt, before I lay do~-n tr.y directorship, when

ever the means are forthcoming, I should like to start with a nucleus ••• 

in the humanities." In January, 1935, as he norr.inated Professor Riefler, 

he expressed the fear that it would not be ''feasible" to start a third 

School in the fall. The truth was, of course,. that he did not have the 

funds with which to do it; he was reminding Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld 

that he wanted to move. So far he had kept his promise not to start 

what he could not see finished as far as funds were concerned, but he 

knew now that he was facing a vigorous competition for what funds were 

in sight from the active Conunittee on Buildings and Ground.s. This came 

at a time when vario~ pressures were being applied in behalf of one or 

another human_ist who _needed employment, or by the possible availability 
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of men whom he wanted particularly to associate with the Institute. 

Flexner ~ound congenial counsel in Princeton's Department of 

Art and Archaeology, which had in the past benefited from Rockefeller 

grants for archaeology. To coop~rate with that Department was again, as 

it had been in mathematics, to ''build the peaks higher;" it was at th.at 

tirr.e one of the strong departments in the University. Moreover, its 

Chairrran, Dr. Charles Rufus Morey, was willing to cooperate with the 

Director by lending his academic authority to support the accession by 

the Institute of classicists as well as of art-historians and archaeolo-

' gists. In t~e circurr.stances, one rr~y understand that the scholars and 

their fields of interest who were chosen to staff the third School rep-

resented an accor.'l!lodation between the two men. 

I':-. Morey T.::_;, ... t-'-'"''"° ... .::~: ..... ~ ............ .,.tr~to:a: c.s well as an ardent 

art-historian. He had only recently becorre Chairman, although he was 

brought into the Department by Professor ·Allan Marquand, who, Morey said, 

was the first art-historian in any American university, since most men 

in the fine arts to the lirr.ited extent of their development in those 

.early days inclined toward connoiseurship. Under .the enthusiastic leader-

ship of Marquand and his successors, the Department of Art and Archaeology 

acquired valuable art collections and two fine libraries, the Barr Ferree 

and the Marquand, which made Princeton a prime source of materials for the 

hi.story of art. 

Of Morey himself one of his colleagues and successors was to 

. write at the time of his death that he had "a rr~gnetic eye and a qui~t _Eut 

detennined manner of speaking ••• a compelling personality and steadfast 

character, and where questions of value entered in, he could be uncompro-
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mising.'P His great value to Flexner was, of course, his academic 

authority; howev~r, like Veblen, on whom the Director relied for the 

same sure guidance in mathematics, Morey was to prove difficult of as-

similation into Flexner's plans for the whole .Institute, which did not 

always go as far as Morey wished. 

In ·what follows, it rr~y be difficult to understand the Director's 

attitude toward the Departrr.ent ."7ithout bearing in mind that, with the 

Founders, he felt under the oblization to make some restitution to . the 

University for h..s.ving drawn so heavily on the Department of Mathematics 

in building the School of I-'..athematics. Corollary to that was the fact 
.( 

that Professor Veblen coni nually applied pressure .for faculty government, 

even when the School of Mathematics was the only faculty present. It was 

absolutely necessd:Cj fo!:" .F!eY..:-~e:::- t~ :::-~!.:,· upon ~n unimpeachBhl;;; acad.:.:..iic 

authority, therefore, in making his recorrrnendations. But Professor Veblen · 

apparently questioned the good faith of Professor Morey l r . t he first of 

his recommendations, and it appears from the defensive statements Dr. 

Flexner made at certain of the Trustees' meetings, apparently without 

context or reason, that the mathematician was inclined to resist every 

I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 

For Flexner not _ ) 

to have had backing as distinguished in the humanities as he received 

appointment which was not for the School of Mathe~~tics. 

from Veblen in the School of Mathematics would have been di.sastrous for 

him. 

In the light of this background, it becomes understandable 

that after several consultations between them, Dr. Morey presented Flex•• 

ner with a memorandum for professors and research assistants which rep-

resented the interests of both men. These were prefaced by a description 
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of the Department, its past and present preoccupations and engagements, 

and plansfor the new School which tied it in theory clcsely to· the De-

partment and its neecs. The archaeology and art-history of classical 

antiquity and the Middle Ages were the Department's main fields of 

specialization. The Agora excavations for the American School for Class-

ical Studies were directed by Professor T. Leslie Shear of the University; 

at this tirr.e Richard Stillwell, Professor of Architecture at Princeton, 

was assisting him and acting as Director of the Arr.erican School for Class-

ical Studies. Both men were also working on the earlier finds at Corinth. 

The Departuent also was part of a consortium which was excavating Antioch-

on-Orantes, valuable source of inforrr~tion on the transformation from 

classical antiquity to the art of the Micdle Ages. Two large research 

Prt~~o~nn• ---•-i-""'" - -------··'! -----•&.&. . 
parts of the catalogues of the Museo Cristi6no, and en Index of Christian 

Art. They represented arr.biticus projects _in assembling and arranging 

authoritative source rr.aterials in both for the periods covered, and both 

were nominated for expansion into other periods and types of objects. 

The Index had been worked on for some ten or twelve years; its aim was 

to catalogue and bibliograph all known IDEnuscripts and objets d'art up 

to the year 1400. 

Morey frankly expressed the opinion that the School of Human-

istic Studies could do nothing better than to "realize and f Hl the 

lacunae which have made themselves insistently .felt within our ••• research 

.,.- and "to fill these with scholars ·of . outstanding ability "7ho would add 

"" ' -po'l.lerfully t.q_ the sum of archaeological scholarship that can be usefully 

--- ...._ 
concentrated at Princeton.n He asserted that for the Institute to estab-

~...__ 
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lish new objectives, say, in Arr.erican archaeology, or Egyptian, or 

Assyrian, would be neither as satisfactory nor as economical; Princeton 

had gained ''a considerable momentum" in its fields, and the Institute 

could be more effective in contributing to their developrrent than by 

initiating its own fields of · inquiry. To strengthen his position he 

quoted an opinion fron Dr. Erwin Panofsky, eminent art-historian lately 

of Harr.burg, and presently teaching as Visiting Professor at New York 

University. 

•Art and archaeology would really be the best thing·to begin 
withs· for as things have developed, .:;.rt-history has become 
a kind of clearing house (both literally and fisuratively 

· speaking) for all the other historical disciplines which, 
when left alone, tend to a certain self-isolation. This 
l:ey position in r..odern Geistes:;eschichte accou::lts also for 
the success of the Warburg Library in Hz.r.:burg, and it "70uld 
be a rr~gnificent idea to build ·up a similar thing (yet not 
..:.. .:uplicate, thanks to the we1.l-establishc.d t.,-:::nit-i0!! ,...F 

your Departrr.ent) at Princeton.16 

According to this pattern, Dr. Morey then listed five profes-

sorial positions, and suggested four candidates as follows: (1) An art-

historian in the 14th Century and the later Middle Ages, for which he 

named Dr. Panofsky, "the rr.ost brilliant scholar in •• ·lthose perioci!!_f that 

we know." (2) A paleogr3.pher _ in Gree:k and Latin, for which, with the 

admission that such a genius did not exist, he .named Dr. Elias A. I.owe 

as "second to none in Europe" in Latin. (3) A specialist in Greek 

architecture, for which he suggested Dr. W. B. Dinsreoor of Columbia. 

(4) A Greek epigraphist, for which he named Dr. Benjamin D. Meritt, 

"outstanding ••• known for his brilliant work on the Agora inscriptions." 

(5) A Near Eastern archaeologist with a special corr.petence in Islamic 

art. For this position he had no candidate. But he said that not only 
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was such a scholar needed for expertise in the art problems of the 

Middle Ages, but also for training two promising students in the De-

partment of Oriental (Near Eastern) Languages and Literatures who wanted 

to specialize in Near Eastern archaeology. For research assistants he 

described three positions . and named three men to fill them, saying that 

they were the men who 'Would ultimately replace the scholars mentioned 

7 
above, and would build on the foundations they have laid. 

As for facilities, Dr. Morey alluded to certain re.~odeling 

in prospect at McCorr;iick Hall which housed the Department and the Mar-

quand Library, and wrote: 

In a conversation 'We had sor;;.e time ago, you had some fun 
with rr:e because I adrr:ired the 'installation' of the reathe
rr~tics group in Fine Hall •••• The archaeologist and art
historian cannot say with Dr. Einstein t~2t all they need 
'is a pencil ana a pao or paper.• w~ ~ork ~it~ platess 
architectural drawings, plans, rraps, photographs, movable 
objects from excavations, etc ••• We cannot do without draft
ing rooms, large spaces in which to lay out comparative 
tnaterial, rooms for the classified shelving of photographs, 

. facilities for photographing and photostating, and store
rooms for excavation records. And we ~ust be near an adequate 
library, COIT?lete in the extensive publications by which arch
aeological scholarship is recorded. 

When t!-ie ••• remodeling of McCormick Hall is completed ••• the 
group will have all these facilities ••• to meet present and _ 
minimum require::;ents l~f the Departmen.!_/. (Emphasis his.) · 

While one or two more men in the research staff might not tax facilities 

too heavily, more would. And so Dr. Morey suggested that the Institute 

should build a north wing to the museum to provide more space for of-

fices and facilities. He closed with a warning note: 

I mention this in order to give you as complete a picture as 
I can cf the full extent of the comnitments which the Insti
tute might be assllllling in undertaking an extension into the 
field of archaeology and history of art in cooperation with 
the Departrrent of Art and Archaeology.a 
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In its tone this was less an outline for cooperation than a staterr~nt 

of conditions. But Morey's straightfo~ard approach apparently satis-

fied the Director. 

Though it would seem that he had intended to present some 

no~inations at the annual rr.eeting of the Beard in 1934, Flexner was evi- I 
. I 

I 

dently dissuaded by the inadequacy of an addition to endowment .then 

provided by the Founders. But a year later, faced "7ith a similar short-

age of funds and the r a pidly advancing plans of the Comnittee on Build-

ings and Grounds which were ccrr.peting for a share of the~, Flexner pre-

sented two nominations to the Trustees · on the grounds that (1) his best 

contribution to the. Institute ."Was to bring men to it before he retired; 

(2) the rren concerned were then available, and would likely not be later 

~!!!~e !:~::!:; ·,.·ere co::1t;i dering othe:..- offer.:; which, if accepted, ·,.muld ho!.d 

them for several years. The first was Dr. Benjamin Meritt, and the 

second Dr. El:"*'in Panofsky. Dr. Meritt was a young scholar in Greek his-

tory, epigraphy, archaeology and philology, who at thirty-three years of 

age had two years before been called to the Hopkins' Francis White Chair·, 

first filled by Gildersleeve. His rise had been meteoric. Now he was 

offered a chair at Chicago (which he -was unlikely to take because the 

Hopkins had met .the terms). Though Flexner did not explain the latter 

fact, it was true that if Dr. Meritt accepted the increase at Baltimore 

he would be committed to remain there for a time. 

Meritt was an ideal choice; as an eminent American scholar, he 

hopefully would be the "leading spirit" of the School of Humanistic Studies, 

familiar with academic conditions in this country, and recognized as a very 

eminent .scholar. Flexner's old friend and adviser, Dr. Edward Capps, who 
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may have known of Flexner's intentions early, wrote him in October, 

1932, about Meritt: 

I am looking fon.ard to seeing Ben become the head of the 
Department of History and Archaeology of the Institute •••• 

I believe that archaeology as a part of history is one of 
the subjects that can be successfully prosecuted on the 
higher levels of research in this country, and that such 
stimulus to research in that field is greatly needed here. 
Conducting excavations alone is all right if the excavator 
is trained to his job, but exploiting finds can be terribly 
su?erficial and will generally be so unless the scholar in 
question is i~bued with the historical spirit from first to 
last and thoroughly grounded in his department of history. 9 

Few men could r;;eet that test as could Dr. Meritt.' He was will-

ing to accept a call to the Insti"tute, _but only on specified conditions: 

he would devote his whole tirr.e to research in epigraphy; he would retain 

his nnsHinns -with thP AT"i1Bric-'ln C::r-l-innl ~,.., .... Classical Studies as Editor ~f. 

its publications, as Merr.ber of the Agora Comnission, and as Merrher of the 

M~naging Corrmittee of the School. He recognized that in leaving Balti-

more he would have to surrender his work as an editor of the Arr.erican 

Journal of Philology. Also he was committed to spend 1935-1936 at Ox-

ford, and would keep the engagement. Flexner agreed. 10 

Dr. Panofsky was temporarily teaching at New York University 

full-time after being su!IlT'~rily dismissed from his position at Hamburg 

by Hitler's ministry in 1933. Like Dr. von Neumann, he had -been teach-

ing half-tirre in this country since 1931. Bu~ he did not intend to re-

main at New York University, especially after talking with Morey, who 

needed at Princeton ~ highly qualified art-historian in certain periods 

since the ·retirerr.ent of Dr. Frank Mather from the Department in 1933. 

Morey wanted "a specialist in the Middle Ages and the early Renaissance, 

a Quatrocencist ••• ~hose preference for Italian or Northern Renaissance 
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would be irrmaterial, provlded he would bring to bear upon our work an 

outstanding competence in the period, and the cri.tical acumen and ability 

to synthesize the diverse phenmr.ena of the end of the Middle Age •••• " 

He regarded Panofsky as "the .most brilliant. scholar [in the perio!}_/ that 

k 
,,11 we now. He had introduced Panofsky to Flexne.r in 1934, and the Pro-

fessor had fallen in love with Princeton, making his home here and enter-

ing his two sons in the ~niversity. Hopefully, he wrote Flexner, the 

Institute would soon open its third :~hool, and would call him.
12 

In the early spring of 1935 the art-historian was being asked 
\ 

to accept a pen:-anent full-time appoint~ent at New York University, and 

was also considering a bid from the Renaissance Society of Chicago. Flex-

ner feared the scholar would be lost to . the Institute if he hesitated 

longer. Ho::: eover, the op;>0rtunity to place an Institute rr.ar-. in McCormick 

Hall, without wh6se facilities no art-historian could hope to work in 

Princeton, was still open; Morey still needed Panofsky, and the Professor 

still wanted to come. 

l1r. Percy Straus became a party in interest here. As a member 

of the governing board of New York University, he inclined to the view 

that Flexner was "competing" with his institution for Panofsky. 'When 

Flexner succeeded in convincing the Trustee that the professor had been 

deaf to his persuasions to remain at New York University, Straus adverted 

to Institute finances. The social science~ he urged, would need substan-

tial amounts of money for their developITent; they now had prior claim 

on the Institute. Straus was much interested in economics; he had re~ 

cently had something to do with calling Dr. Beardsley Rumml from the Uni-

~..____ versity of Chicago to be treasurer of R. H. Macy & Company, and seemed 
--... 
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to be trying to persuade Dr. Riefler to shape his course in research to 

Rumml's views. Straus seerr.ed to be certain that Mr. Bamberger would 

make but few more gifts to endowment during his lifeti~e, though he had 

no doubt the Founders' bequests -would take care of the Institute's needs. 

The two men argued vigorously, they reached no accord before ~he Board 

. 13 meeting in April, 1935. Then, despite his knowledge that in following 

his usual proceedure, Flexner would have cleared the appointments with 

Mr. Barrherger before proposing them to the Trustees, Mr. Straus precipi-

tated a debate, evidently joined by Hr. Hardin. The minutes recite: 
( 

A.question was raised as to ~hether, instead of beginning two 
new schools in the coming autumn, it would not be wiser to 
attempt a forecast of the possible bud6et of the School of 
Ecomomics and Politics and a survey of the costs invclved in 
the support of the two existing schools over a period of f if
teen :'ears. T~- !"' : :::- .:::: ~==- .:~ :6:.:.:: ::: .. _~ suL.:-. c... :...,.a:tcast wa~, in 
his judgr.ent, irr.pcs~iolc> anG that the Institute could only 
develcp if it carefully kept within the sura of ffioney available 
from year to year, retaining a safe margin.14 

This was tantamount to saying that since new funds became available only 

on a year-by-year basis, the Director could not with.hold developrr.ent of 

the first modest outlines of the Institute, especially since -he -was en-

countering vigorous competition for them. The other point in the debate 

arose from the fact that Dr. Morey was the academic sponsor for both 

appointments. ''The importance of a more definite understanding with the 

Trustees of Princeton University was. raised," say the minutes. Flexner 

defended the planned cooperation: not only -was it working out well in 

Fine Hall, but it was successful as between the Bartol Institute and 

Swarthmore, and between the Carnegie Institute's Department of Etrbryology 

and the Hopkins' School of Medicine. In both cases 'What he called "free 

trade" prevailed. Moreover, he described the relations prevailing in 
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Princeton: 

The cooperation ••• [between the University and the Institut~/ 
has been idea l. This is to some extent to be explained by 
the fact that the President of the University end the Dean 
of the Graduate School and the Director of the Institute have 
adopted a very definite technique: that of talking over with 
one another any points of interest to both institutions be- \ 
fore undertaking a ny direct communications with the ~e~hers 
of the f a culty of either institution. There has been no cross
ing of wires, and there has been a thorough understanding on 
the part of the respective heads as to every detail before 
action of any kind has been taken. 15 

While the purpose here was to give particularity to his claim 

of hannony with the University, it may have been that his statement was 

provoked by questions from Professor Veblen, who was opposed to the 

influence of Morey in the appointment of Panofsky, although the only 

mention specifically of that fact was tn3de in a letter from the Director 

to the Pr0{essor shortly after the meeting. But V.:o 'G lt-:11 u=ut:: uu ::;e~ret 

of his feeling that Morey sought to secure the s~i;vices of Panofsky at 

the Institute's expense while avoiding any possible criticism by employ-

16 
ing the eminent art-historian himself. Beside that, no statement of 

basic policy could have been so unacceptable to the mathematician, ardent 

advocate of faculty selection and approval. of academic appointments, 

than Flexner offered here e 

These appointments marked a new departure -- for a period at 

least - - in salary policy. The Director said: 

I am strongly convinced that we should offer at the outset 
no particular financial inducement to those whom we invite 
to join the Institute. I do not aba te in the least my con
viction that ••• acade mic sala ries in this country should be 
higher. I do not belie ve that the highest academic salaries 
paid by the Institute are too high. I feel strongly that 
everyone who is invited to join the Institute as a professor 
should also feel that in due time on the basis of merit and 
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that alone -- not on the basis of length of service or prior
ity of appointrrent -- his salary may be increa sed ·should the 
Director recor:.r:;end and the Board approve. Shculd the Board 
adopt my view and authorize the appointment of two persons 
as a small nucleus for a school of hur:lanistic studies, I 
should suggest tr2 t their salaries be no higher than they are 
in the instituticns with which they have been connected; •• I 
should hope ••• that if justified by their usefulness they 
might expect, as the resources ••• permit, to be gradually and 
eventually elevated to the standard upon which the Institute 
began.17 

The Director then warned the Board that lan9 and buildings 

shc~ld not be allc-wed to cou:pete for funds needed to bring "hr.sins" to 

the Institute: 

I sh.all not in this report anticipate what the Cornrr.ittee L~n 
Buildings and Grounds/ has to say, but I wish to restate my 
conviction that the real greatness of the Institute depends 
and 'Will forever depend not upon buildings but upon brains. 
Fine Hall is an excellent illustration · of what can be accom
pl i_sh~d through the establishment '1f a cor::-::.· -:-".::. ! :~. ~.:.~ . .. :.:_:. 
;foes .i. ndeed require a separate bui.:.dint;. But t1: 2 sc·.;eral 
schoo ls need not all be erected upon a single plot, and, if 
necessary," over a preliminary period of years. satisfactory 
results may be obtained in rented qua rters ••• Like the Johns 
Eopkins University in its glory·, the Institute for Advanced 
Study ~2Y flourish in any sort of buildings ••• provided each 
school as established has esserr.bled a group of men comparable 
with those 'Who have already been brought together.18 

With the conclusion that the Board should support ·"conservative 

leadership," the Trustees approved the start of the third School and the 

two appointments, although it appeared that even with Mr. Straus recorded 

at his request as abstaining, the vote was not otherwise unanimous. 19 

The debate seriously disturbed Flexner. He spent the next day 

interviewing possible sources of· endowment in New York,. infonning Messrs. 

Barrherger and Straus of the fact. Straus was obdurate; he still could 

not see that Flexner· had not prejudiced the work in economics,. in which 

most universities were doing badly,. he said. Somewhat surprisingly Flexner 
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replied that he sa'W little liklihood that the School of Economics and 

Politics would need more money in the irrmediate future -- evidently an 

indication of Ste'Wart's unreadiness to accept appointment . as professor, 

and his un'Willingness to see a definite program undertaken until he 'Was 

ready to do so. Nor was the School of Humanistic Studies going to ex-

pand substantially until resources increased; meanwhile, he said, "we 

can sit back and await developments without imperiling our solvency."20 

To Mr. Bamberger he said rr.uch the same thing: 

I want to reassure you and Mrs. Fuld about the future. Noth-
< 

ing that was said by either Mr. Straus or Mr. Hardin was new 
to me ••• I have been looking day by day as far ahead as I can 
at the question of our relations with Princeton, and I have 
been watching the budget with the eye of an eagle ••• 

As to future relations with the University> he saw only mutual benefiLs 

f~~~ ~i~ -~Vilrse cf action, 

because the interests of the two institutions absolutely co
incide. e .Notqing is so apt to cement relationships as mutual 
interests, and mutual interests from which both parties bene
fit· equally exist here. 

As to the budget, we have a probable surplus of $50,000 next 
year, and there are itews in the mathematical budget which, 
though very irr.portant, could, if necessary, be dropped, with 
the result that our surplus would be almost doubled.21. 

Though he expressed hope that funds 'Would come as the result of his in-

terviews of the day before, he could offer nothing conclusive. 

After this Dr. Flexner and his wife took a Mediterranean cruise, 

in the hope, as he wrote a friend, that he would recover from the effects 

of "a Board meeting, preparation for 'Which had exhausted me."22 And well 

they might have. For Flexner had always taken certain precautions to 

avoid acrimony in disagreements in Trustees' meetings which would disturb 

Mr., Bamberger, who was extraordinarily sensitive to discord. Thus the. 
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Director usually sought to iron out differences or to establish clearly 

the basis of argument, before the meetings, as he had here with Mr. 

Straus. It was a matter of course for him to secure the prior personal 

app1~val of Mr. Bamberger to every action to be submitted to the Board. 

In -~ny : ordinary situation Flexner would have welcomed a complete airing 

of differences. He had stood up in battle over program and principle 

with Mr. Gates and other Trustees in the General Education Board• It 

was not argu.T£nt that was dangerous here; it was anger and bad feeling. 

True, this was not ITGnifested in the instant discussion, but the differ-

ence with his policy rr.anifested by two of Mr. Barr.berger's close associates 

was trcublesor.:e. It was curious that in the previous meeting the first 

bitter difference to occur in the Bo~rd had taken place. Mr. Frankfurter 

l'l f' ri °t'e<:>". extrerr,e ly d i sputatious, so th.:: i... Mrs. Fuld said sot to 'voce to 

Flexner as the lawyer was speaking: ''Th • ha tO I 1123 . .is man s go. But it was 

not for this reason that the Trustees voted unanimously to omit Frank-

furter's n£1Ile from the Board at this meeting. Flexner had lost a valued 

friend and a strong Trustee, whose voice he had expected to be clear and 

inforrr.ed but reasonable in clarifying the academic practices and experi~ 

ence to the lay Trustees. 

In the event, there was no tirre "to sit back and await develop-

rr.ents." For Mr. Bamberger, disturbed by what he considered to be too 

ambitious a program of land pur chase for the site of the Institute, de-

cided with Mrs. Fuld that they would take care of "present commitments" 

24 
and then cease giving financial aid "at the present time." The Insti-

tute was to be frozen in whatever shape the Director could bring it to 

quickly; the need for decisions in respect of the schools of economics 

- c. . 
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and the humanities was clear. As has been said, he seems to have de-

cided that no further development in economics should be undertaken then, 

and hastened to secure Mr. Bamberger's approval of certain additions to 

the staff in the hUil'2nities. · 

Three ncm:inations were submitted to the Executive Committee 

which gave hlm pernission to offer appointments on the 6th December. On 

the 20th January, 1936, the Founders rr2de their last gift to endowcent: 

cash and securities valued at $994,000. On the 27th January the Board 

approved the appointment of Messrs. W. A. Campbell, Ernst Herzfeld Gnd 

25 
E. A. Lowe as professors in the School of Hurranistic Studies. The gift 

""as sufficient to rr:eet the estimated cost of the site, and to C<lpitalize 

t~e sGlaries of the three new appointees with a little to spare. 

Though it was the tirr.e f or pr~sentation of.estit:'ates for th~ 

following year's budget, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that 

the very substantial surr.rrary of requirements for the Schad.of Burranistic 

Studies and the Department of Art and Archaeology presented by Dr. Morey 

to Professor Panofsky in November was related to Dr. Flexner's crisis. 

Not only '..7ere some of the items quite extravagant, but t.hey totaled 

nearly $50,000 annually, and contemplated a capital expenditure for the 

north wing at an estimated $120,000 as well. In the budget there was ~ 

approximately $18,000 for positions deferred; $15,000 for cash subventions 

to the Department of Art and Archaeology in view of its services to lnsti-

tute rrembers, of which $8,000 a year over the next ten was to supplement . 

the Departrrent's appropriations for the Index, and $7,000 p.a. for library 

accessions. · 
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The memorandum was prefaced by Morey's Ptoletr~ic·view of the 

relation: of the School to the Department. 

It rray be stated at the outse~ as a result of a great deal 
of thinking and di;,cussion on the part of the art and arch
aeology group at Princeton, that they have become convinced 
of the advisability of developin6 the School of the Hum:ini
ties in and around the Departrrent of Art and Archaeology •• ~. 
To attempt to cevelop in the Institute all the widely scat
tered huITznity disciplines would not only involve it in a 
staggering expense, but would be likely to result in . a fac
ulty of more or less isolated specialties. If, on the other 
hand, the focus is placed in art and archaeology, the collat
eral derr~nds of this subject (sic) will insure a certain 
breadth to the School, but at the seme time insure its 
integration as a grou? of scholars with the necessary con
tact one with the other.26 

Needless to say, the cash subventions and the contruction of the wing 

were not forthco~ing from the Institute. 

Dr. Elias A • . Lowe, Latin paleographer, was then in his fifty-

fifth year. · He had studied, taught and researched in Europe since the 

beginning of the century; he had been a rr~rr.ber of the Carnegie Institute 

in Washington, D.C. since 1911, and lecturer, then Reade~ at Oxford since 

1914. Since 1929 he had been working on a great project under the aus-

pices of the Rockefeller Foundation, the Union Acad~tnique, and the 

American Council of Learned Societies which administered a grant of 

$75,000 for expcn~es given by the Foundation in 1929. He was assembling, 

photographing and docurrenting all Lctin literary manuscripts from 79 B.C., 

to 800 A.D. Ten volumes of the Codes Latini Antiquiores were projected, 

of which two were published by this time. The work was basic to the 

study of mediaeval history and literature. 

The Rockefeller gr~mt . was now exhausted, and would not ·be sup-~-- --· 

pletrented. Dr. Lowe had begun to find the climate of Oxford oppressive 
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and unhealthful. He wanted to return to his native land. Having met 

Flexner at Oxford in 1928, and followed the development of the Institute, 

he naturally thought of the possibility of coming to it . .. But- nothing 

seemed further from Flexner's mind than .appointing a paleographer at 

the Institute when Mr. Frankfurter at Oxford, to whom Flexner had intro-

duced Dr. Lowe, raised the question in January, 1934. He answered that 

-~hile universities generally were not employing paleographers, Prince-

ton might be interested in an application from Lowe to match its friendly 

rival, Harvard. Lowe then asked Flexner's intercession on his behalf; 

the result was that Dr. Morey recorr~ended that the Institute employ 

Lowe. The paleographer enjoyed considerable support in American quarters 

which impressed the Director; Miss Belle ca Costa Greene of the Morgan 

Library, Drs. John C. Merriam and W. M. Gilbert of the Carnegie Institute, 

and Dr. Waldo Leland of the A.T.erican Council of Learned Societies among 

others ~ere all eager to see the Institute give him an opportunity to 

complete the work he had undertaken in 1929. For that he needed a haven 

d 1 h . · 1 bl 27 an means apparent y not ot erwise ava1 a e. 

Of Ernst Herzfeld's availability Dr. Morey had been lately 
~ -- - · -

apprised. The German scholar, at fifty-six, was an eminent Persian 

archaeologist, epigraphist and historian. Dr. Walter W~ S. Cook of New 

York .University joined Morey in urging Flexner to undertake the appoint-

ment. Herzfeld had the results of twenty years of field work ready or in 

preparation for publication. He had been dismissed by Hitler from his 

German connections, which had originated with the Emperor, and a contract 

with the Oriental Institute in Chicago was expiring. Morey supported his 
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appointnent not only because of the Departrrent's interest in the Middle 

Ages but also in the hope that Herzfeld would work with some Princeton 

students in the Department of Oriental Studies, who were eager to train 

28 
in Islamic archaeology. 

The third -was young W. A. Campbell, Master of Fine Arts ·at 

Princeton rrzgna cum laude in 1930, presently Associate Professor of Arts 

half-tir;;e at Wellesley, and supervising the Antioch excc;va·ticns the other 

half. The consortium of which Princeton was part was then seeking renewal 

of its concession, and Princeton wanted Campbell to continue if it were 

' extended. But Wellesley intended to appoint him to the Chair in Classics 

which beca~e vacant. Accordingly pr. Morey persuaded the Director it 

-would be good if the Institute should appoint Campbell to a full-tir.:e 

pu~l l.J.Ull d<:> C:1 ::>ta if ,_, .rchaeologist tO \vCrK On whatever eY.;>loratiOnS it 

rr.ight becorre interested in. But Dr. Flexner, evidently realizing the 

Institute would not engage in archaeology, presented the appointrr.ent to 

the Trustees as one of a young classicist of Meritt's type, who had the 

capacity to take his place in the higher ranks as had-Meritt. This was 

true enough. After the Board had approved the appointment, a bad hitch 

occurred. Flexner had left all arrangements with Csmpbell and Wellesley 

to Dr. Morey. That worthy, claiming that he was unprepared for the 

routine announcement, protested that he had not informed eithe~ of his 

action or the Institute's. The episode resulted in much embarrassment 

and a year's delay, during "1hich Campbell accepted the chair at Wellesley 

and the consortium succeeded in renewi~ its concession at Antioch. In 
'-.. 

January, 1937, Flexner presented a revised.':recommendation to the Board; 
-.............. 

it approved his nomination of Campbell as Field Archaeolo&~st for the 
........_ 
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tenn of the concession (1937-1943), to work half of each year at Antioch 

for the University, paid by the Institute, and carrying on his work at 

29 Wellesley the other half-year. 

If this incident seemed to betray a certain negligence on the 

Director's part in passing on Dr. Morey's requests, nothing can be said 

to dispel the i~pression. Morey even reproved Flexner for approving 

certain rr.en whom he nominated for membership and stipends without having 

seen and .passed on their credentials. Flexner's reply that of course he 

assumed Panofsky had seen and approved them hardly carried conviction, for 

there is no evidence he ha d ever made Panofsky responsible for the observ

ance of established standards. 30 

The Director w2de the sixth recor.:rr.endation for the staff of 

cne ~chool of Hu~an i s tic Studie s in October, 1936, when he asked the 

Board to appoint Dr. Hetty Goldrr~n, archaeologist, as Professor, and 

the Board obliged. For this action the academic approval of Professor 

Meritt appeared as follows in the minutes: 

I rerr.~ber our conversation of this surrrner about possible 
appointrr.ents in the hu~Enistic Section and wish to give you 
this record of n:y opinion favoring the appointment of Miss 
Hetty Goldman, with whom I have been associated from time 
to time since 1922, when we were both at the excavations of 
Colophon in Asia Mi nor. 

Miss Goldman is recognized as an outstanding explorer and 
excavator, who has done excellent work in both historic and 
pre-historic investigation. Her 'Fach' is a desirable com
plement to my own historical-epigraphical studies, and I 
shoul d look fon;ard to close association with her in the 
Institute with the greatest pleasure. Miss GoldrrEn's pub
lished reports and books have been admirable, and I think of 
her appointment not with a v iew to any corr.mitment ·of the In
stitute to field work as such, but as an opportunity for 
Miss Goldman's further exploitation of her unpublished 
material so that she may prepare it and studies coming from 
it for publication. · · 
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I should be pGrticularly interested in continuing my own 
work with her on Colophon, but this I mention as one item 
only. The irr.portant thing, as I see it, is to get her 

31 where she can carry on her whole program most successfully. 

Dr. Goldrran had been exc.svating at Tarsus in Anatolia for sev-

eral years under the auspices of the Fogg f.~i.!seum, the Archaeological 

Institute of Arr.erica, and Bryn Mawr. At the ti~e of her appointment she 

ha d resigned as Director of the explorations, and presurn.sbly would devote 

herself entirely to prepc.ring her work for publication.' Shortly after 

her appointrrent, howeyer, she resu~ed her direction of the exploration 

at Tarsus, which took her abroad during each spring semest~r until 1940 

when the war rr~tle further . field work impossible. The cost of her expedi-

tion had been met in the past, anc continued to be supported largely by 

c.. private donor, who "'"S S?: reatlv intPrP~t~d in Mi~c: r.0J.drr.an'~ ,,. .. l-. t~·.r~-

32 
ment and wished to rerrain anonymous. The Institute received a small 

donation from this source, \.ihich went toward paying for the Institute's 

expenses for secretari.:>l assistance, rr:embers and research assistants 

whom she brought to Princeton to work on her studies. During the war 

the archaeologist spent all her tirr.e a t the Institute. Her retirement 

in 1947 rr.eant little in the way of decreased work, except that she did 

no further exploration. She has continued to work in her study at Fuld 

Hall, the only worran ever to be on the Institute's .faculty. 

In 1936 Dr. Edward Capps retired at seventy from the University, 

but continued for a tirr.e as Chairman of the Manzging Committee of the 

American School of Classical Studies. His work was to be largely in 

Princeton, wr.e.re he had no office and no means of getting one. His wife 

~as ill. It appeared that he ~ould not be able to offord high-cost 
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Princeton. At that pass Flexner stepped into the picture. He had a 

deep inter~st in the American School of Classical Studies, as has been 

said, and a deeper one in his old friend and guide of past days. Impuls-

ively he suggested that Dr. Ca?ps might occupy an office near Meritt's 

in 69 Alexander Street. That in turn led to finding an apartment nearby 

which would enable the classicist to take care of his wife while working 

on the Agor2 investigations. And, since his economic situation was· pre-

carious, Flexner also offered a visiting professorship at the Institute 

with a sr..all honorarium; all apparently without previous consultation 

with either M~ritt or President Dodds. The former expressed delight; 

the latter, rage at this gratuitous interference with University person-

nel, and its tacit reflection on the retirement system. But he did not 

Professor Meritt supported both these appointnents: Miss Gold-

rr.an's because Dr. Morey had referred Flexner to Meritt for the purpose, 

and Capp's because the arrcngement was designed to benefit him particular-

ly. Of this he wrote: 

The appointment of Capps, who is one of the best-known and 
most highly respected classical scholars in America:. would 
lend distinction to the Institute as such, and in particu
lar his associati on 'Would be most helpful to me because of 
the close connection we both have with the excavation of the 
Athenian Agora, Capps being Chairman of the Managing Corrmit
tee of the School, and Chairman of the Agora Comnission of 

: the School~ while I hold the less prominent positions of 
member of the Managing Comnittee and of the Agora Corrmission, 
and of member of the excavation staff in cha rge of epigraphy. 

Our ~ork together would thus afford a concentration which I 
know would be most useful to ~e -- and I hope in some degree __ ~· 

to Capps -- in forwarding the best ideals of scholarship in 
~hich the -Institute is interested.33 
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Unfortunately, ambiguities crept into the Director's report as 

reflected in the Minutes of this meeting and the resolutions on which the 

Board took action. It ts _ apparent that Professor Veblen did not under-

stand that Dr. Golcrrcn was being appointed a Professor of the Institute, 

but construed her status to be, like that of Dr. Capps whom Flexner first 

~iscussed, that of a visiting professor. The resolution which was 

passed however, showeG that her position was permanent. Veblen questioned 

Mrs~ Bailey about this; Dr. Flexner answered that Dr. Goldman qualified 

for a professorship, that he had recorr:rnended it, and that her compensation 

would rwve been in line with previous appointments had funds been available.· 

The second misunderstanding was voiced by Mr. Mc..css, who had understood 

frcm the Director's re?ort that the appointment of a curator for the Gest 

ur1ent:~ 1 Lihrc. ry v;E. s to be for sever2l· years only, while she finished her 

task of cataloging the collecticn and took care of it in its informal 

repo.sitory. Flexner' s reply was equally finn; he hoped the Gest Library, 

which would always need a Chinese-speaking Custodian, would be the "nuc-

leus" of Oriental studies at Princeton, and had conferred with President 

D dd h b
. 34 

o s on t e su Ject. 

Within eighteen months the Director had staffed the School of 

Humanistic Studies with five professors, each highly qualified in his 

field. Evidence is not lacking that he did this under the most extreme 

pressure: indeed, though he had one, Professor Meritt, in mind from the 

very beginning, and had every reason to be proud of the rest. of his se-

lections, he undoubtedly would have wished to defer all of them until 

) funds were in hand to enable the payment of somethi~g like uniform salar-

ies, and provision for adequate retirement benefits to those who were 
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too old to accumulate them at Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association. 

For whatever of doubt attended ·his actions in these matters, his devotion 

to higher salaries and better security !n age was beyond question. In 

the race between land and buildings on the one hand and scholars on the 

other, he was forced by lack of. funds to make otherwise indefensible ar-

range~er.ts with sorre of the humanists. Was this necessary? The Trustees 

and Flexner hirr.self regarded it as imperative that the nucleus of each 

school be established before the first Director laid down his burden; 

again and again letters bear this out, as do his own frequent state~ents 

to the Board. For the other Trustees recognized that he was the only man 

with acceptable ideas of what the Institute should be and become who en-

joyed at the same tirr~ the confidence of the Founders, on whose generosity 

Flexner had frankly represented the accession of Pr.ofessors 

Goldrnan, Herzfeld and Lowe as of older scholars who needed a haven and 

auspices under which to com?lete the prepa·rat.ion for publ ic.ation of their 

discoveries over long lives of study and investigation. · He spoke convinc-

ingly of the scholarly waste in unpublished records such as theirs. Of 

course, the Institute had no fund for publications in the humanities, 

and no money to devote to it. Professor Lowe's ten volumes : had all been 

paid for, one-third by the Clarendon Press which was publishing t.hem. As 

for the rest, Flexner had to seek funds from the foundations, as he did 

for stipends for members in the humanities. 

~ In vie~ of .the pressures on him, and the financial circumstances 
. "'-... 

of the Instltu~e, it was fortunate that the Director was able to make .......... ____ ____ 
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reasonably generous arrangeQents with three of the hUir~nists. It might 

be said that it was done in the face of continuing demands from Professor 

Veblen that two members of the School of Mathematics faculty should be 

given the rr~ximum salary -- and apparently without special interest being 

manifested by the younger men themselves. Indeed, at the very meeting 

where the Director proposed a salary of $4,000 for Herzfeld, "Who ·was, he 

said, "recognized as the foremost scholar in the field of Islc:mic archa.e-

ology 5 " he was constra ined to announce an increase in the -salaries of 

Professors Alexander and Von Neur.:ann by $2,500 each, though . he did so 

without rr.entioning their nz.mes (effe ctivl;: 7 /1/36). 35 

The accorrrr,odation of the humanists in quzrters at. the Univer sity 

was a pparently not possible. The Chainnan of the ·'.:lassies De !"' ::i ..-t-m~n+- •-·~s 

very unfriendly to the lns~itute, and apparently had no direct intercourse 

with Flexner. Perhaps Professor Meritt, an alumnus of Princeton, would 

have been "Welcorr.ed by the Department, but President Dodds held a conversa

tion with the Chairmzn about Messrs. Campbell, Herzfeld and Lowe, and 

transmitted ~;ome information to Flexner personally.36 After that the 

Institute purchased a large old residence at 69 Alexander Street at what 

was evidently considered a premium price. It was remodeled during the 

summer of 1936 for use as offices, and by the time the new appointees 

arrived in Princeton in October, it was . ready. Dr. Morey was eager to 

see Herzfeld's rr.useum and library installed in McCormick Hall, and made 

space for it. But Herzfeld, claiming that he wanted access to his notes, 

library and a rtifacts all hours of day and night, asked the Director ·to 

rent space for him. The Institute rented a large apartment at 10 Bayard 

La nes where Herzfeld and his sister also each hid an apartment. Profes-

•-
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sorPanofsky was at McCormick Hall. Professor Lowe, coming to Princeton 

in the winter of 1937 after traveling to collect facsirnilies, found inad-

equate the study prepared for his use at 69 Alexander Street .and rented 

space in his home for his work, . the Institute paying fer the extra facili-

ties. Professors Capps, Goldman, Meritt, Earle, Mitrany and Riefler oc-

cupied studies in the house on Alexander Street. 

Ther-e is no doubt that Flexner hoped the School of Hurr.anistic 

Studies would organize itself, as had the Schcol of }~ther.atics, around 

and under the lec.dership of Professor l-~ritt. But the Professor spent 

his first year of employrr.ent by the Institute at Oxford and in Athens, 

arriving in Princeton in October, 1936. Meanwhile Flexner had i rr.plie"d 

his ex?ectation that Meritt \Jould unofficially "lead" the hurr.anists as 

Veblen dio the matr..~~..s tid .,,, nc: h;1 ~0!:!!:.;; i':l t he BuJ l et in that in t he ab-

sence of Professor Meritt, "the task of beginning fell to Professor 

38 
Pc.nofsky." _ But .even after Professor ?-~ritt's arrival, the facu~ty of 

the _School showed no disposition to organize themselves into a group. Of 

course they were scattered; casual meetings -were impossible, -except for 

the three at the old house. One had to make an appointment, and they were -

so busy with their work that they failed to do it. Herzfeld and Panofsky 

were each giving a cour se of lectures a-t New York University and the 

Metropolitan Museum, and devoting some time to the Department's needs, 

while the greatest part of t heir thought and energy was devoted to com-

39 pleting their own studies. Beside that, Herzfeld was a natural recluse. 

Dr. Lo"1e worked at home. 

But hurr~nists seem to be different from mathematicians in any 

event. The new ~~n Yere more individualistic; the mathematicians were 
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delighted that Professor Veblen anticipated their needs and took care 

of them with Flexner. Dr. Morey ~as the only administrator among the 

humanists; he continued to press his demands upon Flexner through Pro-

fessor Panofsky, whose survival in the direct line of fire between Flex-

ner and Morey was a tribute to his tact and forbearance. But there was 

no longer any possibility of allocating a lump sum for stipends to the 

humanists, thoug h tl-.e School of Mathematics continued t .o demand and get 

its appropriation. Flexner h.s.d to "pass the hat," so to speak, among 

the fcun62 tions, garnering enough to satisfy ciost of the entirely reason-
' 

cble requests rr.a de by the hu~anists, and giving credit to the Rockefeller 

Foundation a nd the Ca rnegie Corporation for their valuable aid iri the 

Bulletin. 

Ris dilemrE wa s s~o~n clearly when in 1937 he met Professor 

Panofsky's requests for stipends for hirr.self and Dr. Morey with an ir-

rascible declaration that he could not continue to handle such demands 

individually for the School of Hun:anistic Studies, and rashly suggested 

that after the holidays he mi&ht call the professors and Dr. Morey too 

to a rreeting. When Panofsky asked how much money there was for stipends 

for the humani s ts, Flexner thought better ·of his suggestion. He did not 

call such a meeting.
40 

The rea sons were obvious enough. Without explana-

tions the professors would hardly understand why the Director aided the 

Department of Ar~ and Archaeology. These would not be possible. Nor 

would it be possible to explain how the Institute became involved in 

Princeton's obligations under the corsortiurn exploring Antioch> which 

bore little relation to any of the School's interests and displeased 

even P r ofessor ~1eritt. But no humanist appeared to challenge Flexner's 
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concessions to the Department as did Professor Veblen, who had his own 

interests in doing so, as will be seen later. 

In reality, an unhealthy situation existed nrn.J within the Insti

tute. The hope that each school would be autonomous had not been realized. 

Nothing was further from the possibilities of the situation than the Direc

tor's suggestion that each might l~ve a chainnan, changing annually, as he 

understood it was done in Genrany .and elsewhere. The School of Humanistic 

Studies was corr.posed of individualists interested in different disciplines, 

loyal to the Institute, ~hile rather taking it for granted, but having 

litt.le or no sense of solidc.rity within their group. The School of Econ

omics c.nd Politics was corr:posed of three actively divergent personalities 

whom Flexner had tried vainly and mistakenly to weld into one. It could 

"aumnomous~' and none was satisfied with what he -was permitted to do. This 

vacuum of po~er or meaningful policy for grouping ~as in strange contrast 

with the School of Mathe~ztics, where five professors allowed the sixth, 

with only occasional challenges, to take care of their needs. And not 

the least sinister aspect of the situation was the attitude of the 

Director himself. Weary and beset with problems which might have been 

met readily without the restrictions imposed by Mr. Bamberger, Flexner 

not unnaturally came to regard Professor Veblen as speaking for the en

tire faculty, as will later be seen. For Veblen moved expertly, and de

voted much of his time to rranagement activities, saving the Director many 

hours and conversations -with the others. In areal sense, he :was renounc

ing his personal concerns with each professor. This left the field to 

Veqlen, :who took it quietly. 
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The lpstitute's financial aid to the Departme~t of Art and 

Archaeology began in the fall of 1934 at Dr. Morey's request. Dr. Flex-

ner secured from the Board in October an appropriation of $6,000 for 

1934-1935, later extended to 1935-1936, to be spent for a survey of 

resources for art history between New York and Washington. Two excel-

lent Germa~ art-historians, Drs. Helr.:ut Schlunk and Kurt Weitzmann, were 

e~ployed by Dr. Morey. Apparently they made the survey, in addition to 

helping with research projects in the Department, but ·it is not avai.lo.ble. 

They supported .Dr. Morey's position that Princeton was the first A~erican 

u~iversity to be interested in the history cf art, appointing Allan Mar-

quand to a professorship in 1881, while Harvard inclined more toward 

appreciation. They suggested that if both Harvard and Princeton were 

rr.ade very ~trong . . 
-. .. .:. i°"l .A.

0
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41 
les w1 t e men o sprea t .e interest 1n t ose 1sc1p ines. 

The real nature of the Executive cooperation between the Insti-

tute and the University became really apparent in 1936-1937, when the 

School began to operate. Then there were nine members enrolled in the. 

School of Humanistic Studies, of whom all but o~e were nominated by Dr. 

Morey to work in the Department. The following year there were twelve 

members, of whom ten worked in the Department and two with Professor 

Meritt. In 1938-1939, twelve of nineteen members in the School of 

Humanistic Studies worked primarily in and with the Department, in ad-

d h h • h I . ' rf 42 ition to t ree men attac ea to t e nst1tute s sta~ • The Director 

found the strain of providing the necessary stipends great, for the 

Institute was not able to pay them all; he depended for help in indi-

vidual cases from the foundations. 
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In 1936, he decided to seek a lump Slllll grant for the purpose, 

and found hirrself in a very embarrassing situation. He wrote President 

Frederick Keppel of the Carnegie Corporation as follows: 

Last y~ar we began a program of the same kind f;.s in mathe
matics/ in the fields of economics and the humanities. The 
econo;ics group will develop very, very slowly, and its needs 
can be rret from our own resources. 

The humanities group can develop core ra?idly ••• Indeed, it is 
almost entirely a question of rr.oney. I believe that, if the 
Carnegie Corporation voted an appropriation of· $25,000 2 year 
for three years, it "'ould beyond questicn be capitalized by 
friends of the Institute by the end of that period, and i=iean
while facilities and O?portunities of the Institute need not 
wait ••• 

It is for the purpose of bridb ing this gap and enabling us to 
progress more rapidly ••• that I submit this application to you 
and your Trustees.4

j 

Mr. Keppel's reply was disconcerting. 

We have been praying over your letter of October 31st. Our 
Trustees, or rather those I've had a chance to consult, are 
interested in · the possibilities, but one of them suggests 
that, in view cf the intir.Ete relations between the Institute 
and Princeton University it might be well for you to see 
President Dodds at your conr.:on convenience to discuss the 
whole situation with him. Princeton may have scrre plans for 
us too, and we don't want to get the wires crossed.44 

To Flexner's answer that he talked often "7ith President Dodds, 

and that. frequent conferences prevented any "crossing of wires," Mr. 

Keppel noted that he also had talked with Dodds, and understood that the 

agreement bet"'een him and Flexner was one "in principle;" Keppel suggested 

that a "bill of particulars" should be drm .. n up to which agreement "7ould 

be secured, then to be presented to the Corporatio~.45 

During this correspondence Dr. Morey presented to Professor 

Panofsky for Dr. Flexner a very ample budget for the Department of Art and 

Archaeology. The concession for Antioch had been renewed, and ¥.iorey asked 
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asked for two aides in addition to Mr. Cc:.r.ipbell for the duration of the 

new contract period (1937.1942). He also mentioned two Princeton profes-

sors of art-history ~ho needed sabbatical leave to prepare their work for 

publication, and asked for membership and their regular University salar-

ies as stipend for tP~ half-year. This had evidently been discussed pre-

viously; it was not rr~<le formal. Moreover, he renewed a previous request 

for a new chair in modern art-history, and named again the rrGn he wished 

to see ap?ointed to it. The Institute shculd also consider establishing 

a chair of r..usicology, but for this he had no candidate in mind. Also, 

would not.the Institute be willing to halve with the Department the ex-

pense of bringing Dr. Adolph Goldschmidt, the Genr~n mediaevalist and 

art-historian, from .Genr~ny to teach the graduate students for a year? 

There w.ss .a fir-.al ::.ten-:: thP Jn~rit-11tP "'-houl d remit to the Dep5-rtm~ ~; t 

$2,000 to coffip~ensate for services of the custodian of slides, photographs, 

etc. rendered to Institute meffibers. (Here Professor Panofsky put his 

foot down, for the rr.err.bers using the services were those appointed for the 

benefit of the Department.) The conclusion of Morey's memorandum was not 

calculated to ease Professor Pc.nofsky's feelings: 

This is a heavy offering. Nevertheless, it represents pretty 
much the sum total of the desiderata so far as our staff is 
concerned, and I think that friendly consideration of the re
search needs thereof as here set forth will ~ake for an even 
greater degree of cooperation than that which the Institute 
and the Department have enjoyed ever since you caine ••• 

Since our conversation I feel dubious about this request. I 
think, however, that it is best for all concerned that a di
rect answer be ~~de to it to clear up any misunderstanding as 
to the extent of the use the Institute makes of this section.4 6 

Flexner, usually equable, acknowledged the demands with rare 

irony: ''with ~uch appreciation for your marvellous cooperation -- some-
. 47 

tirres a little too marvellous for our resources ••• " 
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Apparently the Director decided that relations with Morey now 

required some measure of forrr~lization. Accordingly, an intra-mural 

memorandum to departrr.ent chairmen affected by the operations of the In-

stitute was dispatched by President Dodds on 27th November. It read: 

The work of the Institute for Advanced Study is now of such 
scope as to rra~e it desirable to resularize our administra-· 
tive proceedure in negotiations with them. This letter 1s, 
therefore, being addressed to the chairmen whose programs 
touch that of the Institute. 

In choosing the personnel and detennining the policy of the 
Institute for Acvanced Study, Dr. Flexner has at times sought 
the advice of rr.e~bers of our faculty. Also at times members 
of our faculty on their own initiative have approached Dr. 
Flexner with suggestions, the adoption of which they thought 
would enlarge the opportunities in Princeton in their fields 
of study. In so doing they were recognizing the relationship 
possible between the University and the Institute in scholarly 
rratters. For this reason the future developrrent of the Insti
"tute is of interest not only to individual members of our fac~ 
ult.y uut to the lJnivers~~y ;:is ::i "tJhn1e. 

I have been cor$idering ways in which our relations with the 
Institute rr.ay ~est be so coordinated as to avoid raisunderstand
ings and the danger that various persons may work at cross
purposes. To this end I have designated · the Dean of the Gradu
ate School as our representative in these relations, and I ac1 
now asking that all rr.embers of the Faculty will consult with 
him before taking up with the Institute any matters which con
cern the cooperation between the two institutions. 

I rr.ay add that this arrangement meets with the approval of the 
Director of the Institute.4 8 

As niey be imagined,. this statement, with its clear recognition 

of the advantages of scholarly cooperation between the institutions, tmd 

the admission that restraint was needed on the University's part, was not 

unwelcorre to Flexner. It may have come as something of a surprise to 

some on the campus that the President found it necessary to protect the 

Institute* In the event, not all the items on Dr. Morey's budget for 

1937-1938 were granted. The personnel for Antioch were all appointed 
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with stipends, probably because Flexner had earlier promised they would 

be if the contract was extended. President Docds hhnself volunteered 

his approval of Morey's re~uest that the Institute subsidize the two art-

historians mentioned by Dr. Morey.for their half~year of research and 

. i 49 writ ng. 

During the .first five years of the School's operations, nearly 

forty individuals were registered as members in it for periods of six 

nonths to several years. Approxirrztely one-half were nominated by the 

Departrrznt and worked prirr~rily on researches of interest to it and to 

·its professors. Dr. Morey tended to nominate men who had taken their 

highest degree at Princeton University. This was true of twelve, of 

whom six had their doctor's degrees and six were Masters of Fine Arts. 

Morey he.a ~dopted sL~nG~ ~~~ &:-- •\..- --·--~ 
~-.&.. t.&.L\..- UW"-\.&..~ 0£ the M:,:: ster of Fine Arts <le-

gree which required candidates to fulfill all the formal steps for the 

doctorate except the thesis. It was his belief that a man so qualified 

could, after several years of teaching, or administering a museum, or 

exploring, write a work ''worth publishing on its own hook," a tribute 

so 
not always earned by the doctoral thesis. 

One of the merr.bers appointed for the Department was a Bachelor 

of Science, ~orking on Antioch materials. The use of Dr. Schlunk's un-

used salary by Princeton's Comr.ittee on Antioch, left Flexner when the 

term opened with n nctable exception to the post-doctoral rule which even 

Morey's Master of Fine Arts did not explain. This was evidently mentioned 

by Professor Veblen at the Trustees' meeting of the 27th January, 1935..~ 

(See p. 162) for Flexner said: ""'~-.............. 
In principle, full time prevails throughout the institution. 
Any departure from it would be made only in a particular case 

--
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and after the most careful scrutiny and under the most care
ful li~itations. In no instance should any exception be cited 
as a precedeht.51 

There is a real doubt that Flexner regarded the members appoint-

ed for the Departrrent of Art and Archaeology as. in fact members of the 

Institute for Advanced Study. True, they received stipends from the In-

stitute, or from one of the foundations at the Director's request, and 

their names appeared in the annua.1 Bulletins as did the r.:embers' who 

Caffie to work with profes~ors of the Institute. But in the textual mater-

ials which gave a brief account of the activities in each School, the 

narr.es of those who were called for the Department did not appear, except 

in rare instances. Dr. Aydelotte changed this policy, including as full 

an account of the work of these men as of those called by th~ Institute. 

Though Fle:-::ne:i: "'1as Lhe ~,_, ,,.... ..... ..,...,..... ....... 1..... ......... ---- .---r'··-- ~{: ~~holarly cooperation tc achlev~ 

the largest possible results without a ~ or ~, it was Aydelotte, 

who had not gone through the brui·sing ex?eriences with Dr. Morey, who was 

able to describe the fruit of his predecessor's vision with clarity and 

generosity. 

Flexner' s accorrmodation t ·o the needs of the Department of Art 

and Archaeology brought him much criticism which never took into consider-

ation the worthiness of the individuals or the importance or value .of their , 
questioned t 

contributions to their particular researches, but rather ·-f the propriety \ 

of the Institute for Advanced Study doing it at all. Here two members of 

the School of Mathematics faculty read unworthy motives in what the Direc-

tor did, saying he sought ' to placate hostility at the University engendered 

by prejudice and bigotry. Manifestly it was to the advantage of Professor 

Veblen to deflect from himself any criticism for raiding the University for 

i 
\ 

\ 
.1 
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part of the School of ~~thematics' staff, which \.las the source of some if 

no·t most of the bitterness. Flexner, proud of the School, loyal to Veb-

len for making a success of it, could not and would not believe in the 

seriousness of such canard. 

Nevertheless, it might be conceded that when it came to making 

it up to the University, Flexner was generous and, though he was pressured 

by Morey's attitude, grateful for the art-historian's support in establish-

ing the School of Hurranistic Studies. Certain it is that he was deeply 

impressed -- unduly impressed, perhaps -- by the two strong men in the 

academic life of the Institute in t hose early days. But without them he 

might not have succeeded as he did. 

In organizing the School of Hurrenistic Studies the Director was 

pa r ticn.ia rly insister.t that the Board <:'houl.d r c L: ..:>2, :-iiz::! ~!-:;:: ;::~;;;:::::-i=-.;::~.~a l 

nature of everything which had been done, the fle_xibility which it must 

always preserve to change the fields of activity, as "n:e n·and money" 

might become available, or rnerr.bers of the present faculty retire or die. 

Thus he refused to establish "chairs" which must be filled when they be-

came vacant, whether or not there -was an outstanding man to call~ or 

whether sorrething new which did permit the appointment of an outstanding 

scholar or scientist gav~ greater P.romise. Here he alluded agair . . to the 

example of the Coll~ge de France. \lhen he appointed three out of five 

humanists who were within eleven years of the retirement age, with the 

announced purpose of enabling them to finish writing their records for 

posterity, he manifestly had to refresh these most important principles 

in the minds of the Trustees. He did it in the following: 

I hope th.at -we shall never forget the truth of wha t our first 
years have abundantly demonstrated: namely, that the success 
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of the Institute depends solely and simply upon men and not 
upon accessories of any kind ••• If we will bring together men 
of great ability or great eminence, workers will flock to them 
regardless of the way they are housed. We have been careful 
to attach no specific title to any professor. Thus the free
dom of an able man is corr.pletely guaranteed. On the other 
hand, it must be borne in mind that, inasmuch as· the Institute 
for Advanced Study has no ordinary teaching duties, it is 
under no obligation .to fill a vacant post. In the event that 
a chair becomes vacant several courses are open: 

1 It may be filled in case there is a person of 
sufficient err.inence and the subject itself is 
still a living one. 

2 The amount expended can revert to the treasury 
to be used for any other legitirr~te purpose ••• 

3 A new professorship in sorr.e entirely different 
subject can be establ;shed, provided a person 
of suffici5nt eminence and productivity is 
available. 2 

Nor were all the favors on the University's side as .one cons id-

ered the rela tive gifts to the unique cooperation between the Institute. 

and the University. Thus he -also reminded the Trustees that 

We have helped the University by bringing to Princeton 
a group of persons ~ho possess the gifts, the learning, 
and the time needed to enlarge the advanced opportunities 

·whicn Princeton University itself offers.53 

Perhaps nothing reveals the extent to which Flexner's plans were 

shaped by the desires and necessities of the humanists at Princeton Univer-

sity as does his handling of the opportunity to purchase the Gest Oriental 

Library. Mr. G. M. Gest, collector and owner of a valuable library of 

Chinese classics, had offered it for purchase to the Library at Princeton, 

which was unable to finance it. Mr. James Gerould, the Librarian, then 

asked Dr. Flexner' s aid. The Director investigated and found . that the ____ _ 

Library of Congress valued the small Gest Collection as second only to 
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its own, and had asked for but been denied a congressional appropriation 

to buy it. Mr. Gest was in desperate financial straits; Flexner was 

certain that if the Library were not purchased promptly as a unit, it 

would be broken up into items and disposed of. 

Deeply concerned lest this ~2ppen, and also influenced by Dr. 

Gilman's early vision that the probable importance of the Far East after 

World War I would lead to more intensive western studies of Chinese cul-

ture, and by the expressed hope that the Institute and Princeton's Depart-

rr.ent of Oriental Languages and Literature might soon expahd to include a 

representation in the Chinese, Flexner persuaded the Rockefeller Founda-

tion to contribute half the estimated cost of the collection, and secured 

the pennission of the Founders and the Executive Committee to pay th~ 

54 
rest. The Board ratified the acticn on the Director's representation 

that its action, in view of Princeton's interest in the field, would re-

corr.pense the University in sorre measure for the Institute's use of its 

various libraries -- general, art, and mathematics. The Institute's 

policy was to purchase the books needed by its staff members, and to 

place them in the appropriate Princeton library marked as Institute 

property 'With its bookplate and listed in a separate catalog. 

The Foundation's grant was conditioned by the requirement that 

the Gest Library remain in Princeton, available for the use of both insti- . 

tutions; it was given with no promise that the Institute would later 

undertake to develop Oriental studies. As Flexner wrote Aydelotte later; 

he felt that "While it ~as useless to urge the expansion by the Institute 

in the early forties, it should move in that direction by the time the 

second "lorld war was over, because "relations in the Pacific ••• are going 
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to be such that studies ••• will be timely and indeed, essential;"55 It 

was a logical forecast, but logic did not determine the course of history. 

When the collection arrived in Princeton, there was no place to. 

house it but the cellar of 20 Nassau Street. It was necessary to employ 

a custodian for 1t, because of air and moisture conditions. Accordingly 

Flexner asked and received permission from the Board to appoint Dr. Nancy 

Lee Swann, a scholar in the language, to catalog and take c·are of it. 

(See p.284) Expenditure of approximately $7,000 a year to maintain the 

Library proved to be a target of Messrs. Maass and Veblen, who, were hos-

tile to the venture from the beginning. Their opposition was borne out 

by the facts that it was possible neither for the Institute nor the Uni-

versity to make real use of the Library during the forties, and that its 

usefulness required additional annual capital expenditures of approxi-

rnately $60,000 a year which the Institute did not have. Messrs. Maass 

and Weed therefore urged that it be sold.56 

But the University stood upon its rights, and declined to con-

sent to its sale to any other university with an active program in Chi-

nese literature, jn the continued hope that it might some day make use of 

it. The completion of the new Firestone Library enabled the University to 

take custody of the collection, and the Institute was able then to avoid 

continued expenditures for it. 

In November 1942, when the move to sell the . Gest Library was 

at its height within the Board, Flexner 'W'rote a statement of faith which 

""' ,·. 
bears repeating here. The letter was addressed to Aydelotte, "7ho stood 

............ .__ 
in the dangerous middle where Flexner had earned hi s deep scarS, and was 

written to buoy up his old Friend. 
. - .,..__ 

! 
·1 
i 
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The documents in the case CDffipletely settle the issue. We 
are obliged by every possible consideration of decency to 
the Rockefeller Foundation, to Princeton University, and to 
Dr. Swan~ and any recomrrendation that looks to disposing of 
the library would be a disgrace to the Institute. 

I do not believe it is possible or desirable at this t!we to 
figure out what an Oriental Institute may some day cost. It 
throws no light on our problem •••• 

Every institution in this country that is worth its salt has 
grown and expanded in unexpected fashion. You did not know 
when you went to Swarthmore that you would get the money to 
finance honors work, nor did you know how much it would cost. 
You had faith, and faith moves mountains. 

I h.s.ve faith in the original conception of the Ir~t~tute, as 
Sirr.on r..zd faith in his original conception of the Rockefeller 
Institute. Little did he dream when Mr. Rockefeller gave him 
$200,000 that before he retired Mr. Rockefeller would have 
given him bet~een sixty and seventy millions. 

Our question is not the future, which we cannot foresee, but 
.. i.~ :-1'.'e~e:--. t. ~-,l r .Sr.J r.:;.:c';_ ;:-. .::;::-.:. .:.:.. :i.cerned about the present 
Lil.an I am about the future, for upon the present the future 
is going to depend.57 · 
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CHAPTER VII 

TOO MANY GENERALS 

The establishment of the three schools in their initial out-

lines was accompanied by events and evidence of trends in the attitudes 

of the Foc~ders and Trustees which now need some explication. It should 

be said that when Mr. Bai-nb~rger and Mrs. Fuld pledged their financial 

support to create a new institution in American education, and engaged 

Dr. Flexner to organize and direct its first steps, all th~ee- rr.~st have 

:::-ealized t'-'.c;t little delay could .attend the launching of the Institute 

for Advanced Study if they hoped to see the vision realized before they 

left t~e scene. The donors had declined to found and endow a s~~ll 

''university," and they had irr.pliedly committed their fortunes to this 

Institute. W:-iy, then, as has been revealed in .outline earlier, did Mr. 

Ba.:iberger with Mrs. Fuld's consent -suddenly decide to cease the gifts to 

endow:,~ent which had COT"lpensated for losses in the portfolio due to de-

pression cdnditions, and added to it to permit the Institute to expand 

according to the orderly pattern set forth by the Director? A~nittedly 

a man in his middle seventies might be excused if he displayed some 

vagaries. But to withdraw continued financial scpport after only two 
years of actual operation -- highly successful years, by public estima

tion -- in face of the Director's continued planning to balance the 

staffs in the three schools,- and while the Institute needed buildings 

and equipment~ was hardly to be expected. So far they .had given slightly 

less than $7 million to the Institute. 1 
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Why did they take the action which Mr. Bamberger announced to 

Flexner at the end of October, 1935? How long would they refrain from 

giving to the Institute for its development? Could the Trustees anti

cipate that other philanthropists interested in the cultural growth of 

the country, and the advancement of its scholarship, would feel moved to 

step into the breach? Could the current endowment, by skilful! manage

ment, be increased as the country emerged from the great depression? 

To the first question the answer appears to be that the Found

ers were piqued by the action of the Corr:mittee on Buildings and Grounds 

in recor.mending the purchase of what they considered an inordinately 

large acreage for the Institute's site. "That does not explain the matter 

fully, however; they seemed to b~ alienated more by the fact that they 

"Were not consulted b::>fnrP t-he T:!:""'..!!:'t~~:::: -.:ere asked to vote on Li larger 

land progran than they had previously approved. As to the second ques-

t ion, the record 'Will show that the affair might have been smoothed over, 

were it not that further actions contributed to their disillusiorunent. 

For Mr. Barr.berger's statement was in terms of "for the present," and not 

final. 

The third question Flexner could have answered and did --

from his wealth of experience with philanthropists. Men do not come 

forward usually to contribute to an institution to which another has 

given his narne. This was the point of his earlier suggestion that the 

projected srr~ll university be named after the State of New Jersey. But 

Flexner did not forsake hope, as the shadows at the Institute deepened~ 

that the Rockefeller Foundation might contribute substantJ.ally to its . 

endowment despite the basic change in Rockefelier policy adopted by the 
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General Education Board in 1925 to cease giving large grants to insti-

tutions "as wholes" -- i.e., to their endownient. His later correspond-

ence shows that he was a steady suit.or for such a favor from the Rocke-

feller Foundation. He probably felt :-:e h::.d v.ery good readon to hope, 

considering that Mr. Stewart, an outstanding Trustee of both Rockefeller 

Boards, to ~horn both owed rr:uch in the expert rranagement of their invest-

ments, 'Was a Trustee of the 111.stittJl:e also. This feeling was undoubtedly 

strengthened by that Trustee's conviction of the ~orth'While aim of the 

Director to develop the study of economics from a new viewpoint and with 
' 

the new methodology based in large part upon the pioneering ~ork in re-

search technology 'Which he had hirr.self inaugurated in this country's 

centrc.l b.snking system, and in England's. For it -was a time 'When the 

. 2 
ity to the financing of new and different. economic researches. 

What of the chances through mc.nagement to increase the value 

of the Institute-'s existing portfolio? The presence of l-'i.essrs. Bamberger . 

and Hardin as the policy-mekers on the Finance Committee made success in 

that direction unlikely. Mr. Leidesdorf vigorously urged a liberalization 

of investment policy to buy equities at this low point in the country's 

fortunes, sure that the economy would recover and that substantial prof-

its and greater income could be realized in equities as it did. But Mr. 

Bamberger was by nature very conservative, and .Mr. Hardin was President 

of a large life insurance company -- at a time 'When nothing but high 

grade bonds and other debt instruments were considered worthy of trust • 

They resisted the younge_r man. and so the Treasurer's reports showed 

continual amortization of premiums paid for bonds, for many of which 
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during the Institute's first years there was no market. One of the 

crucial deci·sions -during the first two years was lost when in August, 

1932 stock market averages reached their lowest point for the depression 

.period, Mr. Bamberger and Mr. Hardin insisted on selling more than half 

. 3 
the Macy shares, which sold that month between $13 and $57. 

At the end of that month, the total market value of securities 

in the portfolio was $4,411,00. During the year the Founders gave soue 

$400,000 to endowment, without mentioning it, since it was doubtless to 

restore the capital account to the amount originally pledged. Neverthe-

less, the Treasurer gave the total at market value at the 31st December, 

1933 as "in excess of $4,500,000."
4 

But there had been signs that Mr. Bamberger was softening in 

his attitude with tt.c: :-;t- :i rt-1 in~ ~'.'""~"'~ ·:of the Di r e ctor in the first. 

appointments. In October, 1932 the By-Laws were amended with the Found-

ers' consent to give authority to the Board to designate those who "Were 

entitled to countersign checks on the Institute's depositaries. Later, 

the rigorous annµal tenure of the Director was relaxed "at Mr. Bamberger's 

request" when Mr. Maass moved and the Board approved that the Director 

and Mrs. Flexner should have the same retirement annuities as Professor 

5 
Veblen's. 

However, there were few signs that Mr. Bamberger's investment 

policy would change. There was a moment in 1933 when it appeared that 

Mr. Stewart might become a factor in the situation. Maass wrote Dr. 

Flexner a hopeful letter: 

Last week I had the pleasure of lunching with Mr. Bamberger, 
Mr. Leidesdorf and our new Trustee, Mr. Stewart, and cannot 
begin to tell you of the very splendid impression he created 

, .. , 
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and how helpful I am sure he is going to be in our affairs. 
The purpose of the luncheon was to review our investments, 
and we had the benefit of so~e very constructive criticism 
from Mr. Stewart, which is already leading to action, and 
will, I am certain, improve the caliber of our portfolio. 

But apparently Mr. Stewart was discouraged by the attitudes re-

vealed. He did not join the Committee on Finance if he was asked, which 

does not appear. Interviews disclosed that he was critical of the in-

vestment policy, even after Professor Riefler joined the Committee in 

1936. 
·6 

He did not practice Keynsian arbitrage, as did Stewart. 

Before detailing the events of these years it will be well to 

describe briefly the general relationships which had devel6ped at the 

Institute. It was clear that the deference paid ~ir. Bai."Tlberger by his 

associates and advisers in the past was carried over into this enter-

Bamberger was the one who had the last word at L. Bamberg~r & Company. 

Even with Mr. Fuld, his position was as the governor to his partner's 

enthusiasm and initiative -- the motive power of the enterprise. Though 

he was known as a generous employer, who did kind things for his senior 

.employees, it was not because he considered they had rights to his gen• 

erosity, or as his employees any voice with respect to their working 

conditions. In this he was neither better nor worse than the other re-

tailers of the times. Perhaps the most significant thing about his 

attitude was disclosed when, as he . and Nrs. Fuld sold L. Bamberger & 

Company, they did not tell their nephews who worked in the firm, and 

were minor stockholders in it, until the sale was accomplished. Then he 

exercised his o'ption to repurchase their stock, as had been duly pre-

arranged, leaving the young men angry and unhappy. It is not strange 
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in light of his views that Mr. Bamberger did not change his attitude 

toward the right of the Director to consult with the faculty of the 

Institute, who with the Director himself were described as "employees•1n 

7 the By-Laws. 

Indeed, the significant change in attitude on this problem · 

occurred in Dr. Flexner who, having fought resourcefully for a moderate 

and reasonable faculty share in decisions in academic ~tters, was to 

turn against it decisively. But that was in his old age, and after many 

scars and battles. One will have to ~ecide when the story, is told 

whether it was his experience with a faculty or his lack of it that was 

responsible for the change. 

Habits were established early within the Board, and even after 
was 

the Founders nominally withdrew as active Trustees, Mr. Bc.mberger/recog-

nized as the overriding authority in all me.tters: expendit.ures, election 

of new Trustees, and appointments to all the comnittees of the Board. 

The other Trustees realized that this was so, and they also·knew that 

nothing of moment was submitted for their own approval without having 

first been approved by Mr. Bamberger. ~..oreover, they realized that Dr. 

Flexner, who worked closely and harmoniously with the Founder's original 

advisers, was the most successful pleader of the lnstitute's cause. · He 

took pains to keep his powers of persuasion bright . and useful; this oc-

casioned some resort to the arts of others, as in the case of the Com-

mittee on Site, and the employment of Dr. ~eyl. But despite these de-

vices, Flexner bore the main burden of planning and persuasion, and all 

the responsibility for ordering the development of the . Institute. 

Board meetings had quickly settled into a routine. In the 
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order of business only a brief statement from the Treasurer preceded the 

Directc~'s report, in which characteristically he reminded the Founders 

and the Trustees of the purposes and nature of the Institute, recited in 

an interesting manner how it was operating, and carefully presented every 

favorable mention of it .in either private or public utterance which had 

come to his eager attention. Proposed actions were adroitly approached, 

explained and justified in this. discourse, and general discussion, if 

there was any, followed his report end usually preceded his presentation 

of formal motions and resolutions. Later it will be seen that this de-

parture from parliamentary order gave rise to questions which derived 

from discussions of matters in general and without specific details. The 

Trustees were a"Ware that any appearance of dissension, any slight conflict 

of opiniou , was li ke t y to t:roublP MT - R.::.r:,be:rger. Strangely enough, h1.•',./• 

ever, they did not seem to be bored by the repetitive nature of Dr. Flex-

ner's reports; their attendance records were very good, with one or two 

exceptions. In January, 1936, when Professor Veblen's challenge of estab-

lished principles calling for post-doctoral members and full-time service 

caused Flexner to recapitulate the purposes and policies of the Institute, 

he gave a complete restatement of principles, which both Aydelotte and 

Maass, who had been absent, greeted with praise and enthusiasm when the 

. 8 
minutes were distributed. 

From the very beginning the needs of the Institute pressed 

against its limited financial resources. Deliberate as was the accumula-

tlon of the original endowment, there were substantial savings in the 

modest income from it during the first eight years, which gave a false 

sense of ease, perhaps, to Mr. Bamber ger and t fr. Hardin not felt by their 
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9 younger colleagues. These Trustees knew that the Director would have 

difficulty attracting outstanding men to staff the schools without assur-

ances of ample salaries and generous retirement provision·s, other things 

being equal. Dr. Flexner had a genuine distaste for applying direct pres-

sure to the Founders, but did constantly apply the stimulus of his plans 

pointing the way for more rapid development of the schools. The homilies 

he delivered at each Board meeting usually emphasized the need to add 
a 

staff when ''men and money were available." 
; 

It became/well-worn cliche. 

He used his arts not only at Board meetings. · Numerous visits to the 
( 

Founders on vacation and at home found them in relaxed moods when he 

could be more persuasive and they more receptive. Nevertheless, as has 

been seen, he was compelled to compromise sadly as he added to the staff 

in the hu'!icnities, La~1ng advancage o~ che sorry conditions abroad~ and 

of the personal circumstances of individuals, to appoint as professors 

such older men as Herzfeld at low salaries and with patently inadequate 

retirement allowances. As he described this phase to Professor Riefler 

later, there were ''financial inequalities;" he had faced a grave dilemna 

. and made his decision: 

Either we had to cease growing, which at .my time of life would 
have been, I think, a very serious matter for the future of 
the Institute, or we had simply to r egard our policy as one of 
suspense pending financial recovery or the receipt of future · 
endowment.10 

During this period Flexner occasionally spoke to the Trustees 

of his inevitable retirement or possible incapacitation, impressing them 

with the thought that his greatest usefulness to the Institute was his 

wide acquaintance here and abroad with educators and scholars .and scien-

tis ts, which peculiarly fitted him to .recoumend the first staff. Most 
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of the Trustees concurred. They knew Flexner had won Mr. Bamberger's 

confidence, and was the one most likely to gain the Founders' support 

for the course he was pursuing. There was a single exception; Mr. Barn-

berger had reservations about ·. the Director's plans for economic research. 

Mr. Maass expressed the feelings of the Trustees generally when he wrote 

Flexner in 1937: 

With no desire to hurry you in your selections,. my only con
cern is that the program of expansion be enacted during the 
period of your own activities, and this I am most hopeful 
you will bring about.11 

( 

The Institute was forced to get along without land or bui~d~ng 

for several years. The Director spoke soothingiy of the benefits to 

learning to be derived from a measure of asceticism: e.g., "improvisation 

in rent-::-:.1 quartc :-:-:- ... !:::.:~: :::.:.:..:. :.:_ r-:.::e .,..;:f ......... J oeepe.c wouw.is l..(1.C1n any 

other man's. He knev that Mr. Bamberger and his sister would have pre-

£erred to have a visible monument to commemorate their generosity; and 

were really hard put to it to appreciate the esoteric nature of the Insti-

tute, the more so since the opportunities to come in contact with the 

professors were usually at the social functions given by the Director and 

Mrs. Flexner. But he had put wise words in their mouths which proscribed 

impairment of capital for physical things. It was surprising that he was 

soon to find himself in conflict over ambitious plans for such things, 

not with the Founders, but with a member of the faculty, the group which 

had traditionally "starved," as Beard had put it, while working amid 

beautiful surroundings to which the substance of many coll~s and uni-

versities had been extravagantly devoted. ~ 
The odds favored the physical things, simply because men of ----

practical disposition can appreciate them more easily, while the contri-
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bution of the scholar who disappears into his study and periodically 

produces -a learned-work has a highly specialized appeal. But in Flexner's 

case, there was another reason why the race became an uneven one; the 

Director temerariously brought to the Board of Trustees the Institute's 

most resourceful and insistent advocate for site arid buildin~s, by ar-

ranging for Professor Veblen to be elected a Trustee. Of course he did 

this without realizing that, like Frankfurter, Veblen might become his 

adversary. Indeed, the Director appeared not to think in such terms; 

when he saw an able advocate for the things he valued, he could hardly 

wait to bring him face to face with the Trustees and the Founders, so 

that the IT~n might exercise his powerful persuasions for the good of the 

Institute. 

rrofessor Ve1::·1.:.-. t.::.~ 1-..a.L'.:iiy .:.1..-L'ived home from Europe after "<:'i n-

ning his appointment to the Institute than he engaged Dean Eisenhart in a 

discussion of a site for the Institute. He wrote Flexner of this inter-

view: · 

This morning Eisenhart suggested on his own motion that some 
kind of land trading arrangement would probably be desirable. 
He intends to talk about this in general terms with Duffield 
and some of the Trustees. He thought . the Olden t ·ract would 
be excellent either for u~e or for trading purposes. The 
plot he had particularly in mind for the Institute is part of 
the golf course just below Princeton Inn. I said I thought 
the part above it would be better. 12 

No .one could have loved earth more than Veblen; though he disap-

proved frankly of much in Princeton's administration, he admired its land-

acquisition policy '\olhich had caused it to gather to itself some 2,500 

acres in Borough and Township. Not only that; he had been mainly respon-

sible for designing Fine Hall, which was once pronounced "the most luxuri-

13 
ous building" devoted to mathematics in the world. 
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From the time of his conversation with Eisenhart the Professor 

was constantly pressing the Director to settle on one of the large estates 

in Princeton as a site for the Institute. Fle:xner repeatedly put this off 

with the plea that the Institute had no money for such an extravagance. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that both men favored the Olden Farm as the best 

possible purchase because it lay just to the west of the University's 

western boundary, and was connected with it by some vacant lots bordering 

on the Springdale Golf . Club's course. By the early spring of 1934, the 

Director, confident that the Institute had demonstrated a real measure of 

success, and that the Founders recognized this znd would be prepared to 

increase their gifts to endowment as they had given promise of doing, 

pressed ardently for an opportunity to develop the School of Economics 

anci Politics, and l€t: i:r.e i~;;l'c c.f .::. .;;!t.:: .::ome to .the attention of Mr. 

Bamberger at the same time. This he accomplished by inviting Professor 

Veblen to present in writing his reasons for urging the irrrnediate purchase 

of a site, and the nature of it. Flexner acknowledged the letter wit:h 

real appreciation: 

Thank you for your wise, thoughtful, and very clear letter 
of April 12th ••• I can see that it will give the Corrmittee 
on Buildings and Grounds something very substantial to medi
tate upon. I have the feeling that what might have loaked 
like dilatory procedure has really allo~ed our minds to work 
••• on what \Jill become in the course of time a question of 
overwhelming i mportance. I shall_ bring this letter to the 
attention of the Committee at the earliest possible opportu
nity .14 

Two weeks later Professor Veblen became the first faculty Trustee. He 

\JaS promptly appointed to the Committee on· Buildings and. Grounds, formerly 

the Conmittee on Site. 

In his memorandum the Professor said that the Institute should 
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purchase a . large site, and that the "plant" should be near the University. 

These should demonstrate the institution's permanence as a "seat of learn-

ing" .for the long future, and should contribute to the amenities of the 

comnunity while keeping away "objectionable intruders from itself and the 

University." ''We are all agreed it is very desirable to work in close 

cooperation with the University," but it was also c.greed the independence 

of the Institute should be maintained, he wrote. If, ~she foresaw, the 

region around Princeton was to attract a group of cultural institutions, 

the Institute would do well to be at its center rather than on its periph
' 

ery. He said the first building should be something analogous to Harnack 

House in Berlin, or the Athenaeurn at Pasadena, with rooms for social p\ir-

poses for the faculty and members, a d~elling for the Director, and .resi-

dential acccmmociations f0~ v ~~~~uL~. 7rU! actual working qua rt~rs of the 

different schools might be located right on the University campus, "in 

contiguity to the appropria te department of the University," while in 

other cases, it might be preferable to locate the offices on the Insti-

tute~s site. In any case, the site should be large enough to take care 

·completely of the Institute's enterprises "in case circumstances at some 

time in the future should make it desirable to do so." 

The School of Mathematics needed then, even in its first year, 

he said, a building of its own, contiguous to Fine Hall, which, with its 

nine . large offices ''with fireplaces" and its fifteen without, -was already 

fully occupied. Indeed, while the permanent staff members of both insti-

tutions had each his own study, Veblen said, it was necessary in some --

cases for University instructors, Institute members and Institute professors' 

assistants to share rooms. He felt that, since the assistants conferred 
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with members on behalf of their principals, they should have privacy. 

To provide for the School of Mathematics he proposed that the Institute 

should buy or lease the University Infinnary and convert- it to offices, · 

building a new hospital for the University in a more suitable location. 

Or it could build a wing to Fine or Palmer Halis. 15 

Now it became obvious that the Founders grasped neither what 

Professor Veblen was advocating in terms of acreage, nor ~bat Dr. Flexner 

needed to et\3.ble him to develop the School of Economics and Politics. 

For Mr. Bamberger presented a letter to the Director on th~ day .of the 

annual meeting which read as follO'Ws: 

Some months ago the Founders added a sum of approximately 
hc.lf a million dollars to the funds of the Institute. At my 
reqcest no mention was w~de of this fact. I desire to inform 
~':.,:. .,.. ::-...::: t ee.:: tI._:. J C'l . addiL.i.uua ~ :o.uru ~.as been added to bring 
this gitt up to $1 million. The girt is made in view of two · 
considerations: (1) that the Institute may shortly wish to 
acquire a site; (2) that the Director may feel more free to · 
proceed with the organization of the School of Economics and 
Politics. While the same freedom will be left as to the rr.em
bers of the School of Mathematics, I desire to put on record 
rr:y hope that . the activities of the School of EconO!Dics and 
Politics ra.y contribute not only to a knowledge of these sub
jects but ultimately to the cause of social justice which we 
have deeply at heart.16 

As Mr. Maass read the letter to the Trustees, it was somewhat 

different; it had been edited with . the consent of Mr. Bamberger. The 

$1 million gift was announced as "anonymous," and Maass began to read 

with point 2, omitting mention of a site. As has been seen, the C9ntri-

bution added in _193·3 ·.was apparently designed to bring the total endo\o1ment 

to the original pledge. The half-million no-w added "7as quit_e inadequate 

to develop the second School, as Flexner itimediately -wrote Mr. Victor 

Morawetz, whom he asked to contribute to endowment, but "7ithout success. 17 

-At ~he next Board meeting, the Director -Oeclared that he was 
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firmly opposed to the procurement of land and buildings until staffing 

was completed. This was the first meeting attended by either Mr. Frank-

furter or Professor ·Veblen. Both cast light on their predelictions. 

There were some differences of _ opinion as to the development of economics 

in the views express.ed by Messrs. Flexner, Stewart and Frankfurter. Stew-

art favored no pen:-~nent appointment; Frankfurter now opted for an histor-

ical study of economics, as distinguished from the ''clinical" examination 

of the "economic plague" advocated by Flexner. Professor Veblen suggested 

that no pennanent staff be employed, but that short-term m~mbers on the 

sarre basis as those assembled by the School of ~~thematics be brought in, 

so as not to disturb their academic connections until their suitability 

for pennanent er:iployment was determined. 18 The suggestion was not as 

ingenuous as it sounded. For Professor Veblen had f avoreri from the be-

ginning a school of economics organized around the comparatively new 

"science" of mathematical economics. He had pointed out to Flexner the 

rich opportunities to get men of this persuasion from among the emigres 

19 from Germany. Beyond that, however, he was intent on satisfying the 

needs of the School of Mathematics as he saw them, before the other 

schools were organized. The record of his continuous and ingenious pres-

sures for more money for the School of Mathematics, and his unremitting 

effort to hasten the purchase of a site, show that, no matter how much he 

may have appeared to favor a repres~ntation in the social sciences and 

the humanities, he did not _favor the developments which the Director 

planned. 

""'· " Shortly after the October meeting, he again asked Flexner to 

take advantage of the beautiful weather to walk with .him over various 

' 
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sites. Flexner's reply was courteous but unyielding: nothing was farther 

from his thought than consideration of site and buildings, though he would 

enjoy a walk with the Professor at any time. And he added: "l shall sur-

prise you by the willingness and speed of my activity in the way of build-

ings and grounds when some Santa Claus drops into our treasury the requi-

20 
site funds." And on another occasion Flexner observed wryly that Veblen, 

younger than he, who was "ne&r the end of my tether," "'7as yet in more of 

a hurry; he counselled patience. 

But Veblen was as restless as the se&, painfully impatient with 

the Director's priorities. He failed to show any insight into Flexner's 

difficulties in persuading Mr. Bamberger to see and meet the Institute's 

needs, taking whc.t seemed to be an attitude th.at if the need was apparent 

- - ~~. a!! •hich ha.cl o~en talked ~bout ~~re -- it should be met, pres~u! 

Flexner admired greatly the Professor's aggressiveness in promoting the 

prestige of his School, and showed rare patience born of an affectionate 

understanding when Veblen undertook to arrange things to suit his own 

ideas. Thus, shortly after the tempestuous meeting at which Professor 

Riefler had been appointed, when the mathematician derranded full faculty 

government, the appointment of a sixth mathematician (and a seventh pro-

fessor to its School), and immediate provision for a building for the 

School of Methematics, Flexner replied with a reasoned negative to each, 

and made helpful sugge~tions for the amelioration of the needs expressed. 

Then he tried to make his m.7n position quite clear: 

I am writing you as a Truste~, not as a Professor in Mathe
matics, and I should not even "'7rite if I were not anxious 
that in the long run there should be more professors on the 
Board. But that must necessarily depend on winning confi
dence -- a .task to which I have devoted myself with all the 
ingenuity I possess ever since I first met Mr. B.:imberger. 
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I have always been candid with him, as I have with the Board, 
but I realize that every board must trust those upon whom re
sponbibil i ty mainly falls.21 

This might have affected Professor Veblen more deeply had not a spirit of 

dissidence manifested itself after Mr. Frankfurter's outburst •. (It will 

be recalled that Mr. Straus and Mr. Hardin oppos~d the beginning of the 

third School at the next meeting.) The problem of the seventh professor 

disappeared with the sudden and regrettable death of .Dr. Errrny Noether in 

April, 1935. Flexner's answer on faculty government was threadbare by 

this time, and Veblen was silenced, but unconvinced. The question of 
' 

special quarters for the School of Mathematics -was involved in a larger 

one which was moving ahead; Flexner had informed the Board in January, 

1935, that the Institute should soon _select a site. 

In April, he told the Trustees that the Co~!t!:~e on .Buildings 

and Grounds -was preparing to make a preliminary report, and hirr.self 

brought up for consideration the desirability of establishing the several 

schools near the apposite University Departments. He said: 

Fine Hall is an excellent illustration of what can be accom
plished through the establishment of a corrmunal life, which 
does indeed require a separa te buildin&• But the several 
schools need not all be erected upon a single plot, a·nd, if 
necessary, over a preliminary period of years, satisfactory 
results may be obtained in rented- quarters ••• ! hope that the 
Trustees and the Director will never lose sight of the fact · 
that, like the Johns Hopkins in its _glory, the Institute for 
Advanced Study rr~y flourish in any sort of building or build~ 
ings, provided each school as established has assembled a 
group of men comparable with those who

2
2'8ve already been 

broug~t together. (Emphasis supplied) -

During the spring ~nd summer of 1935, a consensus developed 

that the Institute should purchase the Olden Farm and the lots ~hich 

joined it to the golf course, and tr4t cooperation with the University 

would be facilitated by placing the several schools of the Institute 
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near the apposite University departments. Flexner learned in July that 

sorre of the conjoining lots were to be sold for taxes. He promptly in-

formed Mr. Maass, who secured pennission from· the Founders to take 

options on the fann property and to purchase the lots. During the summer 

Flexner conferred with President Dodds, writing Veblen on the sh2pe of 

developments: 

I have had a talk with President Dodds who told me that the 
C01m1ittee on Grounds and Buildings was very favorable to co
operation with us, and had left it to a corrmittee composed 
of hi~self, LG. c~J Wintringer, and some other person whose 
name I forgot •••• There was general agreement on the Olden 
Fann and the property connecting it with the golf tourse. 
The options all run until late next fall. If worst comes 
to worst, and we decide to build elsewhere than on the golf 
course, we should easily dispose ~5 the lots which Mr. 
Thomas is going to secure for us. 

Veblen urged ·that the first huildin: 

central headquarters for the Institute: it would "set various doubts at 

rest in the community, and the latter would make the actual work of the 

particular group in question much more effective." "The latter" in this 

case referred to "the extension of Fine Hall" for use of the School of 

24 Matherr2tics. Flexner's answer was that the first building should be a 

central headquarters, since that would enable the Institute "to offer 

something to Princeton." He hoped that, unless someone at the Institute 

25 
were over-zealous, the two projects migh~ be rr~de to overlap. And 

then, before the Institute's term opened, and, one may be sure, with Mr. 

Bamberger's approval, Flexner wrote President Dodds as follows: 

Since the Institute for Advanced Study located at Princeton, 
the Corrrnittee on Site and I have been slowly deliberating as 
to the possible locations which would accommodate the offices 
of the Institute and such additional departments as might be 
established from time to time. As I did not at the beginning 
feel myself at home in Princeton, we have proceeded in a very 
leisurely way. 
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It seemed to us of cardinal importance so to lccate this 
building that we might be able to render Princeton sorrething 
like the courtesy and hospitality which Princeton has render
ed to us· in Fine Hall. We have also looked ahead in order 
that, as the Institute developed and required addicional space, 
we need not feel ourselves hampered -- following in this re
spect the wise policy which the University has long since 
adopted. Finally, in the interest of the sort of cooperatiqn 
which we have already established, it has seemed to us all that 
the nearer this location is to the University, the more readily 
cooperative relationships could be established and developed. 

With these considerations in mind it appears that_ the toost 
suitable site of any considerable dirr.ensions that could be ob
tained would begin at the corner of Alexander Street and the 
road which leads to the Graducte College. Inquiries, however, 
••• indicate that the t-wo wooden houses now situated at the 
corner and the lot belor.g ing to three elderly women 1mmedi
ately back of these houses are at present unobtainable. 

It would therefore seem that the nearest point would begin 
with the golf course and extend towards the Graduate College 
and back towards Princeton Inn. If in the future it is possi
ble to obtain the oropertiFs -whirh t have ebove mentioned, a 
~<:><'"!"<:! buildit.g ~ if and when requilt:!d, could be locateQ on 
that site. 

In order that th~ golf course may not be curtailed, and in 
order further that the entire section extending beyond the 
Graduate College should be protected for the sake of both the 
University and the Institute, we have obtaired options on the 
Olden Farm and on practically all the vacant property lying 
between the Olden Farm and the golf course. The precise 

_amount of ground that we need for the first building we do 
not know and cannot know until an architect has been called 
into conference. 

The really important point to decide at this moment is the 
willingness of the University to cooperate with the Institute · 
by allowing us to obtain the land needed, each party relying 
on the good faith of the other and upon the determination of 
both to preserve as much opan space on both sides of the Grad
uate College as is possible so as to preserve the amenities 
of the situation and to shut out the possibility of any real 
estate development which might be objectionable. The options 
which we now hold run until towards the end of October and 
involve the expenditure of about $200,000. If the University 
is prepared to cede us the requisite amount of ground, the 
Institute would be equally willing to cede the University 
whatever may be needed on the plot we would possess in order 
to allow the extension of the golf course in that direction ••• 
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The experiment of cooperating "With the University in the 
field of matheITatics has bezn so brilliant a success, and 
the good will .rranifested by the University as respects the 
two new schools which we are proposing to establish, en
courages me to believe that Princeton University and the 
Institute for Advanced Study have an opportunity to give the 
country an example of cooperation in the field of higher edu
cation such as the country has never before experienced; and 
in view of the mounting costs of higher education, on the one 
hand, and the present difficulties of securing funds on the 
other, cooperation of this kind becomes more and more import
ant and desirable quite apart from its educational value. I 
am sure that these considerations, of such infinite importance 
to higher education in the United States at a tirre when more 
and rr.ore the United States are being thrcwn on their mm re
sources instead of relying so largely as previously on foreign 
institutions of learning, may be expected to appeal as strong
ly to our successors as they do to those of us who ar~ active 
now. 26 

Late in November President Dodds wrote Flexner that the Corrmit.tee 

on Grounds and Buildings of the University ''-would be prepared to recommend 

t.o the Boarc of Truscet~ C1L l.~l~ proper Lime the trans.fer of the necessary 

land on the golf club house location, subject to whatever arrangement it 

is necessary to rrake with the Springdale Golf Club for an adequate club 

27 
house else~here." 

Meanwhile, a tragedy befell the Institute. When the Committee 

· on Buildings and Grounds made its recomnendations for a site to the Board 

in October, 1935, it asked and received permission to acquire not only the 

200 acres of the Olden Farm and the conjoining lots, which Mr. Maass· esti-

mated could be purchased for about $175,000, but also asked and was grant-

ed authority to negotiate for "two or three smaller properties ••• the cost 

of which should not exceed an additional $75,000." No discussion was re

"\ 
corded; th~Board appropriated $250,000 as requested, to. be spent by the 

Conmittee at i"ts discre~ion. Allusions were made to the negotiations with 

-the University for a building-site, and at the Director's req~-est the 
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Chainnan ~as authorized to appoint five Trustees to serve with five Uni-

versit.y Trustees on a Joint Comnittee to consider the mutual concerns of 

the two- institutions. Those chosen to represent the University were Dr. 

Wilson Farrand, and Messrs. Raymond B. Fosdick, Paul Bedford, Roland S. 

Morris, and President Dodds, ex officio. A month later Flexner wrote 

Dodds that the Institute's members were Messrs. Louis Bamberger, Aydelotte, 

Houghton, Stewart, and Flexner, ex. officio. Mr. Hardin, who had been until 

recently also a Trustee of the University was to attend by invitation. 28 

It soon became apparent that the Founders were opposed to the 

purchase of more land than the Farm and the lots, and th.at they had ap-

parently not been consulted by the Corrmittee before it presented its 

recommendations to the Trustees. Flexner himself had not been inforrr~d. 

Two weeks of s ~ J Pr.rP Pn~rn•rl;; ~t- t-he end c.f ;.;ihich Flcxner j hav-

ing consulted with Messrs. Maass and Veblen, wrote the matherratician 

pointing out again that at a time when the new schools n:ust be developed, 

every dollar spent for land came out of income for that most important 

growth. He did not want to be compelled to co~plete the schools at the 

expense of the School of Mathematics, ''yet unnecessary investment in ·real 

estate ~ay threaten it." And he continued: 

You are rightly insistent on the importance of additional 
space for the mathematicians, but we are unlikely to invest 
in additional space for .the mathematicians if we are simul
taneously confronted with the need for gradual : expansion. for · 
the two schools and a considerable investment in real estate ••• 

I have ••• no desire to speak with finality as to t~ order i·n 
which these various questions shall be met. In fact, the 
primary responsibility for decisions must be taken by the 
Committee on Buildings and Grounds. Having stated rriy own: 
views, I shall carry out loyally any decision arrived at by 
the Board.29 
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On the same day he wrote to Mr. Barr.berger; he . ~as 1ui.ppy that the Insti-

tute was acquiri~g a site, and had talked with both Maass and Veblen. 

He continued: 

Though I do not wish to criticize either ••• ! think there is 
some danger that they wiil both be too enthusiastic about 
the acquisition of additional land. My own inclination is 
to go very slowly ••• Lin order to continu1=.7 to acquire men of 
the highest quality. 

This is the first criticism the Director had pennitted himself to ~ake 

of any of his colleagues. He must have had reason to think it was neces-

sary for the good of the Institute to dissociate himself. in Mr. Bamberger's 

' eyes from the actions of the Comnittee, for he was not given to pettiness 

or to gossip. Mr. Bamberger's answer confirmed his wisdom: 

Your letter of October 28 was quite impressive, as it ex
pressed the thought tha t possibly so:;e of our co-workers in 
the . :nan.age.Ii ~.:-. ::. ·v: :... :.._ =·•- :_.:. :...~ _._ n._r~ .i.n.._:i_ L llt: .:i. tO ruSft a long 
with more hast~ t harl ~isdom. Mrs. Fuld has repeatedly com
mented on a policy of acquiring so much land for an institu
tion that proclaims not size but highest stnndards. This 
also has been my feeling. 

After our present corrmitments have been corr.pleted, our- re
sources will not pennit of further expansion at the present 
time. So far everything has developed beyond our fondest . 
expectation~d thanks to you. Nor have I any misgivings about 
the future.j . 

Flexner still had their confidence -- an important factor in 

his intention to overcorr.e their displeasure and cause them to reverse the 

decision. And so they added their final contribution to endowxrent --

$994,000 -- which would serve to pay for the land ·and capitalize in part 

the salaries of the humanists. The only victory apparent in this grave 

situation was Mr. Leidesdorf's. He evidently asked that the major part of. 

the gift -be made in equities rather than in bonds, and accordingly several 

letters reached _him from Mr. Bamberger noting the transfer and the deposit 
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in custody of some 13,000 shares of preferred and coumon stocks, all 

carefully containirtg reference to "Mr. Leidesdorf's request." Backstage 

the matter must have been a cause of some excitement, for Mr. Farrier · 

· wrote Flexner questioning the propriety of the Treasurer's serving as a 

member of the Committee on Finance, since it caused the paradoxi_cal situ

ation in which as a member he gave instructions to hirrself as Treasurer 

working under direction of the Corrmittee. What happene.d to that question 

does not appear; Mr. Leidesdorf r~~2ined a member cf the Committee for 

31 years. 

Not only did the nature of the final gift concede.the importance 

of investing in equities, but during the year there occurred a turnover in 

some $1.2 million worth of securities, after which stocks constituted ap-

prcxirr2tely 287. in dulla~ ~~!~~ ~t ~~~~ ~f the por tfolio. From e ratio 

of 6.27. in 1934, and 14.6% in 1935, this was quite a change. Indeed, Mr. 

Leidesdorf's victory was a continuing but gradually rranifested one; year 

by year the proportion of equity issues increased, so that in fiscal 1943, 

the ratio was 53.77.. During this period, there was quite a turnover in 

·the portfolio, with gains and losses overall about evenly balanced from 

fiscal 1934 on. The results Mr. Leidesdorf was able to accomplish during 

those years, marked as they were by occasional refusals of Mr. Hardin to 

countenance further equity investments, were as nothing when he could 

really assume charge of the investments. Under his management cap1tal 

gains of more than $4 million were made in nine years (1944-1952) for 

the Foundation. 

But to return to 1935. From the time the Founders made their 

decisions the inadequacy of funds became ever .more acute. Nonnal expansion 
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was out cf the question. To complete a nucleus in the staffs -in econ

omics and theoretical or mathematical pt.tsics, as the Director clearly 

said he planned to do, -was out of the question unless Mr. Bamberger 

changed his mind. As for an Institute building or buildings, Flexner 

hoped that if the golf club house lo_cation were finally ma-de avaflable, 

and the Joint Conmittee of Trustees were functioning well, Mr. Bamberger 

might change his mind. However, there is no evidence that Mr. Bamberger 

ever said he wa s willing to finance a building for the Institute at all 

at this time. 

It soon became apparent that there were no accommodations at 

the University for the· hurr2nists, except for Messrs • . Herzfeld, who re

jected Morey's offer of space for himself and his artifacts and library, 

aiid ~auv~~ky. The Ir~titute suc~eeded in buying the residence at 69 

Alexander Street, and remodeled it for use as offices during the sumner 

of 1936. That fall it afforded offices to Professors Meritt, Goldman, 

Mitrany, Earle and Riefler, and Visiting Professor Capps. 

The acres purchased at such a cost in hannony and to the lnsti

tute 's future development lolere quite lovely. They were also. a good in

vestn:ent, situated as they were near the center of the growing conmuni ty, 

and gave assurance against the intrusion of subdividers on the University's 

preserve and the Institute•s. But they were a non-productive investment: 

in~eed, there was considerable expense in upkeep and taxes for the Insti

tute to pay annually during a time when it might have used the money for 

other staff members more profitably. Also there is reason to believe 

that if the Comnittee had more tactfully managed its acti.ons, with full 

consultation with the Founders before its report and recomrrendations 
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were placErlbefore the Board for action, friendly consent and cooperation 

would probably have marked this important step, which succeeding genera-

tions at the Institute.have appreciated so richly. 

The Comnittee closed its purchases in 19·36, acquiring 265 acres 

of field, woodland and meadow, a very small part of which was relatively 

elevated and bordered on Mercer Street. That Mr. Maass, a city man, had 

suddenly come to appreciate acreage qua acresge was shown when he reported 

that "the land owned by Princeton University and the Institute now com-

prised about 3,000 acres." The total cost of all the parc~ls, of the 

rem~deling of 69 Alexander Street, repairing Olden MG.nor and renovating 

two tenant houses on the Farm, and of incidental expenses such as surveys, 

taxes, fees, etc., was $235,694.32 The Hale and the Battle Park tracts --

thes~ ~dded straws which tested the Founders' charity -- lay to the west 

of the Farm, and included a part of the historic battlefield where the 

troops of Generals Washington ar.d Mercer routed General Cornwallis from 

Princeton a few days after the crossing of the Deiaware and the capture 

of Trenton. 

That Mr. Maass was well aware of the disfavor in which the 

Cornnittee was held seems .to be evident in an obli.que allus ;.. ion in his ..., 

report to the costs of administration, evidently airred at the Director. 

He said: 

In principle we adhere strictly to the original decision of 
the BOGrd that as small a part of our resources as is possi
ble should be invested in or spent on buildings and grounds 
and as large a portion as is possible should be reserved for 
that part which has within a few years already made the Insti
tute distinguished: namely, adequ.c.te salaries and retiring 
allowances for men of ••• talent and genius. This principle 
applies not only to the question of real estate and buildings 
but administration, in respect to which precisely the same 
policy has been pursued.33 
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As the proposal for the .first building site for the Institute 

on the golf club house site continued to receive the careful &ttention 

of President Dodds, Professor Veblen found the School's position in Fine 

Hall ever more untenable. Nu?Phers of members and graduate students both 

seemed to increase as the prestige of Princeton·, mathemstical c~nter of 

the United States and perhaps of the world, continued to grow. Veblen 

continued to urge Flexner to supply a building for the School contiguous 

or adjacant to Fine Hall, and Flexner repeated his time-worn answer --

lack of funds. But he did propose a solution: the School should limit 

the number of merr.bers by insisting on higher qualifications in those ad-

mitted. This Veblen declined to consider, maintaining that the brilliance 

and prestige of the Institute's visitors attracted rnerr.bers in numbers 

wn~cn ne secrr.ed to regard as inevltabl~ as the waves of the ocean. Hor 

did he favor Flexner's suggestion that any overflow could have studies at 

20 Nassau Street. Plans for converting the Infirmary, and, indeed, for 

using part of the basement in Fine Hall for studies, were considered and 

rejected. Flexner sympathized with Veblen's discomfort, and never alluded 

to the actions which had brought the Institute to its present pass; he 

was on record with the Board and with Veblen himself as ~avoring separate 

and adjoining space for the School. 

Meanwhile some of the Trustees, faced with the prospect of mak-

ing do with limited funds, asked Professor Veblen whether his School was 

not admitting too many members. Veblen was quoted as replying in a manner 

which must have startled the Director: 

••• the economic and political conditions in the world had 
doubtless accelerated~he School'~/ growth ••• LHis belief 
wa~ that the numbers in the School of· Mathematics were 
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larger than anticipated, that contrary to what might have 
been expected by analogy with other educational . enterprises, 
this decreased rather than increased the respor.sibility of 
the individual professor; that the group was so large and 
contained so rr~ny brilliant individuals that subgroups of 
those interested in particular problems fonned spontaneously; 
that each person concerned himself with his own problems and 
conferred with others who were interested; and that if, in- . 
stead of sixty members of the School there were ten or fifteen, 
the professors would feel more concern for each individual, 
and the load of responsibility would be very much greater than 
it t.7as.34 

But the Board was seriously disturbed about finances. At the 

next rreeting, Mr. Hardin asked why the income derived from the tuition 

fee was so small. Professor Veblen replied that the Institute was fol-

lowing the policy of the great English universities and some in this 

Country in regarding post-doctoral students as "distinguished visitors," 

who gave as much to the Institute as thev received. The Director in 

effect challenged both positions. He 

_ comnented that the really important question was not the 
collection of a ST4 ll amount in fees but the admission of 
me1nbers ' so as, first, to preserve the high level which had 
been attained; second, not to cause any congestion in Fine 
Hall; and third, to leave the members of the staff abundant 
time for the prosecution of their own investigations.35 

Another Trustee suggested that the Institute was spending "an 

undue Slllll in stipends in the School of Mathematics." n·r. Fle:xner in reply 

pointed to the "cosmopolitan" character of the members, and urged that the 

School was raising the level of "mathematical instruction':~' no part of 

Institute expenditures was more highly productive than the money spent in 

this way, he thought. The minutes mentioned . a consensus that no change 

36 
should be made. 

~hat passage led to a prolonged interchange of letters between 

Drs. Weed and Flexner. The Hopkins man insisted that the $30,000 in 
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mathematic stipends would better be spent in salaries for two professors 

in any of the schools; he objected to the appropriation of the sum seven 

months in advance of the budget; he insisted that not the School, but t _he 

Trustees, ~hould approve the individual stipendiaries. Flexner, battling 

with Professor Veblen the while over the admission of too many members, 

and questioning the merit of many of them, but not revealing his suspicion 

that the ~ore numerous they became, the more hope Vablen .h.ad that addition-

al space would be made available, battled equally valiantly with Dr. Weed, 

defending the stipend fund as a flexible obligation which could, if neces-
' 

sary, be cut or omitted if the financial situation became worse, but also 

maintaining that it was a most valuable instrument for bringing scholars 

to Princeton fer their own and Princeton's benefit. He rejected outright 

Lne sugges~ion th.at the Board -was competent to pass on individual stipen-

diaries. Perhaps neither man convinced the other, but it was nevertheless 

significant that later Flexner named Dr. Weed Chairman of the Budget Com-

. 37 m1ttee. 

Very shortly after the last discussion in· the Board, Professors 

Alexander and Veblen addressed a memorandum to the Director entitled 

"Building the School of Mathematics." In it they asked him to purchase 

for the School of ¥Jathematics a defunct dining club across Washington· Street 

from Palmer Hall, on the ground that more space would be needed by the 

School in view of their intention to enter the fields of biology and 

38 
chemistry. Flexner, discounting almost automatically the proposed ex-

pansicn, undertook an investigation of his own into the situation in Fine 

Hall, interviewing individually all the forty-one members enrolled in the 

first Sell"~ster 1936-1937. An intensive debate ensued between himself and 
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Veblen, in which Flexner said: 

We have no present or~ as far as I can see, future reason 
for taking chemistry and biology into consideration at all. 
It will be many years before our endo~'Illent is such that we 
can hope to enter the experimental sciences and, if and when 
we do so, some very large questions are involved going far 
beyond the provision Qf studies for the professors which 
those subjects need. 3~ 

He had found, he said, that among the forty-one. members a number were 

working with University professors, although this was offset by some of 

the Institute faculty working with graduate students. Of the cited total 

of seventy advonced students and members at Fine Hall, thirteen were dup-

licated in the count, since Fellows from the National Research Council 

and various foundations were registered by both institutions. In his own 

estir..atation, the space situation ''reduces itself, therefore, to the possi-

i-..~ 1 ~ .. :. _r ;: rocu~i£•0 ;..:.i:ee large st.uoies and two more small ones for the 

present staff." 

Separate quarters for the School of Mathematics might resul~ in 

the physical separation of the two groups, he warned. He repeated that it 

would be better to limit enrollment to about forty tr.embers "by excluding 

persons who have not obtained the Ph. D. degree, and who have not given 

plain indication of unusual ability." If the number should run above th.at 

because of the presence of» say, a Dirac, "we can cope L~ith tha'EJ .as 

things now stand." He said: "there is a limit to what the professorial 

level can give to the post-doctorals, and it might. result in the post-

doctorals talking among themselves, and thereby losing what the Institute 

has to offer." Indeed, he had found that the members .were rel~ta-nt to 
. '-.... 

approach personally any of the staff members. Besides all these ca'°reful_ly ....._ 

made points,.he had found that the club in question was mortgaged for more 
--- --. 
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than it was worth, and the University ~~d need of it and two or three 

more buildings like it.40 Veblen's answer was clearly a threat, in their 

mutual understanding: 

On thinking over your letter do.ted October 31 but received 
yesterday, I find that the expectation th2.t our quarters in 
Fine Hall would be extended either on the campus proper or 
into a building across the street, has p1ayed a decisive 
part in my thoughts about the future of the School of Mathe
matics in its relation to the Vniversity. Since it now ap
pears that this expectation is not be be realized, my opin
ion on some of the fundarr.ental probleMS hc:.s changed·. I have 
no doubt that the sarre · will be true of my rrzthe:natical col
leagues, and therefore feel that I had better consult with 
them before replying to your letter. I hope that this will 
meet with y~ur approva1.41 

Flexner replied in part! 

I ~as surprised as I told you in my reply, on reading your 
memorandum entitled, "Building the School of Mathematics," 
t-n ~;nrl tha t' ~0" },,,.j · zone ~';:.' ~"'!" c{iold as to take in chem
ii>L.L)' ciud bio lo6y •.J ithcut a:iy previc~s communication to tr.e 
in regard to this extension. Now to my further surprise I 
learn that your irr~gination has gone so far as to play a 
decisive part in your thinking not only about the future of 
the School of ~~thematics but of the relationship of the 
Institute to ~he University. I feel that I should not have 
been presented with the problem in terms of space when, 
unknown ~o ~e, implic~tions of which I had had no intima
·tion ••• Lwere involve~/ 

I should regard BDZ decision on that subject Li.e., consult
ing his colleagues/ as inopportune and ill judged. Know
ledge that such a discussion had taken place would almost 
inevitably spread and \Would do incalculable harm. The re
lations bet\..-een the Institute and the Univers.ity are very 
intimate, and they are important to each other in ways in 
which you and your mathematical associates do not and cannot 
possibly know. A discussion on the part of the mathemati
cians on that subject would be futile and might be harmful. 
It would be like pulling up a tender plant after a short 
period to find out whether it is growing •••• 42 

He said Professor Veblen had not been candid with him in discussing an 

. : 

enlargement of space when what he really had in mind was a change in the 

concept of the School, which Flexner considered quite impossible. 
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He repeated what he had often said: the interests of the other 

two schools had been subserved to those of the School of Mathematics; 

now, they were to receive the first benefits of any acditional .funds 

which might be found. The growth of the School of Mathematics must be 

truly remarkable, "if a man like Hardy asks rr~ directly the question as 

to whether we really wish a monopoly on rrathematics in Princeton." The 

closer problems attendant upon the cooperation between the University 

- 43 and the School were held, the better for fruitful work. 

Behind the muted explosion, which apparently did not come to 

the attention of the collea.gues of the two professors, was their feeling 

that to re~ain in Fine Hall was no longer possible to them. Both ~anted 

to be out of it, but subsequent events shm.Jed clearly that the other four 

"'"' .. ~ ... t.w 1...11eir pres~m: envirorur:cnt. It was clear that Veblen and Lef;.;chetz 

were not too friendly. Perhaps the latter resented slightly Veblen's 

patronizing oft-repeated assertion that he had been responsible for call-

ing ~Lefschetz to the University despite opposition. It is more than 

likely that Veblen resented Lefschetz's authority and power as Fine Pro-

f essor with certain administrative duties and prerogatives added. The 

situation was not improved when Lefschetz, the Department's Editor of 

the jointly edited and financed Annals of Mathematics, informed Veblen 

th.at the bepartment had agreed at his suggestion to "limit. publication 

to papers of an original and not of an expository character," and asked 

whether the School would agree. The Institute group agreed, but at its 

next .meeting inaugurated a new Mathematical Series, (presumably consisting 

largely of the class of material eliminated from the. Annals) whi~h it asked 

the Department to edit, referee and distribute in mimeographed form on a 
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joint basis. The Department agreed.44 The discussion of building the 

School of .Mathematics appeared to be closed with Flexner's letter. 

On the 10th November, the faculty gathered at 69 Alexander 

Street in the evening, and walked to Princeton Inn in a body to present 

a small gift of sentimental value to the Director, who was about to have 

his seventieth birthday. The origin of the idea seems to have been in 

the hUI!'anistic group. The Director was deeply touched, and expressed 

his appreciation next morning in a letter to Veblen in which he sought 

to heal past wounds, and to re-establish their relations on a friendly 

45 
footing. 

Early in December, however, Veblen's patience with conditions 

at Fine Hall broke again when he learned that off-street parking permits 

mus!:. be ohtained by the faculty members of both inst!t;;t!.01.~ t.:. .:;..:k,i.t 

them to the limited space outside Fine and Palmer ~lls. Veblen found 

it demeaning to have to ask Prcfessor ~the for the permit, and resented 

the exclusion of the Institute's members from the privilege. Patiently 

Flexner pointed out that members might park on the streets, or walk to 

Fine Hall, which afforded the School of Matherne.tics many valuable advant-

ages: 

the use of the Library, and janitor service, telephone ser
vice, and luxurious quarters, and what is more important than 
all of these ••• the easy opportunity for conference, coopera
tion, and contact with other men interested in mathemattcs 
and mathematical physics. 

We must ~~ke a choice -- to continue our cooperation with 
Princeton, ignoring everything that is not of .prime importance, 
or set up shop alone. In the former case, we shall hope to · 
develop a great institution; in the latter. event, we shall 
have a small one, and the first subject to suffer would be 
mathematics. 46 
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That irritation, too, appeared to wear away. 

MeanwhUe, Flexner, troubled by a kind of incredulity .at Veb-

len's statements on the relationship between the School's professors and 

its rrembers, had .asked Veblen for an explanation. The Professor gave it 

to him under date of the 4th December. There is nothing to show that he 

had discussed it with his coll~agues. 

The program of the Institute is to give its permanent members 
an opportunity to pursue scholarship unhampered by any of the 
handicaps ~hich such an organization can reasonably be expect
ed to eliminate. It is also its policy to give a similar op-. 

· portunity . for limited periods (usually a single academic year) 
to temporary cerubers. Some of these are men or wo~~n who have 
recently attained the Ph. D. and who need not only the freedom 
of opportunity irr.plied by their residence at the Institute but 
also inspiration and help from the professors. Some are mature 
scholars whose primary need is tew.porary release from routine 
acac~mic obligations. In the second class of cases it is often 
possible to incuce the university to which the scholar it ~t.- · 
t~chPd to give h:!!! !~~·!e ~f ~~::::~:::: c.nd pay half his sala.;_-1• 
Men of this scrt derive a great deal of stimulus and help from 
their association with the Y?unger group as well as from the 
Institute professors. The latter derive a great deal of stimu
lus in their ~ark from both groups of temporary members. In
deed, many if not all of our professors will testify that they 
receive more from the visitors than they give. 

The significance of this establishment, consisting of a penna
nent group of scholars year by year in contact with a steady . 
stream of colleagues from all parts of the world, is already 
well understood throughout the academic world. It is increas
ingly thought of as something which could not be diminished 
without serious loss to this world. 

It would be he.rd to exaggerate the importance of the stream 
flowing through it to the Institute itself. If this stream 
should dry up, there would be danger that the 'academic 
heaven' would approach the state of Nirvana. 

The funds ~hich the Institute devotes to the stipends for 
temporary members are matched end probably exceeded in amount 
by the contributions from outside sources. Every university 
which grants a member of its faculty leave of absence to come 
to the Institute is making a contribution to scholarship of 
a definite pecuniary value. This is by no means always .a 
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routine w~tter ••• The various universities and foundations 
(e.g., Trinity College, Cambridge, and the Rockefeller 
Foundation) which send young rren here on fellowships are 
all rr~king financial contributions to the SCI!le cause • 

. The founders and. trustees of the Institute therefore have a 
right to feel that their generous support of scholarship is 
receiving recognition not merely in the form of words of 
praise and gratitude, but also in the more concrete form of 
pecuniary support and ready cooperation.47 

Only the first three paragraphs were read to the Trustees, and 

without attribution. The last two did not quite overcc:ne such qualms as 

Flexner himself had voiced to Veblen in January, 1933 at the prospect of 

the Institute subsidizing rich universities such as Harvard, Yale and 

Columbia by paying half the salaries of professors asked to c~ to the 

Institute for a year. Admitting that the benefits of such an association 

as Veblen portrayed were bound to be mutually felt by the staff rrembers 

and the visitors, Flexner might have remembered that in projecting his 

institute for mathematical research in 1924, the P.rofessor had not feared 

nirvana. Indeed, he had suggested measures to protect his staff from the 

state by requiring some fixed duties to relieve the men engaged entirely 

in basic or pure research, such as the editing of a periodical or rewrit-

ing the Encyclopedia of Mathematics, and lectures to advanced students. 

The Director now had to reverse his concept of the master-disciple rela-

tions which he had expected would prevail between the professors and the 

young post-doctorals who would come to study with them. He presented the 

memorandum with a preface: the hope that better financial conditions 

would enable the universit~es to bear the entire cost of sending their 

""' men to Princeton, thus relieving the Institute of paying stipends.48 
.......... .............._ 

As he surrendered his fond dream that the Institute would be a 

---- ·--.. 
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training ground for the young post-doctorals, of whom Dr. Millikan ~as 

to write that, with the help of National Research Council fellowships, 

they had put American science in the forefront ' in the western world, he 

accepted the new concept. At the next meeting Flexner noted: 

I hope that the members of the Board have examined ~ith care 
in Bulletin No. 6 the list of· rrembers ••• <luring 1936-1937. I 
think it is no exaggeration to say that a group of this size . 
and eminence, coming from all parts of the world to work in 
one or another of the Institute schools, has never been as
sembled before. There are workers from China, ·Poland, Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, N0 rway, Italy, Holland, Belgium, France, Spain, 
England, and from universities ~n ••• Lfourteen narred stateE._f 
making a total of fifty-eight m~~bers. 

Most of these persons hold good or important aczdemic positions 
and are studying in Princeton on leave of absence. A few ••• 
are men who have had modest posts and have surrendered th~~ ••• 
to corre to Princeton. For the coming year men who have ~orked 
at the Institute have already accepted posts at Yale, Cornell, 
North Carolina a~d Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and 
-w.1.e1 ... is t:nie ox: rr.at.hematic!: will ultimately be true of the 
other t~o schools.49 

And at the following meeting, he found it necessary to say: 

I am sure that it is no exaggeration to say that no American 
institution with an enrollment of between fifty and sixty 
members has anything like such a proportion· of scholars and 
scientists from institutions of learning in this ••• and for
eign countries. The number of those who are recent doctors 
of philosophy is negligible end should continue to be such 
because it is not easy usually to gauge the capacity of ·a 
young man to pursue independent work until he has demonstrated 
his ability after leavinB the institution where he received 
his doctor's degree •••• s 

By far the larger proportion of the $30,000 annual stipend fund 

for the School of Mathematics was allocated to arrivees, mature teachers 

from other universities. The rest went to the young post-doctorals, whom 

Flexner had assumed would be the more numerous. Thus early in October, 

1935, the sum of $5,250 of the $30,000 was set .aside for the younger 

group, and Professor Weyl was given the privilege of selecting the men 
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51 
and inviting them, since he was the one most interested in them. When, 

, 
as sometimes happened, some of the arrivees invited could not accept for 

the time specified, the residue of those stipends was then allocated to 

the younger men. In the first nine years of its operation the School 

counted two hundred sixty-eight individual memberships for part or.whole 

of the academic year, some of which were held by rren who stayed for sev-

eral years. Of the total, one hundred twenty held positions, one hundred 

forty received Institute stipends, and seventy were Fellows. The cosmo-

politan character of the members appeared in the fact that nearly one 

hundred carre from abroad.52 

Princeton University, eminent in the sciences, had held undis-

puted first place in the list of institutions where the holders of Nation-

u!. rr.;:.;;.:a:.:-.:!·. Council f ellowships chose to ::.tudy, · es was demonstrated by 

statistics drawn from a bulletin of the Netional Research Council and 

published by the Alurr:ni Weekly. This was ·true of the cumulative· figures 

for the three sciences, .a.s well as of those for the year 1934-1935. More-

over, while the curr.ula.tive figures showed the University of Chicago hold-

ing first place in the list of institutions training the men who received 

National Research Council fellowships, Princeton was a close second. Of 

the total number of National Research Council Fellows in 1934-1935 --

one hundred two in all three sciences -- eighteen had chosen Princeton, 

twelve Harvard, eleven California, eleven California Institute of Tech-

nology, etc. The Fellows of all foundations including the National Re-

search Council were enrolled in mathematics in both institutions. Ten of 

the ~elve in mathematics were at Pri.nceton in . .that year.53 

In 1937, Professor Veblen, apparently reacting defensively . to 
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sorre stimulus, perhaps Flexner's disclosures of October, 1936, suggested 

to Dean Eisenhart that thereafter holders of fellowships must register 

with one or the other institution, according to the connection of the 

man with whom each wished to work. The Dean agreed, and the infonnation 

54 
went out. The result in the Institute's enrollment was surprising; one 

National Research Council Fellow registered with it for 1937-1938; none 

the next year, and two Fellows from other foundations . in 1939-1940. This 

accounted in part for the drop in total enrollments in the School of 

Matherratics for those years: twenty•five in 1937-1~38 and a.enty-three in 
( 

1938-1939. But the quality of the members who came was high as the fac-

ulty took occasion to note formally in 1937: "the number of good candi-

dates for stipends seems to be increasing, as compared with former .years, 

and that aJ1ong those Lo -whom no stipend can be given are a . nuuiber of quite 

first-rate candidates."55 

Dr. Flexner had advocated "borrowing" talent from other insti-

tut1ons, domestic and foreign, in his Confidential Memorandum of September, 

1931.
56 

It was not novel. But as has been seen, he did not envision the 

extent to which the School of Mathematics would use the device. Two very 

eminent men, P. A. M. Dirac and Wolfgang Pauli, came as visiting profes-

sors in 1935-1936 and 1936~1937 respectively. They were paid salaries out 

of the general funds of the Institute rather than the stipend fund of the 

School. When the Board consented to the appointment "of another American 

mathematician" in 1934, it did so with a restriction: the overall budget 

of the School must not be substantially increased by the action. The -

coumitment to Dirac was outstanding; Flexner sought and received special 

permission for calling Dr. Pauli. But after. that there were no vis.iting 
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professors in the School of Mathematics; all visitors were called members, 

and their stipends ~ere supposed to come out of the fund. ~ 

It became Professor Veblen's objective resourcefully to persu-

ade Flexner to make exceptions, to permit this or that item to come from 

the _general budget. Frequently he succeeded, but with the critical atti-

tude the Board evinced in 1936, the chances of success seemed less likely, 

particularly as there was not enough money to pay the s~ipends of members 

for the other schools. Nevertheless, Veblen decided to invite three emi-

nent European mathe~2ticians due to attend the Harvard Tercentenary in 
' 

the fall . of 1936 to corr.e to Princeton for a visit, giving the Department 

an opportunity to share in the invitation and the $2,000 honorarium he 

proposed to offer each. The Dep~rtment declined, and Veblen, having told 

his · colleag~es he coulc gc~ ~ne sum from Lhe gener~l budget, esked Flex~er. 

But the Board declined to authorize the appropriation, requiring that the 

sum should cowe from the School of Mathematics stipend fund. It is inter-

esting to note that even though only two of the three came, (Hardy of Eng-

57 
land and Levi-Civita) the School spent $6,000 over its stipend fund. 

Professor Veblen's remark that the members formed sub-groups 

and conferred among themselves was no exaggeration. The Bulletins for 

these years show a great deal of activity among the members in lecturing, 

both in series· and on single papers, and some conducted seminars during 

their stay. Not infrequently they worked with University students as 

well as with the younger post-doctorals. Flexner need not have worried 

that too many members "1ould interfere with the Institute professors' 

leisure for reflection snd creative thinking., As for his other concern: 

that the members might.talk only "to themselves," it apparently was not 
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realized either, for they talked also with the people at the University. 

It was not, in Professor Veblen's view, any miscarriage of relations as 

Flexner had planned the Institute. However, this attitude of his ls of 

parti.cular interest in contrast to his ~agerness during the first four 

years to admit as merr~ers candidates for the doctorate. However, his 

wish can well be understood in the light cf his outstanding reputation 

as a notably ·Successful guide and mentor in working wi~h graduate stu-

dents, so that both student and teacher were richly rewarded by the ex-

perience. 

It has been said at the University that while the presence and 

activity of the rrany outstanding r.iathematicians brought by the Institute 

to Fine Hall were welcomed and found to be intensely stimulating,- the 

atmosphere created oy th~ 4!C~u•c~~ vr ~~~ opportur.itieS to hear ieCtULES 

and to attend seminars proved to be cistracting to the graduate and other 

advanced students. They needed to concentrate upon studies of their own. 

Too - often they were diverted, fearing that they might be "missing some-

thing" if they failed to attend a certain lecture, or to participate in ·a 

seminar. Dr. Infeld, a hypersensitive -person, described Fine Hall's regu-

lar afternoon teas as "slave markets," where the young post-doctoral was 

no more eager to be "discovered" and invited to accept a position than 

some of the arrivees, who hoped to better their situations.58 

It will be recalled that Professor Veblen had been from the be-

ginning an ardent advocate of full faculty governtnent in academic affairs, 

and~'~~ Flexner had on each of the several occasions when the Profes- · I 
sor raised the issue attempted to show that nowhere ·in the western world 

I 
I 
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were faculties entirely self-governing; there was always a superior power 

to act as check, critic or stimulant, such as the Minister of Education 

in a German state or a Royal Comnission of enquiry in England. Moreover, 

while the School of Mathematics was the only School functioning, Flexner 

properly pointed out that it would be a heavy burden for it to assume to 

seek and select economists and hu~anists. He did not overtly question the 

ability of the matherraticians to do so, however. But Professor Veblen did 

question Flexner's choice of Professor Rief ler -- "a man of affairs" --

and Dr. Morey's selection of Professor Panofsky. So far as the· record 

reveals, the Director never revealed to Professor Veblen the history of 

his efforts to allow the faculty to elect its own Trustees and its own 

members to a Corr:rr:ittee on Educational policy, and to be a consultant to 

the Director. It would have been against his policy t... ~ - --..t ..J _ "\ 
.... ..,.;a. }"'.J..AUC:., ... .., 

disclose the position of Mr. Bamberger in these matters. It will be re-

called that he had discussed the problem of faculty participation in gov-

ernment quite fully in his Confidential Memorandum on the organization of 

the Institute, concluding bravely that if academic Trustees including. 

i 
I 

I 
i 
I 

! 

f 

\ 
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faculty members did not suffice to provide satisfactory relations, "Further 

steps can be taken if problems arise ••• " 

When in December, 1935, he found it necessary to remind Professor 

Veblen that the full-time and post-doctoral policies must not be breached, 

it appeared he believed such a problem had arisen. He had written: 

I saw Professor von Neumann yesterday afternoon and read his 
minutes of the meeting of the group. In my judgment we would 
have made quicker and clearer progress bE.d I been present at 
your meeting, for it seems rather absurd not to ·discuss mat
ters of this kind, since it is obvious to me that there are 
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considerations affecting the mathematicians which I may not 
understand, just as it is equally obvious that there are 
questions of moment which are bound to affect me which the 
mathematicians do not understand •••• !£ we are to preserve 
·the present cooperative relations with the University, I am 
compelled to take into consideration factors of which no 
single school is probably aware.59 

I 
I 
I 
~ 

l 

He made his feelings as to the seriousness of the problem un-

' I 

mistakeably clear in the same letter, thus justifying his conclusion that ' 

he should attend the faculty meetings. (See Chapter IV, p. 162) 

When Professor .Veblen replied that cooperation would be more ' i 
\ 

\ 

I . I 

difficult "under the restrictions which 
I 

you are now contemplating," Flex- -., 
l 
I 

ner answered kindly that he could understand that the significance of what \ 

had early been undertaken was only slowly being realized, and added: 

Other problems that likewise go to the very root of things 
may from tiL.e to time emerge. Should such be the case. it 
~o~lo, I think, be in the interest of speedy ~nd !~~e!!!;~~t 
decision if we discussed them together rather than separate
ly. I am certain that, if I h..s.d been present at the meeting 
of the mat:herr.atical group when my letter of n'ecernber 11 was 
discussed, it would not have been necessary for Professor 
van Neumann to take the trouble of dr~wing up a minute or of 
submitting it _ to rre . On the other hand, I have no love for 
conmittee meetings and do not cere to participate in them 
unles~we can save time and reach wiser decisions by means of 
them. · . . 

There was reason in Flexner's suggestion •. His occ;asional con-

sultations with Professor van Neumann es liaison with the School perhaps 

gave him insights he had not had before, when his communication had been 

with Veblen alone. Now he felt that Veblen did not always represent to 

him correctly the views of his colleagues, and that by the same token his 

views did not always get to them through Veblen. He would have a surer 

knowledge were he able to attend the faculty's occasional meetings. It is 

not clear how much of the differences over post-doctoral and full-time 

' 
\ 
t 
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I 
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I 

\ him insisting that the notice of Institute stipends published in Science 1 

\ 

standards he discussed with Professor von Neumann, but he did write to 

must be amended to state they would be considered only for post-doctorals 

61 
who had demonstrated "ability in independent researc.h." Definite gains 

in understanding might be realized by his attending the School's meetings; 

Veblen's colleagues would know more of his problems and thinking and he 

of theirs from occasional meetings. But he could hardly attend without \ 
1 

. I 
an invitation from Veblen, both for his own comfort in the academic milieu, I 
and for justification in contravening Mr. Bamberger's clear wish. In the J 

' event, he neither received the invitation, nor ·attended as a matter of 

62 
right. 

But if the Director was not invited by Veblen, he could demon-

~u eal-1 lht wnui.t: .Loculty together for a discussion cf 

great importance. And on the 10th February, 1936, he did just that, for 

the purpose of consulting it about no less important a matter than the 

proposal to appoint an associate director, an· understudy to himseif. The 

background for this action lay in his election of Dr. Aydelotte as his 

successor just before the Trustee visited the Founders to persuade them 

to drop their opposition to the appointment of Dr. Weyl in 1933. Then 

he wrote Mr. Bamberger that he and Aydelotte had been going over lnsti-

tute matters past, present and future, and added: 

I feel that I have in him an 'understudy' whoni you and Mrs. 
Fuld were rightly anxious that I procure. Whatever happens 
to me, the Institute is safe, for he and I are in perfect 
accord as to the principles and ideals which underlie the 
enterprise.63 

From· that time foxvard he confided extensively in Aydelotte, 

and also asked him to speak his own mind clearly on certain business at 

l 
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Board rr.~etings. It appears that the Founders, Aydelotte and Flexner 

th l h kn f th t Whether l·t ···as Flexner's were eon y ones w _o ew o e arrangemen. -

age, or the fact that Dr. Aydelotte faced another crisis at Swarthmore 

during the latter part of 1935, and called on Flexner to suggest that he 

was ready for the appointment as understudy, is not clear. In- January, 

1936, the Director told the Trustees that though they appeared to Yant 

him to remain in his position for the time being, he . felt that, consider-

ing Mr. Bam~erger's solicitude about the future of the Institute, it would 

be wise if a continuity were arranged by . the appointment of an associate 
' 

director on an annual basis, with the understanding that he might, if he 

qualified, be appointed Director. Re himself was approaching his seven-

tieth birthday, and though he was well, his health might fail. The Board 

thereupon approvzd this resolution, which he presented. 

That after seeking advice from the several professors in the 
Institute · and from such other sources as he may desire to 
consult, the Director be, and is hereby authorized to submit 
to the annual meeting of the Board a nomination for the pos·t 
of Associate Director, it being understood that this is an 
annual appointment and that it does not involve succession 
to the directorship, unless sufficient evidence of the quali
fications needed in the directorship has been displayed; 

And be it further resolved that the Executive Corrmittee be 
and is hereby authorized to arrange all further details that 
may be nec~sary in connection with the establislunent of 
this post. . 

Dr. Aydelotte was absent; in sending him the minutes Flexner 

· wrote: 

It was impossible to present the associate directorship 
without the element of risk which I think is really negli- . 
gible. I am going to get the faculty together next week 
and simply ask them for suggestions. I run not expecting 
anything of moment from them so that I shall make the nomi
nation practically on my own responsibility.65 
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The Director did not consult the faculty ~~mbers separately, 

but called them together instead. Of the thirteen professors who had 

been appointed, there were present the six from the School of Mathematics, 

and Messrs. Mitrany, Panofsky and Riefler. Professor Earle was still re-

cuperating at Saranac; Professors Herzfeld, Lowe and ¥.eritt were in Europe. 

Dr. Flexner recapitulated briefly the purposes and history of the Institute, 

explained the resolution passed ··by the Board, and asked his auditors ·for 

suggestions for an associate director. He encountered opposition to the 

idea; Professor Panofsky was prcbably not alone in saying that the man 

who would be a good Vertreter (deputy) might not have the requisite quali-

fications for directing the . Institute. Some narres were suggested, (but 

not recorded) and the meeting adjourned with the understanding that the 

faculty wo~ld meet aga ir. fv~ f~4t~c4 d!~cussion and reco~ndatlons.~0 

Flexner then visited the Founders in Arizona, and while there called on 

Professor Veblen to as·semble the faculty for further disccssions and to 

ask each man to send his recommendations directly to Flexner. He set 

forth arguments for and against the course he had suggested, :and asked 

Veblen to read his letter in full to the faculty. One suggestion he made 

specifically: 

--

In choosing a person, if the Board decided to take such ac
tion, we should, I think, seek not a distinguished specialist, 
but rather a person of my own type, namely, one who has varied 
interests and sympathies, a large acquaintance with rren and 
institutions in this country and in Europe, and profound re
spect for scholars and their own individual ways of solving 
their own problems. This sort of choice seems to me important 
at this stage, while the Institute is gradually expanding. A 
decade hence, sorr~ other type rrEy be more useful; but while I 
shall present my views to the Board, with whom the.. ultimate 
responsibility lies, and in my judgment should lie, I shall 
not, of course, insist upon-it.67 
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The faculty's response, written at the direction of the members 

by Professors Rief ler and Veblen, thanked the Director for inaugurating 

what they hoped would be his future course in consulting it, and then 

discreetly insisted that the idea of an associate director was not in its 

opinion feasible. They doubted that a man of the required caliber would 

accept such a position on a temporary basis. The letter continued: 

We also doubt whether the Quties which could be found for 
him to perform, in case he did accept, would be compatible 
with the qualities of the man who should be chosen. You 
have made it one of your main purposes to ·reduce adminis
tration as such to a minimum and to establish scholarship 
here on the basis of minimum interference with the faculty. 
Under these circumstances the Director is a sort of an 
artist. He must be sensitive to conditions in the Univer
sity, to conditions in the Institute, and intirr~tely aware 

. of the deeper currents in the world of scholarship. 08 

They suggested instead that a standing committee to consist of 

tw~ Trustees, two faculty .members, and the Founders and the Director, be 

provided for in the By-Laws. This committee would make· a continuing study 

of "the field, so that when the time came to appoint a successor to the 

Director, they would be ready with a recommendation. The suggestion was 

tentative, and not for Board consideration. 

The Director presided over the next meeting, which occurred on 

the 31st March. Professor Veblen later found two memorandums in Flexner's 

file, dated for the occasion; he had read one of them. The first was brief; 

it suggested that a decision was not needed · then, but might be reached in 

the fall after further thought. But it objected to the formality of the 

comnittee; the Director felt the preservation of informality was more de-

sirable: 

The trustees and faculty should therefore approach these prob
lems rather as comnittees of the whole than through representa
tives who might easily get into the position of being attorneys, 
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69 
one group for the trustees, the other for the faculty. 

In the . second memorandum, which Professor von Neumann believed 

~as the one Flexner read, the Director elaborated his objections to the 

· formal procedure: 

My whole effort during these five years has been directed 
to preserve inforrr~lity in my reletions with the trustees, 
and in the relat·ions between the trustees and the professors. 
I have tried to get you acquainted with one another in a 
gradual way so that a good rr~ny of the prejudices . and pre
occupations which exist in American institutions may never 
corre to the Institute. Whether I shall be successful in70hat 
I do not know, but at any ·rate that has been my idea •••• 

He detailed some of the mor~ onerous responsibilities of adminis-

tration which he had not been able to avoid, though he had kept them at a 

minimum. He conceded that the faculty members were right in objecting to 

tract a man of the proper caliber, and concluded that one would have to 

be found who would take it on an "indefinite" basis and "on a chance." 

Then Flexner would absent himself after a period of training, and test 

the ability of the Associate Director. 

If he measures up in these trials, the presumption would be 
that he would be considered first.- •• I believe that the post 
is so attractive, and ·the possibilities of the Institute are 
so great that some highly competent person, confident of his 
own ability and with i~zgination enough to realize the possi
bilities of the Institute, may be willing to be an understudy · 
for an indefinite period -- a year, two years, or three, per
haps more, dependent upon my health and strength. 

He devoted some paragraphs to a wise analysis of what the Insti-

tute really needed: not the cannittee suggested by the faculty, for that 

would tend to bring about formal and opposed positions. 

If any such feeling as I have described is brought about, the 
representatives of the faculty will always be outvoted •• • As 
it would be a division that you have brought about, ·you would 
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have no reason to corr.plain. In other words, you will ex
change influence which you now possess for power which won't 
amount to anything. The important factors in a small insti
tution are informality and cooperation, not power. I don't 
myself want power and you don't need any •••• There is another 
fallacy in representation. You all know there are divisions 
in every faculty: divisions between the young and the old, 
divisions bet.VJeen conservatives and progressives. If you 
appoint representatives, they will always represent the major
ity, and the minority will go unrepresented, though it may be 
that the minority is the wise section. If you keep the thing 
on the basis of influence rather th.an representation, an in
fluential and correct minority may have far more . influence 
than a .reactionary majority. 

The Director then asked the faculty rr.embers not to go about con-

trasting their conditions with those of Princeton's faculty. 

lt is in our interest, as in theirs, that the University 
should be rr~de as strong as possible. If therefore any ques
tion should ever arise as to whether a particular person 
should be invited to join the University faculty or the In
stitute faculty, I should without hesitation step aside in 
oroer ~hat the University might secure him. 

He added that he had done precisely that in the case of Professor Meritt, 

whom he had recorrrnended for appointment only after the President at his 

suggestion had consulted the Department and learned that they wanted a 

man whose interests were more general, rather than Meritt•s more highly 

specialized field. 

That attitude ought, I believe, to characterize every step 
we take. If it does, Princeton and the Institute together 
will have made a notable contribution to American scholar
ship in the form of a new type of cooperation. 

He confided to them that when he had told Mr. Bamberger he was 

too old to organize and direct the Institute in 1930, Mr. Bamberger had 

said he wanted him to do it, and added that "I should do as he would do 

in h1s--own business, namely, train an understudy." With a few more words 

in support of continued infonnal!ty, and a request that the members should 
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continue to suggest the names of likely candidates for the office under 

consideration, he closed with this observation directed against the con-

cept of fonral faculty government: 

As a matter of fact, in an experience covering a third of a 
century devoted to improving higher education, only once, 
so far as I c&n recall, did my main obstacle lie ~ith the 
trustees. It was the faculties who with their instinct for 
self-preservation blocked the way •••• 71 

The final meeting of the faculty in this series was held on 

the 2nd October, called by Veblen at Dr. Flexner's request. The group, 

now augmented by· Professors Herzfeld and Meritt, abandoned its tentative 
' 

recomr.endation, but still insisted it would be wrong to appoint an under-

study. They wanted the Director to participate in . the selection of his 

successor, and therefore suggested that he conf.ide his suggestions from 

tirre to ti~~ to the Board and perhaps ev~n to the · fa~ul~y. The letter, 

again written by Riefler and Veblen, closed with the following paragraph: 

In the meantime, we have one practical suggestion to offer 
toward deferring the problem for as long a time as possible. 
We feel that the severity of the ~eather in Princeton in 
February constitutes the greatest hazard to your continued 
good health. Would it not be possible for you to repeat 
regularly the vacatiotJ which you took last winter with such 
satisfactory results? 2 . . 

In a response addressed only to Professor Veblen, the Director 

expressed his gratification with the faculty's decision, and said he would 

confide his thinking to notes entrusted to Mrs. Bailey, so that he might 

change his mind without troubling anyone. Re asked \e.blen to "let Mr. 

Riefler see this, and use your own discretion as to comnunicating it to 

the other members of the faculty group."73 ~ · 
relaxed ----Meanwhile Flexner wrote to Dr. Aydelotte indicating a 

situation; the faculty had been having some sessions without the Director 

--. 
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74 since the tenn opened, and would probahly have something to report soon. 

But no word of any report to the Board remains, or of Dr. Aydelotte's 

attitude. 

'Why did Dr. Flexner direct his last letter to Professor Veblen 

only? The faculty had seen fit to entrust Professor Riefler also with 

expressing its views, but the only recognition Flexner took of the fact . . 

was a casual reference. And his treatrrent of the facu~ty itself, leaving 

Veblen to decide whether to inform the rest of his ans.er, showed an un-

familiarity with the proprietie~ or an indifference. One cannot escape 
' 

the suspicion that the Director was in some difficulty over having called 

the whole group together. This might have come about while he was in 

Arizona; his request for individual anS¥Jers was perhaps significant. In 

such case, the compliment for consulting the group rr.~~~ ~~ve been uncom-

f ortable, as weil as the expressed hope that it set a precedent. One also 

· is entitled to wonder why he called the professors together in the first 

place. It was clearly a demonstration of hi~ power in the face of Veblen's 

decided opposition to inviting him to meet with the. School, but it is 

doubtful that Flexner was interested then in a showing of such power. He 

may have sensed that the collective mind would be opposed to the idea of 

an understudy, as he himself perhaps was, and as Mr. Bamberger apparently 

also had been since he overlooked the possibility that his nep~ws might 

have been trained to assume the management of L. Bamberger & Company. The 

timing was perhaps too early to allow the supposition that, knowing the 

real cause for Veblen's restiveness, he sought to show the Professor that 

his colleagues wanted close ccoperation with the University. 

That speculation introduces . another one of great interest. Though 
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the conferences ended as Professors Alexander and Veblen were proposing 

the expansion of the ·school of Mathematics as a reason for added space, 

the restraint and good spirit reflected in the faculty letters allow no 

inference that Professor Veblen had introduced the question into faculty 

discussions. Thus Flexner's strongest point in opposing the mathemati-

cian's threat to discuss his problems with his colleagues appears in the 

following passage of his letter of the 7th November: 

Should it ever become necessary, as I hope it may never be
come necessary, to have a faculty discussion on this point, 
the discussion could not be limited to the mathematical 
group. It would be called by me, Gnd would be attended by 
all groups. I should preside and actively participate, for 
the very obvious reason tha't, leaving all else aside, I am 
far better infonned than anyone in any one of the groups re
garding the substance of the relationship. Any t;10Ve that 
at this moment suggests that the relationship be modified, 
T-'l.""" H: is t~e ~-:-~k 0n w'h:.:::!': ·.::; 7".::,· rest, and anything that 
couici FOssibly interfere with the type of collaboration which 
we are trying to work out would be deplorable. In my opinion, 
therefore, and this is the result of very careful reflection, 
the whole subject should be dropped and the entil~ incident 
regarded as closed ••• 

I trust that you will not misunderstand this letter. You 
surely know that I set the highest value upon the services 
which you have rendered to me personally and to the Insti
tute, but your memorandum and your letter have both disturbed 
me, and it seemed to me only right that I should put you quite 
candidly in full possession of every doubt that has crossed 
my mind since receiving them.75 

For whatever reasons, Professors Alexander and Veblen were silent on tbe 

point for some time to come,' and when it was revived, it was with another 

~trategy. 

Meanwhile, Veblen had decided to take into his own hands, and 

those of his associates of the Committee on Buildings and Grounds, itrmedi-

ate action to create a social center for the Institute without reference 

to his position of the previous sumner that the projected building on the 
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club house location should fill that need, and thus without any considera-

tion of the pending plan for the University's possible final action. 

"Without initiating any general discussion," he wrote Mr. Maass, 

he had consulted Dr. and Mrs. Aydelotte about a few simple and relatively 

inexpensive changes in the Olden Manor ~- the old Colonial home on the 

Farm -- to provide roorr~ on the first floor where the members might gather 

socially and some nine residential rooms on the two. top· floors for visi

tors. 76 In December, 1936, he presented blueprints and an estimate of 

$10,000 to Mr. Maass for the attention of the Executive Ccvmittee, which 

was to meet on the 28th. Maass passed these to Flexner for the agenda, 

with another proposal -- a plan for Institute aid to Institute professors 

in building theirhot::es which Dr. Riefler had prepared at the Committee's 

. 77 
request. Both received the approval of the Executive Corrmittee. But 

the Director prepared no minutes of the meeting, and took no steps to 

carry out the plan for Olden Manor, writing Professor Veblen frankly that 

the Institute had no money for that purpose, and that the housing plan 

. . 78 
demanded all his attention. 

The younger professors had been able to rent homes during the 

depression; now that economic conditions were easier, families were re-

turning to Princeton to occupy their own homes, and. since appropriate 

corrmercial rentals siin?ly did not exist there, something had to be done 

· to help the new permanent arrivals establish themselves, as the Unive_rsity 
. 
had long since discovered • . Professor Veblen knew this, and so when Flex-

ner challenged his plan he apparently did not press the social center 

further. But he did not fail to note the high-handed attitude. Flexner 

wrote: 

" 

- l 
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Let us get our minds so full of the purpose for which we exist 
: that we will all become relatively indifferent to buildings 
and grounds ••• 

It is, I think, quite clear that these things dwell much less 
largely in your mind than they do in mine or Riefler's or 
Meritt's, for we are strangers to them, but I fear them ••• for 
these young rren bursting with ideas and alive to opportuni
ties who find themselves distracted ••• So far as housing is 
concerned, they have got to take a minimum amount of their 
tir.e to settle . their problems in a brief period once and for 
all .. as you settled yours many years ago. 79 

Whether Professor Veblen told Messrs. Maass ·and Aydelotte of 

Flexner's reasoned intractability does not appear, but it was not ·until 

August that Mr. Maass, apparently just recalling the business, asked 

Fiexner what he had done about Olden Manor. Flexner rrade show of being 

reminded, and indicated he was consulting Mr. Leidesdorf about the ex-

80 pense. Nothing further happened. 

For by that time much had happened to the carefully laid plans 

by which the University Trustees had agreed to cede land at the club 

house location to be used as the site for the Institute's building. Flex-

ner had reported that approval to the Trustees at their meeting in Janu-

ary> 1937. Mr. Dodds had confirmed his verbal inforrr~tion by letter in 

February. But by April, there seemed to be real doubt that the Princeton 

Trustees had remained flrm. 81 After that no mention is made of the club 

house location. From what can be learned, however, alurmi o.pposition to 

moving the club house caused the Trustees to reverse their position. 

Flexner called on the Founders at Murray Bay in July and it was evidently 

on learning this news that the Founders, who had never volunteered at any 

time ·discernible on the record to finance a building on the College Road 
' 

plot, nm; expressed their willingness to finance one on the Instltute's 

own property. 
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The Director had really called on the Founders to urge them 

to authorize steps in the develop~ent of the staffs in mathematica~ 

physics and economics. However, when they offered to finance the build-

. ing, Flexner again found himself in the old conflict between men and 

bricks. While he confided good news to Aydelotte, Maass and Riefler on 

his progress for economics, there is in his letters no single word about 

the projected building. He did pro~ise news when he net Aydelotte in 

September. He also informed Mr. 1-'lGass in time to plan the first steps in 

taking advantage of the Founders' offer, which he announced proudly and 

gratefully at the October meeting. The news did not become otherwise 

kncwn until the Director told the Trustees: 

that the Founders wished to furnish the Institute with funds 
necessary to erect our first building without drawing upon 
che capital funds, on the inco~e of whi~h the Inst!t~te 
lives.82 

Meanwhile the housing plan for the professors had been worked 

out favorably with sorr~ effort by the Director, Mr. Leidesdorf and Mr. 

Maass. Professor Riefler's plan had contemplated subdivision by the In-

stitute of a plot lying between the west end of Battle Road and Mercer 

Street into building lots, providing street, sewerage znd utilities. The 

lots were to be leased for fifty · years, renewable at the option of the 

professor or his heirs. The Institute would supply funds to build the 

homes, and take mortgages and notes at 4~~ · to be amortized over twenty-five 

years, the Institute to be safeguarded by life and fire insurance, etc., 

83 
to cover the debt. After consideration 

""' 
by his Corrmittee and the Execu-

tive Conmittee, Maass reconmended approval--by the Board. The rate of 
. ~ ............... 

interest had been reduced to 44, and the lots would be sold rather than 
--..... 
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leased. The Institute would advance the costs of subdivision and con-

struction to be amortized over t~enty-five years. The benefits were 

surrmarized: the professors would get homes, the Institute would receive 

the rate of return it was receiving on high grade bonds, and would be 

protected from the perils of -the landlord. Each professor would select 

his own architect and builder. No rrention was made of a recapture clause. 

The Board approved the general plan, but ordered that when the final 

details were worked out, the Com:nittee on Buildings and Grounds should 
- 84 

secure the authorization of the Executive Corrmittee before preceding. 

The interval allo~ed the Director to visit Mr. Bamberger and 

Mrs. Fuld in Arizona in February, and to persuade them to permit the In-

stitute to sell the lots for $1,500 as had been suggested by Mr. Leides-

dorf, instead of the $5,000 apparently ~et by the Bo~:~ ~~lie~.~- F~r-

ther action was taken by the Cotr.!Ilittee on Buildin&s and Grounds in March, 

and by the Executive Committee on its report in April. As the Executive 

Committee approved it, the houses were to be planned by one architect and 

built by one contractor; $30,000 was the limit for each; the new price of 

the lots was -$1,500 plus the prorated costs of subdivision, and it was 

provided that each deed should contain a recapture clause "by which the 

Institute would be vested with the right to repurchase the respective 

properties from the owners." Interest charges were to begin with occu-

86 
pancy. 

The first contracts, with Professors Meritt, Riefle~ and Weyl 

and their respective wives, recei_ved Board approval in January, 1938. 

The interest charges began on the 1st March, 1938. In October each owner 

was called on to sign a second bond and mortgage covering his share of 
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87 
subdivision costs, with interest retroactive to March. 

As will be detailed in the next chapter, the Director's con

versations with Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld at Murray Bay so encouraged 

him to believe they intended to resume gifts to endowment for staff in 

physics and economi.cs that he was prompted to suggest and work out a new 

By-Law, by which a more formal budget procedure would be established. It 

would have done little good to propose such a thing when derr~nds were made 

for funds which were not there. He hoped to persuade the Trustees to ap-

. prove a provision for an annual reserve as a percentage of income, but 

found · there was reasoned opposition from Aydelotte and Straus and others. 

No such provision was enacted. . 

But a Budget Committee ~~s set up in the By-Laws in October. 

1937, by which the Director was required to take the "recorrmendations" of 

the several schools for their needs, prepare a budget with them as sub- · 

mitted, and then consult about it wi-th the Chairman of. the Board and make 

such amendments as they deemed advisable. Thereupon the budget went to 

the Budget . Coumittee of three members in addition to the Chairman, the 

Treasurer and the Director as members ex officio, with power to amend. No 

professor Trustee could be a member of this Conmittee. The Budget C0tm1ittee 

submitted its recommendations to the Boerd. The Director had suggested in 

1931 that he should consult the schools on their needs, but had received 

no answer. Now the Trustees had become increasingly aware of various pres

sures and were willing to see them met. The Director's explanation for 

the move was his expectation of more funds to conserve, and the need for 

more careful scrutiny than the Board could give ~he budget, as he told 

the Trustees. But he also confided to Dr. Aydelotte that it was necessary 
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to protect funds from the faculty, which tended to use up everything 

available, and for good purposes, indeed, but beyond the resources of 

88 
the Institute to afford. 

The first Budget Corrrnittee, appointed with Mr. Bamberger's 

approval and announced in January, 1938, consisted of Messrs. ~eed, Chair

man, Aydelotte and Stewart, the Treasurer, and the Director. 

I 
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CHAPTER VII - NOTES 

1. The Treasurer's reports which are available indicate the Founders• 
g·ifts in cash and in securities at cost were as follows: 

Up to and inclu~ing 1/7/32 • • • • • $5,~24,866 
Fiscal year 1933*. • • • • • • • 404,856* 
Fiscal year 1934. • . • • • • • • • • 513,196 
Fiscal year 1935 • • • • • • • 634,183 
Total • • • • • • • • • • ••• $6,877,101 
Fiscal year 1936 • • • • • • 993,881 

$7,870,982 
*figure derived. Treasurer's Reports for fiscal 1932, 1933, not 
~vailable. But summary at 12/11/52 me.de derivation possibl~. 

2. See Fosdick, op. cit., pp. 207 ff. Mr. Fosdick explalned that 
though two of the Rockefeller foundations had spent c6nsiderable 
money in grants for research in the social sciences, and especially 
in economics, including subventions to the Social Science Research 
Council and the N.B.E.R., sorr.ething seemed to be wrongwith the 
programs. Therefore in 1934 he chaired a conmittee to study the 
matter. In its report it recommended the abandonrrent of programs 
in T.1l-o; ... 'I\ r€>SE'~.,. ... h ·wa:s an e~~ ~~ !+-~~1. f: 

!«W:t:: are interested in research ~•hich is a means to an 
end, and the end is the advancement of human welfare ••• 
The mere accumulation of facts, untested by practical 
application, is in danger of becoming a substitute 
rather than a basis of collective action." 

Fosdick says that thereafter two criteria guided tr~· Foundation in 
its giving: (1) the subject rr.ust be socially significant; (2) it 
must be susceptible of "scientific" treatment. -
This sounds much like Flexner's treatrrent of rese3rch in The Idea . 
of a Modern University. It is of more than passing interest that 
the Foundation did not hasten to support Riefler's projected studies 
of November, 1935, which the Assistant Director of its Division of 
the Social Sciences favored. 

3. The 10,000 shares of Macy comnon were valued at cost at $1,070,000 
in the endowment. Approximately 3,400 shares were sold before Feb
ruary 29, 193f, when according to the Treasurer's Report, 6,599 re
mained. By August 31, 1932, only 1,100 shares remained. That the 
sale was debated in late July, with Leidesdorf and Maass opposed, 
seems clear from a note, Flexner to Maass, 8/2/32. 

4. Report, Treasurer, 8/31/32. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/29/34, 
P• 11. 

5. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/10/32, pp •. 7-8. Ibid., 1./9/33, 
PP• 8-9. 

' 
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6. Maass to Flexner, 7/10/33. 

7. Interview with \Jalter Farrier. 

8. Aydelotte to Flexner, 2/7 /36. Maass to Flexner, 3/10/36. 

9. See Leidesdorf to Hardin, 12/3/31. Hardin to Leidesdorf, 12/5/31. 
By informal agreement they turned the annual savings to capital 
account for immediate investment. The policy seemed to be accept-
able to all. 

10. Flexner to Riefler, 11/2/38. As for Professor Her.zfeld's salary, 
he continued to receive $6,000 until 1938-1939, when Dr~ Flexner 
adjusted it to $8,000, and then to $10,000 in 193~-1940. 

11. Maass to Flexner, 8/18/37. 

12. Veblen to Flexner, 10/17/32. 

13. lnreld, oo. cit., p. 294. A professor at the University was to 
corr.::-ent humorously . that the number of showers in Fine Hall might 
give so~e men an idea that the rrathernaticians did little but bathe. 

14. Flexner to Veblen, 3/27/34; 4/13/34. 

15. Veblen to Flexner, 4/12/34. 

16. L. Bamberger to the Trustees, 4/23/34. 

17. Minutes, ~.eeting of the Members of the Corporation, 4/23/34, p. 3 • . 
Flexner to Victor Morawetz, 4/24/34; 5/10/34. Morewetz to Flexner, 
5/13/34. 

18. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/8/34, PP• 6-8, 11-12. 

19. Flexner to Veblen, ll/4/32. 

20. Flexner to Veblen, 10/25/34. 

21. Flexner to Veblen, 2/27/35; 3/2/35. Veblen to Flexner, 2/28/35. 

22. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 

2~. Flexner to Veblen, 7/6/35J 

24. Veblen to Flexner, 7/28/35. 

2~ , Flexner to Veblen, 8/25/35 • 
..... ~ 

26. Fle;n_er -to Dodds, 9/25/35. ---

4/22/35. Appendix, ·P• 8. 
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27. Dodds to Flexner, 11/19/35. This letter was not presented to the 
Board until the 13th October, 1936. (Minuttq p. 14.) 

28. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/14/35, PP• 1, pp. 6-7. Dodds to 
Flexner, 11/1/35. Flexner to Dodds, 12/10/35. No record is avail· 
a~le of the discussions of the Joint Cot!lllittee, except that Dr. · 
Flexner told the Trustees on April 13, 1936, that the first took 
place at dinner at _ Prospect ten days before, and was pleasant 
and cordial. There were apparently further meetings. The 'meeting 
scheduled for April, 1937, was postponed. Whether it was held later 
does not appear. 

29. Flexner to Veblen, 10/28/35. 

30. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 10/28/35. Bamberger to Flexner, 10/29/35. 

31. L. Barr.berger to Leidesdorf, 1/30/36; 1/31/39. Farrier to Flexner 
1/10/36. 

32. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/13/36, pp. 12-15. 

33. Ibid., p. 12. 

34. Minutes, Trustees.' meeting, 4/13/36, J>• 7 • 

. 35. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/13/36, pp. 11-12. 

36. Ibid. 

37. Flexner to Weed, 10/15/36; 10/23/36; 11/17/36. Weed to Flexner, 
10/19/36; 11/12/36; 11/21/36. 

38. The memorandum is not available. 

39. Flexner to Veblen, 10/31/36. See also Flexner, Memorandum, 10/23/36, 
showing results of his investigation, -hich may have been prompted as 
nruch by the discontent of the Trus~ees as by "Building the School of 
Mathematics." Veblen papers. 

40. Ibid. 

41. Veblen to Flexner, 11/5/36. 

42. Flexner to Veblen, 11/7/36. 

43 • . Ibid. 

44. Minutes, S. M. meeting, 10/22/36; 2/23/37. 

45. Flexnei to Veblen, 11/11/36. · 

I 
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46. Flexner to Veblen, 12/4/36. 

47. Veblen to Flexner, 12/4/36. 

48. Minutes, Trustees• meeting, 1/25/37, p. 5. See Flexner to Veblen, 
1/24/33. Veblen papers. 

49. Robert A. Millikan, Autobiography, Prentice Rall, Inc., 1950_, p. 184. 
Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 4/19/37, PP• 4-5. 

50. .Minutes, Trustees• meeting, 10/11/37, p. 4. 

51. Minutes, S. M., 10/8/35. 

52. Statistics, S.M. 7/14/41. Aydelotte papers. 

53. Princeton Alumn i Weekly, 2/15/35. 

54. Eisenhart to Flexner, 5/8/37. 

55. Minutes, S. M., 2/23/37. The. stipend fund "7as reduced in 1937-38 to 
less than $27,000. 

56. Confidential Mel!!orandum, £!!•, P• 16. 

;7. ~ ~i w.a .. es, S. H. , i./20/36. Minu.t~s, Trustees• meeting, 1/27/36, p. 
14:- -- Treasurer.' s Reoort, Fiscal year 1937, Schedule 1. 

58. Interviews. Infeld, op. cit., p. ;299 ff. 

59. Flexner to Veblen, 12/11/35; 12/20/35. 

60. Veblen to Flexner, 12/19/35. Flexner to Veblen, 12/23/35. 

61. Flexner to Von NeUI!'dnn, 11/22/35. Minutes, S. M. meeting, 12/14/35. 

62. The point was important. Professor Veblen answered Flexner by saying 
that he bad not called the meeting, but that the staff bad, after 
reading Flexner's letter raising the questions in the first place. 
However, the School minutes say: 

"Professor Veblen informs the group that Dr. Flexner com
municated to hi.m his opinion 
a. To adopt the rule that only persons possessing the 

Ph. D. degree should be admitted to the .Institute. 
b. That no part-time appointments should be made ln 

future of assistants or stiJ>end-holders (who at the 
same time undertake teaching obligations in the 
University •••• )" 

And the discussion shows clearly that he did not cite the rest of 
Flexner's letter to support his position. It would seem natural 
that any discussion between Flexner and Von Neurrann might disclose 
this. 

I 

I 
I 
I . . . 
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63. Flexner to L. Bamberger, 8/1/33. 

64. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/27/36, pp. 12, 15. 

65. Flexner to Aydelotte, 2/7/36. Aydelotte papers. 

66. Veblen, Memorandum (for Dr. Aydelotte), without ds.te, a copy, giving 
Professor Veblen's account cf all general meetings of fac.ulty during 
Flexner's incumbency until 3/30/39 from 10/1/33. Veblen's papers. 
For this Professor Veblen took and kept various letters and memoran
dums from Institute files, thereby making them unavailsble to suc
ceeding Directors. Flexner to Panofsky, 2/12/36. 

67. Flexner to Veblen, 3/6/36. Veblen papers. 

68. Riefler and Veblen to Flexner, 3/14/36. Veblen papers. 

69. Flexner, Meworandum N~. 1, 3/31/36. Veblen papers. 

70. Flexner, Mer::orcmdum No. 2, .3/31/36. Veblen papers. It -was Professor 
von Neumann's recollection that Flexner had read Memorandum No. 2. 

71. Ibid. 

1L. Aler~er and Ve~lcn to Flexr.er, 10/~/36. Veblen papers. 

73. Flexner to Veblen, 11/2/36. Veblen papers. 

74. Flexner to Aydelotte, 10/8/36. 

75. Flexner to Veblen, 11/7/36. 

76. Veblen to Maass, 10/26/36. 

77. Veblen to Maass, 12/14/36. Maass to Flexner, 12/22/36. 

78. Flexner to Veblen, 1/6/37. 

79. Ibid. 

80. Flexner to Maass, 8/25/37. 

81. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/25/37, p. 2. Dodds to Flexner, 2/17/37. 
Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 4/19/37, pp. 8, 9. Interview with Dr. 
Eisenhart. 

9/20/37. 
82. Flexner to Riefler, 8/5/37; to Maass, 8/7/37; to Aydelotte, 8/17, 9/16,/ 

Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 10/11/37, p. 5. 

83. Riefler, Memorandum on Professors' Housing, 12/3/36. S. E. P. papers. 
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84. Minutes> Trustees' meeting, 1/25/37, p. 10 ff. 
~ 

85. Flexner to Maass, 2/3/37; to Leidesdorf, 2/12/37. 

- 86. Minutes, Executive Comnittee meeting, 4/19/37. 

87. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 1/24/38, p. 14 ff. Leidesdorf to 
Riefler, 10jl4/38. 

88. Minutes, Trustees' r.eeting, 10/11/37, pp. 9-10, 12-13. Flexner to 
i. Bambereer, 8/19/37; to Maass> 8/25/37; to Straus, 9/29/37. 
Aydelotte to Flexner> 9/27/37. Flexner to Aydelotte, 9/29/37. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DR. FLEX.'IER RETIRES 

In the winter of 1937, the University appeared ready to allow 

the Institute to w.ove the club ho~se to another location, or to build 

another elsewhere and to give its site to the Institute. The Class of 

1906, which had presented it to the University, and which still exerted 

a strong proprietarial interest over it, had steadily opposed the ·plan. 

The Founders had given no indicatio~ they were ready to relax their re-

solve against further additions to endm .. 'IT!ent, nor had they yet indicated 

any interest in financing a building on College Road. 

Flexner's first step in the Janua~y meeting of the Board was to 

relate, as was usual with him, the various indicia of . success in the func-

tioning of the _ faculty: Professor von Neur;iann was to deliver the cello-

quim Lectures for the American Mathematical Society; Professor Herzfeld 

had won the acclaim of the Department of Fine Arts and the experts of the 

Metropolit3n Museum for his lectures on the ancient arts of the Near East; 

Mr. Montagu Norman, of the Bank of England, was sending one of the Bank's 

officials, Mr. H. C. B. Mynors, to Princeton. for a few months to study 

with Professor Riefler. A professor whom President Raymond Lyman Wilbur 

of Stanford University had sent East to study graduate education had spent 

some time at the Institute and had written entfuisiastically about its mean-

ing to advanced study in the United States, adding: 

I found a warm interest in your Institute among those with 
whom I talked all along the way. American higher education 
gives vou and the Institute its endorsement and wishes you 
well. 1. 

' -
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The Director was searching for space to rent which would house 

the libraries and collections of Professors Herzfeld and Lowe; he would 

be glad when the Institute owne d its own building, which he said should 

be adequate not only for present needs but "for some years to come." As 

for the success of the schools then operating, he said in his most out-

spoken bid for rr~ney_yet voiced: 

n·.e ends which I have described have been obtained in three 
fi e lds by an expenditure so modest that few persons conne cted 
with academic affairs would believe it possible. The total 
budget of the Institute for the current year is approximately 
$290,000. When one considers the budget of a university like 
Earvard or Columb ia or Yale , which exceeds ten millions annual
ly and is a larger sum by seve ral millions than the total en
dowment of the Institute for Advanced Study, we have every 
r eason to congratulate ourselve s on what we have obtained in 
the way of productive scholarship and training with ·the cautious 
expenditure of a very modest sum. 2 

Aside fro~ the pcrspe =tivc whi=h this observation gave, it set 

the stage for his next efforts to increase the staff. In April he began 

what was to be an unremitting campaign for economics, although at first 

it included mathematical physics also. He considered the staffs in the 

humanities and mathematics stabilized for the time, he said, adding: 

~trangely enough, with the exception of Rrofess6r Einstein 
there does not appear, as far as I can learn, to be in any 
American institution of learning a man of first-rate capac- · 
ity in this field. There are four or five in Europe, and 
it may be that one or perhaps two of them may ultimately be 
brought to Princeton to spend all his time. Under their 
leade rship American talent can probably be discovered which 
will ultimately do in the field of mathematical physics what 
American talent is doing in .•• mathematics. The subject is 
one which lies very near to the heart of the mathematicians 
of both the University and the Institute, so that it is in 
no danger of being overlooked, but ••• the problem is not 
capable of easy or quick solution.3 

The Director had just lost an appeal for Rockefeller funds to 

finance the addition of Niels Bohr and P. A. M. Dirac to the Institute's 
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staff for the next three years. Both had signified their interest in 

the plan, though Dirac's corrrrnitment to attend for the full time was · not 

yet firm. Dr. Bohr had said he would attend for half of each year. After 

consideration }lr. Fosdick denied the request, on the ground that the Inter

national Education Board and the Rockefeller Fou~dation had subsidized the 

work of these scientists in their own countries. The Foundation could not 

see, he said, that the advancerr.ent of science would be aided by the arrange

ment Flexner· suggested. 4 

Flexner's reports on the School o~ Economics and Politics for 

the past year had showed his embarrassment with the situation. In April, 

1936, he had said that both Mitrany and Riefler were undecided about what 

they would do. This was a month after Rief ler had demanded to know whether 

11.t::. l-.1.1u~1a111 ui. researcn in finanrP Y',.,..,!:',...5 ':' .j in November, 1935, would be 

authorized, with the staff he required, several months after the opportu

nity to get the support from the Founders had passed. 5 But Riefler must 

have become aware of that report when he attended · his first Board meeting 

as a faculty Trustee in October, 1936, for at that meeting Flexnei told 

the Trustees he had reports from both men which were "so thorough that it 

is extremely difficult to condense them." He therefore offered "to allow 

any member of the Board to read them in full if any one desires to do so." 

Messrs. Aydelotte and Straus asked Professor Riefler for his, and his 

answer to Straus appears in the files. It was accompanied by copies of 

his memorandums to the Director of November, 1935, and the 13th March, 

1936. He noted that worK on the program was being held in abeyance pend-

6 

7 
ing the outcome of the studies in the National Bureau of Economic Research. 

Now as he reported on the School of Economis and Politics in 
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April, 1937. the Director said: 

The three ~n around whom this School has developed are in 
respect to endowment and experience · admirable from every 
point of view, but it is clear that a subject like economics 
cannot be developed by a single person, even so able a person 
as Professor Riefler •••• From the very beginning I have urged 
Professor Rief ler to be on the lookout for someone of the 
proper caliber who could be associated with hir:i. From time 
to time, we have considered sevc~al persons, but, thus far, 
Professor Riefler's decision has been against adding anyone 

. ••• I continue to hope that, within the next year or two, one 
or two persons with the proper endowment and experience may 
be found and, if so, I shall not hesitate to bring the matter 
to the attention of the Board.8 

Again, as in April, 1936, Mr. Stewart was present and Mr~ Riefler 

was absent. There appears to have been no further clarification of the 

subject. But time was to show that the outstanding offer to Mr. Stewart, 

Riefler's forr.icr teacher, his senior and employer at the Federal Reserve 

that in this circumstance lit:: had 

an opportunity neither to choose the staff aides or colleagues he would, 

nor to pursue the studies he had outlined. 

The Director had called on the Founders at Murray Bay mainly 

with the idea of persuading them to underwrite an expansion in economics. 

Though he had succeeded in raising to the maximum the salaries of Professors 

Meritt and Riefler in January, because both were restive, he knew that 

Riefler's difficulty was his inability to do the research he had set his 

heart on doing. Flexner had a satisfactory series of talks with Mr. Barn-

berger and Mrs. Fuld, writing Riefler promptly: 

I was paying a week's visit to Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld 
••• I had previously sent them at Nr. Bamberger's request a 
memorandum which you will see later -- I don't want to bother 
you with it now -- outlining the future of the Institute as I 
now see it, subject, of course, to such changes as wisdom and 
experience suggest. 
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I put in the very first place the development of the School 
of Econo~ics and Politics. They were very much pleased with 
the whole memorandum and told me .to go ahead. I am therefore 
enormously intere sted in your feeling that Stewart may be 'in 
the mood to drop Case Pomeroy and come with us.' If he has~

paid his promised visit, let me know whether this subject came 
up, and if so, how it stands.9 

But Stewart had not paid the ·promised visit. Riefler would find 

out when he would come. Meanwhile Flexner confided something of his sue-

cess to Mr. Maass; to neither man, however, did he mention the new build-

ing. 

I had a very interesting time with Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. 
Fuld, going over the past and sketching the future develop
ment of the Institute as far ~s it can now be foreseen. A 
point which I str~sse d •.. was the following: there are cer
tain fields like matheoatical physics, and economics and 
politics, in which, if we can· find the men, we are prepared 
to advance now, but the resources of the Institute, -- prin-
ri p 1 P ~nrl inr0~e -- should b~ ~~~?nded so we will have in 
hand money for future development and avoici expansion up to 
the limit of our income .•• This was a point of view in which 
Mr. Bamberger and Mrs . Fuld thoroughly sympathized. I feel 
that, if we can find the persons, there will be no doubt about 
the funds.IO 

To this Mr. Maass replied: 

The news •.• is of tremendous interest. I have always been 
confident of their intention ultimately to give us a substan
tially increased endowment. •• My . only concern is that the pro
gram of expansion be enacted during the period of your own 
activities, and this I am most hopeful you will bring about. 11 

The Director sought to assure himself that the fine accord he 

had reached or approached closely with the aged Founders in the delightful 

cool and beauty of Murray Bay would remain in their memories, which were 

not as retentive as they had been. He wrote them enclosing a draft of a 

proposed letter to the Trustees, which evidently reflected their discussions, 

and clearly contemplated further gifts from them to endowment. But the 

burden was the conservation of those funds, in the interest of keeping the 
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Institute flexible and ready to expand in subject-matter or men as oc-

casion offered. He talked in terms of a~ increase in income of $250,000 

to $300,000 ~hich could be profitably used "ithin the next few years for 

logical developmEnt of the present schools. He told them tha~ ~e was 

studying a by-law of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research to 

adapt it to the Institute's use; it would help control expenditures, and 

assure pro~pt reinvestment of any savings in operations. 12 

Flexner now showe d impatience with ~!r. Stewart's indecision, 

.sending Riefler a list of English economists who had been recommended by 

Thomas Jones of the Pilgrim Trust, then visiting the Flexners in the 

Canadian \Wods, -and asking him to comment on them for possible appointment 

to the Institute. The Professor discussed Jones' suggestions, noting that 

Stewart had not appeared, and he was writing to find out why, 

He is the most elusive person one can imagine. · When I saw 
him last, early in July, he spoke quite confidently of going 
to England in the fall and of signing up Clay .••• That was one 
of the things that made me feel he had practically decided to 
come with us himself.13 

Though Flexner had in the past tried to prevent anything inter-

fering with his uninterrupted rest at Lake Ah.~ic, he spent this surrrner with. 

reckless abandon, writing Dr. Aydelotte on several occasions of visits with 

Mr. Bamberger and ~trs. Fuld at which they discussed the question of further 

endowment. Hi.s letters ref le ct a practical certainty ·that his efforts were 

14 
successful. He perfected proposed amendments to the By-Laws to establish 

a new procedure on budget and a new standin~committee . to handle it. 

that was the only detail he confided, except that economics would be 
'-..... -......___ 

expanded; the other news he mentioned but would not impart _~ntil he 

·-..._ 

But 

soon 

and 
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Aydelotte could meet late in SeptEmber. He introduced the propose d by-law 

to M~ass as enabling the Board, ''in the light of experience, to follow a 

more definite procedure than has been possible up to the present time," 

clea~ly in expectation of additional funds. To Aydelotte he wrote when 

his friend questione d a provision s e tting aside as an annual reserve an 

unspecifi e d pe rcentage of income: 

.You know college faculties. They will spend anything they 
can lay tne ir hands on, and probably to good purpose. But 
••. the he ad of an institution has to look to the future, and 
even to the dist ant futur e , and .•. to rese rve something for a 
rainy day even though a fine im;nediate use could be found for 
it.15 

He prepare d for the October meeting with unusual care, briefing 

Dr. Aydelotte with parts of his prepared report, and suggesting that he 

spea~ ~.~,,, ... ~ .. .! -- his own mind -- fully ui-~n certc. i ::-. ---.)----· . . ...._ - '- , -- a..L o 
- - - --- -J -·- -

proposed developrr~nt of economics, and the new building. Aydelotte, clear 

in his own mind about the importance of both these things~ did make his 

views known. Flexner began his r e port to the Trustees with the usual 

account of the professors' activities, finally telling them that he had 

very good news: the Founders wanted to finance a building for the Insti-

tute, without impairing its capital funds. He outlined a course of order 

which he thought would save the time of the Trustees and the staff, and 

make it unnecessary for any me mbe r of the faculty to spend time on the 

project: 

I propose to ask each of our three _groups for a definite state
ment as to what accommodations and f acilities they require now, 
and what would be a fair margin .•• /to/ cover needs that can be 
anticipated for some years to come~ - Whe n these facts have been 
assembled and ha rmonized, they can be put in the hands of a 
competent archi t ect •••• 
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It is my hope •.• that this building should be named Fuld Hall, 
so as to corrrner.:orate both ~!rs. Fuld and her late husband, 
!·lr. Felix Fuld, and .•• Mr. Bamberger agrees •••• ! have already 
mentioned this .•• to President Dodds, and he agrees with me in 
thinking that it will involve no_ lack of cooperation between 
the two institutions, ench of which will continue to perform 
the functions for which it is best adapted, and both of which 
will cgntinue to be rr.utually helpful in every possible direc
tion.1 

That he himself contemplaied that Fuld Hall would house all the 

schools he made clear: 

I have had the f ee ling during recent months that we had now 
reached the point where a first building, accor:rnodating the 
present activities of the Institute, while still maintaining 
close cooperation with the University, should be erected. 17 

Flexner also .reported that the Founders had authorized him to 

''investigate the possibilities of calling in one or two eminent mathemati-

cal or theoretical physicists for the permanent staff," and added: "The 

same i~ uue 0[ i.i :~ 3~1:ool of ~•>J.,,-,,i-. ~c.; and Politics." He would the:-2fore 

look for two or three qualified economists. Beyond that, he ventured, 

history, languages, literature, and any or all of the natural sciences 

might be added. But none would be on the scale of the present School of 

Mathematics. 18 

Turning now to the subject of money, he noted that "a gentleman 

who is interested in Hiss Goldman's work had offered to give the Institute 

the entire sum ••. required to complete the · task on which she is engaged and 

to publish its results," and mentioned the receipt of $20,000 toward this 

end. In presenting the amendments to the By-Laws, he pointed to the need 

for more critical scrutiny by the Trustees than the full Board could give 

"as our resources increase. 1119 The Board approved the draft amendments 

as they had been submitted with the agenda, but eliminated the provision 

for an annual reserve, and added the . Treasurer to the members of the 
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now 
Budget Comnittee. The Director was/required to do what he had earlier 

asked permission to do -- to consult with the schools to learn their 

needs. He prepared the budget on the basis of these statements~ and then 

conferred with the Chairrr~n. They had po~er to amend and revise the docu-

ment, after which it went i:.o the Cor.rnittee on the Budget, to consist of 

three members, and the Treasurer, the Chairman and the Director, ex officio. 

The Co:nrnittee also had power to amend; its recoT.:nendations went to the 

Board. The Com:littee, announced in January, consisted of Messrs . Weed, 

20 Ch2irrnan, Aydelotte and Stewart. 

In the discussion period, Messrs, Aydelotte and Veblen were re-

corded as approving warmly of the proposed expansion, and the Board as 

expressing its gratification for the new building. Plans for the building 

its statement of needs, presented with considerable thoughtful detail 

eleven days after the Board meeting. The statement made two basic assump-

tions: (1) Fine !!all was to continue to be the center of mathematical 

activities for the Institute; (2) some of its personnel would be in Fuld 

Hall. Thus it was said: 

The mathe~~ticians of the Institute are all anxious to contin
ue and, if possible, to intensify their cooperation with the 
mathematicians of Princeton University. They consider there
fore that such additional quarters as are provided in Fuld 
Hall are to be thought of as extensions of the facilities 
available to the mathematics group as a whole. There are 
several ways in which such extensions would be valuable. 

A number of studies could be offered to professors of the 
University, thereby making our relations more reciprocal in 
nature. It is obvious that the teaching obligations of mem
bers 9f t~e University staff will lead most of them to prefer 
Fine Hall, but it is not impossible that when Fuld Hall is 
actually in existence .. other considerations may outweigh this 
one. In particular, visiting lecturers, and professors of 
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t~e Cnivcrsity on leave of a~sence, may ~ant to use the 
faciliti es of Fuld ~a ll. To 2ake these quarters available 
to the rniversity is therefore much more than an empty 
gesture.21 

ed 
The School of Mathematics need/ five large (18' by 24') studies, and ten 

smaller one s (17' by 18'); it would expect to place one or two professors 

there, whose studi~s at Fine Ha ll could then be used for conference rooms. 

More than the se fiftee n tooms cot.: ld be "profitably and eager ly used." 

Should Fine Hall at some ti~e be no longer available to the School of 

Mathematics, it ,,·ould require twice the nu;nbe r of rooms in each category. 

Assistants' offices should adjoin the professors' studies. All clerical · 

personnel and work should be transferred from Fine to Fuld Hall. But the 

School still hoped for realization of its earlier plans: "The fil2.thenati-

cians regard the erection of such a building near Fine Hall 3S the ideal 

22 
S01':..:tl0!1 Ot their problems." 

Another memorandum, dated the 5th November·, resulted from con-

sultation between the School of Economics and Politics and the School of 

· Mathematics . It presented a slightly broade r view of Fuld Hall's role: 

it was to be the center of the Institute's activities, with the hope that 

informal day-to-day contact bet~een the faculties and members of the three 

Schools might be a fundamental factor in the Institute's future development. 

Cooperation with the University was still contemplated, however. The memo-

randum enumerated the basic accor.modations which Fuld Hall should offer, 

and gave some standards for those which should be common to all: . three 

conference or s eminar rooms, a lecture room, a common room, a dining or 

lunch room. It mentioned but did not define the needs of the Director's 

off ice and the School of Humanistic Studies, details for which were appar-

ently not completed. 

! 
I 

. I 
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The section dealing with the School of Mathematics emphasized 

the ir.:portance of continuing most of the School's studies a·nd activities 

at Fine Hall: 

It is important that in providing ade quate space for the 
School of Mathematics and mathematical physics we do not 
s acrifice obj ective s which are close to the heart of what 
the Institute is trying to accomplish. We have in the 
School of Ma thematics at pre s~nt a living embodiment of these 
ide als. In Fine Hall the r e are ga there d unde r one roof a 
rr.ost distinguishe d group of r e sident scholars, narr.e ly the 
perc ane nt faculti e s ••. Eac h year there are mingl e d with them 
a temporary group of scholars from other seats of learning 
all ove r the world. All of the se scholars have at least 
obtaine d the Ph. D. l eve l of proficie ncy. An i mportant con
stituent r e pre s ents a l eve l of distinction as high as that 
sought for in the per mane nt r e sident faculty. Because of the 
advantages afforded by the layout of Fine Hall, this group 
is . able to function at a ·high leve l of effici e ncy with a 
Qinimum of organi zation.and IT.e chanism. The factor of 
propinquity alone provide s an intellectual stimulus of mind 
on r.: ind through informa l day-to-da y contacts that would be 
diff icu~t if not · i mpos ~ ible to reolace through more highly 
~ ... ~~-~ ze"' ~r~ ~~ ..i .. ,..cs 23 -Ao-••.A. \,,& !"' .... ~ ..... ---.&. . 

Stress was laid upon the crowding in Fine Hall, and the lack of 

suitable offices for the use of "distinguished visitors." 

The School had now, however, decided to divide its staff and 

members between the Institute and the University. Admittedly this would 

compromise the opportunity for .daily informal association between some of 

the professors and members who would remain at Fine Hall, and the people 

in the othe r schools. It was still asserted that the best solution was 

for the Institute ,to provide studies adjoining Fine Hall for all the 

School of Nathematics activiti e s. If that could not be done, the next 

best thing was to place two members of the faculty in Fuld Hall, ...._____.,.., 

and the three adaitional theoretical physicists together with some of the ,, 
members. Fuld Hall should be provided with a modern mathematics library, --- -...... 
to cost $40,000 in the first year, a nd $5,000 annually after that. The 
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plans were designed to encourage the professors to work in their studies, 

instead of at home, "thus making them more accessible to students and 

24 colleagues." 

Plans for the School of Economics and Politics were stated very 

siQply: one large and one sma ller study for each of the three professors, 

and one large and two smaller roorr~ for each additional staff Qember, and 

for the accorrnodation of cle rical work, books, etc. They became a little 

more co:nplex, however, when Professor Veblen insisted that all rooms should 

be interchangeable for staff purposes: i.e., each must have the fixed 

black!:>oard and special lighting so necessary to mathematicians. 25 Profes-

sors Veblen and van Neumann estimated that the plans being developed would 

require 600,000 cubic feet, and cost $600,000. The Founders wisely re-

frained at first from setting any monetary limit on the building but · awaited 

plans and estimates. Flexner, hm»evcr, expressed fear that the plans were 
. ('. 

going to be too costly as he heard them discussed inforrnally. 20 Mr. Maass 

as ·chairman of the Committee had embarked on the difficult task of secu~ing 

plans from several selected architectural firms without breaching the rules 

of the American Institute of Architects against competitions. The Insti-

tute retained each of five firms to make plans on the basis of a close 

study of the Institute and the statements of its needs. · Mr. Bamberger ad-

vanced $50,000 to meet these expenses. 

By the end of January, 1938, Flexner allowed himself to make a 

very firm statement to the Board: 

The time has come when, in my judgment, funds should be 
made available so that this School /the School of Economics 
and Politic~/ can ••. be enlarged.27 -
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This followed the usual impressive recitol of Institute activities. · · He 

returned to the need for developing the School of Economics and Politics, 

pointing to the foundation of the :\ational Institute for Economic and 

Social P.esearch in England under the leadership of Sir Josiah Starr.p, and 

the endowment of :·:uffieid College at Oxford, as well as other events show-

ing the determination of the English to gain more knowledge in these fields. 

T\.:ice he all11ded to his imminent . rctire~cnt, and said that before that 

should happen, he hoped to see the School of Economics and Politics made 

equal in strength to its sister schools. It was true, he admitted, that 

''~e shall probably never reach the degree of certainty in the social 

sciences that . we seem to have attained in other real:r.s, but that is no 
I 

reason for refraining from the attempt." This probably ~as directed at 

the essence of Mr. Ba:nberger's reluctancP 

than Professor Einstein as saying that the Princeton "is the Paris of 

rr.athematics" at .the present time -- the "fashion." How long would it re-

rnain so? 

'With our present gioup,' he said, 'perhaps twenty or twenty
five years. Then as men drop out, they must be replaced with 
younger men who approach the subject from a different point. 
of view, for mathematics, like every other science, is a chang
ing science and in order to keep in the lead we must be · pre
pared, as the physicists and chemists and biologists ·are 
prepared, to modify our point of · attack ••• 1 28 

Flexner.wrote Aydelotte, who was absent, something more than the 

minutes of that discussion reveal: 

Stewart led off an admirable discussion of the present state 
of economic teaching and theory in this country and Europe 
and an exposition of the service the Institute might render 
if it developed economics as it develope d mathematics • . Ricf
ler followed. Veblen and others took part. You will find in 
the minutes a brief indication of what was said. Of course, 
the kind of development that Stewart urges will require addi
tional cndowr.~nt, and I have had a brief talk with ~tr. Barn-
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berger .•• I 2m going to New York on Tuesday 
••• to go furtr.er into the t h ing with him. 
try to see whether the various foundations 
to contribute ~awards the capital sum~ for 
capital we shall simply have to wait. 9 

to see Stewart 
I shall then 
are disposed 
without fresh 

To the Trustees Flexner said that while he hoped gifts would 

I feel that I shall have to devote a considera~le part of 
the remainder of this year to procuring the funds needed 
to bring ••. the School of Econon ics and Politics up to the 
level of the School of Mathematics, for under no circum
stances should we take any steps to he lp the two later 
schools at the expense of the first through which the In
stitute has really made its initial reputation.30 

Flexner's trip ~as unsuccessful; neither the Rockefeller Founda-

tion nor · any other appeared willing to contribute funds. Perhaps tht dis-

cussion with Stewart revealed clearly what appears with fair certainty to 

have been understood at the end of the previous sulTWler: that Mr . Stewart 

was indeed, as Riefler had said, preparing to come to the Institute. But 

the president of Case, Pomeroy and Company died in the autumn, and Stewart 

assumed his office for a period of months. Despite the Foundation's inter-

est in the soCial sciences, it is understandable that Mr. Stewart would 

I 
prefer to set the pattern for any expansion in the School, which made it 

natural for the Foundation to withhold any assistance_ for the time being. 

Dr. Flexner found it necessary at the January meeting to advert 

to the awful exa~ples of race prejudice being practised by Hitler, and to 

the need to resist the evils of bigotry and intolerance whenever they ap-

peared in the United States. He continued: 

There is no fitter arena in which this battle for decency 
and tolerance can be fought than is furnished by insti
tutions of learning. I have myself no fear for the· future 
of American universities on this score. Facultie·s .•• have 
practically without exception long since risen above denom
inational or racial prejudice .•• Decisions unfavorable to 
this or that person are of ten based upon merely the enforce-
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ment of hi£h standards, and it is frequently a face-saving 
gesture on the part of the unfortunate individual to attri
bute his ill success to intolerance. Our own A~erican 
boards of trustees have been singularly and uniformly loyal 
••. to the terms on which endowwents have been placed in 
their keeping. 

There· is no instance, as far as I know, in \·:hich a board 
of Trustees has violated either the will or the wish of a 
founder. In the case of our Institute Mr. Bamberger and 
Mrs . Fuld set the ir .ideals high, and I do not believe that 
anyone connected with the Institute for Advanced Study in 
any capacity ·whatsoever will ever forget or lose sight of 
the noble words contained in the letter to their Trustees 
wh~ch ~arked the beginning of the Institute: 

'It is fundamental in our purpose, and our ex
press desire, that in the appointments to the 
staff and faculty as well as in the admissi on 
of workers and students, no account shall be 
taken, directly or indirectly, of race, religion, 
or sex. ~e feel strongly that the spirit charac
teristic of America at its noblest, above all the 
pursuit of higher learning, cannot admit of any 
conditions as to personnel other than those de
si~ncd to :irornote tli<> nh2 " " .. "" . for which this inst
:t:..:ti~u ~ :; -"Si:ablisl11::u, e:: m i particularly "'ith no 
regard whatever to accidents of race, creed, or 
sex.131 

There was, unfortunately, a reason for this homily, as there 

usually was when the ·Director's reports mentioned something which seemed 

to be quite irrelevant to the regular course of business. During the 

preceding holidays ne had been consulted three times, he wrote Aydelotte, 

by the "two most useful Trustees" of the Institute, about their fear tha~ 

Princeton University was basically anti-Semitic . They did not suggest 

that the Institute leave Princeton, or cease its scholarly cooperation 

with the University's faculty. They suggested instead that as a safeguard 

against a possible invasion of such prejudice within the Institute at some 

time in future when the Founders and Flexner were no longer there, the 

faculty should elect its own Trustees. Indeed, one of the two men said 

that he believed the . School of Mathematics should be moved out of Fine 

t 
! 
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them 
Hall as soon as Fuld i1all was completed. The Director assured/that he 

had found no evidences of anti-Semitism ~mong the officers of the Univer-

sity, with whom he had worked closely. He had opposed election of profes-

sor trustees by the faculty on the ground that it would not achieve the 

purpose for which it was being urged, and repeated the arguments he had 

expressed earlier to the faculty itself: viz., it would tend to promote 

within the Board a division of interests in a legal sense, whereas Trustees 

should be concerned with the interests of the Institute as a whole. Further-

more, it would tend to promote academic politics, in which inferior men --

if there . were ever any at the Institute might gain superior position; 

such politics might split the faculty. As for the School vacating Fine 

Hall, he had said he felt the decision must be left to each man, for two 

professors had already sc;id they wanted to re ri1ain .close to raL.-~:c Hall. 

But if the Institute moved for such a reason, Panofsky and his members 

would have to leave McCormick Hall, without whose facilities art-historians 

could not work in Princeton. Having thus answered the .two Trustees, Flex
ia l 

ner conf ide nifly consulted not only Aydelotte, but also Weed, asking their 

opinion as to the charge against the Vniversity, and their ideas of what 

32 
to do. 

Dr. Aydelotte agreed in general with the stand Flexner had taken, 

but suggested that perhaps behind all this there was a meaning: i.e., that 

the faculty should be given more voice in the management of academic af-

fairs. He noted that anti-Semitism was on the rise in the country, but 

' , _'-.. thought it was not strong in educational institutions, ·and not a real 
........__ 

- factor at Princeton. He suggested rotation .of faculty members as Trustees 

---for three-year terms, or some such device as meetings between faculty and 
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such 
the Board on /rr.atters as the proposed withdrawal from Fine Hall. 33 Dr-. 

Weed, Flexner told Aydclotte, took the same attitude as to the existence 

of prejudice at Princeton as he had, and agreed generally with the Director's 

answers to the Trustees, except that he was inclined not to ~avor faculty 

trustees at all. Flexner pointed out the difficulties of the rotation 

idea. First, few professors would be interested in or able to contribute 

to the .i3oard's work. Second, the use ful professors were needed for 

longer t e r~s. Professor Veblen's first term was drawing to a close just 

as his advice on the building of Fuld Hall was most needed. ~lr. Bamberger 

value d the services of Riefler on the Finance Co;:unittee, and felt that r.e 

contributed a great deal to it. Besides, several of the Faculty would be 

retired be fore they got a chance at being a Trustee on any rotation basis. 

But Flcxner•s relief over the consensus chat Princeton Univ~=~icy was not 

notably anti-Semitic was so great that he was inclined to minimize Ayde-

. . 34 
lotte's caution. 

He wound up his comments by speculating on what could have 

stimulated such an approach on the part of the two Trustees who had con-

suited him, who were not mentioned by name but appeared beyond doubt to 

be Messrs. Leidesdorf and Maass. Obviously, it was not the kind of solu-

tion to the problem (if they had been aware of Princeton ~niversity's 

quality of thought) which they would be likely to think of themselves. 

That Flexner doubted the concern originated with them is shown by his one 

observation as to their motivation: 

It is in the highest degree unfortunate that anyone's ex
perience in practical business here in New York should have 
led him to raise with me these questions .•• but now . that 
they have been raised, it is most fair to me and to my suc
cessor that such fears and suspicions be faced while I am 
here to combat them.35 
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Who, then·, could have raised the spectre? The qucs'tion, not 

asked, was likewise unanswered. But the record is not yet ·complete. 

That there ~as some anti-Semitic sentiment at the University was 

probably true. But its extent and strength s~ems not to have been re-

markable or noteworthy. It was Flexner's conviction that one faced such 

manifestations with cold reason and a determinat~on not to let emoti on 
to 

color the vision as to their e;xtent or depth or/ affect one's own actions. 

Thus he had overcome the combative concept of the Founder's first intent 

in choosing a philanthropy for the benefit o f Jews preferentially. Flex-

ner conceded that so~£ prejudice was probably felt by occasional members 

of the alurr.ni and faculty, but he could not believe that this constituted 

an indication that cooperation with the University should be sacr~ficcd, 

with all its pat<:r.~ ;,;:.-.~fi::.; ::0 Lvi.::, ~""'tilul.h· :•:::. -. Beside ::., :tt'. i<.ut'.w --

no one better that some hostility there derived from the early 

staffing activities of the School of Mathematics . Since he himself had 

led this in taking a most valuable faculty merr.ber from the University in 

the person of Veblen~ there was little he could say about Veblen's con-

tinued drawing upon the fount. But as his friend Capps had said frankly, 

Flexner had "robbed" the University of one of its best men; when that 

number increased by two, with the accompanying destructive intrigue, "it 

can be understood that even today there is a distinct resentment against 

the Institute for that episode, and a feeling of chagrin that it · could 

happen and Princeton could not interfere. 

One continuing reminder of what was interpreted as an effort to 

placate the University for some thing -- those who arrived on the Institute .'s 

faculty later than the first three appointees would have no reason to know 
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what -- lay in the subsidizing of r.:embers who worked exclusively in and 

for the Dcpartw~nt of Art and Archaeology when the Institute was pinched 

for funds. Enough has been said of that in Chapter VI to indicate that 

this was a ·particular problem to the humanists who had to rely upon their 

own or the Director's efforts to garner money from the foundations for 

stipends, and to underwrite publication costs of their books. The Di-

rector bore most of these burdens, which were as distasteful to him as 

to anyone. But it stood for all to see that to a certain extent the 

Depart8ent of Art and Archaeology called a brisk tune -- and the Director 

danced. This afforded a perfect opportunity for anyone to interpret the 

situat~on according to his own lights. 

The winter of 1938 found the Director taking strenuous measures 

to avoid .::pendin~ f1mnc He !-. & ~ ~v 

School of Mathematics a · sum for the salary of a brilliant scholar for 

three to five years of residence whom he wanted to see at the Institute 

as much as did the School. He asked that all lapsed stipend funds be 

returned to the Treasury. He wrote Professor Veblen: 

I hate more than I can say to place a limitation of this 
kind on you and your group, but in the ••• financial situ
ation we have to hew to the line. I myself regret that 
we have embarked on a building project, though we undoubt
edly need a building and I can see that Mr. Bamberger and 
Mrs. Fuld would like to see us housed.36 

But Flexner felt hopeful after visiting the Founders in February; 

they seemed cordial to his plans for economics, but offered no definite 

help. To Flexner's account of these meetings which showed some discourage·-

ment, Maass wrote: 

As to funds, they will ultimately com:!, as I have always 
assured you 1 even though one cannot now predict when they 
will be donated.37 
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But at the end of ~!arch, strong action seerr.ed to be warranted 

in the yiew of certain members of the Finance Corr:nittee, in order to 

increase the income of the Institute and to broaden the base of its in-

vest3cnts. The Executive Co;nr.iittce approved a measure wh ich provided 

thar securities ordered sold by the Finance Committee could be endorsed 

by the Treasurer and any other member of the Committee, or, in the ab-

sence of the Treasurer, by any t"o members of the Committee. Since 

Leidc sdorf, Maass and Ricfler constituted a majority of the Committee 

their power to order such transactions was clear. The minutes show that 

the meeting took place in Mr. ~aass' office; the resolution was Signed 

by all the appointed members: Weed, Chairman, Edgar Ba;nbcrger, Lcidesdorf 

and ,·iiss Sabin. :'-!aass was a member ex officio. No mention was made of 

thP nrP~Pn~o of the Founders. 38 Notice was duly wai ·.,._..j uy L n e ::;1g11ac.or1es. 

The acti on was unusual and disturbing. Flexner wrote Veblen the next day 

that he had conferred at length on finances in New York and Newark, and 

added: 

In view of the steady decline in the income from securities 
and the inevitable indefiniteness regarding the amount that 
will be required to build Fuld Hall, I am under the necessity 
of recommending to the Budge t Committee •• • a budget frorr. which 
every possible i tern has been excised.· •• Nothing wi 11 come. out 
of our current income towards the payme nt for the new build
ing, but indirectly we are neverthe less affected by what 

39 may prove to be a considerable non-productive investment. 

Subsequent events made it clear that -this meant the Institute must now 

advance the construction costs of Fuld Hall from its slender capital, 

although · it was apparently still understood that the Founders would re-

imburse it. But since the plans were not yet complete, and no agreerrent 

had been reached with :'-!r. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld as to what amount they 

would be prepared to pay, the situation was distinctly uncomfortable. 
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Mennwhile, Flcxncr continued to exercise his persuasions on 

Mr. Ba:nbergcr to support expansion in economics. He quoted scripture, 

sending the annual Re port of the Rockefeller Foundation in which Mr. 

Fosdick had said that, difficult as it would be, the Foundation must 

develop . the socinl sciences. Flexner added: 

I think of our problem day and night, and I cannot avoid 
the conclusion that there is no institution in the world 
which enjoys the advantages that we have .•. for we hnve no 
routine obligations such as create difficulties in colleges 
nnd universities.40 

P.e told the Founder that he was seeing the President of. the 

Rockefeller Foundation to ask for financial aid. The fruit of this visit 

was merely a let"ter from Mr. Fosdick to Mr. Bamberger congratulating him 

and Mrs. Fuld on the Institute, and encouraging them in its further de-

ve loprnent. 

The Budget Committee met on the 7th April. Mr. Hough ton, who 

had reviewed the recomme ndations with Dr. Flexner, sat with the Committee, 

which "scrutinized the proposed budget, item by item." The minutes re-

ported: 

In view of the distinction which the Institute has obtained, 
it was the opinion of the Budget Committee that the total 
expenditures contemplated were modest in the extreme. The 
Treasurer stated that two independent outside agencies had 
conservatively extimated the probable income of the present 
endowment for next year: one at $328,000, the other at 
$330,000. There is, of course, a chance that, unless 
business improves, the incorr~ may fall below the estimates 
.•. The question, therefore, arose as to how the situation 
should be met in vi ew of the fact that no one can be ·abso
lutely sure. Several decisions were arrived at: 

1. The Chairman of the Board is of the opinion ••• 
that the present financial situation is primarily 
political rather than economic. 

2. The voting of the proposed budget ..• cannot 
create a deficit of any considerable proportion, 
if any. 
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3. If a deficit actually exists at the end of the 
year, the following year's budget should be decreased 
unless a~ditional funds are procured. 

4.· In view of such financial uncertainty as exists, 
no commitments should be made ••. /for/ stipends for 
the year 1939-40,. now or at the October meeting. 

S. Stipends · for the year 1938-39 represent commit
ments made .•• /by/ the Board in October, 1937, and 
cannot now be-modifi ed; but in case any stipends al
ready awarded for /~hat year/ lapse , no additional 
appointments should be made~ but the .sum saved should 
be returned to the Treasurer. 

6. The policy which the Board has pursued in previ
ous years, name ly, passing a budget which is well 
within the calculated income of the Institute, is 
sound, but on the other hand, gradual development 
of an institute which within the period of fiye years 
has shown such vitality cannot be and should not be 
prevented. 

7. On the basis of the foregoing consideration the· 
1..ommi t tee • t: co11 u11t:11u ::. L 11a L Lilt: uudge c r o r . i:: ne year 

- ,. l. 
1938-39 be fixed at the sum of $330,000.~ 

The Founders were not present, nor was Mr. Stewart. Messrs. Houghton, 

Maass, Leidesdorf and Flexner attended as members ex officio. The esti-

mates included no provision for addit.ional staff, and showed the use of 

some $16,000 in grants from foundations. 

The Board met eleven days later, and again Mr. Bamberger was 

absent, as were five other Trustees and Mrs. Fuld, who had been too ill 

to attend any meetings after January, 19}7. Dr. Flexner made the record 

again for the Founders: 

Whatever may happen in Europe, America will not 'go to the 
dogs' and if it does, then it is irrrnaterial whether funds 
are in the possession of individuals, or corporations, or 
foundations, or educational institutions, for . the loss which 
overwhelms one ••• will overwhelm all.42 

Therefore, he had decided it was the duty of the Institute to "go forward 

••. placing the School of Economics on a more adequate basis." 
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Through good fortune, such as I had no rc:ason to anticipate 
with assurance, though for seven years I have eagerly look
ed forward tc it., we can in the near future probably asso
ciate with ourselves in the department of economics two or 
three men[..of genius, of unusual talent, and of high devo
tion./ I-am not prepared to state the absolute amount which 
will-be nee ded to sc:cure them .•• but the a:nount will not at 
first, in my judgment, e>:cee d annually $50,000 or $60,000 
in addition to our present expenditures. 

I propose, therefore, to ask . the Board to authorize me to 
take such steps as ~ay be necessary to place ••• economics 
upon a basis approximately equivalent to that of the other 
two de partme nts. That will involve getting the men and 
raising the funds.43 

A discussion follo~ed, in wh ich six Trustees participated: Aydelotte, 

Riefl er, Weed, Hardin, Vebl e n and Maass. Only the first two are reported 

as having spoken in favor of the Director's intention to present a reso-

lution. Because of the obvious lack ·of a consensus favoring his plan, it 

was apparently not pro;~s~d- Mr. MiPrlPr's rPrn~rk~ ~T~ srnted ~ n P u rr~~n~ 

and program for economic research, indicating that he knew he would never 

be enabled to study the depression period: 

There. is a special time liness about developing economic 
study at this time because various countries are engaged 
in different types of economic experimentation. But no
where is there a group of detached and highly trained schol
ars who are in a position to study their methods and their 
results ••. • To understand "hat is actually taking place 
would be an enormous service to every government in the world. 
Schacht, for example, has in Germany done things nobody be
lieved could betJlone •••• What has been the ••• real result? 
No one kn0"7s ••• 

The Board authorized the Director to travel in Euro.pe to "find 

out what they are doing, how they view the problems, and ••• to establish 

- l - .,45 cooperative re at1ons. The Director sailed on the 11th May and re-

turned at the end of June. He interviewed men in Geneva, · France, and 

England. He was tired and discouraged, and wrote memorandums which, 

while they showed he welcomed the knowledge he was getting, and appeared 
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to receive comp lete confirmation of the wisdom of his planning, also 

commented on the fact that he had for the p~st thirty years been on annual 

tenure, spending rruch of his time "tramping around the univer:_se." It 

caused him to speculate on the merits of professorial tenure in the United 

States, whe re a man was safe whether he produced or not. He concluded he 

would favor transplanting the English system to A.~erica; men did their 

work on five or seven year appointments, secure in the knowledge that if 

they produced, the term would be extended. 

From Alexander Loveday, head of the Section on Transit and 

Economics of the League of Nations, and Harold Butler, Director of the 

International Labor Organi zation, he received approval and support for 

what he was trying to accomp lish in the Institute's economic program. Each 
.. 

said that such ~ork ~ig~t ~~ ~0~~ i~ ~~~y f~~ cc~n t~i ~~ = the u~it~~ s~~t~s, 

Great Britain, Sweden, perhaps the Low Countries. i3ut in Germany, Russia 

and Italy, economics was subordinated to arbitrary politi cal doctrine. In 

England A .. D. Lindsay agreed with the "clinical" idea, but found it dif-

· ficult to conceive how a man could be at once in and not of the worlds of 

government and finance; he must not err by spending his time "running 

around," nor yet be content to sit in an office to study documents and 

statistics. Flexner was reminded of Riefler's excellent concept of the 

Institute as a "center of stimulus" for the organization of researches, 

reaching qualified men and institutions where they were and weaving their 

contributions into the central scheme. Here Flexner observed to himself: 

I am convinced now more strongly than I ever was before of 
the soundness of taking men like Riefler and Stewart, who 
know theory and who have had practica_l experience, and 
putting them in a position ••• where they are free either 
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to read and study at Princeton, or to go out with one 
another or with their own advanced workers to observe, on 
the spot, pr~ctical difficulties and problcms.46 

Flexner was encouraged to write Veblen of his hope that, "with 

the help which has been freely and candidly given , we may do something 

. hh"l . . 1147 wort w i e ••• 1n economics. He had been in Europe a month, part of 

the time with Rieflcr and Stewart in England, when he received a letter 

from ~aass which read in part£ 

At this stage I think I must say to you that I hope you 
are making no co;n:n itments in connection with the Department 
of Economics, for Mr . Bambergei seems a bit hazy about what, 
if any, agreement he made with you regarding his obli gation 
in connec tion with its explansion. I am sure, when you re
turn, you will be able to clear up in his mind whatever doubt 
may be linger ing the re regarding the nature of his discus
sions with you .•• for I know that you will feel that you 
want them cleare d up before you incur any direct obligation. 
This, of course , doe s not mean that he is opposed to the ex-
pansion plan> 1 Ju 1_ u 1~1.l'.: ~Y -... :." .... u.., :._ Gi .... (:. ...... .;, ..... _~ t~-. ~ ma~~==-

with Leidesdorf and me, we did not get fr oin him· the barr.c 
48 idea as we had from you as to your understanding with him. 

What the state of his understandings with Mr . Ba.mberger was when 

he left is not known. Nor is it apparent that he had not already offered 

positions to Messrs. Stewart and Clay by this time. And whether he was 

informed . there for the first time that Stewart expected and even exacted 

the appointment of his friend and associate, Robert B. ~arren, on the sa~e 

terms as his, is not certain. But evidently Flexner's doubts were chill-

ing when he received a l e tter from Riefler, still in Europe, saying that 

Clay is taking your offer very, ~, seriously. He said 
that he had never really contemplated it before, but that 
suddenly it had become quite real, that he felt like ac
cepting it at once, and the only thing that kept him from 
it was his general worn-out condit{_on -- he felt he really 
ought to wait until after his vacation before he made up 
his mind.49 (Emp~asis his) ·'-.....~ 

----Riefler said that Clay was over.coming his wife's -..r_eluctance to 
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leave England with the reflection that they could spend the long vacations 

at home. To this Flexner replied he would expect Clay to "domesticate" 

. so 
himself in the United States if he accepted. Though Riefler disagreed 

with this idea, he imparted the information as best he could to Clay at 

Flexner's request. In the event, Clay did not decide to come before the 

"peace" of Munich, and thereafter co~ld not leave.SI 

On the return trip to the United State s, Ricfler had good oppor-

tunity to observe Stewart in company with Warren and Leo Walman, an econ-

omist of Columbia, and one of Stewart's companions in the old group around 

Thorstein Veblen. Flexner's letter informing Riefle r that Stewart had 

accepted his appointme nt crossed ·the following from Riefler in the mails. 

Flexner's letter was an obvious effort to cheer Riefler because of the 

"close associatirm yn 11 ,_,; ·!I ha\·~ --:. '::~ ~-: ·...:::- teacher and friend, whom you 

love and trust and admire. 11S2 Riefler's message, on the contrary, was 

freighted with explicit misgivings, which one feels had been made known 

to Flexner long since. 

I saw a great deal of Wolman and Warren and Stewart together 
•.. and feel that you should consider s e riously adding Wolman 
as we ll as Warren to the group. This differs radically from 
my original suggestions, be cause at that time I was trying 
to work out a group which would be able to focus on all the 
varied problems of the econ6mic scene from ~ rather unified 
point of vi ew , mainly finance. It was from th{s point of 
view that I wrote the recom:nendations which I submitted to 
you. Personally I feel that these recomnendations represent 
the most effective type of activity which we could undertake. 

It is now clear, however, that I failed .to convince Stewart. 
Consequently I do not want to impede the setting up of an 
effective unit in economics by continuing to make recom
mendations in terms of an O~)jective which has already been 
more or less passed by. The most important requirement 
after all is that the Institute possess a group that can 
work together effectively. If additional appointments are 
made in economics they should carry out this group idea, 
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otherwise it would be better to turn the endo\..ment to other 
us.es ••• 

I was continually struck ••• with how much more ready Stewart 
~as to enter into free and open economic discussions with 
l·:olr..an than with anyone else with \,'horn I have observed him 
in recent years. It made me realize as never before how 
rr;uch the interplay of his mind with \folman's meant to him.· 

If he is to work effectively again in our field, he simply 
r.:ust have this kind of interplay and I think we should do 
all we can to give it to him.53 

This reached Flexner in the Canadian woods just as he was making 

a supreme effort to rally Mr. Bamberger to his standard. He seemed crushed 

· by it; he would have to rest, he said, before thinking further of the 

matter, for decisions taken then would have to be lived with for a long 

tine, and it was best to consider well before going further. The thought 

was a 01-c. J.at~. 

· His letter to Mr. Bamberger was truly inspirational as to the 

success he expected from Stewart's re-entry into academic life at the 

Institute. He reiterated that no institution ever had the opportunity 

enjoyed by the Institute to penetrate into the inwardness of economic 

facts. He did not mention his offers to Clay and ~arren. His appeal w~s 

· emotional as well as practical. He capped his arguments with the following: 

You have both demonstrated your faith in me many, many times 
••• Now, in probably the last field which I shall initiate, I 
need your faith once more ••. After long years of waiting we 
have secured a leader who is universally regarded by those 
most competent to judge as the ablest person· in Europe or 
America. I believe in Stewart, in his wisdom, his judg
ment, in his modesty, and in his absolute devotion to the 
search for truth •••• 

I write this letter with a good deal of emotion. I realize 
that I am no longer young, and it has not been easy for me 
to wait, but I realize also that we must start with the 
best •••• That we have accomplished now by being patien5

4
and 

in being satisfied with nothing short of the best •••• 
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Hr. Bao.:'::>erger's answer was reassuring: 

From the past you are aware of ·my propensity for letter 
writing, but today I could not refrain from personally 
acknowledging yours of the 16th. ~trs. Fuld and I enjoyed 
this one even more than usual, ~ot only in your announce
mc: nt of Stewart's message to you, but rather the youthful 
enthusiasm that seemed to me to pervade the entire letter. 
We also feel that the Institute is entering on a new chap
ter of its ~erk. Let us ho5e that our past success will 
continue. Thanks to you ••• 5 

~hen the Board met in October it was clear that Flexner had 

reached an accord with the Founders about the financing of the new staff 

members. It was also clear that the work of the three economists was to 

be based in part upon the fact-finding work at the National Bureau of 

Economic Research, for he read a letter from Dr. Willitts complimenting 

Mr. Riefler for his "imaginativene ss, inventive-mindedness and experience" 

out specifically adopting the suggestion recently made by Riefler changing 

the period of investigations in finance from the controversial era of the 

inflation of the twenties and the depression to contemporary phenomena in 

pre-war Europe, Flexner announced that the Bureau had $670,000 for the 

gathering of data, and that he had accepted a suggestion from it that the 

theoreticians might be brought to Princeton to develop and then to report 

on the studies cooperating with the faculties of the Institute and the 

University. 

FleAl1er's biographical sketch of Stewart was not particularly 

enlightening; the main achievement in international finance which he 

referred to was that which had been publicized: his participation in the 

Com;nittee on Reparations unde r the Young Plan for the Bank for International 

Settlerr.~nts. It was clear he knew no more than that. Mr. Warren, he said, 

I 
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had graduated from t!amilton College, taught briefly in Constantinople, 

and had then studied history and economics under Taussig at Harvard. His 

close connection with Mr. Stewart for the past sixteen years in "practical 

affairs'' made him, Flexner said, fa~iliar with both theory and practice. 

Then the Director gave notice of financial support of the appointments: 

I realize, of course, that additional financing will now be 
required, and I a~ fortunately in position to assure the 
Board that the requisite sum .of money will be forthcoming 
whenever they enter upon th<;.Lr active duties -- probably 

)'.) 
not before January 1, 1939. 

After some further remarks on the same subject, notably that the 

University had just called Dr. Oskar Morgenstern~ formerly of Vienna, to 

its work in economics, he nominated Stewart and Robert B. Warren to be 

professors of the Instjtute in the School of Economics and Politics, but 

tc:::-ws cf their E: ~ 11plc .·y! i 1~ 1~t. 

Discussion followed, in which Ors. Riefler and Aydelotte spoke in favor 

of the appointments. Mr . Maass then said that 

Mr. Bamberger had had some hesitation about the part of the 
Institute in trying to bring order o~t of chaos in the field 
of economics, but that after having gone over the subject 
with the Director and others he had become convinced that 
this is a noble effort which the Institute is about to 
undertake.57 

Mr. Bamberger went a step furthe~ speaking for himself and say-

ing that 

He had been in doubt as to whether the School of Economics 
could bring about substantial results; that it was his under• 
standing that the teaching of economics in our universities 
had thus far not given satisfactory results; but after dis
cussi ng the matter at length with the Director and others, 
and after hearing the remarks of :"-lr . Riefler and Mr •. Ayde
lotte, he realized that the results of this experiment 
might inure to the benefit of the whole world, and he was 
convinced that the Institute was not only justified in un
dertaking the task, but ought to undertake it. He assured 
the Board of the cooperation of Mrs . Fuld and himself . 58 
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The minutes next placed Mr. Veblen on the record: 

Mr. Veblen expressed his pleasure at this move in economics 
and said thg~ it would be welcomed warmly by all of his 
colleagues. 

Thereupon, the resolutions for the appointments with their terms 

60 
were presented and adopted. It was significant that both appointments 

were at the maximum salary rate, which had not been granted for an initial 

appointment since Dr. Weyl's second appointment. Though .that might have 

been justified for Stewart, there was little to support it for Mr. Warren, 

whose record and accomplishments certainly fell far short of his sponsor's. 

Moreover, it was obvious by this time that neither the Founders nor the 

Rockefeller Foundation were giving endov....nent to meet the expenses just 

incurred; the contributions were to be to income account evidently. An 

.::~.::.::.::.:!i.-,c§;ly ~c..-.ge;· 0us 2:•d un~taui.~ <::L.:.cll~~rnent, considering his uncertain 

memory and the almost capricious reactions to events of which Mr. Bamberger 

seemed presently capable. Perhaps it was in recognition of these fact5 

that Mr. Leidesdorf circulated a very detailed statement of Institute 

fina.nces, and that Dr. Weed suggested 

the Institute should publish once a year a financial state
ment showing a schedule of its securities, as is common 61 
practice with philanthropic and educational institutions. 

Since this evidently was not a motion, no action was taken then. 

Peace hovered briefly over the Institute. Flexner wrote happily · 

to Miss Goldman at Tarsus giving her the good news: 

We have received a gift, entirely independent of other 
resources j, which will enable us to construct the first 
building ot the Institute and will provide a fund to main
tain it. We also have assurance of independent funds for 
the development in the field of economics. The last 

---.___ 
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meeting of the Board was therefore a memorable one, and 
I am sending you a copy of the news release.62 

Until Flexner had left for Europe, no monetary limit had been 

set on the building. It was virtually certain that the Committee would 

-choose Mr . Jens Frederick Larson of f-ianover, t~ew Hampshire, as architect. 

Sh ortly after Flcxner's departure Dr. Aydelotte reported something 

definite to Maass. 

Mr. Bamberger stated that all the plans and estimates he had 
heard went far beyond the figure which originally he had in 
mind. I asked him what this figure was, and he said $300,000, 
including the $50,000 which he had already given ..•• He would 
really like us to build for $250,000, retaining $40,000 for 
furnishings which, with the $10,000 spent on these four 
architects already would make a total of $300,000. I think 
Mrs. Fuld is less concern~d about economy, but she is ex
tremely 2nxious that no decision should be reached which 
wouLu Lrouhle Mr. b~mberger. 

My own thought is that we should ... cut down our plans to fit 
this estimate .•• The only thing I can think of is to lessen 
the size of the central building ..• leaving off the wings •. ~63 

On hearing this news Professor Veblen established the .priorities 

as he saw them; to satisfy the needs of the humanists first, of the -school 

of Economics and Politics and adminstration next, then accommodations for 

the temporary members, and finally, space for the School of Mathematics. 

Aydelotte suggested that 69 Alexander and the Olden Manor be used. For 

it was obvious that the sum Mr. -Bamberger mentioned was far below costs of 

64 current plans. But Mr. Maass encountered such stern opposition from 

Professor Veblen when a reduction in the size of studies was mentioned 

that he found himself unable to proceed with the economies he knew must 

come, and counseled awaiting the return of Flexner. Mr. Bamberger said 

that if his figures were observed, he would give something for -maintenance 

I 
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Flexner's first conversation 1a~th Mr. Bamberger on his return 

from Europe yielded the information that $100,000 more would be allowed, 

including an arrount needed to capitalize costs of maintenance and up-

66 keep. Red~ction of fe~tures of the current plans was still necessary. 

The Director disposed of the bogeyman which had paralyzed Maass earlier; 

Professor Veblen's staterr.ent that if th€ studies were not made "attractive" 

and large the staff would prefer to work at their homes. Veblen and 

Alexander were occupying two of the largest offices in Fine Hall, and 

Veblen had greeted Flexner's first coT:;:nents with the observation that 

} 

enviru:-LT.ent undoubtedly had a more profound effect upon him than upon 

the Director. Flexner now wrote: "Weyl is happier in a room smaller 

than yours, and Johnny is productive in a room smaller than Weyl's." A 

room of one's own, he thought, was more important than an oversized one. 67 

But Veblen continued to maintain that the professors' studies must be 

large enough to accommodate spontaneous meetings, thus proving their value 

to mathematical thought. Nevertheless, some ·of the larger. studies were 

reduced in size in the economizing which proceeded as the Committee on 

Buildings and Grounds decided formally on the 21st July to select Mr. 

68 
Larson and his plans. Before that happened, however, Flexner suggested 

that Nr . Maass arrange a meeting between the Founders and Mr. Larson. Mr. 

Bamberger seemed to appreciate the consideration, and Mr. Larson was able 

to persuade the Founders of the virtues of hi~ plans. 

There was a brief flurry between Aydelotte, Flexner and Maass in 

September, occasioned by Mr. Larson's belief that the Fuld Hall would be 
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better placed just off Mercer Street, rather than in the low-lying 

mead0ws of Olden Far.:1. This ~ould entail the purchase of the Maxwell 

property, which had a four hundred foot · frontage on Mercer Street just 

west of the professors' housing lots. Dr. Flexner started the discus-

sion; he was ~illing to pay from the Institute's own funds the $200,00, 

asked by Nr. t·'.axwell. The three men agreed to take the matter up in the 

Finance Cor;;mittee meeting of the 22nd September, but Mr . Bamberger's 

69 
wood forbade. For another demand was being made on the capital of the 

Institute at that time . 

It will be recalled that Profes~or Veblen had suggested in 1932 

that his and his wife's pe~sions be insured to guarantee the amount above 
> 

that expected from Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association. Flexner 

had duly investigated the cost, and probably reported it to the Board~ 

or at least to Mr. Bamberger -whom he had informed of his inquiry. The 

insurance was not purchased, and no specific ·word indjcates when the 

decision was r-ade, or how it was received by Professor Veblen. Suffice 

it to say that when Flexner caused Veblen to sign his letter of the 1st 

December, 1932, that insurance was TI'entioned, but not as a commitment of the 

Board. Now, however, with the Institute's modest capital s.trained by out lays 

for Fuld Hall, and with grants to income instead of endowment promised 

to meet the expense of the new appointments, the Professor began to feel 

insecure. Therefore he arranged with Mr. Maass to submit a plan for 

insuring his and Mrs. Veblen's pensions similar to one the Institute had . 

approved and substituted for its comnitment to enable Weyl to purchase 

. 70 
protection for his wife. 
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Mr. Maass consulted an insurance broker of his acquaintance, 

and submitted the first of his plans to the Finance Committee in May, 

1938, and then to Mr. Hardin. The Newark lawyer was cold and indifferent, 

expressing his lack of interest and sending the papers back without his 

. 1 71 approva • Again they were the subject of discussion in September, and 

the Finance Committee without acting on them apparently instructed the 

Treasurer to set aside a reserve of $10,000 annually against these lia-

bilities of the future. When Maass told the beleaguered Director this, 

he answered that if part of the inadequate income were to be so disposed, 

"so~e other director will have to do it. I am heartily sick of these 

.. 1. . "72 tr1v1a ities. . 

However, the reserve was established. At the end of October the 

Professor Riefler to investigate the status and prospects of the other 

professors in benefits from 'Teachers Insurance nnd Annuity Association, 

for which he sought data on their ages, salaries, their depen~encies, etc. 

At the same time Mr. Maass also asked Mrs. Bailey for · like . data for 

his broker. Flexner declined to take the time to consult Teachers Insurance 

and Annuity Association for its estimates, and suggested that Riefler con-

sider the pension situation of the three professors _of the School of Mathe-

matics who had been promised the large pensions. He said he did not want 

to reveal to anyone outside the Institute the inequalities in conditions 

of employment with which he had been compelled to effect the various ap-

pointments, and that the simplest solution to the actuarial problem would 

be to leave unfilled the positions of Professors Einstein and Veblen on 

their retirement, if it became necessary to find the money for their 
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pensions. Ricfler's report, based on inadequate information, satisfied 

the Committee that. the annual reserve and the possibility of saving 

. 73 
salaries to pay pensions would solve the problem. This was the last 

solution in the world to appeal to Professor Veblen, and there is reason 

to believe he brought the issue before the Board for review in January. 

Professor Veblen became concerned lest the Corr.m ittee on Build-

ings and Grounds ·was forgetting the School's request for a 171odern rnathe-

matical library for Fuld Hall. Just before the October Board meeting 

he asked the Director to bring the ma tter again to Mr. Maass' attention. 

Flexner replied that funds were not available; it would be unwise to dis
't 

turb Mr. Bamberger now with another demand. Moreover, "if money can be 

obtained from outside sources, it shall go into men and not into books or 

with the ••. devising of expedients which will keep the Institute and the 

University interlocked. This is the wish of President Dodds, Dean Eisen-

hart, and the Princeton Trustees, as well as the understanding which I 

have with the Founders ••• " He opted for a Ford c.ar to move passengers and 

. books between Fuld and Fine Halls, and the use of some rooms in Fuld Hall 

by research workers of the University, "and the continued occupation by 

some of our men of rooms in Fine Hall, McCormick Hall, and elsewhere. 1174 

The Trustees heard that .the contract for construction of Fuld 

Hall had been let to Hegeman-Harris of New York on a cost-plus basis at an 

estimated cost of $312,000 (approximately 52}z~ per. cu. ft.). Mr. Maass 

had worked hard and resourcefully to get the four plans_ from different 

firms, and to rationalize the different positions of Founders and faculty 

on the ultimate plans. Flexner complimented him fulsomely in speaking 
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75 
to the Trustees on the work he had done since project Fuld Hall had begun. 

Now he was to co~plain to Flexner that though he was entirely competent to 

handle the legal contract, Nr. Bamberger had decided .that the firm with 

which one of his nephews was connected should do that, thus~ said Maass, 

"adding insult to injury." The Director sought to soothe the lawy~r's 

wounded feelings, saying it was perhaps natural that the Founder would 

want to help a relative, ·and that Mr. Bamberger meant no reflection on 

the Chairman of the Com;nittee on Buildings and Grounds. 76 

The effort to see things clearly and coolly was now being ham-

pered by an app.arent hostility toward the Institute on the part of Mr. 

Farrier, who as confidential assistant to Nr. Bamberger was in a ~osition 

to make relations difficult. Thus a question arose over ~rr. Bauiberger's 

:rerusa.L co si gn a che<: !". ror SOII'.e inc1u<:::ttLdl expenses incurred by Mr. I.. .... r-

son, whose contract provided that he be reimbursed for money Jut-of-pocket 

for travel, phone calls etc. in connection with the building. Maass 

brought that matter to Flexner's attention, saying that he and Mr. Leides-

dorf had decided .to pay such items personally. But Flexner responded 

angrily that they were not to do so. He suspected "our friend," and said 

he would take them from the petty cash account, since they were legitimate 
. . 77 

and duly contracted for. In an earlier action Farrier urged amendment 

of the By-Laws to provide for more formal procedures in waiving notices 

of Cornnittee meetings and noting attendance. Flexner replied that most 

meetings of the Executive and the Finance Comnittees were unassembled, 

and business was usually transacted by telephone. Changes in the By-Laws 

should be taken up with Messrs. Maass or Hardin. But he assured Mr. 

Farrier that when a "matter of real importance comes up you can be sure 
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we watch our step." Undoubtedly Farrier was still disturbed over the 

action of the Executive Co:rmittee of the 29th Narch, 1938, recounted 

above. The manner in which this action was taken showed that tempers 

were short, and strains great as between the office .of the Founder and 

Mr. · Maass and even Dr. · Flexner. 7z 

Flexner, Leidesdorf and Maass were all conscious now of a cer-

tein disenchantment with the Institute on the part of Mr. Bamberger's 

confidential clerk. It would have been the part.of wisdom for the Direc-

tor to realize that such strains occur in every human institution. But 

Flexner was showi015 his age and his fatigue, and seemed less and less able 

"' to smooth the ru f fl~ d feelings of others, who seewed now at this time of 

crisis, when corrm itments were being made for which no money was visibly 

Av~11~hlP : ~o be particularly active and ~rouhle~-~~- Tl - .... .._ .. 

seemed to be an active intent to e~barrass the Director was shown in a 

move initiated by Professor Veblen in the School, as reflected by the 

following i tern in the minutes: 

The group believes it de s ir~ble that Professor William W. 
Flexner of Cornell Unive: ._·. =:· spend a year at the Insti
tute, and authorizes Pro fts sor Veblen to cooperate with Dr. 
Abraha~ Flexner in makino arran°ements for such a ear. 
Emphasis Supplied. 

The result of that "cooperation" appears in a letter Veblen wrote to Dr. 

Aydelotte later asking his help in securing .a Guggenheim fellowship: 

Yo.ung LWi lliaii Flexner never got a Nat.!_onal Research 
Council fellowship because his father LSimon Flexne~/ was 
Chairman of the Board which awarded these fellowships ••• 
His uncle will not allow funds of the Institute to be used 
for a stipe~d for him in Princeton ••• His work is just at a 
point whe~e he would profit greatly by a year at such a 
place as the Iustitute. 
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The issue was still unsettled in January, 1939, when Professor 

Veblen, vacationing in Florida, ~ote Flexner that he wished to see him 

about William Flexner with a personal angle to the problem of William 

80 Flexner's wish to come to the Institute for a year. 

The two men met on the 20th or the 21st Janu3ry, just before 

the Board met, and apparently not only continued to disagree on this 

issue, but also found another and more important difference of opinion. 

For Professor Veblen renewed his old demand for more voice for·the fac-

ulty in academic decisions. Flexner refused. They agreed to disagree 

. h f. 1. h h d b f . d 81 wit a ina ity t ey a never e ore experience • 
Characteristically, 

the Director brought the latter issue before the Board in a report on 

the unique nature of the Institute, whicQ, unlike a university, could 

best ft.:nCtiOn aS 11 aUtOn0ffi0US, Self-governir,g groups" j_ r: \,•(1.i1..:i:t uc· ~l..:UUUL 

could well legislate · for another, because each "has been able to advance 

in the ways best suited to its subject." He continued: 

To be sure, at long intervals some point of general inter
est may arise on which the faculty should be brought to
gether and consulted, and its views or conflicting views 
should be transmitted to the Trustees, but anything more 
than this would be the first step in forming a routine 
which might ultimately choke what is today the outstand
ing merit of the Institute •••• 

The preservation of the autonomy of the schools of the 
Institute, the absence of regulations adopted at faculty 
meetings, -- both these seem to me to distinguish the In
stitute from a university and to be of inestimable impor
tance to its free and effective functioning. No rules have 
been laid down, anc no rules necessarily applicable to all 
three schools or within each school applicable to all in
dividuals alike should ever be laid down. If we cling to 
the principle that no one will be asked to join the faculty 
who has not already demonstrated high intellectual quality, 
we · need have no fear of stagnation or chaos. 

\ 
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The same informality is characteristic of the relations 
which are developing between the Institute and Princeton 
University. No effort has been cade, and no effort should 
be made, to reduce these relations. to formal shape ••• ; 

It may be asked what under these circumstances is the role 
of a director .•. It may at any ti~e be his most important 
function to have the final word -- after conference inside 
and outside the Institute -- in the rr~tter of faculty ap
pointments, though the presumption is strong that tbe mem-

82 
bers of a given school are the best and the proper judges. 

Flexn~r then discussed the devices by which some unity had been 

achieved despite the physical s eparation of the faculty members, giving 

credit to the school ~ecretaries, and tne administrative mechanics of 

his own. off ice. He added: 

This will all be made easier when the various parts of 
the Institute are gathered together beneath the roof of 
Fuld Hall, but, scattered as we are, with improvised quar
ters and facil~3ies, we have lived happily and cooperated 
pf f <:>"ti ve ly. • • . . . 

Just when the decision had been taken to bring all the School 

of Mathematic's faculty to Fuld Hall is not clear, but it may have arisen 

out of the discussion which followed. 'f!lis is the first mention of such 

a complete unification in Fuld Hall . It is possible that Professor Veblen 

now made it clear that he wanted the School of Mathematics to leave Fine 

Hall. It would have been characteristic of Flexner's manner of recording 

actions at Board meetings to have mentioned the momentous decision in just 

. this way, considering his passionate advocacy of "devices to keep the 

Institute and the University interlocked." (See p)99) Certainly Profes-

sor Veblen was the only one among the Trustees, except possibly Mr. Maass, 

the one of the two wi L: whom Flexner had conferred the ' previous wint'el' 
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about bigotry in the University, who had voiced a wish 
'~ 

to see the School --.._ t 
leave Fine Hall. 
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Having had his say, the Director asked for discussion. The 

minutes recorded first : Professor Veblen, who said: 

while agreeing in the main and particularly with the 
strong emphasis on the autonomy of the three schools, 
/he/ thought that occasional u.eetings of the faculty 
would be advantageous inasrr.uch as they would familiarize 

· all me mbers of the fa3~lty with rr.atters concerning the 
Institute as a whole. 

Dr. Weed seeme d to favor that idea, suggesting that the faculty 

as a whole might well agree on the appointment of the personal assist• 

ants to the professors! Dr. Carrel "emphatically" upheld the Director's 

views: informality, absence of rules, autonomy of the schools, were, in 

his opinion, the principles necessary to distinguish a living and growing 

institution from one which would otherwise '.'harden and grow old." Dr. 

Sabin agreed generally with Flexner and Carrel; continued selection of 

the be:~t: ~cholars could be assured as at present "thr0ugh consultation 

by the Director with help and cooperation from outside authorities." 

She th~n said:" 

It is possible, however, that occasions may arise when 
certain general matters affecting everyone might be 
handled more wisely . through discussions of the faculty 
with adequate opportunity to present the •.• views of the 
faculty to the Director and to the Trustees. This could 
be brought about as occasion arose, without previous for
mal organization. As an example ••. she instanced the dis
·cussion of a plan for retirement ••• 

adding that of course that problem had been ·settled at the very begin

ing of the Institute.
85 

The minutes continue: 

· · Mr. Riefler stated that the funda~mental importance of 
the directorship lay not in administration as such, which 
Dr. Flexner had reduced to a minimum, but in the selection 
of personnel. The power, standing, and value of the Insti
tute ••. were inseparably tied up with the quality of the · 
persons called to professorships ..• Mr. Riefler had been 
amzaed at the spirit of loyalty to each other and to the 
Institute which permeated the Institute •••• 
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The point ~ade by Professor Veblen which impressed him most 
was the extent to which some of the professors appeared to 
be ignorant of what the Institute was doing. \\hen it was 
necessary to restrict the budget last year, for instance, 
the questions asked by the professors indicated less famili
arity with the Institute and its problens than he had thought 
possible. It was his hope that the co~pletion of Fuld Hall 
••• and the gathering of all of the professors under one roof 
••• would remedy this situation. Under these circumstances, 
he:··wggld not be in favor of disturbing the existing situ-
ation. . 

Mr. Hardin and Mr. Maass agreed with the last statement of Professor Rief-

ler; when the faculties were gathered together, the problem would dis-

appear. 

That the Director was deeply troubled by the actual debate was 

shown by ~is closing in which he said he 

had no objection to the faculty's meeting whenever it 
pleased, but that in his opinion, any regular machinery 
••• wuu~~ annoy the most productive and ferti~~ m1nas ••• 
anci ten<l to increase the influence of those who were in
tellectually less i@portant .••• He had no desire to parti
cipate, just as he did not attend the .meetings ·of those 
cor::posing the several schools because he did not wish ••• 
to interfere with the utmost freedom of expression. 
Therefore, should the faculty choose to meet, he would 
not attend unless ••. for some such specific object as Dr. · 
Sabin had specified.87 

This discussion was ended, but the issue was now formed. 

Mr. Leidesdorf was absent, but his report showed that due to 

falling income, a deficit of approximately $6,000 was incurred during 

the first six months of the year, which would remain at year's end. Mr. 

Hardin noted thatthe market value of investments was $7.9 million. The 

· minutes then recite: 

At the meeting held October 10, 1938, it was suggested 
that the Institute should publish once a year a financial 
statement. After discussion, on motion, it was 

RESOLVED, That a sumnarized financial statement 
be published in the annual Bulletin of the Institute. 
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It was to appear later (see p. ) that the Treasurer's re-

ports at the end of each fiscal year were not sent to each Trustee. 

Notice was given that at the next meeting of the Board the Trustees must 

consider a proposed amendment to the By-Laws eli~inating all members ex 

officio of standing cor.r.iittees except the Founders and the Chairman. 

Mr. Barr:°!)erger had asked for this. Stipend funds were voted in reduced 

arr:ount for the following year .
88 

It would seen to be alcost certain that Professor Veblen's re-

quest for insera~ce of his pension was brought up and discussed. It has 

been seen that controversial i-ssues were rruted in the minutes. But Dr. 

Sabin's referen.ce to the subject was unlikely under· any other circumstances. 

}lost coaipelling to the conclusion, however, was that Mr . Naass moved a 

bt:::a.;_.__,.: ·au.cu.:.:nent of the minutes of the Executive 1...0r:ir:11ttee or the ht"h 

September, 1933, concerning the Institute's insuring Mrs. Weyl for her 

pension should she survive her husband.
89 

Mr. Maass noted an earlier request fro:n the Founders that the 

annual meeting, which was to be followed by the dedication of Fuld Hall, 

be deferred until sometime in May when more clen;ent weather would permit 

both Founders to attend. }1ay 22 was selected. 

The consequences of the Board meeting were grave and immediate: 

1. Professor Veblen's wish for the School of Mathematics to leave 

Fine Hall was to be realized. 

2. The Founders' intention to reimburse the Institute for the cost 

of Fuld Hall and its furniture was now in doubt. 

3. Professor Veblen's appeal for insurance of his excess pension . 

was new denied by the Board, if it had not been by the Finance Cormiittee 

I 
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in November> 1938. 

4. Mr. Bamberger's intention to give the Institute money for the 

new accessions to staff in economics had · apparently been abandoned. 

These decisions were manifested in the following actions: 

1. Flexner asked Professor Veblen to consult with his coileagues on 

how to "keep up •.• the School's active relationship with the Princeton 

Department of Mathematics after Fuld Hall is ready for occupation. When 

you come to a conclusion r · shall be happy to talk with any one or more ••• 

. who n:ay be charged with explaining your ideas. 1190 

2. Mr. Hardin consulted Mr . Maass about the lnstitute's eligibility 

for a Federal Housing Administration loan; and they agreed to seek per

.mission from the Finance CoITUT1ittee to apply for one. 91 

1. Dr. Flexner dispatched the following ap~P~l tn Mr_ Fn~nirk! 

••• The moment that Stewart ••. agreed to come to the School 
I acted at once, because I had been hoping for _years that 
this would co~e about .•. The addition of Stewart and Warren 
means an increased budget for this second half-year of 
possibly less than $25,000 ••• I have an offer of $25,000 
annually on condition .•. that I procure an additional and 
equal sum •••• 

Flexner said he hesitated to approach Dr. Willitts, the newly 

appointed Director for the Social Sciences of the Foundation, because he 

was so busy with his new duties. But he hoped to see Willitts before the 

annual meeting of the Foundation. He added: 

· I am loath to approach Mr. Bamberger at the moment, for the 
reason I told you yesterday. I know that he wishes to see 
our new building completed, paid for, and its upkeep pro
vided for before he goes further -- a conservative but 
understandable state of mind. 

Mr. Fosdick refused.
92 

The need to seek funds for Economics assured by the Director 
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in October was i;ndo'Jbtedly due to Mr. :Oa:nberger 's wi tl:drawal. In the 

circumstances Fosdick's refusal was perhaps natural. Because Mr. Stewart 

was the new Chairrr.an of the Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, there 

was probably so~e embarrassment at the idea that the Foundation might be 

the sole support of the work in Economics at the Institute. 

The faculty of the School of Mathe..-.atics held a meeting on 

the 3rd February and determined upon the following points, which were 

promptly given to Dr. Flexner by Professors Veblen and von Neumann. 

1. The assumption was that each professor would have a 
large study with an adjoining office for his assistants. 
They asked that im:r1ediate assignr.ient of rooms ·be made on 
the architect's drawings. 

2. "It is understood that our general policy wi 11 be to 
hold mathematical lectures and seminars in Fine Hall, and 
that we desire that facilities in Fine Ball be provided 
::,u Ll1d1- we can continue Y:ithout int ..... :ruptio .. ..,~ ... r- ......... ,.. .... ;,. 
relations with students and faculty of the UniveTsity." 

To this end they_ asked that "a sufficient m:mber of ·rooms in Fine Hall" 

be assigned to the School rather than to individual professors, and 

that it be understood "that each professor may if he wishes spend a 

part of each day in consultation with students and .professors of the 

University." Assignment of these rooms might best be left to the Depart-

ment, though it was said that since the Physics Department was interested 

93 in such arrangements, "it might well be consulted." 

Dr. Flexner then called a meeting of the full faculty for the 

6th February to discuss with them the allocaticn of space in Fuld Hall. 

Professor Veblen later described events ·at that gathering to Dr. 

Aydelotte: 

. ~ 
At this time Fuld Hall was under construction and the 
question of the allocation of rooms in the building was 
under discussion; this raised the question whether--...... ---

I . 
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certain professors would move to the new building or 
whether the y would r e tain the quarte rs which they had hereto
fore been using on the University campus and elsewhere. 
The discussion of these matters led to some rather frank 
remarks about the relations betwee n the Institute and the 
University. Some of the se r emarks were considered by Dr. 
Flexner to be ill- advise d and he declared more than once 
thereafter that there would be no further meetings of the 
faculty. The general question of the role of the faculty in 
the adminis t r at ion of t he Institute had be en ve ry r::uch on 
bis mind for s ever a l ye ars and this particular experi ence 
seems to have crys talli zed his opinions. Dr. Flexner had 
embodied some of his vi ews on the s e questions in his report 
to the Trustee s at their mee ting of January 23, 1939. He 
circula t ed t his r eport to t he merr.bers of the faculty about 
a wonth later.94 

This was indeed an interesting account, considering what actually happened. 

The "frank r emarksw Veblen allude.cl to was a charge by Profe ssor Alexander 

h . ~ . . . . d h u . . 95 
t at ant1-~em1t1c sentiment ex1ste at t e n1vers1ty. It was the tactic 

designed to cloud reason with emotion; ir defied rational discussion at 
~ n t he 

that particular ti m-= a ud;'circumstdnces. Presumably the meeting broke up 
decisions 

without any£ What purpose could Alexander's declaration serve? It could 

discredit the Director's emphasis on the need co cooperate with the Uni-

versity, and cast an ugly light upon his aid to the Department of Art 

and Archaeology, making it appear as. an ignoble effort to placate bigotry 

instead of one to make up to the University some of the debt the Institute 

owed for its first three mathematicians. One can hardly avoid the con-

clusion that Veblen had held the threat of such a statement over Flexner 

from October 1936, when he said he was going to discuss with his colleagues 

relations between the Institute and the University. (see p. 333) . It was 

too bad that .Flexner had not made it necessary for him to come out with 

it before, instead of living in constant fear of it. (It 'will be recalled 

that Flexne r expre ssed suspicion that it was not the e xperiences of "the 
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t"7o most important" Trustees in New York which caused them to raise the 

questions of anti-Semitism at Princeton.) It was sad that one of the 

early efforts to meet with the faculty for discussion of comnon problems 

should have been so managed that it posed a great question as to whether 

this faculty deserved to be consulted. For according to another faculty 

me~her, a hu~anist, there was no contrary opi~ion to Alexander's expressed. 

The me..-ibers of the School of ~athematics, which had so steadfastly in its 

planning for Fuld Hall insisted on keeping its main center of activities 

at Fine Hall for the value of the cooperative enterprise, now Kere silent, 

giving the impression that they had wanted to separate fro~ the Department. 

Flexner lost this most.important round in a long battle with 

Professor Veblen. What could the latter's motives have been in causing 

: : ;-:-_ =:-~ --- :'_ :_ y::::'? ..- _ :::~ -2 fir.::.:.. I"':~--, : . ..; broke the steady consensus of 

his School colleagues. They could hardly now opt to continue their main 

activities at Fine Hall. What good would that do P:;:-ofessor Veblen? It 

would cause his colleagues to move willingly into Fuld Hall. Space there 

was not too liberal, and he wanted each professor in the School to have 

preferred conditions. If the School were to be divided as between the 

two Halls, they might later find themselves at a disadvantage. He wanted 

a mathematical library now; the School would have it. By keeping a.11 

his colleagues together, he could face the future as he had the past 

with a unified force of six, as against ten members of the other Schools 

who were either centrifugally inclined or so intent on their own work as 

to be seemingly indifferent to the needs and attitudes of others. Thus 

at this time when he was determined to "7in place for the faculty voice 

in academic affairs, he could be assured of the leadership. 
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Last, but not least, Professor Veblen had decided that the 

Director must go; and any way to get him to discredit himself was useful 

to that purpose. To strike him where he was vulnerable was good tactics 

even if it was also bad taste and poor ethics. Flexner was ~ell aware of 

Veblen's overwhelming interest in managing the disposal of rooms within 

the Institute's new ho~e, and deter~ined that the other schools should 

receive j ustice in the apportion.~ent of space for their professors and 

rne~~ers . Moreover, he was dedicated to the unity of scholarship itself, 

and incli~ed to pu t the eminence ;md prestige of Princeton as a world 

center for mathematics indivisibly at Princeton, and not at either the 

Unive rsity or the I nstitute. 

The faculty rr.e_eting, following so disastrously the Board's 

session , caused the Director to prepare to retire. It was a wise deci-

sion, which his fri ends supported. He asked Aydelotte, his chosen sue-

cessor, to recapitulate for him the history of their long association 

and friendship, pres umably for the hometown paper at - Louisville, where 

they had first met. 

Aydelotte's essay on their friendship, some five or six pages 

of narra tive, was sent the Director on the 21st February. It described 

a friendship which started in 1905 between a young teacher of English 

in Boys High School at Louisville and his senior by twelve years who 

was the successful headmaster of his own tutoring school. At that meet-

ing Flexner gave Aydelotte a key to the study of Greek which, after hard 

work, enabled him to qualify for a Rhodes scholarship, which he won. Long 

after that, Flexner and Dr~ Buttrick were able during the late teens to 

advise Aydelotte with respect to various college presidencies 

which ~ere - offered to him when he was an outstanding teacher 
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of English at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Ulti'mately he 

chose Swarthmore against Flexner's advice, and rr.ade a huge success of 

his work there by introducing the Oxford system of working for honors. 

In this he was aided by_a grant of matched funds from the General Edu-

cation Board which Flexner suggested he apply for; these led to an in-

crease of $4 million in Swarthmore's endowments, some of it raised 

during t~e depression, a nd much of it with Flexner's aid. Then Ayde-

lotte wrote: 

I c a;;;e to know you so well tha t when, at· the end of 1927 
Lord Loth ian as ke d me to suggest an American to be called 
to Oxfor d to give the Rhode s Trust Memorial Lectures, I 
repli e d instantly tha t you ~ere the man he should approach. 
You •.. gave your f amous lectures on universities at Oxford in 
April and May , 1928. We had been in Egypt and Spain and re
turned to hear the last lecture. 

It has a lways been a matter of the greate st delight to me 
tha t by an extraordinary coincidence the fruits cf these 
1 r-rt-i 1r es wer e sent to i>lr. Ba.11berg~r and r !::.:..'..! !. !.:: ~~ i!":. "/~:.:=

being called by him to organi ze the Institute for Advanced 
Study. .My pleasure in these events was grea_tly increased by 
your invitation to me to net in the beginning as one of the 
Trustees in the new venture , which has already made so valu
able a cor.tribution to the development of higher scholar
ship in the United States. Meanwhile, your book !:Jniversities 
has exerted a more profound influence in the country than 
you have any idea. It came at a moment when it was much 
needed, and there is equal need today for the revised edition 
which you have in mind.96 

Their great moments in American educational reform had co~e 

during their close friendship. Flexner planned the Lincoln School for 

the Columbia Teachers College in 1915 with some advice from Aydelotte; 

the President of Swarthmore received aid from Flexner in promoting the 

establishment of the Eastman professorship at Oxford. On the other 

hand, it see~s that Aydelotte worked independently of advice from Flex-

ner in planning :the work of the Guggenheim Foundation, which was 
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organized in 1925 to give fello~ships to pro~ising post-doctoral students 

for another year of study at an institution of their own choosing, with-

out depending on their acadenic associates for decisive recorrrnendations. 

In their correspondence , Flexner was "dear Dr. Flexner," and Aydelotte, 

"dear Aydelotte." The younger rnan was the disciple; Flexner the respected 

master, even when, as has been seen, the master came to the disciple for 

co;:ifort and aid in dealing with a wounding adversary, such as Mr . Frank-

furter proved to be in 1934 and 1935. Now Flexner acknowledged Aydelotte's 

memorandum with warmth and deep affection: 

Thank you very, very much for your letter and memorandum 
of February 21. I have no old engagement books, but I have 
a very definite memory of every one of the incidents which 
you de scribe. I neeo · not ~~y that in all my dealings with 
men in the field of c~ucation -- and . their wives -- I have 
"" mPmnY~es that are more delightful ~~d more -ft·~-~~ ~ -: • L- 
i.! 1.v:oi:: wi1.i.t..:h come through my associatio-:i with you. 

Do you realize that without you there would have .been no 
Institute for Advanced Study? For this Institute is a 
direct outgrowth of the Rhodes Lectures and you were the 
one human being alive who would ever have had the temerity 
to recomnend me -- educational heretic that I was and am -
at the time you were asked for the suggestion for an American 
lecturer. The Rhodes Lectures gave me a really marvellous 
opportunity and enlarged my vision as it had been previously 
enlarged when first I went to Germany for a prolonged stay. 
Hardly a day passes but that I think with gratitude of your 
part in the use to which I have been enabled to put what · 
will probably be my last active years. With a thousand 

h 97 tanks ••• 

Clearly this was written in contemplation of his retirement, presumably 

by the end of the fiscal year. 

At the sarrie time Mr. Houghton wrote the Director of his own 

intent~·- to resign, and Flexner replied that he was himself doing so. 
"----......__ _ 

Houghton then wrote;....._ 
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My resignation is in your hands ••• I certainly could not 
remain on the Board if you were not present also, as Direc
tor. I confess, however, that I look forv;ard with dismay 
to your separating yourself from the Institute. You have, 
in fact, been the Institute. It owes everything except 
financial support to your wision and your wisdom and your 
executive direction.98 

When Flexner returned .on the 17th March from a cruise to Bermuda, 

where he had sought some rest, he found that the faculty had met several 

ti~es, as he had said it should, and had presented a series of moderate 

requests to hiQ undei date of the 15th March: 

Dear Dr. Flexner: 

You have been kind enough to send the faculty your report 
made to the Trustees at a meeting on January 23, together 
with the coii7llents which the me:nbers of the Board made there
on. At a recent informal dinner certain aspects of this 
report were discussed by the professors of the Institute, 
and we were requested to give you an account of the con
clusio~s reach~ ~ -

The Institute has now developed in its three schools to a 
point where its character can clearly be seen and appreci
ated, and the most important problem from now on, in our 
eyes, is the stability of what has been achieved by the 
generosity of the donors and your own creative insight. 

This stability will depend upon the ~isdorn and deliberation 
with which future Directors are chosen. It is the unanimous 
opinion that this choice should be preceded by a preliminary 
consultation with the faculty. 

It is equally essential in the op1n1on of a majority of the 
faculty that no professor be appointed without a similar con
sultation with his future colleagues. 

We understand that both the responsibility and the final 
choice in each case rest with the Director and the Board of 
Trustees. Their action should, however, in our opinion, be 
preceded by a consultation with the faculty which should be 
made effective by allowing adequate time for the consider
ation and inquiries which are necessary in each ca_se. 

The professors earnestly desire that the above conclusions 
be conveyed to the Board of Trustees. We should like very 
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much to talk these natters over with you, and to add any . 
information which you may desire concerning the opinions 
expressed. 

Yours sincerely, 

A. Einstein 
Hetty Goldman

99 Marston .Morse 

The Director interviewed Messrs. Einstein and Morse separately, 

app<lrently giving ~lorse to understand that any such .der.:ands would be 

100 severely disturbing to the Founders. On the 30th March the two pro-

fessors 2ddressed their colleagues as follows: 

We are enclosing a copy of the letter of March 15 which we 
sent to Dr. Flexner in accordance with your request that we 
convey to him the opinions expressed at our dinner on March 
13. Morse and Einstein h2ve seen Dr. Flexner individually 
at his request, and talked matters over. We obtained no 
a::,::,uram.:e f rom Ln . r 1exner r.na r. ne would convey the C'Ontents 
of our letter to the Board of Trustees. 

Sincerely yours, 

A. Einstein 
101 Marston Morse 

Later Professor Morse told them that the Director had added the following 

to what he had said: "The professors are the natural and logical advisers 

of the Trustees of the Institute."102 This was unsatisfactory to the 

faculty, and other meetings followed. 
on 

When the Board convened/the 22nd May, several important absences 

were noted: the Founders had not appeared, nor had Mr. Leidesdorf, nor 

Mr. Straus. Miss Sabin had retired to Colorado, Dr. Carrel attended no 

meetings after January, 1939, though he did not resign, and was not drrrr;ped 

from the Board until 1942. Professor Riefler was in the Mid -West with his 

ailing parents. 

. f 
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Whctever had been Flexner's intentions about the time of his 

retiring, it was now a?parent that he wanted to receive appointrr.ent for 

. 103 
the next -y2ar. His account in the ~inutes of th~ Nay meeting demons-

trated more than his usual care to present a record w~ich might reassure 

the Founders, · even though truth was fractured. Thus he reported the 

faculty's attitude as conforwing with hi s own statement in the January 

minutes: 

At long inter\•als some point of general interest may arise 
on whic~ the professors should be brought together and 
consulted, and their views or conflicting views should be 
transmitted to the Trustees. 

He continued; the faculty had met three times, he was informed, to con-

sider the rr.inutes of the last Board meeting . 

The only co:nment made on the report was a reiteration of 
t-hi c: !':i=~f- Ei1"P , I n this cn~Pnt- T '-"'~tu!'e to add that the 
professors are the natural and logical advisers of the 
Trustees. On the other hand, the responsibility for the 
conduct of the Institute remains in the last instance with 
the Tr~stees ~hose freedom to take . advice, to select among 
various suggestions, or to act on their own responsibility 
cannot and should not be formally abridged. Nothing in the 
internal situation of the Institute or in world conditions 
now calls, in my opinion, for any change w~atsoever •••• In 
the event of a world catastrophe we can readjust and still 
preserve the professors and the conditions which make them 
happy and effective meITbers. 'Sufficient to the day is the 
evil thereof.•104 

The Board reappointed the Director. There appears to have been 

no discussion. It passed a budget showing a deficit of $43,000 ($53,000 

with _the reserve for pensions, which Flexner consistently failed to show) . 

It approved ~1r. Maass' position on the proposed By-Law amendment urg by 

~1r. Bamberger which would eliminate the Vice-Chairmen as members ex officio 

f h d . . b bl. . 105 o t e stan ing co:an1ttees, y ta 1ng it. Also on Maass' motion, the 
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Board extended to its officers the right to endorse securities ordered 

moved by the Finance· Corrnni ttee. A final indication of Mr. Maass' inten-

tion to step into a position of greater power and control in the Insti-

tute's affairs was shown when Flexner consulted him about corrrnittee ap-

pointments. Th V. Ch . . d Fl I • 105 e ice- airman reJecte exner s suggestions. 

The Director knew as early as the 4th May that the Founders 

would not attend the meeting or participate in the dedication of Fuld 

Hall. Nrs. Fuld had suffered an accident earlier which . hospitalized her 

for so~e time and caused her brother deep concern. \\hether she was still 

actually indisposed and unable to attend is not clear, however, for Flex~ 

ner had evidently counted on their presence until the date mentioned. 

Then he made plans which did not include them. He asked Pre~ident Dodds 

to make the oain address as early as the 15th April; Hr. Houghtor. wa.s to 

accept the building formally from Mr. Maass on behalf of the Institute, 

and Miss Lavinia Bamberger, sprightly sister of the Founders, agreed to 

seal the cornerstone, ·as her brother and sister wished. The guests, con-

sisting mainly of the Trustees and the faculty members and their wives, 

together with a few outsiders, were invited to luncheon at Princeton Inn 

following the ceremony. The ceremony was much like Hamlet with neither 

Hamlet nor his mother on stage. 

Mr. Houghton opened the meeting with regrets that the Founders 

If Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld could be here today, could 
look over these years with us, and could recognize what 
their generous bounty alone has made possible, they would 
be well assured, I think, in all happy certainty, that they 

.-
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have done for k:.er ica so~ething so rich in promise, some
thing so potentially full of usefulness and of influence, 
that it will keep their me~ory warm and green for a thou
sand generations to come.107 

Mr. Houghton then introduced President Dodds, whose brief re-

marks are repeated here in full. 

The prevailing philosophy of the nineteenth century was 
one of optimism, of unfalteri ng confidence in idealism and 
faith in progress. The r e lative despair and pessimism of 
the ~onent may perhaps be l arge ly explained by ~hat we have 
learned as to how difficult progress is, how little hope 
we can place in the inward, driving, inevitab le laws of 
nature and of men to force us on; and the realization that 
the earlier philosophy of predetermined and inescapable 
progress was ~~ong has brought us into ~ore confusion in 
my mind than necessary. How to work out of it is a question. 

Never, however, has society been spending so much in physi
cal and material resources and so much manpower in what may 
be called the organized search for knowledge and for advance
ment of learning . Literally millions of dollars are being 
spent annually o~ ~~~P~r~h; nn~ nnly in in~us~ri~l life 1 
academic life, pure and applied science, and the humanities, 
but on the ir.niense forces organized in the search for truth. 
That is some thing ne\,' in the world's history. No longer _do 
we depend en the individual scholar. We now organize and 
we are learning from that how difficult it is to discover a 
new truth, how expensive indeed a new idea is, and when we 
think of the vast sums of money being devoted to the advance
ment of lear~ing, to the widening of the frontiers of know
ledge, and reeasure against these sums the result, we are apt 
perhaps to be discouraged. ~hat we are learning is that the 
discovery of truth is a tremendously expensive and wearying 
process calling for blood and sweat and the best efforts and 
best patience of the race. 

Research has suffered from excesses of competition. What
ever may be the public's attitude regarding the advantages 
of competition in industrial affairs, the facts -are that we 
are suffering from waste due to competition. What we need 
is combination and cooperation, and this Institute, coming 
to Princeton and heartily welco_med here, represents an ex
periment in coopera tion with the University towards common 
ends and comnon methods. I believe that the experiment is 
an extreQely irr:portant one, be cause if it is successful -
and there is no reason to believe that it will not be suc
cessful, since it meets the fundar.iental needs. of the time --

r 
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its success when fully de~onstrated will be a standard to 
which the wise and the just in other institutions can refer. 
I hope that this cooperative arrangement, ~hich has al
ready meant so much to the Cniversity and as a precedent 
will Qean so nuch to science and scholarship, will be in
fluential in bringing about a degree of cooperation and 
mutual aid in the field of scholarship which is s.ti 11, un
fortunately, too much lacking. 

And believing that as sincerely as I do, I wish the Insti
tute success and prosperity with all my heart on this sig
nificant day, which represents not only the establishment of 
the physical corporate nature of the Institute but also rep
resents a great deal of patience on Dr. Flexner's part in 
postponing the building so long, because it gives a tone 
and form to what I have tried to express in ~ords. Grate
ful as we are for the kind words of Mr. Hoi.:.ghton, we feel 
that we will be jointly cooperative to move on from strength 
to greater strength in what I have termed an experiment of 
great irr.portance to mankind.108 

.Mr. Maass gracefully acknowledged the speeeh, and then forrr.ally 

presented the building to the Chairman of the Board, who accepted it on 

beh:ilf nf t-hP Institute. Miss Lavinia wi e lded the • ~ '! .. ... ...... - ,__ ....._ .......... , .... ... _._ ......... £..'-'"-·' --- _,_ 
~1"''-'U.C'\.-

ing the conventional words: "I declare this stone to be well and truly 

laid." Dr. Flexner did not speak. Available photographs indicate that 

there was nothing in the way of a rostrurr; or speakers' platform outside 

the bleak and untidy early stages of construction. They also show· the . 

Directer standing alone within the scaffolding amid the "bricks and 

mortar" and other paraphernalia of construction, looking bitterly unhappy 

and discouraged, as though he doubted the reality of the spiritual and 

intellectual edifice of which the building was to be the outward symbol. 

Later, a note from Mr. Maass thanking Flexner for his letter 

expressing appreciatiorr of the laYyer's part indicated that relations be-

tween the two men had become severely strained. Gone was the old infer-

mality and the assumptions of ready understanding: Maass wrote: 

' 

I 

! 
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It was extremely courteous and thoughtful of you to write 
rue such a pleasant letter regarding r.iy participation in 
the ceremonies ••. Working with you ••• has been a great joy, 
and I hope it will continue to be so for both of us.109 

But that was not to be. Five days later Messrs. Mass and Leid-

esdorf told the D~rector that they felt he must retire. They had been 

visited by Professors Earle and Einstein, who evidently persuaded them 

that the welfare of the Institute made that necessary. Details of the 

conversations are not available, but it is clear that the professors did 

not presume to speak in the name of the whole faculty, for no consensus 

110 had been expressed. 1'.;ienty-one days later Dr. Flexner had not yet 

given his answer. Mr. Maass called for it. Flexner informed Mr. Leides-

dorf that after consulting certain disinterested men in Princeton, and 

his brother Simon and ~1r. Hardin, he had decided to do nothing for the 

J. .1. J. J:i-1is irr!p2SSE precipitat{;d conflict and intrigue which pl.t:~t'.llLo en-

dured throughout the sunr.ier. 

It had been well prepared on the faculty side. Veblen had ap-

parently introduced the discussion of faculty rights in January with-the 

112 
knowledge and approval of "a half-dozen of us," as Earle wrote Aydelotte. 

These professors were agreed that Stewart and ~arren were not qualified 

academically by degrees or experience. Professor Veblen had known with 

the other Trustees that Flexner intended to bring Stewart to the faculty 

if and when he could. But he had heard nothing of Mr. Warren. Veblen 

had, however, voiced his approval of their appointment before Flexner pre-

sented the formal resolutions noting their salaries at the maximum rate 

That, and the fact that Flexner had not consulted either Earle or Mitrany 

about the matter -- indeed, had kept his intentions a secret -- told 
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Veblen that now was the time to strike. At about the same ti~e Niss Gold-

nan reminded Flexner that ~hen she was appointed with a s~~ll honorarium 

she was led to expect a regular salary when money was available. Now, she 

"1Tote, two econo~ists had been appointed; money whi ch might have been used 

in part for her salary had gone for another purpose. Flexner replied that 

his com:nitments to the e conomists had been outstanding for several years. 

~1iss Goldrr~n's became the most glaring example of the salary inequities, 

as Professor Herzfeld received an i~crease to $10,000 effective 7/1/39. 

She had independent means, and could affo~d to work without salary. 

Veblen now e::.ployed carefully calculated means to rally to his 

own standard his school colleagues and the several dissidents in the other 

two schools. This required some variety in issues and great finesse in 

1-·m· -;.;h::it l·• tex."1er had aiwavs said was true most of the prv~es-

sors were so busy with the delights and labors of the studies they loved 

that few cou ld be interested in administrative problems. 

The surest appeal to the older members was a charge Veblen made 

which accused Flexner of having imperiled the solvency of the Institute, 

while at the sarce time absolving the other Trustees of blame. · Professor 

Vebl~n told most of the faculty members (but not the other faculty Trus-

tees), that the Director had presented the nominations of Stewart and 

Warren as temporary, and then showed them in the minutes as permanent. 114 

The others would have no way of checking the truth of this statement; it 

was so serious that conversation about it was fairly restricted. They 

to give to defray the cost of the economists was now not forthcoming. 
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Veblen's story would be borne out by a deficit which he knew occurred in 

the first six months of the year, and .which would grow considerably larger 

during the latter half. Meanwhile, stipend funds were reduced. 

His story was sufficiently compelling to impress Professor Ein-

stein, whose dependency on the solvency of the Institute was, like that 

of Veblen and Weyl, greater than that of the other faculty ruembers because 

of their handso~e pension rights. But to all the older men, whose job 

opportunities were less than those of the younger ones, it was a serious 

matter. That Veblen was able to put Professor Einstein in the forefront 

of the campaign in the faculty was a mas terful achievement. For Einstein 

was known as one who had been indifferent throughout his academic career 

to academic politics and administrative matters, except where, as in the 

instances w:iiCh hav~ 
, __ _ __ !1.....-.-l t...,.... 
--- - - - - -·'- > _ .. _ 

carry on his VJork VJas threatened. His position among all the faculty 

members was very high: his probity, his independence of thought and 

· jud~ent, his signal achievements, and his prestige made Veblen's triumph 

indeed Ci great one. But Einstein did not engage ·in intrigue, nor did it 

appear that his conduct was influenced by his earlier differences with 

the Director. He felt, as __ di.d others in the faculty, tha_t great as had 

been the Director's con.tr.ibution to education and the advancement of 

knowledge, he was now :t;:ired and spent, · incapable of further leadership 

in Institute affairs. And. so ·Einstein presided as host and chair.nan at 

a dinner held 'at .Nassau Tavern on the 10th April, al which the retirement 

of Flexner was evidently discussed~ but no consensus was sought o~egis-

115 
tered. 
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After the dedication of Fuld Hall, the professors left for their 
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su:nmer vacations. Two, who went to Europe, left their proxies in case 

116 
action might be taken during the surruner. Snortly before Professor 

Earle was leaving Princeton for the sanitarium at Lake Placid, where he 

was to go for a short rest and examination before joining his family at 

Corey's in northern New York State, Dr. and Mrs. Flexner invited him to 

lunch. On Professor Veblen's advice he did not appear, but instead sent 

two lette rs which Veblen helped him to draft. Since these became the 

main docurr.ents in the success f ul e ffort to cause Flexner's retirement, 

and surrr.1arized Earle 's and Veblen's reasons for it, they must be set 

forth here. The first was rather formal. It read: 

.My dear Dr. Flexner: 

Afte~ the most care ful de liberation I have come to the con
clusion t hat no use ful purpose could be served by my coming 
to lunch with you and Mr s. Flexner today. From what you 
t=ld ~~ , a nd f r om what ! l ear ne d fr0m Pro~e ss~~ MPri~~ in 

two long interv i ews, I ga ther that t he subjects to be dis
cussed are the administrat i on of the Institute and the 
prevalence of dissatisfaction and disaffection in the Fac
ulty. During t he past t wo or three years I have frequently 
and with the utmost frankness expresse d to you rr.y ·views on 
the problems of the Institute; anything ~hich I Qight add 
would only be in further support of what I have already 
said. As to t he Faculty, there is indeed a critical situ
ation which no single member can adequately describe. And 
as I feel that I already have done my share in trying to 
explain the fundamental causes of this situation, ther~ is 
little that I could add at this time. 

Sincerely yours, 

117 Edwar·d Meade Earle. 

The second letter was q~ite personal; it was addressed to 

Dear Abe: 

The enclosed l e tter is very formal, so that I am adding 
. this purely personal note. 

You will understand, I am sure, that I have come to the 
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decision that the proposed discussion at lunch today would 
be unwise only after the most careful consideration. It is 
not that I wish to avoid any responsibility or to shirk any 
friendly service however unpleasant. It is rather because 
it is my firm conviction that your own best interests and 
the best interests of the Institute would be better served 
by my not coming. 

You asked yesterday tha t I tell you the truth without fear 
or favor. As a matte r of fact, that is precisely what I 
have be en trying to do in innumerable conversations during 
the past three years. I have expressed to you fl!)' alarm on 
a n~uber of points, more specifically: your policies vis
a-vis Pri nce ton Univer s ity; your refusal to admit the ex
istence of anti-Semitism in this Co:i'Dunity; your openly 
expr_essed con t empt for fellow- mer:.bers of the Faculty, some
ti~es taking the fo rm of personal abuse; your insistence 
upc :-, dealing i.; i th us ( except the ma thema ticians) as individ
uels 2:-.d not a s rr:err.bers of the s everal schools or of the . 
Faculty as a whole; your resist ance to a me asure of Faculty 
participation in vita l de cisions; your refusal to transmit 
to the Trustees a r e s pectful and modest . request for such 
participation; your proce dure in the most recent appoint
ments in the School of Economics and Politics, which vio
lates every tenet of long-est ablished and universally re
spectea !lr1ncj ;: 'J.es r.t- scho lci rl ;-· rnn-n:i ni ties; your r.::ar ked 
favoritism toward i ndividuals (including, doubtless, me 
myse1f) and toward ce rtain subjects, notably econoruics; an 
increasing t endency to make ~ parte decisions. 

It has not been pleasant for me to tell you these things, 
and it has not been plea sant for you to hear them. It 
would have been easier for me to tell you what you would have 
like to hear -- name ly that all is well in the best of pos
sible academic worlds. If I were to see you · today and dis
cuss all of these Tua tters again, nothing new would be added. 
I know from bitter e xperience that you do not welco~e criti
cisn, however friendly, which expresses disagreement with . 
some of your polici es and attitudes. What I -- who owe you 
so much and who hold you in so deep an affe ction -- ·feel 
and see is felt and seen in r.10re marked degree by other 
members of the Faculty. I could at best express only a 
small amount of the prevailing disaffection. 

Please believe me that all of this proceeds from one who 
still -would rr~ke every decision primarily from the point of 
view of 'What is best for you·.· and for the great reputation 
which you have built up over the years. 

Always affectionately, 

Ed. 118 
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The Director did not cnswer then, but later, in answering 

Professor Earle's message on his retirement -- a kindly letter which 

expressed the professor's affection for ·the older man, and acknowledged 

his rich contribution to higher learning, as well as his "help, encourage-

ment, and affection" during the historian's lon;; illness -- Flexner com-

mented on it in part: 

The contents of your longer letter written June 9 are in 
a large me asure unfounded, as both Princeton and Institute 
rnen assure me. In so far as they are personal to me or to 
anything which I have done, I shall not defend or explain 
them to anyone, but there is one sentence whi ch, in my 
judgment, is loade d with danger to you. You say, 'I have 
expressed to you my alarm on a mnnber of points, more 
specifically your policies vis-a-vis Princeton University,' 
etc~ At the risk of causi ng you pain, let me say that I 
have no r e collection of acy discussion with you on that 
point. Without just such a vis-a-vis relationship there 
would be no Institute. At great risk you were called to 
the Institute fnr t-hi:> '.'".,..'.:'"'"" "' .... ~ ~~··~l:,ir-~. ::;:: :::-:~::'..::.rshiy·. 

The ideas uncle:i:i:-.i."!::. i..i:e l::i.sLi LULe anci its r2la'Lionship 
with Princeton University ~ere never, and are not now, a 
part of your concern. ~hat would happen to the Institute 
if sixteen men or more eac~ felt hiwself free, in the baby
hood of a new institution embodying a · new ideal, to venti
late his views instead of concentrating on his subject? 

I do not believe that you really or fully understand what 
our relations with Princeton are, and there is no reason 
v.ihy you should, outside yc·..ir own field. All you need to 
know is that you were asked to join the Institute because 
of my confidence that, in cooperation with Princeton his
torians and publicists, yoJ might add to the world's store 
of knowledge •••• You are here to advance scholarship and to 
conduct in good faith an educational e xperiment. You were 
not and you are not expected to be its architect in whole 
or any essential part ••• ~ 

If you are willing to accept that relationship, you are in 
the right place; if you are not willing, you are in the 
wrong place •••• 

The Institute is no place for anyone who is dissatisfied 
with its policies or its relationships •••• If you are not 
perfectly happy here, there may be other institutions in 
which you would be happier. 

I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
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Do not think for one illonent that I speak in anger or in 
harshness. I am carrying out a great and explicit trust, 
which I was not fr~e to illodify •••• 119 {E~phasis hi~/ 

These widely spaced communications bridged the surnr.ler of bitter 

conflict. 

During that period, Professor Earle, by virtue of his having · 

joined issues with Flexner, became the tactician in the struggle, while 

Professor Veblen was the strategist. He had stimulated Earle, still 

febrile and insecure, to take the front role with Professor Einstein in 

the conference with the "two rr.ost i mportant Trustees," and now in direct 

engagement with the Director. His seven years of frustrating contention 

with Flexner had suddenly been given voice by the erstwhile invalid, ·who 

had been active for only two years, of which one was largely devoted to 

travel. P~.:>fessor :: .. .:>;_...__;_" wa-=> ->•-"' ~ "c: ..... lL5 in 1\ew c.r1;-.l.and, ana out: or 

comr:iunication with both Earle and Veblen until their campaign seemed to 

be bogging down, when Veblen got the physicist's address from Fine Hall 

and wrote him for help to get it on the tracks again. 120 Before Einstein 

took any steps , however, success crowned their efforts, as will be related. 

It should be noted that Aydelotte was not an active conspirator, b~t un-

known to Flexner, he was privy to the strategems of both sides as a con-
; 
l 
l 

fidant to his old friend on the one hand, and to Earle, Maass and Veblen J 

on the other. 

Dr. Flexner had invited him to Canada for the first week of 

July, and at Maass' suggestion, Aydelotte accepted. He candidly counseled 

Flexner to retire; he was too tired and unwell to continue in office and 

should resign. But he yielded to Flexner's pleading, and showed some 

willingness that Flexner should serve until the end of 1939~40. Thus he 
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would not be forced out. Moreover, he would by staying oversee the in-

stallation of the faculty in Fuld Hall, which .was to take place about 

the 1st September, and would thus prevent . Professor Veblen from seizing 

upon an undue ak.ount of the best accomwodations. For, as he sharply 

reminded the Professor on several occasions following the faculty meet-

ing, the ot:-ier schools would also have "distinguished visitors" to take 

care of. An evidence of Flexner's hope that Aydelotte would dampen the 

ardour behind the ca~paign for his retirement exist3 in his having for-

warded to A)·delotte a request fro;n a publisher for a book on "l-iow to Get 

an Ed'Jcation in -College." Aydelotte, already well aware that the fires 

would not subside, begged off on the ground of his many pressing obliga

tions, among which was no mention of the directorship of the Institute. 1.21
. 

to say about the degree of authority he had from the faculty to speak for 

it. Earle had sent to Aydelotte and to Maass copies of his letters to 

Flexner, and in addition had co:nposed and sent to both a series of five 

d d tl . . h t h .. d . h f f 1 . . . 122 eman s ou 1n1ng w a e waru.e 1n t e way o acu ty part1c1pat1on. 

Meanwhile, he was able to write Mr. Maass: "I am not unmindful of the 

"" fact that you have expressed your desire to have the cooperation of the 

faculty in these trying days." To Aydelotte he now wrote in answer to a· 

question, saying that eleven, and perhaps twelve, of the sixteen profes-

sors would likely vote their lack ~f c0nfidenc~ in the .Director. In re-

lating this to Veblen, he inforranlly asked "the Lord tq forgive rJe for 

arrcgathing so much to myself," as~ sp~ak f~Jc his ;::>ll ·~:tgues wh·.J had 

"-123 
no~ c~ns!d~red o~ voiced a consensus." ~ 

-----One of his greatest c~barrassu.ents, he .. wrot:e, was !:ls effort -...._ 
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to convince Stewart that the whole tiling w.ss more than "a tempest in a 

teapot," as the economist insisted on calling it. Earle wrote Aydelotte 

of his problem in this manner: 

We have not wanted to offend him by saying that the ap
pointment of him and Warre n was obj e ctionable on its 
merits, as well as on grounds ot procedure. And it was 
these appointrnonts, added to everything else, w~ich made 
the situation no longer tolerable.124 

Aydelotte's indecision was a serious threat to Earle; he greatly 

feared personal reprisals fro~ the Director should he preside over the 

Institute during the co~ing year. Therefore the professor set hims~lf to 

stir the fla rr:es. The heat he enge ndered exacerbated his own febrile con-

dition. He used two techniques: one was to imply, without actually say-

ing it, that he had reason to believe that Professor Einstein wo~ld resign 

1.f Flexner r err.'' 1·ned .., ... r.~ ~ ~~ ... -- c __ ~L- -- - - ~-,-n; i2S '"' othe TT r~ 
. ·- <..4V L,.: ...... -- -~- .... •V4. '""ll'- ll\-W l-C°.l. le LU~ .... r \\l~~ ::s - ~G '--

serious, since it involved gossip outside the Instit~te which ~ight erupt 

in an academic scandal ~t any moment. Earle wrote Maass and Leidesdorf 

that he had learned from a staff member of the Rockefeller Foundation that 

Flexner was attempting to defeat certain applications for grants which 

Earle had pending for members of a seminar. This was indeed serious if 

true, but serious also if it were not because it showed the intrigue was 

f . d . h" h I . 126 
not con 1ne wit in t e nst1tute. 

So far Mr. Hardin had acted, Aydelotte said, more like personal 

counsel to the Founders than as a Trustee. Flexner, the Founders and 

Hardin were rather close; now, however, Maass asked Earle for permission 

to show his letter to "another Trustee.'' This Earle gave by wire. 127 

:Meanwhile he had written Maass that it appeared the grants were coming 

through anyway. Now he pressed Maass to show all his letters to the other 

\ 
i 
I 
! 
I 

~1 
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Trustee, whom h.e knew to be Hardin, and added another letter to make up 

for the failure of his most dramatic charge. In this he explained that 

though he had loved Flexner as a father, the change in the Qan over the 

past two years made his retire~ent -i rr;pera tive unless the . Institute were 

to be harmed • . Here he spoke of Flexner 's hostility to criticism; his 

growing eccentricies, his capacity for self-deception, which ''made him 

untruthful." And perhaps the crowning complaint: "He has lost his grip 

on the affairs of the Institute, and is altogether unable, I believe, to 

h dl th d t · 1 h" h · 11 · h f the b · 1a · 11128 an e e e a1 s w 1c w1 go wit , our occupancy o new u1 ing. 

lhe correspondence caused Mr. Hardin to fear greatly that ad-

verse publicity might eventuate , and though Mr. Bamb:_rger had told Flex-

ner to do nothing undignifi ed or precipitate, Hardin decided it was best 

for the Director to decla~? cnen n1s p~ans Lu r eLire. A~cordiu~l~: ~ J~A-

ner wrote each Trustee confidentially that he would ask to be relieved of 

129 his duties at the close of the Board meeting on the 9th October. Pro-

fessor Veblen's acknowledgment was a model of forthrightness: 

I have your l e tter· of the 12th signifying your intention of 
retiring from the directorship of our Institute. It is easy 
to imagine some of the conflicting emotions which must ac
company so i mportant an occasion, but I hope that the deep
est of these is a sense of satisfaction at the extent to 
which the Institute is an image of your original plan. It 
seems to me that there are very good reasons for expectir.~ 
it to hold true to those original purposes for a long time 
to come. 

With cordial wishes for your continued health and happiness ••• 
130 

Just before Aydelotte was to return from Mexico, where he re-

ceived and acknowledged Flexner's confidential letter announcing his 

intended resignation, the Director called Stewart to Magnetawan to in-

form him fully of the situati on, and to persuade the economist to act as 
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his liaison with Aydelotte as his chosen successor. There Stewart read 

Flexner's mail, received his observations,_ and took down his instructions 

in handwritten notes ~hich remain and were confirmed by the econo~ist. 

Mr. Bamberger had acknowledged Flexner's service to him and his sister 

with brief but meaningful praise: 

You came into our lives at the mo~ent we needed you most 
-- I assure you there is nothing we would not do to pre
serve our friendship.131· 

Aydelotte sent warm and cheerful greetings and congratulations. Houghton 

wished to resign on the 9th October, too. (Here Stewart wrote a private 

. note to himself, which revealed co~pletely his knowledge that the faculty 

situation was serious indeed.) It was also clearly revealed that Flexner 

had talked with Aydelotte some years ago as his choice for a successor, 

and that !-l.r. Barr.berger wanted Aydeloctt:. Mr. Bamberger now said that 

"someone had been talking too much," and that "it was very wrong of Maass." 

If the Institute were to receive more money from ~l.r. Bamberger, the sue-

cession must be assured. Indeed, Mr. Bamberger had told Flexner person-

ally that he and his sister ·were well pleased with their "investment," and 

"will continue their support." It was Flexner's hope that the Trustees' 

special corrrnittee would choose Aydelotte without consulting the faculty; 

that as soon as he had resigned and Aydelotte was appointed, the three 

faculty Trustees should resign. In view of Mr. Houghton's wishes, he 

should be succeeded -- presumably by Weed, -- as Chairman. Flexner was to 

continue as a Trustee, and would act as ~l.r. Aydelotte's "adviser." Flex-

ner wanted, needed, and expected to receive a considerable surri from the 

Rockefeller Foundation for the social sciences in the Institute. 132 
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Earle and Veblen now turned to the important matter of faculty 

participation in the selection of a successor Director; Earle had fore-

handedly presented Mr_ Maass with a list of suggestions for future pro-

cedures which would give the faculty a voice in decisions of academic 

i~portance. There were five points: (1) Future directors should be 

chosen by a joint corrmittee of Trustees and faculty; (2) The Trustees 

should establish a retiring · age for faculty members and the Director; 

(3) The appointment of future meQbers of the faculty should be only upon 

no~ination by the whole faculty; (4) Faculty trustees should be selected 

by the faculty, if faculty members were to continue to serve on the Board; 

(5) There should be better consultation with the faculty in preparing the 

budget, so that favoritism, and emphasis upon ''cooperation with Princeton 

U~!~c~~!~y,'' ~~ch 65 ~. :vulved th~ Insciruce in the Antioch excavations, 

. 133 
could be avoided . No action had been ta~en on these "suggestions." 

Veblen asked Earle to send them to Einstein, and to suggest his· help in 

gaining recognition for them. This Earle did. 134 

But Veblen had visited Messrs . Leidesdorf and Maass at Elberon 

with Miss Goldman late in July or early in August; shortly afterwards he 

wrote Earle that the insistence on secrecy over the coming retirement of 

Flexner was being so faithfully observed by Mr. Maass that it would be 

. ibl 1 h D" b h . . h d 135 Th" d"d imposs e to se ect t e irector y t e cooperative met o • is i 

not stop Earle. He insisted that Aydelotte should take up the cudgels 

for his plan, finally to learn from the President of Swarthmore that Flex-

ner had just told him Mr. Bamberger wanted him to succeed to the office.
1 

Earle said he had no objection to that, but still insisted on the new 

method as a matter of principle, complaining to Veblen that they were 
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faced by a fait acco~pli. He said that Aydelotte told him he had in-

sisted on talking with the Swarthmore faculty before accepting the 

appointment from the Tcustees, and would prefer to do the same here, 

but that he feared Mr. Bamberger would oppose any such suggestion. 136 

Then Stewart wired Flexner that Professor Riefler had committed 

himself to see that there would be prior consultation with the faculty, 

137 
and that .it must be done. 

The Director thereupon planned to talk with the professors 

himself. Mrs. Flexner wired Stewart and Rief ler confidentially, saying 

her husband's physician feared the consequences of such a course. Ac-

cordingly, Mr. Houghton undertook to spend the afternoon of the 7th Octo-

ber at Princeton, interviewing the professors and informing them of .what 

U8 was conte~plated. 

However, before such amicable arrangements were made, and before 

the Director had made his decision, Professor Veblen had made some over-

tures to Mr. Maass for a meeting between. some of the Trustees or the full 

Board with himself, and perhaps Earle and Einstein, His correspondence 

with Earle at that time was marked by exquisite irony. He praised the 

historian by telling him that he "gathered from Aydelotte that your letters 

have been very helpful in bringing matters to a head. 11139 When he suggested 

' 1 

that Earle engage EiRstein's support of his plans for faculty participation in 

the selection of a successor director, he cautioned Earle not to send the 

physicist the rest of his correspondence: "he doubted Einstein would want 

\__ -- -
to - ~ee Li!./·" He may have suspected that the letters to Flexner of the 9th 

-........_ 

---June rnignt have rankled, or that Einstein might resent the implications 

------- ---

I 
i 
l 
I 

I 
l 

I . 
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that he would retire if Flexner were not displaced by the new term. 

And Veblen added the supreme touch: 

If there is a Trustees' rr.eeting, it would probably be w~ll 
for me to have copies of your letters to Flexner, Leidesdorf 
and Maass in 1.1y possession, in case I am challenged on de
tails •.• 

But he intended to keep "to generalities," if it were possible, . he . added. 

And he closed by urging Earle to obey the advice of his physicians and 

to "take a good vacation." 140 

Professor Einstein, remote from the Trustees and the whole situ-

ation, answered Earle's plea for support for a new procedure now as fol-

lows: 

Unfortunately, it seems impossible for the faculty to co
operate in the election (sic) of the new Director because 
Lnt::: wu::>L act.1.ve 1rustees <:1.1.e a~ L.i.u1:, in perfect secrecy and 
are trying to avoid that anyching becomes known before the 
retirement becomes official. 

It seems to me, therefore, most important that a certain 
agreement of a majority of the ·Trustees is reached concern
ing a list of persons who would be acceptable as Director. 
Unfortunately Veblen and Aydelotte cannot be active in this 
respect since their names should appear on this list.141 · 

Mr. Houghton consulted Mr. Bamberger to learn his wishes for 

program for the Board meeting, which Mr. Bamberger gave as follows: 

I am glad to comply and wish to say since Dr. Flexner is 
anxious to be relieved of his responsibilities I feel that 
his resignation should be accepted. I believe that the Board 
should adopt a suitable resolution expressing the gratitude 
and admiration which the Trustees feel for his great work 
in planning the Institute and conducting it since its in
ception. 

My understanding is that the Board should then appoint a 
committee to nominate a new Director. If you approve I 
should be glad to have you serve on this corrrnittee and should 
like to have in addition to yourself Mr. Hardin and Mr. 
Leidesdorf. 
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I understand that you ~ould like an expression of my wishes 
in regard to Dr. Flexner's successor. On that point I wish 
to say that Mrs. Fuld and I are in perfect accord in sug
gesting Dr. Frank Aydelotte . We have known him for some 
years and feel t~at he has the ideals and qualifications to 
direct the Institute most capably. I understand that you 
feel that the members of th~ Faculty should be consulted, 
and I am glad to l earn that you are willing to undertake 
this task. I believe you are the best person to do it, and 
I hope that you will do so in whatever way you think proper. 
I trust, however, tha t it can be done before October 9 so 
that the Board will be in a position to take action on that 
day. · 

In conclusion I wish to express best thanks to you for Mrs. 
Fuld and cyself for your interest and help in this important 
matter . ~e consider the Institute fortunate in having you 
for Chaircan of the Board.142 

Mr. Hough ton agreed, asking only that the memorial resolution go over to 

January, to allow ample time for its preparation. He told Mr. Bamberger 

that in deference to Dr, Aydelotte's wishes, he would remain as Chairman 

14_j 
until his successor was .chosen. 

During the excitement of the summer,. war came . to ~urope. Ein-

stein was the only one to menti on this in all the correspondence which is 

available, saying he felt better since England and France had decided to 

144 fight Germany. Flexner mentioned the war at the meeting, . saying that 

it made the Institute for Advanced Study more essential than ever. Thus 

did the microcosm and its ~ffairs dominate men's thoughts. 

The meeting witnessed Flexner reporting and speaking as Director 

until he announced his retirement, and Aydelotte was selected as his sue-

cessor. Apparently he prepared the minutes to that point, the new Direc-

tor preparing them from that point on~ · Th~ one significant difference 

.noticeable is that frora that poi~t the word faculty was .spelled with a / 

capital. So it will be in this .'documentary. 
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Flexncr had prepared and placed in each Trustee's hand a copy 

of his Confidential Ne~o of 9/26/31, so that the 3oard could reread it 

after the passage of years and agree with him that he had followed his 

chart close ly. :le said that he had not changed his mind 2s to the im-

practicability of facu lty government. But he added that "in so far as 

experience has proved me w-rong, my successor should do differently.-" He 

conceded that the Director would now have "a more intima te and fuller 

knowledge of the workings of the Institute than was possible during the 

years when we were scattered •.• " He suggested that his scccessor "should 

not hesitat~ to depart from precedents which I have set, if, in his judg-

ment, the Institute can thus be made more effective for the purpose for 

which it \.:as designed." 11e urged that the "experimental" character of 

h . . . b • 14J t.e inst1tutiun e p~e~~' ~~u. 

was accepted, and Mr . Houghton appointed himself, Messrs. Louis Bamberger, 

Hardin and Leidesdorf as the special committee to recor:imend a · successor. 

The committee withdrew, and when it reappeared, Messrs. Aydelotte and 

Flexner left the room. 

After the Board approved Mr. Aydelotte as the new Director, the 

two men returned, and Mr. Aydelotte accepted the position: 

I appreciate deeply the honor and r esponsibility whi.ch the 
Trustees have conferred on me, and much more because of the 
fact that the Trustees acted only after prior consultation 
with members of the Faculty. In my judgment that is the 
only sound procedure for making such a selection as this. 

I have been a Trustee of the Institute for Advanced Study 
since its beginning and have constantly been interested in 
its welfare . I can, indeed, trace my connection with it 
further back than its actual beginning, since it chanced 
that I first suggested to the Rhodes Trustees that Dr. Flex
ner should be invited to deliver the Rhodes Memorial Lectures 

/ 
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in Oxford in 1928. It was in these lectures that he first 
outlined the need for an institution of this type in the 
United States, and it was that statement, I believe, which 
caused Mr. Ba;nberger and Mrs. Fuld . to devote their fortunes 
to this purpose. 

I believe strongly in the soundness of Dr. Flexner's 2lan, 
and I co~gratulate him upon the admirable beginning which 
he has made durjng his ten years as Director. I receive 
your invitation to succeed him with great enthusiasm and 
also with great humility. I can only pledge my best efforts 
to measure up to the opportunity which your decision has · 
thrown open to me. 

I must ask your permission to delay my formal acceptance 
until I have time to place my resignation in the hands of 
the Board of Trwstees of Swarth~ore College, to take effect 
as soon as my successor is chosen. My first responsibility 
is of course to Swarth~ore, and I must continue the duties 
of my office there until that time, although from now on I 
am confident of being. able to spend one or two days each 
week in Princeton.14 

The mee ting closed appropriatPly enou?h with ::i list of Pifts to 

the Institute in the nature of memorial decorations. Miss Lavinia Barn-

berger presented bronze plaques of Mr. Ba1...-iberger and Mrs. Fuld, and re-

ceived the "hearty thanks" of the Board. A group headed by Judge Irving 

Lehman of the New York Court of Appeals and Chancellor Harry W, Chase of 

New York Cniversity presented the Institute with a bronze bust of Profes-

sor Einstein, the work of Konenkev. Mrs. Flexner gave a bust of her 

husband by the same sculptor. The Trustees expressed ~heir appreciation. 

Though all these works were artistically worthy, and historically appro-

priate, all save the bas relief of Mr. Bamberger and Einstein's bust have 

been relegated to storage. 

Mr. Houghton was able to announce the news of the retirement 

of Flexner and the succession of Aydelotte some five days later. Flexner 

dispatched the following wire to Dr. and Mrs. Aydelotte: 

r 
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Heartiest congratulations and best wishes. I am ex
tremely happy. 'May the Lord bless you and guide you, and 
may he let the light of his countenance shine upon you and 
give you success.' 147 

Aydelotte ans~ered with equal warmth: 

Deeply appreciate your warm-hearted telegram. Delighted 
with report of Dr. Flexner's release. Look fonvard with 
humility and enthusiasm to task of carrying out his great 
dream on foundations he has laid. Marie joins me in much 
love to you both.148 

· In betw·een these Flexner wrote Aydelotte rather interestingly 

as follows: 

I had a long talk yesterday with Veblen -- brought about 
quite accidentally -- about the {faculty/ dinners and about 
his advice to Earle not to lunch with rr.e . Ee said not a 
word in self-defence . He said things, however, not one of 
which was true. I do not believe that he is wilfully dis
honest, but he is a q~eer duck with what S~ewart calls 'a 
twis~ed mi nd.' I arn determined th~t you qh~ll nn~ hP om_ 

'vc:.:;:-:;:-c,.;sed by him as I have been du.L ing t he 1'<.!-~.i.. :::.i_x rnuui..i1:s. 

The way in wh ich every member of the faculty spoke to Mr. 
Houghton and the letters and messages I am receiving from 
them show · conclusively, as you will see, that Veblen is abso
lutely self~deceive d. He had, I suspect, not a motive but 
an ambition, which, fortunately, the Trustees have disappointed 

I said to Dodds that you have one great advantage over me -
you are in your own right a scholar and can be one of the 

· humanistic group. I, alas, have never been a scholar, for 
two years at the Johns Hopkins ••. do not produce scholarship, 
though they do and did produce a reverence for it which I 
am now leaving in safe keeping with you .••• 

I should not be doing my duty by you or the Institute if I 
failed to give you warning of these facts. Veblen wants 
power. Maass wants ir.1portance. You will have to make them 
both realize from the start that you are master -- not, of 
course, a despotic master, but a master who insists, as I 
unfortunately did not, that he is to participate in every 
meeting, whether of the faculty or of the several groups •••• 
The position of my successor is in one sense stronger than 
mine.149 

I 
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Was Flexner saying in that last sentence that Aydelotte would 

not be bound as he had been by the attitud~ of Mr. Bau.berger toward the 

faculty which he had displayed in the pre-history of the Institute? Un

doubt~dly this was part of it. Otherwise, both men knew that Mr. Bamberger 

and Mrs. Fuld had warr:ie r affection for the Aydelottes personally than they 

had ever felt for Dr. Flexner. 

Dr. and ~trs. Flexner remained in Princeton until mid-November, 

and he had the satisfaction of sitting for that· brief time in the office 

of the absent Director in the building which he had wanted and needed, 

but of necessity opposed as long as possible because of his determination 

to build a fine faculty fir~t. He enjoyed informing Aydelotte in Swarth

more of the many messages of congratulations and praise which flowed in 

to theru boLh. Then, really in ill health, the Flexners went south, firgt 

to Willia~sburg and then to the Johns Hopkins Hospital, where both were 

patients after their grueling experience. For Mrs. Flexner had suffered 

every pang her husband did. One must grant Flexner a degree of insight 

into the overwhelming importance of physical and material things to Pro

fessor Veblen, without which · it is doubtful if the mathematici_an would 

have been willing to wage the campaign to unseat him as Director at this 

particular time. And yet it was that very insight, and the determination 

to defeat Veblen's arr.bition, which caused Flexner to misread the strength 

of Veblen's influence over Earle, and the sound reason with which Earle, 

having written his letters, stiffened his intent through fear that his 

lot would be impossible with Flexner as Director another year. The Direc

tor was forced into an undignified and unreasonable insistence on keeping 
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an off ice which his health and temper no longer made it possibl~ for him 

to keep in the interests of the Institute itself. In so doing, he in-

vj~ed whatever humiliation he suffered. His failure to calculate the 

0 dds correctly was his failure to understand how acadeuic politics could 

work without an expressed consensus of the faculty; how one W3n, wor~ing 

with the support of another, and with the overall _general conviction of 

a just and generous man, based on misinforw~tion, could prevail, no 
own 

matter how well recognized was his/record of accomplishment. 

Dr. Aydelotte conferred with Mr. Bamberger shortly after the 

Flcxners departed, and inforced him of the next steps. These were to 

take care of Dr. Flexner's future financial status, and also presumably 

to acquaint the Founder with his plans to give the Faculty a certain 

Rs an organizeo budy~ Thell tn:: iuc .... ~:1e Executive Cammi t tee of th~ 

Board, proposing that Dr. and Mrs. Flexner 's pensions should be increased 

to $12,000 and $6,000 respectively, and that his salary would continue 

through the 31st December; that he be called Director Emeritus, and be 

elected to a life trusteeship. He was also to have an off ice in Fuld 

Hall. All were effectuated except the life trusteeship, which Flexner 

renounced at the. next annual meeting since it would involve an amendment 

of the By-Laws in conflict with the provision by which in 1933 the Foun

ders were made Honorary Trustees for life. lSO Also, Flexner thanked 

Aydelotte for the office, but accepted instead one made available to him 

by the Carnegie Foundation for . the Advancement of Teaching in the Guaranty 

Trust Building on Fifth Avenue.in New York. 

The meeting of the Faculty was decorous and restrained. Ayde-

latte announced his intention of calling them together two or three times 
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a semester, as occasion demanded. Meanwhile, he would be kept in touch 

with their thoughts, needs and feelings by a standing co::imittee, to 

consist of three professors to be elected annually by their colleagues. 

One ~ay imagine Professor Earle's surprise, and even chagrin, to hear 

Professor Veb len suggest that the Director should appoint the cotT!IT)ittee, 

instead of its be~ng elected . This the Director consented to do, after 

consulting t!1e professors of each school and choosing a representative 

from each according to their advice. The first members he announced in 

151 Miss Goldman , and Messrs . Stewart and Veblen. · 

Ihe r.iemorial resolution to Dr. Flexner \ms drafted first by 

the Director, and submitte d to a·co~~ittee of the Faculty (Meritt, Riefler 

and Vebl en) and to the Executive Comsittee for suggested changes. It was 

aporoved . af_ter much dickering in the Faculty group -- indeed, accordim! 

to one of the participants it took one nearly all-night session to come 

to .terrs -- and finally was approved as a Joint Resolution of Trustees 

and Faculty in January. It reads: 

The Trustees and Faculty of the Institute for Advanced 
St~dy take the occasion of Dr. Flexner's retire~ent to re
cord in this joint resolution their sense of permanent in
debtedness to him. The character of the Institute has been 
determined by his faith in the role of the creative scholar 

. in society. It is this that led him, when he undertook to 
organize the Institute, to concentrate first and foremost 
upon t he search for individuals, to insist upon complete 
freedo~ for those individuals in the pursuit of their 
scholarly objectives, and to endeavor to surround their 
lives with a di gnif ied environment. These ideals, deeply 
held, account for the boldness ·of the Institute's plan, the 
flexibility of its arrangements, and the severity of its 
standards. He built the Institute around its scholars and 
did not try to fit them into a pre-arranged institutional 
plan. -· --

The embodiment of his ideals in the Institute constitutes 
the · latest phase of a career which spans the period, from 
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Gilman to the present time, during which Arr:ierican edu-
cation and scholarship achieved maturity. In that career his 
experience was long and varied, first, as a successful teacher, 
then, as a brilliant investigator of educational and social 
institutions, and subsequently, as a wise administrator of 
philanthropic funds. All this experience he pla~ed at our 
disposal. Whatever prestige the Institute e njoys or may 
enjoy in the future, whatever service it may render to 
scholarship, will be based upon the fo~ndations established 
by Abraham Flexner. Exe g it monume ntum aere perennius.152 

During the holiday season Flexner, at Aydelotte's request, 

worked with a New York Time s reporter who had been told to get a story on 

what the Institute was actually accomplishing. It was hard going, as Flex-

ner admitted in a letter to Aydelotte, but finally, he said, he hit upon 

a phrase which seemed to open the door to an understanding: each profes-

sor "was working on the frontiers of knowledge." Flexner said he told 

of "the work of Einstein , ~:>we, Mc::-.:..:::: .::. :.~ -- .. ....,. - - , , 
.......... - ---·-- ---, -- "-

pioneers and adventurers." And then he wro.te: 

The 0 ld Year goes out today. V.1ha t a year it has been! And 
the New Year comes in. I hope it may bring peace and decency 
for us all. But for you and Marie I have a special wish. I 
trust that this new adventure on which you are .embarking may 
mean an easier and happier period than you have ever known. 
The Institute is still only in its beginnings. You will get 
many a thrill as it grows. And there is no one alive to whom 
I could more confidently commit its further upbringing. A 
Happy New Year to you both, and to it, and a long succession 
of them. 

I have seen Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld; both are well, and 
well content that the directorship has paased from my hands 
to yours ••• 

Heartfelt greetings. 

Ever affectionately, 

. 153 
Abraham Flexner. 
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To the Trustees: 

We have had recent conferences with the Director of the 
Institute r e spe cting the future of the Institute and the 
importance of cons erving such funds as the Institute may 
receive in order that, when the opportunity for expansion 
or growth in a basic field arises, the Institute may be 
financially able to support advance. 

We are gra teful to the Trust ees of the Institute for the 
extreme care which they have exercised in developing the 
Institute within a few years to a point where it has al
ready won international recognition. We are naturally con
cerned tha t it shall maintain permanently the standards 
upon which it has be en conducted and that it shall restrict 
its activities to fields and subjects of fundamental im
portance, raising its standards whenever the development 
of higher education in America ~akes such elevation of 
standards possible . We wish to impress on the Trustees 
and their successors the importance of so conserving the 
endowment of the Institute that, as advance s becorre advis-
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a~le and feasible~ funds will be at hand with which to 
S:!pport them. 
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Very sincerely, 
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appointments -- "to be selected by agreement between faculty and 
Director'' -- with the approval of the Board, to be made within an 
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148. ·Aydelotte to Dr. and Mrs. Flexner, 10/18/39. Telegram. Aydelotte 
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149. Flexner to Aydelotte, 10/17/39. Aydelotte papers. 

150. I-anute s, Exe cutive Cammi ttee meeting, 11/24/39. Aydelotte consulted 
Nr. Bamberger by telephone and letter (11/19 and 11/20 r espectively). 
Louis Bamberger respond ed 11/21/39 non-corr:mittally on the increased 
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CHAPTER IX 

A PERIOD FOR CO~SOLIDATION 

Dr. Aydelotte served as President of Swarthmore College and 

Director of the Institute until he was released by the appointment of 

his successor at the end of fiscal year 1940. During the Ronths of 

double duty, he and Mrs. Ayde lotte cor.;::;uted between Swarthr.;ore and Prince

ton, spending the first three days of each week at the College and the 

second three in Princeton. He cheerily tcld the Trustees that his busy 

schedule had required the abandonment of some of his extra-curricular 

activities, so that he had actually found rr-0re time for reading in the 

evenings than he had enjoyed for some years. That observation may clar

ify the extent to which Aydelotte gave of his time and energy to public 

activities, social, educational and civic. Even so, he continued to 

serve as American Secretary to the Rhodes Trustees, President ·of the 

Association of the A:.:.::erican Rhodes Scholars, Trustee ·of the Carnegie 

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and Chairman of the Educa

tional Advisory Board of the Guggenheim Foundation, all of which he had 

been doing for some years. 

Dr. Aydelotte came to the Institute with a fine reputation for 

bold ·and successful pioneering in the English system of "reading for 

honors" which he had initiated in the United- States. Under his leadership 

Swarthmore came to be well known· as an excellent college in the liberal 

arts. He had keyed its admissions and activities to educate the most 

ambitious and educable students. He called it "breaking the academic 
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lockstep" in a book so entitled, ~hich described a triumph over that 

dreary business of gearing educational effort in the colleges to students 

of mediocre talent and little intellectual ambition. His policies had 

not always been accepted cordially by Swarthmore alurr.ni, or by all the 

merr:bers of the Board of :·1anagers, many of whom opposed the e linination 

of inter-collegiate sports, and his drive for intellectual progress. Dr. 

Flexner had stood with him through some of these rr:ore formidable chal-

lengc:s during his nineteen years as President, and meant it when he ex-

pressed the hope that _his friend's life as Director of the Institute would 

te e2siEr and more rewarding than it had ever been. 

Perhaps no single . episode better reveals the new Director's 

essential gallantry and courage, or the nature of some of his trials, than 

one ~2~~~&t2~ after his death by his good friend a~d ~-~1~---·,..; -- ..... ~ ..... -....o~ .... , 

Blanshard: 

Once in his years at Swarthr:,ore when he was much in need of 
a vacation, he decided not to take it in the interests of 
the college. At that mowent his Board of Managers became 
anxious and critical about where he was leading their in
stitution, and wondered whether he was their man. It was 
typical of him that when he heard this, he reversed him
self and took off with his wife for Egypt and inner refresh
ment; if the Board wanted to review his work, they would do 
it without any intercession from himself. The sequel was 
that one of their number caught up with him in Spain and asked 
him earnestly to come back. He gaily came. 1 

This was the occasion when on their return home the Aydelottes 

arrived in Oxford to hear the last of Dr. Flexner's Rhodes Memorial Lee-

tures, which, as Flexner said later, only a man courageous enough to 

recorrrnend an "educational heretic" could have made possible. 

It was characteristic of Dr. Aydelotte that though he had 

wanted to become a member of the Quaker Meeting from his earliest days 
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at Swarthmore, he did not ask for adnission until the day he resigned; 

lest it interfere with the freedom of the Board in dealing frankly with 

him. Needless to say, he was welco2ed warmly then, familiar figure that 

he was on the front benches. 

As the Managers of Swarth.-.:ore conte;nplated his leaving in 1939, 

they found his many achievements ir.:?ressive ·and his presence endearing. 

Their parting resolution r.~ntioned sor.:e of these things. He had enlarged 

and strengthene d the Faculty; this they knew by the "annual calls of other 

institutions upon our Faculty for professors and even for presidents, thus 

proving the distinction of those with whom President Aydelotte has sur-

rounded himself." They attributed to him Swarthmore's advance in educa-

tional standards, which had resulted in wider and ~ore thorough scholar-

ship; the picu2ering ir. i...-~--,... 9.ionvt.. 
··-··-- - - · . .... _ --7 

leges; the return to intra-collegiate sports ''for sport's sake," which he 

achieved by curtailing gate receipts. He and Mrs. Aydelotte had cemented 

closer relations .between the Faculty, the students, and the administration 

_by their social graciousness. He had greatly augmented Swarthmore's endow-

ment. He had devised, promoted and supervised effective standards for the 

selective admission of students on the basis of their ability and initia-

tive. Scholarship grants had increased substantially during his term. 

He had initiated and enforced full sabbatical leave, and had insisted on 

better salaries, and on retiring allowances for the staff. · He had rear-

ganized the college library. Together the Aydelottes had brought the 

College ''closer to the ideals of its founders," and had strengthened its 

work to "make useft~ l citizens, full of intellectual curiosity, but with 

2 
measured balance." 
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The new Director was known among his associates as generous 

and understanding, warm and kind. Temper2rr.entally, he was sunny and 

cheerful, optimistic and hopeful. He did not judge men freely, and was 

char.itab ly inclined in dealing with their shortcomings. .Moreover, he 

was courageous. Hav~ng set his hand to a policy or program, he carried 

it out with vigor and intelligence. At Swarth.~ore he enjoyed understand

ing and loyalty frow his Faculty. He dealt with them in ways which they 

understood and approved, consulting there before taking his decisions, 

and then standing firmly, knowing that he had their approval •. 

In many ways, Flexner's choice of his old friend and battle 

companion in the educational wars of the times was extremely fortunate 

for the Institute; not least of these was the cordial friendship which 

the Aydelottes enjoyed with the Founders, which Flexner always encouraged. 

This promised something for the security of the Institute after the up

heaval of 1939. Perhaps no · one could have described the new Director's 

quality better in that context than Professor Einstein, who once remarked 

to William O. Aydelotte, his son, that it was rare "to find someone who is 

devoted and independent without vanity 

without vanity."
3 

rare to find a man of capacity 

It need hardly be said that the new Director's qualities were 

deeply appreciated by the Institute Faculty. They had not much hope that 

their grievances and discontents could be alleviated promptly, but they 

seemed more willing to bear them, kno~ing that Aydelotte was not respon

sible for the things which made them unhappy. Quite humanly, they took 

their present positions for gr&nted, forgetting in the engrossing present 

their earlier eagerness to become identified with the Institute for 
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Advanced Study, and their joy at fulfillment. So~e there ~ere ar.:ong them 

who kept C! balanced judgment, and most vmuld have conceded that the first 

Director deserved full credit for the conception of the Institute and its 

brilliant initial realization. All would probably have conceded also 

that no man of seventy-three could hope to continue to direct so live and 

demanding an enterprise. The professors felt that Aydelotte would do 

what he could to give them -the things they needed -- members' stipends, 

assistants, as well as complete freedom to do what each wanted. The at-

rr.osphere . ~ad changed for the better. Injured sensibilities gave ~ay to 

quiet gratification. Men ~orked more or less contentedly with what they 

had, and made the most of it. 

Professor Earle ; wrote Mitrany early in 1940; he had heard that 

1>--t..----- --'-- - -· · "" o'' . V - _. !. . L.. 1. •._ -,-- -•Lo 

disappearing. This was probably due to the fact that Mr . Bamberger had 

just given $25,000 for economics for 1940. 4 The beginning of regularized 

relations between the whole Faculty and the Director was welcomed by all; 

it accorded better with the traditions to which ~ost had become accustorr.ed. 

As he appointed the first Standing Comnittee, Aydelotte wrote each profes-

scr as follows outlining his policy: 

I hope that the Committee will serve to economize my time 
and the time of the Faculty by advising me on various 
routine matters connected with the routine administration 
of the Institute, such as assignment of roo~s, possible 
economies in the administration of Fuld Hall, expenditures 
for library service, and other matters affecting the In
stitute as a whole~ as distinct from problems concerning 
the various Schools or the work of individual professors~ 
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I expect to change the membership of the Corrrnittee from year 
to yEar, and it rr~y ~ell be that after a few years' time the 
need for such a co::n:ittee will no lo~ger be felt. 

Meam:hile I wish to r:;ake it clear that I shall be accessible 
to each merr.ber of the Faculty individually at any time, and 
prepared to hear at length any concern anyone may feel in 
regard to his own work or to the welfare of the Institute as 
a whole.S 

For the first yE:ar of the new administration the Fact:lty and 

its Standing CoG:1ittee co~cerned the~selves mostly with housekeeping prob-

lems in Fuld Hall. Under Faculty management light lunches were served in 

the Cor:1i11on Room. Faculty wives took care of the week-day teas in the 

same room, which Aydelotte told Flexner served a valuable function in 

promoting social intercourse. The Ford car owned and operated by the In-

stitute was busy transporting men and books, mostly between Fuld and Fine 

Halls. - t- - ... • .. 
JJ~par '-r.:-..e .. i..._ vJ.. "'""~ll'-"'a ..... i'-""' 

- ... . . . ... 
u~-. -. ..>S ..i.5J.l LU. t...UL '-~ The 

Hall to the School of ~lathernatics, and Institute Faculty and members con-

tinued to use the library, common room and Professors' Room as before. 

For these privileges the Institute paid the University $4,000 in 1940, 

and, at Dean Eisenhart's suggestion, reduced the agreed $3,000 per annum 

to $2,000 per annura for the next five years. 

It soon beca~e apparent· that more extensive dining facilities 

were needed at Fuld Hall, which, as Flexner had pointed out, was relative-

ly isolated. The Faculty asked Dr. Aydelotte to seek authorization from 

the Board to complete the fourth floor according to the early plans, which 

had been dropped because of the need to economize. Accordingly a dining 

room, Board room and kitchen were completed and equipped in 1940. The 

Board Room was to be used by Trustees and Faculty only, for meetings, 

formal dinners, etc.; it came close to satisfying in concept Lowe's and 
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Veblen's yearning for something reserrbling the High Table at Oxford. 

The Faculty took full managerial and financial responsibility for meals, 

hiring a concessionaire. As war came, with its servant problems and 

rationing, Faculty nembers did much of their entertaining at Fuld Hall; 

it helped their wives, and "sweetened" the concession. 

The Faculty bought a radio for the common room which was oper

ated only on Saturday nights, when occasionally there were dances for 

the younger mecbers. The Faculty had a bowling green in the meadow before 

Fuld Hall; it put a bench or two for the comfort of bowlers and onlookers 

under the old cherry tree. The Standing Corrmittee decided to forbid the 

entry of dogs to Fuld Hall, and took steps to separate canines from masters. 

Professor Veblen, a wood -chopping philosopher, led a corps of the more 

e.-:-tivP m<>mh<>1'."s in rl P;::iring thf' Tn!':t-i t:1tf' woods of dense underbrush. Var-

ious civic organizations, lacking a ceeting place, sometimes asked for the 

use of the Corrrr.on Room. The Standing Committee took jurisdiction, and 

ruled out organizations devoted to propaganda, granting applications of 

others on occasion. At the end of Aydelotte's second year, the Faculty 

asked him to call regular meetings at the beginning and end of each semes

ter, and to schedule three Faculty lunches each term. It suggested also 

that the Director ask the Trustees to make available housing for temporary 

members, a serious need which was not to be settled until 1946 because of 

the war. All requests were granted. 

'fhe School of Mathematics was first to ask Dr. Aydelotte to aid 

in bringing members to it during the war. Professor Veblen alluded to 

the research in "the uranium affair" mentioned in the New York Times of 

recent date; he had heard in \.:ashington, though it was "secret," that the 

': 
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gover~~ent was working on this research, and asked whether Aydelotte 

thought }1r. Bamberger might be willing to finance calling ·Drs. Bohr, 

Pauli and Dirac as theoretical physicists who might help the experimental 

physicists with their work. He apologized for intruding on Aydelotte's 

busy schedule -- a rare grace-note for hi~ •. Aydelotte felt _ it would be 

inopportune to ask }lr. · Bamberger, but . did take the su.bject up with Mr. 

Stewart, succeeding thus in getting the Rockefeller Foundation to finance 

membership for Bohr and Pauli. When it appeared that Dr. Bohr felt he 

must . re;:iain to protect the German refugees at his Inst°itute in Copenhagen, 

the Foundation financed memberships for Carl L. Siegel, mathematician, 

and Kurt GBdel, mathenatical logician~ 6 

The School of fv~athematics planned \.:ell in another respect; ·it 

gained its objective of a modern mathematical library in Fuld Hall when 

Mr. Bamberger, with his sister's enthusiastic support, gave . the Institute 

$100,000 to be spent in four Annual instalments to purchase ~orking libra-

ries for the Institute. Dr. Alfred Brauer, Professor Weyl's .assistant and 

a competent r.iathematical librarian, devoted part of his time for a year to 

the asser.lbl~ and virtually completed the task for Mathematics. Dr. Flex-

ner had asked Dr. Aydelotte to see that the new funds should be spent to 

complement, and not to duplicate, collections in Princeton's various 
advantages ·to the University, 7 libraries, hopefully to offer reciprocal I and the Director agreed. 

But with the approach of war. and the restrictions it impossed on the move-

ments of "enemy alien" scholars at the Institute, who -were forbidden access 

to the campus, it was probably just as well that the School of Mathematics 

library was organized to duplicate a part of the excellent library at Fine 

Hall. The School of Economics and Politics was hardly ready to acquire 
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rrore than very small working libraries, since aside from Professor Rief-

ler, who was still working at Hillside, and Professor Earle, who conducted 

a seminar in the foreign and military policies of the United States, little 

research was being done. Four of the five humanists had accumulated their 

own collections and libraries; Professor Panofsky continued to wo~k at 

McCormick Hall, using the Marquand Library, and buying the books he needed 

which were not there. 

''nen Dr. Aydelotte took office he encountered a strange and dis-

turbing disarray in the economics staff so recently completed. The finan-

ci~l situation caused by that action demanded the Director's immediate 

attention. He intervieued Dr. ~illitts of the Rockefeller Foundation, 

then asked Dr. FleA'ner to inform him what had been done to secure funds. 

I spoke to Fosdick as soon as Stewart and Warren agreed to come, 
and he told me that cooperation in this field was something 
that would make a strong appeal to . the Foundation. 

Flexner said that he had approached Dr. Willitts for the first time in 

September, 1939, when the new Director of the Division of the Social 

Sciences had had an opportunity to settle into his position. Willitts 

· asked if Flexner had any objection to his speaking about the need for 

money to Professor Stewart and received permission to do so. Flexner 

continued: 

As he LWillitt~/ was new to the job, the question necessarily 
dragged. I had hoped that favorable action might be taken 
in December so that you would be relieved of all care on the 
subject of money, but I feel sure that from what Fosdic~and 
Willitts have said, and the high opinion both have of our ~conomics 
group, they will cogperate and . render the question of finance... 
an easy one for you . ....______ ______ _ 
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Flexner enclosed ~ith his letter an excerpt of one from Fosdick 

to Stewart dated the 18th July, 1938, given him by the latter and . express-

ing great enthusiasm over the fact that . the Chairman of the Rockefeller 

Foundation was going to work with Flexner at the Institute for Advanced 

Study. It was a time when the Foundation was cost active in the social 

sciences,. and Fosdick was respcnsible for a great deal of that activity. 

The excerpt shows little indication that Fosdick would have been reluctant 

to help the Institute finaacially to realize its great potential in the 

field of his interest: 

I didn't have time in the elevator the other day to tell 
you how glad I a~ that you are going to team up with Flex
ner. It will give you cocplete freedo~ for the kind of 
thing you want to do, and I can imagine that under your 
leadership the Institute will make as significant a con
tribution to creative thinking in economics as it has made 
~ ~ == ~~~~c~i~~- ~~~ thi~; ~== ::~~=~ I was trying to cap
Xure you real l y did involve at l2ast some elements of ad
ministrative responsi~ility, and it provided no opportunity 
for personal participation in research. Flexner's position, 
however meets both these obj e ctions, and, as I say, I am 
genuinely delighted that what seems like an ideal situation 
has opened up for you -- delighted too, that the Institute 
is going to have the advantage of your wisdom and guidance. 
Your position there ~ill r.iake your relations with the 
Foundation even !TlOre valuable, and I am looking forward 
with immense satisfaction to our tear.iwork together in the 
social sciences and to what I hope will be a closer tie 
between the Institute and the Foundation.9 

This sounded optimi stic enough. One cannot escape the conclu-

sion that Mr. Fosdick had been impelled by some consideration other than 

economy to withhold funds from the Institute for economics when Mr. Barn-

berger decided he was not going through with his p~ornise of $25,000 per 

annum in matching Rockefeller funds. Not unlikely the reason for denying 

Flexner's request of the 9th February, 1939, lay in Mr. Stewart's ernbar-

rassment in the situation. There was another factor, which the economist 
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~as free to ad~it: he believed f irr.:ly in observing reasonable principles 

in administration, one of which was that rules of retirement should be 

I:".ade and observed. He had just beco:ne Chairman of the Foundation due to 

}~.Rockefeller Jr.'s reaching the retirement age current in the Foundation. 

Dr. Flexner was now past holding together the forces in faculty and Trus-

. tees which he had successfully do~inated for ten years. It was unlikely 

that Mr. Stewart would agree that funds should be granted by the Founda-

tion until he retired. 

Naturally, Aydelotte asked Rief ler what he was doing. The Pro-

fessor had no recourse but to recite his own history, ser.ding the Director 

a copy of his memorandum of the 13th March, 1936, which had presented his 

complete program and the promised cooperation of the necessary _ non-private 

agencies to make it nnssihle. {~00 ~ '>l.'l ) Riefler described what l.~.! 

happened; how Dr. Flexner had not given hi@ the necessary approval ulti-

r.~tely, and how the National - Bureau of Economic Research had adopted parts 

of his program. He continued: 

I would no longer reco:1'!ffiend the organi zation of the re
search program at Princeton due to subsequent developments 
at the National Bureau of Econoraic Research. · I still 
recornr:iend unreservedly that the Institute concentrate its 
work ln economics in finance for the same reasons set 
do'W!l at length in that memorandum. On the basis of sub
sequent experience in developing the Institute's activi
ties in economics, , ! would have to stress. an aspect of 
advanced work in finance which is implied rather than ex
plicit in the memorandum, namely, international finance. 

My own activities ... have been devoted almost wholly to 
carrying out the objectives there set forth. My proced
ures, of course, have been flexible and adapted to what 
-was feasible ••• 

After describing the work going forward at National Bureau of Economic Re-

search under his supervision, and his contacts and work with comnittees of 
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the League of Nations Secretariat in international econo~ics and finance, 

he said: 

This outline indicates the general program which I have 
had in mind, together with the adaptations that have been 
forced by time and circu~stances. Despite those adapta
tions, it represents, 1 believe, a consistent development 
toward objectives stated at the beginning in a fairly pre
cise form. 

Now that Walter Stewart and Robert Warren have joined· us, 
the situation is different. They are not co:nmitted to 
this progra~ of course, but are as free as 1 have been .to 
project their work in the directio~ they deem most ef fec
tive. Nevertheless, they are both of the type envisioned 
in this program: i.e., they are econo~ists highly speci
alized in finance, national and international, and their 
interests cover very much the same range of interests as 
were outlined in my ori g ~nal me:norandu:n of 1936. While 1 
cannot speak for them, I would consider their activities 
covered also. For example, the outline of activities 
suggested by Professor Warren in his letter of December 8th 
to Joseph Willitts, indicates types of activities falling 
•• !-\..!,-, L\.- - · ·• ··-~ 1 pa•• 1(1 

.. .:. : '- ·'"- 0 - .. -- .... cl 1....~'--".&..l'• 

The valuable statistical compilations, and the analyses which 

emerged from those studies which Riefler was supervising, as well as of 

the others which followed, were distributed not to the public for its use, 

but only to the agencies, public and private, (mostly the latter) which 

sponsored and supported the work. Thus the Comptroller of the Currency, 

the Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the 

Federal Reserve Board, and various insurance companies and private banks 

and the Rockefeller Foundation were put in possession of important 

materials which, had the Institute handled the program, would probably 

have had public dissemination. 11 As for his work with the Treasury, the 

economist said that it gave him "in these days of crisis and official 

secrecy ••• almost the only means by which the economist seeking to work 

at an advanced level in international finance can obtain relevant material, 

} 
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to beco:ne faniliar with relevant problems and make an effective contri

bution."12 

Professor Warren apparently felt it necessary to explain his 

plan for work in the light of Riefler's statement. He described him-

self as one whose "inclination, habits, and previous life all leaq me to 

a proclivity toward [t.h:=:./ internation.al aspects of finance." Then he 

added: 

Nevertheless; it is my personal intent to devote my major 
interest to certain fields of individual rather than group e 
effort. 

These he had explained in his letter of the 8th Decerr.ber to Dr. Willitts; 

the nature of his thinking is evident from the following: 

In. addition, from time to time, I expect to encounter in
dividuals who are pursuing alone studies initiated by 
the ir nwn c11rin~H·v · It ;., T'n:' l-."::' 0 +-.o discover more of these 
"'';::! ~c. c;ffc.;:d i..!1-:: ." ::;,ome st:r L. '.Jl: e:Efective assistance. In
deed, I think I can do this sort of thing better than the 
formal group research; and I feel this so strongly that 
I may withdraw entirely from participation in organized 
or group projects.13 · 

At the same time, Mr. Warren seemed to eliminate the possibility 

of bringing members to the Institute and working with . them. "The lack of 

a library really makes that sort of thing impossible ••• Yet if we had a 

library, I am inclined to think that I should welcome such people in 

small numbers. I believe it would help my own studies if I were in con-

tact with a number of persons considerably younger than myself." Here 

was a remarkable admission from a man who had just placed himself, or had 

been placed, in a position where it was improbable that he could teach, 

admitting candidly that he wished beyond everything else to teach, to en-

joy contact with young minds, to help them and himself with the mutual 
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stimulus and the constructive activity of mind working upon and with 

other minds. 

The state~ent was very true. Shortly before he died Professor 

Warren was asked in an emergency to teach a group of Princeton students. 

One of the Princeton economists has said they loved him as a teacher, 

and he enjoyed them greatly. They called upon him during his last ill-

ness at Princeton Hospital. It was the kind of fulfillment .for which 

~arren hzd probably longed always. As it was, he worked hard, thought 

origin2lly and deeply, and embodied most of the results in ·memorandums 

addressed to Walter Stewart; they did not reach the publi~. 14 

As Aydelotte applied to the Rockefeller Foundation for money 

to meet the costs of research in economics, Dr. Willitts asked and re-

................ ~ ~.~ .. 1-'ermi i:, si \Jll Lu talk it: over wit:h Mr. Stewart. What occurred 

is not apparent. Riefler was unfortunately given the task of preparing 

the formal application for the group, · and presented the program entirely 

in terms of international finance. He made no mention of individual 

plans, such as Warren's to do special translations and interpretations 

of Central European economic materials, or to inaugurate a half-year 

Chronicle of Economic history, or to write on contemporary economics. 

No mention was made al Stewart's plans either; they apparently had not 

been defined. Instead, Riefler painted on a broad canvas: the group in 

economics would work to increase "understanding of the role played in . 

finance in the economic organization of society." Studies in national 

and international finance were deiailed covering all aspects of these 
' 

fields. The economists would "keep in touch_with the broad field at three 

levels: the theoretical formulation of problems, organized research on 
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them, and application to the results of both th2oretica1 · formulations 

and of research fi~dings ••.• " But the fact-finding would be done else-

where in institutions such as the National Bureau of Economic Research. 

Riefler repeated his earlier ideal of making the Institute the center of 

a "ferment" in economic research, and also contei;iplated, as he had plan-

ned earlier, bringing to Princeton for short periods-outstanding scholars 

. . bl 15 1n various pro ems. 

The Foundation granted the funds in a way which indicated it 

~eared the Institute's resources might not be turned to aid the economists 

at all. It appropriated $35,000 per annum for each of three years (1941-

1943) to be ~atched dollar for dollar, and not to be obligated unless the 

Institute appropriated $30,000 from its own general funds to the purpose. 

16 
Any surplu::. at the "' '''.l oi: c:ne PE::l. iua· must b.e returned.. - As !';:-irm :'!~ t-he 

approval was in hand Mr . Aydelotte asked Mr. Bamberger to match the grant, 

which he did.
17 

Though the terms of the Rockefeller grant conteffiplated 

and provided enough for the employment of additional staff, it is not ap-

parent that Mr. Stewart, now conceded to be the "leader" of the economists; 

. made any move to add personnel until 1945, when he supported the nomina-

tion of Dr. Jacob Viner of Chicago University, who was then considering an 

offer from Princeton University. After Professor Riefler left the Insti-

tute in 1948, Mr. Stewart submitted several candidates to the Director, 

but in view of his own and Warren's iraninent retirements, none was pre-

sented to the Board. 

There were cross-currents during the transactions which may or 

may not have confused relations with the Foundation. Professor Earle 

chatted again with his confidante in the Foundation's staff, who advised 

i 
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that any application for funds and any grant, should be made for the 

School of Economics and Politics rather than for economics alone. He 

quoted her as follows: 

She said ••. that a recent conference which Mr. Willitts had 
with our econo~ists had left an unfavorable impression be
cause they had indicated ho willingness ~hatsoever to indi
cate any definitive work they had in mind, but wished com
plete freedo~ of action and a roving comr::ission; as she put 
it, they indicated that they wished to be endowed on the 
basis of their record. 

Professor Mitrany, alerted in England, wrote Aydelotte telling of certain 

adverse effects "hich Rockefeller Foundation grants for research had had 

on the London School -- effects which Sir ~illiafil Beveridge attributed 

to subsidizing busy teachers to perform researches for which they had no 

time , 'trms deworalizing the staff. All in all, Dr. Aydelotte found a 

d P 1
. . 18 an o it1cs. 

That Dr. Flexner's future security was taken care of four months 

before Dr. Aydelotte's O\-m gave eloquent testimony of the new Director's 

generosity and lack of egotism • . rt was not until the 29th March, 1940, 

that the Executive Comriiittee got around to formalizing the terms of his 

appointment. Perhaps it was felt there was no need for hurry, since 

Swarthmore continued to pay his salary until the end of the fiscal year 

(although Nr. Leidesdorf insisted on reimbursing the Director for their 
. - 19 

expenses at Princeton during that helf-year.). Thanks to Dr. Flexner's 

intercession with ~1r. Bamberger, the Comnittee also authorized the re-

modeling and renovation of the Olden Manor, which was to become the 

Director's residence, rent-free, appropriating $15,000 for the work. Mr. 
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Naass feared the sum was too generous, for he scrutinized carefully both 

plans and expenditures. By the following September Aydelotte had spent 

$4,800 of his own money for necessary construction and ~andscaping not 

covered by the appropriation. Aydelotte wrote Mr. Leidesdorf, proposing 

if he could do so legitimately, to deduct it from his income tax as a 

contribution to the Institute. The accounts show, however, that the In-

stitute rei~ocrsed him and spent more than $23,000 in completing work at 

the Manor within the 
20 .xt several months. 

The Institute showed a small deficit for three years (1939-

1941) with adverse effects on Mr . Barr.berger, who 'lo:orried about the results 

of t~e war on the values of securities. However, before the end of fiscal 

1940 the Founders reimbursed the Institute for a part of the costs of con-

st~~;:.::: .. ; ~ .. ..: furnishing Fuld Hall by giv,;. .. g it $.:.~; ,000 . J.11t::y uau t::a.1. uer 

contributed $50,000 for the architectural plans. By the time Fuld Hall 

was completed: i.e., had its fourth floor finished and furnished, it had 

cost some $520,000. There was thus no endowment for maintenance and re-. 

pairs, a serious omission. Dr. Aydelotte made clear a fact little noted 

by either Founders or Trustees in discussing finances at his first annual 

meeting; some $710,000 in savings of income had accumulated during Flexner's 

administration . which had been put back into capital account promptly and 

21 
not maintained as a surplus fund. 

As he took -office, Dr. Aydelotte was faced with several changes 

in the Board. Fortunately Mr. Houghton's pending resignation was deferred 

because of the concerted appeals of Flexner and Aydelotte, fo!.__as Flexner 

remarked, though the Chairman's attendance was p~or owing to his bad 

health, when he was needed in a crisis: e.g., the dedication of Fuld Hall, 
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there was no one -who could match "his dignity and sound sense." Moreover, 

Houghton was both Chairman and President, and was entirely willing . to 
'I 

allow Mr. Bamberger to designate the Standing Committees and, countersign 

checks, among the President's supervisory powers as they were set forth 

in the By-Laws. ~'hat would have happened had a successor been needed at 

this juncture is hard to i magine, for there were deep divisions within 

the Board as in the Faculty. Now Mr. Houghton promised to serve as long 

h . h 1 h ld . d d"d 22 as is ea t wou permit, an i so. 

Even so two vacancies required filling at the annual meeting 

of 1940. To Dr. Flexner's credit be it said that -when Dr. Friedenwald, 

his personal physician, asked him for advice, he referred that rr£mber of 

the Committee on Nominations to the new Director. 23 Messrs. Lewis W, 

Douglas and Lessing RosenwAld were elected. Mr. DouQlas, President 6f 

}1utual Insurance of New York, and a friend of and colleague of Mr. Stewart 

from his Amherst days, had been brie fly Vice-Chancellor and Principal of 

McGill University of Montreal, and Director of the Bureau of the Budget 

in President Roosevelt's administration, from which he resigned over 

policy differences in 1934. Stewart had nominated him in 1939. Mr. Rosen-

wald, formerly Chairman of the Board of Sears Roebuck and Corapany, was 

founder and Trustee of the Lessing J. Rosenwald Foundation. Neither man 

found it possible to attend many meetings of the Board or to do much com

mittee work during the early years of their tenure.
24 

Messrs. Stewart a~d Riefler had expressed the desire to resign 

as Trustees -- indeed, Stewart tried to do so just as he became a prof~ssor, 

.because he felt that the duties of professor and trustee were basically in-

compatible. It appeared for a time before Aydelotte's first annual meeting 
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that all three Faculty Trustees were going to vacate their trusteeships, 

and plans for their successors were being discussed when Mr. Barrherger 

intervened. He said that so many '\BCancies would put too great a strain 

on the Board, and asked Aydelotte to request Riefler and Stewart to con-

tinue for a while longer as Trustees. Professor Veblen was reporied by 

Aydelotte as "wavering" as to staying -or resigning. It would seem clear 

that he never intended to abdicate this unique position of power which 

grew to be out of all proportion when he was the sole representative of 

25 the Faculty on the Board. 

Stewart did resign in 1941, with reminders of his several at-

tempts .to do so earlier, and the following statement: 

During this period, both experience a nd observation have 
C'onfirmed me in the hel i_ef th::it T mH>ht not to serve both 
c.s c; fa.:-ulty ii.c;o,b.:::J:" and tru .:.:-. .-=-;.=~ '""~ the time has come now 
for definite action. 

My view is that the faculty and the trustees have quite 
separate and distinct functions to perform, and that any 
overlapping of merrhership always runs the risk of creating 
confusion and misunderstanding. If I were to continue as 
a trustee, I would not feel justified in voting for the re
election of my faculty colleagues to the Board solely be
cause they were members of the faculty, and I therefore feel 
that it is entirely illogical for me to continue both· as a 
trustee and a professor ••• 

The Trustees regretfully accepted his decision. Apparently most of them 

now believed his action was sound; there was discussion. As was usual, 

this was not reported, but a sole "comnent" was given currency: "It 

should nevertheless continue to be the policy of the Institute to have 

certain scholarly and scientific members on the Board." Manifestly this 

""'' b. . d. . d 1 . . 26 A 1 P f was not a CQnsensus, ut an in iv1 ua op1n1on. year ater, ro essor 
' . 

Riefler resig~-wi th _ a similar statement of policy .27 Professor Veblen 
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remained through the years, until in 1951 he became an Honorary Trustee. 

New Trustees took the places recently ~acated, and also that 

of Dr. Carrel, who had retired from the Rockefeller Institute in 1939 and 

had apparently neither resigned nor attended Board meetings since January 

of that year. :-.1r. Michael Schaap, President of Bloomingdale's in New York, 

a nephew of the Founders, was elected in 1941 at their express wish. 

Messrs. John R. Fulton and Henry Allen Moe became Trustees in 1942. Dr. 

Fulton, Professor of Physiology at Yale, was a friend of Dr. Weed, and of 

Dr. Friedenwald who had died in June, 1941. t-1r. Moe, a former Rhodes scholar, 

had assisted Dr. Aydelotte in the studies undertaken for the planning of 

the Guggenheim Foundation, of which he had been Secretary since 1924. He 

was a member of the NPw York h~r ~nn ~ ~~rri~t~r of thP Tnner TPm~lP ;n 

London. The Director had considered nominating him in 1940, but deferred 

it, hoping that Moe would become his successor at Swarthmore. But the 

Guggenheim Foundation executive made it plain that he wished to remain 

. h h F d . 28 
wit t e oun at1on. 

Relations between Aydelotte and Flexner continued to be coopera-

tive and friendly. Flexner had paved the way for his successor with the 

foundation executives with whom he had done business; and had succeeded 

in overcoming some dissatisfaction on the part of President Dodds at the 

succession. 29 Flexner was evidently still unaware of Aydelotte's activi-

ties during the crucial summer of 1939,which seem to have been on the 

vhole rather constructive. But later, apparently after someone had told 

the Director Emeritus of these, his attitude was to change. For the pre-

sent, however, the past and present Directors worked loyally together, 
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realizing fully that only through such a policy would Mr. Bamberger be 

encouraged to think of the Institute as a viable and important institution 

to which he had further obligations. Though II'.:". Aydelotte was as conscious 

of this as Dr. Flexner, the older nan did not hesitate to remind the younger 

of the need to visit Hr. Bar..berger and Mrs. Fuld. "They get so much pleas-

ure out of the Institute, and are so fond of you both that you could not 

do anything to give them more pleasure than to pay them a visit," he wrote 

. . 30 
during the sumner of 1940 • . 

Flexner, sensitive as only a sentinental man can be, was delighted 

to receive a token of good will from the Faculty early in 1940, about which 

he wrote to Professor Weyl happily: 

Professor Panof sky brought me a beautiful volume which had 
once beionged tc rres1aenr. ll1i. 111a11 arnJ \.:h1ch L11e ~iohns Hop-
kins Trustees had given our group that it might belong to 
ne -- 'The first Director fro~ the first Faculty.' None 
of you can fatho;n the depths to which I am stirred by this 
touching and beautiful act. To President Gilman I owe 
more than anyone but myself can ever know; to you and your 
colleagues, as well as to the Founders of the Institute, I 
owe the opportunity to see a dream realized.· .•• You must imag
ine for yourself the deep pleasure which this remembrance gives 
me, and the gratitude I feel to those who have taken my dream, 
now a reality, into their keeping.31 

Dr. Aydelotte read the proof of Flexner's autobiography, which 

was ready for print early in 1940, since he had kept it fairly well up to 

date. Flexner was more ill than well during most of that and the succeed-

ing year, suffering from a throat ailment and the loss of his voice, as· 

his letters inforr.ied Aydelotte. It was an old complaint of his, a dis-

ability which afflicted him in bad weather and particularly in bad times. 

The book, entitled I Rerrember, was a very personal account of 

his life and career up to the founding of the Institute, which he treated 
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with relative brevity, and with some liberty as to facts. The Institute 

had sprung, "full-panoplied," from his brain, without his effort for the : 

Hopkins or for a t:niversity of New Jersey. He repeated much of his Confi-

dential Memorandum of the 26th September, 1931, with certain significant 

changes. Now he said flatly that he had always opposed faculty go\;ern- · 

ment. This was true enough in the broad statement. But he said nothing 

of the consultative role he had h?ped to achieve for the faculty, dismiss-

ing the whole matter by saying: "I was opposed to it in toto from the 

start." In his accounts of his investigations, and the scholarly support 

he received for certain appoint~ents, he now showed less confidence than 

he had apparently felt earlier; now it appeared that he had met Professor 

Vc~ !n- " 1 ~~rt accidentally at G8ttingen; rertainl~ hP ~~rrihPrl ~n him no 
I 

creative role in the establishment of the School of Matherr.atics. P.e made i 

I 
Professor Riefler ~esponsible for the appointment of Walter Stewart. Im-

plied rather than outspoken was some criticism of the Founders for having 

exercised so close an:lintimate a supervision over the Institute, for he 

' applauded the senior Rockefeller for never having been active as a Trustee 

of the General Education Board, though he was named as one. · However, he 

made it clear enough that the junior Rockefeller took up where Mr. Gates, 

Mr. Rockefeller's alter ego, left off as an active trustee and -officer. 

He repeated Mr. Gates' disdainful allusion to foundation grants to indi-

viduals and for srr.all projects as "retail business." However, he had 

earlier carefully explained that while the organization and methods of 

retail distribution of goods was necessary and of genuine service, they 

were not properly applicable to philanthropy in education,or to offerings 

of college curriculums. 
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The chief merit of the book is its revelation of the man: 

his pride, his loyalties, his ambition~ his sensitivity, his courage, 

and the intensity with which he devoted himself to the three separate 

and demanding phases of his career. The record of the early times in 

Louisville, in the days of his fatherless family's poverty, of the love 
. '\... 

and loyalty which bound certain merrbers of the remarkable family together; 

· of his brief and unbe~ievably arduous labors as student at the new Hop-

kins, which lighted up his· whole life and set enduring standards for his 

later views on higher education: all are Yaluable and moving. The book 

is also valuable for the light it sheds on the great work of the first 

quarter of the twentieth century in medical education; with Simon and 

J::irnes F'1P)(Tier's \.:;,, _ HPnrv Wel"h ;+- lv, .. ;.,..:s to life again "the heroic .:,;e 

of American medicine." 

Professor Veblen made himself useful to Aydelotte, who had 

seen his power and tactics in the land purchase episode, from the ill 

effects of which the President of Swarthmore had managed to stay clear. 

He relied far more on Veblen, in fact, that he did on Flexner in every 

concern of the Institute except those involving the favor of the Founders. 

Thus, as he prepared for his first Board meeting as Director, he asked 

Veblen's comments on his plans and proposed report. There were three. 

All meetings ·of the Board should be held in Fuld Hall, "because of the 

physical presence of the problems and of the possibility for informal 

discussion with the various people involved ••• " The next 'Was a question: 

"ls there any need for a \orritten Director's report more than once a year?" 

The-third was familiar: stipend funds for the School of Mathematics should 

b . d 32 e increase • 

, 
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Whether there was an agreement between the ~o men that at 

least until the Founders could no longer- recall Professor Veblen's de-

mands for a greater Faculty voice in Institute affairs, or no longer 

could oppose it, the issue would.lie dormant, is not known. But it will 

appear later that Dr. Aydelotte seemed to be quite unaware that the Pro
\... 

fessor would want QOre exacting arrangements for Faculty power than the 

consultative role he contemplated. It is abundantly clear that Aydelotte 

wanted to discuss with the Trustees and also with the Faculty his plans 

for expa~sion of the Institute, which included that novel concept of the 

"experimental" nature of the Inst.itute which might envision a shift away 

from some disciplines or specializations already represented. Since Mr, 

Bamberger proscribed such. discussions, no test of Faculty reaction had 

been made. As for personal relations be~een the two men, Veblen's manner 

wa~ cordial and warm toward the Director as it had never been toward Flex-

ner, who inclined to lecture him while Aydelotte sought his advice. Al-

most imnediately after Aydelotte's appointment "dear Frank" replaced 

"dear Aydelotte" and "dear Veblen" was replaced by "Dear Oswald." 

The Director did not intend to conduct a holding operation. 

He had ideas for expanding the Institute, and discussed them with various 

outside authorities. So while he ministered to the wounded sensibilities 

of the Faculty members with enduring understanding, sympathy and patience, 

he took steps to tell Mr. Bamberger of his ambitions. First assuring him 

of the importance and excellence of what was being done, Aydelotte suggested 

that any of the following fields of knowledge presented inviting areas for 

advanced study at the Institute: the applied sciences, including physics, 

chemistry, biology, astronomy; economics, engineering; economic history; 
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the literature, history and philosophy of 8ediaeval and modern times; 

Latin American studies; Oriental studies, including Chinese art, history, 

literature and civilization; the history of science. For none of these 

subjects did he propose employment of permanent Faculty in the beginning. 

In whatever new studies were undertaken in future, he would e~ploy a new 

r..ethod : 

If means were available to do this my method would not be 
immediate ly to enlarge the per~anent staff, as Dr. Flex
ner has done in the past; I should prefer instead to bring 
together gro~ps of older and younger scholars, as terr.porary 
members ... for limited periods of time , to explore a given 
subject of research, with the understanding that . the in
dividua ls concerned ~hould go back to their own institu
tions at the end of the pe~iod of work for which they were 
invited .•• The s e groups might then be succeeded by others, 
so that over a period of years we should have the opportu
nity of @aking the bes t possible test of the value of re
~ n ~~n'h !n "?".".;,..,.,c "'"Jbjec tc .,,, ~ r.f t-1,e qualities of various .·. 
inciiviciuais. Q71 the basi.::; u;: Li!t!!:;t! tests certa in ·subjects 
and individuals might be added to our permanent program if 
and when our financial condition w~de this possible.33 

His observations about the financial situation of the Institute were ·brief 

and telling. Of the annual inco~e for the current budget of $450,000 only 

$325,000 came from endowment; the rest was subvened. Thus the Institute 

needed about $5 Dillion in new endo~ment. But he would not, he said, fill 

all vacancies to come about through retirement or death of the present 

staff. Instead, he would preserve '"'hat Flexner had urged as important 

the flexible, experimental character of the Institute, seeking new fields 

where men of -outstanding quality were available. 

He mentioned his effort to Dr. Flexner, who had already urged 

Chinese studies, and received his approval; Flexner said he regarded the 

Institute as but "a skeleton" of what it should be. He could not imagine 

that Aydelotte had already taken his requests up with Mr. Bamberger, and 
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offered to "help" draft the program if Aydelotte wanted him to, as Ayde

lotte noted somewhat sardonically in a memorandum for his file. But Mr. 

Bamberger declined to authoriz.e any expansion, or even to permit Aydelotte 

to discuss his plans with the Executive Corrmittee, or any others among 

34 
the Trustees. 

It soon appeared that Dr. Aydelotte did not have the command 

over the Board's procedures which his predecessor had exercised. Despite 

Veblen's advice, he usually made written reports. Flexner's reports were 

the first order of business after previous minutes were approved and a 

word from the Treasurer was hear~, and, as has been sho~11, he -sometimes 

promoted discussion of an issue or a policy .before presenting his actual 

proposal for a vote. Fr~quently, when he was familiar with the proposals 

to be made by the si:anding con:::litt.ee!>, he anticipated their reports, re-

cording his own view: e.g., his opposition , to land and buildings while 

he was seeking to build staff. In all the circumstances, one must view 

that as salutary, otherwise development of the Institute might have 

stopped with the completion of the staff of the School of Mathematics. 

And it was clear that in the one case where he s eemed to be unaware of 

what the Committee on Buildings and Grounds contemplated, the lack of 

prior consultation with the Founders resulted in the cessation of further 

gifts. Now Dr. Aydelotte's report ca.'11€ later and later in the agenda~ 

usually following the reports of the various committees. He was forced 

to comment on proposals without having the preferred position to which his 

responsibilities entitled him. In one case his report was not presented 

until the Board reconvened after lunch; in others, it appears doubt;ul it 

was more than received and filed; in yet another, even that was not done, 
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and it was deferred until the next meeting. 35 

During the three regular meetings in 1941 Dr. Aydelotte, at 

Mr. Bamberger's suggestion, gave a thoroughgoing report on. the schools, 

ore at each meeting. There is little doubt that the Trustees appreciated 
the 

this deeply, although there is some reason to believe that/professors, 

who disliked even the cursory reports of their activities which appeared 

in the annual Bulle tin and resenb led accounts of progress, did not welcor.e 

them. However, he relied entirely upon the Faculty for the material in 

each report, as he did in editing the annual Bulletin, and gave little or 

nothing of his own opinions or vie~point until the Founders' death. The 

reports were much rrore i mpressive because he had asked the professors to 

describe their own activities. His introduction to the series was signi-

:r1cant: 1t W.'.1!:: not .sir.iply. an ;:irrni:nt- nf t...'hat the Institute was doing; 

rather, it appertained to the future: 

In order to lay the problem of our future development before 
the Trustees I propose to begin, in this and the two or three 
meetings to follow, by ·a discussion of the .work now going on 
at the Institute. The methods pursued here at present are as 
varied as the members of our Faculty. This is as it should 
be . in an institution which has no choice but to be experi
mental. It is only, it seems to me, by understanding the 
work now in progress that the Trustees can form any clear 
idea of the direction which growth should take in the future, 
and form any estimate of the possibilities open to an insti
tution of this character.36 

He first dealt with the School of Economics and Politics, begin-

ning with economics. He placed the whole emphasis on the nature and value 

of the studies which Professor Rief ler had proposed and was supervising 

at Hillside for National Bureau of Economic Research. Messrs. Lewis Doug-

las, Stewart and Warren contributed to this work, he said, but only, as he 

made quite clear, as members with Ricfler of the Bureau's advisory comnittee 
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on financial research. The three special studies supervised by Professor 

Riefler, in process or finished -- on instalment credit, · corporate bonds 

and the financial structure of American private enterprise -- he described 

carefully. The collated data and the analyses which issued from them were 

distributed only to the sponsors, public and private, as materials to be 

used by them for their own information, as well as for possible theoreti-

cal studies later to be undertaken. Aydelotte made no secret of his hope 

that some means raight be found to make larger distribution of the important 

data by microfilm; or of his misgiv3ngs about the status of the young post-

doctoral employees of the Bureau who performed the actual fact-finding 

work and prepared their conclusions under careful guidance. He said: 

The National Bureau is a rigorous training school in coopera
tive methods. Young men are not asked what they would like 
Lu ~u. They are appointed to perfv.r.1 defiL1: :..._ :. ..... '-: .. ~, _: ___ :J 
relate<l to a work which other men are doing, to be rigorously 
checked as .parts of a complete "'hole. Even though they have 
won their spurs in scholarship, they enter this organization 
as apprentices with much to learn, and they must work not ·as 
free individuals but as members of a team. The training they 
receive in turn is the breadth which comes in participation 
in tasks beyond the power of any single man to perform. 

It seems to me the Institute may be able to do more for the 
best of these young recruits.37 

One of these "youngsters" was now at the Institute as a Foundation-sup-

ported member, hopefully to engage in a period of quiet study and reflec-

tion "to enable him to get the most out of· his experience." He hoped 

others would .also come to the Institute. 

The studies so far undertaken, said Aydelotte, "set the minds 

of the members of our own department working on the need fo"similarly 

""" careful studies of economic history," which Messrs. Willitts, St~wart and 

-----Warren were projecting for the National Bureau of Economic Research, and-- - -- ----...__ 
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"i...·hich would constitute one of the r:;ost i mportant activities of our econ-

oirlics group during the next. .• years." Aside from the concrete achieve-

ments of Professor Riefler, Dr. Aydelotte noted that Professor Stewart 

~as studying the teaching of economics in American colleges and secondary 

schools, r.iainly through an agent -- the President of· Bennington College, 

Dr. Robert Leigh, who was on leave, and perfor~ed the actual travel and 

contacts for Mr. Stewart, who was a Trustee of Bennington. There is no 

indication of any of the results of this study. Indeed, they were pur-

posefully withheld from publication, according to a report fro~ the Rocke-

f 11 F d . 38 e er oun at1on. 

It was impossible for anything definite to be said of Professor 

}1i tr any' s work with the Chathao group at Oxford on information of use to 

the ~ritish r orei gn Off ice; Dr. Aydelotte cuuld noL 

matters. 

.. ---- - -

Professor Earle had conducted seminars during the past two years 

on the history and nature of American foreign policy with particular ref-

erence to military matters. These were participated in by several Prince~ 

. ton professors, _and by others from abroad for whom he had secured Rocke-

feller grant~. Papers of considerable value were issuing from this work, 

some of which were to be incorporated in a volume entitled Makers of Mod-

ern Strategy which Professor Earle edited with collaboration. Besides 

this, Professor Earle was Chairman of the Rockefeller-sponsored Corrmittee 

for International Studies, enjoying the services of a paid secretary. The 

Corrunittee's function was to learn what studies in the field were being 

· undertaken in the United States, and, without acting as a propaganda 

agency or financial sponsor, to encourage scholars to undertake the need-

. 39 
ful studies. 

·I 
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The Director could not bring his report to a close without men-

tion of an allied but entirely separate matter which was a subj.ect of 

great pride to him. In the spring of 1940, Mr. Arthur Sweetser of the 

League of Nations Secretariat discussed with Professor Riefler, with whom · 

he had beco~e ~ell acquainted during the latter's work with certain of 

its econo~ic comnittees, the possibility of assuring the safety of three 

of the technical departments of the Secretariat should Hitler decide to 

go beyond France and the Low Countries and on into Switzerland. Riefler 

brought the matter to Aydelotte; ~ho swiftly mobilited the University and 

the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research's Division· of Plant and 

Animal Pathology to join with the Institute in inviting the three depart-

ments -- E~ono~ics, Finance and Transit, Opium Control, and Public Health 

-- to c 0:;1e to Princeton for the duration. The action was entirely suCCP5S-

ful with respect to the first-named depart~ent; in the fall of 1940, after 

many. uncertainties and some opposition from Vichy France, some thirteen 

staff me~bers and their fa~ilies arrived in Princeton, and the Institute 

provided offices for them. Fuld Hall was crowded; the visitors occupied 

Professor Mitrany's office, the Board Room and adjoining space on the 

fourth floor, (which had never seen a Board meeting or a Faculty dinner 

yet, since it was just completed) and tables · in the Library. Professor 

Veblen, absent, objected to giving up the Board rcom, but Aydelotte wrote 

him that the Faculty Standing Comraittee and the Board were unan1mous in 

. 40 
yielding the space for the purpose. The Rockefeller Foundation reim-

bursed the Institute for the expenses of the occupancy, and the League 

maintained their salaries, so that when the United Nations was organized 

at war's end, the Department was taken over by it. 

! 
. I 

I 
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It was not lost on men that · there was justice in Princeton's 

harboring the Department. Woodrow Wilson, without whose vision the 

League would not have provided its invaluable experience in international 

cooperation, had started on his way to the White House at Princeton. He 

was destined to lose his battle to bring the United States into the League, 

there to lend its help and achieve experience in its work. That the De-

partment of Economics should celebrate the League's twenty-first birthday 

(the 10th January, 1941) in Wilson's old home seemed strangely appropriate. 

Not all the members of the large staff were so fortunate in conditions for 

carryi ng on their work; 600 men and worr.en had left the offices at Geneva, 

while some 50 remained there. A half-dozen rr.en in opium control were in 

Washington for the duration, and so;ne of the staff o.f the International Labor 

The Board was proud of its hospitality, and shared the gratifi-

cation with the University and the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search at having been able to help. Of the move, Carl ·J. Hambro, President 

of the Norwegian Starting and of the league Assembly, who with Lord Lothian 

of Britain had helped to prevail on Geneva to release the ·Department, 

later said: 

You can hardly understand how much it meant at the moment 
-- not. materially but morally and from the psychological 
point of view. It ~as more than an encouragement, it .was an 
inspiration. It gave proof that all the competent unosten
tatious, patient, good work accomplished during twenty years 
-- in practically every field of hurr~n activity, a work of 
sifting and consolidating, of collecting, classifying and 
presenting facts, of uniting the experts of every country 
in an exchange of experiences, of establishing a universal 
clear~ing-house for progressive and constructive ideas --
it gave proof that this work had not been entirely wasted, 
but was bread thrown upon the waters.41 
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At war's end the staff members at Princeton who had doubled, ~ere accomno-

dated by Dr. John A • . Mackey at the Theological Seminary in part, and 'at 

69 Alexander Street, because of the congestion at Fuld Hall. 

The Director's next report covered the activities of the School 

of Humanistic Studies. Here again his material was drawn entirely from 

the reports of the professors themselves. Thus in reflecting the con-

cerns of one of them, the paleographer; he pointed out that four of the 

five p~ofessors had gathered the materials for their researches, and the 

libraries which they required. Latin paleography, Grecian pre-history, 

:~ear Eastern art and archaeology, and Greek epigraphy were not subjects 

generally represented in American universities; the Institute's scholars 

were preparing the materials for the studies of future generations of 

historian~ and schol2~s. ·1ne writer nao asked wnetner the Institute would 

perpetuate chairs in these subjects. 42 No answer could be given, of course. 

But on one point all members of the school were clear. Funds for stipends 

to bring to the Institute promising younger scholars would enccurage their 

-continuation. Miss Goldman confessed anxiety on the possible effects of 

foundation aid, presumably in the School of Economics and Politics, in 

the following letter which the Director quoted: . 

I am anxious only on one point. The lack of adequate funds 
with which to bring the people of our choice to the Insti
tute makes it necessary to depend upon the large foundations 
and to accept the people they choose and sometimes even the . 
subjects to which they give preference. It would be quite 
easy for the Institute gradually by imperceptible steps to 
become a kind of guest house of the foundations. Our vigi
lance will undoubtedly prevent this, but ade2~ate funds of 
our own would entirely eliminate the danger. 

The Director spoke with real appreciation of Professor Panof-

sky's work: 
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The study of the unified and total significance of a work 
of art as a document in the history of a civilization must 
be based on meticulous scholarship of the antiquarian type, 
but· it uses such scholarship as a means, al.cl not as an end, 
and rises to the interpretation of the work in question in 
connection tvi th the thought of the time as expressed in 
literature, in poll.Eical and social institutions, and in 
every other way ••• 

It was no . part of Aydelotte's intention to ~pologize for the aid 

given to the Department of Art and Archaeology by his predecessor, or to 

hide the brilliant work of the scholars financed by the Institute -over 

the past several years to aid in the research projects undertaken by the 

Departcent. He could hardly know what criticism the first Director had 

suffered for extending this aid. He asked Dr. Morey for a letter explain-

ing the effects of the financiai and scholarly cooperation, and read it 

in full to the Trustees. No longer could anyone claim that scholarship 

"Was divisible by institutions, or that it ·could be properly called 

"theirs" and "ours." Morey pointed with gratification to the work of 

the non-art-historians in their occasional activities with the Department 

-- the feats in expertise which helped to identify, place, date, or clarify 

this or that phenomenon in art of great importance to its history and ex-

.plication. Lowe had given Morey's staff pro-seminars in paleography, 

Herzfeld had lectured, and consulted at all times on Near Eastern and Mid-

Eastern art and archaeology with great effect. Of Panofsky Morey spoke 

with warmth and admiration: 

It is not only that his seminars are eagerly sought by our 
students, but they go to him for all sorts of problems, 
and out of this connection there have emerged some excel
lent papers •••• The contribution~f Panofsky and his pupil 
de Tolnay to .the studies in art history in Princeton is 
no less important for the training that our students thus 

45 get in European methods than for the information acquired. -
--
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Morey described the invaluable contributions of Drs. Kurt 

Weitzrnann and Hanns Sw~rzenski, W. A. Campbell, and others among the 

members whom the Institute had supported with appointments and stipends, 

for the benefit of the Department of Art and Archaeology. His conclusion 

was clear that without the Institute's help the work it Antioch would have 

been neither so completely exploited nor so well recorded. He added: 

Finally, I think I ought to nention ••. one outstanding fact 
which, I think, is not unconnected with the development of 
the cooperation ..• This is the distinct ireprovement, both 
in quality and numbers, of graduate students applying for 
entrance to Princeton in art and archaeology. The Depart
ment has filled and transcended its quota in the last two 
years, and is impressed by the unusually good background · 
of the ·students who are seeking to continue their studies 
at Princeton ••• 

I thank you for the opportunity to express the gepartment's 
appreciation of the cooperation ••• in this way.4 

It was good to have this forthright appraisal of the benefits 

of cooperation. No exception could really be taken to the ben~fits to 

scholarship which the Institute's impersonal aid had brought -- the less 

because now the Director concluded with his own assessment of the impor-

tance of the humanities in a lambent passage: 

It seems to ~e that all the disciplines we pursue here have 
a value which, while not utilitarian in aim, is nevertheless 
of supreme importance. The function of the humanistic disci
pline is the critical study of that organized tradition which 
we call civilization and which it is the purpose of this war 
to preserve. We cannot, and in the long run will not, fight 
for what \.le do not understand. Our democratic way of.life 
is not, in the last analysis, a material order; it is ~ 

spiritual point of view. It is a kind of sum total of the 
achievements of man's intelligence and idealism in all ages 
that have gone before us. It can in the end only be destroyed 
by being forgotten. It must be remembered and understood if 
men are to have the basis for still greater achievements ••• 

Human nature does not change; in each generation men poss-
ess the same capacities for good or evi 1 as their forefathers·. 
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But different ages vary widely in the vividness of their 
understanding of the great achievements of the past. When 
humanistic studies flourish life is richer and more gracious. 
When they decay," in the dark ages of history, man's way of 
life becorr.es brutal, poor, and mean. 

The natural and the social sciences teach us, among other 
things, the tech~iques of pre s erving our "ay of life in 
peace snd war. The hu~~nistic disciplines show us what it 
is we are strugg ling to preserve. They supply the ~otive 
for effort and sacrifice against chaos and the dark which 
the huc an race has made since the beginnings of civiliza
tion, that ef f ort which we can never forego to make life on 
this planet not ~erely a blank animal existence but some
thing free, gracious and spiritual, filled with ardor and 
meaning.47 

Mr. Houghton recorded an event otherwise unnoted after the de-

livery of that report. He ~-rote Dr. Aydelotte: 

You car..e into your own yesterday. The spontaneous applause 
of the Trustees ~as the first instance of such enthusiastic 
approval that has taken place during the .t welve years since 
the birL~. of the iu;::. 1...1. 1..u1.. t:: . n u.1.t::uvt:J. • .i. Lh inK 1·1!' . namberger 
was more stirred and moved to greater interest in the possi
bilities of the Institute than I, at least, have ever noted 
before. All in all, it ~§s a fine meeting, and one that . 
wi 11 be long remer.ibered. . . . 

The School of Mathematics assigned to Professors Morse and von 

Neumann the task of preparing a report on the work of their School for 

Aydelotte, who, pretending to· no knowledge of mathematics, adhered faith- \ 

fully to their text in describing the work of the individual professors. 

But he departed from the -introductory material in both words and meaning, 

and in most interesting cnntent. He gave the subject its place in saying 

that its primary value was "as an intellectual discipline and an element 

in a liberal education." It was also "an indispensable tool for research" 

in all the natural and the social sciences. He gave .some idea of the 

importance of t ne School of ~1athematics by quoting Dr. G. D. Birkhoff 

as having 
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estimated that American educational institutions spend 
$ 6 million per year in the teaching of rr~thematics alone. 
As he pointed out to me, anything which we can do to.im
prove teaching and scholarship in soimportant a subjec~9 will more than justify the modest budget of our School. 

Aydelotte had .invited comparisons as between Princeton and 

other American centers of ~athematics, learning that though there were 

comparatively many worthy centers, the only comparable one was Cambridge, 

taking both Harvard and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. von 

Neu~ann had told him that Princeton was the equal in pure ~athematical 

research of any of the greatest European centers of the generation --

Cambridge, GBttingen, Moscow, Paris, Rome and Warsaw but that the 

European centers "were probably better integrated in the direction of 

applications of rr~themati cs to physics and other subjects." Then Ayde-

If and when means are available, it will be for the Trustees 
and Faculty .to decide whether the broadening of 'our mathemati
cal School in this respect is possible or desirable. Schol
ars are discovering every day new applications of r.lathematics 
to other fields of knowledge, and the value of these applica
tions is great, not merely to the subject considered but be
cause of the stimulus they offer 58 the develop:nent of new 
branches of mathematical science. 

This was rather courageous of the Director, conside.ring the fol-

lowing text with which the two Institute Professors had introduced their 

treatise on the School: 

The great difficulties of describing adequately the work of 
the mathematical group are obvious. Apart from being a 
highly technical and finely differentiated science, mathe
matics is among other things a language differing no little 
in its words, .considerably in its grarrrnar, and .absolutely 
in its synt2x, from any other language used by men. And 
from its very nature -- in fact this is the main reason 
why mathematical language was invented -- its contents can
not be translated into any other language. It is only fair 
to expect that any attempt to desc.ribe the contents of 
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mathematical research cannot convey essentially more of the 
essence of the subject than ~ould an attempt to describe 
the 'contents' of a Chinese poem. 

The only thing on~ may reasonably try to describe is the 
gener~l tendency and purpose of such research, and the 
spirit, the atmosphere, in which it is undertaken. · 

One must realize, above all, that. there is a very particular 
double character which pervaces all mathematical work. It 
is perfectly true that mather..atics has practical applica
tions. These are sorr.etimes very indirect -- for example, 
applications to mathematics, physics, which in turn are 
justified by applications to engineering, etc. -- but they 
are applications nevertheless. It is even true that much, 
if not most, of the best mathe~atical inspiration has been 
directly or indirectly derived from 'applied' problems. 
Nevertheless most mathematical research is usually under
taken without any regard to such applications, and it is 
strongly to be suspected that its quality could only suffer 
if the mathematicians kept the applications constantly in 
mind. As matters stand, they sometimes enter his mind, 
and it is by no means established that this is always a loss. 
It is very difficult to do justice,- in -a ,. finite number of 
...-v._C.,,, L.0 this situation and to all its nuan:::~.":; hnt- it: ;., 
necessary to keep it in mind when visualizing the nature of 
mathematical research. 

Thus when de.aling with matherr.a tics it is probably more use
ful to judge it by the same standards by which a creative 
art is judged -- that is, by esthetic standards. The es
thetic angle may escape the layman who does not speak the 
'foreign language' in which the intellectual effort goes 
on. It may also seem strangely disconnected with the ap
plication which ultimately may be made of mathematical re
sults. But it is there, nevertheless, and ignoring it . Sl 
would lead to a complete misunderstanding of mathematics. 

The Director did not neglect this urgent and oft-repeated claim 

of the mathematicians that their subject must be recognized as an art as 

well as a science. He felt that both are, in their highest achievements, 

products of the creative imagination: 

I have frequently been assured by mathematicians that the 
pleasure they get from a fine demonstration is partly 
aesthetic, and that the elaboration of a new chain of 
mathenatical reasoning seems to those who create it to be 
partly an artistic achievement, sonething like the writing 
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of a poem. It is noteworthy that as between two proofs of 
a theorem mathematicians will prefer the one which, as they 
say, is more 'elegant,' a term which has primarily an aesthe
tic rather than a logical significance.52 

The adjective, borrowed from the Latin, French and English, was undoubt-

edly selected to speak to the lay as well as the mathematical mind. 

However, Aydelotte gave some indication that he wa~ unwilling to 

concede the full claim to the conplete analogue between mathematics and 

art when he observed: 

Perhaps the best analogy is with architecture, which in its 
highest forms combines use and beauty •••• 

Unquestionably all scholars in all fields have their flashes 
of creative insight when they mold whole systems of knowledge 
and chains of reasoning in~o order and symmetry.53 

He concluded that "the very abstractness of the mathematician's 

conceptions and the r::.gor of nis t:-nini<ing ••• ciai:n for his suujt:•..:i... i_ilt! 

position so frequently assigned to it, that of being the mother of the 

sciences."'' 

· Aydelotte had thus, with fine descrirnination, conveyed to his 

audience that in its subjective effect upon the practitioner, truly 

creative ITEthematical thinking resembled the subjective effect upon the 

artist of his creative achievement. But he carefully avoided any implica-

tion that the objective results of the works of pure mathematicians and 

of fine creative artists are in any way the same. A fine construct in 

mathematics was not to be given the place of a fine creative piece of 

a~tistry, despite the lack of any differentiation by the mathematician 

"' bet\Jeen the two. In avoiding the extravagant claim, Aydelotte might 
'~. 

have been guided by the words of Joseph Conrad in differentiating the 

effects of the scientist and of the.artist, though both seek the truth 
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and r::ake their appeal. 

The artist appeals to that part of our being which is not 
dependent on wisdom: to that in us which is a gift and 
not an acquisition -- and, therefore, more permanently en- ~ 
during. He speaks to our capacity for delight and wonder, 
to the sense of mystery surrounding our lives; to our sense 
of pity, and beEuty, and pain; to the latent feeling of fel
lowship with all creation -- and to the subtle but invincible 
conviction of solidarity that knits together the loneliness 
of innumerable hearts, to the solidarity in dreams, in joy, 
in sorrow, in aspirations, in hope, in fear, which binds men 
to each other, ,,,hi ch binds together all humanity the dead 
to the living and the living to the unborn •••• 

All art ••• must strenuously aspire to the plasticity of sculp- . 
ture, to the colour of painting, and to the magic suggestive
ness of music -- which is the art of arts.54 

Far from trying to confine himself to an exclusive language, 

understood only by a few other men who alone can enjoy the elegance -- an 

- c... "'- -=- !!'- -- .&...- --~ __ ,. .. ,.., ... ,,,. 
------ - - _ ...... _ _ J _..,. " ~he triumph of his reasoning. the 

artist appeals to all mankind with eyes to see, ears to hear, heart to 

respond. Though he cannot appeal to all men with a single work, his 

truth must be so compelling as to touch even those who do not reach out 

for it. 

As for the place of the temporary members in the School of 

Mathematics, Morse · and von Neumann described this in discussing briefly 

a book on which Professor Veblen had been working for some years, first 

with Messrs. Taub and Givens in 1935, and latterly with them and others. 

The book was to be called Spinors in Projective Geometry; and was hope-

fully soon to be published. 

'Several other rnen ••• have worked with Veblen's group on 
this subject, and particularly on its applications to 
theoretical physics. In accordance with the general pol
icy of the Institute all these men are mature scientists 
rather than beginners. They came from widely separated 

· parts of the world. 
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Presu~~bly this bringing together of such men to work on 
a coi:rnon program for a "·hi le and then to depart to their 
several situations with renewed enthusiasm is about as 
much as the Institute can p~ofitably attempt to do in 
mathematics.•55 

Apparently Professor Veblen had seen neither the mathematicians' 

report nor Aydelotte's before he heard it read to the Trustees. Ten days 

after the Boa~d meeting, in ans~er to Aydelotte's request for corrment, 

the ~athenati~ian caused the professors' report to be attached to the 

minutes C'f a .School meeting, and re?lied to Aydelotte with advice on ar-

range~e, t F~d ~n oblique attack on his revelations of the work going 

forward in economics. He wrote: 

The nathematicians themselves ·are rather emphatic in regard
ing sue:; work as organizing and administering research pro
jects as 'extra-curricular.' Also they regard the type of 
work that they do for the Government as stri~~ly temp0r~r~ . 

no m::tter no~·~ 1 :-:. ~ ·,_., :: ~.:::.=:?.~ .::.::~ ~ .. :::.::2:;:;u.~y ~ t rlv:<~Y be at tlt~ }'J. t":.• 

ent time. Their real work is with the foundations of mathe
matics and mather.~tical physics, with the discovery and devel
opment of those principles of ;:;iathematics which will give to 
mathematics 'deeper harrr:ony as an art, and greater power as 
a science.' LMorse's and von ::eu:nann's vJOrd!!._f This is in 
accordance with the basic conception of the Institute; 
namely, that it is concerned with the long-term problems of 
scholarship, and not with the incidentals and accessories.56 

Despite Professor Veblen's rigorous eschewal of mathematical ap-

plications, time and circtnnstances were to change his views. Indeed, he 

and Aydelotte had already discussed the likelihood that the secret but 

important progress of governmentally-supported researches in atomic -fis-

sion would lead the Institute to take some position in it post-war. 

Aydelotte's brave and enlightening effort to make the work of 

Institute professors live for the Founders and the Trustees had given him 

and them a much better idea of the Institute and its diverse and dissoci-
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ated activities. His objective approach had inevitably given a correct 

impression that some men were busier than others. As a practical matter 

he emphasized the importance to the schools of added funds for stipends, 

so that the small but i mportant Institute might enlarge its influence 

upon learning in its fields through training in the techniques of 

schol~rly research as well as in quickening the inspiration to discover 

new knowledge. These reports were an i~pressive contribution from a de-

voted man, who could not imagine that an atteu.pt to penetrate the veil · of 

mystery which surrounded activities at the Institute could make it one 

w~it less · engaging. 

Mr. Houghton indeed served the Institute as long as his health 

permitted. J.he Chai,_H1an u1t:u ::.uuutul.y vu LhE: lotn .:>ep c~H:ber, J.':1c+J. , i.ea"1ng 

the Board to mourn a wise officer, and to solve the problem of replacing 

him. Mr. Barr~erger selected ~..r. Hardin to succeed Houghton as the Chair-

man, but since the lawyer was then eighty-one, decided that the off ice 

of President which had been merged with the chairwanship in 1933 should 

.now be separated, and that Mr. };laass should fill that post. Mr. Hardin 

could not hope to continue as Chairman of the Finance Conunittee, and so 

Mr. Leidesdorf took that place, bearing almost the entire burden of in-

vesting wisely and productively the Institute's liquid resources. For 

the necessary changes in the By-Laws, Mr. Bamberger authorized the Direc-

tor to consult outside counsel, since Mr. Hardin and Mr. Maass were not 

always in agreement in these matters. It seems, however, that Dr. Ayde-

lotte had a very good idea of what he wanted to achieve, and that he 

submitted his ideas to Mr. Paul Kieffer of New York for corrment and 
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advice, and not suggestions. Nevertheless, :·1r. Kieffer made a suggestion; 

it was that the powers of the President not reinstated with the office be 

mentioned specifically as inhering in the Director by amending Article 

VI; which described the functions and duties of the Director. But no 

57 such a~endment appears to have been offered. 

The arnenci-nents submitted to a special meeting of the ~1embers of 
almost 

the Corporation in January, 1942, omitted/entirely any mention of the duties 

and powers of the presidency as they had inhered in Mr. Bamberger and in 

Mr. ~o~ghtoa. The President was now to conduct meetings of the Members of 

the Corporation, and to sign documents as authorized by the Board. No 

powers of supervision were now 'Vested in him; there was a Vice-President . 

to :ict in his absence or disability. The Chairman presided ~ver meetings 

of the Board of Trustees. Both the President and the Chairman were mem

bers ex officio -of all standing cormnittees. 58 

If the President was no longer to appoint the members of those 

corrnnittees, how were they to be selected? They were to be nominated by 

the Corranittee on Nominations and elected by the Board. For this important 

function, the Commi ttee itself was to be changed. It was still to consist 

of three Trustees, each to serve three years, with one to be replaced each 

year, and the· senior in its service to chair its meetings. (It nominated 

its own members.) Mr. Maass found a small gap in the arrangements: since 

Mr. Bamberger still would allow no Vice-Chairman, he advised the Board to 

prov.ide that in the Chairman's absence the President should preside over 

Board meetings. The Board approved the amendments and voted in the new 

ff . 59 o icers. 
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For some reason the Nominating Comnittee failed to discharge 

its ne}J functions at the annual meeting which followed. The Board left 

the task of appointing the standing committees to Mr. Bamberger and the 

Director with power. ln this circumstance, Professor Veblen beca.~e a 

b . f h E . C . 60 
mem er o t e xecut1ve omm1ttee. When the Board convened that May, 

there were only eight Trustees present, and five absent, not counting 

Mr. Bamberger. The eight •-:iere all original members of the Board; of the 

five absentees, two attended not at all, one but rarely, and a fourth 

had just resigned. Thus the Board had at the moment ohly nine active 

r;iembers. In this situation, Messrs. Fulton and Moe, with their clear 
in 

interest in the Institute, and their wisdom/administrative and academic 

problems, were to prove most useful. Neverthless, five of the fourteen 

Trustees were new to the Institute. Perhaps it was because of this that 

Aydelotte yielded the coveted appointment to the Executive Corr:mittee to 

Professor Veblen. 61 For beyond any question, he was knowledgeable. 

Dr. Flexner seemed to be deeply offended by the potential 

power which Professor Veblen now assumed. The former Director had never 

missed a meeting of the Board, and only one of the Executi.ve Corrrni ttee, 

from which he had absented himself because his pension was decided upon 

then. Now he abstained from attending the meetings of either body. Nor 

would he resume attendance until he was requested to do so by Mr. Barn-

berger, when he appeared at the last meeting of the Board held while the 

Founder lived. However much he was offended, no word of the fact appears 

in the record at this time, nor was the elevation of Professor Veblen to 
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the Executive Committee ever raentioned as a cause of the differences 

which arose later between the t~o Directors. Succeeding events leave 

little doubt, however, that Professor Veblen was now prepared· to im-

press his will on the Board of Trustees. 

In making the budget for 1942-43 Dr. Aydelotte found-he could 

balance inco~e and expenditures by using (with Mr. Bamberger's permission) 

$15,000 from the Library fund for ordinary expenses, and by omitting the 

pension reserve of $10,000 and Professor Mitrany's salary, as he went ·on 

leave without pay. This gave the Treasurer the idea of omitting th~ 

pension reserve from the report for fiscal year 1942, so that a small 

bal2nce ($2,000) of income over expens~s was shown. The Institute appeared 

\.. • \.. 1... 1 . f h f .. . . . 1 9 ~ Q 6 2 to ~: ::: ~ .. :. __ &~K or t e irst time sine~ ... ~~· 

But Dr. Aydelotte did not intend that Mr. Barrberger should con-

elude that the Institute was really solvent, for apparently he sent the 

Founder a homily on the financial situation, judging -by a handwritten 

draft in his papers which reads as follows: 

Dear Mr. Bamberger: 

You will I am sure be pleased to hear our Treasurer Mr . Leid
esdorf report at the Board meeting in October that the result 
of the operation of the Institute for the year 1941-42 shows 
a surplus in place of the deficit of the two previous years. 
I feel it my duty to say to you in advance of -the meeting, 
what I must then say to the Trustees, that I hope you will 
not assume that this surplus means that we are solvent. The 
fact is that we are not. The permanent long-term obligations 
of the Institute which I inherited from Dr. Flexner amount to 
about $450,000 per year; our income from endowment is at pres
ent $330,000. The difference is rr~de up by temporary annual 
gifts from yourself, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie 
Corporation and other sources. The largest of these gifts 
(from the Rockefeller Foundation and yourself for economics) 
is made for a three year period, and will end in June, 1943. · 
Your gift of $100,000 for the library will be completed in 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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the year following. The Institute will face a serious finan
cial crisis when these gifts expire. You asked me a year ago 
to tell you what I proposed to do when that time arrived, and 
I have given long and careful thought to the problem. 

We cannot dismiss professors without giving the Institute a 
black eye from which it "ould take us long to recover. An 

. institution which aspires to lead the world in scholarship 
cannot begin its career by breaking its word to members of 
its staff. We could disciss all our assistants who are ap
pointed only on one year terms. It would cripple most of 
·our professors but it could be done. We could cancel all 
stipends to students •.• but this would largely destroy the 
usefulness of the Institute. A few other economies could be 
made but the effect would be to linit the usefulness of our 
institution which with adequate financial support could make 
itself more and more valuable to scholarship in this country 
and in the entire world. 

During the latter years of his tern as Director Dr. Flexner 
with your approval, enlarged the faculty so as to call for a 
budget considerably larger than the incorr.e which the Insti-
tute receives from its permenent endowment. This has given rise 
t0 a~~ual deficits4 That could not ·go on, and we have ended 
the detici t,; te:..por3-:-ily by tht-s:! .•. gitts, of -;:hirh ;-n•! !~"r

s elf· have given a considerable part. There :7Tt1St now be pro
vided for it some permanent ~oney, or the whole character of 
the Institute will change. Instead of growing into increased 
usefulness it will be cocpelled to terminate the most useful 
work it is doing: it must cease to assist students and be-
come merely a fund to maintain a few professors. 

If you intend to provide for the Institute either if'I your 
lifetime or in your will the problem is solved. If not I · 
think we should begin now to look elsewhere for support and 
meanwhile plan to curtail the work we are doing until such 
support can be found. We must plan "7ell in advance. The 
funds which will be needed to replace the te~porary gifts we 
now receive cannot be obtained on a moment's notice, and 
time "7ill be needed ~o plan the changes "7e should have to 
make if those funds are not forthcoming~ 

For this reason I venture to ask you no"7 to give me some 
intimation of your intentions, and Mrs. Fuld's, as to the 
provision of further endowment for the Institute. Naturally 
I hope that you will plan to complete "7hat you have so well 
begun, and will not leave it to others to give the funds to 
finish the work. What · you have done has made your generosity 
famous in the world of scholarship. But those who know and 
a~~ire the Institute most consider that we have made but a 
beginning and expect that we shall go forward to carry out 
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the plan. You have led me to feel that you and .Mrs. Fuld 
would not let this befall your work,·which leads me to put 
·the situation before you in this very frank manner. I 
should like all of this to be your work and I very much 
hope that is your intention. 

I think you have seen enough of my ad:ninistration to know 
that any funds provided will be economically used. The idea 
of a deficit is a nightmare to me. I believe it to be a 
first responsibility of an educational institution not to 
spend money which it does not possess but rather to keep 
expenses well within its income. The surplus this year, 
even in this time of stringency, will show you what efforts 
I am prepared to make to carry out that policy. Just because 
I believe those principles so strongly I venture to raise the 
whole financial question now in order that we may plan wisely 
for the future ·.63 

At about the s~-ne time Flexner wrote Aydelotte of his effort to 

bring Mr. Ba~berger's mind to bear on the plight of the ·institute. The 

Founder had telephoned him to inquire after his health, saying "We never 

::~~::;~ t~ ~~~:--~!~ and to :;pea ~:: of the :.~~!: ~h~t you gave us the best advice 

that we have ever received in all our lives." Flexner continued: 

That gave me a little chance to add: 'It is very pleasant, 
of course, Nr. Ba~berger, for me to have you and Mrs. Fuld 
feel as you do, but the whole world is passing through dif
ficult times, and colleges, universities, hospitals and es
pecially institutes of research, which have no income except 
from endowment, have to make a severe struggle to maintain 
their standards unimpaired. We rr.ust not . let the Institute 
at Princeton slip, but must by every effort maintain it on 
the level at which it was started.' 

. 64 
He rep lied, ' I agree with you thoroughly.' · 

When the Treasurer's Report for fiscal year 1942 was distributed, 

Mr. Bamberger, perhaps forgetful .of Aydelotte's warning, telephoned Flex-

ncr, who was also happy about the favorable turn in fortunes, for he ~'rote 

that the Founder, elated over the report, , "talked very much like his old 

lf n
65 Th 0 b . d se • · e cto er ~eet1ng came an went. The Treasurer made an oral 
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report, explaining how the s~all savings in 1942 were achieved, except 

that the omission of the $10,000 pension reserve was not mentioned in 

the minutes. 

Meanwhile, Dr. Aydelotte had been giving financial and adminis-

trative problems serious consideration. Four professors ~ere due to . 

retire after their sixty-fifth birthdays in 1944 and 1945. The added ex-

pense threatened to be substantial, if adequate mini~um pensions were to 

be paid, and the Institute's commitments for r.~ximum pensions were to be 

met. Aydelotte decided to make another attempt to engage the Founders' 

interest in the expansion of the Institute's activities, or at least the 

substitution of .other subjects for those affected by retirement. 

He persuaded Mr. Bamberger to invite him to discuss the problems 

of the Institute. respondin c: ·first .. ,;i-1-. ,, ~0~"!ral letter, which he took 

to Mr. Barrberger in Newark, directed to the importance of the Institute 

in American education, and the need to ensure its healthier financial 

condition. He emphasized strongly the need to train and guide the younger 

men who would be the scholars of the future. Since the Institute could 

never be large, it must be flexible, if it were to fill the real needs of 

changing times. Programs must change with the retirement of the older 

men. He reminded the Founder that he had suggested subjects in 1940, and 

offered to do so again ~f Mr. Bamberger wished him to do so. ·He would 

also like to talk with the Trustees, particularly the Executive Comnittee, 

which he had called to meet on the 14th December, and for which he intended 

an ever more important role in the affairs of the Institute.~'I feel that 

the committee should meet ~t frequent intervals and should have~h -~uller 
. ---

information about the whole situation ••. than has been the case in the past," -------

.I 

I 
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As he had hoped, Mr. B ~mberger invited him to be more specific 

about the subjects he had in mind, and so on the 8th December, he took 

a signed letter in hand and again visited ~tr. Bamberger. He confined 

his suggestions to Chinese and Latin-American studies; for these he esti-

mated annual budgets of $75,000 to $100,000 and $50,000 to $60,000 re-

spectively. His third suggestion was for research in English literature, 

which, he said: "I have been considering with a group of scholars .•• for 

· a number of years." There was active research going forward at that time 

within a group of young and vigoro~s men. His plan was to call four of 

these '"en, and to appoint six young post-doctorals as members to work 

with them. The project "ould not be a permanent addition to the Institute; 

ne choughc cwo or three years woul<l be enough, and estimated the cost at 

$50,000 a year. The fate of these requests was the same as in 1940; Mr. 

Bamberger would permit him neither to embark upon the programs nor to dis-
. . 67 

cuss them with the Trustees. But Aydelotte had done what he told Mr. 

Leidesdorf he wanted to do; he had got his answer from }1r. Bamberger on 

academic prograrrrning before bringing up with him questions of. lrrminent 

• d . 68 · retirements an pensions. 

Now he turned to Dr. Flexner for help in bringing pressure to 

bear on Mr. Bamberger to cause him to realize the desperate financial 

plight of the Institute. The two arranged to meet in Princeton on the 

69 
18th December. On the 22nd, Flexner, having talked with Mrp Bamberger, 

asked Aydelotte for a precise statement of the financial situation, which 

was complicated by the fact that the budget for the past year and the 

present seemed to be in balance, but only because approximately one-third 
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-0f the income ca.~e fro~ subventions. Flexner's illness and age had 

made him remote fro:n those affairs of the Institcte which he had dwelt 

on so continuouly as he directed it. Aydelotte had been kind to his ail-

ing predecessor; he had tried not to trouble him with his fears, although 

they had worked with one accord to turn the Founders' thoughts td the 

need for endo;.mient. Now Aydelotte told Flexner that the budget had not 

been balanced since 1938, and the deficit of 1940 would have been larger 

had Swarth~ore not paid his salary. The salaries of the two economists 

had never been capitalized in endow:nent; neither had the expenses of 

rnaintainin; Fuld Hall, to say nothing of keeping it in repair. Flexner's 

own pension was not provided for by endo~"1::£nt; there were besides pension 

arrangements which, wit~ Flexner's own, would cost about $30,000 a year, 

!f ~r~:~~~~r~ Hcr~f~Tc ~nd Lo~c ~~~~ tv ~~ceive annuities of $4,000 a 

· year when they retired, as Aydelotte was sure Flexne~ would agree they 

should. The end of his letter seems to indicate that Flexner had been 

encouraged by Mr. Bamberger to be quite specific about the Institute's 

need, for he concluded with the following: 

The upshot of all this is that we are running at least 
$125,000 behind at the present moment, which is the inter
est on $4 million. 

I hope, ho~~ever, that Mr. Bamberger's generosity will ex
tend not merelv to the point of covering our present commit
ments but ~ill make some provision for s uch interesting ex
tionsions as the development of Oriental studies, Latin 
Ar.ierican studies, and work in other fields in which I think 
the Institute mi ght make a great contribution •••• The plan 
which you laid down for the Institute and its method of ap
proach to scholarship is so effective, so much needed, and 
promises such fruitful results that it would be nothing less 
than a tragedy if we were not going to be able to enter 
other fields. We need not enter them all at once and .we can 
exchange one subject for another, but we need some margin in 
order to do anything.70 (Emphasis added) 
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But the hopefulness of the moment appeared to be deceiving; -Dr. Flexner 

wrote later that he did not believe it would be wise to ask Mr. Bamberger 

for $4 mil lion. 

When the Executive Comnittee met on the 14th Dece:::ber Messrs. 

Aydelott_e, Leidesdorf and Veblen were the only members in attendance. 

The minutes r l . '-e that they "discussed the financial situation in great 
berger 

detai 1." They decided that if the Rockefe ller-Bar.:/ -.' fund were renewed, 

"the budget for 1943-44 should be made on substantially the sa~ lines as 

the current budget." Thus they came close to pre-2mpting the function of 

the Budget Comulittee on ,,·hich no Faculty Trustee could serve. More im-

portant, p2rhaps, they decided that the Executive and Finance Comnittees 

should meet each month of the academic year in which the Board did not, 

even in the summ2r if necessary. 1nu:, rLofes:su1 ;!<:blen ap11..::a·u :.! L.0 ."t.c 

starting on the course he had suggested to Flexner in July, 1931 that 

an executive corrmittee of Faculty Trustees should conduct the -business of 

the Institute during the intervals between the Board meetings. (See p. 168) 

Of course he must have other Faculty members with him on the Board, but 

he had not given up hope of doing that. The Board approved the schedule 

f h . 71 or t e n1eet1ngs. 

Having received Mr. Bamberger's refusal to permit him to discuss 

his plans with the Executive Committee, Dr. Aydelotte then asked if the 

Executive Conrnittee might consider what should be done about pensions 

and retirements. These were imminent in the cases of Messrs. Einstein .anJ 

Herzfeld, who would reach their sixty-fifth birthdays .in 1944, and -Messrs. 

Lowe and Veblen, who ·would do so in 1945. 72 Mr. Bamberger gave his approval. 

The Executive Comnittee met on the 26th February, 1943, and requested 
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Aydelotte to collect and submit data from the Teachers Insurance.and 

Annuity Association. Just before the meeting the Director ·gave the 

Treasurer a summary of the main problems. The Committee asked Mr. Hardin 

to find out whether Mr. Bamberger would like the name of the Institute 

changed; he had showed irritation on the frequent occasions when the 

press and others confused the Institute with the University, instead of 

recognizing it as a separate entity. 73 

On the ·1st March, Aydelotte conferred with Flexner. on a very 

serious matter: · Mr. Bamberger had told him that he "had made no finan-

cial commitment to the Institute." Flexner returned to New York and was 

ill for a week, then sending Aydelotte a letter enclosing a draft for his 

comment and criticism of another he proposed to send to Mr. Bamberger. 

In that 11e conceded that the ·Founder was correct: "neither you nor Mrs. 

Fuld ever made a financial commitment beyond what you actually gave," he 

wrote. But he followed this by setting forth history pointing out action 

after action in which they tacitly conceded they considered themselves 

"bl f h f h f" · f h I · 74 respons1 e or t e urt er inanc1ng o t e nst1tute. There is no 
that 

evidence that Dr. Aydelotte offered his comments, or that/effort went 

further. However, on the very same date Aydelotte sent Mr. Leidesdorf a 

long and powerful draft which he hoped· the Treasurer would send to Mr. 

Bamberger over his signature, emphasizing the virtually insolvent position 

of the Institute if outside subventions ceased. In that he suggested 

that the following steps would be necessary: the elimination of all ·as-

sistants, or all stipends; or reduction of all $15,000 professorial sal-

aries . to $12,500, and his own to $15,000; or the use of the surplus in the 

Rockefeller-Bamberger fund; or leaving unfilled all vacancies caused by 
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. . 75 
retirements. 

Mr. Bamberger actually signed his last will on the 20th Febru-

ary, 1943, making the Institute for Advanced Study his residuary legatee, 

before any of the last four efforts were made. Of course, Mr. Hardin 

knew it, and probably }-1r. Leidesdorf also. But neither was free to di-

vulge the information. Perhaps Mr. Bamberger had become exasperated by 

Aydelotte's h&llffiering and ho:nilies, so that he deliberately refrained 

from easing the Director's pain and worry immediately. But teil him he 

ultimately did, though when is a question. As will be seen later, Ayde-

lot'te did not agree with himself as to the time of Mr. Bamberger's reve-

lation. (See p. 583) 

The Executive Committee met again on the 22nd March, and came 

tc cc~t~in conclusions about the pension p~oblems. 71...--- ··--- --·--~ _i ___ _, 
.1. 1.•-" · -- "9-4- --1.L~.A.--.A.-~ 

by the Board at its annual meeting in Apri 1. The que.stions were difficult. 

The Committee did not mention the fact that Professors Einstein, Veblen 

and Weyl were to receive pensions of $8,000 on retiring at the age sixty-

five, or that Dr. Flexner was receiving $12,000 then. But it did empha-

size the distress in the cases of Herzfeld and Lowe, ~hose Teachers Insur-

ance and Annuity Association benefits would yield far less than· the $4,000 

per annum which since 1905 had been considered a proper minirrrum annuity 

76 
for university professors. It recomnended that the Institute should 

directly augment their Teachers Insurance and Annuity · Association pensions 

to allow each $4,000, which would cost the Institute $4,650 per annum. 

Five more professors would retire ~ween 1950 and i957, none of whom 

'"' would receive $4,000 under prevailing arrangements with Teachers Insurance 

and Annuity Association. Without regard for the benefits to be realized 

i 
I 

. I 
I 
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the Corranittee reco:7lmended that the joint equal premium payments of all 

five should be doubled, if the professors were willing. The results 

would yield Professors Mitrany and Stewart less than $4,000, and Pro-

fessors Alexander, Panofsky and Warren more than that sum. The cost to 

the Institute of doubling its contribution for the five would be $3,150 

per annum. 

The total cost of the Corr:T.ittee's recom:r.endations was relatively 

@odest -- $7,800 a year. But in failing to mention the Institute's re-

sponsibility for the larger pensions, the Corrrnittee had understated its 

potential liabilities by about $28,000. Moreover, it had recorrnnended no 

overall policies governing the age at ·which professors should retire, or 

h bl . hrn f . . d . . . . 77 t e esta is ent o a recognize minimum pension. 

When the Board surveyed this handiwork, which it discussed for 

a whole afternoon, it was obviously dissatisfi ed with the results, and 

decided that a Special Committee on Pensions should be appointed to re-

view the whole subject and report to a special session of the B.oard to be 

held in about a month. The minutes reveal that the dissatisfaction was 

not due alone to the report: it became apparent that not all the Trustees 

were receiving the Treasurer's annual report at the end of each fiscal 

year. Indeed, it would seem that some were not even aware that the Trea-

surer was offering such an excellent compendium of financial data as he 

had been making ·since fiscal 1934. These were admirably detailed, showing 

for each year a balance sheet, current expenditures in great detail, in-

come by sources, financial status of the Foundation, lists of all securi-

ties together with changes in the portf~lio and a surranary of capital gains 

and losses. In view of a policy to restrict the circulation of such data 
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one can readily appreciate h~w radical was Dr. Weed's suggestion in 

1939 that a financial report of the Institute be published in the annual 

Bulletin, although it is possible that only the newer rr.€mbers of the Board 

were aggrieved by the failure to acquaint them with the facts~ 78 

The question was bound to arise at this meeting, not only be

cause of the pension matter, but also because the Bcdget Committee reported 

it could present no budget for 1943-44, nor could the Treasurer, he re-

ported, account correctly for savings and reserves of surplus in accordance 

with a resolution passed on the 13th May, 1940, providing that an excess 

of income in any fiscal year should be set up ina surplus account instead 

of being turned to capital account as had been done theretofore. The prob

lem here was the .treatrr.ent of a surplus in the Rockefeller-Bawberger fund 

It seeITed that the arrangements ~~~~ oy the Uirector with 

Nr. Willitts did not suit the Chairrr.an of the Board of the Foundation, and 

that the disturbance of these agreements resulted in doubt about the use 

of reserves in the fund and consequently in the accounts of the· Institute, 

~hich had little or no margin of safety. 79 

The Special Committee on Pensions consisted of Mess.rs. Leides• 

dorf, Chairman, E. S. Bamberger, Maass, Moe and Weed. Clearly Moe and 

probably Edgar Bamberger had been critical of the report of the Executive 

Committee for its treaL~ent of individuals rather than of policies, and 

therefore earned appointments. Omitted from th~ group which had made the 

report were Messrs. Hardin, Flexner and Veblen. Since Flexner did not 

attend, and Mr. Hardin was .uninterested, the net effect ~as to relieve 

Professor Veblen of further action at the formulative level. Later moves 

to "pack" the Executive Committee indicated that some of the Trustees did 
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n~t welcome his influence there, as will be seen. 

The discussion at the April meeting was so protracted that no 

time was given the Director to render his report; he was told to present 

it at the special meeting soon to be held. And though officers were duly 

nominated and elected, the com:nittees were not; instead, Mr. Hardin an-

nounced at the end of the meeting "that. the St2nding Corraiittees would be 

substantially the same as for the present year." The minutes go on to 

say: 

Since the meeting of the Board, however, it has developed 
that certain change s will be necessary, and these will be 
announced by the Chairman at the special meeting. 

But at that meeting, the Conr.iittee on Nominations presented its 

recom:nendations, and the Board approved .them. Messrs. Moe and E. S. Barn-

berger w~re elected to the Executive Comnittee. By $ta tute the Executive 

Corr:nittee had four members; it now had nine, since none was removed. Dr. 

Leo Wolman, Professor of Economics at ColuITbia, a director of Mutal Insur-

ance Company of New York, member of the research staff of National Bureau 

of EconCJ.nic Research, close friend of Messrs. Douglas, Stewart and Flex-

ner, was elected a Trustee of the Institute in April, 1943, and assigned 

h C . F" 80 to t e omn1ttee on inance. 

The Special Committee studied the retirement policies of several 

universities, examined the pension and retirement arr.angemznts which had 

been made for the individual professors of the Institute, and at first 

evidently decided against any special action which would give any professor 

a pension of more than $4,00o. 81 -Thus the first thought was to .eliminate 

the doubling of joint premiums suggested by the Executive Corrrnittee, per-

haps on the ground that no favoritism should be shown. But that view did 
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not prevail. The Cor.imittee then subnitted certain alternatives to Mr. 

Bamberger, and when they received his answer through Mr. Farrier, com-

pleted their report . to show his decisions • One alternative offered to 

double joint equal pre:niur.is for Professors Alexander, Panofsky and War-

ren to yield pensions- above $4,000 if they wished to participate on an 

equal basis; otherwise joint equal lesser amounts at their option. The 

other would be joint equal increased premiums to yield pensions of $4,000. 

Mr. Barr.berger chose the first. Professors Mitrany and Stewart were of

fered the opportunity to match premiu.~s rr.ore than double current ones 

to yield pensions of $4,000. Alternative proposals would give Dr. ·Swann 

a pension of $1,200 or $1,500, the added expense to be borne by the In

stitute. Mr. Bamberger opted for the $1,200 annuity, which would cost · 

the Institute ~900 per a;:murn and Miss Swann nothing adcii tional. Professors 

Herzfeld and Lowe were to receive direct subsidies for total pensions of 

$4,000. The Committee recommended these actions to the Board, together 

~ith offers to Dr. Mayer to .pay equal premiums to build a pension of $1,500, 

and to double equal premiums with the Director in the hope of meeting the 

Board's corrrnitment to him and Mrs. Aydelotte as·survivor on his retirement 

at some undetermined date. As for the Director Emeritus and the three pro

fessors who had been promised pensions of $8,000, Dr. Aydelotte had inves

tigated the cost of insuring the Institute's liability and found it exces

sive, as had his predecessor. Therefore the Institute would subsidize them 

directly. The Committee stated the annual cost. 

The Board agreed with all these recomrnendations,-except that it 

placed Professors Warren, Mitrany and Stewart in the group to be offered 

the opportunity-to contribute to a $4,000 annuity. It found that all the 

increased premiums would cost the Institute about $12,000 per annum above 
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the usual 57. of salaries. The total direct subsidies, .including $600 

per annum for Mrs. Bailey, would cost approxirr~tely $29,000 · per annum. 

The Committees had found that Professors Earle, Meritt, Morse~ Riefler and 

von Neumann would fare well under the normal arrangements, and the Board 

agreed. The Comnittee noted that Miss Goldillan had -been omitted from the 

pension arrangements because "she possesses an independent fortune and 

because of the unusual nature of her appoi.ntmenL" The Board agreed, cit-

ing only the latter reason. 

As for general policies, the Comnittee recorranended, and the 

Board agreed, that in effect the minimum pension should be $4,000 for 

professors, and that every professor should retire at the end of the f is-

cal year in which he reached J:tis sixty-fifth birthday, except that when 

·~~ bi~th~~y r_,, in July or Aug~sL, L~~i c~ment should be effective the 

first of the following month. But the Board left itself some leeway, and 

added that the time of retirement for any professor might be deferred by . 

its own vote. The Director was instructed to arrange terms in all future 

appointments. to effectuate these policies, and cautioned that iri employing 

an older man the burden might require a reduced salary. Officially, the 

Board stated that its "maximum annual pension liability will be between 

$30,000 and $35,000 in addition to the 5% premiums ••• On the other hand, 

there will be a decrease in the salary roll from July 1, 1945 onwards of 

not less than $50,000!' The minutes added: 

The Board believes that these measures will satisfactorily 
~ meet the matter of pensions ••• at a cost which will put no 

'-.. un.due strain on the budget and which wi 11 not demand addi
"-·-tJonal capital funds for this purpose.82 

-----------
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Clearly there was PO official recognition then of any future 

gifts in contemplation. 

Throughout Dr. Flex!'!.er to dissent. He took the posi-

tion that the Institute was being less than generous. He had called ap-

pointments to the Faculty "indeterminate" with the idea that men reach-

ing age sixty-five might be continued in active service year by year on 

recomn:endation of the Director, approved by the Board. He had told Messrs. 

Herzfeld and Lowe that their active service might · be so extended, for they 

admittedly had been appointed to .finish their life's work, which might 

require an extension of active service beyond age sixty-five. But Flexner 

was careful to tell Dr. Aydelotte that since "matherr.aticians do their best 

work in their forties and fifties," he ~ould not recormiend extensions ·for 

el~n~l rrofessor Einstein or Professor Veblen. Ind~~~, he would not con-

sider it necessary to replace them. Moreover, he felt that minimum pen-

sions of $4,000 were inadequate; the minimum standard of $8,000 recently 

·adopted by the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research was more appro-

priate. Where, he asked Aydelotte queruously, were the early promises 

of Messrs. Leidesdorf and ~.raass, who had talked in terms of $30 million 

for the Institute? He added: 

It was on this basis that I acted; and I felt justified 
in continuing so to act because the Founders without re
quest from me ••• gave the Institute additional funds ~nd ••• 
bought a large site and proposed the building of Fuld Hall. 
Have circumstances so fundamentally altered that the Insti
tute is so soon forced to abandon some of the characteristics 
that make it most notable and distinctive?83 

Dr. Aydelotte had his answer ready: it was Mr. Bamberger's re-

collection that with the abandonment of the· policy to promise $8,000 pen-

sions, the joint 10% contribution to Teachers Insurance and Annuity Associ-
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ation was to take care of the whole problem, regardless of the age of 

the professor at his appointment. But Flexner had reason to kr.ow that 

this was not true. He maintained that the Founders as well as the other 

Trustees had understood clearly that the 1070 pre~iums to Teachers Insur-

ance and Annuity Association would not take care of adequate pensions 

for the older men. He had consulted Teachers Insurance and Annuity Asso

ciation before April, 1932, he said. 84 There was no real controversy be-

tween the two Directors , then, however. But certain surprising develop-

r:ents followed swiftly which did arouse hostile feelings. 

After the Board meeting in June, Aydelotte called in all the 

profess~rs individually and informed each exactly what the Board had de-

cided in his case. At the end of these conferences, he wrote Mr. Leides-

dart th.:>t- ::!!! concerned, except Professors Herzfeld a11J Lo"We, were "uni-

. formly cordial and grateful." As to the protests of ·the t"Wo humanists, 

he said: 

I sympathize with them ••• but I have told them that the fi
nancial -situation ••. rr~de it impossible for us to continue 
them beyond sixty-five and pointed out to them gently that 
the annuities for them went far beyond any provision made 
at the time of their appointnents ••• In every other case the 
~erebers ••• were· extremely well satisfied ••• thought the action 
of the Board was fair and generous, and were only disposed 
to be a little anxious as to whether the Institute will be 
financially able to carry out the arrangeoent. I was able 
to tell them that all this was financially sound from our 
point of vie~.85 

The Director also wrote Dr. Flexner at this time, saying he hoped 

his predecessor was better satisfied, and telling him of Herzfeld's and 

Lo"We's complaint that Flexner had himself "promised" them added terms of 

active service to enable them to finish their work. He added that while 

Mr. Bamberger had been "appalled at the magnitude of the pension problem 
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at first, he is now well satisfied with the solution which has been 

86 
reached." 

On the 12th July the Director wrote each professor confirming 

the terms he had discussed with him. The two humanists were still pro-

testing vigorously, and Aydelotte asked Mr. Moe to help him with a sug-

gestion or two. Moe, saying that "hard cases made bad law," finally 

suggested that in addition to the.ir augmented annuities, each should re-

ceive an additional sum annually for three years for expenses to enable 

h . f• . h h. k 87 1m to 1n1s is wor • 

· But neither man was satisfied. Professor Herzfeld sold his 

valuable library and museum privately in New York without giving the 

University or the Institute an opportunity to offer to purchase them~ He 

had completed manuscripts for which the Instit 11te was unable to appropri-

ate more than $6,000 for publication of -one of his works; Herzfeld left 

for Europe soon after the war ended to try to raise the necessary money. 

He died while in Europe in 1948. Professor Lowe seemed to feel doubly 

aggrieved; he felt he had a case at law, and consulted_ an eminent jurist 

who referred him to an attorney, from whom he learned that he had no case 

and should abandon any thought of suing the Institute. Professor Lowe 

also sold his valuable library and collection privately, without giving 

either the University or the Institute an opportunity to purchase them. 

Curiously, Dr. Lowe complained that he had "been encouraged" to build ·a 

home with money at 47. on a large and beautiful lot on Battle Road Circle 

- which he leased from the Institute at $1 a year for ninety-nine years. 

As Aydelotte was to write him: 
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The Trustees understand that you felt, in your own phrase, 
that you should not have been allowed to build a house in 
view of your·prospective retirement •••• 

The Board was embarrassed; it offered to take the house off the Profes
had 

sor's hands for what it/cost him, or to allow him to sell it subject to 

its right to recapture it. Meanwhile, it remitted amortization payments, 

and gave ~im a year to decide which he wished to do. . He sold the house 

at a substantial profit with the Board's approval, in spite of the op-

position of Messrs. Maass and Veblen. Professor Lowe has continued 

throughout the years to occupy the most luxurious office in Fuld Hal1. 88 

In 1945 Aydelotte asked the Rockefeller Foundation to help with 

the expense mone.y i.t had agreed to pay Professor Lowe. Dr. Stevens of 

the Division of the Humanities consulted the authorities at the Oxford 

Press. He found thaL ~.,.11i..i.L 11t::'.ni.. i..nt!H! favcre~ cutt::.ng off the Codes Latini 

Antiquiores with the fourth volume, which it had just got in hand. This 

was not because the Press believed any the less that the ten projected 

volumes would serve scholars ·well for the next one hundred years, but be-

cause the manuscript was so slow in corning to press. The Foundation re-

· fused further aid on the basis of this advice, and Dr. Lowe continued the 

work, while the Institute . supplied him with a ·research assistant, secre-

89 tarial service, travel funds,,etc. 

In August Professors Einstein and Veblen .entered the ranks of 

the dissatisfied. Professor Einstein suddenly asked Dr. Aydelotte to take ' 

back his letter of the 12th July establishing his retirement .at the end of 

fiscal 1944 with a pension of $8,000, on the ground that "Dr. Flexner had 

never written me a letter of appointment." In some way he had become con-

vinced of this, and since his papers had been confiscated by the Nazis, . 
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he could not refresh his me~ory. Oddly enough, the Institute's official 

file had disappeared; it reappeared years later, and with it the documents 

cited in Chapter IV. Aydelotte asked Dr. Flexner for verification and set 

the Director Emeritus and Mrs. Bailey to cudgel their brains for recollec-

tion. The clearest of recalls here would not have sufficed. Of course 

the Board minutes of the 10th .October, 1932, began a regular pattern of 

tenns of appointment which invariably provided for retirement at age sixty-

five unless it was deferred by the -Board. The agenda for the Co:rmittee on 

Pensions stated Veblen's ground as being that~his appointment antedated 

Einstein's. Aydelotte made sane pencilled notes of Veblen's statements as 

follows: (1) successors should be appointed promptly after the retirement 

of professors; (2) The Institute should recognize its moral obligation to 

increase to tl..: !!'.GY.in;L:<. .L-1 _ _ _ _ .. __ _ ~ --
· .c. :..: . : ~hrc:. :.: . .:. : .:.:.~ _ :_ 

of Mathematics who were still receiving less; (3) . the interests of the 

Institute would best be served by retaining himself and Professor Einstein 

90 in active . status. 

-Aydelotte conferred with various Trustees, including Moe and 

Wolman and the members of the Finance Committee. A letter to Moe on the 

26th August indicated that "the Finance Committee agrees in _principle 

·with the line that you and I took, but Wolman suggested one or two modi-

fications in detail which seem to me to be good," It is likely that 

this "line" was to avoid making "bad law" -- not to breach the policy 

recommended by the Special Committee and established by the Board. He 

'Was going to confer further with Mr. Moe soon. But it became appar~nt 

that an impasse developed between ~he Comnittee and the two professors, 

for the Committee met on the 24th September and the 5th October, and 
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the Director was able only to repcrt "progress" to the Board on the 

latter date. Meanwhile the dissidents' cases had not been submitted to 

the Executive Co:miittee or the Board. Finally, as became apparent, Mr. 

Bamberger took a hand, and directed that the two members of the powerful 

School of Mathematics should continue to receive their full salaries. 

The Co:nmittee met on the 8th December, and reported alternatives to the 

Executive Corrrnittee which read as .follows: 

That because of the ir distinguished service to the Institute, 
Professors Einste in and Veblen may, at their opt.ion, be con
tinued upon the active list until each reaches the age of 
seventy. 

Sugg~sted alternative: That because ot their distinguished 
service to the Institute, the rule of retirement at age 65 
shall be vaived in the cases of Professors Einstein and 
Veblen, the date of Professor Einstein's retirement shall 
be fixed between him and the Trustee~. and Prnf P ~~nr Vebl~n 
rr.ay, at his opti0r: , :::::::~i::;;::: ;;Y~~. !:~~ .;cti-.;e ~. ; s t until in:: 

reaches the age of seventy. 

The Executive Committee chose the second, and added: 

The Trustees ·shall make no conditions for men on the retired 
list as to their places of residence or the activities in 
which they may engage, except that Professors Einstein, 
Veblen and Weyl, for whom unusually favorable pension ar-. 
rangements have been made, shall not identify themselves 
with another institution without the approval of the Trus
tees. 91 

Here at last was the "bad law" which most of the Trustees had 

been so anxious to avoid. Aydelotte, vacationing in Florida -during the 

Christmas holidays, was made aware of Einstei~'s embarrassment, and wrote 

Mr. Bamberger that because of that feeling, which he surmised Veblen might 

share, he believed it would be best if the Founder gave the Institute the 

$7,000 per annum for each man, so that the Faculty could be assured their 

budgets would not . suffer. He would like to announce the funds were com-

ing from "an anonymous donor." He continued: 
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In 1945 we shall, as you ·know, be forced to make a serious 
cut in expenditures unless we receive more income. I know 
you are opposed to cutting salaries, as I am myself, if by 
any means it can be avoided. If you plan to make any con
tributions in 1945 to avoid the necessity, the contribu
tions for Einstein and Veblen could simply be merged in 
that gift ••• I would not ~ake this suggestion if I did not 
feel it ~ould be important to the whole Faculty. 

i-1r. Ba.-nberger's reply showed impatience: 

••• In reference to your remark about the Institute's finan
cial probler:is, I CL'll somei;,-hat surprised. I was under the 
irr:pression that any misunderstanding that might have existed 
had already been ironed out.93 

It was apparent that Mr. Bamberger was not really conscious of 

the startling nature of the exceptions which he had made, or of their 

inevitable effect on the Faculty. Moreover, if the "-ironing out" was 

through the bequests of the ·Founders, it might not suffice to allevidte 

the Institule's pres~n~ hucigecary proo1ems. Ayd~lotte was eve~ mo£e con-

scious of his difficult position when he received an ominous note from 

Dr. Flexner: 

I do not understand the considerations which led to some 
of the action taken. Mr. Bamberger· told me some weeks ago 
that he wanted me to attend the Board meetings, and I agreed 
to do so. I have never been in the position of differing 
with you at a r.ieeting of the Board, and I do not wish to do 
so, if it can possibly be avoided. I suggest that you and 
I try to meet toward the end of this week.94 

Aydelotte made his position clear to Mr. Bamberger in _a personal 

visit, and was able to tell the Faculty on January 24th that a special 

gift from an "anonymous" donor would defray the cost -of the continued full 

salaries for Professors Einstein and Veblen, "'hile the $27,000 for three 

years to meet the expenses of Professors Herzfeld and Lowe was to be 

taken from surplus funds. Professor Lowe came to the meeting with his 

complaints in writing, asking for the appoint;r.ent of a special committee 
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·to survey r..atters of ret.irement, pensions, and salaries, which he asserted 

were grossly unequa~. His colleagues finally dissuaded him from pressing 

his cause, and the meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the Director 

for his careful work. 95 

~'hen the Board met next day, Messrs. Douglas and ~olIT.an attended 

for the first time, though the one had been a Trustee for . three years and· 

the other for nearly one. Dr. Flexner also attended. The first matter 

discussed and decided appertained to the establish~ent of a Special . Econ

omic Reserve Accoun4 y;hich was accomplished by "perfecting" prior resolu

tions providing that savings in income should be kept in a surplus account, 

properly earmarked for special purposes. Of course, it was really not the 

wording of the resolutions which had taken so many months, but rather the 

working out uC an agre~menc with ~hP KnrkPr~ lle~ F~~n~~tion v~~~~ ~uul~ 

serve Mr. Stewart's objectives. 96 Also Mr. Leidesdorf now announced tha~· 

he had mailed to each Trustee a full financial report for fiscal year 1943. 

But the interest of some Trustees extended beyond that. Dr. 

Wolman asked whether it was the custom to distribute to all Trustees the 

minutes of the ·Executive Cammi ttee; Dr. Aydefotte replied that in the 

past trose minutes had gone out only to the Committee's members, but that 

in future they would be sent to all Trustees. 97 Further evidence of criti

cal attitudes appeared when Dr. Fulton _ asked whether the $6,000 set aside 

for publication of one of Herzfeld's works would suffice "to bring out 

even one of his books." Dr. Aydelotte could only express the hope that 

outside funds might be enlisted for that, and for others of the Professor's 

accumulating manuscripts. But he reported that the American Council of 

Learned Societies, which had helped liberally to publish works of Professor 
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Panofsky and Dr. de Tolnay during the past year, had said that "they 

would make their contributions in the future dependent upon contributions 

from the Institute's budget." Indeed, Dr. L. Leland had sent Aydelotte 

a copy of the Council's minutes to that effect; they ended with this 

s_tatement: "The Council expressed .astonish.llent that such an organization 

as the Institute had no provision for publication of research in the human-

ities." Was the Council aware that Institute funds were more liberally 

supplied for publication of the papers of the School of Mathematics? It 

might have been so, for the Faculty had considered the need for underwrit-

ing the publication of books at its meetings in September and again in 

December, going so far as to debate asking for an Institute imprint, but 

. 98 
tabling it because of the lack uf funds. 

It was, then, :r.acie quite clear that the special gift from the 

"anonymous" donor (known to be Mr. Bamberger) was badly needed to publish 

the works of the humanities instead of to eontinue full salaries for two 

Faculty members whose pensions equaled or bettered the full salaries of 

many university professors of the day, including some at Princeton Univer-

s1ty. There was reproach in this guarded questioning; candid debate was 

evidently foreclosed by the presence of the fragile Founder. Apparently 

Aydelotte did not favor the exceptions to the retirement policy. He had 

worked faithfully with the Committee, and with Mr. Moe particularly, who 

viewed these things with impersonality and - a knowledge of good adminis-

tration, with the result that the Comnittee seemed to have decided upon a 

""' compromise of the claims of Veblen and Einstein which might have avoided 
............. 

-------breaching policy. Its details are not available; they died a-horning·,-- ----- _ 

having evidently failed to please the two professors. It seems that they 
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were superseded by Mr. Bamberger's capitulation to a direct appeal from 

Professor Einstein, or from Professor Veblen on the physicist's behalf. 

Characteristically, Aydelotte composed a series of handwritten notes to 

gui~e him in his conference with Mr. Bamberger on the 22nd January, 'When 

he secured the Founder's pledge to give the difference between the pen

sions and continued full salaries. These indicate that he declined to 

justify the individual exceptions to policy, and went furtr.er to speculate 

that the $15,000 salary rate was too high -~ it was "buying professors" 

-- ·and in future it should be $10,000 to $12,000, with pensions of $7,200 

and full service for life. This he seemed to justify .on the grot.:nd that 

it would give "freedom of movement -- 1..-;_o"'!!../ no one can leave except my

self -- cannot cor.mand a higher salary elsewhere." But the Director knew 

he coui<l not prevail against the appeal of the phys:i.c.ist to Mr. ·Bamberger, 

and so wisely he did not try. 99 

The Board approved the recommendations of the Executive Committee 

after Professor Veblen assured the Treasurer that the Faculty understood 

and approved the exceptions made, having thanked the Director for his 

careful work for them. Mr. Aydelotte referred frankly to the identity 

of the "anonymous11 donor, and received permission to investigate housing 

for members, a long-felt necessity, and landscaping to make the Institute 

appear more like the campus. It was clear now that the Founders were 

committed to "take care of the Institute in their wills."lOO 

When Veblen received the ·formal notice from the Director ·that 

the Board had approved his salary arrangement, he replied in character

istic fashion: 
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As I said to you the other day, this arrangement with re
gard to my retirement a~d that of Einstein is particularly 
gratifying in that it makes a substantial part of the sal
aries which we have been receiving available for other 
Institute purposes. I am.sure you will understand me if I 
take the liberty of saying that I think the two purposes 
which should have priority are: (1) that of fulfilling the 
cormnitrr.ents that were reade_rr~ny years ago to thr~e of the 
mathem~tical professors, Li.e., maximuffi salarie~/ and (2) 
that of providing for suitable successors to Einstein and 
myself. I reco·gnize, of course, that both of these pur
poses have to1Bi c0nsidered in their relation .to a bal
anced budget. 

The position of Professor Veblen ~as now very strong. He had 

won favor with Professor Einstein, having at long last seen that his · 

former policy of coolness or even open hostility weakened his position 

as he wanted it to be among the Trustees and the Faculty. Veblen had 

little claim to the Board's consideration at this time, except as he 

and at the same time the source of the prestige of the Institute. 
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CHAPTER X 

THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER 

On the 11th March, 1944 Louis Bamberger died in his sleep just 

before his ninetieth birthday. Few had known him intimately, but the 

corrniunity which he had enriched with his generosity mourned him. The 

Newark Evening News, to which he had been so loyal in 1930 as news of the 

Foundation was made public, editorialized sorrowfully at his going. It 

co~ented that generous as had been his public benefactions, he derived 

the greatest joy from many deeds of kindness which were known only to 

himself and the beneficiaries. ~e did not yield to importunities and 

always made up his mind in_dependently as to what was worthy of · his help. 

The editori~l conti~·0~· 

He was a calm, quiet man of simple tastes, who hated only 
ostentation and pretentiousness. For these his scorn was 
unmistakable, but for Dost of the foibles and failings of 
humanity he had inexhaustible tolerance. He was shy, re
served, and sparing of speech, but he expressed himself with 
directness and candor and his words lost none of their 
forcefulness because they were invariably spoken in a voice 
little louder than a whisper. 

He wielded his great power -with a delicacy and restraint 
which marked all his actions, and his humility and self
effacing spirit made him appear to be unconscious of his 
eminence.I 

Speaking for the Institute, Dr. Aydelotte told the press: 

A native shrewdness and knowledge of human nature ••• enabled 
him to form sound opinions of men connected with higher 
scholarship as well as of men of business. He and his sis
ter, Mrs. Fuld, saw instantly the merit of Dr. Abraham 

""' Flexner's proposal for an institute devoted to advanced 
, research beyond the doctor's degree ••• Without pretending 
' '--._ to any broad knowledge of education and scholarship Mr. 

~Bamberger sensed the fact that emphasis upon excellence 
rather than upon size was the greatest need of higher studies -......... . 
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in the United States. He made himself one of the great bene
factors of American scholarship not merely by the amount of 
money he gave but still more, I should say, by his selection 
of the purposes· to which his generosity was devoted.2 

When the Board met on the 18th April, the Trustees knew that 

the Founder had left his residual estate to the Institute and were sin-

cerely gratified. During a short period given to reminiscences Mr. Har-

din, then eighty-four years of age, expressed deep distress over the loss 

of his friend and client, whom he described as "by far and. away the best 

friend I ever had." Mr. Maass, in Mr. Leidesdorf's absence, apparently 

spoke with a lapse ~f memory, omitting ~ny mention of the Treasurer in 

recalling .the investigations in 1929 and 1930 for a suitable philanthropy. 

Dr. Flexner rewedied the omission gracefully, at the same time reminding 

the Trustees that the Institute "was the work of no one man. 113 

The Trustees had not yet prepared a memorial resolution to Mr. 

Bamberger; the Faculty was more alert. At a meeting on the 3rd April it 

had adopted a tribute which was now read to the Trustees. Policy overtones 

appear in this document. Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld were given the credit 

for having originated the plan "to found a School for research with excep-

tional and unhampered opportunities for advanced study." The resolution 

expressed gratitude for the "ccmtinued benefactions" of the Founders, and 

appreciation that Mr. Bamberger "even at the last" strengthened the Insti-

tute's resources. The Faculty membe~s rededicated themselves to realize 

to the full the hopes with which the Institute was established. 4 

On the 18th July Carrie Bamberger Frank Fuld followed her brother 

in death. Mr. Hardin then canceled the Comnittee he had :iame.d on the 7th 

July to prepare a memorial resolution to Mr. Bamberger, and told the Direc-

tor he would himself prepare one to both Founders. He submitted his draft 
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to Mr. Leidesdorf for comment. The .Treasurer found an error; Dr. Flexner, 

he informed Mr. Hard.in, was not an intix;-.ate and old friend of Mr. Bamberg-

er's. On the contrary; he wrote: 

You say, 'before final decisipn their adviser's were many, 
but the model they at last accepted was suggested by their 
longtir.ie intimate friend, Dr. Abraham Flexner, who was in
vited to become the head of the educational institution 
that they had decided to endow.' This is not the fact. 
Originally Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld had conceived the 
idea of founding a medical school and had asked Mr. Maass 
and me to investigate both the possibility thereof and the 
\.risdom of its location at Nev.·ark. Our investigation finally 
placed us in contact with Dr. Flexner, who was then entirely 
unknown to Mr. Bamberger and ~lrs. Fuld, and he, Dr. Flexner, 
not alone recoinrr.ended against a nedical school but suggested 
t he pl2n which ultima tely ripened into the Institute for 

.Advanced !,;tudy. · Mr. Maass and I introcuced Dr. Flexner to 
Hr. ·Bar.iberger and Mrs. Fuld at this tir:.e in order ·that he 
might present his views to them, and from this introduction 
there eventuated a s eries of Saturday luncheon meetings at- · 
tended by Mr. B2rr:berger, Mrs. Fuld, Dr. Flexner. Mr. Maass 
and myse Lf, at w~!~ n ur. FIP"lm P r•c ~! ~~ f or ar. iP-s titute ~f 
higher study was developed and ultimately came to fruition 
through the endo~Lnent of the Barrberger-Fuld Foundation.S 

Mr. Hardin's response wns short and friendly, thanking Mr. Leidesdorf for 

his assistance. In part he wrote: 

I had forgotten that Dr. Flexner was not known to Mr. Bam
berger and Mrs. Fuld until after introduction to them t?y 
Mr. Maass and yourself. Of course the important error in 
·my origir.al draft should be corrected, and I have endeavored 
to substitute sor.~ thing new. I see no impropriety in intro
ducing into the resolution the names of both Mr • . Maass and 
yourself, but except for essentials, I have avoided the use 
of names of outside persons, however instrumental in molding 
the nature of the foundation. I too had many conferences 
with Mr. Bamberger both before and after he introduced Dr. 
Flexner as the 'persuader,' and apparently you also have that 
view.6 

Careful reading shows that Mr. Hardin was at some pains to correct the 

impression conveyed by the Faculty resolution in at least two respects. 

He gave to Dr. Flexner, whose name was conspicuously omitted from the 

Faculty's resolution, full credit for originating the idea of the 
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Institute during the evobtion of their planning. Flexner had 

inspired them with ambition to enter an area in the educa
tional field not theretofore occupied and not bounded by 
definitions of research. The Director's plan for an insti
tute of higher study was developed and ultimately came to 
fruition. This purpose was later epitorr.ized by Mr. Barn-

7 berger as a 'desire to increase the Slllll of human knowledge.' 

The wills of both Founders were sb1ply written. Mr. Bamberger's 

named as executors to serve without bond his two old ·friends, John Hardin 

a~d Sam Leidesdorf, and his nephew Michael Schaap. It Pade specific be-

q~ests totaling approximately $1 million to various individuals and to 

certain welfare and cultural agencies of Newark. All taxes and fees were 

to· be · pajd fro~ the residue, which came to the Institute for Advanced 

Study with no testa.~entary directions to its Trustees. Mr. Leidesdorf 

estimated that the Institute would receive $6,690,000. Hrs. Fuld's will, 

dated the 31st May, 1944 followed the same pattern. The executors were 

Messrs. Farrier and Schaap. The total estioated inheritance of the Insti-

tute as residuary legatee, after the payment of fees and taxes, was 

$1,962~000. Mrs. Fuld also disposed her personal ef:ects of value, making 

the only bequest to any one concerned with the Institute. She left her 

golden clock to Dr. Flexner. 8 

All four executors were mindful of the critical condition of 

the Institute's finances, and worked faithfully to expedite the settle-

rnent of the two estates, with the result that in fiscal 1945 more than 

$6 million in chas and sec~rities was trar.sferred to the Institute. Mr. 

Leidesdorf diclined to accept his fee when the estate was finally settled, 

~- thereby contri~uting $50,000 . to the Institute. Only a brief mention of 

this gift was ~~de officially, and Mr. Maass was responsible for stating 
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its amount. 

The Treasurer's reports reveal that the Founders actually gave 

evidence of their continued loyalty to the Institute between 1935 and 

their death in the establishment of a small trust in 1937, as a result 

of "7hich on the death of the beneficiary a part of t he corpus ca.,,e to 

t.. I . 9 t __ e nst1 tute. As has been said, Mr. Maass reported to a corrmittee 

of Congress that up to the 11th December, 1952 the total of gifts and ce-

q·:ests received by the Institute from }ir. Bamber ~er and Mrs. Fuld was 

$16,462,355. 

The total was thus much less than Maass ~ad originally estimated 

it would be • . It must be remembered that many demands were made upon the 

donors for contributions to other enterprises. Thus Dr. Aydelotte was 

to .write from Palestine in 1946 that the Founders had endowed the Depart

ment of Oriental Studies at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 10 What 

ot:-_er large gifts were made is not known. It wi 11 be recalled that just 

before publication of the formal documents attending the establishment of 

the Louis Bamberger-Mrs. Felix Fuld Foundation, Mr. Bamberger had amended 

language to pledge additional endowment only as in the Founder's judgment 

it was needed to effectuate the purposes of the Institute. There ·ts no 

doubt that Mr. Bamberger was alienated by certain events which have been 

recounted, but only one or two of their int_imate friends could have said 

whether the Founders actually considered that their responsibility for the 

Institute ceased with the giving of Fuld Hall. Though.Aydelotte tried to 

11 
ascertain this historically, he was met by silence. 
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The Trustees were cautioned that the total incooe to be expected 

from the bequests wquld do little more than meet current obligations when 

the more substantial subventions to income ceased. The · Institute would 

have had real difficulty in making ends meet had not Mr. Leidesdorf, now 

completely in charge of investments, been highly successful, adding some 

$4 million to capital through gains realized mostly during the eight years 

following the death of the Founders. 

For fourteen years Louis Bamberger had dominated the Institute 

for Advanced Study despite his quiet and retiring demeanor and his con

scientious effort to avoid deciding what he considered to be the academic 

policies of the Institute. He was not entirely successful in this effort. 

His reluctance to authorize the second appointment of Professor Weyl was a 

case of interference l~ race or cne ciear evi~ence ~naL the ~~thematic1an 

was eminently well qualified for an appointment to the Institute. Dr. 

Flexner had been ·deeply disturbed by that attitude, which appeared to be 

due to disapproval of Dr. and Mrs. Weyl's reluctance to leave G8ttingen 

rather than to a conviction that the School of Mathematics was being over

staffed. 

But it was in Mr. Bamberger's inflexible determination to deny 

the first Director any opportunity to deal with the Faculty as a body with 

regard to academic policies and appointments that Mr. Bamberger, probably 

unknowingly, exercised the most profound influence over academic decisions 

and was most unjust to his chosen executive. Dr. Flexner was put at a 

great disadvantage by this denial; indeed, he came to rely almost entirely 

upon Professor Veblen in his dealings with the Faculty. This was dangerous, 

because Veblen had his Ow'Il ideas about- how the Institute should develop, 
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and they were at variance with the Director's. Thus the Professor's at-

titude toward cooperation with the University, which at first he had 

been so eager to prorr.ote, changed radically in the early years, probably 

due to the resentment aroused by his early recruitment policies, and also 

by the failure of the Institute to give the School of Mathematics sepa-

rate quarters near Fine Hall. His attitude influenced profoundly the 

Institute's course of action. 

His weapon was a secret one, however, designed to strike at a 

peculiar vulnerability in both the Director and Mr. Bamberger. Rad Flex-

ner found_ it possible to consult freely with the Faculty during those 

years of growth, Professor Veblen would have found it more difficult to 

exert his own influence. For Flexner was not at ho~e in the academic 

milieu. He ~1ad never i..:t-C1.n1:: ut'.ai.1. at ci.ose range ...,i~h the acacc:.!::.C iJer-

sonality, and he displayed a certain self-consciousness which he revealed 

in a letter to Aydelotte which read in par.t: 

Surely if ever a man was welcomed by his colleagues and his 
friends, you are he, and if ever a man started out with the 
blessings and good will of all concerned, you are again he 
•••• For I said to Dodds that you have one great advantage over 
me -- you are in your own right a scholar and can be one of 
the hu.r:ianistic group. I, alas, have never been a scholar, for 
two years at the Johns Hopkins do not produce scholarship, 
though they do produce and did produce a reverence for it 
which I am now leaving in safe keeping with you.12 

Occasional Faculty meetings, and regular ~eetings with the 

schools, would have tended to overcome the effects of the isolation dur-

ing those early years which his rented quarters at 20 Nassau Street helped 

to impose. 

Enough has been said about the influence of ~1r. Bamberger over 

the Board in its sessions and in management functions to show that here, 
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too, full and free discussion suffered. It was inevitable that as Mr. 

Bamberger's hand was removed, lightly as it had seemed to rest upon the 

Board, a~bitions of Trustees and Faculty came to the surface. Even 

though at the annual meeting Mr. Leidesdorf was absent, and apparently 

there was little known of the probable size of the inheritance, it was 

felt the Institute would be able to make new appointments, and all con

cerned seemed to feel they were standing on the threshold of change and 

growth • . It seemed certain that Mr. Maass was quite conscious that now 

the Faculty -- or its self-appointed leaders in the crisis of 1939 

might well insist upon new procedures such as those embodied in the five 

points set forth by Professor Earle (and supported by Professor Veblen) on 

the 18th June of that year. In any event, he soon showed signs of decis

ion to ~n~e s~rong measures to control botn Board an~ Fa~uicy. 

Dr. Flexner, bitterly disappointed in hi~ successor because 

of his failure to prevent the two notable exceptions to retirement poli

cies, which he considered more than unworthy, had given clear evidence of 

his feelings to Dr. Aydelotte on a number of occasions. It seemed that he 

was in the wings, ready for a cue to go into action. As was soon. to ap

pear, he had allies ready at his side, led by Professor Stewart. Flexner 

w?.s aggrieved by the power which Professor Veblen had assumed in three 

and one-half years of Aydelotte's administration; he was probably not 

entirely innocent of knowledge or complicity when Dr. Wolman raised ques

tions of the ascendency of the Executive Comnittee in Board matter~; The 

minutes of the Board in that pass failed to mention a question which Ayde-__ 

lotte had noted for himself before the Corrmittee meeting of December 1943 

did the Comnittee have the legal power to reverse or so seriously to 
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13 modify a policy adopted by the Board'? Manifestly that could not be 

argued out in the presence of Mr. Barrherger, whose devotion to the In-

stitute for Advanced Study was not a little influenced by the presen~~ -

of Dr. Einstein. 

Aside from the fact that Messrs. Douglas and Stewart were 

doctrinaire in their respect for a firm retirement policy and its observ-

ance, as witnessed by their assent to the retirement of Mr. Rockefeller 

Jr. at sixty-five, the continuance of the two me~bers of the School of 

Mathematics in active status wa~ not comfortable for .Mr. Stewart, in view 

of their weight and Professor Veblen's activity in the Faculty. Stewart 

undoubtedly looked forward to an opportunity for the equalization of the 

schools -- as a chance for the economists to escape .from their position 

of comparative isolat.iuT<; ~!-.i.;; ;.;.::.uld 'ue: L.l.reatt: nt:::•l by the cont.i~u~n::ion of 

Professor Veblen's activity. The Rockefeller-Ba~berger grants had pro-

vided funds for au additional professor at $15,000, and Stewart might have 

had intentions to move now that the ·successful end of the war was hopefully 

in .view. But whether he was actually contemplating economic rese3rch is 

· really doubtful. He had written a strange thing to Dr. Aydelotte in 

November, 1943 in. a mid-year "progress report." He said: 

Both Mr. Warren and I have continued the practice, -.-hich we 
began when we came to the Institute, of reading over a range 
wider than economics, including history, political theory and 
philosophy. This rises from our belief that economics is too 
narrowly defined. Where this may lead us in the end is not 
now evident, but it is quite likely to influence our recom
mendations of members to the Institute.14 

As for Flexner, he revealed his attitude completely to Dr. Weyl, 

with whom he was always on very friendly terms: 
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I should feel less pessimistic about the Institute if the 
two mathematicians who have reached or are soon to reach 
retirement age ~ad s~own themselves less selfish. Of course, 
you are all ten years older than you were at the beginning, 
but if men act selfishly in respect to retirement, especi
ally those who at sixty-five are assured of a pension of 
$8,000 a year, (which is not _a pension, but a salary) 
younger men cannot be appointed. Had these two men retired, 
some yo~nger men could have been appointed to 'carry on the 
tradition,' but no younger men have been brought to the In
stitute and younger men of high scholarship, like de Tolnay, 
remain where they were •••• 

We m~st make a fight in the academic world because after the 
war we shall have not only to be adequate to the needs of 
our own young men but to be in position to train the persons 
whose duty it will be to revive learning in the old world. 
If any universi£5 head is thinking mainly of that, I do not 
know who he is. 

After the meeting of the Executive Committee in Deceober 1943 

Dr. Wol~an, who had evidently met with the Finance Cornrnittee at the s~~e 

He gave them to understand that he felt isolated as a Trustee of the 

Institute, that he had many ideas for it, and wanted to be consulted 

about them, as Moe wrote Aydelotte t~at night. Dr. Wolman was therefore 

· invited to attend the next meeting of the Executive Committee, and was· 

forthwith elected a member by it. 16 

Besides Mr. Stewart's rancor at the Institute's interpretation 

of its obligations to the Foundation in observing the terms of the grant 

to economics, be disapproved of Aydelotte's handling of plans for a ·new 

program to be called "Studies in the Fundamentals of American Civiliza-

tion," to which Mr. Bamberger was considering a gift of income for 

" . . Dodds and, Professor Gilbert 

~ 
several y~ars. In the beginning, President 

Chinard were both interested in it. 

----Early ~erition of it occurs in a proposal to Mr. Bamberger from-.. 
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Aydelotte in July, 1943. He had certain persons in mind to constitute 

a se:ninar or to conduct researches·. He -wrote: 

In addition to Wright, Chinard, Nicolson, and Mcilwain, all 
of who:n I think we could get, we should like, ·if possible, · 
to bring Ta~-ney from England. That would certainly give us 
a group which would produce the 'mild sensation' which you 
quite ri ghtly said to me one day the Institute needed; I 
was trerr.endously struck with another sentence of yours to 
the effect that the Institute is too young to stand still. 
In the opinion of everyone I consulted, if we were able · to 
carry out such a research project as this, we should be 
marching forward into new fields of tremendous interest and 
importance at the present time. 

The ge~eral idea behind the program was that too little was really known 

of the people and the culture of this unique country historically, econ-

omically and philosophically, and that -it was time for some of its leading 

scholars in those fields to ponder. and to suggest what studies might be 

undertaken better to explain it. ~.-. Bamberger expressed his interest, 

and later Aydelotte told him that President Dodds was enthusiastic -and 

17 would help with staff and money for younger fellows. Later this plan 

merged with one which Aydelotte devised in the fall of 1943 as a possible 

answer to the problem posed by the demands of Professors Einstein and 

Veblen for continued active status. It contemplated the establishm~nt 

of a new class of scholar at the Institute: membership of three to five 

years for productive men who had been retired, and for a younger group 

such as the Guggenheim Foundation was designed primarily to aid. More 

will be said of .this later. For the time, it must be related that not 

only did Aydelotte project in July the leading persons in the American 

Civilization studies, but he and Louis B. Wright of Huntington Library 

worked out a list of proposed studies. To this particularization Presi-

dent Dodds objected vigorously, saying that the two had usurped the 
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function which he understood a select few of the country's leading phil- · 

osophers, historians and economists were to be called together to perform. 

Thereafter the University pursued its own way in studies of American civil-

18 
ization. 

Despite this reversal, Aydelotte reported in glowing terms to 

t~e Executive Ccrmnittee on the 18th February, · 1944, mentioning the eager

:-.ess of Professors Earle, Stewart and Warren for the progran1, and couch-

i:-.-- tbe T'!i:.-..:tes in extravagant terms in corrr.:ent on approval from the 

7r~stees. But after Mr. Bamberger's death, Stewart felt he must set the 

record straight. And so he wrote Aydelotte that "he was not prepared to 

make anything but minor drafts against our present Economic Fund to initi-

ate our new program .•• I do not favor curtailing ••• arrangements with the 

!\a~ionai · ourezu ci £conomic Rese3rcn in order to start the new progrrun 

upon a larger scale." Moreover, the minutes of the Committee meeting in 

February were corrected to reflect a moderate interest rather than an over

whelming enthusiasm for the .Studies in American Civilization. 19 

Aydelotte's pencilled notes in preparation for the annual meeting 

showed his displeasure with the economists·: in an effort to impress rep-

resentatives on the Board with his own role in making _ their lot better 

he alluded to Mr. Bamberger's early opposition to economics as part of 

the Ins.titute's program, and to his own efforts ·to "uni~y the School of 

Economics and Politics." While there was no mention of this in the min-

utes, the amendment of the Executive Committee's minutes would seem to 

20 . betray the existence of conflict. 

The Director spoke from a difficult position at the annual meet

ing. Four days before, Mr. Maass at Dr. Flexner's prompting had proposed 

a study of the Institute's past, present and future, to be undertaken by a 
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special committee of the Board. Thus he wrot.e Aydelotte: 

When one considers that since the founding of the Institute 
•.• there have occurred many changes in the Board of Trus
tees, some of the newer members of wh ich are now becoming 
active in its affairs, and also changes in policy which 
stem from your succession to the Directorate, it seems to 
me important that the Board be somewhat more fully ap-
prised than it can be from the reading at the infrequent 
Board meetings ... of the Director's report or even the re
study of that report when the minutes of the meeting are 
distributed, of the course upon which the Institute embarked 
under the direction of Dr. Flexner, the changes, if any, which 
have occurred since you became Director, and the plans for 
its future activities. With this thought in mind, I have 
come to the conclusion that it would be well if a small c0m
mittee of the Board were appointed to make a survey and . 
some recom:nendations to the Board from which the Trustees 
can be guided in their future judgment of the scope, extent 
and character of the activities. in which the Institute 
should engage. 

Therefore I have prepared a preamble and resolution, copy of 
which is enclosed, which I propose to offer at the meeting 
..:. ~ :.::!... ':'~ ~ ~Lee: -> -i 1. :: .... c:;ciay nexL, ano 1. . nope that y;ohat it 
embodies will meet with your hearty approval and cooperation. 

The Director replied that he believed some such study should be undertaken 

in that period of transition; while he had thought it would be better for 

him to present a report to the whole Board, he could, he said, "readily 

believe that there are advantages to having a committee survey the field 

. 21 
first and then report to the Board." 

The President's resolution was approved, and Mr. Hardin revealed 

that he was well aware of conflicts within the Board when he announced 

that he would have "to take some time for consideration before naming 

the members of the Comnittee." On the 7th July he announced the member-

ship: Messrs. Maass, Chairman, Douglas, Leidesdorf, Moe and Wolman. Mr. 

Aydelotte was not mentioned even as a member ~-officio; it appeared that 

he would be heard and judged in what he was privately given to undergtand 

would be deliberation on whether he should retire at age sixty-five, (on 
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the 30th June, 1946) or continue beyond that point. 22 

The Director's remarks at the meeting were fairly general. 

He spoke of some of Mr. Ba?berger's concerns, voiced during his frequent 

social visits and weekly lunches with the Founder in Newark. Mr. Bamberger 

hoped that the Institute would remain small and of the highest quality. He 

wanted it "to stand on its own feet, to be independent," and. was concerned 

because it was frequently confused with the University. He insisted on 

the payment of rent as long as Institute mather:1aticians were at Fine Hall. 

They had discussed a change of name to assure its recognition as a separate 

entity, and while Mr. ·Bamberger had emphatically · ._ rejected any suggestion 

that it be named after him, he did consider the wisdom of calling it the 

New Jersey Institute for . Advanced. Study, but had not decided to do so. 

AydetoLte sa1d ~he rau~aer had wanteo more money to be. devoted to stipends, 

and more younger scholars as members. 

As for Aydelotte himself, he hoped soon to speak to the Board at 

length on subjects near his heart: i.e., the increased importance ~f 

younger members; more rega=d for the Institute as a help to universities, 

rather than as a rival; recognition that it was better to have several 

men working in various facets of a single subject and collaborating in 

their work, than to scatter the Institute's resources too thinly over too 

many specialties. While specialization was a condition of thoroughness, 

"the most significant progress is made by men who are interested in the 

interaction of one phase of a subject upon another." He added that he 

hoped the Board and the Faculty would "act as a unit, and that any move we 

make will be preceded by the fullest and freest discussion between the 

23 
two groups." . 
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The minutes of the Corrmittee on Policy are unavailable. But 

after the usual notice for the October Board meeting had gone out, Mr. 

Maass instructed Mr. Edgar Bamberger, the Secretary, to postpone the 

meeting indefinitely~ and told Dr. Aydelotte to submit to his C~ittee 

the report he was preparing for the Board. Aydelotte sent it first· to 

Mr. Moe for his comnent and criticism; Moe found it to be "too deferential." 

After revision he sent it to Maass personally for his comments. These were 

revelatory of the focus of criticism against the Director within the Com-

mittee. For Mr. Maass suggested that the Director say that Mr. Bamberger 

had thought the economics progra::n was "experimental." Also, ·Aydelotte was 

to ·abjure any responsibility for the continued active status of Professors 

Einstein and Veblen, putting the responsibility wholly on Mr. Bamberger. 

as between "facts and theo::-y." Aside from these suggestions, Ayde·lotte 

gained the impression that Maass approved of the report, and that the 

Committee would after careful study refer it with recorrmendations to the 

Board. 24 

Again Aydelotte revised the document, and sent- it officially to 

Maass as Chairman of the Corrmittee on the 11th October. As was natural, 

he treated the financial situation first; he had raised $600,000 during 

the five years in office, most of it from Mr. Bamberger himself. He had 

pursued the financial question with Mr. Bamberger actively until finally 

the Founder had told him not to worry; that he and Mrs •. Fuld were taking 

care of the Instit~e in their wills. But he seemed to be quite uncertain 

"" about when that assurance had been received, putting it at two different ·---......... __ 
----times: early in 1943 and aga·1n at ·the_ end of 1943.. He added: 
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I did not dare to count too much on these assurances ••• 
Our whole financial future depended upon him. I felt my
self responsibile for the security of the Faculty, for 
their salaries and pensions, and realized, in spite of my 
irr:patience, that I had no choice but to wait until he gave 
us permission to go forward. That permission he has tacitly 
given us in his will.25 

About the pension problem he said: 

I found when. I came to the Institute that this liability 
had never been understood by the Trustees~ The appoint
ments of members of the Faculty as approved by the Trustees 
cont~:::iplated retirement at the age of sixty-five, with the 
proviso that the period of active service could be prolonged 
by mutual agree.uent between them and the Institute. A good 
ma~y r.:err~ers of the Faculty had received what they interpre
ted as assurances that their periods of active service would 
be so prolonged, but these informal assurances had never 
been reported to the Trustees •••• 

In the regulations for retirement the Trustees held strictly 
to the age of sixty-five which had been originaily contem
plated. Professors .Einstein and Veblen are only an apparent 
~A~tµLion. ihey were the two mewbers of the Faculty whom 
Mr. Bamberger knew best and he felt very strongly that he 
would like to have them continue beyond the age of sixty-five. 
I explained to him that if this were done these two professors 
would be more comfortable and the other members of the Fac
ulty b~tter satisfied if they retired nominally at the age of 
sixty-five, and if he would contribute the $70,000 needed to 
pay the difference between their pensions and their salaries 
for the five years ••• This Mr. Barrberger promi25d to do and 
that sum has been received from his estate ••• 

Then the Director made a very important announcement, which Mr. Maass had 

suggested to him in their telephone conversation of the 7th October: 

While the retirement allowances were under discussion I raised 
several times with Mr. Bamberger the question of my own retire
ment. He saw no reason why the rule which applied to the Fac
ulty should apply also to the Director, and said repeatedly 
that he hoped I would continue as long as my health and strength 
allowed. Other members of the Eoard with whom I talked took 
the same position. I felt uncomfortable to leave the matter 
in the air but there was too much at stake for the Institute 
for me to urge upon Mr. Bamberger further discussion of my 
personal situation. Consequently no such provision was made 
for my salary as for that of Einstein and Veblen. As I have 
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thought the matter over since Mr. Bamberger's death I have 
come to feel very strongly that if members of the Faculty 
retire at sixty-five, the Director should do the same, and 
I have been quietly making my plans to retire at that age. 

I frequently expressed to the Pension Corrrnittee and to the 
Executive Co~ittee my hope that rne~bers of the Faculty 
after retirement (while left in freed~~ to do as they liked) 
would continue to carry on their scholarly work at the In
stitute as long as they were able. Supplements have been 
voted to the pensions of Lowe and Herzfeld to enable them 
to do so. This is exactly what I should like to do myself. 
My pension (the funds for which were largely accu.'l!Ulated with 
the Teachers Insurance and Annuity_ Association during my 
nineteen years at s~arthmore) will be an:ple to enable me to 
live in Princeton and I should look forward with great sat
isfaction to carrying on r;;y work in Fuld Hall.27 

Insisting that wore younger scholars -- recent post-doctorals --

be asked to come to the Institute for periods of advanced study, Aydelotte 

then described and recom::::ended a new class of temporary appointnents for 

what ne cailed Feilcws: 

For appointment as Fellow there should be no age require
ment ••• The appointment would not be honorary but for active 
research ••• ! should not li~it fello~ships to older men. 
Many, perhaps the majority,, might be young mer. for whom 
year by year appoint::ient as members does not give a status 
sufficiently secure to enable them to do their best work. 
A young man like de Tolnay who has shown unusual productiv
ity and distinction oight be appointed to a fellowship for 
a term of years instead of being kept on year by year as a 
member. 

A distinguished rrember of our Faculty might be made a Fel
low at the age of sixty-five. · A man like LCharles H:_.f Mc
Ilwain of Harvard or Douglas Freeman of Richmond might be 
brought to the Institute with this status. The organization 
of a group of Fellows of the Institute would enable us to 
enforce the retiring age of sixty-five in a clean-cut manner 
without the loss which would inevitably follow from the de
parture of a man like Einstein. It would enable us to give 
to distinguished scholars from our own group or from univer
sities outside secure appointments which would at the same 
time be limited in tteir duration. And if the standard were 
kept high, as it should be, it would add greatly to the in
tellectual resources of the Institute.28 

Such appointments would be from one to five year5. 
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The Director's next recommendation had to do with certain 

measures affecting the Faculty, which was prompted by a suggestion he had 

received from Andre Bedier, Administrator of the Coll~ge de France: 

I had known Bedier for many years, had discussed the Insti
tute with him in Paris, and I found him very much interested 
in what we were trying to do. He was intensely proud of the 
fact that the College de France had been for four hundred 
years, under all kinds of governments and through all national 
vicissitudes, the center of French learning. Bedier thought 
.that we had made insufficient provision for the stimulation of 
scholars at the Institute to do their best work. He told me 
he thought the secret of the continuing success of the College 
de France lay in the requirement that every professor should 
give every year a course of public lectures on the subject of 
his researches. 

I can see all the difficulties of following that plan at 
Princeton. It would be very much easier in New York. There 
are methods, however, by which we can .achieve the sa~e result. 
One is the encouragement of seminars such as the very success
ful ones which have been held in mathematics, in military his
torv. and Gref'k Ppigra~t-.:· ri .. ~~. :-:::: ':!le last few y~ars, and such 
~!': .::::-~ now r-121,!led for tn<; Sc~~o! of Economics. 

Bringing a larger number of younger scholars to the Institute 
would tend to accomplish the same result. Dr. Simon Flexner, 
who is wise in methods of research, has urged upon me that 
each professor should be required to take personal responsi-

.bili ty for a certain number of these younger workers every 
year. I have even thought that a policy of lending our pro
fessors to other colleges and universities for brief perlods, 
su~h as one semester at a time, might be worthwhile for ••• 
the same purpose. 29 

Then the Director suggested other fields in which the Institute might en-

gage to advantage: 

Our guiding principle in the choice of subjects should be to 
make the Institute as useful as possible to American scholar
ship by developing fields which are important and which are 
not at the present time cultivated up to a sufficiently high 
standard by other colleges and universities •••• In my report 
to Mr. Bamberger in 1940 I suggested ••• certain developments in 
our three schools •.• together with three subjects not at pres
ent touched by the Institute: Chinese studies, Latin American 
studies, and the history of science •••• The Institute has a 
wide reputation for its work in mathel:latics, in c.iassical 
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archaeology, in the history of art, and for its collabora
tion with theNatlc:nalBureau in research in economics. In 
addition Professors Lowe and Herzfeld will continue ••• the 
publication of their results in paleography and in Persian 
archaeology.30 

Mr. Maass' suggestion that economists might have been appointed 

under circu~stances which were misunderstood by Mr. Bamberger appeared in 

Aydelotte's text as follows: 

Mr. Ba~berger had very definite ideas •••• but he· had no wish 
to dictate. He was strongly opposed to the subject of econ
omics and gave his consent originally only because he thought 
our activity in that subject was experinental and could be 
ter.ninated at any time. When I explained to him that this was 
not the case and urged upon him the great potential interest 
and value of this field, he willingly matched the contribut~~n 
which I was able to secure from the Fockefeller Foundation. 

Nevertheless, the whole report showed an effort to placate the 

zconomists; he gave more sp~ce to Profe~sor Stewart's plans for economics 

than to any other single subject. He mentioned Stewart's hope that when 

qualified men would again become available to undertake research, the 

Institute and the National Bureau of Economic Research would conduct 

studies in public and private financing in wartime, (as Professor Riefler 

had earlier suggested). The Social Science Research Council was inter-

ested in seeing such studies pursued. Dr. Willitts had asked that a 

study be made of the corporation, and Stewart wanted to undertake that 

too, when possible. Beyond Stewart's plans, Aydelotte indicated that his 

own hope for Studies in American Civilization was far from moribund. 32 

He wanted also to see the Institute engage in "research on 

uranium•~; several W2stern governments were spending large sums for that, 

he w~s given to understand. All in all, the report seemed to arm him 

against any charge of indifference toward the _economists and their pro-

gram; it also showed clearly that Stewart's concept of his program was 
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keyed closely to that of the Rockefeller Foundation and its associated 

institutions.
33 

.The Director closed with the following: 

· These are only a few of the plans which I wish to take up 
with the Trustees from time to time in the period now be
ginning. We do not know yet exactly what our financial re~ 
sources will be. A considerable part of our new endowment 
m.st be devoted to the satisfaction of existing co;n:nitments 
and the strengthening of the best work which we are doing 
at present. I hope, however, that we shall have some sur
plus after those needs have been met. It is a great satis
faction to me to have been able to balance our budget dur
ing these last five difficult years, to have made a signifi
cant contribution to the war effort and to the cause of 
future international organization, at the same time that we 
have, with smaller numbers, carried on researches whi ch have 
resulted in a long and distinguished list of publications. 
I hope before my retirement to be able, in collaboration 
with my colleagues in the Faculty, to set the Institute on 
the path to still greater accomplishments in the future.34 

I~ u.i:-i:-~ ars he~ .. -.:.nd questi0,-, ~l .a <- Aj,le lotte had given full consid-

eration to his report, and that he was sincere in his willingness to re-

tire at the end of the· year in which he.was to reach sixty-five. The 

Committee should feel no embarrassment on that score. As for his sug-

gestions for Institute Fellows, and for the controls and exactions Andre 

Bedier and Simon Flexner had suggested relating to the activities of the 

Faculty, he could have discussed them with no member of that body, for 

none would have been willing to accept modifications of his absolute free-

darn nor to concede that they were needed or desirable, or conducive to the 

preservation or viability of the Institute. Indeed, Aydelotte's recomnen-

dations were honest, and far more courageous than he seemed to realize. 

~ But as will be seen, he was not reluctant to present those ideas to the 

Faculty. He simply acted as he felt the Director of . an institution should; 

he would take such problems up first with the governing Board as a matter 
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of protocol, and then with his F~culty. 

Whether he had forgotten Earle's five points, or felt that his 

relations to the Faculty were sufficiently so1 1nd to cause them to regard 

even such suggestions with complaisance, is not.clear. But Aydelotte 

had never lacked courage, though he freque~tly had underestimated the 

capacity of his associates to stomach some of his ideas. He was to find 

that the professors were very much opposed to his suggestions affecting 

their status. But he had showed them that he wanted to promote relations 

between t hem and the Trustees, for at the very first meeting after Mr . 

Bam~erger's death, he had arrange d for the professors to lunch with the 

Trustees informally. 

But now the Faculty was unaware of his plans, and he of their 

probable reactions to them. He appeared to believe that his right to re

tire at sixty-five was not a matter for consultation, and that there 

would be a transition in harmony under the new dispensation. 

But suddenly fate intervened in the person of Abraham Flexner. 

Just as the intervention of Professors Einstein and Earle in 1939 had 

interferred with Flexner's plan to retire quietly at the end of that fis

cal year, so now Flexner interferred with Aydelotte's intention to retire 

at age sixty-five. He discovered a bitter quarrel between Professor 

Panofsky and Dr. de Tolna~ an art-historian whom Panofsky had recorr.mended 

as a member in 1939. This focused his rage against the Director for what 

Flexner, the true patriarch, regarded as a dereliction in duty. He wrote 

a stinging letter to Aydelotte on the same day Aydelotte placed .his Report 

on Institute Policy in Maass' hands. Flexner admitted he had mixed in the 

quarrel, virtually threatening the Professor with dismissal. Aydelotte 
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properly rebuked his predecessor, and said he was forwarding the corres-

· pondence to Maass. · This led to the preferment of various charges against 

Aydelotte by Dr. Wolman, stimulated by Flexner. The nature of these - can 

. 35 
only be guessed. 

The effect was. tragic. Aydelotte, as had Flexner earlier, 

suddenly found himse lf not in the position of one who folds his tent and 

departs with dignity and honor, but on trial, forced to defend his reputa-

tion and his administration. The sunny extrovert disappeared; a brooding, 

bitte:r 'introspective man took his place. His many pencilled notes show 

he suffered torr.ients, listing possible causes for Flexner's disaffection, 

and concluding that his old friend had connived and conspired with Profes-

sor Ste:wart to cause his downfall. He was entirely unwilling to accept 

that. With the "pen::iissi0n of the Corr::r.ittee on Folicy," he decided to 

tell the Faculty of his intention to retire, feeling that in the new cir

cumstances the Faculty would support him. 36 

And so at a social luncheon of the Faculty on the 6th November, 

Aydelotte nentioned casually that he had told the Committee on Policy that 

he intended to retire on the 30th June, 1946, in accord with the retirement 

policy for professors. He also informed them of the policy recomnendations 

he had made in his memorandum to the Committee. He lingered at the meeting 

only long enough to know that his news created consternation and confusion; 

he departed before anything was said about his proposals for annual semi-

nars, emphasis on guidance for younger lrnernbers, a status for Fellows, or 

any of the other policy IT~tters. It was clear that the ·Faculty was shocked 

at the i mmi nence of a possible radical change in direction, and that s0t:1e 

of its members realized that certain important changes in policy, such as 
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those mentioned by the letter of the 15th March, 1939io were .still far 

from being recognized·. Above all, they were keenly aware of how funda-

mental the changes might be if some the Director had suggested were ef-

fectuated. 

Several days later, Professor Veblen waited on Messrs. Hardin, 

Leidesdorf and Maass in New York with a memorandurn in which he had .set 

forth his version of the Faculty's concern over the prospects. It was a 

masterful short essay, a virtual declaration of war, the effect of which 

would be to force the Trustees to discount the Director's voluntary offer 

to retire, .and the Director to embrace the Faculty and its support, and 

to cease reliance on the Committee on Policy. It read: 

On Nove~ber 6th, after a luncheon attended by all members 
of the f<>~ulty e'.'.".~~:'+- D-~~~--:--- t:''--': : i-:i ;:::;:-,~ ~~:.:::.-.::.ny, D:.:-. 
Aydelotte gave a su:;-:na~y oi tne report which he intends to 
present to the Board of Trustees. The question of the age 
of retireoent of the Director aroused a lengthy discussion 
from which Dr. Aydelotte withdrew after the first few min
utes. I was requested by the Professors to report the con
sensus of opinion to the Trustees. 

This consensus was that it is not in the interest of the 
Institute that Dr. Aydelotte should retire when he reaches 
the age of sixty-five. The discussion began with expres
sions of personal regard which must have been most gratify
ing to Dr. Aydelotte. The essential point brought out by 
the further discussion was, however, the strong feeling 
that the present Director knows how to work with scholars. 
As a result there exists in the Institute a spirit of har
mony and effective cooperation which has been reflected in 
substantial achievements in the past five years. 

At the beginning of his term of office he faced a series of 
financial and other difficulties left over from the forma
tive period of the Institute. In the process of clearing 
up this situation and giving the Institute a clean-cut ad
ministration, he has frequently had to say 'no' and to 
recognize frankly that the financial situation must impose 
hardships on certain members . of the Faculty. In spite of 
these handicaps,. Dr. Aydelotte has won the complete confi
dence of the Faculty. He and they are already engaged 
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harmoniously in planning for the future in a manner which 
was not possiqle to a like degree until the financial 
possibilities and limitations had been clarified. 

There is a strong feeling in the Faculty that it would be 
a mistake at the present time to bring to the Institute a 
new Director who might come with a preconceived policy. 
What the Faculty wants is to get on with its work with as 
little distraction as possible. They prefer to face the 
future with the present Director, who, they expect, will 
develop the policies of the Institute in collaboration 
with the Trustees and the Faculty. 

There was general agreement that there should be a retiring 
age fixed by statute for the Director and the Trustees as well 
eis for the Faculty ·. The majority appeared to favor a retir
ing age of more than sixty-five for the Director but a strong 
minority favored the age limit of sixty-five in principle. 
Various Gethods of reconciling these general principles ~ith 
the decisive importance of not making too soon a change in 
the present administration were suggested, but it was not 
thought desirable to insist on a particular plan. 

For reasons which w.u~ -.:. De obvi n11~~ M!' _ !'!;.2!::s r-2fu;;c d to accept. t~i!: state-

37 
ment. 

On the 20th November the F~culty in meeting approved a formal 

protest drafted by Professor Meritt, its Secretary. The tone was moderate: 

On November 6, 1944, after a luncheon attended by all but 
two members of the Faculty, Dr. Aydelotte reported his in
tention of asking the Trustees to consider his retirement 
after his sixty-fifth birthday. 

This brought up a matter which the Faculty realized affected 
them deeply. There were many expressions of personal regard 
for Dr. Aydelotte which must have been most gratifying to 
him. After Dr. Aydelotte's departure from the luncheon there 
was further disc~ssion and a general expression of regret 
that he was considering his resignation. The essential point 
brought out was the strong feeling that the present Director 
knows how to work with scholars, and that as a result there 
exists a spirit of harmony and effective cooperation in the 
Institute which has been reflected in substantial achieve
ments in the past five years. The general opinion was that 
the Faculty did not wish him to retire at the age of sixty-
f ive. 
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Many of the Faculty felt, ho~ever, that these informal ex
pressions of op~nion were not enough, but that a resolution 
embodying them, and e~phasizing the vital relationship 
which this spirit of cooperation between the Director and 
Faculty has to the future welfare of the Institute, ought 
to be acted upon by the Faculty and made part of its perma
nent record. For this purpose a special rr.eeting was called 
by the Secretary of the Faculty, by request, for the morn
ing of November 20, 19~4. It has now adopted this memoran
dum and ordered it included in the minutes of the Faculty. 

The Faculty also felt that the Trustees ought to know, and 
had a right to know, the opinion of the Faculty as expressed 
in its for~2l resolution. They therefore instructed the Sec
retary to send a copy of this memorandum, not through the 
normal channels of the Office of the Director, for the mat ter 
concerns him too intimately, but directly to the Secretary of 
the Board of Trustees for their information.38 

The discussion which preceded the Faculty's approval of this 

document showed almost as many points of view as there were profes"sors_. 

There was cornp~ete faiiu~e ~o agree nn ~ ~~~ir~ment p~licy for a~j ~· LJJ. LC;::\,;-

tor, but a consensus, not unanimity, that Dr. Aydelotte should not retire 

in 1946. It renained for Miss Goldman to call her colleagues to settle 

this immediate matter by voting for or against Dr. Meritt's proposed 

memorandum to the Board, which they finally did, with Messrs. Stewart and 

Warren abstaining on principle. Since the discussion had concerned such 

matters, Professor Riefler then· moved that the Chairman (temporarily Veb-

len since Aydelotte had absented himself) appoint a conmittee "to consider 

conditions of tenure." Alexander and Panofsky lost a motion to amend to 

include appointments, and the motion was passed. Professors Weyl and Lowe 

secured passage of a motion for the appointment of a second committee to 

report on "conditions of appointment in relation to the welfare of the 

Institute."
39 

Meanwhile two efforts on the Trustees' side were made to dissuade 
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Aydelotte from changing his intention to retire. Mr. Moe, who had been 

in hospital during the preceding meeting of the Trustees' Corrrnittee, wrote 

his old friend in dismay, asking him if he had changed his mind, and if 

so, why? He feared for the very survival of the Institute should Ayde

lotte's present course set Faculty against Trustees. 40 Aydelotte had no 

i:-xnediate opportunity to answer this s~d warning, for on the very day the 

Faculty me t and adopted its protest, Mr. Douglas lunched with Aydelotte in 

New York and sought to persuade him of the advantages he would enjoy if he 

adhered to his announced course: a larger annuity, an office in Fuld Hall, 

where he could continue with his researches in English literature -- per-

haps even continued residence at the Olden Manor. To all would be added 

"handsome references to his work." The Director reolied that the Trustees' 

Committee should consult the Faculty; for himself, the situation was no 

longer simple. Criticism had . been made of his administration, and he was 

not willing by his · retirement to accept it. Mr. Douglas "professed not ·to 

know what that was." He based his reasons solely on the ending of one era 

and the beginning of another, in which the Director who would be responsi-

ble for administering future policies should have a hand in fanning them. 

At the end of his pencilled notes of the conference, Aydelotte 

wrote: "Made it clear endorsement of the Faculty meant more to nie than 

Trustees'. 
41 Would like to retire, but would not let Faculty down." 

When Moe learned what had happened, and why his friend was sud-

denly embattled, he tried to reason with Aydelotte, and introduc~~ a new 

note which had evidently been the subject of conversation but w~ich had 

not heretofore appeared in substance: the possibility that the Faculty 

would insist that there should be no Director in the future: 
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You must think about your s~ccessor, and the handicap he would 
be under if the Faculty should be on record that they do not 
want a successor.42 

In the light of this statement, Aydelotte's notes on Veblen's 

conference with Hardin, Leidesdorf and Maass on the 15th ~;ovember take on 

new meaning. The three Trustees had advised Veblen: · 11Don•t worry about 

policy," and "Plans impossible in sense suggested." These must be taken 

to apply to the suggestion Moe deplored. Despite this attitude, it will . 

appear that Aydelotte and Veblen continued to hope and work for a new 

order in which the Faculty ~ould confront the Trustees directly, without 

the intervention of a Director. 

Now thoroughly e:nbattled, Aydelotte inforrr.ed Moe of Wolman's 

It was clear he felt he had been treated with less than respect by the 

Policy Corrnnittee; for he pencilled: "Honor! Fro:n Trustees not even re-

gret!" For him, the endorsement of the Faculty was the only reward for 

his work -- · "can't desert them. Can't call them off." It was essential 

for the Policy Ccnirnittee to see and interview the Faculty in Princeton if 

they were to understand the situation fully, so Aydelotte noted he said in 

a telephone conversation with Moe. And he apparently asked his old friend 

to ascertain if he could , what lay behind Flexner's hostility toward him. 43 

Despite the fact that the Policy Conrnittee now seemed even farther 

away from any solution of its problems, a meeting of the Board became nee-

essary because of an emergency in President Dodds' campaign to raise money 

for the building and maintenance of a new general Library, to be called the 

Firestone. Mr. Bamberger had earlier corrmitted the Institute to help with 

this when the project was first discussed. A Board meeting was scheduled 
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tentatively first for the 22nd November, then the 28th, and finally for 

the 5th December, when it was held. The Policy Committee could make 

only a report of "progress;" the conflict was .too severe for anything _ 

else. 44 

Mr. Maass arranged for a meeting of the Co:mnittee with Dr. 

Aydelotte and Professor Veblen on the 28th November in ~ew York; the Com-

mittee was to see the Director first, and Professor Veblen only if it were 

then considered necessary. The Director learned that the Co:rrnittee in-

tended to reco!TlITlend his retirement at age sixty-five, ~ith a pension of 

$12,000, 2nd an office in Fuld Hall. It ould also recoffi'.Tis nd that if the 

category of Fellow was created as he had suggested, he should be appointed 

to it. 45 

A~ ~ result of Dr. Aydelotte's i!1~istencc, !:Ct:!:" ox: t:ne t:orrmittee 

interviewed the professors in Princeton singly and in .sr:1a ll groups on the 

1st December. On the 11th December, Aydelotte met and reported to the 

Faculty, apparently confident that things were going his way. However, the 

Trustees' Committee had expressed concern about the varied states of mind 

they had encountered, although they seemed to be convinced that the majority 

wanted the Director to remain beyond his sixty-fifth year, as he informed 

the Faculty. He gently chided the members: · 

~ince Qecember l7 I have had no official word from the 
LPolicy/ Comnittee, but informally I have been given to under
stand that the impression produced upon the minds of the Trus
tees by their interviews with the Faculty was a confused one; 
that many other concerts, individual and departmental, as well 
as general matters of Institute policy, were urged upon the 
Trustees and that the net effect was to produce the impression 
that the Faculty was discontented and far from unified. Under 
the circumstances it seems to me that some further statement 
of the views of the Faculty is in order at this time. 
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There are many mat.ters of Institute policy more important 
than the question of my retirement upon which the members 
of the Faculty hold strong views. While I have no wish to 
stifle discussion, I must say that it seems to me that 
this is not the appropriate moment to raise such questions. 
The development of sound academic procedures for the govern
ment of the Institute must necessarily take time. To try 
to settle all the questions of the future in one year is 
certain to produce only confusion, and to provide unlimited 
opportunities for any individual who may wish to draw a red 
herring across the trail. Sound strategy de~ands that the 
Faculty stick to the one question at issue. I am sorry that 
this should be a personal question and one in which I aill con-
cerned ••• 46 . 

The Director had not in the meantime obeyed the instructions of 

the Faculty ·to appoint the two coITUTiittees de cided upon at the prior meet-

ing -- one on tenure and one on appointments. Although his failure to do 

so might have been due to his preoccupation with his great problem, what 

was now to happen would indicate that certain professors did not wanL the 

members responsible for their proposal and passing -- Riefler, Lowe and 

Weyl represented on the com:ni ttees, ·as parliamentary courtesy ·would 

have required them to be. Instead, a plan had been· developed which would 

make resolution of what Aydelotte considered the prime issue at the moment 

contingent upon all the others, which he believed could wait . Professor 

. Einstein moved that the Faculty elect a Committee on Policy to act vis-~-vis 

the Trustees' Committee. Dr. Aydelotte, evidently unprepared for this, 

suggested that the Standing Comnittee would serve the purpose. But ·Pro-

fessor Veblen characterized that as merely a "house committee," and, since 

no one raised a point of order, Professors Earle, Einstein, Meritt and Veb

'\. 
len were elected to serve as the Faculty Commif~ee on .Policy. Aydelotte 

was to be a member~ officio, to act only when i~s . other than his own 
--. 47 

·retirement were discussed . ---_ 
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By the time this Com:nittee's first recorded meeting took place 

on the _17th December, Aydelotte had already been alerted to its intention 

to go into all other issues which he had felt as a matter of tactics should 

await decision upon hi_s own status. For it is clear that by the tiJJe of 

that meeting the Director had reviewed carefully all the historical docu-

ments which set forth the ideas and purposes attending the establishment 

of the Institute for Advanced Study, including Fl~xner's Confidential Memo-

randu~ of the 26th September, 1931, the founding documents, pertinent Board 

minutes, etc. 

All in vain. He found that he was uncomfortably well informed, 

and must unlearn substantially all of his refreshed knowledge, if he were 

to get along with the Com:nittee, which seeDed to be in no hurry to approach 

the matter of his retirement, aside f r om asking the· Policy Com:nittee for 

an appointment, which was set for the 10th January. 

Professor Earle acted as Secretary; he was instructed "to co-opt . 

the services of Professor Riefler" in what was an obvious attempt to make 

up for the neglect of the Chair. But Riefler refused on grounds of health 

and work. The Committee's next step was described in a first draft by 

Earle as follows: 

There was considerable discussion concerning Institute policy, 
which everyone felt already existed in the form of documen
tary statements of the Founders, the first and second Direc
tors, and the Board of Trustees. No definitive formulation 
of this policy hac, however, been made in a single document, 
and Messrs. Veblen and Aydelotte were, therefore, requested 
and authorized to draft a statement of the purposes of the 
Institute as soon as convenient and to present it at the next 
meeting of the Corrmittee, if possible. It was · pointed out 
that Mr. Veblen hcd almost unique qualifications to partici
pate in this task, because from ·the very beginning he has 
been a member of the Institute Faculty and of the Institute 
Board of Trustees, and could, thtrefore, contribute more than 
almost any other single individual to an understanding of the 
development of Institute policies and ideals.48 
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Despite the action, and the undoubted validity of the reason given for 

Professor Veblen's participation, he withdrew from it. Aydelotte pencil-

led on the margin of this draft: "Later revised to put the responsibility 

F . A. ,.48 . • on • • : _ True enough, for as the final signed minutes note, 

Aydelotte alone was to prepare the statement, and the last sentence quoted 

was o~itted. Important as was that change, it was as nothing co:npared 

with the following sentences which appeared on both first and final drafts 

of those minutes of the 17th December. It read: 

Tr.ere was further discussion of the future appointment of 
new members of the Faculty as a matter of basic policy. 
Mr. Aydelotte expressed his de.ternination, so long as he is 
Director, to appoint new me~bers of the Faculty only upon 
the reco:rrnendation of the School concerned, with competent 
outside advice and with full participation of representativ~s 
of the other Schools of the Institu~K' as we!l as with final 
ar- 1.:. ... uvcu. u f the r a cult:y as a whole. · -

That expressed "determination" was a well-kept secret, for in 

none of the five successive drafts of ~ policy statement prepared by Ayde-

latte and revised by the Comnittee was it ~entioned or even implied. Nor 

did Aydelotte tell the Board of it until his last annual meeting as Direc-

tor, though he told the Faculty earlier. Even if one did not know of h~s 

attitude toward such a complete ~easure of Faculty government, these facts 

would indicate that this concession was not voluntarily made. He was now 

in no position to dictate terms; instead, having in effect asked the Fae-

ulty for support he was forced by its elected Corrrnittee on Policy to meet 

condit ions precedent .to receiving its ministrations. 

Aydelotte's first draft on policy was dated the 18th December 

and the last before he actually presented it to the Board the 9th April. 

Both of these as drafted appear in Appendix VI. In the first, the Dlrect0r 
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said firmly what he knew was the truth about the Institute's origin and 

early history. He attributed the authorship of the Institute to Dr. Flex-

ner, and emphasized the dual purposes: research and the training of post-

doctoral scholars. He pointed to the ''danger" of possible selfish person-

al or departmental action inherent in Faculty control, from which "only 
and 

the Trustees" could protect .the institution, /adverted to a-wish attributed 

to Dr. Flexner to develop an ·"accounting" procedure with which to take 

account of progress in the work of the Faculty. 

Paradoxically, he seemed at the same time to lean toward the 

eli rr,ination of the directorsh_ip entirely when he said (Paragraph 4, char-

acteristics) that the "actual control of scholarly and educational policies 

should be in the hands of the Faculty." One of his critics , caused him 

to amend this co mention the Director with the Faculty in subsequent 

so 
drafts. Professor Veblen's criticism of the first draft was firm. He 

wrote: 

There are too many references to Dr. Flexner. It will give 
him a chance to say that the report is not original but is 
simply a rehash of his ideas. Would it not be better to 
begin with a statement of the aims of the Institute and then 
to say: 'These were as a matter of fact stated by Dr. Flex
ner in an early Bulletin of the Institute as follows-----~.· 

This should then be made the only reference to Dr. Flexner, 
so that it will be apparent that the plan for carrying out 
these ideas is your owr.. (Unle ss of course other references 
come in naturally, as in Paragraph 4 of principles.) 

I think it is very inadvisable to include any statement which 
suggests that the Institute has not worked satisfactorily in 
the past few years, which is in fact not the case. The whole 
emphasis should be that these are further i~provernents. I 
think it would be safe to say that not all procedures have 
worked out yet, and that for f i nancial reasons the Institute 
~as been unable to expand in the last five years, . but nothing 
beyond that. Otherwise the report will sound like an apologia. 

I 
. I 
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Points 1, 2, 7 and perhaps 6 may be construed by the Trus
tees as setting limits upon their power, and as an attempt 
to get control of the Institute away from them .at . this crisis. 
Would it not be better to play down this sort of thing, and 
play up general educational policies, as in your earlier 
draft? Much of the points made in the present draft could 
then be suggested parenthetically, as nothing new, or as a 
necessary procedure to carry out a policy on which everyone 
is agreed. (His emphasis)Sl 

As sole Faculty Trustee, Professor Veblen appeared to be suggest-

ing the application of a subliminal stimulus to the Board. Moreoever, he 

displayed here his determination, which was ~o be abundantly confirmed in 

subsequent actions, to eliminate Dr. Flexner's name as the spiritual and 

intellectual founder of the Institute. His specific textual changes bore 

out his own version of principles. Veblen's changes were subtle. Thus, 

the Director had not discussed procedures with the Trustees and the Faculty, 

but thP nirP~tor and members of the Boa1~ and the racuttv haa di~r11~~p~ 

them. Where Aydelotte admitted the lack of complete argreement between 

members of the two groups, the confession was softened. Where Aydelotte 

repeated that the veto of the Board was the Institute's only protection 

against the Faculty's tendency to s eek their own or their Sch_ool's depart-

mental interests, the "only" was deleted. In alluding to Dr. Flexner's 

suggestion that some method for a "formal, critical public accounting at 

least once a year of the work in progress at the Institute ••• " his own 

statement was that the Institute had so far · evolved no policy for doing it. 

Veblen eliminated that, and suggested: "The question is whether further 

steps are necessary." Where Aydelotte said the Trustees "should recognize 

the right of scholarly groups outside the Institute to be consulted" on 

appointments and policies and fields of study, Veblen suggested the Trus-

tees should "make it a practice to consult" outside authorities. Adoption 
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of the suggested policies, said Aydelotte, would gi:v_e the Institute a 

"security, stability and peace which it has never had." This became in 

Veblen's words a "greater security ••• than it has ever had." Veblen sug-

gested omission of the following peroration: 

To this great endeavor the members of the Faculty pledge to 
the Trustees their best and most unselfish efforts to the 
end that the t~o groups working together may realize in ac
tual practice the Institute of which Dr. Flexner dreamed.52 

The Director's next draft -- dated the 22nd December -- was 

amended by the Committee in a session on the 23rd · December, after Professor 

Veblen had seen it and prepared a version of the Institute's history which 

differed totally from Aydelotte's. This follows here, with its subtle 

false implications of an evolution which did not in truth take place. Ap-

parently the Committee voted to substitute this for Aydelotte's statement 

of evolution. It follows: 

The Institute for Advanced Study is an institution in which 
a small permanent group of scholars serve as the nucleus of 
a larger, temporary group of mature, though generally younger 
scholars. It has been found that the scholars so brought to
gether are so interested in their respective tasks, in their 
own development and in the development of knowledge that the 
usual academic arrangem~nts such as regu~ar courses, required 
attendance, degrees, examinations and administrative super
vision can be dispensed with. 

In these respects, which are all consequences of the fact 
that it limits its membership to scholars of a high level of 
maturity, the Institute differs from all American universi
ties. It is like a university in th~t its success depends as 
much on the influence that it has on its temporary members as 
on the individual discoveries of ·its professors. 

It is like a 'research institute,' of which there are several 
good examples in America, in that the members of its staff 
are contributors to knowledge. It differs from such institu
tions in two ~jor respects (1) the emphasis on the treatment 
of temporary membe.:r:s which flow through it and (2) the ab
sence of a specified program of research and of all regimenta
tion, however gentle, 

----
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The last point is of exceptional irr~ortance at the present 
time because of the new err:phasis on im:nediate practical ·prob
lems which has co:ne into A-:ierican academic life as a result 
of the war and which is particularly threatening to scienti
fic research. As Dr. Flexner said in 1931 'Nothing is more 
likely to defeat itself, nothing is on the whole less produc
tive in the long run than immediacy in the realm of research, 
reflection and contemplation ..• The mathematician is in a 
sense secure from i mme diacy; the economist must be made so.' 
These words are more significant today than they were when 
-written. 

Essential 
the group 
should be 
scholar. 
cap.53 

to the success of the Institute is the quality of 
of professors who a~e its nucleus. No profe~sor 
appointed who is not already an eminent productive 
Second-rate ~en, however meretorious, are ~ handi-

Man·y of these were Fle:xner's own words. But here Professor Veb-

len used the~ ·adroitly to mislead, and to give a meaning which differed 

from Fle:xner's use of them in his ~:emorandLUTI of the 26th September, 1931. 

"It has been found ••• that the usual academic arrangements ••• Lfor gradua~e 

study/ can be dispensed with" hardly conveys the story of Flexner's pat-

tles with Veblen over the latter's determination to accept candidates for 

the Ph. D. degree at the Institute. At the same time, he destroyed Flex-

ner's concept of the corollary duty of the Institute's professors to 

guide young post-doctorals,to substitute for it an element of prestige and 

some experience for the temporary mem':>ers ambiguously called "influence." 

And Veblen decried the application of mathematics required of the mathe-

maticians in war, at the same time getting in his licks again against the 

economists, even if he had to quote Flexner. 

The Committee adopted the Professor's · version of evolution, and 

added an allusion to Faculty Trustees. Aydelotte's quoting of Flexner's 
was 

experimentalism was eliminated, though it/conceded that ·the Institute was 

not corrnnitted "to any particular subject."
54 
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The next draft s~bmitted by Aydelotte to the Cor::nittee was 

amended to say tha~ the Faculty Trustees had been suggested by the donors! 

It asserted that the following policies had been worked out bJ the Direc-

tors, Trustees and Faculty: 

1. That the members of the staff should be men and \--Omen 
capable of creative ~ork of the highest possible excellence 
judged not merely by national but by world standards. · 

2. That the scholars in the Institute should enjoy complete 
freedom in their ~ork, that there should be no attempt at 
planning or regimentat ion, that they should be left on their 
own responsibility to do what seemed best to them in research 
and in the direction of the activities of younger men. 

3. That in the consideration of men for the staff or member
ship in the Institute, no account· be taken of race, sex, or 
cr;eed. 

4. That while the Trustees have the ultimate legal author
ity, the ·actual control of scholarly and educational policies 
should be in t: .. _ :iaLL~~ v~ L:.~ :.:.,..'--'-'-'.i- ctuU. L~ .. '- ~ a~ulty. 

5. That appointments to the staff of the Institute should be 
made only with the advice and consent of the Faculty. 

6. That the members of the Faculty should have the dignity 
and security which co~es from adequate salaries and retiring 
allo"Wances. 

7. That in order to secure cordial and cooperative relations 
between Trustees and Faculty, certain members of the F~culty 
should, as suggested by the donors, be chosen to become mem
bers of the Board of Trustees. 

8. That the Institute should not be permanently committed 
to any particular field of research, but that different fields 
might be cultivated or abandoned from time to time according 
to their importance ••• and the men available to represent them.SS 

The Committee made changes in the enveloping verbiage, including 

elimination of the fourth paragraph of Veblen's contribution, which included 

the quotation from Flexner's magazine article. 

Two more drafts were prepared by Aydelotte, dated the 2nd Janu-

ary and the 9th April, 1945. There is no eviderce that the Comnittee 
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reviewed them. 

The two Policy Committees met on the 10th January, 1945. Ac-

cording to Earle's minutes, there was a "full and frank discussion of 

the issues which face the Institute ••• [T!7 Mr. Aydelotte might be retired 

on ~is sixty-fifth birthday. The Faculty group strongly urged that for 

no reason whatsoever should the Board of Trustees consider Mr. Aydelotte's 

retirement at this time. 1156 

The Trustees' Cor.:;nittee reported to the Board at its meeting on 

the 19th January. Mr. Maass presented its report, ~hich said in effect 

that it had m:::t on several occasions, had discussed the Institute's history 

to date, and ''the direction its future activities should take." The Direc-

tor on invitation had presented his vie~s and his plans for the future, 

which he would later present to the Boarc-t himself . ::::- ::L.:. 

Com:nittee concerned itself only with the Director's vo!untarily announced 

intention to retire at age sixty-five, and his hope that he might become 

a Fellow according to recom:nendations which he had made for the establish-

ment of a new class of member. The Committee then recorrmended that while 

future Directors should retire at age sixty-five, "it deems it inexpedient 

in view of present conditions that such rule be made applicable in the 

case of Dr. Aydelotte," who should retire on his sixty-seven~h birthday, 

with a pension of $12,000. The Chairman should appoint a special committee 

of five to nominate Dr. Aydelotte's successor, which would "consult fully 

with the Faculty and others before submitting its recommendation to the 

B . d "57 oar • 

Presumably a vigorous debate ensued, not recorded except that 

Professor Veblen read to the Board the Faculty's resolution of the 20th 
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November, 1944 for the purpose of making it clear that the Trustees' 

Committee had real reason for its deferral of the Director's retirement. 

Dr. Aydelotte declined to decide then whether so slight an extension of 

his active service would benefit himself or the Institute; he would reach 

a de.cision before the next meeting of the Board. 
58 

"The Corrmittee made several concessions designed to mitigate 

factional differences. It mentioned a conference with Dr. Flexner, but 

by implication limited its result to polishing with a few strokes the 

retirement conditions for Professor Herzfeld and Lowe. Because Dr. ·Flex-

ner said he had promised appointees that he expected and hoped to bring 

all salaries ultima tely to the maximum rate when financial conditions 

permitted, Mr. Maass mentioned particularly the · three mathematicians who 

had not yet been so rewarded, and said thP Direct0'" .,.,; :-i.. .. -:-::::-::: ::-. ~ :...:._ 

action when he saw fit. This had a double value: it placated Professor 

Veblen. But he did not mention the other members of the Faculty who were 

still below the maximum, perhaps because one had retired and another was 

about to. Aydelotte had sought permission to do this at the previous 

meeting unsuccessfully; now he was compelled to move the increases on the 

spot at Mr. Maass' suggestion, leaving it an open question as· to which of 

the two had curried the most favor with Professor Vablen. The Board ap-

proved them, but the Committee at the same time warned that "in spite of 

the increased endowment ••• income ••• is not greatly in excess of the present 

. 59 
budget." 

The Faculty Corrmittee met on the 20th and the 26th of January, 

and it appeared as though differences became sharp as between the Director 

and his supporters. For on· the 28th, Mr. Maass told Mr. Hardin, he had 

I 

I 
I 

! 
·I 

I 
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talked with Aydelotte, who, he believed, ~as willing to accept the Policy 

Committee's recommendation. .Mr. Maass was to tell the Board· at its spe-

cial. session on the 2nd March that Dr. Aydelotte had so informedhim, and 

that, several days before the meeting, Professor Einstein had conferred 

. with him and with Mr. Leidesdorf and had seemed reconciled to its accept-

ance. Professor Veblen frankly expressed incredulity at these revelations. 

Mr. Maass as frankly deplored "that the Faculty had inj ected itself" into 

the situation "since the responsibility for the management of the Ins ti-

. h h T d h F 1 · n 60 tute rests wit t e rustees an not t e acu ty ••• 

Dr. Aydelotte .had excused himself from the meeting with this 

letter: 

I have been thinking over carefully the matter of Friday's 
meeting and I a~ writing to ask that you excuse me from 
attend~nce. Since I am to he the subj~ct of the di~~u~~i0~7 
it seems to me that this discussion will be freer if I am 
not present •. 

When you raised the question of my position at the Insti
tute last spring, I feared that members of the Faculty 
might object to my continuing beyond sixly-f ive. This feel
ing I could readily understand in view of the fact that I 
found myself compelled to enforce the sixty-five year rule 
so rigidly on others. Under the circumstances I felt, as I 
reported to your Comnittee, that it was only just that it 
should apply to me. 

It now appears that the view of the Faculty is exactly the 
opposite. Instead of wishing me to retire at sixty-five, 
they would like me to continue for some years beyond that 
age. Whether I should do so or not is for the Board to de
cide. I appreciate your friendly attitude, and whatever 
your decision may be, I shall continue to interest myself in 

61 the development of the Institute as I have done since 1930 •••• 

It .nrust be said that though Mr. Schaap moved and lost a resolu-

tion to extend Dr. Aydelotte's active service to the 1st June, 1948, Pro-

_ fessor Veblen seemed to be much more concerned about whether the Policy 

---
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Com:nittee had decided to adopt any of Aydelotte's suggested changes in 

academic policies. Mr. }1aass declined to answer this; Mr. Wolman replied 

that the Trustees were anxious to maintain the high standards established; 

the final minutes say tha t "various members of the Committee" made it 

clear that "no change in the academic polici~s was contemplated at this 

time." 

In the heat of the!'ession, the minutes of the previous meeting 

were not approved as usua l at the beginning. After the Board had approved 

the Comnittee's recommendation, modified by Mr. Douglas to provide for 

Ayde lotte's r e tirement on the 1st October, 1947 in order to avoid a change 

after the term had begun, Mr. Douglas complained that the minutes of the 

19th January did not properly reflect the stated reasons for the action 

recommended. These wer::- ~ /1\ " ... , ... t.. _ es tab lish a puli~y fur the 

retirement of the Director and the Faculty; (2) the possible embarrassment 

of a new director in having to administer long-range policies which he had 

no voice in establishing; (3) the difficulty in securing a competent sue-

cessor which an overlong delay might cause. Mr. Maass declined to accept 

this as the ground for the Committee's action, and prepared his own state-

ment, in which the same general considerations were recognized, but with 

the observa tion that the new Director would have to carry out any pclicies 

adopted by the Board, for the Institute did not intend to "stand still."62 

The Chainnan announced that he would soon appoint the Comnittee 

to Select a Successor, and invited suggestions. 

It might be thought that one issue had been settled in this 

whole interminable and contentious pass - - that it was accepted by all 

that there was to be a s uccessor Director, and that Mr. Leidesdorf 's 
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several cautions to the Faculty Committee not to raise questions of policy 

as to "who was running the Institute'.' had indeed been heeded. But it will 

appear that this was not the end. Mear.~hi le, it wi 11 be recalled that the 

Corrrnittee had declined to turn the Director's report of the 11th October 

over to the Board, but had recomr;;ended that the Board consider carefullX 

and make provision for his suggestion for the appointment as members of 

professors at the Institute and elsewhere who had ~ retired as of age but 

were corr.petent "to rr.ake important scholarly contributions in fields of in-

terest to the Institute." 

It is interesting, in view of the in:portance of this and other 

measures proposed in his report to· the Cammi ttee, that Mr. Aydelotte felt 

it was incunbent upon him to present the Statement of Policy over which he 

-- _, This he diu 

at the annual meeting in April, 1945. It does not appear with what verbi-

age he presented the report, but presumably it was with that of the 9th 

April (See Appendix VI). What was significant was that according to a 

specific record he left, he omitted the following parts: · the elaborated 

statement of the freedoms enjoyed by Institute professors; the need for 

Faculty's consent to nominations for appointment, and the reference to 

Faculty Trustees. He made no allusion to his secret pledge to the Faculty 

63 Committee as yet. 

Despite this restraint, the reception accorded his recommendations 

by Mr. Maass was shoe.king. The President moved that the Director's report 

be not accepted for filing, and that Mr. Hardin appoint a Comnittee to edit 

it. Mr. Maass, Chairman, and Messrs. Aydelotte and Weed were appointed, 

This move gave Mr. Aydelotte a rare opportunity, which he used, to express 
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great satisfaction that the Board should now turn its atten
tion to these i mportant questions of organization, procedure, 
and policy. He made the suggestion that at some future date 
the Board migh6 hold an all-day : ___ __ :_:-__... ..: meeting to discuss 
these matters. 4 

The Director had finished a part of the unwelcome dudes placed 

upon him by the Faculty Committee. It now remained for the Board's edi-

tors to climb .down from the ir loft. In the words Brand Blanshard applied 

to Ayde lQtte's usual charity in such circumstance, he gaily assisted them. 

The report as edited was prefaced with a brief explanation by the Comnit-

tee, signed by Maass, Chairman: 

It is clear that the Trustees had interpreted some of the 
statements as having a meaning quite diffErent from that which 
the Director intended. Since the main point to the report 
was the suggestion of a sounder procedure than ~e ha~e fol
lowed hitherto in making new appointments, it seemed best to 
the ·Committee to confine the report to that subject and to 
on it the statements to which objection had been taken •••• 

According t o this perscription, the pertinent portions of the edited re-

port read as follows: 

Now that the time has come when we shall have the means to 
expand and enrich our activities, I wish to call the atten
tion of the Trustees to the importance of establishing an 
orderly procedure for making new appointments to the Faculty. 
I have not raised the question before because we have never 
before during my directorship been in a .position which would 
make new appointments possible ••• 

No professor shall be appointed who is not already an emi
nent creative scholar ••• The best method of maintaining the 
quality of the Institute at the highest level is to require 
that appointments recommended by the Director sh£uld first 
be submitted to the Faculty ••• Lthereby giving t£/ the Trus
tees the benefit of the Faculty's advice. The unity of the 
Institute will best be preserved by this procedure. The 
Trustees remain the court of last resort and ·are free at 
their discretion to approve or disapprove any recommendations 
made to them by Director and Faculty. 

In the appointment of members of the Faculty and in selecting 
fields for research, the Trustees should not, in an Insti
tute of this character, rely solely upon the advice of the 

' .... -. : 

I 
I 
I 
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Faculty. The institution we aspire to build will be so 
significant in all the fields of scholarship we touch that 
our appofntments will be a matter of concern to scholars 
everywhere. Competent outside advice should be sought in 
some formal and responsible way •••• 

I have several recomne ndations ••• to which I wish to give 
further study. 

I wish at this time to suggest that the Trustees authorize 
the forma tion of a Cor.rni ttee on Appointments to which the 
Director can make his sugges tions and which can in turn 
recom;ne nd those approved to the Trustee s or to the Execu
tive Comnittee. 

In order to make sure that any reco:nmendations of the Direc
tor s hould have the fullest consideration, I suggest that 
this Corrmittee should require that any appointments recom
mended be approved (1) by the departmen t (sic) concerned, 
(2) by scholars outside the Institute best fitted to give 
advice on a particular case, (3) by the Faculty. 

I attach great importance to the last requirement and it 
., .. : .. ·l-:1 ::;:.·:: me great satisfaction if the Chairm"1 11 \)J; t:ne L.om
mi ~tes on Appointments or indeed all of the members of the 
Committee would take the trouble to attend each meeting of 
the Faculty when new appointments are to be recommended ••• 
It is, in my opinion, very important for preserving a spirit 
of unity and cooperation that each individual who comes to 
the Institute should have the feeling that the invitation is 
extended to him not merely by the Director and the Trustees 
but by the Faculty as well. 

It should be the duty of this new Committee on Appointments 
to consider all matters connected with the status of mem-
bers of the Faculty, including salaries and retiring allowances 
and to consider such problems as the extension of our work to 
fields not now covered and the possible abandonment of studies 
now be ing pursued in case that should be deemed advisable be
cause of the retirement of members of the Faculty or for any 
other reason.65 

Now the Director had surrendered the last vestige of power and 

prestige in the directorship. The suggestion for the Trustees' Corrmittee 

""" on Appointments was evidently an afterthought, though it was embodied fh _ 
'-..... 

the minutes as though it accompanied the whole action. The Committee was --------
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identical in r::err.bership wit'.: the Editing Cor.:mittee. If Aydelotte had 

been endowed with a diabolical sense of humor, he might now have been en-

joying the situation, for if a~ academic man could not deal with a group 

of professors .and hold his own, non-academicians had little chance of 

66 
success. 

It does not appear that Professor Veblen spoke on the emasculated 

stateme~t of policy as Aydelotte first presented it. One can understand this, 

fer tDe first business Aydelotte proposed was the confirmation of an infer-

~~1 action of the Executive Committee declaring that for purposes of publi-

c ~. ticr: i:". tl-:e Bulletin, Professors Einstein and Veblen were to be designated 

as professors err:eriti after each became sixty-five. The resolution passed 

unani~oesly by the Board declared: 

R,,c:,...1..,,..:1 th2t P:--:: ~ :;sors EL . .::.:... --.: .. ., ...... Veblen shall as they 
L~a~n che ag2 of sixty-five be d~ ~ignated in the Bulletin 
as Err.er itus, it being understood that between the ages of 
sixty-five and seventy, they shall nevertheless receive full 
salary as provided by the special gift from Mr. Barr.berger set 
aside for their benefit, and that in consideration of this 
extra compensation they shall undertake to fulfill their duties 
just as if they remained on the active list.67 · 

Whether it was ever discussed or not at this time is not clear, 

but the two mathematicians continued to attend their own and the full Fae-

ulty meetings as though their status had not changed. Professor Herzfeld 

ceased irrnnediately, but Professor Lowe continued to attend until the sec-

ond meeting of the Faculty at which Dr. Oppenheimer appeared, after which 

he absented himself. 

The Chair appointed the Special Committee to recotmlend a successor 

to Dr. Aydelotte. It consisted of Messrs. Moe, Chairman, Aydelotte, Douglas 

68 
Fulto~, Leidesdorf, Maass and Schaap. 

Neither the Director nor the Faculty Corrmittee on Policy re-

ported to the Faculty fully on the status of their problems with 
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·the Trustees. Dr. Aydelotte, without divulging his secret corr::nitment 

to the Faculty Com:nittee, now reported to the assembled Faculty that the 

Board of Trustees had agreed to his recorrmendations as to future policy 

governing the selection of professors. He then said that he would sub-

mit no nominations which did not emanate from the School concerned and 

which did not receive the approval of the whole faculty. But, he added, 

he would not undertake to recorroend to the Board every nomination submitted 

to him with the approval of the Faculty. He informed them that his recom-

mendations would first go to a Trustees' Committee on Appointments, thence 

to Ei t'.1cr the Executive Cammi t tee or the Board. 

The Board thus did not know what the Director told the Faculty, 

nor did the Faculty know of the traumatic experience of the Director at 

the !-!2:-.cs ~f the Board or of its own Corrrnittee. With tit:i.s . evidence that 

the matters under consideration had been fully taken care of, Professor 

Riefler now innocently moved that the Faculty motions calling for the ap~ 

pointment of special committees to report on tenure and appointments be 

rescinded, and they were. 69 

Now it became the duty of the Faculty Committee on Policy to 

make good on a promise it had evidently made to the Director. It met for 

the last time on the 11th May to decide what it would. say to the Faculty 

about the Director's plan for a special class of temporary members whom 

Aydelotte had referred to as Fellows, a term not us~d by the Committee. 

It reported unanimous agreement that the "interest of the Institute would 

be best served by extending membership to distinguished scholars who, for 

·one reason or another, might not be eligible for appointment to the Faculty" 

and that the Faculty should "consider favorably ••• authorizing such.appoint-
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rnents subject to what other conditions it may care to specify." Decisive 

opposition was offered by Professor Einstein who said he feared that the 

appointment of older men, especially those who had not been active in 

creative scholarly work, "might ::nake of the Institute an institution." 

Maximum terms and members were suggested; finally, the Faculty decided 

that no School might appoint a mer.1be r for more than two years, or extend 

the term of a member beyond that, without approval of the whole faculty. 

It also directed that each letter appointing a member define the Insti-

' ·b·1· d" · h · · 1 a 70 tute s respons1 i ity as en ing ~1t its term1na ate. 

At the annual mee ting in 1945 a change which Dr. Flexner had 

already elected to effect was officially recogniz~d. Mr. Noe as Chair~~n 

of the Corr:nittec on Nominations informed the Director Emeritus that in 

the "11t~resr:s of reducing the average age of the Board of Trustees, it 

was felt "compara tive ly young men now should be added to the Board lJho by 

association, in and out of meetings, · with those who have the vision of 

the FounderG, would acknowledge that vision and carry it on." He continued: 

It is in this spirit and with this purpose that the Nominat
ing Committee decided not to renominate you to the Board but 
rather to nominate a younger man •••. We trust that you will 
both understand and approve of this action •.• With the re
spect I have always had for you since I, as a very young 
Foundation officer, met a gJ:Sat one ••• 71 

Flexner's response was in keeping: 

Dear Mr. Moe: 
I think the position which your Comrnittee has taken ••• is 

perfectly sound. I understand and I approve. 
If in the future I can be of any service to you or to the 

Trustees·, do not hesitate to consult me. But I do not 
wish any responsibility for the future of the Institute, and 
I do appreciate the respect wh ich I have received. With all 
good wishes for the Institute and the Trustees ••• 72 
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The Members of the Corporation elected two new trustees in 

1945: Mr. Wilmarth S. Lewis, scholar, Fellow of the Yale Corporation, 

Edi tor of the Yale edition of Horace Walpole's correspond~f!_~e, etc., 

then in his forty-ninth year, and Lewis L. Strauss, in his fiftieth 

year, a partner of Kuhn, Loeb and Company, president of Congregation Emanu-

El in New York City, Captain, United States Navy, and holder of the Legion 

of Merit. Dr. Fulton nominated Mr. Lewis. Mr. Leidesdorf nominated Mr. 

Strauss, who, he thought, might help him with the investments of the In-

stitute. It is of interest that Professor Veblen, though he had nothing 

to do with Mr. Strauss' election in 1945, had rr.et the financier in 1940 

when with Dr. Richard Courant of New York University he consulted him 

about bringing Professor Jakob Nielsen to this country. Veblen wrote Ayde-

. 
.L.V\..L.C Uu 'i..lli:it: OCC3S.ion~ 

I think it would be very helpful in this connection if you 
would write to Mr. Strauss saying that the .Institute would 
be very gl ad to •.• [invitr:} Profes.sor Jakob Nielsen in case 
necessary funds were available. In the conversation with 
Courant and myself, Mr. Strauss expressed great interest in 
the Institute, and I invited him to come and visit it.73 

Professor Veblen was enthusiastic over Mr. Leidesdorf's choice. He was to 

consider that ~..r. Strauss was the most important of all the Trustees in the 

realization of his hopes and plans for the Institute. 

It was by now clear that the Institute was the richer by some 

$5 to $6 million, and that the next step should be new appointments. 

The Faculty had been told in April to prepare to offer two nomi-

nations for each School. The School of Mathematics chose to recommend perm-

anent appointments for Dr. Carl Siegel, a very important mathematician, 

formerly of G~ttingen, and Wolfgang Pauli, mathematical physicist of 

.. 
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Switzerland, both of whom had been members since 1940 on Rockefeller funds. 

Though both had a desire to return to their homelands, the School of Mathe-

matics was very desirous of keeping them here to replace Professors Einstein 

and Veblen. The School of Economics and Politics chose to recommend Drs. 

Samu-el Eliot Morison of Harvard and Jacob Viner of the University of Chi-

cago. The School of .Humanistic Studies nominated three: Drs. William F. 

Albright, Alfred H. Barr and Oscar Broneer, perhaps because they had lost 

two in retirement, perhaps because they could not agree on two. In any 

event, Dr. Aydelotte informed the humanists that he would recommend no 

appointments in the humanities, for reasons which are not clear. This 

provoked a bitter protest from them, and a demand for reconsideratione 

All the names mentioned were placed before the full Faculty on 

tht:: ~:_~. ::ei .r> according to the procedure Ayde lotte n:i.~ outl.1nea in A!lr11: 

requiring that nominations must be before the Faculty for sufficient time 

to allow competen·t investigations into their fitness. 74 

May 22nd was the day appointed for a meeting of the full Faculty 

with the Corrnnittee on Appointments. Messrs. Maass and Weed had evidently 

decided to demonstrate to the Faculty its essential inability to do any-

thing but perpetuate its own specialties. They succeeded, but it is un-

likely that the Faculty, indisposed as its· members were to countenance 

any experimentalism, or any basic change in ·the pattern of Faculty member-

ships, understood fully the impression it made on the Trustees. 

Aydelotte's first announcement was that instead of two nomina-

tions from each School, only one would be 'entertained, and he named Messrs. 
" "-.. 

Pauli, Albright and Viner, reserving, he carefully noted, the name of 

------ ---Siegel, but saying nothing about the other nominees. 
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As Professor Weyl rose to present his School's case for Dr. 

Pauli, ~1r. Maass intervened to ask whether the Faculty had thought of 

~hat was best for the Institute as a whole. He was reported as saying: 

The Institute might be pre-eminent only in mathematics, and 
~eak possibly in the field of economics, and he wondered 
whether the Faculty had thought of the ·need of bringing in 
new people where they were necessary to give added prestige. 
If there were not · any man a'\•ailable at the moment in the 
fields ~hich needed strengthening, he wondered if it would 
not be better now to appoint only one professor in the field 
of mathe;natics and so save the money ,,,hich '-'Ould otherwise 
be used in additional appointments until ••• ~en who would 
give prestige to the Institute would be available. 

The case, he said, was entirely hypothetical. He had used these two 

particular fields merely for illustration. 75 

Without answering this, the Faculty approved Dr. Pauli. Mr. Maass 

then inquire d whethe~ those named would accept if asked. The Director re-

pli ed that, lacking authority, he had approached none of them. In the dis-

cussion .of Dr~ Viner, Professor Einstein opined that the economist "had 

perhaps a less inventive mind than Siegel;" he said he was hesitant to 

vote for Viner's appointment if Siegel were to be passed over. Professor 

Veblen, sensing the drift, deplored any effort to compare ~en in the two 

fields. Mr. Maass "asked whether it was not possible to do inventive 'work 

in economics as well as in mathematics." Again no response; the Faculty 

approved Dr. Viner. Next Professor Goldman nominated Dr. Albright, re-

ceiving support from Messrs. Stewart, Wey.l and Earle. Was not Albright's 

field (archeology, biology, linguistics and history) the same as Herzfeld's, 

Maass asked? The Director answered that Herzfeld was withdrawn since his 

retirement; the nomination was approved by the Faculty. 

There -were now mutually pleasant allusions to the success with 

which the new procedure operated; Mr. Maass regretted it had not been 
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possible heretofore for the Trustees to familiarize the::iselves with nomi-

nations. This caused some discomfort in the Faculty, and one professor 

took the floor to justify his own appointment, which evoked assurances 

76 from Mr. Maass that his renark was not meant personally. 

Fully aware . of the misapprehension ~hich . had surrounded the 

last two appointments in econo:nics, Maass said that he had encouraged the 

founding of the School; it 

was some thing that he could und erstand, because it had been 
thoroughly discussed with the Board. He ventured the opin
ion that this School migh t have more to contribute in the 
present state of the ~orld than the other schools. Mr. 
Maass wondered ~hether the Faculty had given thought to 
this. In any event, ~'.r. }.1aass reminded the Faculty, he was 
Chairrr.an of the Trustees' Cor:rn ittee on Appointments and 
President of the Institute, and said he felt it his obliga
tion to see that things ~ere done right in the future, and 
that the Institute was run on a practical basis, and this 
he was determined to do.77 · 

In such. wise did the President set the Faculty straight on. the 

integrity of the .procedures within the Board ~hich acco2plished Mr. Stew-

art's appointment. 

Dr. Weed was recorded as being critical because no one had shown 

that any of the appointments recommended was necessary. Why not reserve 

action now, save the money, and enter other fields later, he asked? Why 

did the Faculty not observe an "age pattern" in its recommendations? Pro-

fessor Morse answered that with the war's end it would be necessary to 

reach for the outstanding scholars imnediately. Mr. Maass opined it might 

be better to appoint three mathematicians nif that is the field in which 

the prestige of the Institute principally lies ••• "· Professor Veblen re-

plied that the appointments of the humanist and the economist were desirable 

"not particularly for strengthening prestige, but rather for ••• unifying the 
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work ••• and strengtl:ening the undertaking already begun." But Maass ap-

· peared to be still unsatisfied; : how could he be sure that the nominees 

represented the best contribution to culture the Institute could make? 

The only answer came again from a mathematician; Professor. Morse justi-

fied the non-ma thematical appointments on the ground of furtherance of 

work already in progress. r-:r. Maass posed a dilemma.. A Trustee trying 

to decide bet\.:een the rival claims of the schools "was in the same posi-

tion as a man entering a grocery store •.. and having to decide whether to 

buy asparagus or spinach." Professor Meritt terminated proceedings by 

observing that if this were the dilem:na, the humanists should not be 

classed with the spinach. The meeting adjourned, and Meritt was compli-

d 1 b h F 1 f h . f h" . t 78 mente ater y t e acu ty or t e wit o is m1nu es. 

Dr . Aydelotte had not taken par~ in the wno 1e proceeu11~. ~x-

cept to maintain the fiction that he made the nominations which were con-

sidered. One of the professors pre~ent rew4~ked on the shameful show of 

neglect and discourtesy toward the Director of which the President and 

. 79 
Mr. Weed were guilty. The play upon the element of prestige was help-

ful, or would have been had any of the Faculty undertaken to assert that 
might ~ave 

prestige is often achieved by the arts of salesmanship, and · fe little to 

do with excellence in academic work. But unfortunately, the only voices 
the 

raised in support of/non-mathematical disciplines were those of Professors 

Veblen and Morse, who defended the consideration of appointments in the 

other schools solely because they had been started. 

The Corrrnittee on Appointments met irrrnediately after the Faculty, 

and appointed Messrs. Pauli, Siegel and Viner. Albright's nomination was 

80 tabled. In essence, the day's work netted ·little,, for Dr. Aydelotte and 
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Mr. Stewart knew that Dr. Viner was considering an offer from Princeton 

University, which they were doing everything possible to cause him to 

·accept, ultimately with success. l-~oreover; both Pauli and Siegel were 

eager to return to their native countries, there to take active ·part in 

the rebuilding of their academic systems. But both were great in their 

fields, and though they came from foreign soil, and would destroy that 

balance of Americans a nd foreigners which Veblen used to such advantage 

in urging the appointment of Professor Morse, both were considered essential 

to t'.-te success of the School. of Mathematics . In the event, Pauli did not 

accept his appointment , but remained until 1946 as a member, then returned 

to Zurich. Dr. Siegel accepted the professorship, and remained in it un-

happily for several years, returning to GBttingen in 1951. 

the Corr:nitte e on Appointments would continue, and that with a weak Director 

the Trustees composing it would have direct and meaningful contact with the 

Faculty. But one lesson was enough. If the President had ever thought for 

a minute that the Trustees could meet Faculty on a free and equal footing, 

he was evidently disabused of the idea. The Corrn:nittee met no more with 

the Faculty. But there is some reason to believe that the Faculty -- and 

even the Director -- might have hoped the imbalance had been not quite so 

revealing. For in December, 1945, a further demonstration of Faculty auton-

omy was afforded by Dr. Aydelotte's decision, with permission from the 

Executive Conrnittee, to take leave of absence not to exceed six months. 

He accepted an invitation from President Truman and the Secretary of State 

to serve as a member of the Joint Anglo-AQerican Commission on Palestine. 
•.· 

Aydelotte presented plans for a specially-appointed Faculty Standing 
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Committee (Messrs. Morse, Chairman, Panofsky and Riefler) to administer 

the Institute during his absence, with visits from Mr. E. S. Bamberger 

each Monday to "attend to business matters." These measures were approv

ed. 81 The "controlled experiment" worked out well, for few challenges 

were offered the Committee during the five months of the Director's ab-

sence. Moreover, it gained prestige among those of the staff and Faculty 

who had long been underpaid. Dr. Morse .as designated Chairman o.f a spec-

ial committee on salary revision received approval of its recommendations, 

chief of which was the elevation of Professors Earle and Panof sky to the 

maximum ·salary . rate. There were also approved other i less . ··~· important 

adjustments • . 

The whole proceeding was described in congratulatorv vein ·bv 

Dr. Aydelotte as follows: 

I should like to express ••. my appreciation of the work of 
the Standing Corrmittee which has ad~inistered the affairs of 
the Institute during my absence. It consisted of Professors 
Morse, Chairman, Rief ler and Panofsky, with Edgar Bamberger 
•.• So far as I can see, the Committee has administered the 
affairs of the Institute with a~~irable wisdom and has created 
a precede~t for cooperation between the Faculty and the 
Trustees.82 

That statement gains importance in the light of events and at-

titudes concerned with the selection of a successor to the Director. 
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CHAPTER X - NOTES 

1. Newark Evening News, 3/13/44. 

2.· Newark Sund2y Call, 3/12/44. 

3. Stenograohic Notes, Trustees' Meeting, 4/18/44. 

4. Minutes~ Me;:-.bers of the Corporation, 4/18/44. The Faculty Resolution, 
adopted 4/3/44, signed by Dr. Aydelotte and Professor Meritt, read as 
follows: · 

The Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study, having in mind the 
original desire of Mr. Louis Bamberger and Mrs. Felix Fuld to found 
a school for research with exeptional and unh&~pered opportunities 
for adva~ced study, and knowing their generous provision, through 
their o"-:i efforts and with the aid of trusted counsel, for the be
ginning of this school at Princeton, 

Remerr,bering also with appreciation the deep interest of the Founders 
during the years ~hen the several faculties were being assembled and 
when academic \.:ark was being inaugurated in the way rr.ade possible hy 
t:.nt! organization o!: the Insti ~, _,t:t? -"r!0. by the continued benefaction<> 
of its Founders, 

Wish to record now their sense of supreme loss in the death of Mr~ 
Bamberger, whose every wish was. directed to the welfare of the In
stitute and to the furthering of its purposes, and who made provi
sion even at the last to strengthen its resources and its endowment. 

They wish, moreover, to rededicate themselves at this time to the 
ideals of the Founders, which they also hold to be of unique value 
in the intellectual life of the world, in the determination -- so 
far as it may be in their power -- to realize the hope with which 
the Institute was established fourteen years ago. · They wish once 
more to pledge their faith and their best efforts, and have directed 
the Secretary of the Faculty to convey a copy of this resolution to 
Mrs. Fuld and to the Board of Trustees. 

5. Leidesdorf to Hardin, 7/25/44. Hardin papers. 

6. Hardin to Leidesdorf, 8/9/44. Hardin papers. 

7. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 12/5/44, pp. 15 ff. The rest of portion 
relating to the founding of the Institute read as follows: 

The Founders began to study methods of applying their wealth to phil
anthropic and charitable uses for the benefit of their fellowmen. 
They regarded themselves as trustees of the great wealth in their 
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possession and planned to devote it to the service of mankind. 
After mature deliberation and intelligent investigation of practi
cal potentialities, they agreed upon the high ideal which this In
stitute represents, and joined together in the initial endowment of 
the Institute for Advanced Study. 

Tneir ninds first turned to the founding of a charitable organiza
tion for a specific corr:nunity service, to be preferably located in 
the City of Newark or .on their own homestead property which had 
ample room, extending into Newark and two adjoining municipalities. 
They requested t\.:o inti;nate friends,* competent to investigate and 
advise them, as to the possibilities and wisdo:n of a foundation for 
that purpose. Performance of this duty brought these friends ·in 
contact with Dr. Abraha.11 Flexner. He was introduced by them to Mr. 
Barrherger and ~trs. Fuld in order that he might have opportunity to 
present his views. Frequent conferences over many ~eeks resulted, 
during which Dr. Flexner not only recorrrnended against their own 
original local thought, but inspired them with a~bition to enter an 
area in the educational field pot theretofore occupied ~nd not bound
ed by definitions of research. The Doctor's plan for an institute of 
higher study \..'as developed and ultiIT.ately carne to fruition. This pur
pose was later epito;nized by ~~. Ba~berger as a desire 'to increase 
the sum of human knowl~dge.' 

JJJ:::. flexner, by their authority, made wide investigation of the uni
versities of the old and new ~orld and concerning scholars available 
for a founding group. A name indicative of the purpose of the Found
ers was presently chosen; a location at Princeton was selected; Dr. 
Flexner. was designated as Director; and the 'Institute for Advanced · 
Study --· Louis Bamberger and Mrs. Feli:>: Fuld Foundation,' shortly to 
be housed in a home of its own, announced a novel and larger opportu
nity to the scholarship of the world. This was in 1~30. It is grati
fying to those associated in the establishment of the foundation that 
both Founders lived to see their philanthropic arrbition abundar.tly 
vindicated. They lived beyond the successful installation of their 
plan by the first Director and its continuation, after his -voluntary 
retirement, by his successor, Dr. Frank Aydelotte, of extended prior 
experience as an educator and one of the original charter Trustees, 
chosen with the warm approval of the Founders. From the beginning 
they maintained their continued interest by liberal occasional contri
butions, and finally by testamentary devotion of their residuary es
tates, thus assuring ample endowment for the· permancy and maintenance 
of higher learning. 

The management of this amply endowed philanthropy has fallen upon the 
Trustees of the Institute. Many of us had the personal advantage of 
acquaintance with the Founders through the years of planning and in
auguration. We are thus irrbued with the full kno~ledge of their pur
pose. We know that they avoided in their living all manner of osten
tation and sought no applauding praise by reason of their generosity. 
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We may be certain that, if still here, they would not now approve 
fulsome praise or extravagant eulogy. By this memorial minute we 
honor their mecories, not only by official recognition of acknow
ledgement of the dedication of great wealth to a great cause, but 
as well by an expression of individual appreciation of the quali
ties of mind and heart of these modest benefactors with whom con
tacts were delightful and friendship a privilege. 

*This was a slight error; Mr . Maass was a friend of Mr. Leidesdorf, 
known to the Founders for the first time in the sale of their Conpany 
to Macy's. 

last 
8. The Founders'/~ills were printed, and a copy of each is in the files. 

9. Treasurer's Report, 1944. Minutes, Trustees' rr.eeting, 4/15/48, p. 3. 
Interview with ~~r. Maass. 

10. Aydelotte to Maass, 3/16/46. 

11. A:1de latte, handwritten Notes for the annual meeting in 1944; mention
ing his wish to have a histoiy of t he Founders' provisions in wills 
for the Instit~te, rr:uch as the Rhodes Trust had in its archives the 
seven last ~ills of Cecil Rhodes. See also Aydelotte to Farrier, 
9/30/44. Aydelotte files. 

~L. Eiexner co Aydelotte, 11/15/39. 

13. Aydelotte's ha~dwritten Notes for w.eeting of the Executive Co:nrnittee 
of 12/14/43. The By-Laws (Article V section ·2) forbade the Committee 
"to reverse an action taken by the Board." 

14. Stewart to Aydelotte, 11/26/43. School papers. In this report, Stew
art noted the presence of three members in economics -- two from Nation
al Bureau of Economic Research. The further report of activity says 
that Warren spent two days a week at the United States Treasury; his 
other activity was as a member of the Rockefeller-organized Committee 
on Economic History. 

15. Flexner to Weyl, 4/4/44. Weyl papers. 

16. Moe to Aydelotte, 12/14/43. Aydelotte files. Minutes, Executive 
Committee, 2/18/44. 

17. Aydelotte to Louis Bamberger, 7/~3/43. Louis Bamberger to Aydelotte, 
7/27/43. Aydelotte files. 

18. Aydelotte, handYritten Notes dated "Fall, 1943" of a conversation 
with Mr. Barr.berger. Aydelotte files. Dodds to Chinard, 1/5/44. 
Aydelotte files. 
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19. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 4/18/44, p. 1. Stewart to Aydelotte, 
4/10/44. One of the curious details in Stewart's plans for the 
program was his mention of Richard Blackrnur of ·the University as a 
"staff member" with himself and Warren to supervise certain bio
graphical writings. Mr. Blackrnur wa s to spend the next two years 
with the Institute as member in the School of Economics and Politics. 
The original minutes of 2/18/44: "The whole proj ect was discussed 
by members of the Corrrnittee with the keenest interest and sympathy 
and the hope was expr e ssed tha t the Director ~ould proce ed promptly 
in the development of the plans as outli ned'.' be ca:ne as amended: 
"interest was expre sse d in r e ceiving future reports of the Direc
tor." It may be assumed that Mr. Wolman had something to do with 
this transformation. 

20. Aydelotte, Notes cited. 

21. Maass to Ayde lotte , 4/14/44. Aydelotte . files. Aydelotte to Maass, 
4/15/44. Ayde lotte files. · Maass later told Ayde lotte that Dr. Flex
ner was r e sponsible for the s uggestion r esulting in the establishment 
of the Cow:nittee on Policy. '( Ayde lotte, handwritten Notes, 11/28/44.) 

22. Minutes , Trustees' meeting, 4/18/44, p. 9. Hardin to Aydelotte, 7/7/44. 
For the statement that Mr. Maass had informed Ayde lotte that his tenure 
WRs Rt issues SPP AyrlP lottP t n M~~cc _ 2/28/45. (~ inutes, Trustee~• 

i11<: <:t~ 1.5 , 3 /2/!_~S s App-2nd.ix. .A. !.::.u; Ayue lot t e's Note s of conversation 
with Maass, 10/7 /44. Aydelotte files. 

23. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 4/18/44, pp. 5-7. 

24. E. S. Bawherger to Hardin, 10/5/44. Hardin pa pers. Aydelotte Notes 
of tele phone conversa tion with Mr. Moe, 9/29/44. Aydelotte files. 
Aydelotte to Maass, 10/5/44. Aydelotte files. Aydelotte Notes of 
10/7/44 of telephone conversation with Maas5. 

25. Aydelotte to Maass, 10/11/44. Aydelotte Report, October 11, 1944, 
pp. 1-3. Ayde lotte's indec i sion as to the time cf the Founder's 
assurances is shown in the following t wo references to it: 

"I laid the whole situation before him LMr . BambergeE7 and I believe 
gradual l y brought h im to reali ze both the difficulti e s of our present 
position and our possibiliti es for the future. At the beg inning of 
1943 his attitude changed. He began to reassure rne ••• He asked me 
not to worry. He told me that he and Mrs . Fuld were taking care of 
the Ins t itute in their wills ••• "(Emphasis added) p. 2. 

And again: 

"In November 1942 I handed him another letter on the same subject 
~cademic change~/ and asked his permission to lay my proposa ls be~ 
fore the.Trustees in order to keep them informed and to get their 
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advice. This Mr. Bamberger asked me not to do for the present and 
near ly a year later he made the statement which I have quoted above 
that he eA-pected to provide generously for the Institute but was not 
yet ready to allow me to discuss its future program with the Faculty 
and the Trustees." (Emphasis added) p. 3. 

26. Ibid., pp. 5-6. 

27. Ibid., pp. 6, 7 • 

. 28. Ibid., pp. 10-14. Earlier, in clarifying his ideas to Mr. Moe, Ayde
lotte v.TTote : "They would be a little like Guggenheim Fellows. I 
would put Einstein and Mcilwa in and de Tolnay in this category; fix
ing the term for each ••• It might co;ne. to be a more distinguished 
group than the Faculty! If the Trustees wanted to make me a Fellow, 
I should be only too de lighted." (10/9/44, Ay<lelotte files) 

29. Ibid., pp. 14-15. 

30. Ibid., p. 16. 

31. Ibid., pp. 3, 4. 

32. Ibid., pp. 16-19. 

33. Ibid., p. 19. 

34. Ibid., PP• 21, 22. 

35. Flexner to Aydelotte, 10/11/44. Aydelotte files. Panofsky to Ayde
lotte, 10/12/44. Aydelotte files. Aydelotte to Flexner, 10/17/44. 
Aydelotte files. Flexner to Maass, 10/23/44, a handwritten copy from 
Maass' original, taken from Aydelotte's confidential ~ file;. 

36. Aydelotte, Notes, 11/6/44; 11/15/44; 11/20/44; 11/28/44; 12/31/44. 
Aydelotte files. 

37. Veblen, Merr.-0randum to Policy Corranittee, 11/8/44. Aydelotte files. 
Aydelotte Note s of Professor Veblen's meeting 11/15/44 with three 
Trustees. Aydelotte files . 

38. Minutes, Faculty meeting, 11/20/44. 

39. Ibid. 

40. Moe to Aydelotte, 11/19/44. Aydelotte files. 

41. Aydelotte, Notes of his meeting with Douglas, 11/20/44. Aydelotte 
files. 
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42. Moe to Aydelotte, 11/21/44. Aydelotte files. 

43. Aydelotte, Notes of telephone conversation with Hoe, undated, prob
ably 11/21 or 22. ~otes, 11/15/44, cited. 

44. :1inutes, Trustees' ~eeting, 12/5/44. _Dodds · to Aydelotte, 10/24/44. 
The President quoted Mr. Hardin as saying Mr. Bal!berger told him 

· "the Institute should help us out with our Library." 

45. ~faass to Aydelotte, 11/24/44. Aydelotte files. Aydelotte, Notes 
of conference with the Policy Committee, 11/28/44. .Aydelotte files. 

46. }1inutes, Faculty meeting, 12/11/44. 

47. .Ibid. 

48. See copy of Draft of minutes, later amended. Faculty Committee on 
Policy, 12/17i44. Dr. Aydelotte carefully preserved this, with other 
records of the Co:n:nitt€e,for fu.ture scrutiny. Aydelotte files. 

49. Ibid,, minutes, Faculty Com:nittee on Policy, 12/17/44. Ribbon . copy 
signed by Professor Earle. Earle tiles. 

'JO. Avr1P lnttP O-c ::if t !:it~ment on PnHr'y; l?/!8/44. Aydelotte files. 

51. Veblen, hand~-ritten corrrnents and changes in Aydelotte's draft on 
Institute policy dated 12/18/44. Aydelotte files. 

52. Ibid. 

S3. Aydelotte, draft of statement on Institute policy, 12/22/44. Ayde
lotte files. · Veblen, statement of the history of - the Institute, 
12/23/44. Aydelotte files. The Director incorporated this in two 
succeeding drafts. Later, he took it out, modified it slightly, 
and incorporated it in Bulletin No. 11, (March, 194S) pp. 3, 4. 

54. Aydelotte, draft of Policy Statement dated 12/22/44, as amended. 
Aydelotte files. 

SS. Aydelotte, draft, Policy Statement, 12/26/44. Aydelotte files. 

56. Earle, ~inutes of meeting of Trustees' and. Faculty's Policy Corrunittees, 
1/10/45. Earle ti}es. 

S7. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, l/19/4S, pp. 8-14. 

S8. Ibid. Because Professor Veblen objected to changing directors after 
term had begun, it -was decided to advance Dr. Aydelotte'.s retirement 
to the 1st October, 1947. It was later moved back to the 16th. 
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59. Ibid., p. 12. Also see Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 12/5/44, p. 24. 

60. Stenographic notes for minutes, Trustees' meeting, 3/2/45, pp. 3, 4. 
Ayde lotte files . See Maass to Hardin, 1/29/45. Hardin papers. See 
Aydelotte pencilled notes, early February, 1945. Aydelotte files. 
See stenographic notes for minutes of the mee ting of 3/2/45. Ayde
lotte files. t-:aass to Hardin, 1/29/45. Bearing o;.it Maass' state
ment are notes of thought of Dr. ·Aydelotte written at Highland Park, 
Florida, where he went for a brief rest after the 1st February, leav
ing the Faculty Standing Com:n ittee to ad~inister the Institute. 
There he wrote: "Ready to do v;hatever best for the Institute. Will 
not stand still." And he entered further thought concerning "poss-
ible other roles for F . A."_ . . . · listing the chairmanship or · 
presidency to succeed Hardin or Maass, with the Vice positions first. 
Another possibility was the chairrr.anship of an educational advisory 
co~ittee similar to the post he held at the Guggenheim Foundation. 
Hov:ever, on the 29th January he told the Faculty Committee that he 
h2d not yet decided his course. · 

61. Ayde lotte to Maass, 2/28/45. Minutes, Trustees' meeting, 3/2/45. 
_Appendix. 

oz. ::,r.enogr;:iphic !!.9_~:;_:, Trustees' mr-f>t1n~; 3j2/45, pp. 4, 5. Aydelott <:! 
files. ~·:inutes, Trustees' meeting, 3/2/45, p. 2. 

63. Aydelotte's statement of policy as presented to the Trustees, accord
ing to a special note l ef t 'to:ith. it in his files, read as follows, 
appearing without preamble: 

1. That the members of the staff should be men and -women capable 
of creative work of the highest possible excellence judged not merely 
by national but by world standards. 
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' ·I 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE SELECTION OF A SUCCESSOR DIRECTOR 

It was not until six m•Jnths after his appaintrr:ent as Chairman 

of the Trustees Co:mii ttee O '"l Sel2ction that Mr. Moe, a very capable ex-

ecutive, wrote his first letter to the xerr.bers of the Fnculty, rc~ding in 

part: 

At the first Meeting of the Cc~nit tee I was instructed to 
esk rr.e~b2rs of the I11stitute's Faculty to s:13gcs:-: persons 
w~o s~ould be considered for th2 directorship. We desire 
that all nerr:bers of the Fac ;J lty shall be heard on the sub
ject. It is left to the Faculty to decide in what way these 
suzge stions shell he ~rrived 3t: the Crynrittee is eq~ally 
reedy to consider o~e lette' fron the Faculty as a whole, 
or individual letters fr.a;n each rne7llber ••• or corm:unications 
based on any procedures between those two extremes •••• 

~ . . .. .lll~ .. ~,e p2riud of its de11oera-:1 ons t~e Conni ttee wi 11 
be glad to confer with individual Qernbers of the Faculty, 

1 or with a cor.rr.it tee representing the Fc:culty as a whole ••• 

He cautioned them to keep their deliberations 3nd conversations o~ the 

s·ubjcct co:1fide7ltial. His Coirniittee's function was advisory o".lly , for 

"no board can in C1ny way delegate respo:1sibility for the appointment of 

its principal executive officer." 

Perhaps some of the long delay may be cxpl~ined by a confide~-

tial ~eq~est for advice en a proyos2d d~af t of this letter which he sent 

to Dr. Aydel0tte with a hasty note asking him to read it "and let me 

know what you think of it." He wa~ted to present a draft to the next 

meeting of t~e Co:nmittee. It was so ex9ressed that one might reasonably 

.suspect it was sent to inform Aydelotte rather than to elicit information 

from him. Thus he wrote in part: 
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At my CC:;'Jnittee's first r:ieetin3 I was i:'.structcd to req1Jest 
of the lns=itute's fac~lty sbggesti ons cf pers0ns to ~e the 
Institute's next director. I write "perso~s" and :'.Ot 
"pe!'son;" for all my experience leads me to think ·::hat if 
choice centers :lrou:1d only one persort as the indispensible 
man, the choice is likely to be wro~z. For any position 
there are always several first-r2te possibilities and it is 
well to recognize that frow the beginning •••• 

I h:1ve in rr.y ti:ne seen a fair nuin~er of excellent c'.:oices 
fo-r 1.iniversj ty ex:;c;..!tive p~si ti ons rn:id2 i m9:1ssible of ful
fillmen t by talk ••• by trustees' talk and by faculty talk. 
It d·:>12s not rrr.1ch 7Tla tter what the talk is; a:i.y kind cf talk 
g0ing around, outside t he circles cf the tr~ste e s and the 
f~cu lty, ab~ut a ~a~ in rel a tion to such a position is bad 
pe;: _se. To state the pcint is to make it plain; you could 
a ll ~dd~ce ex22pleswhy it is b~d. Tte ~elihe~ations and 
:-1t0goticitio1,s precEdfr,-g_ Lhe .;ppoin~:r:cnt of a "'.Jirc;clor of the 
1-:lstit;_;te are r.1atters of g::-eat delicacy. 

The Trustees want the best advice they can ge t; they wa~t 
th3t ad~ice pure and und2Eiled b~ c0nsideraticns other t~an 
tl:cse r€lat::.d t e'.l the Eut •.lt·2 w-:;lia!"e of t'.le Instit-.1te .•• '.i.ney 
~~,~~fair sh~~ ~t - ~ettin ~ th2 ~~, ~~ey decide ~pon. ! alk 
c:v~ ,,5 around: <.:1i C- s:i de, \.;- .:;;_, l ·~ •:.:: :" . c:. f.'.lir s hot i r;;possib le. 
I myself h&ve no doubt th3t the spirit cE this statement 
may b ~ ad~cred to without foregoi,g any necessary responsi
ble considerations. 

I hav2 n~de the above statement, I war,t the faculty to kr,ow, 
also to Qy ccm:iitte8, a~d it was ~greed to, with vbjection, 
by the co:rnnittee •••• ~ 

In leisurely f.sshioLJ. Dr. Aydclotte appointed a Faculty Cor:.mit-

tee on the Succession on the 2.Sth t~ove1.:ber, 1945, consisti~g of .Professors 

Alexander, Earle and Panofsky. Its minutes nre not av~ilable. But on 

the 4th Fe~ruary, 1146, the Ca:irnittee c::ddressed a letter to the Faculty 

:nembers slbncd by all three listing in the followin3 order seven candi-

dates ~ho had been suggested to it, and soliciting furt~er reco:rr:Je nd3tio~s, 

including eve:i. ~embers of the Faculty or of the Board. Tr.e list follows 

as presented: 
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Di:. J. Rober:: Oppenr.cimzr, physicist, t:niversi ty of Californb. 
Dr. Detlev Bronk, physiolo~ist s~d p~ys i cist of P~il2delp~ia. 
D:::-. Harlow Stctpley , astro:i.0:r:er, a~d Director of the Harv3rd 

o;,servatory. 
Mr. (forrrerly M~jor Gene!'.'~l) Fredi::rick Osborn. 
Pf. Edward S. Maser'> eco:i.orr.ist, rfarvnrd University. 
T. C. Blege~, Profes5?r of Histo~y 2:1.d Deen of the Graduate 

Schcols, Vniv8rsitv of Min~esota. " 
Pf. E. Harr.is Harb ison, Pr:-i:i:es s or of History, Princeton University.-> 

ThrEe w2eks later they 6dd~d two n222 s to tha t list, and s~g-

gested ~h2t t~e F~cul:y mig~~ wish to discuss the whole list at its 

l~:i.che ~n to be 1.eld on the 4t~ ~arch. The two were: 

Dr. 

" .. r. 

Henry E. Sige rist, Profe.ssor of th2 History of Medicine, 
Johns Hopki~s University. 

Uori:_erly R~<!-:-Ad:n i ral) Lewis L. Strauss, a ~e11ber of t~e 
l:i.sti:ute's Bo ard of Ir~stees, formerly 
pri::.cipal -aci:iir.i strative assistant -to 1·1r. 
J?.:n-:= s Fcrr2stal, Secrc:tary of the Navy.<+ 

Or. the 5th !'-~ar ch, the Corr:-r.ittee ;:ie:r.bers tr.'Tote t11e foll'."lWi<1_?, 

3e:.1fJrc.r:du::i to the :nt111:cTs o:: _the Fact:lty C.)1:.f irming the res·_ilts of the 

diSCl!SSion: 

As a result of tte h:ncheon disct:ssion or< Mcr-.day, }'.arch 4, 
the list cf ca~didates for t he Directer-snip has be 2n red~ced 
to the f.olloTNin;s fi~1e names. (It is u::derstood, of course, 
thet additional na.:ies may be sub:ni tted at any time.) Also, 
tl :e appended H st does not include the name of any r:ie:r.'Jer of 
the Faculty. 

In accordance with yo:_ir instructions, yo-..ir co:nmi ttee is re
quest ing !'fr. Moe ••• to n."l.-ne a tir:ie at which he will be pre
pared to discuss with us the n~~e s of candidates now under 
consideration. 

The Committee 'then listed alphabetically with t~1eir positions as given 

be.fore the names cf the five Messrs. Blegen, Bronk, ~faso:l, Oppenhei:rer 

.. 5 and S ~rauss. At the san~e tirr.e, it acknowledged Mr. Moe's let~er of 

the 26t'1 Octobe:::-, 1945, and said in pa=t, wit;:out n3'1"ir.z the candidates; 

'.le h a·,re now b een requested by the Faculty to make an ad 
interi::n and quite infcrmal r _eport to yot:, so:netime at _your 
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convenienc~. ~e s~ould like to put before you the names 
of the persons who;u we now have under consideration, and 
to obtain the benefit of such criticism as you may be in 
a position to offer. This could best be done, we believe, 
if we were to meet with you, either in New York or Prince
ton, at your convenience, for informal discussion. \\ould 
you be good enoggh to let us know when we may have the 
opportunity? ••• 

. . 7 . 
The ensuing silence was deafening; Mr . Moe did not respond. 

It may be assu:ned that the naffie of Mr. Strauss in this context, probably 

~entioned to him by Dr. Aydelotte, caused the silence. Professor Veblen 

had justified the nomination in what one professor has described as "a 

long and facetious speech." The financier was neither scholar nor 

scientist, nor yet a man such as Qr. Flexner _had suggested might be ap-

pointed as his understudy in 1936: i.e., one who had "varied syr;ipathies 

and interests, [an~/ a la~ge a cquaintance with men and educational insti-

tut ions in this country and Europe.'' 

~!r. Strauss had been called from his partnership at Kuhn Loeb 

& Company to active service in the Navy Department in 1941 with the rank 

of lieutenant commander. He was then forty-five years of age. Assigned 

to the Bureau of Ordnance, where his business experience made him useful, 

he was soon selected by Mr. James Forrest~!, then Under Secretary, to be 

· one of his several personal assistants. He accompanied his chief to the 

office of the Secretary when Mr. · Forrestal succeeded Mr. Knox who died 

in 1944. He left the Navy early in 1946, and returned to New York, with 

a desire to enter public service. He had ample means, and did not need 

to return to the financial district. As Pr~fessor Veblen had written 

Dr. Aydelotte in 1940 on first meeting him, Mr. Strauss was very much 

interested in the Institute for Advanced Study, and undoubtedly might 

be of some help to it. He was now a Trustee, and though he was not a 

! 
. r 
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kember of the Trustees' Co:r.:71ittee on Selection, it was clear Professor 

Veblen and Professor von Neumann regarded his influence very seriously 

indeed. 

On the 12th April, 1946, Professor Veblen wrote Mr. Strauss a 

letter which revealed that he and Professor von Neumann \,'ere carry:ng 

on their own negotiations concerning the successor, and that Strauss 

h2d apparently returned to New York intending to see Dr. Oppenheimer 

. ~ppointed to the directorship. Veblen wrote: 

Von Neumann told r.1e about his conversation with you in 
which the naces of several candidates for the Directorship 
of the Institute were brought up. Of these names it seemed 
to us on further consideration that Bronk and Oppenheimer 
are the only possible ones. All of the others are too old 
except Condon, who:n we both know very well and do not con
sider temperaTientally or intellectually suitable for the 
job. 

Oppenhei~er seems to me to have so ~any of the qualifica
tions that I would have very little ~isgiving about the · 
future of the Institute if he were chosen. Von Neumann is 
not as favorable to Oppenheime r as I aTi, though. he has great 
admiration for him as a scientist. The general opinion 
among the Faculty is that Oppenheimer would be very welcome 
as a colleague. 

Both van Neu.~ann and I would be very happy to see Bronk 
chosen. In the first place, he has, like Oppenheimer, al
ready achieved a pre-eminent position as a creative scholar. 
We would rather take our chances with such a man than with 
one who lacked the qualifications even though he had the 
other desirable qualities. In the second place, Bronk has 
shown good capacity as an administrator and getting along 
well with other people. We have particularly flattering 
test·imony as to his success in working for the Army. In 
the third place, Bronk is the foreign secretary of the 
National Academy of Sciences~ and will be on this account 
in close touch with Washington and with international ques
tions of a kind significant to the Institute. We are con
vinced that in the future the Institute~-rnust depend to a ' . very considerable extent upon the national· government for 
support. ~---

---
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After saying this, I am going to take the chance of weaken
ing it by the suggestion that it :night be wise to experiment 
with the continuation of the type of ad~inistration which 
has been in effect during Aydelotte's absence; nawely, to 
vest the functions of the Director in the hands of a 'stand
ing committee.' This method of administration seems to us 
to have been very s atisfactory. The only dra..-back has been 
a certain disinclination by the standing coffi:ilittee to make 
decisions in the Director's absence which might seem to in
fringe on his p,rerogatives. The chairman of such a corrmittee 
might be called, following European precedents, the Rector 
rather than the Director. He shculd not serve for more than 
two years. It would be an essential part of such a scheme 
that the President of the lnsti tute should, like Mr. Maass, 
continue to take an active interest in its ad~inistration. 

Quite a?art from this particular suggestion, I think it would 
be desirable for the me~bers of the standing co:r:;-.ittee to at
te~d meetings of the Board of Trustees and of the Executive 
Committee of the Board; and also for the President and per
haps other members of the Board to attend the meetings of the 
Faculty. There are no differences in interest between the 
Trustees and Faculty~ but there are so~etines difficulties in 
mutual understanding. 

In this connection I may remark that I think the suggestion 

\ 
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-reported by von Neuw~nn that the Instit~te ought to keep one 
or two roo;-:;.s available for Tr~stees visiting iri Princeton is 
an excellent one. May I add that I should be very happy to 
reserve a roon for you at the Nassau Club if you will let me 
know when I may expect your long-pro~ised visit to Princeton. 
The accommodations at the club are rather austere, but it is 
a good center fro:n which to see Princeton. \ 
Von Neumann asked me to say that he intends to write you be
fore very long. sn the meantime, he agrees substantially with 
what I have said. 

Aside from making it clear that he and von Neumann could agree 

on Dr. Bronk as successor, this letter laid a foundation for urging Mr. 

Strauss to consider the advantages which might accrue to the Institute 

should it be adninistered by the President and the Faculty with no 

Director. The point was particularly important~ considering the fact 

that Mr. Hardin had died in December, 1945 before Aydelotte's departure 

for Palestine, leaving the .chairmanship of the Board vacant and raising 

\ 
\ 
\ 
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I 
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the question whether Mr. Maass, then President, would prefer to be 

Chairman, leaving the presidency to so~e one else. At the first Board 

meeting in 1946, the strategy indicated that while the time had not 

quite arrived for that,- the idea had taken hold. ~he minutes of the 

23rd May show t he following entry: 

On motion of Professor Veblen, s econded by Mr. Leidesdorf, 
and carri ed , the report of the Co~ittee on Nominations was 
approved in its entirety. The Co:r.:ni ttee reco;;-:mended an 
2rne~ d~e~t to the By-La~s by which the off ice s of the Presi
de ~ t c: t he Corporation and the Chairilian of t he Board of 
Trustees be united, and that the offi ces9of Vice President 
.•• and Vice Cha ir.nan •• . rer.:ain unchanged. 

Mr. Maass w2s elected President and Chairman, and i>lr. Strauss Vice Chair-

man. This was very strange, for the Vice-chairmanship had been abandoned 

in the a~end~ents adopted on the 25th January, 1942 after Mr. Houghton's 

Maass to act as Chair.:-.an in :-Jr. Hardin's absence. The vice-president 

continued to be held by Dr. Weed. . The l anguage of the present action 

did not restore the office; there was no up-to-date revision of the By-

Laws available, though one had been compiled in Dr. Aydelotte's office 

in 1944 which incorporated the first clause of the second sentence quoted 

10 
above. 

The. Trustees' Commit tee on the Selection suffered the loss of 

its Chairman just before the October meeting of the Board, when Mr. Moe 

presented his resignation from the Board to Mr. Maass, pleading the 

pressures _of his priw~ry comnitments and his health, and added sadly: 

I am ashamed to the point of being ill over my failure -
I shrink from the word, but know it to be true -- to func
tion effectively as Chairrrd n of t~l Trustees' Committee on 
the Institute's next Director •••• 
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With "the agreement" of the Board, !-ir. Maass irr.-:ediately appointed Mr. 

12 
Strauss to succeed the frustrated Mr. Moe. Dr. Fulton pointed out 

to both Maass and Strauss that Moe had been corr.pelled to resign because 

Dr. Aydelotte's presence on the CoI'-nittee had made it impossible for 

him to function. Mr. Maass admitted his error in appointing Aydelotte, 

and called upon him to resign fro~ the Com:n ittee allowing his ·place to 

be taken by Dr. Weed, who was appointed for the purpose. The Chairnan 

said frankly that "your presence may ef:".barrass others ••. from fully 

. h . . .,13 expressing t eir views. But Aydelotte declined to leave; Mrs. 

Aydelotte had read Maass' letter to him on the telephone just as he was 

about to lunch with Mr. Strauss, who agreed with him that Maass' point 

was not well taken. Moreover, added the Director: 

':'~1c ;-aculty Committee on tl;e choiCP of my SL·:'.".:!:~~~=- ·-·!-:.i::!i I 
appointed last year has been very active and notified the 
Trustees' .Comnittee some months ago that it was ready with 
recorr::randations and only desired an opportunity to present 
them. 

Mr. Strauss later asked Aydelotte to send him a copy of Mr. Maass' . letter, 

and in doing so, the Director reu.inded the financier that he had extended 

an invitation to meet the Faculty Committee. Indeed, the Director offered 

their services with remarkable abandon: 

I hope that if possible you will stop here to consult our 
Faculty Comnittee. Otherwise I will send them to see -you 
in New York or Washington as you prefer.15 

Professor Earle wrote }1r. Strauss on behalf of the Comni ttee 

as follows: 

At a luncheon meeting of the Institute Faculty held today 
Dr. Aydelotte informed us that you have been appointed chair
man of a conrnittee ·to select his successor. This was good 
news to me personally, and, I might add, was welcomed by all 
other members of the Faculty as well •••• 

. ' 

I 

·i 
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Although my colleagues =~d I have c~~ducted no further inves
tigations since Marc!·., 1946, we are prepared to discuss with 
you, if you so desire, t :1e names of so:r.e of the persor.s con
cerned. For obvious r~asons, we should prefer 1 ~8 ~o this in 
an i:-:.formal conference rather than in writing. v 

Professor Earle enclosed a copy of the Comrrit ~ee's list as sent to the 

17 
Faculty o;::. t :·e Sth March, alphabetically arranged. 

Meam.-hile, an event of great rr.oment had occur:::-ed. P:-esident 

-:.-:::-t:r.:an ~iad announced on the 28th October, 1946 tl":e appointment of Mr. 

Strc.uss to the ;::.ew Atomic Energy Corr:!i!ission. The Co:::-.~ issio:er :.ad ap-

18 
p:: re ··': 1~· k-· -:cw-:; of this since July or early August. It we s, of course, 

·irr::r:ediately apparent to those who had been · hoping t~e~e would be no 

Director at the Institute that the situation had chanbed. :1:::-. Strauss 

i:-. !':ew York, free of absorbing com:nitments, was quite different frora a 

C0;-::;;;iss:~ner in Washington dealing with the control dnd development ~= 

nuclear energy in the United States, which meant absorbing respor.sibili-

ties. Though there was apparent no· immediate recognition of this fact, 

it was inevitable that the emphasis would be shifted from him as possibly 

an active President to someone else who would become Director for the 

long term or for the shorter periud of the first term of the Corrmission. 

Mr. Strauss' answer to Professor ·Earle said in part: 

It now develops that I shall have to leave here the . end of 
this week to join my associates on the Atomic Energy Com
mission for a tour of Oak Ridge, Los Alamos, and Hanford. 
That will mean that I shall not return until nearly the end 
of the month. Since so much time has already elapsed, it 
is probably wise to make as much progress- as possible in 
the very early future. I wcnder, therefore, whether I could 
persuade you and your colleagt:es, Professor Alexander and 
Professor Panofsky, to ~eet af : . and give me the benefit 
of your current consideration c~ t~e subject i~ a memorandum 
in which you would discuss t . . e L .dividuals in the order of 
your preference •••• 
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Naturally I will consider in confidence any part of your 
memorandum which you may care to 'classify' in . that respect. 
(E~phasis his.) 19 

This forthright request seemed to effibarras the Committee; it sent a copy 

to each professor, and asked the Faculty to meet and make the preferen-

ti."!l statement, suggesting also othe r names if any wished to offer them. 

::e i~formed Strauss that the Corr:n ittee was seeking the advice of the 

20 Fc:,c1..: lty. 

T~e Faculty follm.-ed the counsel of Professor Riefler, and 

directed the Corru;i ittee to request "effective contact" between the two 

Corr:::: ittees so that the names coul~ be discussed personally. The Faculty 

felt that "the question would not be furthered by a ranking of candi-

dates at t~ is time." It is obvious that a change in the plans had .indeed 

taken place; Dr. Aydelotte, suppor ted by Professor Panofsky and with the 

approval of Professor Veblen, named Dr. Linus Pauling of the California 

Institute of Technology as a candidate, and another also, whose name 

E 1 d h . . hd 1 . d f 21 ar e cause im to wit raw prompt y as a poor JU ge o men. Prof es -

sor Earle again wrote Mr. Strauss for the Committee, tactfully reflect-

ing the Faculty's di~cussion, e~phasi~ing the importance of Pauling's 

nomination, and adding: 

In talking about the directorship, we found ourselves in 
something of a dilerrma: on the one hand, we were eager to 
comply with your request that we rate candidates in pref
erential order; on the other hand, we felt that this could not 
be done with full justice to us, to the Trustees, and to the 
candidates themselves •••• 

Ther~ is so r.uch to be said concerning each of the men we 
have )~ rr.ind -- sorr.e thing of course depending upon the spec
ial qualities which ou ght to be sought in the new Director -
that we wo~der w~ether it would not be more desirable if we 
could hold a joint meetinz of the ••• Lb.v£/ committees -- or a 
prelimir.ary meeting of o~r committee with you -- for a full 
a~d fra~~ discussion •••• 22 
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The Corr.missioner now suggested that Professor Earle 

Corre to Washington and spend an hour or two with me canvass
ing the matter before I call a rr..eeting of the Committee of 
the Board of Trustees. I have the feeling that _ this would be 
preferable to a joint r.:eeting of the two corr:mit_tees as I will 
explain when we neet. 

Professor Earle then repeafed the Corr:::iittee's request that Mr. Strauss 

come to Princeton -- even on short notice -- as the Co"1missioner hed 

23 
said he ni~>t fin.:! ti:7le to do. 

Matters stood thus until the Faculty met on the 13th December, 

~evin; re2d in the morning papers that President Truman had appointed 

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheirr.e r to the General Advisory Connittee of the Atomic 

Erergy Corr:m:ssion. T}:en Professo-r Alexander reported for Professor 

Ec:_::-le t~~<: t M-::-. Strauss had said he had met neither the Trustees Committee 

appointrr.ent of Dr. Oppenheirr.er as Director. The announcement came at 

the end of a meeting which had been deyoted to the nomination of Dr. 

Homer Arr.:strong Thompson with exhausting discussion, so that there was 

time before adjourrnnent only for Professor Meritt to express the hope 

that no one "too intir::ately associated with the atomic bomb would be ap-

pointed," and that whoever was agreed upon would "have the interests of 

all three schools at heart in order to maintain a balance between them."24 

Matters having gone so far, Dr. Aydelotte told the Faculty what 

they already knew: that he would retire on ~is sixty-seventh birthday 

on the 16th October, 1947, and would occupy an office in Fuld Hall which 

the Trustees had kindly ~4de available to him after that. He made a 

final effort to persuade the Faculty to reco=-:mend a new category of 

"Fellows of the Institute," but without effect. The news of the 
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Director's retire~ent reached the press; this did nothing to 51Jeeten 

Mr. Maass' temper, which was quite short at the time. 25 

Professor Earle now dropped all semblance of speaking for the 

Corn:r.ittee in his exchanges with Mr. Strauss. He engaged in. telephone 

conversatio~ s, urging a new candidate, whom he dropped quickly on receiv-

ing further information. Dr. Pauling's name was also elimi~2ted, appar• 

c~tl7. Earle. cautioned Strauss not to forget relations with the Univer-

sity, for he wrote, 

As you know, some of the success of the Institute depends 
~pc~ t~e degree to which we can cooperate effectively with 
Princeton University. It ~ould be desirable, therefore, 
if soxe ~eans of liaison with President Dodds could be 
effected by your Conni ttee so fr.at the University officers 
and Trustees could know of our proposed appointment before 
it is announced to the general public.26 

H~ ~d~2~ "f~r what it might be worth" th~t his Ow'TI 
__ ,... r _ _____ ---- s=. __ 
l'L'-.L'-~'-LL'-''- wa..:> .&..V.L "~ L. 

Bronk over Dr. Oppenheimer, "partly because I think . a man of fifty is a 

little more likely to have stability of judgment than a man almost ten 

years younger, and partly because I know and have considerable admiration· 

for Dr. Bronk." He learned that Mr. Strauss was convening the Trustees' 

Committee on the 24th January, and ale_rted Dr. Aydelotte to quit his 

vacation in Florida and attend, to forestall the possible selection of 

27 
a "dark horse." 

Dr. Fulton had sent a list of his candidates to Messrs. Lewis, 

Maass and Strauss in October, mentioning seven names, three of which 

B k 0 h d P 1
. 28 

were ron , ppen eimer an au 1ng. In November he engaged Professor 

Veblen in a discussion of his nominees, making it clear that he would 

approve of the appointment of Dr. Bronk only if the biologist would give 

up his other corrrnitrnents, which Fulton maintained were too numerous to 
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enable him to pay enough attention to the affairs of the Institute. 

His reservations did not seem to irr.press Professor Veblen, who had the 

last word, saying that he still regarded Bronk, Oppenheimer and Pauling 

as "tl-.e most promising candidates. 1129 

Dr. Fulton also began to feei that Mr. Strauss was much too 

busy with the Commission to warrant his rew~ining as C~airman of the 

':'r~stees' Co~.7ili .ttee. He reminded Strauss that he had failed to call 

to.;,et '. .er his Corrmi ttee in November as promised. He noted that a meeting 

sc·: ed'1led for the 17th December was canceled. "I really think he ought 

t-') retire .:.nd let .someone do it who could give the time to it," he co11.-

30 
plained to \~eed. 

The minutes of a special meeting of the Board held on the 1st 

Anril . lQ/,7 re::'"'.!"'t "'~ - ~traus::.· <H ....... vum. 0f what ~ad happ~ned on the 2-'~th 

January and later when Dr. Oppenheimer was appointed Director. 

Before calling a meeting of the Trustees' Committee, Adrr.iral 
Strauss co::r.iunicated with Professor Edward Mead Earle, Chair
man of the Faculty Committee on the directorship, and received 
from him a list of suggestions of possible candidates. This 
list was then supplerr.ented by additional names suggested by 
members of the Board and from outside sources. At a meeting 
on January 24th, 1947, the Committee on the Directorship ap
proved a slate of five names all of whom were known to be 
acceptable to the Faculty of the Institute. 

By unanimous vote, the ••• Committee authorized Admiral Strauss 
to approach first Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer of the Univ~rsity 
California. Admiral Strauss took the matter up informally 
with Dr. Oppenheirr.er, and is now happy to report to the Trus
tees that Dr. Oppenheimer has expressed his willingness to 
accept the position of Director of the Institute for Advanced 
Study should the ~rustees decide to offer it to him. In that 
event, Admiral Strauss reported that Dr. Oppenheimer has re
quested ttat in addition to administrative duties, he be per
mitted to devote some of his tirre to teaching in order that 
he may remain in direct contact with young scholars. 
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After the circulation of a short biographical sketch of Dr. 
Oppenheir.;er, the meet ing was thrown open to questions and 
discussion. SuppleIT.enting the biographical material pre
sented to the Trustees, Admiral Strauss stated that Dr. Op
penheimer had been na~ed to the Joint Research and Develop
ment Board of the ArIT.y and Navy and hed also been elected 
Cha irman of the General Advisory Com:ni ttee of the Atomic 
Energ:,- Com;nission. It is understood that Dr. Oppenheimer 
will cc~tinue these duties should he be elected Director of 
the Institute. Although Dr. Oppenheimer is priwarily a 
theoretical physicist, he has had sound training as a clas
sicis t ~~d is known to be deep ly interested in humanistic 
studies. 

T~ere ~as some discussion of Dr. Oppenheimer's request t hat 
:..e ':e permitted to devote some of his time to t eac".":ing and 
it was pointed out th~t the Institute's present policy of 
~pe~ing all lectures and seminars to g~aduate students at 
Princeton Cniversity woul d probably give Dr. Oppenheimer the 
contact with young scholars which he desired. In this con
nection, Ad~iral Strauss told the Board that he had given the 
names of the five candidates to President Dodds of Princeton 
rniversity and that Dodds had expressed the opinion that any 
one of the se individua ls would be an ornament to the Princeton 

Since t here were no further questi ons , it was moved by Admiral 
Strauss , s e conded by Mr . Leidesdorf and unanimously carried 
that Professor J. Robert Oppenhe i mer be appointed Director of 
the Institute for Advanced Study to succeed Dr. Ayde lotte on 
his retirement, with the understanding that his dut ies and 
responsibilities will be the same as those of · the present 
Director, and that he shall r e ceive the same emoluments. It 
is expected that Dr. Oppenheimer will come into residence be
fore the retirement of Dr. Aydelotte and during that period 
his status will be that of Director-Elect. 

The Chairman then presented for discussion the question of 
ways and means of publicly announcing this decision ••• It was 
finally ag.reed that Admiral Strauss as Chairman of the Com
mittee should extend a formal invitation to Dr. Oppenhe imer, 
get his formal acceptance and then consult him about his 
wishes concerning the form and timing of the announcement. 
Admiral Strauss and the Chairman of the Board will then pre
pare an announcement on behalf of the Institute to be re
leased to the press. It was hoped that the announcement 
could ~e made public on Tuesday morning, April 15, 1947, 
immediately following private announcement to the Facul ty at 
their meeting on April 14. Admiral Strauss expressed his 
desire to report the decision of the Board to Professor Ear13

1 in conf idence. This the Board granted him permission to do. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
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If this chain of events causes wor:der.:ient it must concern the 

position of almost complete power w~ich the latest arrival.among the 

Trustees seems to have achieved. For the Board had for so long been 

under the ultimate authority of Mr. Bamberger, and had been so conscio~s 

of his strong will, that one rr.ight expect to see Messrs. Leidesdorf and 

Maass at least exercise vigilance to prevent the emergence of another 

power as dominant. It would appear that perhaps they had a less exact 

picture of the realities of Mr. Strauss' understandings wit~ the w:ole Fae-

~It} than really existed. But if he could force '!-.is decision ·:par: <.. corr.pli-

ant but less than enthusiastic couple of Professors as well-armored as were 

Veblen and van Neumann, the Treasurer and Chairr.:an could be excused fvr 

relaxing in the belief that Mr. Strauss would have enough authority to 

de.'ll cffrcnveiy with the elder mathematician, the c1:ux of most of their 

troubles heretofore with the Faculty • . It should be said that they seemed 

to have little direct knowledge of the state of mind of the Faculty. What 

seemed clear now was the conviction of both Veblen and vo~ Neumann that 

Mr. Strauss was the chosen patron of the Institute for Advanced Study. 

Certainly, before the news of his appointment to the Cor::rr.ission was an-

nounced, he was the only Trustee who had wealth, and the necessary leisure 

to devote to the manifold affairs of the Institute if there were to be no 

Director. Moreover, he appeared to want to do so. That his interest 

centered in the sciences and technologies tended to make tte mathematicians 

complaisant to a degree which the non-scientists need not have shared, but 

apparently failed to protest. 

As Veblen had written Mr. Strauss, the Faculty favored Dr. 
--....._ 
Oppenheimer "as a colleague." Indeed, the School of Mathematics had 
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considered him early in 1945 with Pauli and others for a permanent ap-

pointment, but had not unnaturally voted for Pauli, who had been their 

colleague since 1940, and whom they sought to keep in the United States. 

Professors Einstein and Weyl were given the task of preparing 

Pauli's vita on that occzsion. Either because they were fairly sure he 

would feel bou~d to return to Zurich, or because they really wanted to 

see Dr. Oppenheimer nominated as an alternate or another physicist at 

t~ .a t tirr.e, they added an account of his career, with a brief comparison 

of t~e two. And because some of their colleagues were thinking a great 

de ~ l ?tc~t t~e . necessity for the Institute to go into experimental 

physics postwar, they prefaced their essay with a statement of the 

tra~scendent i~portance of .theoretical physics: 

The ~~~uul of Mathematics is of the unanirr.ous op1n1on chac 
theoretical physics not only should continue to form a part 
of its scientific activities, but should even be .reinforced. 
The entire history of physics since Galileo bears witness 
to the importance of the function of the theoretical physi
cist, from whom the basic theoretical ideas or iginate. A 

_priori construction is in physics as essential as empirical 
facts. Of course the theorist must have contact with the 
discover ies and findings of experimental physics, but it is 
enough that laboratories exist in the civilization in which 
he lives; it is by no means necessary that he be associated 
with a laboratory at the place where he works. The war has 
made industry, government, and people in general, more ac
utely aware of the vital role of physical research. But in 
view of the forces which shape public opinion and action, 
it is not to be expected that pure theoretical physics on 
the advanced level which we wish to promote, will greatly 
benefit from this wave of popularity; on the contrary, in 
the interest of a sound balance, it will be more essential 
than ever for an institute of our character to emphasize the 
less.popular theoretic~! side of science.32 

They found the scientific accorr.plishments of Dr. Pauli more 

important than Oppenheimer's, and also relied upon him for his "highly devel-

oped organ for mathematics," and his "greater command of the matherr.atical ap-
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paratus." When it came to "qualitative insight," they found the two 

men equally well endowed. 

In comparing Oppenheiner with Pauli, it is safe to say 
that Pauli's co:nmand of the mathematical apparatus is, and 
probably always will be, far the greater. Regarding quali
tative insight, Oppenheimer since he reached his stature, 
comes closer to Pa~li. In inspiring other E~ysicists, they 
are on the same level; perhaps Oppenhimer Li~/ even a little 
above Pauli as far as their influence on experiT:entalists 

· on the spot is concerned. But certainly Oppenheimer has 
made no contributions to physics of such fundarr.ental nature 
as Pauli's exclusion principle and analysis of electronic 
spin. Physicists outside our own circle agree with this 
opinion, or express themselves even more strongly to the 
effect that Oppenheimer is one in a series of younger phy
sicists •.. but they are all several degrees lower · than Pauli 
in originality, depth and lasting influence. 

The authors spoke admiringly of Dr. Oppenheiner's participation 

in the develop~ent of quantum mechanics and its ~ethods by treating im-

portant Spt:o•::!ial probl'2t!•:'>; ~iviug i.;iany exa.'11ple5. in further Cn<!:'.'2Ct:zr:iz-

ing his work, they said: 

Since about 1930 the center of. gravity of Oppenheimer's 
work has shifted to nuclear physics. He has studied the 
genetic relationship between the several elementary parti
cles and radiation, for instance the perturbation of the 
process of radiation by generation of electron-positron 
pairs. Perhaps his most original ideas are contained in his 
papers on the decomposition of deuterons by impact, and on 
the multiplicative showers of particles which are such a 
surprising feature in cosmic radiation. 

Everywhere, and in particular in this latter work, he shows 
considerable strength in pursuing a theory into its last 
consequences, those consequences which are decisive for the 
whole theoretical foundation. It is characteristic of Op
penheimer that so many of his papers are written in collabo
ration with other physicists. 

During th~ war he has done excellent administrative work 
under formidable political and objective difficulties, and 
without losing any part of his scientific insight and in
tegrity. 
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Oppenheimer has been a very great influence in the United 
States in spreading the knowledge of quantum mechanics. He 
has an enormous. capacity for influencing young people, and 
has founded the largest school of theoretical physics in 
this country. Bis interests are broad; he surrounds himself 
with a brilliant social circle, and his students are very 
enthusiastic about him. It may be that he is somewhat too 
dominant, and his students tend to be smaller editions of 
0 h . 33 ppen, e1mer •••• 

T~e School recommended Pauli and Siegel, as has been said, and 

both were offered appointments. However, in Septe~ber; 1945, while Dr. 

Pa~ li was still undecided about accepting the Institute's offer, the 

School suddenly moved to recommend that Dr. Oppenheimer be offered an 
. 

appoint~ent as Professor of Theoretical Physics, and directed Professors 

E. . d N h" . 34 inste1n an von eumann to prepare is vita. 

Meanwhile Professors Veblen and von Neumann had been discussing 

with Dr. Harry Smyth (" i:ne un1vers1t:y t:ne fut:ure er physical research; 

they seerr.ed to be agreed that the government would in effect replace the 

universities and private foundations in sponsoring and supporting experi-

mental physics, and that the best men would go where the money was; they 

even contemplated that the · government would build great regional labora-

tories, which would provide the main facilities for researches. The 

School spent several hours discussing these possibilities, and the joint 

employment by the Institute and the University of Dr. Enrico Fermi. 

Professor Einstein disagreed with such planning. If the govern-

ment took OYer experimental physics postwar, the emphasis would be upon 

weapons -- perhaps even "preventive -war." I .f Dr. Fermi was employed as 

suggested, "the University would have the man, and the Institute the 

salary." Certainly such a future would be full of secrecy and interfer-

ence with the freedom of scientific exchanges which are so nourishing; 
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moreover, the freedo~ of the scientists so employed would be gravely 

limited because of elaborate security precautions. Professor Morse seemed 

inclined to agree with Einstein. The unacceptability of applied science 

seeQed to be less at issue than the practical considerations of money 

and prestige. Professor Veblen specclated that with Drs. Wheeler and 

Wigner at Princeton, the Institute and the University could together 

build physics at Princeton to the eminence enjoyed by mathematics. The 

debate ~as unresolved when Professor von Neu~ann sugge sted the Institute 

cocld assu~e the leadership in building a faster and more flexible elec-

. h . d 35 
tro~l C co~puter t an ex1ste . No further conversation-was recorded then. 

The School urged the Director to join with Princeton and Colum-

bia in petitioning Major General Leslie Groves to establish a governmental 

laboratory i~ or nea~ n __ • .... . ___ .... __ ._...., ..... ~ . . - - -• - - . 36 
.-..._ • ... .. ; -- ..L.ut '- ~ (.:Uil1~ .L .a. t:U. 

In October, 1946, Dr. Aydelotte called the mathema~ics staff 

together to discuss appointments in theoretical physics, with the manifest 

intention of causing them to revive . the recommendation of Dr. Oppenheirr~r 

which had lain dormant for a year without explanation. Professor Veblen 

kept the minutes that year, and occasionally he recorded discussion i~ a 

manner ~hich reflected his personal opinions. In this case he wrote the 

following, knowing in all probability, of Moe's resignation and its pos-

sible consequences. 

Sentiment was that it would be better first of all to settle 
the question about the appointment of a younger man. Oppen
heimer is still regarded as a first-rate candidate, although 
there is some doubt about the effect of the political activi-
ties into which he has felt it his duty to be drawn.37 . 

The "political activities" referred to were quite unacceptable 

to Professor \on Neumann. They consisted largely of Dr. Oppenheimer's 
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answering numerous calls for his advice -- by congressional committees 

legislating for the control and developrr.ent of atomic energy in the United 

States; by the State DepartIBent to assist in the preparation of the Ache-

son-Lilienthal Report on the control of fissionable rr.aterialsi by the 

United States Delegate to the United Nations Cor<mittee on Atomic Energy, 

}1r. Bernard Baruch, with whom he served for a time as sciehtif ic adviser, 

and later with Baruch's successor, Mr. Frederick Osborn, etc. Beyond 

these duties, Dr. Oppenheimer made a number of speeches in the effort to 

i~form t~e public ffiore fully about the nature of atomic energy. 

The School decided that Dr. Aydelotte should invite Dr. Julia~ 

Schwinger for a visit of two or three days, but Dr. Schwinger, who had 

just accepted a full professorship at Colur:ibia, declined. After that, 

University to Dr. Robert P. Feynr:ian, but he also was not interested. 38 

The discussions of applications of mathematics rr~de the School 

aware of Professor von Neumann's wish to plan and construct a large-scale, 

high-speed electronic computer. This brought about a schism within the 

School of Mathematics, so that Dr. Aydelotte took "it to the Board with 

Veblen's and von Neumann's support but without a vote by the School of 

Mathematics or the full Faculty, even though it required the employment of 

a specialized group of men, a special building, and some housing arrange-

ments. The Board approved it on the 19 October, 1945; by January, 1952, 

h . . 39 t e computer was in operation. The work required both mathematical 

and engineering talent, and was supported by grants from the governrrent, 

and by the cooperation of Radio Corporation of America and the Department 

of Mathematics at Princeton. While these efforts were going forward, a 
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project in meteorological studies was established in 1946 on contracts 

with the Office of Naval Research in the expectation that the computer 

would be a powerful research tool in the investigation of fundamental 

problems in dynamical meteorology, and would make possible for the first 

ti~e a direct attack on the problems of weather prediction by numerical 

solution of complex· equations governing the motions of the atmosphere. 

When this project was first discussed with the School of Mathematics, 

vigorous dissent was registered, according to Professor Veblen's minutes: 

The discussion considered the effect of such activities 
upon the progress of cathematics and upon the general at
rr.osphere of the Institute. The personal views expressed 
ranged fro~ that of Professo~ Siegel, who, in principle, 
prefers to cor;ipute a logarithm which might enter into his 
work rather than to look it up in a table, through that of 
Professor :·lorse who considers this project inevitable but 
f~r from optir.nm. to · that of ProfP~~nr Veblen who simple
;;;i1,dc: dly ·welcomE-s t he adv2r.c t:~ ::..[ scj_i::nce regardless of the 
direction in which they seem to be carrying us. In spite 
of this variety of personal points of view, it was agreed 
that the Institute should go forward with the project as 
proposed.40 

The School of Mathematics approved the contract reluctantly, 

convinced that r::eteorology was the next practical step. But there is no 

evidence that the Board ever formally gave its qpproval, although it was 

assumed in several references to the project. 41 It was conceded that . 

both the computer and the meteorological studies were examples of applie·d 

rather than pure mathematical researches, representing the first break 

with the School's tradition. With the success of a series of numerical 

experiments leading to the development of a model in 1953 -by which the 

generation of storrrs could be predicted, the civil and military forces 

of the government took the project in meteorology over and the men con-

nected with it left the Institute in 195G. While they worked here, they 
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enjoyed the cooperation of a distinguished group of scientists in uni-

versities, in Oslo, Stockholm, Copenhagen, London and Tokyo, and in 

some federal agencies, who came to work with Dr. Jules Charney, meteor-

ologist, and Professor von Neumann, in charge of the exploration. 

Dr. Oppenheimer thus inherited two large projects in· applied 

mathematics which he had no hand in establishing, but v.·hich he adminis-

tered well. The shattering of the monolithic facade of the School of 

Mathematics was probably a factor in his favor; the School had been 

disastrous to Dr. Flexner, because · it furnished a model of unanirr.i.ty 

which enabled Professor Veblen to speak with little apparent dissension 

for it and then for the Faculty. It nrust have been a relief to Dr. Ay-

delotte, who had experienced the same thing, and who se~med to be de-

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

\ 
i;~ ...... ~_, .._,__.._ ':he :a::.:.. ::.. ... ~e now nao some applied tr.athematics on the bo c;:;.:-ds\ 

But there was little doubt that much as the School of Mathematics seemed 

to object, and particularly Professor Siegel, all were agreed that it was ., 
I 

desirable to create conditions which kept Dr. von Neumann at the Institute \ 
\ 

while several universities wer~ only too willing to pay him for doing· the 

things to which the purists objected. 

At least one Trustee believed that the inter•;al between the 

Trustees' Committee's authorization of the 24th January, 1947, and the 

convening of the Board on the first April was caused by indecision on 

Dr. Oppenheimer's part. There had been two abortive calls for the Board's 

decisive meeting -- one for the 19th March, and another for the 28th --

but both were postponed. The reason for the delay .was explained by the 

testimony of Dr. Oppenheimer and Mr~ David E. Lilienthal given to the 
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Personnel Security Board of the Atomic Energy Comr.ission in April, 1954. 

Dr. Oppenheimer said: 

I came Lto the Institute at Princeto~/ in the late summer, 
I think, of 1947. I had been a professor at California 
Institute of Technology and at the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley . In late 1946, perhaps, or early 1947, the _ 
present Chairman of the Ato~ic Energy CoIT.;";'lission LMr. StrausE._/ 
was chaill7lan of · the no~inating Co:i'!il ittee to seek a new director 
to succeed Dr. Ayde lotte at the Institute, and he offered me 
the job, stating that the Trustees and the Faculty desired 
this. 

I did not accept at once. I like California very much, and 
my job there, but I had, as will appear, not spent very rm.ich 
time in California. Also, the opportunity to be in a small 
center of scholarship across the board was very attractive 
to rr.e. 

nefore I accepted the job, and a number of conversations 
took place, I told Mr. Strauss there 'Was derogatory informa
tion about me. In the course· of the confirmation hearings, 
vu::._. ::.,ilienthal eS.ECCially.l.. and t:,1..: rest 0.: ... ~1c :vu u 11~ <><> ~v .. -

ers, I believe Mr. LJ. Edga,E_/ Hoover -sent my file to the Com
mission, and Nr. Strauss told rr.e that he had examined i .t 
rather carefully. I asked him whether this seemed in any way 
an argument .against my accepting this job, and he said no, on 
the contrary -- anY't17ay, no -- 'In April I heard over the radio 
I had accepted, and decided that was a good idea ••• 42 

The testimony of Mr . Lilientha~Chairman of the Commission, re-

vealed the Corrmission had received the Federal Bureau of Investigation's 

dossier on Dr. Oppenheimer on or about the 8th March, 1947, du.ring Senate 

hearings on the confirmation of the Commissioners. The Commission then 

had the duty of determining whether the physicist who had presided over 

the making of the atomic bomb was eligible for clearance to access to 

· top government ·secrets under the terms of the Atomic Energy Act and the 

current security regulations of the government. Mr. Lilienthal's testi-

mony revealed that the Commissioners ~ad read the thick dossier together 

and individually, and discussed it 3t length. Dr. Vannevar Bush and Dr. 
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James Conant, both of whom had been close to the physicist at Los -Alamos, 

and now were Chainan of the Joint Researc.h and Development Board and 

President of Harvard respectively, were in town, and were called in and 

asked for their advice and opinions. Dr. Conant had been scientific ad~ 

viser to Major General Leslie R. Groves, head of the Manhattan Technology 

Engineer District under which the Los Alamos Laboratory was established. 

The Chairman also consulted Mr. J. Edgar Hoove~, and informed the Presi-

dent through his confidential assistant, Mr . Clark Clifford, of the situ-

ation, inviting such advice or instructions as the President might wish 

to s ive the Co:::nission. The Cor.:;iission also asked and received written 

advices about Dr. Oppenheimer's work, character and loyalty from Dr. Bush 

(letter dated 11th March); the Secretary of War, Mr. Robert Patterson, who 

transnitted a letter from General Groves (dates respectively the 25th and 

24th March); and from Dr. Conant (dated the 27th March). There was no 

dissent among those highly qualified authorities as to the superb quality 

of the work, the good character, and the loyalty of Dr. Oppenheimer. 

These questions had all been considered carefully before he received the 

award of the Medal for Merit. LT.mediately after Dr. Conant's letter was 

received -- the last one -- the Cormnission voted that Dr. Oppenheimer's Q 

clearance should be continued, and Mr. Strauss had the Institute Board con-

vened, with the results related. The decision was made again by unanimous 

vote on the 6th August, 1947.
43 

During the delay it is probable that two of the Trustees learned 

~ something of the reasons for a part of tfie, delay~ Mr. Lewis, en route to 

' Australia, visited the Oppenheirners in BerkeleY°;--and Dr. Fulton, in San 

--........ Francisco for a conference, lunched with them at their home, entering 
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the following account in his diary. 

The Oppenheimers have a beautiful house up in the Berkeley 
hills overlooking the Bay. Mrs. Oppenheimer is an energetic 
woman of about thirty who is passionately fond of gardening, 
and their two and one-half acres are planted in profusion 
with every conce ivable shrub and flower, most of which she 
tends herself. They returned frow Los Alamos to Berkeley 
a year ago expecting to s e ttle down to a quiet existence 
teaching theqre tical physics. But the demands of the State 
Departuent and the Atomic Energy Cor.r. ission on Oppenheimer's 
time have been incessant. Last week he was in Washington 
helping Mr. Truman with his speech on Greece. He has been 
deeply involved in the Lilienthal conf irrr~tion controversy, 
and ~ is advice on using atomic energy for commercial power 
is being constantly sought. In physical appearance, he is 
slender with "Lather slight features, but he has a piercing 
and i~perturbable eye, and a quickness in repartee that 
gives him great force, and he would i ..-rnediately command 
respect in any company. He is . only forty-three years of 
age, and despite his preoccupation with ato~ic physics, he 
has kept up his Latin and Greek, is ~idely read in general 
history, and he collects pictures. P.e is altogether a most 
extraordinary comb ination of science and the humanities.44 

Dr. Weed had said that the only rrustees "who knew what a Direc-

tor should be"- were Dr. Fulton and Mr. Douglas. When Mr . Strauss was 

first elected Fulton had ~'Titten 'Mr. Lewis with some evidence of favor 

about the "bright young man from Wall Street being groomed to succeed 

Leidesdorf as Treasurer." But later, after making inquiries pf some 

friends who knew the financier, he had heard that he was a.n arch-conser-

vative, and had grun:bled to Mr. Moe that the Board did not need "a Hoover 

45 Republican thinking in the last century." With such views, and his 

obvious respect for the new Director, it ~ould appear that Dr. Fulton 

decided to help Dr. Oppenhei~er as much as was possible. And so, early 

in 1947, when he learned there was a movement afoot to elect Mr. Strauss 

Chairman of the Board at the next annual meeting, he wrote Mr. Maass, who 

was vacationing at Palm Springs, questioning whether the busy Comnissioner 
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had the time to do justice to the office and the Institute, and saying 

he was not alone in his solicitude. If Mr. Maass wished to divest him-

self of one of the offices, Fulton comrr:e nded Weed, a more experienced 

Trustee who had been Vice President since 1941, though he did not know 

whether Dr. Weed would be interested.46 

Surprisingly, Mr. Maass repli ed that he had been quite remote 

from the Institute's affairs -- he did not even know the outcome of the 

offer to Dr. Oppenheimer. But he did know that Dr. Aydelotte wanted to 

beco~e Chairman, and was opposed to that~ It would not be good for the 

Institute. He liked Dr. Weed, and would have no obj ection to him as 

Preside~t. The Institute would be stronger if the two offices were held 

separately. A f h . lf h . h d · Ch · 47 s or imse , e w1s e to remain airman. Fulton 

agreed th2 .. Ayde l~ : .. ~ ·· :- · ..: ~ ~ .:-~ -- ..l '-- . .. - .. He o ut:::> uu L- "l1a vt:: 

a flair for ad~inistration, and I feel sure he would multiply the diff i-

culti e s which develop from tir.:e to time ben.veen the Chairman ••. and the . 

Director." He had been able to confirm his impression .that Dr. Oppen

heimer would not welcome Mr. Strauss as Chairman. 48 

Strange as it may seem, Dr. Fulton's was apparently the first 

intimation that it might not be wise to elect Mr. Strauss to the higher 

office. In so~e way Mr. Leidesdorf, then Chairman of the Corrmittee on 

Nominations, had been assured that the contemplated action would be 

agreeable to Dr. Oppenheimer. Now he learned it would not. It was a 

peculiar concept. Here were two men closely associated in two enter-

prises, both of a novel and rigorous nature. If they had been intimate 

friends, and knew ·that they held the s a!T'.e or similar views about the 

complex affa irs of each, there might have been some reason for the 
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assumption that they would operate in harmony as Chairman and Director 

of the one, and· Commissioner and Chairman of the Advisory Comnittee of 

the other, although the conclusion would have had to take into consider-

ation the likelihood that one would be dominant, and the other relatively 

compliant, which was far from likely ~ as · between these two men. There 

was no history of close friendship or similarity of views here; the two 

had met but once or twice, according to their own accounts. Both were 

eager for power, both well able to acquire and use it. Any arrangement 

for a cooperative effort would have to take account of that fact. If it 

did not, t~e health of the Institute ~ight be in jeopardy. 

Shortly before the annual meeting of 1947, Dr. Aydelotte, re-

signed to the hope lessness of his aspiration to become Chairman of the 

few changes, the Corrrnittee on Nominations defer action on officers of the 

Board,and . even leave vacant Mr. Moe's trusteeship. He conceded that Mr. 

Strauss should be elected Chairman, but he felt that other changes should 

· th d d · f h D. 49 await e presence an a vice o t e new irector. 

This was the second strong intimation on the record that it had 

been decided (but not otherwise recorded) that the new Director was not 

to be a Trustee, as the By-Laws provided. The first intimation was con-

tained in a letter from Professor Earle to Mr. Strauss, written irranedi-

ately after the Trustees' Committee meeting of the 24th January, saying 

he understood there was a vacancy on the Board, and reminding Mr. Strauss 

that he had suggested Mr. Forrestal for the vacancy: "I could imagine _ 

no one who could better grace the Board than your friend and my friend, 

the Secretary of the Navy."SO 
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It is possible that the decision had been made about Dr. Op-

penheimer's status in re~ation to the Board when it became known that 

he wished to become also a me~ber of the. Faculty. Some opinions on that 

subject appear in a bit of gossip earlier.Ln April, 1945, when Strauss 

and Lewis had been elected to the Board, Fulton wrote the latter giving 

him some background on the Nominating Co=nittee's deliberations. He 

described Dr. Aydelotte's suggestions as "six ••• friends, all of whom 

were over sixty (one was seventy-three) ••• and with Maass pushing the 

matter, we voted them all dmm." Professor Veblen, he said, attempted 

to fill 211 vacancies with other Faculty rr.e~bers. While Veblen had been 

useful in conveying the opinions of the Faculty to the Board, Fulton 

said: "I share the conviction of Weed and Maass that it would probably 

be ~~;_;_L .... v;_ to have any Faculty members on the :Oo.::!"a." ~ut ]t: t-hi~ 

were so, Veblen's position would also be subject to question, except for 

the mystique he had sedulously ·cr·e-ated that he was the spiritual and 

intellectual founder o~ the Institute. 

When the Members of the Corporation met on the 18th April, 

1947, two of three on the Nominating Committee were absent. Mr. Leides-

dorf, the third member, said .there would be no report. Nevertheless, the 

re-election of the Trustees whose terms expired then was accomplished as 

by right. Mr. Leidesdorf and Gover.nor Lehman (who had rejoined the Board 

in 1946) were both given five-year terms. The single vacancy was not 

filled, and the members declined to accept the resignation of Lewis 

Douglas, who was now American Ambassador to England. An incipient dead-

lock appeared when the following action was taken by the Board: 

In accordance with the recommendation of the Corrrnittee on 
Nominations, it was moved, seconded and_ carried that the 
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present officers and standing committees of the Board of 
Trustees remain in office cntil such time as a new slate 
is presented to the Trustees.52 

At the next annual meeting, Mr. Maass moved to make all the 

Trustees members of the .Executive Corrrnittee, with four constituting a 

53 quorum. 

And greatly to Mr. Lewis' surprise, ~1r. Leidesdorf moved for 

the Committee on Nominations the re-election of Messrs . Bamberger and 

Maass for five-year terms. Seconded by the Director, the motion carried. 

Mr. Lewis, a meIT.ber of the Co:miittee on Nominations with Messrs. Leides-

dorf and Rosenwald, adQitted to Dr. Fulton that he was quite unprepared 

for the action, since there had been no meeting of the Committee. Other-

wise, the freeze on election of officers· and members of the standing 

committees continued. Mr. Maass was then seventy, and Fulton mentioned 

the Chairman's e~barrassment. 54 

Dr. Aydelotte made his final report to the Board as Director 

in 1947. He had come to the conclusion that the most important accom-

plishment of his a~~inistration was in the new relationship between 

Director and Faculty. He said 

My conception of the govern.~ent of an educational institu
tion is a bi-camera! one: the Faculty constitute the lower 
house and the Trustees the upper. · The members of the Fac
ulty are not employees in the ordinary .sense; they are also 
a part of the governing body. No institution can be success
ful and harmonious which does not have suitable forms of pro
cedure by which each group can make its maximum contribution 
in the development of policies and in day to day administra
tion •••• 

I think"the greatest 
eight years has been ........_ 

---

advance that we have made in the last 
in free democratic discussion •••• 

We have worked out what I _ think to be an admirable system 
for the making of appointments to the Faculty. Recomnenda-
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tions are initiated by ·the School or depart~ent concerned. 
They must then be approved by the Faculty as a whole before 
they come up to the Director for recorrr.iendation to the Trus
tees. I have given an undertaking to the Faculty that I 
would never recommend to the Trustees an appointment of 
which the Faculty did not approve. On the other hand, I 
have said that I would not promise to forward to the Trus
tees every recoITTTiendation made by the Faculty •••• Certainly 
the routine which we have adogted gives every promise of 
guarding us fro~ rnistakes •••• 55 · · 

This was the first time Dr. Aydelotte had told the Board he had 

surrendered to the Faculty his power to initiate recommendations for aca-

de~ic appointments. His com=nitment was a personal one, and did not neces-

sarily bind his successor. It was unlike the usual privilege inhering in 

a _ university department to nominate a menber to its Faculty, for that 

even in Ger:nany involved proposing three nar..es for one position. That 

could hardly be tolerated at the Institute, where each nominee was the 

G~iy c~~standing available scholar or scientist wr.u cculd be deemed worthy 

of appointment to its Faculty. And when Dr. Aydelotte remarked that it 

promised to avoid mistakes, he erred, for it guaranteed that the Insti-

tute would remain frozen in its pattern, except for the possibility that 

one School might absorb the place and resources used by the t~ree. 

In another matter he proposed a funda~ental change to introduce 

some flexibility in academic stat~s, without relating it to the role of 

the Faculty as he had just described ·it. 

In recruitin~ the staff ••• I have myself felt very seriously 
the need of flexibility. Our professorships, with a rigidly 
fixed salary, are suitable only for a limited group of men. 
They exclude young men entirely. They exclude, ~urthermore, 
a certain number of individuals whose scholarly qualifica
tions may be first-rate, but who, for one reason or another, 
are not qualified for positions as members of our Faculty. 
To meet this need for flexibility we have established the 
status of permanent members •••• I think the nomenclature to 
describe the Faculty and rnembers •.• fails to meet the situ-
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ation. We should, in my opinion, be much better off if we 
had only t~o classes: per~anent meIT.~ers and temporary 
members.56 

It is questionable that the Faculty at first regarded the cate-

gory of permanent member as providing the flexibility the Director seemed 

to see in it. His efforts to cause a fonnal revision in academic cate-

gories had resulted in the Faculty's dedsion to limit the power of the 

Schools to appoint members to a period of two years; for a longer period, 

h f h F 1 · d S? t .. e consent o t. e acu ty was require . . Dr. Kurt G~del was the first 

permar.en t member appointed; it was to give him permanent . status and re-

tire~e~t benefits ~ithout elevating him to the Faculty that the title 

was created. It was usefully enployed later for Dr. Mitrany as he left 

his professorship but wished to retain a connection with the right to 

L<=<-u ..... a ....... "'Lµdy ui.: ;.:."' 1nsti t ... :...::.. T .c :'.. ~ were to be recognized as a 

step in an escalation toward a professors~ip, it would threaten Professor 

· Veblen's wish to retain the inflexibi 1i ty of the high and uniform single 

58 salary rate • 

. Andre Bedier's advice, which Dr. Aydelotte had emphasized in 

his report to the Committee on Policy in 1944, ~as still in his opinion 

good. He said now: 

I think the Trustees should consider the question whether 
some requirement of public lectures or seminars should not 
be made in connection with every professorship in the 
Institute. 

The years of his administration had been marked by lack of 

funds and the war. He deplored the inability to ·expand the Institute. 

But he -was also very proud of the recor d of service to the country which 

he and the Faculty had given, and which he had listed at a previous mee t -

59 ing at the war's end. He was still convinced that his cultivation of 
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Mr. Ba~berger at weekly luncheons· in ~ewark had been responsible for 

the Founders' bequests. There was really nothing to indicate that Mr. 

B&oberger and Mrs. Fuld had ever changed their minds about the Insti

tute' s being their chief philanthropy, although it seems clear they did 

not want to authorize expansion during Dr. Aydelotte's administration, 

especially at time s when Dr. Flexner was not enthusiastic about the pro

gram suggested. Dr. Aydelotte had tried but not suceeded inproving his 

claim that he was responsible for the Founders' bequests. 

Dr. Aydelotte had reason to be proud of his provision of hous

ing for Institu~e meu.bers at the war's end. It was a time when building 

materials and labor were virtually unavailable still that Miss Bernetta 

Miller, reading advertisements in the ~ew York Times, crune across a sale 

of unused pennanent hc~s~~g ouilt oy tn~ govern.~enc for war WOrKcrs. 

Through quick action, the Institute purchased enough to provide hou·sing 

for thirty-eight members and their families. They were cut into panels, 

shipped from Mineville, New York, to Princeton, reassembled ·and erected 

where the present housing project stands, and were occupied during the 

s·pring semester in 1947. Intrinsically and esthetically they were no 

bargain. Yet they had plumbin~ fixtures and other things which did not 

become available in the consumers' market for some time. Even with the 

thirty-eight units, the Institute continued to rent rooms and apartments 

in the Borough and Township where it was possible to do so, until new 

housing was provided and became available in 1958. The neighbors on 

Newlin Road vocally opposed the new rustic cottages, and . the Institute 

mitigated the effect by careful placing and screening shrubs. This hous

ing was largely replaced to make way for a new modern project in 1958. 
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Another cause for self-congratulation Dr. Aydelotte mentioned 

was his part in negotiating with President Dodds for the Institu~e's 

payment of a half-million dollars toward the cost of building and endow-

ing maintenance costs of the Firestone Library on the Princeton campus. 

The Institute had redee~ed a pro~ise of sorts made by Mr. Ba..T.berger in 

the eariy days when it was deep in Princeton's debt. When the Library 

was completed, the payment was announced by the .University as the In-

stitute's Trustees had described it -- a payment for past and future 

services of the University to the Institute. Dr. Oppenheiser transmitted 

the check to Mr. Brakeley, Vice President of the University in January, 

1948, and President Dodds' letter when ·he returned to town showed deep 

appreciation 

ing. The action of your trustees ••. when your pledge was 
made, was a tre:nendous stionulus to our campaign for funds . 
It also stirred very friendly feelings toward the Institute 
on the part of our faculty and .trustees as being a gracious 
act on your part, and as furt~er establishing the philosoph~O 
of mutual aid and cooperation between the two institutions. 

Most important of the unfinished business left to his successor 

by Dr. Aydelotte were problems of State and federal taxes; a pending re-

quest from the State for some of the Institute's choicest land to complete 

a plot for a public park comnenorating the Battle of Princeton; the need 

for additional offices for members, to be solved·by construction of t:wo 

. small buildings to the southeast and the southwest of Fuld Hall; the pro-

vision of a fitting memorial to the Founders, on the nature of which the 

Director had agreed with Miss Lavinia Bamberger; provision .of regular 

funds for publication of the books of the humanists. for which no pro-

vision had been made; the preparation of a bibliography of all publications 
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which had resulted from studies at the Institute, and a list of all 

members. These and a few other things the retiring Director listed for 

the Board and, later, for his successor. 

The meeting closed with so~e expression from the Chairman for 

the Board of thanks to Dr. Aydelotte for his services, and with satis

faction at his continued ''affiliation" with the Institute. Dr. Aydelotte 

was still a Trustee, of course, and would take an office in part of Dr. 

Lowe's quarters, from which to carry on his numerous corum itments to other 

organizations, s everal of which he continued to discharge with the aid 

of his able s ecretary, Mrs. Elsa Jenkin~until his death in 1957. -
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on 10/19/45. 
The war service of the members of the Institute Faculty, now 

for the most part finished, has been extremely interesting and 
creditable. Fifteen members of the Institute Faculty have given 
part or all of their time to war work. 

SU}1!'1ARY OF FACULTY WAR WORK 

SCEOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Professor J ame s W. Alexander: Operati0nal research; defense 
agains t ene~y mining operat ions; spent sou,e time in England 
in 1942 at Headquarters of Bor.:ber Con::nand of Eighth Air Force 
workir.g on the problem of i ~proving the bombing accuracy of 
our planes over Germariy . Published several confidential re- . · -
ports. 

Professor Albert Einstein: Consultant to Navy. Bureau of Ord
nance doing his work in Fuld Hall. 

Professor Marston Morse: Consultant to Army Bureau of Ordnance; 
M<:mber of Appli ed Ma then:atics Panel, and consultant to l\'DRC 
on photogram:netry. ~rote some eighty technical reports, the 
most irr.portant being .ballistic data, performance of ammunition. 
Did ir.:portant work in the deve lopment of the so-called radio 
or proximity fuse. Received citation for rr.eritorious civilian 
cervic 0 i= .... ,.,.<TJ ':he A~:-::~' A:_:::- ~:::::-:es. 

Professor John van Neumann : Consultant to Ballistic Research 
Labora tory of Army Ordnance Department at Aberdeen since 1937. 
Consultant to both Army and Navy on shock waves and theory of 
high explosives. Directed project for the Applied Mathematics 
Panel. Studying ·computing methods suited to very high-speed 
computing devices which will become available in the near 
future. Since . Se.ptember 1943 consultant to the Manhattan 
District at the laboratory at Los Alamos, doing work which was 
so highly confidential as to make it unsuitable to give de
tails at this time. The researches with which von Neumann 
was concerned had to be omitted from the Smyth report. 

Professor Oswald Veblen: Consultant throughout the war to the 
Army Ordnance Department at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, both 
on technical problems and on personnel; operational research 
for the Navy in connection with submarine mine warfare. 
Member of ApDlied Mathematics Panel; made one trip to England 
for the Army Air Forces, advising both on technical and per
sonnel problems. 

Professor Hermann Weyl: Special 
Appli ed Mathemati cs Panel; did 
Fuld Hall. 

adviser to NDRC; Consultant of 
" research on shock waves in'~ 

........____ 
·--
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS 

Professor Edward Me ad Earle: In 1941 and 1942 assisted in the 
organization of the Division of Research and Analysis of the 
OSS. Since 1942 special consultant to the corr.rnanding general 
of the AAF for the purpose of organizing the advisory commit
tee on bombardment, subsequently n&oed Corr:rnittee of Operations 
Analysts which made the plans for the bombardment of Germany 
and later of Japan. Made two trips to Europe as adviser to 
the Eighth and Ninth Air Forces and has now been corrnnissioned 
to write the history of the heavy bon:bardment effort in the 
European theater of operations from 1942 to 1945-. Published 
"Makers of Modern Strategy" which has been warmly received as 
the outstanding ~ork dealing with that subje~t. 

Professor David Mitrany: Has been on leave since 1939, first 
as a cember of the Chath&o House group ~orking for the Eng
lish Foreign Office, later as adviser on international affairs 
to Lever Brothers. 

Professor Winfield W. Riefler: Assistant to the Secretary of 
the Treasury, September 1939 to January 1940. Drew up in 
July 1941 at the request of Vice-President Wallace, the first 
plan for the Board of Economic Warfare. Stationed in London, 
March 1942 to September 1944, .first ,_.,,. .i--~~.1.:::.LauL '-u ~-... ltuat.::.ao(,r 

Winant, then as head of the Econon:ic Warfare Division in Lon- -
don with the rank of Minister, Professor Riefler built up an 
organization in ~hich was concentrated ~11 matters pertaining 
to the Anglo-American blockade of Geroany, the management of 
the black list in the Eastern Hemisphere, economic and f inan
c ial negotiations with European neutrals, the gathering and 
analyses of economic intelligence with respect to the enemy 
for the use of the armed forces and the civil government. 
Under this latter head, intimate and direct liaison was main
tained with the Air Forces, the European Theater Commander, 
the American Naval Commander in European Waters~ 

Professor Walter W. Stewart: Full time adviser to the Secretary 
of the Treasury, September 1939 to 1940, and part time ad
viser 1940-1943. 

Professor Robert B. Warren: Consultant to the United States 
Treasury throughout the whole period of the war on problems 
connected with the borrowing program and its relation to the 
banking system. Asked to go to Austria as a member of the 
American Mission in 1945, but finally felt it wisest to decline. 

SCHOOL OF HUNAJUSTIC STLlHES 

Professor E. A. Lowe: Member of Historians Committee studying 
the effect of the bombing of Germany. Assisted in the 
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preparation of a handbook for use of our aviators on arc
hives and libraries of Italy. 

Professor Benja~in D. Meritt: Began in 1941 work for the 
Foreign Nationalities Branch of Colo~el Donovan's organiza
tion "hich afterwards bec&oe the OSS. Supervised study of 
foreign language newspapers pub lis~ed by 36 foreign national 
groups within the United States. Spent a year in Washi~gton 
in this work. Assisted in the preparation of a geographical 
handbook on Greece for the use of the Arr::ed Forces. 

Professor Erwin Panofsky : Assisted in preparation of maps and 
taoles of i nfor;na tion about cultural mom ... '1Tlents .in Germany 
for the use of Aoerican bombers. Drs. Weitzmann and Frankl 
assisted in the preparat ion of this book, and Dr. de Tolnay 
assisted in the preparation of a similar book covering the 
city of Paris. 

Jr. Frank Avdelot te: Chairman , New Jersey Enemy Alien Hearing 
3oard, 1941-1942; Chairman, Corr:nittee on Scientific Person
nel, OSRD, 1942. 
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CHAPTER XII 

DR. OPPENHEIMER'S FIRST YEARS AS DIRECTOR 

Dr. Oppenheimer arrived in Princeton with his wife and children 

in mid-July of an unusually hot and hlli~ id summer. The advantages of the 

planned overlap ·in terms were largely dissipated by a series of small 

crises. The Aydelottes' new home was not yet ready for their occupancy, 

and so Olden Manor was not ready to receive the travellers. _After the 

Aydelottes 1noved, the y went on vacation. Several changes in staff oc-

curred. Wesley Dauncey, the resourceful factotum who took care of the 

physical properties of the Institute, was returning to Magnetawan, whence 

Dr. Flexne r had taken him to maintain Fuld Hall. With him ~ent Professor 

r-J,...r i. ti:. :,,, :i.:e:s earch assistant, Mrs. Dauncey. Hop~!:~lly ur. vp):lennt:!:i.1i..tL 

would be able to rely upon Dr. Aydelotte's private secretary to help him 

learn the ropes, but she was leavi~g to take a law degree at Yale. Dr. 

Oppenheimer employed Mrs. Eleanor Leary as his private secretary, and 

together they learned about the Institute from the inside. She had been 

secretary to Mr. justice Frankfurter, a friend of Dr. Oppenheimer. 

The Director-Elect's first co"ntacts with the Faculty were en-

lightening. One of the first was with the Standing Committee and Dr. 

Aydelotte, when he watched Professor Veblen, sitting in for Professor 

von Neumann, wrest Room 310 from the School of Economics and Politics, 

whose territory it was traditionally, after prying the School of Human-

istic Studies from support of the possessor by feinting in the direction 

of Professor Herzfeld's great study, which the humanists were saving for 

Professor Thompson. The mathematicians wanted a room fitting for Pro-
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fessor Siegel, who had just returned from a year spent in Germany on full 

pay. Dr. Oppenheimer had mentioned the possibility of supplanting :the 

School secretaries and their helpers.with a stl:nographic_p_~ol, and quickly 

reversed his field when he realized that academicians become as pleasantly 

inured to the cUstodial care of a good secretary as do businessmen and 

bureaucrats. 1 

Further enlightenment about the real nature of his new position 

-- and the retiring Director shared his chagrin -- came in the Faculty 

meeti :1g which followe d when he referred to the Institute for Advanced 

Study as "an educational ins ti tut ion." Indeed, th .is threatened to erase 

the work of years devoted to the transformation of the Institute from 

Dr. Flexner's concept of it. Professors Alexander and Einstein protested 

t~ct if ~~~y had thought of it as an educational insticu~ion ~hey would 

not have come to it; it was a research organization. Dr. Aydelotte was 

as surprised as was Dr. Oppenheimer. The word educational was relegated 

to silence until the new Director could study the founding documents and 

the laws under which the Institute had been incorporated. This he was to. 

do sorr.e years later in connection with tax problems, when his original 

understanding that the Institute was in truth a part of the educational 

system of the country was sustained. . Perhaps the most succinct modern 

statement of the facts is found in a letter Dr. Oppenheimer wrote to the 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1955 when the Chief of 

College Administration proposed to view the Institute as a research in• 

stitution, and therefore to eliminate it from the directory of institu

tions of . higher learning. The Director wrote that the Institute belonged 

in the directory for the following reasons: (1) it was chartered as an 
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educational institution; (2) it was expli citly so designated by legisla-

tion in New Jersey; (3) the Institute regards itself as a~ educational 

institution; (4) legal counsel takes the position that legislation ex-

empt'i~g grants for fellowships is applicable to the Institute's ~embers 

in part on t~e ground that it is an educational institution; (5) it was 

designated i~ 1946 by the Attorney General as one of the educational 

i ~~ stitutions approved for the attendance of non-quota immigrant sudents; . 

(6) in 1950 it was designated as an educational institution by the De

p.:irtrnent of State in sponsoring the exchange-visitor prograrn.
2 

Dr. Oppenheimer's first understanding of the power of the 

Faculty in the government of the Institute probably came on .the eve of 

that first full Faculty mee ting, when Mr. Stewart sent him a copy ·of a 

letter which he wrote to Dr. Aydelotte. He took exception to the Fae-

ulty's power to judge more than the academic qualifications of a nominee 

for an academic position. This arose as the recommendation for the ap-

pointment of Dr. Harold Cherniss was to be acted upon. He wrote: 

In general, I am not a believer in faculty government as 
we have experienced it at the Institute. On the relatively 
important issues this does not matter greatly except for 
the time consumed. But on the matter of a faculty appoint
ment, a vote by the faculty seems to me to imply more than 
lies within iaculty responsibility, and also · a fuller know
ledge of circumstances and policies than the Faculty poss
esses. 

He then enumerated some of the factors which were taken for granted when 

the Faculty voted a new appointment, subject, of course, to the Board's 

approval: 

1. a. A present and prospective inc·ome from endowment funds. ----
An endowment of $500,000 was required in provid_ing for a 
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faculty member. 

b. An adequate office for the new professor, and proper accom-

modations for the several members who will want to work with him. 

2. a. A decision of policy that the new appointment, if made, 

s~ould be in the particular _School that presents the candidate. 

b. That the special field of ~ark represented by the candidate 

is the most desirable field to develop at the Institute. 

3. That the can_didate has a demonstrated ability in that special 

field and such other qualifications as · fit him for faculty 

membership. 

On all these points, the Director, partly because he ·is also 
a merr.ber of the Faculty and a Trustee, is in a better posi
tion to pass upon the advisability of a new appointment than 
the Facultv at lan?e. HP m<>;r ,,,; <:h ,_') consult the Faculty in 
':!.!~ C"::'!'. -.,:ay~ b<.;!: a formal vul.e 'Dy t:he Faculty, unless made 
conditional by a reference to financial circumstances (large~ 
ly Trustee responsibility) and to decisions of general policy 
(jointiy reached by Director, Trustees and Faculty) seems to 
me vague and ambiguous. 

Without decision on these major points, the policy of the 
Institute is likely to be a combination of drift and pres
s~re. There is seldom an opportune time for the discussion 
of these questions of general policy. They cannot be con
sidered rr.erely in the abstract, and to discuss them when a 
specific candidate is under consideration tenjs to confuse 
questions of general policy with the particular personality •••• 

As I indicated earlier, I do not intend to raise these 
questions at the Faculty meeting . In any case, the answers 
do not lie exclusively in the field of Faculty responsibil
ity. It might be recognized, however, that the answers are 
assume1 and that the discussion of general policy is post
poned. 

Dr. Aydelotte's answer was wistful: 

I wish very much that you would feel free to state to the 
Faculty your views ~~out the appointment of Cherniss. At 
Swarthmore I always consulted the Faculty in· an informal 
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way about appointments, taking what I considered to be the 
weight of opinion rather than any kind of majority vote. 
Quakers don't believe in voting and in that respect I am 
a good Quaker. I have the feeling, however, that the Quaker 
method of proceeding would not work with the Institute Fac
ulty, partly because, alas, they have too little of the spirit 
of Quakerism. 

It was for that reason that I ~ade the reservation which you 
wi 11 remember· that I \\Ould not pro:i!ise to recorr::<end to the 
Trustees any appointment merely because it ~as recorr.mended 
by a ~ajority vote of the Faculty. On the other hand, I 
did promise not to reconr.:end an appointment to which the 
Faculty was opposed, and I think that policy is sound for 
the reason that any man ,,-ho is invited here against the 
wishes of a substantial n:ajority of the Faculty would have 
an unhappy time. 

Let me repeat that I wish you would raise these points in 
Faculty meeting, or in so~e kind of general discussion after 
one of our Faculty luncheons. If you feel prepared to do 
the latter, I should be glad to see that an opportunity is 
provided, but I shall make no move unless I have a signal 
~~~~ "'OU 4 .., . 

The question was brought up, probably by Dr. Oppenheimer." For 

though the School of Mathe~atics apparently did not sharply question the 

qualifications of the School of Humanistic Studies' nominee and approved 

the appointment, they asked that action on it be deferred until the Fae-

ulty could satisfy itself that there were sufficient funds, and that it 

was the best possible move that could be made for the good of the Insti-

5 tute. 

It must be said that the attitud~ of the .School of Mathematics 

in relation to this appointment differed radically from that heretofore 

shown in considering recommendations made by the other Schools. The 

group appeared to haveg~ve misgivings about approving any recorrrnenda-

tion but their own. There was, for instance, the episode of the 22nd 

May, 1945 in the matter of Dr. Viner. (See p. 575) Another occurred 
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when Professor Earle nominated Dr. Samuel Eliot Morison of Harvard for 

a professorship. Professor Weyl voiced discontent with the candidate's 

history of Columbus, and voted against approval. Professor Morse said 

he adffiired the maritime histories; Professor Veblen said the Institute 

needed a historian. Perhaps that was related to the fact that at the 

. " same meeting Professor Veblen was urging the approval of Dr. Godel as a 

permanent member, not previously voted by the School of Mathematics, and 

t~at Professor Weyl was not in sympathy with the move. The ending was 

r.appy: both candidates ~ere approved by the Faculty ~ But Dr. Morison 

felt he could not leave Harvard, where he had been all his life, and now 

was within ten years of retiring. 6 The discussion of the nomination of 

Tliomp-

son was an archaeologist of the ~thenian Agora and, it developed under 

intensive questioning, a ceramist, an epigraphist, a numismatist and an 

historian. Professors Lowe and Weyl found the testimonials inadequate 

to support the nomination. Professor Meritt, supported by the School of 

Economics and Politics, insisted that recent offers from Harvard and 

Cambridge Universities were sufficient to bespeak the quality of his 

work; besides that, Professor Earle had solicited advice outside and 

was able to add strength to the case. While Weyl conceded that the 

candidate's r eputation was well founded as "an excellent field archae~lo-

gist, an intelligent critical scholar, and one well aware of the histori-

cal implications of his material," he "had made no contribution as yet 

to the history of ideas." He opined that Dr. Albright, who had been ap-

proved by the Faculty in 1945, had "the broader mind, and was more dis-

tinguished as linguist and interpreter of ideas." Professor von Neumann 

l 
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"characterized Dr. Thompson as the equivalent of a first-rate experimen-

talist." Professor Morse, who had a broader appreciation and knowledge 

of the humanities than his colleagues, defended subject as "the kind of 

scholar who would "eventually synthesize knowledge on the basis of a 

great accumulation of facts," and suggested that the School revive its 

recommendation of Dr. Albright in addition. Here indeed was a thr~at! 

Professor Veblen then wanted to know if Dr. Thompson was not properly 

to be described as a topographist. And while this did not finish the 

argument, it is interesting to note that Professor Veblen then undertook 

to say -What appointments "could be made": 

They fall into two categories: Those which would aid studies 
·not getting adequate support elsewhere, and those which en
deavored to integrate the Institute in the total academic 
WOrld .:md to P.iC!f:e ~ e!°~?-f:°P1'"" l"nntl"; hllt i On tO Contemporary 
currents of thought. 

He added: 

The choice might well affect the financial future of the 
Institute.7 

The Faculty approved the nominatio~ 

Were these really sound principles for the Institute? Did they 

suggest perhaps that since mathematics was now well developed in many 

more American universities than in 1938, when Dr. George Birkhoff had 

proudly said there were thirty institutions in the country from any one 

of which might come ~reditable discoveries in its various branches, the 

Institute might do less in mathematics than before? Or did it imply that,. 

since Hellenis~ might not be making great contributions to "contemporary 

currents of thought," the Institute might devote less of its substance 

to that field? Would "contemporary currents of thought" be construed 
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as the broad cultural develop~ent of the civilization? Could the Qembers 

of this small group of nen, representing widely scattered fields, speak 

with knowledge of any one of the intense specializations represented 

except each in his own one? Did not each man speak essentia lly as a lay-

man of the interests and accomplishments of the others, except for the 

co:rrnunity of the School of Mathemati cs? Indeed, even there a mathemati-

cian was not always able to understand a paper in anot~~r branch of the 

subject; usually the more elegant and abstract the statement the more 

it defied hi s understanding. 

T~e humanist could seek information about the qualifications 

of 2 pers~n recorrrrnended for appointment in mathematics, but he would be 

likely to encounter the monolithic accord which was Dr. Flexner's oppor-

mat~ematicians inclined to rate their great neatly in an agreed series; 

they did not readily step out of ~ine to challenge such judgements. And 

so the humanist or the social scientist had little chance of appraising 

a nominee in mathematics, about which few or none of them knew anything. 

But the mathematician could read any book in a language he understood, 

and form conclusions about it just as coulc any layman. Moreover, there 

was no lack of opportunity open to the mathematician to seek critical 

judgments about the work of any humanist or economist. For their fields 

abounded in individualists who followed no leader in making their jueg-

ments, whose very growth and development depended in part on a free 

market in ideas and opinions. This bred freedom to criticize. It was 

"""-al ways possib1~ _to get an adverse or conditional judgment on anyone's 
~-

work. Dr. AydelOtte had· said __ that a man chosen against the will of the 
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majority of the Institute's professorS"would have an unhappy time." 

The q~estion to be asked here is how anyone could believe. 

even so much as Stewart was willing to grant: that the Faculty of the 

Institute could vote intellig~ntly on the qcalifications of all possible 

no~inees. They could -- and did logroll, a practice common to all 

legislative bodies. But without mutual confidence and respect for each 

ot~er, and for the interests represented by each of the Schools, they 

co~ld not fulfill faith fully the trust the faculty Policy Cammi ttee had 

exacted of DL Aydelotte. A university faculty properly should have the 

rib~t to nominate several men for eac~ position. Here, the aim was to 

select o~ly ·the one outstanding scholar or scientist for· consideration. 

~ho was to decide that a given mathematician was.less distinguished than 

a named ;;<.!llenist~ J.rn:: racun.v ·1nc1uaed rr.cn af 3racious i~c!i~.'.!!:~~::.=.., 

but generally they were not disposed to let these sentiments· dominate 

them when an opportunity -appeared to suggest an appointment • . For better 

or worse, the only impersonal criterion in any conflict between the 

Schools, in the absence of a powerful Director, was the maintenance of 

the staffing pattern Dr. Flexner had established. The history ·shows that 

was frequently determined by circumstances beyond his control. 

The suggestion for delay in submitting the recommendation of 

Dr. Cherniss to the Board was not observed. Both Directors supported 

the humanist. He did so, Dr. Oppenheimer said, "in spite of the fact 

that it necessarily involved some impairment in the flexibility of future 

plans ••• He felt that the Institute was already deeply .committed to re

search in ••• Hellenistic studies .•• It was highly desirable to enrich this 

work by the appointment of Dr. Cherniss, ~ho is a philosopher as well as 
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a superlative classical scholar." 
8 The appointment was approved. 

The first substantial bequest made to the Institute other 

than the Founders' was announced to the Board at this meeting. Dr. Leon 

J. Sivian, a physicist associated with the Bell Laboratories at Murray 

Hill, New Jersey, died on the 23rd September, leaving his residual estate 

to the Institute in honor of his forrr.er teacher, Dr. Floyd K. Richtrr.yer. 

The proceeds \\ere to be spent, if possible, -for research in physics and 

biophysics, with the advice of Drs. Hans Bethe, A. H. Compton and von 

Neumann. If necessary, the beque st could be used for some other purpose 

within the Institute's discretion. Dr. Oppenheirrer reported agreement 

be twee':l t:ie three name d that the proceeds should be used for grants to 

f0reig~ sci entists, and, if necessary, to support the ''theoretical con-

f ::::::~!'.C~~ •: then financ ed by the Nat ionD 1 Acc:derr:y sr?ou 10 ii: 1,;ea~t: \.:u111.i iuU t ". -

ing. 9 The corpus of the bequest a.-nounted ultimately to some $411,000. 

Dr. Oppenheimer announce~ to the Trustees that he was inviting 

Drs. Pauli and Hideki Yukawa to come the following year as visiting ·pro-

fessors, and asked and received approval for a five-year appointment for 

Dr. Abraham Pais, a young Dutch theoretical physicist who first became a 

member in 1946. Dr. Aydelotte warned that while the Institute's income 

was meeting current obligations, it might not suffice to cover much more. 

Mr. Maass countered this, noting that $700,000 in surplus account, and, 

if need be, $1 million in capital gains, might be spent. Maass' feeling 

toward Aydelotte was not friendly, _but Dr. Oppenheimer's tact provided 

a graceful ending to the meeti~g , after he had asked for a special session 

in December at which he might . report his views. He thanked the retiring . 

Director for transmitting an institution in whi ch so many of the problems 

. I 
I 
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had been solved, and the Trustees for their confidence in him. Dr, Ayde-

lotte was voted the title of Director Emeritus. 

The 16th October came and went. Dr. Oppenheimer was now Director 

of the Institute, but so far had received only oral information as to the 

terms of his appointment. He overcame .his embarrassment, and wrote· Mr. 

Maass the particulars as he understood them, asking the Chairman to initial 

them for reference should any question arise in future when present Trus-

tees might not be available. He did not refer to his status with the 

Board, except as it related to his responsibilities: 

As Director, I shall be expected, with the advice and con
se;:t of the Trustees, to dete.rmine academic policy for the 
r~s~it~te as a place of learning and study.10 

The first item of business at the December rr.eeting was consider -

ation of the recow;nendations of ~r, Fulton's special committee on dispasi-

tion of the Gest Oriental Library. Dr. Aydelotte, like Dr. Flexner, had 

hoped that the Library might become the focus of studies in Chinese liter-

ature. But no use had been made of the collection during the past eleven 

years, either by the Institute or the University. Dr. Oppenheirr.er wrote 

Fulton that he had no hope of using it: "we are already scattered far 

·more than makes for a healthy intellectual life."
11 

The Committee had 

recommended that the Library be maintained either by the Institute alone, 

as in the past, or jointly by the Institute and the University, or sold 

or given (with the permission of the Rockefeller Foundation) to some 

institution having a department of Oriental studies. President Dodds 

had heard that Harvard and Yale were both hopeful of acquiring it, and 

called on Dr. Oppenheimer to assure him that the University wanted the 

collection kept in Princeton, since he hoped to make use of it in ·the 
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next ten years, even if it had not been possible to do so in the last 

eleven. Since the Rockefeller grant required that it be kept in Prince-
. -

ton, the Board asked the Director to write President Dodds that it ex-

pected the Firestone Library to h~use the Gest collection when it was 

completed and that the Institute did not intend to rr.eet the costs of 

insurance or custodial care after that. But the Board did not relinquish 

its title to the collection, although as a matter of bookkeeping the 

approximately $140,000 in cost to the Institute which it represented was 

written off the books in 1948. The matter was to be -reviewed in ten 

12 
years. 

T~e Director opened his report with the observation that he 

was beginning "to get a feeling for how things are at the Institute." 

The. minutes continued: 

The Director said he found the School of Mathematics a heal
thy and flourishing concern. With the very generous help 
already given to physics, · he exP.ressed the hope that that 
too will flourish. 

But in the other schools, perhaps because of a certain in
sularity in their efforts, the Director felt there are 
troubles. Very e~inent scholars feel that their work is 
not appreciated; no one seems able to answer the question 
of why what is going on is going on. The Director saw no 
solution in blanket rules. He expressed doubt that all 
members of the School of Economics were in any strict sense 
interested in or qualified for 'advanced study.' And in 
the case of the School of Humanistic Studies there are 
obviously areas of great fruitfulness beyond the Hellenistic 
studies in which the Institute is already committed. 

He was not of the opinion that to found a new professorship 
was the ri gh t thing to do; such a solution to the problem 
is one of the reasons why the past has so seriously cormnit
ted the future. 

There are ~4ny fields, in the Director's op1n1on, in which 
a beginning could be made. He pointed to two main classifi
cations of effort: ( 1) the application of scientific ·methods 
to fields in which there is really pioneering, and (2) the 
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encouraging of work by ~en to whom experie~c~ in the 
creative arts has brought deep insi ght ••. LH~/ outlined no 
specific program for such efforts. His suggestion was 
that . there be· opportunity for exploring new fields outside 
and beyond the specific areas of the schools, which in 
so~e cases have narrow interests. For this purpose he 
asked that there be me~bers who are not members of the 
schools. 

To accomplish his plan , he asked the Trustees to establish 
a General Fund of $120,000 on a five-year basis. This 
sbould be ~sed for stipends, memberships and work not at 
present part of the activities pursued at the Institute. 
He suggested an Advisory Committee for the use of the Fund. 
~e expressed the hope that in this way the Institute may 
carry out itS - functions in a more experimental way; and 
thus a coordinate co:r::nunity of scholars may be created.13 

The Board approved his plan, and appropriated fro~ surplus 

$20,000 to be used during the next year. It was to be known as the Direc-

tor's Fund, and Dr • . Fulton pronounced it a vote of confidence in Dr. Op-

- -- - '- - !! - - --
. 
U t::Clll l..l.J...U.L plan, and pro~ised to enable the 

i 

Director to break the mold in which the young Institute for Advanced St_udy 

was already firmly set. 

He now recorrrnended an upward revision in salary and stipend 

scales, noting this would probably entail an increase. in endowments since 

the budget was just balanced. He requested, and got, an .annual appropria-

tion of $10,000 for publication of the books of the humanists, pointing 

out that while the School of Mathematics had been receiving nearly $5,000 

annually for publications, the School of Humanistic Studies had no ·prior 

arrangement made for its books, which frequently required underwriting. 

He asked the Trustees to advise him on the problem of outside 

compensation as it was being received by some members of the Faculty, 

mentioning Professor von Neumann as example. The mathematician had con-

~--..... sultancies with government departments, and had just signed a contract 
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as consultant to Standard Oil Coipany of New Jersey. The Chair appointed 

himself, and Messrs. Le~:::an, Oppen~eimer and ~eed to examine the pro:,lem 

and report to the Board. Dr. Oppenheimer also sought authority to en-

courage goverrunent fellowships, a~d received it, but was proscrited from 

seeking government aid for the I nstitute itself. 14 In addition, Certai~ 

~ctions were taken in personnel ~hich will be discussed later. 

In February, the Executive Conmittee . authorized the DirectJr to 

circ~ l ate among the professors a raernorandu~ on outside cornpe nsaticn which 

· : d ·.ec:-. prepared by Dr. Weed. It read.ss follows: 

Full-time appointment in the Institute is considered to be 
co:npensation for t he indi vfdual 's total teaching and . resE:arct-. 
ef:orts with assumption of such academic duties as may be as
signed to hi~ by the Director or by the Board of Trustees. A 
full-ti me me~ber of the staf: shall accept no . other co~pensa-

: Jr t~~ ~=~~~~31 ser .. ~~ ~ ~, ov~cpt as follows: 

(a) Royalties on scientific books, monographs, atlases, etc. 

(b) Honoraria for occasional lectures delivered at other 
institutions. 

(c) Honoraria for occasional short-term investigations for 
the great philanthropic foundations. 

(d) Consultant's fees for services rendered to the federal 
government, where such service does not exceed 30 days 
per annt.nn, where the field of consultation is in accord 
with the research interests of the individual, and 
where the duties of consultation do not invade the re
search-time and research-interests of the individual 
when in residence at the Institute. 

Before the acceptance of remuneration in any of the four cate
gories above, the consent of the Director must be obtained by 
the individual on full-time appointment.IS 

Answers from six professors were sent to the members of the 

Committee. All professed agreement with the basic principles; Professor 

von Neumann most co~pletely in the following: 
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Employment in a full research institution like the Insti
tute for Advanced Study should impose on the appointee a 
general obliga~ion .•• to regulate his life and intellectual 
interests at all times so that the research interests are 
the dominant ones. 

But he objected to any ad~inistrative controls to assure the observance 

and added: "I think that the way in which the official vacations are 

spe~t should not be regulated." Be saw a positive need for the professors 

in mathematics and physics to maintain "a certain contact with the striv-

i~;s a~d problems of the world around us," although such activities sho~ld 

alwzys be in accord with the individual's interests and never "invade his 

l., • d . "16 r eseErc .. t1~e an interest. Unlike the other five who answered, (Pro-

fessors Earle, Horse, Panofsky, Tho~pson and Weyl) von Neumann did not 

mention the need for an increase in salary. The others agreed with his 

position that adr:iin ~ :->1o.-.Ld~~"c: '-Vl''-.Lv:." .......... ~~ t...nL1e~t:!..:>i>c..i..t); lhaL 

restraint lay in the individual's conscience and integrity. 

The responses left Dr. Weed optimistic, pleasantly surprised at 

the general agreement. He explained to Dr. Oppenbeimer that he was will-

ing to allow services to the federal government because that represented 

. a unique individual responsibility. But, he said, "I should not be will-

ing to extend this function of consultation to private co:umercial enter-

prises, as I feel there would be no line of demarcation between the ac-

ceptable and the unacceptable." He believed that another item of exception, 

or a change in wording, might resolve all differences.
17 

But Dr. Oppen-

heimer understood the Faculty's reactions better. According to the minutes, 

he merely reported to the Board that "The rnemorandum .•• had been circulated 

to the Faculty, and the feeling of t~e Director was that its purpose was 

. 18 
thus accomplished~" 

l 
. i 
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There is no reason to think it accomplished more than Professor 

Veblen's hope to keep the School of Mathe::-::atics confined to purernathema-

tics; when he was confronted by the possibility of losin3 Professor von 

Neemann to Harvard or Chicago or Massachusetts Institute of Technology . 

to build a compute~, he yielded and beca~e von Neumann's chief support. 

It seemed tc be irrelevant whether the need to maintain contact "with t~e 

strivings of the world," or what mathematicians have said about themselves, 

actuated vo~ Neumann~ i.e., that while the young rr.an devotes his genius 

to acst~cctions, he turns to applications in his ~re mature years. One 

t~:~~ was true; the Faculty was not going to submit to the Director's con-

trol in these matters. 

In October, 1947, Professor ·Alexander, who had been on leave of 

absence since February, moved to change his status fro- · ··cf essor to perma-

nent meri:ber at .half-pay until his retirement, reta·inin c; exi sting arrange-

ments for his pension, which were extremely favorable. His reason was 

that he found the duties of professor interfered with his work. Dr. _Op-

penheimer me t the situation sympathetically; he chose to believe that 

Alexander might change his mind, and said: 

There is nothing in fac t in Alexander's contract that re
quires his attendance at ~eetings or the_performance of 
administrative duties .•• LDr. Oppenheime~/ was very reluc
tant to believe that a professor could not follow his own 
separate path without the burden of administrative details. 

He suggested a leave of absence, and said that a replacement was in order. 

19 Dr. Oppenheimer presented the 
The School approved of his attitude. 

matter to the Board, suggest ing the same flexibility he had shown, which 

clearly i mplied the right of the Professor to change his mind. On Mr. 

Maass' motion, the Board approved Alex8~der's appointment as .permanent 
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20 
memr.er at half pay. 

Alexander's action perturbed Professor Veblen. Clearly he 

had relied upon his protege to succeed him in administering the School 

of Matherratics and influencing the full Faculty. Thus the School of 

Mathematics met again in a few days, and recomnended Dr. Dean Montgomery, 

thirty-eight years old and a topologist, for a five-year membership, at 

f 11 · d. h. · h . 21 "1 h d k h. u or part-time, accor ing to is w1s • i·ontgomery a ta·en is 

d0ctoral degree at Iowa State University from which Veblen had graduated. 

He had cc~e to the Institute as National Research Council Fellow in 1934-

1935, when Veblen was on the Board which administered these fellowships. 

In the intervening years he had attained a full professorship at Smith 

College, leaving in 1946 for an associate professorship at Yale. The 

Director emphasized Dr. Montgomery's comparative youth, (he was then 

th;rt- y-0i : .ht- years old) and commented th2t "the 'I. • .. !m 

better than anyone else who has been appointed, and . strongly endorses his 

work." The Board approved the appoi.ntment. 22 

But Dr~ Montgomery wanted security and a full-time position at 

the Institute, and so the School recomnended him for a permanent member-

ship. D:r-. Oppenheimer referred to it as a sort of "interim professorship" 

since it was contemplated he would become a professor in about five years. 

This caused· a discussion of nomenclature in the Faculty which resulted in 

a request · to the Standing Committee to study and report on terminology 

with especial reference to distinctions between temporary and permanent 

memberships, and between those who had policy-making functions and 

those who did not.
23 Dr. Oppenheimer presented the recommenda~o~ for 

'-...... 
the changed status of Montgomery to the Executive Comnittee as in the......___ --. ___ 
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nature of "a1, associate professorship." The Com:ni ttee approved him as 

a permanent member, and emphasized that no additional corrmitment was 

. 1 d 24 1nvo ve • Here was a second instance within a few days in which the 

Director reco:miended a fluid position, and encountered a different idea 

in the governing body. In the case of Montgomery, the Faculty seemed 

in agreement with the expectations as to his future; it was in t~e Ex-

ecutive Co:;-rnittee that opposition to a fluid position appeared. Profes-

sor Veblen was the only ~~n beside Oppenheimer pr~se~t at both ~eetings. 

Was ~e responsible? 

But Dr. Oppenheir.ier was c·orrect about Professor Veblen's in-

te:-. tio ~-- to trai:i Montgomery in his own art: the ad::iinistration of the 

Srhnnl of M::ithematics ~nd leadershin in the Faculty. For ·by the end of 

1948 Dr. Montgomery was attending "by invitation" the meetings of the 

School of Mathematics, and observing the example of the master. 

Dr. Oppenheimer sent the following memorandum on terminology 

to the professors: 

At the meeting of the Faculty on February 2nd, it was de
cided that the Standing Corranittee would explore the questions 
of nomenclature of members of the Institute, with two sub
stantive points in mind: the distinction between temporary 
and permanent memberships, and the question of the right and 
duty of sharing in policy making. The Standing Comnittee 
met on March 11th, and its views were transmitted to the 
Faculty at luncheon on March 15th. No contrary opinions ~ere 
expressed; I am presenting a summary. 

(1) There will be four general categories for people at 
the Institute: permanent members, members,_ assistants and 
staff. The permanent members include the Faculty and all 
other members who have academic appointments covering the 
whole of their career. Members include all others (for in
stance, those in the past characterized as visiting profes
sors) who are here for shorter, · less determinate periods, 
for the purpose of pursuing their own studies. either alone 
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or in concert. Assistants to professors have as an impor
tant part of their duties the carrying out of work of 
specific interest to the professor in question. The staff 
includes non-academic personnel. 

(2) Among the permanent nembers, the Faculty have as 
their responsibility the f9rmulation of policy for the In
stitute, and for the schools to which they are attached. 
Their income is taxable, as is also that of assistants arid 
staff. The stipends of permanent members, wno are not on 
the Fac~lty, and of other merr.bers, are non-taxable, since 
they 'perform no services' for the Institute. 

(3) No me~ber, except the Faculty, and no emeritus 
professor, has either the obligation or t~e privilege of 
determining IP$titute policy. The Faculty has the privilege 
of cons~lting with rr.embers and ereeritus professors whenever 
t:is may be agreed between them. 

(4) Should a professor desire to support the work of a 
man without requiring of him any specific assistance, he 
may desi[nate him as a member. The title 'assistant' shall 
refer only · to cases where service is rendered to the pro
fessor.25 

Clearly the Corrr.1ittee recognized the need for ~embers of long-

standing in the academic appointments of the Institute. But they ~ere 

careful to keep the designation of Faculty member for permanent professors 

who alone had the duty and responsibility to make policy. Nevertheless, 

it was a gain of the kind Aydelotte had sought to recognize:the need for 

escalation in academic appointments. Implicit in their reco:rniendations 

was the competitive status of the young member on his way to a professor-

ship. As Dr. Birkhoff had suggested, he could be called by .another in-

stitution, leaving the Institute the choice of keeping or letting him go. 

The will of the Faculty to eliminate professors emeriti frpm 

Faculty duties was made quite clear. Whether the Corrmittee knew the 

exact ter~~ of Dr. Aydelotte's resolution enabling him to publish their 

status as emeritus in the Bulletin is not kno-wn, but it would seem that 
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they realized it wo·..:ld rct support a rr.ove to eliminate their participa

tion now. (See p. 570) 

Early in 1949 the Executive Comnittee decided that the Ir.sti-

t~ te would continue to pay Professor Einstein his full salary during his 

lifetime. Almost immediately the Finance Committee reported that Profes

sor 2~d Mrs. Veblen were deeding their home on Battle Road to the Insti

t ~ te, with tr.e hope that the Board would iucrease ti-.eir pensions .and 

L.c. t t ·:Je r-.oc: se could be converted to a club for F2culty and rr:e:r.bers. The 

Board <- ccepted the gift with tr.anks, and left arrangements to the Finance 

Co-.:-:.ittee .
26 

There was an increase in Professor Ve~len's pension, but 

the house was rented for a period, and then sold. 

The professors ·of the Institute were gratified that, insofar as 

experience s~owe d, the Board was willing to have them contince to use 

their offices after retirement. In April, 1950 Dr. Oppent eimer secured 

permission to budget for assistants to retired professors who needed tr.em 

in t~eir work, but with the understanding that they could not, as active 

professor.s could, convert the salary to a stipend for a member. 

Early in 1948 the Director proposed that a Committee on Physics 

be set ~p within the School of Mathematics which would operate with the 

same "authority" in its field as the r:iatrerir.aticians had in theirs. This 

was agreed to, and Professors Einstein and von Neumann were appointed to 

serve with Dr. Oppen:-.e imer. At . U .e sc;me .time it was agreed that when t he 

Cammi ttee invited sue:. disti:-: guished professors as Dr. Bohr and Dr. 

Pauli, their salaries would ~e paid from the ~~dget and not out of the 

stipend fur.ds, of w~ich tte Physics Cor::rr:ittee disposed $15,000 and the 

. i 
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mathematicians $40,000 at that time. 27 But the "authority" seemed subtly 

to erode as the months passed. Dr. Oppenheimer reported the selections 

of the Committee to the School, and that early sufficeClfor the record. 

But gradually the School Secretary began to note the mathematicians' 

"agreement" or "approval" of the . actions, and such notes ultimately be-

came a reg~lar acco~paniment of the announcements of the Committee's 

ections. Soon also all distinction between physicists and mathematicians 

as to stipends awarded disappeared in the School's minutes, as it had in 

1937, alt~~ugh t~e appropriations were separate. 

:r. Oppenheimer had recourse to the Director's Fund to experi-

ment with possible changes in the Institute's pa.ttern. The freedom this 

promised was to suffer from thP r<>~,..,..-H,..,: of an interview which he gave 

to a writer of the New York Ti IT.e s, in which he expressed too freely, per-

haps, his own hopes, or was misrepresented by the writer. He was quoted 

as saying: 

•We have been given a fund to use in experimenting in two 
directions.- First we expect to invite people who have had 
experience outside the academic field -- .in business or 
politics, for example -- and who have reached a point where 
they have something to cormnunicate, to take a year and write 
them down. Second, we are setting up a standing offer to 
help explore areas which have hitherto not been regarded as 
subject to scientific investigation.• 

The reporter continued his own account as follows: 

As another part of the stepped-up interchange between the 
Institute and the outside world, Oppenheimer plans to have . 
fewer life members and more people coming in for a semester 
or a year of specific study •••• 

Suppose you had funds at your disposal based on a $21,000,000 
endowment, with the prospect of getting more by convincing 
benefactors of the need. Suppose you could use this fund to 
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invite as your salaried ~ouse-guests the world's greatest 
scholars, scientists and creative artists -- your favorite 
poet, the author of the book that interested you so muc~, 
the European physicist with whom you would like to mull 
over some speculations about the nature of the universe. 

T~at's precisely the set-up that Oppenheimer.enjoys. He 
can indulge every interest and curiosity, because his inter
ests and curiosities correspond with the whole range of science 
and cultures and that coincides in turn with the scope of the 
Institute.2 . 

Though there was no appearance of a reaction at the tirr.e, t~ere 

cc~ld be little doubt that neither the Faculty nor the Trustees were of 

t~e sa~e mind as the Director was thus reported to be. Did he i~tend 

to reduce the Faculty? Had he unliQited power to bring whom he would 

to .the Institute, according to his intellectual whim? Could he call in 

non-academic persons? Had he presumed to say that the "interests and 

curiositiesu of the Institute's Faculty corresponded with the whole range 

of science and culture? It is unlikely he thought so, · even as a poten-

tial; as for the Faculty as it existed, they were highly specialized 

scholars and scientists. Dr. Oppenheimer had not taken t~e precaution, 

apparently, of having the article submitted to him before it Wes published. 

A second indiscretion of the same kind followed in November, 

when he gave an interview to a reporter from Time Magazine. In t~is, 

which was evidently based on a long and leisurely conversation, the re-

porter dealt i .ntimately with details of the Director's personal life, 

and only incidentally and some times ht.nnorously, sometimes sharply, with 

the Institute. However, even thou~he was reported as saying Professor 

Einstein was a "a landmark, not a beacon" to modern physicists; even -........ ......____ 
though one heard that the Institute was· a place where men could "sit and 

--...._ 
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one 
think," but/could only be sure of the sitting, Dr. Oppenheimer described 

the Institute as having, in the light of the war's effect on the intel-

lectual life of Europe, "something of the special glow of a mediaeval 

mor.astery." And again he spoke of the wondrous possibilities it offered 

for intellectual variety and fluidity in ideas. He was quoted as vieHing 

t~e Institute as 

'an intellectual hotel' -- a place for transient thinkers 
to rest, recover and refresh thecselves before continuing 
o~ their way .••• Oppenheimer wanted a co~tinuous world 
trc.f:ic in ideas. For such scholars as Denmark's Bohr and 
Eritain's Dirac and Toynbee, Oppenheimer hoped to work out 
periodic repeat performances, so that they would never lose 
touch either with the United States or with home base •••• 29 

Such a characterization was likely to wound the sensibilit~es 

of the Faculty, whose members would have like to hear it said that they 

~:.:traction in that "internati0 . .al hutt:i.. •· 

That it did was shoY-"'n when the Director was constrained .to re-

fuse an interview with a reporter from the Saturday Evening Post in 1949, 

and with another from Colliers in 1950, on the ground that the Faculty 

opposed further publicity. Mrs. Leary corresponded for Dr. Oppenheimer 

with the first and said that the Faculty believed there had been too 

much publicity about the Institute. In the second, Dr. Oppenheimer him-

self answered; he had taken an earlier request to the Faculty, which he 

said, 

in ma; ny matters acts as a sort of custodial body. They 
expressed the very strong opinion that it would be unde
sirable to have anything written about the Institute at 
that tiQe, and asked me to do what I could to discourage 
the \rriting of the article, and urged me under no circum
stances to collaborate. This see~ed to me an obligation 
that I ought to take quite seriously, irrespective of my 
oYO views_as to the general virtue of some form of account
ability, even on the part of a quite private institution.~ •• 
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Under the circunstances, I would find it incorr.patible with 
my obligation to my colleagues to offer you cooperation in " 
the ~Titing of an article ~hose very existence they would 
deplore.30 

The Director's hopeful statement that increased salaries and 

grants would require additional endow.nent fell on deaf ears. Mr •. Leides-

dorf had spoken about the invest1.1ent prob!.em: the Institute was earning 

470, but more income was needed. He said he was considering selling gov-

ernner.ts and some preferred stock, but hoped to mininize risk in rein--

vestin£ the n:oney. The Founders' estates were now fully distributed; 

i:i April, 1948, the Board released the executors. It was on this occasion 

that Mr. Maass revealed that ~lr. Leidesdorf had modestly made a hidden 

31 gift to the Institute of $50,000 in declining his legal fee as executor. 

T __ Q fc:~G=~ ~C!ped t~ uv-~~ ~•- threatened financial Stringer~y 

during the early years of Dr. Oppenheimer's administration. The first 

was an increase in grants from the foundations, and government contracts. 

In 1947 the income from such outside sources amounted to $82,000. It 

·grew to $170,000 in 1949, then diminished for two years, and grew again 

until it reached $181,000 in 1952. The second factor was the more im-

portant. It was Mr. Leidesdorf 's brilliant success in managing the port-

folio to increase simultaneously capital gains and income. Income grew 

from $643,000 in 1948 to $848,000 in 1951. In the same period, the mar-

ket value of the portfolio rose from $17,511,000 to $21,000,000. Mean-

while, through _ the careful management of the Director, annual savings 

in income grew, and the total surplus account rose fro~ $635,000 to 

$1,055,000. It was small wonder that the Director expressed his apprecia-

tion to the Treasurer at the annual meeting in 1949, and tl-:anked him and 
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his committee for their excellent work. At the same time he announced 

the Einstein Award, a gift of the Rosa and Lewis Strauss Memorial Fund 

established in honor of Professor Einstein on his seventieth birthday. 

Fifteen thousand dollars was to be given every three years to men who 

made outstanding contributions to knowledge in mathematics and the 

physical sciences; it was to be administered by the Institute. The el-

igibility of mathematicians to receive such an award must have been 

gratifying to them, foreclosed as they ~ere from being considered for 

Kobel prizes.
32 

Perhaps because of the financial stringency at the beginning 

of i.is 'term, Dr. Oppenheimer managed to achieve a measure of delibera-

tion in the recruitn:ent of younger mathe:naticians and physicist_s. Judg-

ing by past historv. this ~011ln nnlv h~m> pP~n .. ...., • .,. ;_f Pref-::~:::::- 11:::'::'..:?n 

enjoyed a degree of confidence that no o~e was conpeting with him in the 

spending of available funds. Dr. Oppenheimer confined his first efforts 

to calling in for periods of a semester or a year several distinguished 

·physicists and many younger men as members • . He did not move to gather 

together a small permanent group until later. During his first two 

years, Dirac, Bohr, E. Hylleraas, Pauli, Hideki Yukawa, G. E. Uhlenbeck, 

and some younger men of distinction w~re in residence at various tirr.es. 

In the latter group were Freeman Dyson, George Placzek and Chen Ning Yang. 

But the first permanent member of the physics staff was Dr. Pais, the 

young Dutch physicist who had spent his first post-doctoral years in 

the Dutch underground, where, as a fixed contact point, he devoted most 

of his time to working intensively i~ physics, and to good effect. In 

t~e second year of his five-year membership, young Pais received and 1 · 

! 
I 

I 
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declined several attr2ctive offers, and Dr. Oppenhei4.er secured his ap-

33 pointment as a permanent member. 

Meanwhile, the School of Mathematics was humming with activity. 

The Director reported to the Board in April, 1948, that the number of 

memb~rs coming to the School of Mathematics in the next year would in-

crease over the curr~nt year by 607.. Of them a number were physicists, 

some, he said, "coming for a year or two of research and advanced study 

before going into teaching, aside from the traditio~al pattern of members 

coming •.• to carry out their own plans." Dr. Flexner's heart would have 

·)eer w~rr:ied by this report, which exemplified the Institute as he had 

conceived it \Wuld be. Professor Veblen added a rare note of commenda-

tion about the "scientific work going on in physics during.the .year ••• 

in the joint Princeton-Columbia-Institute weekly sernin~r~ ~hi~h h~uo hnan 

d . . 1 1 d . 1 . 1134 . extraor 1nar1 y popu ar an st1mu at1ng. 

But the Director was distr~ssed by th~ lack o~ any feeling of 

solidarity between the professors in the two non-mathematical Schools, 

and the consequent imbalance between thera and the School of Mathematics 

within the Faculty. And so, with tact and patience, and a tough decision 

or two, he succeeded soon in reorganizing those Schools into one. Of 

course he did it with the agreement of the Faculty, although he acted 

with vigor at the end. It involved first the elimination of economics: 

indeed, that might even have been a condition precedent. But it was 

apparent from the beginning that he was impressed by the views of most 

of the rest of the Faculty, l1ho felt that the three economists were 

"rr.en of affairs," and did not really belong at the Institute. The School 

of Mathematics in particular took the position that only men in the 
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academic "'·orld could contribute to "basic" knowledge, or bring prestige 

to an academic institution. And in truth, the Faculty was entitled to 

deplore the violation of the full-time principle in Professor Riefler's 

contrived non-paid position at National Bureau of Economic Research, 

where what was done redounded only to the credit of the Bureau anq tte 

group of sponsors, and not to Professor Riefler or the Institute. 

As Dr. Oppenhe irr.er took over the reins, Professor Riefler was 

at t~e point of decision. Hillside was closed, and t~e remains of his 

projected studies in finance were being carried on within the Bureau 

itself. His family obligations 'Were eased. He sti 11 wished above all 

to do t~e kin~ of research he had proposed to Dr. Flexner in 1935 and 

1936, using a small group of people to gather data collected from sources 

and having a few colleagues with him in the Institute to carry on the 

theoretical studies resulting from the analyses developed ·by thi.s group. 

Early in Noverr.ber he and Dr. Oppenheimer talked about the matter with 

complete clarity and mutual understanding. Manifestly the funds for 
I 

the needed staff were not in the Institute, and Dr. Oppenheimer found 

Mr. Stewart quite uninterested in helping to make them available. Both 

men, in fact, looked with equanimity at the prospect that Professor 

Riefler would soon accept one of the offers being made to him by various 

outside interests. It 'Was in these circumstances that the Director re-

ported to the Board in December, 1947. 

Riefler did accept a position; he left effective the 1st May, 

1948 , for 'Work with the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal - , ---Reserve Board, taking leave without pay from the Institute. At the end 
-"-
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of t~o years, the Director asked him what his intentions were, and 

Riefler left it up to Oppenheimer. It was thus agreed that the economist 

h d . d 35 a res1gne • 

The importance and significance of Riefler's program of studies 

in finance was made clear to Dr. -Oppenheimer when in 1949 the economist 

resigned as the Institute's nominee to the directors of the National Bureau 

of Econo~ic Research. The Executive Director wrote as follows: 

LDr. Riefler'~/ active participation •.• in the work of the 
Bureau has been a major influence in much of its work, es
pecially in the field of finance. The leadership he gave 
to the Financial Research Progra~ and to the execution of 
the many studies from it to date stands out as an exceptional 
contribution to economic research.36 

A further appraisal of the importance of those studies in their 

substa~ce and method was given in a report of the Executive Director in 

1956: 

The program has borne fruit in a variety of ways: first 
of all..i. in distinctive contributions to basic knowledge •••• 
L~hich/ has been and is being used increasingly in the 
making of public and private p~licies, in legislation, in 
judicial decisions, in the operations of financial insti
tutions, and in the teaching of economics, banking, and 
finance in universities and colleges throughout the United 
States and abroad. Textbooks in money, ba~king · and finance 
published in the United States have drawn extensively on 
the findings. Indeed, many that have been published since 
the war are based so heavily on the Bureau's work that 
they could not have been written without it. 

The contributions, however, go beyond the additions to basic 
knowledge. Universities and research groups have adopted the 
National Bureau's rr.ethods and techniques in studying finance. 
Public agencies have take~ over and continued on a current 
basis data that the Bureau began in its studies. Members 
of the research staffs of banks and other financial insti
tutions, of the Board .of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System and of the Federal Reserve Banks, of banks in foreign 
countries, and of many govern~ent and private agencies, have 
visited the Bureau and drawn upon the experience of . its staff 

I 
1 
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and utilized its findings and methods . Many economists 
working at the Bureau on studies in finance have .received 

· training that strengthened t~1ern when they transferred to 
responsible positions in universities, goverrunent agencies 
and private institutions.37 

But Dr. Oppenheimer did not know these things, nor did. the 

Board, for it is doubtful that Riefler's plans and need for a budget were 

ever s~bmitted to it by .Dr. Flexner in those years of stringency after 

the purchase of the Institute's acreage, or by Dr. Aydelotte, although 

it is clear that when he first requested Dr. Willitts for funds for 

economics in 1940 it was with special n;ention of Riefler's need for a 

srrall fact~gathering staff at Princeton, ~hich was evidently considered 

. 38 
an iillproper basis· for consideration by the Foundation's Board. 

Professor Stewart and perhaps even Professor Warren were some-

what influenced, in all prcbability, by the difficulties which ir.iH::rc~ 

in the senior man's position as Chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation 

in relation to the kind of economic research Riefler had wanted to do. 

For it had been a long-standing principle of the Rockefeller four,dations 

to divorce themselves from direct contact with the researches which their 

money financed. And so, quite inevitably, as Stewart had made clear in 

his report of 1943 to Dr. Aydelotte, he had turned toward the ·humanities, 

in which, as one expressed it, he was an "amateur." Nevertheless, one 

of the humanists at the u~iversity pronounced him to be more of a human-

ist than any other man on the Institute's staff. 

He was quite occupied with the Rockefeller Foundation, so that 

in April, 1948 he asked Professor Warren for a rr.emorandum ·on the School's 

ac·tivi ty in economic research. In part Professor Warren said: 
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•• .• The School of Economics has taken a wide view of its 
range of interests. Econowics describes mankind in the act 
of making its living; but mankind engaged in making a liv
ing is a complicated being. He makes his living within 
the framework of social culture and a given political sys
tem. On the other hand, specific economic functioning is 
highly technical .•. Econornics involves certain relations to 
space and time ; no economy is exclusively national, and 
economic institutions have deep roots in the past. 

Hence we have considered as ~elonging to our field such 
diverse studies as •.• the measurement of changes in inter
est rates .• ~Blackrnur~s biography of Henry Adarr.s -- cultural 
history •• . [the study/of air law .•. the theory of social
equili jrium ••. At first g lance these subjects seem remote 
from each other; it was beli eved, and events have demonstra
ted, t -- ,- t they v.·ere integrated. The A-nerican educational 
syste~ contains no other institution purposively express-
i ~g this theory of integration, but the School is persu
aded that its concept is sound.39 

This was, indeed, a broad view -- even for an institutionalist 

-- as broad as the cultural develooment of civilization. It surelv bore 

little rel2tion to the economics which Dr. Flexner had envisioned. He 

had made his ideals and ideas abundantly clear in appointing the staff 

at considerable cost to himself. And yet, as part author of the Rocke-

feller doctrine of dissociation from the actual management of or partici-

pation in researches i ~ t he social scienccb f!~d~~ed ~y che- foundations, 

he n:ust h~ve realized the element of conflict in Stewart's posit~on as 

a professor performing with the aid of a Rockefeller grant. Certainly 

flexner did not spare the Chairman of the Board when Willitts later asked 

whether he was free to discuss the application for the grant ~ith Mr. 

Stewart, but told Willitts to consult the economist freely. It is pos-

sible that Flexner felt Stewart should be the judge whether his two 

positions were i~.compatible, and that he probably did not foresee Stewart's 

election to the chairrr.anship at the time he succeeded in appointing the 

' 
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In November, 1948, Dr. Oppenheimer reported to the Board on 

the probability that the social sciences would leave the Institute with 

the resignation of Riefler and the retirement of Professor Stewart in 

1950. He apparently found no one opposed to the prospect. In a separate 

memorandem he set forth his suggestions for possible substitutes: studies 

in methodologies, studies in jurisprudence, and the possibility that 

ad hcc panels of experts might be called in to study and report on sit-

uatio:·.s i!"l crisis in the social sciences. Ho;.:ever, he saw no professor 

at the Institute capable of acting in future as the focal point in the 

latter two programs. It became clear that Mr. Strauss felt studies of 

critical problems in the .social sciences Qight "affect the scholarly 

atmosphere of th'2 ln::;ti+-11t:~ 7 " e. ~~!;!;i~i!.i!:y wh ich t:e evidently did not 

favor. The Director admitted that such studies might "mean a break from 

41 
purely scholarly work." Clearly t~ere was no stomach here for the dar~ 

ing and dangerousstµd1es Flexner had felt impelled to attack. 

A few days later he met with the economists and Dr. Viner, and 

with Professors Cherniss, von Neumann and Weyl to discuss the future of 

the School of Economics and Politics. The minutes of that meeting are 

not available. But it seemed clear that Professor Stewart was not fully 

aware of the conclusions the Director had voiced to the Trustees, since 

he submitted a list of members for appointment: Dr. Alan Gregg, who 

wanted to write on psychology, Simon Kuznets, economist, and W. W. Ros-

tow, and wished to discuss also permanent appointments • . But Professor 

Stewart had waited too long to suggest the perpetuation of economics as 

l 
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an I . . . 42 nst1tute act1v1ty. 

Dr. Oppenheimer found Professor Earle's work of value. Early 

he drew a distinction between Earle and the econo~ists, referring in 

co:r.plimentary terms to the historian's ser.iinars as productive of stirr.u-

lating co~cepts. His . method of work consisted in selecting a subject, 

then to travel about consulting on its development, ar.d inviting parti-

cip~~ts, w~:o were largely supported by the great foundations. Professor 

Earle brought some very memorable scholars to the Institute in this way, 

<'.!7..o: . .:; w~·. 01.. were Professor Ernest Llev;ellyn Woodward, err.iu.ent English 

·: . :.s~cri r. ::, ur. Jean Gottmann, French geographer, and Arnold Toynbee. 

Dr. Oppenheimer had prepared the Faculty for the reorganization 

on several occasions, and had reached an ·understanding with the profes·sors 

in t~e two Sc~ools. Early in 1949 he spoke to the Faculty as follows: 

From the point of view of balance as well as from the func
tional standpoint, the Director felt the present administra
tive set-up inadequate. The two' Schools are small in com
parison with the School of Mathematics; the present growth 
of physics will only emp~asize this. Particularly in the 
consideration of appHcations to ;r,embe:-ship the unification 
of the two Schools would be helpful. · Many applications now 
fall between the two schools, and for practical purposes the 
faculties of both Schools advise on these. That both Schools 
use the historical method serves further to point up the fact 
that there are important elements of unity between them.43 

He suggested that joint meetings of the School of Economics and Politics 

and the School of Humanistic Studies should be held. A month later he 

reported that two such sessions had taken place, that the unification 

had been accomplished, and that Professor Earle was the executive officer 

44 
of the School. Meanwhile, several possible titles were considered, 

and the Board approved the name which represented best the bond between 
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the Schools: P.istorical Studies. "'The unification was conceded to be 

contructive by all concerned; the finest result was the development of 

social and intellectual ties between the professors. It improved the 

bala~ce within the Fac~l.ty, and aided the Director in the administration 

of the Director's Fund. At first he was frank to say that that Fund 

would not be needed in the School of Mathematics, but only for those 

w~o reight belong as mewbers in the School of Historical Studies. It is 

doubtful that he could have y;orked out some of his most fruitful innova-

. . \.. t f . t 1 . 't.. • h . f . . 4S t1ons w1t "ou irs accomp lS d1ng t e un1 1cat1on. 

In his drift into the humanities Professor Stewart had invited 

as a member in the School of Economics and Politics (1944-1946) Professor 

Richard P. Blackrr.ur of Princeton, literary critic and writer, to enable 

him to co~ple te work on a biography of Henry Adans. When Dr. Oppenheimer 

came to Princeton Professor Stewart had invited Messrs. T. S. Eliot and 

Kenneth Burke to carry on the tradition thus established. To these the 

Director added Francis Fergusson, literary critic and writer, a classmate 

at the School of Ethical Culture in New York City, and a friend through 

· the years. The Director paid-the-ir ··stipends.' · With Professor Blackmur 

Mr. Fergusson inaugurated the se~inars in literary criticism which were 

named for Dean Christian Gauss, and which have continued as a valued. 

institution at the Vniversity. Other !iterators invited. by the Director 

and financed out of his Fund were Erich Auerbach, Ernst Curtius and 

Arniya Chakravarty, each of "7hom came for a semester during 1949-1951. 

The professors of the School of Humanistic Studies seemed to find little 

in comrr.on with any of these men, several of whom, notably Eliot and 
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Fergusson, found their intellectual and social associations at the Uni

versity. Indeed, the Institute's professors found little pleasure in 

the company and little pride in the accomplish.~ents of Dr. Arnold Toyn

bee, who was occ~sionally at the Institute on a grant from the Rockefeller 

Foundation in the years 1947-1953. They inclined rather to the scientific 

attitude, and mistrusted the moral interpretation of history, it has 

been said. 

Toward the end of Mr. Eliot's single ser.1ester at the Institute, 

the Djrector told the Faculty he intended to appoint the critic to a 

five-yecir term as member, with the understanding that he would return 

to Princeton at intervals during that period. The Faculty declined to 

lend i.ts sanction, even when the Director said he wished to facilitate 

4..:vvpe1. o.L.1.v•t with Professor Blackmur. 

not be as a member of the School of Humanistic Studies; even though the 

Director chose to pay him. The Fa~ulty opposed the Institute's entering 

the field of literature and particularly, it seems, when the effort was 

to cooperate with Professor Blackffillr. Though the Director told the 

Board later that he intended to invite Eliot to return and encountered 

no opposition, Mr. Eliot did not return. 46 

The Director was later to say he could not afford to invite any 

membeT who would be unacceptable to one of· the Schools as a member. This 

was curious, considering the terms upon which he had proposed and won the 

Director's fund. Did he mean what one of the professors of the University 

meant when he said that Mr. Eliot found his only intellectual and social 

contacts at the University, and rarely appeared at the· Institute? A 

sensitive man might find his peace of mind disturbed by such a circumstance. 
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It is hard to irr~gine that a group of sophisticated and cultured scholars 

would be blind to the amenities due a guest, or so remote fro~ humane 

values as to make a visitor feel unwelcome; it is even more difficult to 

believe that they sought to influence the Director by neglecting his ap-

pointee, though of course, the professors were free to do as they pleased. 

With improving financial prospects, it was natural that the 

Schools should begin to consider the appointment of younger men to sue-

ceed those who were retiring. The School of Mathematics had toward the 

end of 1948 five active professors; the School of Historical Studies had 

seven. In the first, two would be gone by July, 1951: Professor Weyl 

by retirement; Professor Siegel by resignation to Germany. In the second, 

two were to be gone by Julv,1950: Professor Stewart through retirement 

anJ r£uz~ ~bur Warren by death in March, 1~50. At t~~s ti~e the School of 

Mathematics added another young mathematician, a Nor:wegian, Atle Selberg, 

a specialist in number theory, who had been a member (1947-1948) and was 

now about to take a permanent position elsewhere. The School agreed he· 

would be an admirable addition, but there was a quiet debate as to whether 

he should be inducted 

as a permanent member with a tax-free stipend of about 
$9,000 in a status like that of Dr. Montgomery, or as a 
Faculty member with a taxable s~lary of $15,000. Pro
fessor Veblen tentatively suggested the latter, Dr. Op
penheimer equally tentatively the former. 

On the 9th November the School unanimously recommended Selberg's appoint-

ment on the same basis as Montgomery's. The Faculty and the Board 

47 
agreed. It looked more and more as though the flexibility which Dr. 

Aydelotte had so hoped for was at hand. 
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The recor.rr.endation went to the Board with a vita written by 

Professor Siegel. After noting three fine discoveries to Selberg's 

credit, he said: 

Selberg is already thirty-one years old. Perhaps he will 
never again do mathe~atical work comparable to his three 
discoveries, but he has already his place in the history 
of science in the _20th century. 

This observation is bound to provoke thought about the pur-
, . 

poses of the Institute. What if Dr. Selberg's fruitful period fer dis-

covery in pure rr~thematics were past? How would he spend the next thirty-

four years of his active professorship in pursuits most useful to mathe-

~atics, t~e Institute and himself? When Dean Fine, Professor Eisenhart 

and Professor Veblen had inducted youngsters into the Department of 

work, they taught and researched at the University, and their prospects 

were that they "ould continue to do so there or elsewhere during their 

active lives. B~t at the School of Mathematics as it had developed, not 

even the obligation to extend a helping hand to the few younger postdoc-

toral workers was recognized as due from a professor, except, pe.rhaps, 

by Professor Weyl. What would a young man like Selberg do in such 

circumstances ? 

Furthermore, what obligation did the Institute, as a part of 

the educational system of the country, have toward the oncoming genera-

tion of men and women who were planning academic careers? If such a 

man as Selberg were through with constructive researches, ~id ~ his 

sch~~s, ....._____ ___ value in future lie in his relationship to students and young 

in inspiring them to emulate his earlier performance? Dr. George Birk-

I 

----
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hoff gave an answer when he proudly assayed fifty years of A~erican 

mathematics in 1928, and spoke with all the fervor of an eva~gel: 

It is our duty to take an active and thoughtful part in 
the elerr.entary mathe~aticaJ instruction of our colleges, 
universities and technical schools, as well as to parti
cipate in the higher phases. To these tasks we must 
bring a broad Dathe~atical point of view and a f ir.e enthu
siasm. Insofar as possible we must actively continue as 
co~petent scholars and research workers. Only by so do
ing can we play our proper part •••. 

It is not enough for the exceptional man whose early work 
has led to professional recognition, to take thenceforth 
~~ easy-going attitude ; such a man should continue with 
the devot i .on of a 1 eader in a great cause. Furthermore, 
we ought all to provide our share of first-rate element-
ary teaching, by w~ich we justify our privileged positions 
in· i n:nediate pnictical terms. If we do these things, 
mathenatics in America will rise to still greater heights 
2nd t~ere will appear among us mathematical figures comrara
ble to the greatest in the past.48 

cooperation between the Department of Mathematics and the School, be-

' lieving that the influence of both .faculties would be felt by the Uni-

versity's advanced students as well as the Institute's members, whom 

he thought of as young Fellows or grantees at the beginning of their 

academic careers. Now that the School was quite remote from Fine Hall 

and its faculty, the tendency to regard the younger men and women as 

important diminished. In the early years of the Institute it was said 

that Princeton -- the Department and the School -- was the center of 

American mathematics, and the world cen.ter of pure mathematics. Together 

the two faculties, acting ideally as one, could easily cover all branches 

of current interest in the complex field, especially with the capacity 

6f both, but particularly the Institute, to call in as visitors· special-

ists in other branches for changing patterns of work and interest. But 
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soon Professor Veblen's driving a~hition became apparent; the Institute 

must have the most distinguished men as Faculty members and visitors in 

the Institute. It is interesting that the Department declined to join 

in inviting to Princeton the three eminent visitors to Harvard's tri

centennial celebration in 1936, when Mr. Hardy taxed the School with 

wanting a "monopoly." 

Professor Veblen had freely ad~itted that the School placed its 

emphasis on arrivees in inviting members with the idea of avoiding Nirvana, 

which he had not envisioned as a threat "When he projecte.d his institute 

for mathematical research in 1924. While this admission was made to re

inforce his demand for many wembers, it nrJst be said that the visitors 

got an oppnrtunity ~o n~r~~ke of ~ rov~l mathematical feast. Thev emerged 

refreshed, with their _interest and ambition revivified. Not infrequently 

they returned to better salaries or even to better positions because of 

the distinction of h~ving spent a year at the Institute. Professors who 

were not interested in research also benefited in these ways. Those who 

were working in a specialty which interested a professor of the Institute 

frequently found the fruits of collaboration quite rewarding. But the 

contribution to be made by the School to younger postdoctoral members 

was quite evidently a secondary consideration: witness the lack of 

National Research Council registrants in 1937 when they were called upon 

to elect to study with either the Department or the School, and not both. 

To return to the way in which the young Professor Selberg might 

spend those last active thirty-four years if his period of discovery were 

past in 1948, other mathematicians and theoretical scientists have given 
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their answers. Usually they found something else to do which interested 

them, and where they were useful. One counseled a President of the 

United States in scientific matters, and devoted efforts to collegiate 

educational reforms. Another became president of a universit~, and later 

busied himself working for the reform of secondary education. Dr. Oppen~ 

heiner administered the Institute for Advanced Study, and advised and 

consul~ed government agencies on scientific problerr.s in his field. Pro

fessor Veblen turned his not inconsiderable powers toward directing the 

affairs of t~e Institute, having completed his last successful majcr 

scholarly contribution to mathematics just as he came to the Institute. 

His ambition collided with Flexner's necessities, and Flexner retired. 

He influenced the Institute's policies largely through persuasio~ in the 

beginning of Dr. Aydelotte's term, and later, by compulsion. Dr• \.:eyl 

pre~ented a different picture; he was interested, and was a power, in 

mathematics until he died. But his interests were catholic; he was 

primarily a scholar. 

Indeed, a strange and somewhat perilous paradox existed within 

the Institute as Flexner organized it, and remains. Youthful appoint

ments to the Faculty can not be made in the non-mathematical subjects. 

There, regardless of the hypercritical attitude of the School of Mathe

matics toward the other School's nominations to the Faculty, the only 

possible candidate has behind him years of study; he must be erudite, 

as only great preparation crowned by talent and high intelligence , can 

make him. His learning must be expressed in books; no teacher, regard

less of how superb might be his contribution through training others, 

could be considered for an Institute appointment in the humanities 
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unless he had produced writings upon which his capacity might be judged. 

His mode of life was not, then, so different when he came to the Insti

tute. Of the first group in those schools of which we -are speaking, 

only Professor Panofsky and Professor Riefler had Weyl's interest in 

training the young scholar of the future, although Professor Meritt oc

casionally taught a class at the University, from which he had graduated, 

and also accepted occasional visiting lectureships elsewhere. One must 

say to be truthful that when a scholarly man is confronted by the oppor

tunity to research, with only an indefinite obligation to guide postdoc~ 

toral students, he favors the researches and neglects the training function. 

But to return to the paradox: it was simply that the professors 

in mathematics who became middle-aged and older in the lnstitute's service 

tenoed to devote themselves to administrative affairs; the nominees of 

the non-mathematical schools were already mature scholars, and so deeply 

aware of the shortness of time to do what they had planned that they spent 

little time and thought, beyond taking care of their own immediate needs, 

on other problems. Nor did they winnow the fields to attract workers to 

the Institute, unless they were going to be of direct interest to their 

views. 

In the intricate game of academic politics, the difference in 

ages gives to the mathematical group a superior opportunity to further 

their own discipline. Moreover~ the humanist faces no Nirvana; he is 

used to working alone, as mathematicians are also reputed to be. Nor does 

he depend for the prestige attaching to his position upon the mature 

specialists he may be able to bring in as members, as a general thing. 
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It might be better if he were not intrinsically such an individualist, 

but his nature is understandable, since his disciplines are well estab-

lished, and he is not busy building to a new and indispensable status 

in the culture. · 

In the sense that the Institute is part of the educational 

structure of t he country, as Flexner planned it would be, an academic 

appointment in the School of Mathematics today may diminish the opportu-

nities for training students to a greater extent than a similar one in 

the humanities, although to the extent that beth Schools tend to invite 

only the more nature merr.bers, bot~ do so. In the sense that the School 

of Mather.ia tics is able to recruit younger men than the School ·of Human-

istic Studies, who in the nature of things have more time and a stronger 

group interest in pr~n6ting the prestige of their calling, the Institute 

seems to be required in future to continue to spend more of its resources 

on mathematicians than on any of the ·theoretical sciences or all the 

historical studies. 

The escalation to . the professorship seemsto have been success-

fully established in the School of Mathematics at long last. But the 

permanent merrbership was not necessarily the answer to the Faculty's need 

for replacements in the policy-making function. For that reason, and the 

expectation that their non-faculty status was felt to be · of short duration, 

both Pais and Selberg joined Montgomery in attending School of Mathematics 

meetings on occasion, and after the~appointrnent to the Faculty by the 

"-... 
Board on the 21st October, 1950, to be effective the first of the next 

__________ 

-fiscal year, they attended the meetings of the f~"i1- Fac;:_ulty by invitation, - ----
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49 · 
and were cordially welco~ed by the Director. 

Meanwhile Dr. Oppenheimer had availed hjrr.self of a procedure 

earlier suggested by Dr. Flexner, which provided for a continuing rela-

tionship with a few distinguished men attached to other institutions, 

usually abroad, with the understanding that they would come to the In-

stitute at intervals. Such visits occurred during five-year r.:emberships, 

which were given to Niels Bohr and Wolf gang Pau.li, and to an eminent his-

torian of ma thematics in this country, Dr. Otto Neugebauer. 

As the Director had earlier said, Institute salaries needed 

·study; the maximum rate had placed the professors above competition in 

1932 when it was established, but it was not received by Professors 

Alexander, Morse, van Neumann, Earle and Panofsky , until 1946. The first 

step to i mprove rewards now was to elevate the minimum pension of profes-

sors to $6,000 from $4,000, as a substitute for a salary increase. It 

applied only to seven professors, becoming effective July 1, 19So. 50 

Shortly after that, the Director reported that to his knowledge three 

perrr~nent members had received attractive offers from outside; he believed 

that Institute salaries should be non-competitive in relation to those 

current in the great universities, and mentioned maximum rates of $12,000 

for junior .professors and $17,500 for senior men at Yale and Harvard. 51 

Again a special committee of Trustees was appointed; it recomnended rates 

of $12,500 and $18,000. The Board approved the new rates, and applied 

them to seven professors in the senior gradeand three in the junior grade, 

effective July 1, 195t. 52 

Meanwhile, the salaries and wages of the clerical employees and 
I 
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~4intenance men were kept at C07petitive rates. Not only that, but the 

Institute's payments on behalf of seventeen non-aca~emic employees who 

had contracts with Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association were in-

creased to eight percent from five, and their salaries were raised to 

compensate· them for the addition in their joint payments. All the employees 

of the Institute, academic and non-academic, were permitted to vote them

selves into the Social Security System on Dr~ Oppenheimer's recormiendation 

when an a rr.endJ.ent in the law per.nitted. 53 

At the time there were three temporary menbers in theoretical 

physics ~~ose work Dr. Oppenheimer found very worthy. They were Freeman 

John Dyson, professor at Cornell, George Placzek, who had worked at Chalk 

River and Los Alamos, and Dr. Chen Ning Yang. Dr. Oppenheime~ was still 

~h~ nnly ~c~1ve proresso~ in theoret1ca1 physics in 1950 when he began 

to feel the need of a small group of permanent men in physics. Dr. Dyson 

had returned to his native England, and the Director feared he was lost 

to the Institute. But later, Dr· Oppenheimer was to be rewarded for his 

patience, for Dyson joined the Institute Faculty. Early in 1950 five 

year memberships were voted for Messrs. Placzek ~nd Yang. 54 

The Director was leading a very busy life . during these years, 

as Chairman of the General Advisory Committee, consultant to other gov

ernmental agencies, including the Joint Research and Developement Board 

of the Army and Navy, as the administrator of the Institute, and as guide 

to young physicists in their postdoctoral studies, and research professor 

in physics. He administered the Institute under difficult circurr.stances, 

for the deadlock continued within the Board: it appeared that Messrs. 

Maass, Strauss and Veblen were on ~ne side of a div1sion, and the 
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Treasurer and Dr. Oppenheirr.er with a n~mber of liberal-minded Trustees 

on the other. It did not help the Director that because of his inter-

views in 1948 the Faculty was wary of his efforts to .experiment in select-

ing me~bers to be paid . from his Fund. However, it is clear that he 

sought in every way to identify himse lf with the interests and desires 

of the Faculty, and to increase its stature, performance and prestige 

to the highest eminence possible. He had entered the Institute under 

the· condition most feared by Mr. Moe, at a time when the Faculty -- or 

its leaders -- had hoped to govern entirely with the help of a friendly 

officer of the Board. The hope was dashed when ~1r. Strauss was appointed 

to the Atomic Energy Commissio~, and decided that Dr. Oppenheimer would 

be the Director; the physicist was welcomed by most of the Trustees, and 

accepted by cne Facu jt). 

Mr. Strauss' . intentions, however, were not inconstant as far 

as a serious interest in the Institute was concerned. In 1948 when Pro-

fessor Ri e fier left for Washington, the family ·vacated their home and, 

at Dr. Oppenheimer's request, put it on the market. Mr. Strauss was 

contemplating buying it with the idea of moving to Princeton to partici-· 

pate more intirr~tely in the management of the Institute; his term of 

off ice at the Commission was, like that of his colleagues, first for cnly 

eighteen months. But Dr. Oppenheimer was apparently unwilling to accept 

a co-ad.~inistrator, and m<1de his view clear by advising the Institute to 

purchase the house. It was then rented for a time to members, and 

finally sold to Dr. Placzek because it was considered improper for the 
- -- - - - SS 

Institute to rent professors' housing to members. The episode marks 

the apparent end for the time being of Mr. Strauss' hope to help govern 
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the Institute at short range, which promised little of value to anyone, 

and least of all to the Faculty and the Director of the Institute. For 

he had no scholarly approach to the programs of work, and his influence 

would almost inevitably have resulted in support of technology and in-

vention, tastes which he had happily gratified while in the Navy Depart-

ment. 

It was inevitable that the Commissioner and the Chairman of-

the General Advisory Corrnittee should find themselves · in disagreement from 

time to time, as they appear to have been at times in their relations 

within the Institute for Advanced Study. Such an occasion arose in 1949, 

when Senator Bourke B. Hickenlooper ended months of discontent with 

Chairman David E. Lilienthal of the Conrnission by preferring "vague and 

1in~"'"-'?!"0'..!~" -:!-!arges cf :'incredib ~<::: ~ u .i. :::wcmagement" of the atomic· energy 

program, and demanding Lilienthal's removal by the President. The opening 

gun in the Car.1paign was fired by Senator McC2rthy's mouthpiece, Fulton 

Lewis Jr. on the 7th May, 1949, and when the fire in the P!ess was burn-

ing brightly, Mr. Lilienthal, reluctantly laying aside his work, asked 

the Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy to schedule public 

hearings at which he might render an accounting of his stewardship. The 

charges were i~spired by political and economic considerations; they had 

little particularity, and obviously fed on the testim~ny from day to day. 

There was one issue which involved Mr. Strauss, who had dissented from 

the Corrmission in its authorization of the export of certain radioisotopes 

to friendly countries of Western Europe, to be used in basic research ·in 

medicine and biology, in chemistry, in physics and metallurgy, all under 

specified conditions. 
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The record, made first by Mr. Lilienthal and the Corr.mission's 

General Counsel, Joseph Volpe, covered quite co~pletely the sanctions 

under which the exports had been made, and the fact that the General 

Advisory Connnittee had unani~ously approved them on the scientific basis~ 

Thereafter, Senator Hickenlooper called on Mr. Strauss to testify. He 

read his forrr~ l statement.setting forth the basis of his dissent; he 

believed that the language of the Atomic Energy Act did net permit the 

sharing of these resources with other governments, nor did the manifest 

legislative intent, for, he said: 

••• they could be used as tools (1) in biological research 
( •.•. citing possible mutation of agents for use in biologi
cal warfare); (2) in petroleum chemistry ( ..• citing their 
erplo~ent in cracking processes); in metallurgical research 
( ••• I mentioned the race in which all nations with military 
establishmc~ts nre engaged in order to find alloys which 

are t~e two gre~~ ~etallurg ical hurdles in the design of 
jet and rocket motor s) ••• 56 · 

Dr. Oppenheimer was required to make the rebuttal on the scien-

tific issues raised by the Cc~issioner. He did so with enthusiasm, 

thoroughness and brilliance, demolishing the Commissioner's scientific 

case, showing that the uses to which the isotopes were being put in 

Europe were . fully undersLood when the exportations were authorized, with 

the approval of the Military Liaison Committee attached to the Atomic 

Energy Comnission; by the Department of State and by the President. 

The isotopes involved had been first discovered a~d used in Europe and 

were still being used there; as by-products of our atomic piles they were 

::ru~ cheaper than those available in Europe. Having demolished the Com-

"- . 
missione~'s scientific case, Dr. Oppenheimer went on to make him appear 

-------as an ungenerous dissident from the goverrunent's basic policy toward 
-----
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Western Europe in the postwar era. The further reasons for the exports 

lay 

in fostering science; in making cordial, effective rela
tions with the scientists and technical people in Western 
Europe; they lie in assisting the recovery of ~7stern 
Europe; they lie in doing the decent thing •••• 

Undoubtedly this testimony, which was severe in its effect on 

Mr. Strauss, was the worse because he had made a gesture to exculpate 

the General Advisory Comi:iittee from conscious ~-rang-doing by protesting 

that they, too, were patrjotic men and would not knowingly put this 

cowntry at a disadvantage; they had not been consulted about the last 

shipment to Norway, which was a particularly controversial one. But 

clearly Dr. Oppenhei~er rejected this assist. 

this drar!'~tic episode. I~ 

has been recorded that when Dr. Oppenheimer left the witness stand and 

asked Mr. Volpe how he had done, the counsel, who had watched Mr. Strauss' 

face "darken with fury," replied: "You did much too "1el l for your o·wn 

58 good." Mr. Strauss later submitted for the record <ln exasperated 

letter belaboring a point which Oppenheimer had conceded in his testimony. 

He need not have felt too badly about the Joint CoiiUllittee•s report, 

which vindicated the Chairman and the Comnission, for he had not overtly 

allied himself with the Senator in Hickenlooper's other complaints. 59 

Of what must have been lively comnunications on this conflict 

in the Institute's Board and Faculty little is available. Mr. Strauss 

had mailed copies of his formal statement· to the Trustees. Dr. Fulton 

replied that he expected Mr. Strauss to resign from both the Corrmission 

and the Institute Board, since his testimony had been against the Chair-

man of the one and the Director of the other. He sent a copy to Mr. 
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Maass, who dise1greed hotly, on the ground that !·~r. Strauss had testified 

on a legal and not a scientific issue. Moreover, he said that if Dr. 

Fulton believed the Board members took his position, he might test 

their sentiments; Maass believed most of the Tn:stees. would favor Strauss' 

retaining his position. Fulton had the last word. He objected mainly to 

Mr. Strauss helping "that fellow" Hickenlooper. And he added: "I dor.'t 

think Robert Oppenheimer will ever feel comfortable as Di~e ctor of the 

I:i.stitute for Advanced Study as long as Mr. Strauss continues on our 

B d f T 
. .,.60 

oar o rustees. 

By a seeming coincidence, Mr. Maass precipitated a crisis with-

in the Board just as this storm blew up~ He resigned frcrr: the presidency, 

thereby checkmating Mr. Leidesdorf's apparent design to have Dr. Oppen-

..... d t u;, in .. . t:: ~ ci Lion to cne oo:-\ro clarified before or as Mr. 

Strauss' ambition to become one of the two chief officers of the Board 

was satisfied. The members of the Corporatjon had me t that year inform-

ally as luncheon guests of Dr. and Mrs. Oppenhei:ner at Olden Manor, and 

adjourned subject to call from the Chairman after electing Mr. Clartnce 

Linder to the Board. It does not appear that Mr. Maass' resignation was 

before the Trustees at that time. However, on the 6th May, the day 

before Fulton Lewis fired the first gun for Senator Hickenlooper in his 

political campaign ag.ainst the Chairman of the Commission; the Corr:mittee 

on NorninationS met in Mr. Lejdesdorf's office to consider the resignation, 

and to recorrrnend appropriate action. Present were Messrs. Lewis, Chair-

man, Leidesdorf and Rosenwald, and Dr. Oppenheimer, who recorded the 

m·inutes. 

The Comnittee turned first to the need for revision of the By-
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La~s, finding tha~ they were "not entirely consistent with each other ••• 

not consistent with practice as it had been established during the past 

years ••• and ••. there ~ere ::iany irr.portant respects in which ••• Lthey/ could 

be ~mproved." Thus, the Director had been given a permanent 3ppointr::ent, 

the report continued, instead of an annual one. He was not a Trustee. 

The Com:n ittee reco'ffiiended that the Chairman appoint a special comr.iittee 

to revise the statutes of the Institute, naming himself and the Director 

to it. It recorrrnended acceptance of Mr. · Maass' resignation as Presi-

dent; the separation of the offices of President and Chairrran; further, 

th3t the adoption of nn'~d interim definition, to be supplemented by 

the new By-Laws, of the duties of these two offices be determined," and 

that Mr. Strauss be elected President of the Corporation. The Co:nmittee 

dee~ed it "inappropriate': then to "take formal action on the membership 

of the Board," and suggested that the Board ask the members whose terms 

expired in 1949 (Messrs. Aydelotte,- Douglas and Veblen) to continue to 

serve "until the By-Laws have been rewritten to form a workable basis."61 

The Board convened two weeks later, and elected Mr~ Strauss 

President after amending the By-Laws to provide that 

The offices of President and of Chairman of the Board may 
be held by different persons or the s ame person, and the 
office of Vice Pr esident and Vice Chairman may likewise 
be held by the s ame person or by different persons. 

N . d f h • 62 10 mention w3s ma e o any temporary c ange 1n statutes. 

Mr. ~aass side-stepped responsibility for revising the By-Laws, 

na~ing Messrs. Leidesdorf, Oppenheime! and Strauss to the special comnit-

tee. Thus Mr. Leidesdorf's generosity in giving his friend an opportu-

nity to have his say in recommending certain revisions having to do with 

. I 

j 
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the duties of the President and the Chair~~n was in effect rejected. · 

nir. Leidesdorf was supplanted sorre tir:ie later by Mr. Rosenwald, though 

no special mention was made of it.) 

Left unrevised ~ere the amendments passed on the 26th Jam1ary, 

1942, when Hr. Maass succeeded :-1r. Houghton as President and Mr. Hardin 

succeeded Mr. Houghton as Chair.nan, both at Mr. Bamberger's option. That 

change restored the duty of the President to sign official communications 

and documents authorized by the Board. As has been said, no up-to-date 

copy of tne By-Laws was available then. Dr. Aydelotte kept the du::rr.iy in 

his office, and the print of 1937 was the last in circulation. The neT.Jer 

Trustees must have been quite confused about what the statutes did in 

fact provide. This was not to trouble the Comuiittee on Revision during 

the next year, for, Mr_ ::.tr:i11~c: c:::iic1, i~s members had not fc'...!r:~ .'.! ~~:-wen

ient date on which to n~ct. 63 

One of Senator Hickenlooper's charges concerned the granting 

of Atomic Energy Co::::iission fellowships for education and research in 

basic (n'an-secret) physics to persons who had not been "cleared" by the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation after full investigation. The Corrrnission 

had delegated the aw~rd of such fellowships to the National Research 

Council, which had always been in charge of disposing the fellowships 

in mathematics, chemistry and physics, and had never required an oath of 

loyalty to be taken by the Fellows, usually young postdoctoral scientists. 

Mr. Strauss had agreed with the Commission in the assignment of thi~ 

function to the National Research Council, and did no~ testify for the 

opposition on the issue. 
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The Institute had entered into a contract with the New York 

office of the Ato~ic Energy Corr:rdssion by which so~e of the research 

fellows ca~e to the Institute for their work. The Director and the 

Faculty were suddenly confronted with a policy issue when the Congress 

passed an appropriation bill with a rider providing that all such Fel-

lows must -be cleared by the Commission after full investigation by t~e 

Federal Bureau of I:ivesti3atjon. The policy was repugnant to rr.ost sc'ien-

tists. Those who had testified at the recent hearings were frank to say 

that any such restrictior would have an adverse effect en students and 

young postdoctoral workers who might rrot want to have their families 2nd 

friends disturbed by such inquiries, and might turn away frcrn scientific 

ccreers which the government wanted as a matter of policy to facilitate. 

that the Institute would harbor no secret contract work on its campus. 

The Director promptly consulted the Faculty, and informed the 

New York off ice of the Atomic Energy Commission that the Institute would 

not in future administer any such funds. He said -in part: 

In view of the nonsecret nature of our work and of the tra
ditions of the Institute for Advanced Study, we should be 
unwilling to make any appointments to ~embership in the In
stitute conditional upon an investigation by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. We shall therefore make no further 
grants-in-aid, the funds for which would be derived from 
subjects contrzct •••. I need hardly add that unless a new basis 
for the support of basic, unclassified work in the sciences 
can be develoged, the Institute will be unwilling to renew 
the contract. 4 

When Dr. Oppenheimer reported the matter at the next meeting of the Board, 

it was obvious that sO!Tle of the Trustees felt the action might place the 

Institute in a "political controversy, or involve its relations with 

-----
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other agencies." While the position taken was approved, the Board di-

rected that in future situations of similar nature, it should be con

sulted before action. 65 

Fro:n the time of the rcor&anization of the two Schools Dr. 

Oppenheimer had wanted to see Dr. Otto Neugebauer, Professor of the 

History of Mathema tics at Brown University, appointed me~ber by the two 

Sc~ools joi~tly as a S)7IPbolic link between therr:. Neugebauer. eminent in 

the pre-history of mathematics and astronomy, had ~een recor::nended to 

Flexner· by George Sarton of Harvard in 1933, because, said Dr. Sarton: 

The history of science •.• is the best introduction to the 
philosophy of science and synthetic knowledge; next~ be- . 
cause it is the best means of humanizing science, and 
last, because it would be an excellent preparation for 
~ .... ,.. .... ..,,~ .. ~ ng t:l-: 0 n11mh<>r of p<>r.:-'1.t> ~t>t-t-ing general scienti
J:lC Krwwledge z".d understa:1•.l-i 1 :~ !.<i Li1t::i: than a specialized 
and technical knowledge. 

And Sarton pronounced hi~self a dilettante as cow.pared with Dr. Neuge-

66 
bauer. 

But Flexner had to content himself with a wish that some day 

the Institute might develop the history of science or the history of cul-

ture which would include both science and the humanities. American schol-

ars might thus be enabled to gain perspective, such as few of the younger 

ones possessed, he said. It was some such hope that Dr. Oppenheimer 

nourished now. The attitude of the School of Mathematics was less than 

enthusiastic, as was shown by the minutes noting approval of the Director's 

request: 

In order that the stipend of Professor Otto E. Neugebauer 
may be removed as an obligation of the stipend fund of the 
School of Mathematics, it was voted to recomnend that Pro-
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fessor Neugebauer be given a five-year appointmer.t with 67 stipend of $5.000 a semester for or.e semester each year. 

Usually the Director mentioned the appointments of physicists 

in inforr.iing the School of Mathe~atics of actions of the Physics Cornr.iittee. 

The minutes of that same meeting imply a difference between the Corrmittee 

and himself: 

Dr. OppenheiTer discussed the problem of lon2-term appoint
::.ents in ph...,•sics, reporting t he conclusions of the Comnittee 
c~ P~ysics. On the basis of this report, the School of 
M~ t ~eGa tics endorses the proposal to appoint Professors 
Rici-:a:>:d P. Fevf'2an and Julian Schwi n~er as professors of 
physics, provide d they are r eady to accept such positions, 
and subject, of course, to f aculty and trustee approval.-
The School of Mathematics also endorsed the proposal to give 
Dr. · Chen Ning Yang and Dr. -George Placzek appointments as 
members for a term of five years with stipends of $5,500 
and $9,000 respectively.68 

Dr. Yeng was a brilliant ym.•"g man - w~".' 
\..-~ ____ , __ ... ___ ... ___ ·"" - ---· 

- - - - - - -- . -- -- -· .. 
at Chicago where he had taken his Ph. D. He had been a ~ember si~ce 1949. 

Dr. Placzek, forty-five years old, had worked with Bohr, Bethe and Rabi, 

all of whom commended him highly. He had been at Chalk River and Los 

Alamos; he was at the Institute first in 1949 on an Atomic Energy Com-

mission fellowship. Dr. Oppenheimer said he had found arr.ple evidence of 

Dr. Placzek's "good and fastidious work in physics." The Director was 

obvio~sly responsible for the nominations of Placzek and Yang. When the 

Faculty met five days later, he did not rr£ntion the names of Feynman and 

Schwinger. Whether they were consulted is not shown; they may well have 

been unavailable, as they were previously.· The Executive Committee re-

ceived his recorrmendation for the two physicists and for Drs. Neugebauer 

and Pauli. Curiously enough, a question of budgetary implications was 

raised, which gave rise to an instruction that the Director take.especial 
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care to specify in the letters of appointment . given Placzek and Yang just 

what tr.ey were getting; indeed, on second thought, the Director was asked 

to corr.pose the letters with the help of Mr. Strauss. Ever since the 8th 

October, 1935, letters of appointment to members had been drafted with 

d f . b 69 care, to prev~nt isappointrr-ent o~ the part o the mem ers. 

Manifestly there was trouble, despite the fact that the Director 

was ·the last appointment made in physics, and deserved to have a small 

and so~ew~at stable staff about him. Moreover, he needed yield to no 

man in his use of the language. That the trouble arose over a difference 

within the School of Mathematics over the Director's choice of men was to 

be shown later, when he asked authorization for permanent memberships for 

them. Then the School of Mathematics legislated, presumably on Dr. von 

i'\eumann Is motion, that ·while Dr. x.ang u.ight some day become a professor, 

70 
Dr. Placzek could not, "unless circumstances now unanticipated supervene." 

The position of · the Director was very·difficult at this point. Moreover, 

the School's action rather effectively disposed of permanent me~berships 

as stepping stones to professorships -- which "7as a great pity. 

The next item was presented in a manner which suggested that 

with it, too, Dr. Oppenheimer was having trouble. He reported that with 

the use of his Fund he was appointing Mr. George Kennan member for the 

next year to study and write on American foreign policy of the .past fifty 

years.. Mr. Kennan was on leave from the State Department, where during 

the secretaryship of General George C. Marshall, he had headed the Policy 

Planning Staff. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Yale, Harvard 

and Princeton Universities all competed to give him the opportunity to do 

so, but Mr. Kennan had chosen to do his work at the Institute for Advanced 

I 
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Study. Dr. Oppenheimer asked whether, "as a matter of policy," the money 

for Mr. Kennan's grant should be sought from an outside source; he thought 

that either the Rockefeller or the Carnegie Corporation would gladly sup-

port this work. Again the minutes show a special and strange concern: 

It was decided that such support should be obtained, if 
possible, the Institute supplementing any money raised. 
The Board (sic) gave lengthy consideration to this appoint
ment as a matter of policy, and an example of the type of 
appointment which night be subject to Board approval. 

The consens.us was that such one-year appointments were a 
directorial problen, but that for a clearer understanding 
of the types of n:er-:berships, a_nd general Institute relation
ships, a closer integration of the Faculty and Trustees was 
desirable. A manual of information was suggested; it was 
decided that as an initial ~tep the Trust2es would make the 71 
co~ing annual April meeting a two-dny visit to the Institute ••• 

It do_es not appear from what source the obvious criticism of the 

Dire~~or;s selectic~ caue, but C08ing events cast their shadow. Some of 

the Qernbers of the School of Mathe~atics were later to oppose Dr. Kennan's 

appointr.~nt as professor on the ground that his career had not been aca-

demic. It was the same issue which was raised against the economists. 

Seen in that light, it was clear that Professor Veblen, who had 

led the opposition to them after their appointrr.ents, was now determined 

to cast such serious doubt on the judgment of the Director in spending 

his Fund that the gap between the Trustees and the Faculty must be closed; 

but Veblen was far too remote from government practices to have suggested 

that a "manual of information" might help delineate proper appointments. 

But he was to show a passionate determination to block the appointment of 

73 Mr. Kennan as a professor later. ""' ~ 
In the event. the Corrmittee did not forbid Mr. Kennan's appoint-------.------

ment. Dr. Oppenheimer paid the ·first year's grant (1950-1951) from his 
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Fund. He later arranged for a most excellent and liberal series of 

grants from the Ford Foundation for Mr. Kennan's work during the next 

five years, during which period he became a member. His studies were 

interrupted during 1952 when he served as American Ambassador to the 

S . u . 74 ov1et n1on. 

The Trustees did meet for two days at Princeton in April, but 

there is no indication that the Faculty ret with them, or that they 

busied themselves with establishing rules to apply to the Director's 

Fund or Trustee-Faculty relations. Rather, the first day seems to have 

been devoted to discussions of proposed revisions of the By-Laws, and 

was informal, so that no minutes were kept. The second day saw the 

regular annual meetings of the .Members of the Corporation and the Beard. 

As reflected by the minutes of the formal session on the second 

day, three main questions had eraerged: (1) should there be a retirement 

age for Trustees; (2) should there be an interval between successive 

terms for Tr~stees; and (3) shoJld Faculty members also be Trustees. 

Mr. Maass said that the existing By-Laws were better than they 

were credited with being, and that the first and third questions had 

been discussed and resolved by the Board~ (There is no record of such 

discussions.) As to an age limit for Trustees, he said that Mr. Bamberger 

.had wanted a self-perpetuating Board, and then .related this to ·perpetua- . 

tion of "control." 

Dr. Oppenheimer observed that 

He did not believe any suggestion had been made that the 
Board should not be self-perpetuating; that concern for 
control could well be irrelevant to the proposed study, 
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since in such an undertaking as the Institute a good meas-
ure of cooperation was the essential condition for wise policy. 

He then suggested that Faculty members might serve one-year terms as mem-

bers ex officio of the Board. Mr. Xaass, who apparentiy now supported 

Faculty Trustees, conceded that rotation of Faculty representation might 

be desirable. Discussion concerned the nature of Faculty representation: 

was it for liaison only, or for voting? Dr. Weed and Mr. Leidesdorf said 

they were convinced by experience in other institutions · that Faculty 

Trustees were not desirable. The functions of Trustees and Faculty were 

separate and distinct. Dr. Weed said that the Director should be the sole 

link between the two bodies. Professor Veblen disagreed emphatically; he 

favored Faculty Trustees. Throughout the discussion Messrs. Maass and 

Veblen ~llowed the imolication to lie that Faculty Trustees were estab-

lished at the wish of the Founders. Both kne'Yf better~ Dr. Oppenheimer 

supported Professor Veblen, relying on a reading of the Founders' Letter 
. . 

to the Trustees of the 6th June, 1930. No vote was taken on the issues 

raised; that awaited the consideration of the special Committee and its 

recommendations. Meanwhile it was understood that the Trustees whose 

· terms had expired (to whom were now added Messrs. Lewis, Rosenwald and 

Strauss) would continue to serve without formalities until revisions 

75 should be voted by the Board. 

It may be said that some revisions were recommended and voted 

a year later. Then the Committee proposed an amendment which read as 

follows: 

The two Founders of the Institute shall be Honorary Trustees 
for the ternis of their respective lives. Honorary Trustees 
may be elected at the annual me eting of the Corporation. 
They may meet with the Board, and participate in its delib-
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eratio~s, but shall not vote. They n~y he 8ppointed 7g 
serve on corrrnittees of the Board, but shall not vote. 
(emphasis supplied) 

The clearly honorary Trustees ~ust be re-elected each year at the annual 

meeting. However, it was not done; Dr. Aydelotte and Professor Veblen, 

elected honorary Trustees in October, 1951, served . without re-election 

throughout their lives. 

The second revision concerned the powers and duties of the 

Director, who presented and explained t~e new text. No mention was now 

made of his term of office. He was to be a Menber ~-officio of the 

Corporation, and of all the co:rrnittees of the Board. He was · responsible 

"for communicating to the Trustees views of the Faculty on all matters 

affecting the Institute," and for organizing the Faculty. He was to deter-

mtne "in ~onsulta,.~cn with thP F~i:-1.ilty members the admission of memcers 

and the er.:ployment of staff." He would "exercise general supervision 

over the Institute in respect to ~ts academic phases," and was, "with the 

approval of the . Faculty ••• and the Board or the Executive Committee, to 

~ake app~int~ents t~ the Faculty for indeterminate terms or for limited 

periods." His duties with respect to the budget remained unchanged, but 

he was no longer required to prepare and submit to the Trustees an annual 

77 report. 

"As a supplementary action," the Corrmittee recommended the elim

ination of the provision authorizing Faculty Trustees. 78 

Mr. Strauss objected to abolishing the requirement for the 

annual report. Despite his statement to Mr. Miller that even a private 

institution owed the public some accounting, Dr. Oppenheimer, perhaps 

because Professor Veblen had so opposed the Director's annual Bulletin, 
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favored the elimination. The Bulletin had not appeared since October, 

1946. Dr. Weed objected to requiring the Director to obtain the approval 

of the Faculty for academic appoint~ents, suggesting consultation only. 

But Dr. Oppenheimer said he was convinced that it would te inadvisable 

"to proceed with an appointment in the face of Faculty opposition." 

79 The reco:nmended changes were approved. 

Mr. Rosenwald put forth "an idea on his own responsibility .•• 

as an expression of opinion": 

The Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study 
believes that the limitations on the age of Trustees and 
limitations on the length of continuous service of Trus
tees are desirable jn such a custodial body. Within the 
next five years sue~ limitations should be incorporated in 
the By-Laws. 

Still no reference was made to the duties of President and Chairman. 

Mr. Strauss foreclosed discus~ion of these issues then because · 

of the absence of Mr. Leidesdorf, and the fact that the Committee on By-

Laws had not approved them. It was not until October, 1952 that they 

were brought up for consideration, unfortunately when Mr. Maass had just 

returned to the .Board after a year's illness due to a stroke. The minutes 

note that after a long discussion, in w~ich division was evident, they 

were tabled. One possible reason why was noted in a letter Weed sent to 

Fulton, deploring Mr. Maass' excitement, and predicting another arterial 

80 
break. 

The Members of the Corporation met, accepted the long-pending 

resignation of Mr. Lewis Douglas, and with the election of Messrs. Ayde-

lotte and Veblen to honorary trusteeships, disposed of the "cbss of 1949," 

electing in their places Messrs. Edward S. Greenbaum, Thomas S. Lamont 

and Sidney A. Mitchell. Messrs. Lewis, Rosenwald and Strauss were 

I 
f 
! 
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re-elected to serve until 1955, and Messrs. Fulton, Schaap and Weed until 

1956. With these actions Dr. Oppenheimer's distress over the confusions 

81 seemed to be allayed. 

Once more it is worthy of note that in some strange way the 

constraints which had been imposed on the Board by the aged but dominant 

Louis Bamberger, donor with }-1rs. Fuld of the financial resources of the 

Institute, again seemed to have descended on the Trustees. It is diffi~ 

cult to understand, and impossible to explain, except insofar as it ap-

peared to be associated with Mr.' Strauss, and that there was a strong 

bond between him and Professor Veblen and Mr. 1)1aass -which made him ex-

tremely po~erful. And it further nppeared that even thcugh Professor 

Veblen c ,_ ~ d attending School and Faculty meetings at the end of aca-

demic year 1949-1950, h~ still exerted an extraordinary amount oi pc~~r 

over his School's attitude in the Faculty, probably in part because of 

his uniquely favored position as a Trustee. Mr. Strauss profited through 

the exercise of Veblen's political skill, and Mr. Maass did also, having 

long ago tested the Professor's sagacity and found it reliable. ·The 

open rupture between Dr. Oppenheimer and Mr. Strauss in light of this 

alliance made his position doubly dangerous. One fl;rther effect of these 

events appears to have been the first visible difference between Messrs. 

Leidesdorf and Maass, -who had until the time Dr. Oppenheimer was appointed 

seemed always in complete harmony as to their policies, perfonnance and 

purpose. The break apparently did not end with the solutions so far 

in the first Faculty meeting ""'""' of 1950-19)1 Dr. Oppenheimer showed 

achieved. 

a tendency to relax procedures which had come to he recognize<!_ as useful. 
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These appertained to notice of proposed appointments extending from the 

meeting at which notice was given to the next at which action was taken, 

so that the other School might have time to inquire into the qualif ica-

tions of the candidate. Another omission of approved procedure occurred 

when the Director secured only the inforr;ial approval of the School of 

Historical Studies to elevate }:essrs. Montgomery, Pais and Selberg to 

the Faculty. ~~evertheless,. Dr. Oppenheir.ier invited the three to the 

first faculty reeting after this happened, even though they did not be

come professors until the fir~t of the following year. 82 There was, of· 

course, a good reason, for Professors Einstein and Veblen had discontin-

ued attendance. 

But this was not all. The Director presented the nomination 

of Dr. Jean Leray of the. College de France, to _..,..._ --
Wll .... 'LJt 

matics had informally offered a professorship. B~t Leray would not 

leave France, and so the authorization ~as for a three-year membership 

at whatever terms the School could arrange. Dr. Oppenheimer also pre-

sentcd for the first ti:ne the recormnendation of Professor von Neumann 

for penr.anent nemberships for a mathematician and an engineer attached 

to the computer project, on the ground that he could not operate the 

project with temporary help. The Faculty gave its consent, despite 

the absence of biographical data or prior notice. 83 Neither man had 

been a member of the Institute, since it had been determined by the 

Standing Comnittee of the Faculty and Dr. Aydelotte in 1946 that they 

were em~loyees of the computer project. The proper period for delibera-

tion might· have indicated the unwisdom of providing. permanent personnel 

for an impermanent machine in a field where technological advances were 
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so rapid. Nevertheless, the Faculty confirmed its action at the next 

weeting, but asked that the same formalities attend recoTm!endations for 

permanent memberships as for professors in future. 

When the Director opened the preliminary discussion of the 

recorrnnendations of the School of Humanistic Studies, he gave evidence of 

strain and uncertainty. Two distinguished scholars were recorrmended for 

professorships: Dr. Ernst Kantorowicz, Professor.of Mediaeval History 

of - the University of California at Berkeley, and Professor Ernest 

Llewellyn Woodward, Professor of Modern History at Oxford. They were 

fifty-five and sixty years old re:pectively. The Director introduced the 

discussion with the following state~nt: 

LH~] outlined the frequent and informal discussions of the 
Schoo1 of H~~3n! ~ ttc ~cua1~s 1n wn1cn he nad ?articipated. 
He thought it inportant for the Faculty to know that the 
School in considering new permanent appointments had made 
a rather broad canvass: the fields of philosophy, anthro
pology, belles lettres in the broad sense of the history 
of literature, had been considered • . But the conclusion 
w~s reachgg that no suitahle candidate was known in these 
fields... · 

He had in his extremity consulted four professors of the Univer-

sity at luncheon in his office, with what results as to the candidates 

does not appear. But there was little doubt that the professors con-

sulted considered the occasion important, for one among them suggested 

that some means be taken to improve cooperative relations . benveen the 

two institutions. The Director was advised by the Faculty to discuss 

this with President Dodds before acti~g on it.
85 

At the following meeting -- the day of decision -- the Director 

posed two questions for answer: 

(1) Whether . everyone present considered these appointments 
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at least justifiable and good appointments, and had no 
strong misgivings about them; 

(2) hbether everyone considered them not only acceptable, · 
but the best appointments possible at this time. 

Despite the rigor of these conditions, the Faculty voted the appointments 

unanimously (except that Professor Sjegel abstained from voting for Pro-

fessor Kantorowicz). Professor Morse, while expressing his ·approval, 

said he hoped that the School would encourage younger members to join 

86 its Faculty. 

When the Executive Comnittee convened on the 1st December, the 

reco;n;-::end~tions of the School of Mathematics were approved without ques-

tion. But Mr. Strauss objected to the rebellious action of Mr. Kantoro-

wicz in his differences with the California Board of Regents; to him it 

seemed to• ~e resistaa~::: ... ~ ~~~:;!:~!:u!:~~ authority, a breach ur (;u1!v!:'.11i.ion, 

and an unjustified refusal to swear loyalty to the United States. His 

was apparently the only dissent among the eight Trustees present. The 

meeting adjourned, with the u~derstanding it would be convened again if 

the President did not change his mind. Apparently the adjourned session 

on the 29th December convinced Mr. Strauss of something -- either of the 

merits of the Professor's position in the light of the California Regents' 

action, or that Mr. Kantorowicz was no less an eminent scholar for his 

disagreerrent with that august body. The second discussion ended with 

87 
unanimous approval. Mr. Maass rejected minutes which ref Iected what 

had happened, demanding that all trace of differences be obliterated, 

and the appointments appear as accomplished together on the 29th Decern--~

ber. But Mr. Maass had to sign the resulting minutes. 88 

Again, one wonders at the sensitivity with which Mr. Strauss 
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was treated. Would the appointment of Professor Kantorowicz have been 

sacrificed had he not changed his vie~? 

As for relations with _the University, Dr. Oppenheimer with the 

consent of the Institute Faculty talked with President Dodds about means 

of encouragin6 better relations, and they reached an agreeu.ent which the 

Director confirmed as follows: 

This note will put in writing ~he proposal which we discuss
ed this ~orning. The purpose of the proposals to p~ovide a 
simple and appropriate mechanism for the discussion between 
the faculties of the University and the Institute -0f prob
lems of common interest ~hich nay arise in our policies for 
advanced study and research. The specific proposal is that 
each of us designate a committee of three from the faculties 
••• that the joint committee meet from time to time to con
sider problems of interest, and th~t, likewise from time to 
time, it report its findings to us. 

Lne .=omnittees were to be "broad:J represc:-.::.:.:::-_-: -:= ~'-:- ~·-,~~" 

in which the Institute was active. The members were appointed, and have 

met on occasion since. But apparently the device has had but little 

effect on relations, which continue as before. Cooperation takes place 

quietly between professors and members interested in the same problems 

and studies. Institutionally, the University and the Institute are 

89 quite remote from each other. 

Dr. Whitney Oates became Chairman of the Classics Department 

in 1945, succeeding one of the most unregenerate foes of the Institute, 

and promptly sought to improve relations. He persuaded Professors 

·cherniss, Meritt and Thompson to perr.ii t themselves to be enrolled with 

the officers of instruction of the University in his department, and 

occasionally one or another of the three have given a course to advanced 

students, or lectured at the University, without stipend. · But the surest 
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contribution of the Joint Committee has sir.r.nered down to an occasional 

meeting, and the transmission each semester of the Institute's Direc-

tory of Faculty and nembers to the interested University departments 

d h P .d 90 an t e res1 ent. 

When Wilmar.th Lewis first visited the Institute he wrote Dr. 

Aydelotte: 

My first and clearest impressio~ is how pleased I would be 
if I had been the donor of the Institute. It seems to me 
that t-'.r. Bamberger's wishes are being carried out with 
fidelity and success •••• 

He said then tha·t the absence of a large library, ~hich Prince-

ton did not co:npensate fully, since it had a "good" library but "not a 

great one ••• would appear to put a premium for us upon such studies as 

.. - h d • . • 1191 mac nemat1cs. pn11osop y an cr1t1c1sm. 

By the end of 1949 the Library of the Institute has used all 

the original space allotted to it, and had absorbed also the beautiful 

studies on the second floor east in Fuld Hall, which had been converted 

to stack rooms. Mr. Lewis again visited the Institute as ~ember of a 

Trustees' Academic Co~ittee (created on motion of Dr. Oppenheimer in 

October, 1949) and decided that a large general library was needed. He 

asked that money be raised to build and operate it. However, a Faculty 

Corrnnittee, consisting of Professors Cherniss, 1nompson and Weyl felt that 

the Library should remain a seminar facility, since finances did not per-

mit building a new one, or the acquisition of appropriate collections. 

Even the mfhimt.ml program would require additional space, and so they 
"-. 

-recorrnnended tha't'-an _ adjun~tbe built close to the Fuld Hall, to be connecte.d 
. ......__ 

with the main .reading room by~a --gallery which would lead from its central 
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window to the seco~d floor of the new building. The Director, aware 

that such a plan woBld ruin the Hall with its terr~ce and lovely view 

to the south, persuaded the Faculty to content itself for the time be-

ing with expansion of the library through the conversion of the offices 

west of the reading room to accommodate stacks. This had the virtue of 

saving the esthetic valces of Fuld Hall, and still allowed the Faculty 

and me~bers to walk dry-shod in their labors. His plan also made it 

inevitable that a separate library would be built, because Fuld Hall 

had not been constructed to bear such weight. Then the lovely off ices 

on the second floor of the Hall on the south side could be restored to 

use as professors' offices, and the reading . room, an admirable acco:nmo-

dation for a co:rnon room for Faculty and me~bers, could be converted 

')2 
to such use. 

In marked contrast with the. disposal of the valuable libraries 

and collections of Professors Herzfeld and Lowe, Professors Goldman and 

Meritt gave their libraries and collections to the Institute, receiving 

the grateful acknowledgment of the Trustees. These were au~ented by 

Mr. Rosenwald, who started a rare book collection by giving the Herbert 

Evans Rare Book Collection. It was appropriately dedicated in a ceremony, 

and the Institute voted later to expend $5,000 a year to add to it. 93 

Two problems with the State of New Jersey were left unsolved 

by Dr. Aydelotte when he retired. The first was a legal matter, requir-

ing legislative rel~ef for the Institute from the operation of the State 

Inheritance Transfer Tax Law, which made its appearance in ·the settlement 

of the Founders' estates. Dr. Aydelotte mentioned the taxes paid by the 

·1 
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executors on the Institute's inheritance of approximately $7,000,000 

variously as between $500,000 and $700,000, apparently failing to take 

into account the fact that about half the latter a.~ount would have been 

paid anyway, since both testators required that taxes on their specific 

bequests be paid out of the residuary portion which came to the Insti

tute. Under State law, the only charitable or educational institutions 

exempt from the inheritance transfer tax were those to which the State 

made a contribution. For scr.ne time Dr. Aydelotte pondered how the In

stitute might be made to qualify, but without success. A threat arose 

when the State tax authorities investigated to ascertain lOhether the 

gifts of the Founders were made "in contempl:ttion of death," deciding 

at last, greatly to everyone's relief, that those were really gifts, and 

94 
~heretore exempt. 

While matters stood thus, the State requested the Institute to 

contribute about thirty acres of its best land to a public park to com

memorate .the Battle of Princeton which followed the taking of Trenton 

early 1777. They were part of a substantial addition to Institute prop

erty on its western border, purchased in 1945. 

Dr. Aydelotte took counsel with a golfing friend, a man-about

the-Legislature, who advised him to take· no action on the land proposal 

until the Legislature should by law exempt the Institute from inheritance 

taxes on bequests for educational purposes. He was also interested in 

securing the exemption retroactively: i.e., he believed it was possible 

to recover for the Institute the amount it had paid on the Founders 

residual estates. Dr. Aydelotte left for Palestine after placing the 

problem in Professor Morse's hands with instructions. · Professor Riefler, 
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also a member of the Faculty Committee, urged that since Princeton Uni-

versity and Rutgers were also subject to the tax law, the -Institute would 

do well to join with them to secure relief for all three. But Professor 

Morse answered that he was carrying out Dr. Aydelotte's instructions, 

and asked Mr~ Edgar Bamberger to inform Messrs. Maass and Schaap of 

95 . 
details which are not available. 

A bill was shortly introduced in the Legislature providing for 

the relief of the Institute, and Mr. G. G. Gabrielson, Aydelotte's 

friend, was sheparding it. After Mr. ~amberger's report, Mr. Maass took 

over the park matter, on which no action had been taken, for further 

96 study. 

When Dr. Aydelotte returned early in }lay, he resumed control of 

CU..Ld .. .&.b. ue encvullLt:: !'.t::d some u~.i::.i:: i cu~L-Y with Professor Veblen when iie 

suggested in Faculty meeting that the Institute could afford to be quite 

generous in ceding land for the Park. This had been frankly stated by 

him to the Standing Committee: "The action of the State on the question 

of the Institute's taxes will, of course, hav~ some bearing on the size 

of the Institute's gift. 1197 He also suggested, and the Faculty discuss~d, 

the incentive value of a change of name to the New Jersey Instftute for 

Advanced Study, or the Mercer, together with other possibilities such as 

special residential ~uarters for Jersey residents as members, or a course 

of lectures of special interest to the inhabitants of the State.98 

The relief bill of 1946 failed of enactment. On the ~0th July, 

1948 a new Governor, Alfred E. Driscoll,· elected in 1946, signed a bill 

which had been prepared in cooperation with representatives of Princeton 

University and Rutgers, exempting all three from taxes on bequests for 
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educational purposes. The State's ~oney for the Battlefield Park had 

been appropriated in 1946, but the Commission's request was still un-

finished business with the Institute until in 1950 the Director urged 

~ction on the ground that failure to do so was hurting the Institute's 

reputation in the community. 99 Then the Board, determined not to part 

with some of its best land, informed the Governor through the Director 

that it had no authority to alienate any of . the Institute's property 

for a purpose so foreign to the Founders• purposes. 

The Governor replied that he had signed the legislation ex-

err.pting the Institute after, but not because, he had received assurances 

from representatives of . the Institute that "the Institute for Advanced 

Study would at an appropriate time indicate its appreciation for the 

action ••• " u,., deplo:--;-~ ! ~ - .c - ~ , - -- - ..... - - - ..... 
- ~ - - - - .... -- ~ - - - - - 7 

subject "perhaps should.be reconsidered again." (sic.)lOO 

tt.:. --' - .. -

The Board dissented vigorously from the Governor's charge; Dr. 

Oppenheimer wrote him the burden of its discussion: 

As I had anticipated, your account of the origin of this 
legislation, and your belief that its adoption was in some 
way a condition for the lnstitute's ceding to the State 
land for . the use of the Battlefield Mern6rial, did not in 
any way correspond with the memory of the members of the 
Board of Trustees. In fact, they asked that I communicate 
to you their unequivocal dissent from the views expressed 
in your letter. The tax exemption granted the Institute 
appears to the Board, as it does to me, a natural and proper 
legislative grant -- to us and to other educational insti
tutions -- of an equity which we would enjoy in other 
states, and which certain educational institutions in the 
State already enjoyed. The Trustees were of the opinion 
that the large estate taxes already paid by the Institute 
to the State .of New Jersey were themselves not equitable, 
and that the legislation granting future exemption was 
rather less than more than the ~inimum required of the 
State in its relations with educational institutions. 
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~ith regard to the substantive issue of contribution to the 
Battlefield Memorial, the Trustees reaffirr.ied their view 
that it wa~ ·beyo~d their legal power to make a gift of 
properties held in trust for another purpose. I understand, 
however, that the Chairman of the Board ••• who has had this 
under consideration from the beginning, would be glad to 
go over all questions raised in your letter ••• I hope that 
in this way the disturbing misunderstandings of the past 
may be resolved.101 

Without awaiting Dr. Oppenheimer's call for an appointment date 

for Mr. Maass, the Governor reiterated his assertion. Mr. Maass replied; 

he was "completely at a loss to understand your suggestion that any 

pro~ise or intimations were given for or on behalf of the Institute at 

the ti<i:e the legislation exempting it from future taxation \..Tas passed." 

He objected specifically to the size and location of the area asked for, 

and prepared to meet the Governor in Trenton to discuss the matter 

102 
further. As a resulc or several conrerences, it ~ns finally agreed 

in. 1951 that a few low-lying acres would be ieased for ninety-nine years 

to the State with a reservation for its reversion to the Institute should 

103 the primary purposes of the Park change. The details were finally 

worked out satisfactorily, and the papers signed in the spring of 1952. 

Other tax problems plagued Dr. Oppenheimer and the Institute, 

notably claims from the Internal Revenue Service that stipends for rnem-

hers were taxable income. Other institutions and the foundations suffered 

from ti.2 same cause. Once again the Institute, because of its special 

arrangements with some members, dee~ed its problems not to be in common 

with theirs, and for a time handled its cases alone. It took a period 

of years to secure appropriate action and rulings in all cases. 

There was one tax problem which the Director handled alone, 

~...._ without the help of assistants from the office of Mr. Maass. His success -
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was notable, for he irrmediately secured a ruling from the Co;umissioner 

of Internal Revenue declaring the Institute to he an educational insti-

tution within the meaning of the statute making an additional 107. of 

gross adjusted income deductible from taxation when contributed to it. 

The effect was purely academic for the time being, since ·no gifts l.:ere 

104 
received. 

The narrative of the events of the first twenty years of the 

Louis Bamberger-Mrs. Felix Fuld Foundation .. has been set down in as com-

plete detail as it can be made with the materials at hand. It is a 

record of fidelity to the plans which Dr. Flexner produced in 1931, with 

certain exceptions. The first and perhaps the ~ost significant of these 

-is the lack of a warm cooperative relationshio between the UnivPrc:it-v 

and the Institute. Despite this, the historians of art still use the 

facilities of McCormick Hall and Marquand Library, without which they 

could not work in Princeton. But relations bet~een Fuld and Fine Halls 

are not close, though on occasion men from one attend a lecture or 

seminar in the other, according to their interests. 

The I~stitute is a brilliant success. Its Faculty is of the 

highest order of excellence; its members come from many countries. 

c Another.: respect in which the dream of Flexner has not sub-

stantially realized. · ~ has been discussed before: the Schools have 

not brought in as many young postdoctoral workers as he had hoped for. 

Instead, having an indefinite obligation to train young ~en and women 

who had taken their doctorates, and possessing complete freedom to choose 

members and carry on as they wished, the professors have quite naturally 
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emp~asized research in their activities. This meant that in general 

they have used their stipend funds for arrivees worki~g in fields 

which particularly interest them, or are thought necessary to represent 

the pattern of specialties which are not included in the Faculty but 

are considered. to be important. 

Nevertheless, the Institute is highly successful in its reali-

zation of the purposes Dr. Flexner wanted to achieve, which were admir-

ably stated by a member in mathematics fro~ India as follows: 

[I!f provides the scholar with three r.~tchless opportuni
ties: first, the level of association is of the highest 
in the world; second, there are absol~tely no limits set 
upon t~e academic and political freedom of the members; 
and third, which follows naturally from the first two, it 
is of a co:npletely international nature. 

Scholarship is not only a matter of research or of individual merit, he 

said, but also an appreciative state of mind and a way of life. He felt 

the Institute was effective in integrating the standards of scholarship, 

bringing the scientist into rapport with the cultural as well as the 

~cientif ic thinking of colleagues from all over the world. As to the 

Institute•s effect on teaching, the spokesman believed it would be con-

siderable. After a year at the Institute, he though~ a professor would 

be likely to put less stress on his students' performance of routine 

exercises and examinations, and instead to work to develop their imagi-

105 nations and creative powers. 

These were the effects Flexner had foreseen and planned for. 

In effect the concentration on arrivees in membershfp might be said to 

constitute a transferance to the teachers of the next generation of 

scholars of the benefits of the Institute's influence, rather then the 

l ., 
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giving of the benefits directly -- benefits which Gilman had seen in the 

union of research and teaching. In his day research was rare indeed in 

American colleges; his cor.cept was an inspiriting breeze, a shifting of 

objectives from routine disciplinary instruction to animate the curiosity 

to· learn, and to join in the exciting -work of expanding man's kno-wledge. 

This certainly can ·be said of the Institute's work in mathematics and 

physics. 

It "Was a fortunate thing for the Institute that Dr. Oppenheimer 

is himself a cha:npion of the humanities, and of communication bet-ween 

t~e~ and the sciences. His -was the bold endeavor to unite the t'Wo non-

mathematical Schools. Despite Dr. Aydelotte's commitment of the heart 

ar.d intellect to the humanities, it is doubtful that he could have with-

stonn thP !':trength of the School of Matt.?.maticn ::-. =-~= ~Z'L - __ :.._:._ :..:>r 

itself more than its already large share of financial resources; his 

action in May, 1945, when he had every evidence of the School's will to 

this, foster the doubt. 

Indeed, Flexner's ideal of the Institute has become more real 

under the strong leadership of Dr. Oppenheimer than under his own or Dr. 

Aydelotte's. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that Flexner was 

the author of the plan, and had the vision and strength to bring it 

about. His greatest weakness was, perhaps, a tendency to idealize 

scholars and scholarship, end perhaps to believe that the first al-ways 

represented the second. He was a man of intense enthusiasms, and of 

equally strong anger once his confidence was seen to have been misplaced. 

It was these qualities which caused him to fail in establishing economics 

at the Institute. He learned neither from Charles Beard nor Dr. Mitrany 
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nor from the lack of enthusiasm with which Stewart greeted his rrove 

to appoint Dr. Riefler -- that it was necessary to bring together a 

com~atible group interested in working harmoniously for the success of 

that undertaking. 

But Flexner succeeded in his highest ·objective: to dignify 

learning and the status of scholars. This he did partly by providing 

high monetary and retire~ent rewards, as long as he found it possible 

to do so. And w~en, through no fault of his own, he was compelled to 

chose between completing the preliminary representation in the hu8anities 

at the terr.porary expense of that worthy objective, he did so. But he 

never justified his action by anything but the harsh facts; he stood 

firmly for the maximum salary and better retiring allowances 

ti1an nt! nctu been able to provide when the Founders ~bjc:;tccl t;:;. the: fesiii.. 

and unanticipated growth of the School of Mathemati~s, with its uncom-

fortable repercussions in relations with the University, and to the large 

acreage for the Institute which they had not been adequately prepared for. 

The Institute was known for the high regard in which it held its faculty 

and members, and for the conditions which made wcrk there so eminently 

desirable. 

In his devotion to these things, Flexner was· deeply influenced 

by the status of scholars in Germany, as he made clear throughout.. The 

American co!tTllllnity must recognize the value of learning, and give the 

scholar respcnsible for its generation respect and a living compatible 

with the standards enjoyed by business executives. He did not ""tbink of 

. . ~ 
much as of the -wherewithal to live --these as symbols of worldly success as 

a life with all reasonable amenities, so long denied the teaching frater-
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nity in this country during its period of material growth and prosperity, 

and even in its concentration on ·"conspicuous waste." (Flexner was 

closer to Thorstein Veblen than might be suspected; it was not an acci

dent that he referred to the professoriate as a "proletariat" in 1930.) 

It is true that the onset of Nazism gave Flexner his great op

portunity to set the stamp of excellence on the Institute with the ap

pointn:ent of Professor Einstein, and that many more outstanding scholars · 

from Europe were to migrate during the thirties, to England and America, 

giving an internati.onal flavor to learning. That, coupled with the 

growth of science and technology following World War I, was an invalu

able aid to the influence of scholarship in the United States, on which 

Flexner could build. But the Institute rode ahead of the tide, secure 

in prestige and influence, setting an exa~ple in st&n<laYds ot scholarly 

accomplishments and rewards • 

. It wi.11 be recalled that Flexner had pointed to the California 

Institute of Technology at Pasadena as the prototype -- along with the 

Hopkins of Gilman's .day of the small university, untrammeled with 

undergraduate concerns. He admired greatly its achievement in_ attract

ing graduate students in science from all over . the cou~try because of 

its small but excellent Faculty, when he was far from sure a new small 

graduate institution in the East would attract either students or money, 

as he sought to persuade the President and some of the Trustees of the 

Hopkins to "suppress" the college and undertake graduate work exclusively. 

When he was compelled to revise his plans in April, 1930, · as he 

learned the Founders were not willing to undertake a "small university, 
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in the central scientific and cultural disciplines," he pointed to the 

Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research as the prototype for the In

stitute for Advanced Study. It was not wholly apposite, since it 

researched only in biology, chemistry and physics, and the medical 

$Ciences, but it was the one institution in the country which admitted 

only postdoctoral workers. Flexner observed a significant difference 

in proposing his actual plan for the Institute for Advanced Study: 

postdoctoral workers to be invited to it, unlike those of the Rockefeller 

Institute for ~edical Researc~, were to be trained and guided by the 

Faculty in the arts of research and advanced study. 

For over fifty years the Rockefeller Institute for Medical 

0 -----~~ ~0~ForfT1Prl v~luable researches in the sciences and particularly 

in medicine. Then in 1954, it changed its charter and purpose, and be

came "a university~' a graduate school in the sciences, with almost the 

precise character (described in no ~11 part with Flexner's expressive 

terms) which he had urged the General Education Board to create in 1922 

and later, and first proposed to the Founders early in 1930. Thus Presi

dent Detlev Bronk said that it was the aim to use the rich resources of 

the Institute "to help young ren and women to become scientific scholars 

of significance to higher education."lOG In the envirorunent created by 

over two hundred members of the faculty interested mainly in research, 

with a student body which numbered about seventy in 1959 when the first 

doctorates were awarded, "the student lives and works as a member of a 

society of creative scholars." He regarded the training of such a group 

of future scholar-teachers as of primary importance. Residential quarters 

for the students and many of the faculty members are on the grounds. 
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Dr. Bronk invited fifteen of the world's most eminent scientific 

specialists to spend from one to two weeks on campus,. lecturing to the 

students and then to the faculty, saying that the appointment . of so dis

tinguished a group "has added greatly to the vitality of the Institute."107 

The lectures he saw as "furthering . . the development of the Institute as a 

great international center of science." In his annual presidential 

reports, Dr. Bronk has announced plans and accomplishments in the con-

version of the original faculty from Lecturers, Associate Members and 

Associates to Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors. 

Since this was done in recogni~ion of the jnining of the Institute to 

the "world-wide informal association of universities," it presumably 

indicates the adoption. of the same system of tenure. He spoke gravely 

of the special problem of the Institute, which did not afford the oppor-

tunity to place non-creative men in undergraduate work or the profes-

sions. This led him to say that "if w~ are to fulfill our responsibili-

ties to the younger members of our faculty, we should critically evaluate 

their competence and promise. We must distinquish between those who 

should be the nucleus of our future faculty and those who should be aided 

f . d h . - f . "108 to 1n ot er opportun1t1es or service. Undoubtedly the Institute 

in making the change has been greatly influenced by Dr. Bronk's remark 

in granting honors . to several great universities which had contributed 

to medical and scientific knowledge in the past that "next to churches, 

universities have become the most enduring of human institutions." 

One wonders· what Dr. Abraham Flexner thought of these events. 

It is probable, if he noted it at all, that he was torn between his 

loyalty to the Institute for Medical Research which his brother had 
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built up over more than thirty years of service (during which the 

Rockefellers gave it over $60 millions), and his enduring ideal of the 

small university and his passionate belief that_ training of the young 

at the higher levels is best done by scholars alive with eagerness to 

advance knowledge and convinced that they owe it the next generation 

of academic careerists to hand on the torch personally, and not only 

in books and published papers. 

And so Dr. Flexner's prototype for the Institute for Advanced 

Study has changed to beco~e the thing he himself ~~nted to establish in 

the first place: a small university, a society of free scholars, both 

teachers and students. It is possible that the very success of post- . 

doctoral studies in the United States promoted this change. It had 

played an unique rclc in sc1en~1!1c anci medical research, but everi as 

early as 1926, Dean Gordon Laing had implied that it was too ·remote from 

. . f . d h 1 h 109 .a un1vers1ty or its own goo ea t • 

It is of especial interest in noting the success of postdoctoral . 

studies, which Flexner did not originate but did "institutionalize" for 

mathematics and other subjects not represented at the Rockefeller Insti-

tute of Medical Research, that a study has been recently made of the 

incidence of such workers by a competent sociologist, Dr. Bernard 

Berelson. His studies were made in the spring of 1960, and he ~ecured 

his information from the sources of grants -- the government, mainly, and 

the great foundations, as well as from the thirty-nine universities com-

prising the American Association of Universities. He estimated that there 

were in the neighborhood of 25,000 postdoctoral workers. Omitting three 
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groups: i.e., house officers, or interns and residents working in 

hospitals, and in medicine only, (between 12,000 and 13,500) and another 

group designated as college teachers taking "refresher" courses, mostly 

interested ir. teaching, and not research; and another category called 

Visiting Faculty: i.e., professors taking sabbaticals, etc., mainly 

interested in research, Dr. Berelson estimated there are soD-e 10,000 

men and wo~en doing postdoctoral work in 1960.llO 

T_here was a distinct international flavor. An estimated one-

third were foreign nationals, and some of the Americans were doing their 

work a~road. By way of comparison, he said there were between 130,000 

and 140,000 doctoral candidates in American universities, half of then 

full-time students. There were about 10,000 Ph. D. degrees awarded 

---··-" "·· "6'"1.1.1......,g.a..a..Y ~ .:;~d approxj;nat:ely 7 ,000 ~~. D. <lei=rees. The startling thing 

about his figures, however, aside from the large number of postdoctoral 

workers was his estimate that of the 10,000, about 607. were in medicine, 

35% in science and engineering, and only 5% in the social sciences and 

· the humanities. 

Dr. Berelson's inquiry led him to question whether the univer-

sities are t~ place for such extensive basic researches, which have be-

come big business since the war. In view of the undoubted needs for such 

researches, he pointed to the existence of special institutions for basic 

research such as the quasi-academic but independent corporations like 

the Rand, and others like the Argonne National Laboratory and the Be:thesda 

institutes. Inside the univer~~ties there 

institutes, bureaus, and offices ~andle 
have arisen special research 

the growing pressures. These 
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have enorrr:ously complicated university ad~inistration, to the point where 

too much effort goes into activities not ·strictly of university kind or 

quality. In a real sense, a modern Flexner might inveigh as bitterly 

against this diversion of purpose and effort as did the author of 

Universities against the inter-collegiate athletics and the "home 

Servte"courses and other expedients for real education, all engaged 

in because they brought .in money. · 

The Institute for Advanced Study, remote, quiet, busy but not 

hurried, offers now as it did in 1933 unique opportunities to scholarly 

men and WOi:ien. There is no slightest doubt that its Faculty and the 

members who come to it are grateful for this haven, ~hich resembles 

"the mediaeval monastery" without the monastic charactei;. 
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CHAPTER XII - NOTES 

1. ~inutes, Faculty Standing Committee, 9/29/47. Working draft. Ay
delotte files. Dr. Oppenheimer first attended a School of Mathe
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2. Minutes, Faculty meeting, 10/8/47. Draft. Aydelotte files. See 
also Oppenheimer to E. V. Hollis, 9/1/55. 

3. Stewart to Aydelotte, 10/3/47. Aydelotte files. 

4. Aydelotte to Stewart, 10/4/47. Aydelotte files. 

5. Minutes, Faculty neeting, 10/8/47. 

6. Minutes, Faculty meeting, 12/13/45. 

7. Minutes, Faculty meeting, 11/18/46. 
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10. Oppenheimer to Maass, 10/30/47. The other terms were: salary, 
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that to Mrs. Oppenheimer in event of his death in active service 
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11. Oppenheimer to Fulton, 10/27/47. 
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20. Minutes, Trustees' Meeting, 12/16/47, p. 4. 
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22. Minut~, Trustees' Meeting, 12/16/47, p. 3. The grant was to be 
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23. Minutes, Faculty meeting, 2/2/48. 

24. Minutes, Executive Corrmittee, 2/10/48. 

25. Oppenheimer to Faculty, 3/17/48. 
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APPENDIX I . 

Suggestion for proposed Codicils to Wills of Mrs. 
Fuld and Mr. Barr.cerger effectively to cnrry out 
their present plan fer a Fcundation. 

The form of this Codicil sho;.ild he p=-epared by Mr. 
Hardin's office, and what is herein prcposcd is 
merely intended to outline the substance of what 
is· desired. 

I, LOUIS BA.'IBERGER, bejng of sound and disposing 
mind .3nd tTJe:nory, a:ld mind-:ul 0£ the uncertainty of 
life and the certainty of death, do hereby make, 
publish and declare this Ccdici 1 to my Last Will and 
Testa.--nent, which said L

0

ast Will and Testarr.ent bears 
date the ------------day of -------------, 19--. 

~,..,....,...,.... _ 

L -...11o.- .... 

WHEREAS, my late brother-in-l2w, FELIX FULD and his 
wido~, Mrs. Felix Fuld, and I had always intended and 
desired to establjsh a Foundation for some beneficent 
purpose, to w'..1ich we intended ::o devote our respective 
resid~ary estates; and 

WHEREAS, my said sister and I have now, in and by 
letter dated the -------- day of ----------, 1930, de
fined the purpcse thereof a~d the manner of establish-
ing the same; and 

W-rIEREAS, my said sister and I have made mutual Wills, 
and I desire to provide for the contingency which ~~y 
arise in the event that we may die in or as the result 
of a common accident: 

NOW; THEREr'ORE, in the event that d·.Jring my lifetime 
I shall nnt have organized or caused to be organized, _ 
in conjunction with my sister, Mrs. Felix Fuld, a . . · .· 
corporation or Foundation to receive and carry out · the 
purposes expressed in the aforesaid letter, it is my 
wish and I hereby authorize, etrpower and direct my 
Executors end Trustees hereinafter. named~ as soon as 
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rnay he practicahle nf~er my d~~ecse, to ~rga~ize 
er cause su:::h corp0.)r<1ticn c·r Foundation to be 
:>:'.'~zr.izi::d and cre.s.ted, which shdll be 3'.Jthcrize.d 
~nd e~npowered t~ c::o.rry out thl' purposes ar.d designs 
~e~ticned, describ~d E~d set fort \ in the a~ore.sEid 
letter d3tec the --------- cay cf ------------, 1S30, 
ar.d tl-.ereupc•n, il'. the event thi'lt rr.y said beloved 
sisto:- r, lfrs. ?t?lix F~ld, r.,nd I shgll die in or as the 
result cf c.T!j CCi!11TIG:'.". accide'!.': o-: catastrop~e, I giYe, 
de vi ,.., z :-:1:-.d ':leq'.!~ <! th to ac y sue'! co!'por at ion '°":, i ch m:.y 
ha-,e ::t?en so organi~ed by 7rrj said sist€r and me, or 
which rr.ay be organized by my sa1d Executors and Trustees, 
a::. hereinbefo:-e provided, all of my resi duar1 ·estate 
of every narr.e, nature ;i.nd description, whether real, 
personal or mixed and wheresoever the same ~ay be 
situate, to hold and continue to hold the same and use 
and <ipply the income thereof for the purposes defined 
and set forth in the Charter, Certificate of Incorpora
tion, special statutory.enactment or ether rr.ethod of 
bringing the said corporation into legal existence. 

· In all other respects I hereby ratify and confirm my 
said Last Will and Testament bearing date, as .afore-
said, the -------- of --------------, 19--. 

i 
I r 

. ' 
I 
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THE LETTER 

It has ~lways ~een o~r intention to devote our accUirU
lated "1.>ealth to .a . public benefaction which in its very 
nature would achieve several thoughts we have in mind: 
first, that it be of a character which, so far as 
possible, would avoid duplicatio~ of the good w0rks of 
cthzrs, or lie ir: a field already &r.1ply supplied with 
fu;i.ds comrEensurate with its purpose. '.-lhat we desire to 
acco:nplish is to 12xt:c::-,d the operaticn -cf plans already 
:n e:fect \vhich \:ould enable scne institution to carry 
o~ ~o a pcir:t not yet a:hieved some vital educational : 
ft:nction. 

Secc~d: Mindful of cur obligztlo:'\s to the cou11mmi ty 
of ~~.zwark and to tl:e Stnte of NE.w Jersey, cf which we 
are reside~ts and citizens, a~d wherein our labors have 
been so hands~nEly rewarded, to · locate whatever insti
tuticn w~ r.iay cnc!.ow in such State and iP the vicinity 
cf suer. City, the~cby reflecting in part upon that City 
~nd State the bec:ef its of the results we seel<: to· bd.ng . 
about. 

Having made a:l extensive survey of the f izlc, ~u1aeo ~y 
expert advice, w~ are presently cf t~e opinion that the 
)est service we :P.n render r.~ankind is to est~~lish and 
endow i graduate college which shall · ~e li:nited in the 
scope dnd nature of the studies it propos~s to teach; 
which will attrcct to .it the highest calibre of raen and 
'Wooen to specialize as teachers , in the subjects in which 
tr_ey have achieved unusuc.l proficiency; to of fer as the 
basis of such attraction, the facilities which will be 
~fforded to the~ to cc~tinue the pursuit of their re
spective specialties and enlarge the field of their 
knowledge a:1d, by virtue of the environment in whic!l 
they shall be asked to live and te2ch, to insure them 
the opportunity of imparting their knowledge to selected 
students under the most favorable conditions:- in 
short, to set up a graduate school of limited scope, 
but of the ~ighest quality, in which the teacr.ing staff 
wi 11 have unlici ted opportunity to continue to pursue 
and enlarge their knowledge of the subjects in ~ich 
they are expected to teach: to free such school from 
all of tre irr.pedi':r:ents which new surrot:nd graduate 
schools becc.use of the undergraduate activities con
nected therewith and w~-.ich S-:J largely do:ninate the 
same, by selecting students based. upon th~ir qualifica
tions and adeptness, to create an atmosphere within 

I 
I 
I 
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the institution whic~ should ~fford the opportunity 
tliere.in to d~velop 5reat specialists in partiC'Jl;ir 
=ields of the arts and sciences. 

s~ch institution is to be cperated upon li~es ~hich 
pay ~o regard to rac~ or creed, and no prefere~ce is 
to !Je given or ce de!lied therein to any person because 
of these. 

While ti..,e foregoing sets. for~h oar present state of 
Q.ind, it· is o~r inte~tion and desire not to limit the 
scope of the activities :.)= such orgar.izat.ion as ::n:ly 
be created to carry O'Jt cur pU!:·poses, ar.d if, for any 
reason, i~ shall be in~ractic~ble to esta~lish such a 
graduate school as is ~1erein c;,,itlined, we reserve to 
O'Jrselves during ~ur respectiva li~etimcs, and to the 
trustees of the Foundation whic~ we may cause to be 
erected to carry O'Jt our purposes, the uncontrolled 
judg:nent and discretion ·at a~y time or fro·n ti:re to 
time to alter or ~odi=y the purposes thereof, to the 
end that t!le inco:ne of the funds wiic~ we may thus 
establish shell in any event and at all tirees be used 
a~d applied for a ben~f icent p'Jblic p'Jrpose in which 
all "':-io are in a position to_ benefit thereby shall be 
~rivileged SO to do without C;sti:1Cti~- ~~ - --:!:.;;i-:-·- 
ur racial nature •. 

• ,. .... ;.. .rp-· ~ 

More fully to acccmplish t~e pJrposes herein cutlined, 
we are a'xmt to organize a corporatio!l· under the laws 
of the State o: ~\ew Jersey (or such other sta.tE as may 
be bes_t) which it is our pt:rpcse and intention presently 
to endow with toe surr. of $-------, ?!ld upo'O'. the death 
of t~e survivor of us, to devise and ~equeath to such 
ir-stitution the residue of our respective fortunes. 

We make, ttominate, constitute and appoint . ------~------
to be the first trustees, or directors of such co·rpora
tion, the succeeding Boards of Directors to be elected 
and eppoi~ted from tiQe to cirre as in the Charter and 
By-Laws of S'JCh c~~porntion ~a~ be provided, and we 
desire t~at unless, duri11g our respective lifetimes, 
we shall have changed the pruposes herein set forth, 
or the trustees of such corporation in their judg:;ient · 
and discretion s~all at any tine thereafter change the 
purposes t."1ereof, t'12t . such fund and the i:icome thereof 
be used and applied for the pt:rposes h~rein defined, 
restricting the operation thereof only insofar as we 
require that such institution shall be located in the 
vicinity of Newark, N. J. U?On lands ~hich we t:'.aY convey 
or devise to it for t~at purpose, or, failing ~hich, 

' ,• 
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upon sJch lands as it ~~y acquire for that purpose 
in s~ch location, and that so fzr as r.~y be. comri1ensu
rate with the p~rposes herein set forth, preference 
~e give n as s~t1d ~~ts in s a id sc~ool to residents cf 
the City of ~e~ark ond the State of New Jersey. 

FrO:TI Legal Papers. Working Papers. Formation of Institute. 



APPENDIX II 

Jan~ary 20, 1930 

It is our purpose to devJte our entire residual 
estate to the e71.dm .. >::nent of n!1 institution of higJ:;er 
learning situated in or near the _City of Xe'wark and 
called after tte State of New Jersey in grateful 
recGgnition ~f the opportunities which ~e have en
joyed in that community. 

We are persuaded that there is now little or no lack 
ar.d that there wi 11 in the future !>e s ti 11 less lack 
of schools a~d c0ll eges for the training of young 
!Ile:i and worr.en. ~either now nor in tr.e future is there 
likely to be a:l ove~abundnnce of opportt.;:iities for men 
0 .nd womer'. l"',..,..,,.::'"'t- 0 .-.t- ,..,.., ""''"''"' '~"" lertrni ':i ~ in ;;ill serio1Js 
fields c£ ~1..!!::2n iui.el.e::>i. a ::..l e w:lea'lor a.nd to trair .. 
younger rren and wo~e n who ~ay fellow in t~cir footsteps. 
It is our desire therefore that t~e proposed university 
sh.all contain no :;r.dt0;rgrad·..i.ate depc.rtment, that · as long 
as present conditions co:itinue, it shall bestow only 
the Ph. D. degree or professional degr~es of ~qual value, 
c.nd that its star-dards 0f ad~ission and its methods of 
~ork·be adapted to these ends and these only. 

As conditions in uhe realm of advanced instruction and 
research improve, it is our desire that the trustees of 
this institution advance the ideals of the institution 
so that it ~~y at all ~iries be distinguished for quality 
and at ::o time be influer.ced by consideration of nu.-nbers. 

It is our ex?ress and inflexible desire t~at the appoint
ments to the staff and faculty of t~is instit~tion and 
in the admission of workers G~d srudents no account be 
taken directly or indirectly of rzligion or sex. In 
the spirit characteristic of .Ar!erica at its noblest, 
we desire that this fund bE ad.uinistered with sole re
spect to the objects for which it is !:et up and with no 
respect "°'.rnts,:-i ever to accidents of creed, oJ;"igin, or sex. 

It is our belief that the sum wbich we s~all ulti~ately 
provide will be adequate to start and to rnaintain at the 
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hig~est ?ossible ~ntellectual level an institution 
devoted to the cer.t=al cultural and scientific 
disciplines. It is no part of cur irr:rnedi£te inten
tion to institute pro:essional schools. It is o~r 
~ish that o~r trustees s~o~ld not countenance devel
cpment in th~t or £ny ether direction unless funds 
ere nssured "Which per.nit the undertaking of additional 
resp:):.sibilities ;it the sa11e high level at lYhich the 
enterprise has been started. 

It will pro~c:bly devL:>p t~at most candidates for the 
doctor's degree will have received a collegicite degree 
or t~e equivalent thereof, b~t it is our wish th&t the 
facilities of t'.le ir:stitutio:i will be open to any student 
who ce.n de~o~strate ~is fitness to profit in the highest 
degree by their ~se a~d to no others. It is also our 
p•Jrpose that m::i:-ty of those who enter the univer~ity 
which 'We prcpose to esta~lish ~ill hope to become pro
fessors in other institutions of learning, but we desire 
to emphasize u~e fact that the i•..stitutio:; itself is 
set t.:p not tG ~r2in te:o-c~ers, :10t ".:c pr~dt.:ce holders 
of degreE.s, but to ad'\·ance learning and to train per
sons competent to participate in the.t funda~er.'.:al a~d 

most important e:ideavcr. For the exccuti0n of .this 
:: c:orm.1i t tee uu:.de up cf 

In the event cf the d2ath of both of as before f urt:ter 
ste:ps ca01 be t&ken, this co:nni ~tee is authorized to 
constitute its~lf as the first Beard of Trustees ty 
addi:'..g to its number r.iernbers. \~e corrmend to their 
consideration as representing ':he ideals of sc~olars~ip 
a~d servi..:e to ·~r...;:nanity that -w.; !':ave :.n raind t!-e fcllowir.g: 

It is our hope t:t2.t site, hui ldings, and equip;r.er_t can 
be provided wi':hm.:t impairme:i.t of the capital st.Tu with 
which the institution will be end:)wed. N:::i 3ifts fro:n 
Qutside sou~ces s~all ever be ~ccepted conditioned upon 
the ;:nodif ico.tion of the f"L:ndar:iental ai!D fer which this 
institution is ·created. 

It is our hope t~:it the r.1ost cordial and cooperative re
lations may at ~11 tirees exist between t~e tr~stees and the 
fac~lty of the university. To that end we suggest that at 
least three members of the faculty be choseL"t ulti:.i.ately 
by the faculty itself ':o !>eco!"'.le r:iembe::rs o[ the b~ard of 
~rustecs, and wt further hope that t~e opport~nities oI, 
the ins ti tu ti en !Tlay p-::-ove attractive to :ne!'_ of the most ~ 
dlsti7l3:Jished standirtg ?<0ca·Jse of the freedc:n a1d :>.b!ndance -....... .....__ 

--- ----
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of opportunities whic~ they will P-njoy in the prose
cution of their own work and in the selection and 
training.of students and in the majntenance of the 
highest possible standzrds i~ s~ience and scholarship. 

1. The buildings should be rr:odest, ad~ptable to their 
purpose and yet sufficjently attractive to exercise a 
beneficial influence on the architectural taste of the 
community. 

2. The trustees shall be empowered to establish within 
reasonable limits such fellowships and scholarships as 
from time to ti~e may be needed in order to support in 
whole or part yo:mger men and wo::nen whose previous train
ing has been adequate and whose develop~ent prorr-ises to 
be significant. 

Note. The a~endments consisted in striking the last two p~ragraphs 

a~ove, together with the clause in the paragraph just preceding 

them which begins with "and we further hope that the opportunities," 

etc. For these the following paragraph was substit~ted. 

In conclusion we enjoin upon our executors and the com
mittee herein mentioned the following: should investiga
tion a~d inquiry lead to the concl~sion that the sum 
which we propose ultimately to devote to the endowment 
of a University is inadequate to the fulfillnent of our 
ideas in the manner herein described, they shall modify 
or change the plan to the end that the income of the 
fund finally established shall be used and applied for 
a beneficent public purpose in which all who are in 
position to benefit t~ereby shall be pr~vileged so to 
de without disti~ction cf religious or racial nature, 
and under si~ilar circu:r.stances ~e reserve to ourselves 
jointly 37'.d ir.dividually also the right to r.iake such 
change or c~ar.ges. 

Fram Legal Papers. Working Papers. Formation of Institute. 



APPEND IX III 

To (naming proposed Trustees): 

April ... ., 
L-'t 

Newark, N. J. 

1930 

We are as~:i ;:1.,3 yo;.: to se1\/e . with us as Tr JS tees of an 
Institute of Hic;~er Learnir-.g or Advanced Studies to 
the endc~:rr:e~t o: which w~ propose ultirr~tely to devote 
our residual estate -- the propcs~d Institute to be 
situated in t~e Stnte of New Jersey in gratef"..11 recog
nition of the cpportunities which we have enjoyed in 
th is C0'1Elllni ty. 

We are persuaded that there is now little or no lack, 
and that there will be in the future still less lack, 
of schools and colleges for the training of young men 
and women; but there is not likely to be ~n overabun
dance of opportunities for men and wow.en corupetent to 
advance learn.in~ in all serio~s fields of ht~-nan inter
t::St and endeavor and to traill younger Titc-ll au.! wurn<::ll w;.v 

:r:ay follow in their footsteps. It is o".Jr desire ti1ere
fure .that the · proposed Institute shall contain no under
graduate depar tr.:ent, that as long as present conditions 
continue, it shall bestow c~ly the Ph. D. degree or 
prof~ssional degrees of equal value, and that its stan
dards of admission and its methGds of work be adapted 
to these ends and these only. 

As conditions in the realm of advanced instruction and 
research i~?rove, it is our hope that the trustees of 
this institution may see fit to advance the ideals of 
the institution so that it may at ~11 tirr.es be dis
tinguished for quality and at no time be i~fluenced by 
consideration of numbers • 

. It is our express and inflexible desire that in appoint
ments to the staff and faculty of this institution and 
in the admission of workers and students no account be 
taken directly or indirectly of race, religion, or sex. 
In. the spirit characteristic of A~erica at its noblest, 
we wish this fund to be admjnistered with sole respect 
to the objects for which it is set up and with no regard 
whatsoever to accidents of creed, origin, or sex. 
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It is no part of our iTIU"T'ediate intention to institute 
prcfessional schools. ~~e hcpe tha~ the tr11ste£'s will 
not countenance developme'1t il". that er any other 
direction ur.less ft !nds ;:;.re assu-:-ed which pe~mit the 
underta~ing of addi~ional respcl"sibilities at the sa:ne 
high leve 1 at wt.ich Lhe e:iterprise lrns tee:i steirted. 

It -wi.11 pro')ably develop thet r.ir_1st candidc..tes fo:::- the 
doctor's degree will have received a collcgje.te deeree 
or the equivalent ~here. cf, tut the facS li tics of the 
instituti'on should, in the disc::etion of the trustees 
and staff, be ope::i tn <!ny sttJdent who can derr.onstrate 
his or her fitness to prcfit in the highest degree by 
their use. Many cf ~hose whc enter the institute will 
probably become· profess.)rs in ether institutions of 
learning, b~t t~e ir~titutio~ itself is set up, not to 
trail" tec.clters, r.::>t to prcduce h·::>lders of degrees, bt..t 
to adv3nce learning and to train persons compet~nt to 
pcirticipDte iL1 that fundan•ental and most important 
.;:~.deavor. 

I~ · is o~r hope that site, buildi:lgs, and equip~ent can 
be p:rovided without inpairnient of the capital S\J!ll with 
"1hich the institution will be endo,..ed. No gifts from 
~.itside. sources sl:lal 1 be accepced ::ondi .. iui..:-..: '-pua ... ~"'' 
modHicati.on of the =undar;i·=ntal aims for which this 
institutio~ is created. 

It is · o~r further hcpe t~at the most cordial and cc
op~rative re.lations m~y :it zll times exist between the 
tr ·.istees and the i:ac·.ilty of the iL1stitute. To that end 
-we suggest t hat certain mer::hers 0f the faculty be chosen 
ultirrately to become ~cm~~rs of t~~ board cf trustees. 

In ccnclusion, we desire to make it plain that this 
letter is written ]n order to convey to the trustees 
the conception which we hope may be realized; but we 
should not wish it or· any part of it to hamper our 
trustees in years to come if experienc~ and changing 
social needs and conditions require a departure fro~ 
the details to which we now draw attention. 
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APFE!\'DIX IV 

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION 

of 

''Institute for Ad•12 .. nced Studv -- Lo·..iis Barr.berger 

·and Mrs. Felix Fuld Fcundaticn" 

This is to Certify t!rnt ~e, the st:hscribers, desirir.g 
tb form a corporatio:-t purs~ant to the proYi sious of a11 
act er.titled, "An Act to incorporate associa~ions not 
for pecuniary profit," approved April 21, 1898,. and the 
several anend~ents thereof snd supple~e~ts thereto, do 
by this our certificate set forth. 

1. The nmr.e by -v:·~1ich the co~poration is to be known in 
law is "Institute for Adv.:;n-:2d Study -- Lo:iis Bc.nberger 
a~d Mrs. Felix Fuld Foundation." 

2:. ':he purpcse for which t~is c0rporatio~ 2s formeo is 
the establishr.;ent, at er i~ t~e vicinity of Newark, New 
Jersey, of an institute for adva~ced study, and for tr.e 
pro~otion of kr.cwledge in all fields, and for the train
i~g cf advanced stt:dents and wcrk2rs for and beyo~d the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy and other professional 
degrees of equal standing. 

3. The business of the corporation is to be chiefly 
tr3nsacted in this State, ~ut it ~ay !!ave occ2sion to 
act outside of this State a~d/or in other States and 
foreign ccuntries, in the accorr.plishrrent of the pruposes 
for which it is incorp~reted. The location of the 
cffice of the corporation withi~ this State is 602 Centre 
Street, in the Vi llc:ge of South Orange, in the County 
of Essex, and the r~side~t 2gent in charge thereof, 
upon ~hom process rr~y be served, is Louis Bam~erger. 

4. The busi~ess of the corporation shall be conducted 
by Truste~s, in nurrber not less than twelve nor rr~re 
than fifteen. The Tr~stees shalt be nerr.bers of the 
corporation and they shall be elected by the Tl'embers in 
such manner and for such ter:::s of office as the By-Laws 
rr.ay prescribe. A~y Tr~stee ceasing to be a merrber of 
the corporation shall thereup0~ cease to be a Tr~stee. 
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The na~es of the Trustees selected for the first 
year are: L::F!is !3a;:iberger, Hrs. Felix Fuld, John R. 
Hardin, Abraha'.'!1 Flex:1cr, Sar.n_el !}. Leidesdorf, Herbert 
H. ~ass, Julious Friedenwald, Florence R. Sabin, Alexis 
Carrel, ~erhc:rt H. Le'!i...-nc:n, Frank Aydelotte, Alanson B. 
Houghton, Lewis H. Weed, Edg~.r S. 3arnbe:rger, and Percy 
S. Strauss. 

5. The r..e::nbers of the corporation s~all be adlllt per
sons, who . shall be eligible under the laws of this 
State to ~e Trustee:s of this corporation. The origi
nal ree::ibers are the ur.dcrsigned incorporators and the 
additional p~~sc~s named herei~ as TrDstees for the 
first year. The mer.hers, nt Gny regular or special 
meeting, YnC!Y fi 11 v2cancies ir.. the r:-.ernbership and >:!ay 
by a majo:-i t:1 vote elect addi tio:'lal rr.embers. Election 
to ~err~ership shall te plenary proof of qualification 
for merr.tership. 

6. The purposes of the corporation shall include power 
to bt!y, sell, lease, and D.ortgage real a:id personal 
prGpercy; to irrprnve real estate a~d erect buildicgs 
thereoo; to accept gifts, b2quests, and devises of real 
.... 1d/ or person.-.:.1 prop2rty; to n.c.l:e cont1 n\.: t:. ::> oi.. a.L .L ta uu~; 

to :na~e, a::iend, alter, and repeal b7-laws not i~consist
e:lt wi.th the laws o: this Sta~e or of t~e United States; 
to ?Eke ~Tend, alter, and repeal rules and regulations for 
the government of the institute to be established, ~ain
tained, and conducted by the corporation, and in respect 
to the appointment and duties of executive officers and 
I!'Crr.bers of the staff and faculty, and in respect to the 
admission (with and/or without payment of dues or 
charges) and discipline of the students and workers, and 
in respect to the granting of diplonas , and the awarding 
of degrees (including honorary degrees); and any and all 
other powers now or hereafter conferred by law upon 
corporations organized under the said act entitled •An 
Act to incorporate associations not for pecuniary profit,' 
and the supplements thereto and amendments thereof, whether 
conferred by said act or supplements thereto or amendments 
the~eof, or by other acts of the legislature, necessary, 
convenient, expedient, or a~propriate to carry out the 
purposes for which this corporation is organized. Any of 
the powers of the corporation may be exercised, unless 
expressly prohibited by law, outside of this State and/or 
in other States and foreign countries, whenever r.ecessary, 
ccnvenient, expedie~t, 'br 3ppropriate to carry out the 
purposes for which this corpc:ation is organized. 

-..........__ ____ 
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In appoint~er.ts to the faculty or staff, or in the 
adnissio~ of st•Jdents ar_d workers there shall be no 
discrimination becz~se of race, religion, or sex, 
and no gifts, bequests, or devises of real and/or 
personal property shall be ~ccepted, from other 
sources than frorr: Louis Eamberger znd Mrs. Felix 
Fuld, which sh9ll be conditionEd upon the modifica
tion of the fund<Jr.'ental pt;rp'Jses for whic':l this 
corporatiou is created. 

In Witness \\hereof we have hereto set our hands and 
seals this 20th day of r-!ay, One Tho·.is<md ~ine Hundred 
ar.d Thirty. 

Signed, ·sealed, and Delivered 
in the presence of 

John R. Bardin, Jr. 

Louis Ban.berger (LS) 
Nrs. Felix Fuld (LS) 
Jtha R. Hardi~ (LS) 
-Snrr.~el D. Leicesdcrf (LS) , __ , , __ , 



Dear Sir: 

APPEN~IX V 

LETTER ADDRESSED BY FOL~:DERS 

TO TP.EIR TRUSTEES 

Newarl:, New Jersey 
June 6, 1930 

We are as1nng you to serve "7i th us as Trustees of ari 
institution of higher lenr~i~& which we propose to 
endm0: with a substnntial initial su~, to 'Which 'We , 
expect fro~ tirr.e to tirr.e hercnf ter to add amounts 
'Which in our belief \.Jill provide adequately for the 
establishment. of the proposed enterprise. 

There is at present little or no lack of schools and 
colleges fer the training 0f your.g men and W'::lii'.C~ for 
the ordinary baccalaureate degrees. This need ~ill 
l~ the f~ture be apparently eve~ more fuliy ~~ppli~d 
than at present. There are also attached to Ul.:lny of 
our colleges post-graduate schools doing e~fective 
work in. guiding sb1dents i~ qualifying t~ensclves for 
post-graduate degrees. 

T!-iere is ne•;er likely ~o be an overabu:ida:-,ce of oppcr
tunit ics fer ~e~ and wo~en engaged in the pursuit of 
advanced learni~g i:i the v3ricus fields cf hunan know
ledge. P~rtic•Jlarly, so far as we are aware, there is 
!'.o ins ti ti1tio~ in tl:e United St<ltes where scientists 
a:ld scholars devote the~selves at the same time to 
serious rese~rch ~nd to the trRining of competent post
graduate students entirely independently of and sepa
rated from both the chnrms and the djyersioi!.S :r.sepa
rable from a" instit-::tion, the ma~_or i:iterest of ~hich 
is the tc~ching of u~dergr~du4tcs. 

I~ is our desire, therefore, thst the prcpcsed insti
tuticn shall contain no uYtdc:.rgradunte depart~nt and 
that it shall bestow only the Ph. D. degree, or pro
fessio!1al degrees of equal value, and that its stan
dards of c-·dmissicn and methCJds '.)f work shall be cpon 
s~ch a .b3sis and upo~ that alone. 
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In s~ fvr as students nre co~ccr~ed, it is ot>r hope 
that the Trustees of the ins':itct!:i:t >Jill advance 
th2 ide~ls i;po:-t which it is f ::mnded in sucl-i r.m:.ner 
that e;ua~ity of work rnther than number of students 
shall be lhe distinguishing characteristic of the 
enrollnent. 

It is our h0pe that t~e staff cf the institution 
will consist exclusively of ~en 2nd ~:orr.en of the 
highest standir>g in their respective fields of lear~
ing, attracted to t~is i~stitution thrau3h its appeal 
as an opportunity for the serious pursuit of advanced 
study and because of the detachment it is hoped to 
secure from outside distractions. 

It is fundamental in o~r pGrpose, and our express de
sire, that in the appointments to the staff and faculty 
as well as in the admission of workers an<l st~<lents, no 
account .shall be taken, dire:ctly or indirectly, ; of race, 
religion, or sex. We feel strongly that the spirit 
characteristic of America at its noblest, above all the 
pursuit of higher learning, cannot a~~it of any conditions 
as to personnel other than those designed to promote the 
objects for which this institution is established, and 
particularly with no regard whatever to accidents of 

· -ace, creed, oi sex. 

In endowing this institution we recognize that many 
worthy and capable persons are unable fo~ financial 
reasons to pursue study or research to the extent 
justified by their capacities. It is expected, there
fore, that the Institute will supply means wheieby 
through scholarships or fello~ships such workers may be 
supported during the course of their work or research, 
to the end that - the facilities of the institution may be 
available to any man or worr~n otherwise acceptable pos
sessing the necessary mental and moral equipment. 

While the institution will devote itself to ~ the teaching 
of qualified advanced sutdents, it · is our desire that 
those ~ho are assembled in the faculty or staff of 
the institution may enjoy the most favorable opportu
nities for continuing research or investigations in 
their particular field or specialty, and that the ut
most liberty of action shall be afforded the said faculty 
or staff to that end. 

It is not part of our immediate plan to create a profes
sional school, and ~e do not contemplate that the Trustees~ 
will sanction the development of the institution in that 
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or any other direction unless separate funds are assured 
which permit the undertaking of additicnal responsibili
ties upon the high level at which the enterprise is 
started and consistently with the whole spirit of the 
undertaking. 

It wi 11 doubtless develop that most of the students 
a~~itted to this institution for the purpose of ob
taining a doctor's degree will before entering have 
received a baccalaureate degree or the equivalent 
thereof. · The facilities of the institution should, how
ever, in the discretion of the Trustees and the staff, · 
be open to any acceptable student who may demonstrate 
his or her qualifications and fitness. 

Many of those who enter the institution will probably 
qualify the~selves for professorships in other institu
tions of learning, but t he institution itself is estab
lished not merely to train teachers or to produce holders 
of advanced degrees. The primary purpose is the pursuit 
of advanced learning and exploration in fields of pure 
science and hi gh scholarship to the utmost degree that 
the facilities of the institution and the ability of the 
faculty and students will permit. 

Ii. is intended that the propos1::d ins ti t u t. ),..)u ut: il.nuwn 
as 'Institute for Advanced Study,' and, in grateful 
recognition of the opportunities which ue. personally 
have enjoyed in this country, that it- be located in the 
State of New Jersey. 

It is our hope that the site, buildings, and equipment · 
can be provided without impairment of the capital sum with 
which the Institute for Advanced Study will be endowed. 

It is our express wish that gifts from outside sources 
shall never be accepted conditioned upon any modification 
of the fundamental ai~ for which this institution is 
created. 

To the end that the most cordial . and cooperative rela
tions ~~y at all times -exist between the Trustees and 
the faculty of the Institute, it is our further desire 
that certain members of the faculty shall be chosen to 
become members of the Board of Trustees. 

This letter is written in order to convey to the Trustees 
the conception which we hope the Institute may realize, 
bur we do not wish it or any part of it to hamper or 
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restrict our Trustees in their corr:plete freedom of 
action in years to co~e if their experience with chang
ing social needs and conditions shall appear to require 
a departure fron the ·details to which we have herein 
drawn attention. 

Faithfully yours, 

...__ . 

Louis Bamberger 
. Mrs. Felix Fuld 

I 



APPENDIX VI 

C 0 N F I D E N T I A L 

To the Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

Following the publication in December, 1930, of ·Bulletin No. 1, 

entitled "Organization and Purpose", I spent the better part of six n:onths 

in conference with the leading scholars of America and the main European -

' 
countries, seeking to elicit their critical opinion as to the value of the 

proposed Institute and their constructive suggestions as to the initial steps 

to be taken. I encountered no difference of opinion as to the importance of 

creating an institute of the proposed character and scope; and this, because, 

in the last half century, universities have everywhere undergone changes that 

have impaired thei_r fundamental and essential character. Ttie topics respect-

ing which most discussion took place were thz subjects which the Institute 

should first attack, the persons best qualified to lead, the conditions 

under which they would work most effectively, the location and ultimate 

character of the buildings. All these knotty questions need not be decided 

at once. On one or two of them my mind has become clear, as will be made 

plain in the course of this report; as to the others, further conference and 

reflection are still requisite. 

I 

In the interest of clarity, let me begin by recapitulating the 

reasons why the Institute for Advanced Study has been established and-what 

its w.ain characteristics should be; for only by recapitulation from time to 
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time can we be sure that we will not be drawn or drift out of our course. 

Universities, being primarily intellectual in character, ought to be StI1all 

and plastic; they sh~uid be havens where scholars and scientists may regard 

the world and its phenomena 8S their laboratory, without being carried off 

by the maelstrom; they should be sinple, confortable, quiet without being 

monastic or r~uote; they should be afraid of no issue, yet they should be 

under no pressure from any side. which might tend to force their scholars to 

be prejudiced either for or against any particular solution of the problems 

. under study; and they should provide the facilities, the t'ranqui lli ty, and 

the time requisite to fundamental inquiry. Now, current tendencies almost 

all run in the opposite direction: universities have with startling sudden

ness become big; having become big, they have lost plasticity; they are so 

big that in every direction they are pressed for funds; they have had to be 

organized as business is organized, which is precisely the type of organiza

tion that is . inimical to the purposes for which universities exist and un

pleasant to the type of person needed to promote science and scholarship; they 

have been dragged into the market place; they hve been made to serve scores 

of purposes - some of them, of course, sound in themselves - which univer

sities cannot serve without abandoning purposes which they and no other insti

tution can serve at all. "It is the multiplicity of its purposes that makes 

an American university such an unhappy place for a scholar", writes one of 

my correspondents • . Instead of limiting themselves to fundamental inquiries 

which may in the long run assist in the £elution of complex problems, univer

sities have aL-iost without exception also engaged in training immature and 

unprepared boys and girls for practical tasks which are merely matters of the 

moment. Instead of providing absolute independence of speech and thought for 
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mature men conscious of their vast responsibilities, universities have 

generally - though exceptions may be found - pursued t\Jo courses: emitted 

superficial utterances which only add to the existing Babel or avoided 

delicate and controversial issues, particularly in the social and econ

omic real~s. A repressive, often an unconsciously repressive influence, 

has emanated from trustees· or executive officers. Scholarship does not 

prosper ur.der the conditions I have briefly enumerated. In the entire 

co~rse of my .travels thus far, I have encountered no one who felt that 

the present conditions of university life are favorable td s~und think

ing and contemplative living, though, to be sure, instances in abundance 

can be cited in which individuals havecreated or have insisted upon 

obtaining for themselves special terms ~hich make their portion tolerable. 

Tne suggestions that the Institute for Advanced Study should be 

small, that its staff and students or scholars should be few, that admin

istration should be inconspicuous, inexpensive, subordinate, that .members 

of the teaching staff, while freed from the waste of time involved in 

administrative work, should freely p~rticipate in decisions i~volving 

. the charac~er, quality, and direction of its activities, that living con

ditions should represent a marked improvement over contemporary academic 

conditions in America, that its subjects · should be fundamental in character, 

and that is should develop gradually - on these suggestions there was on 

both sides of the Atlantic unanimous agreenient. 

To my request for constructive ideas, the response was different. 

Men knew more or less clearly what they would like or needed; but as no 

one had supposed that an institution of the kind described was likely to be 

established, no one was prepared to be definite in his immediate recomnen-
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dations. In informal talk, often occupying many hours, ~e browsed over 

the whole field; frequently, before we parted, I was promised a rnemoran-

dum which would enbody deliberate observations as to procedure, person-

nel, subjects, etc. In what I now write, I am drawing upon these infor-

mal conferences, upon such notes and reflections, as I made at the time 

and subsequently, and upon the memoranda which have come to me from 

Anerica, England, France, Germany, and Italy. I am indebted, very deep-

ly indebted to all who gave me freely of their time, thought, and exper-

ience; and yet I should be at ~ loss to assign responsibility, if I were 

asked as to any particular item. 

II 

I have already reviewed the differences between existing uni-

versities and the Institute founded by Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld. Let 

me now draw a line bebveen the Institute for Advanced Study, as I con-

celve it, and a research institute. The Institute for Advanced Study will, 

of course, by reason of its constitution and conception be a research 

institute; if the members of its staff are not contributors to the prog-

ress of knowledge and the solution of problerrs, there is no .sufficient 

reason for setting it up; but they will also be teachers, men who have 

chosen a few competent and earnest disciples engaged in the mastery of 

a subject, precisely as the pupils of all the great masters of the last 

century - of Clerk Ma~ell, Michael Foster, and Vinogradoff in England, 

of Claude Bernard or Halevy in France, of Helmholtz, Ludwig, and Wilamo-

witz in Germany - were in the first instance concerned to learn thor-

oughly physics, physiology, institutio!lS, or Greek, as the case might be. 

Teaching should, however, be informal; for, if formal, mechanism will be 
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devised; its burden should be light, for, if it is heavy, the teacher 

has too many pupils or the pupils are unfit. And the students may at 

times be investigators too, though not prematurely at the price of 

mastering their subjects. 

In- the so-called "research institute" teaching is, of course, 
. . 

.also carried on, though in sorne~hat different fashion. The members of 

a research institute are also learners, whatever else they be. ·And yet 

the emp~asis is different, for the research institute is primarily con-

cerned with problems, very specific problems, as a rule; and young men 

enter either as assistants to older workers or as novices to be tried 

out by time. ·The Institute for Advanced Study "Will be neither a current 

university, struggling with diverse tasks and many · students, nor a re-

search 1.11:sd t ·ute, devoted solely to tht soluti0i1 vi: µ.1.uui.t:=:.. •L. u1ay 

· be pictured as a wedge inserted between the t"Wo - a small university, 

in -which a lim.ited amount of teaching and a liberal amount of research 

are both to be found. Persons who require to be drilled or taught hard 

do not belong within the Institute for Advanced Study. The level of the 

teaching and its form mark it off sharply from college teaching, from 

most university teaching, from technological or professional teaching. 

This granted, the professor himself benefits, if for . an hour or t'Wo 

weekly, in addition to his own research and the supervision of a few 

investigations, he discusses with a small thoroughly competent body a 

larger theme. He is thus assisted in preserving his own perspective, 

and he has a motive for wider reading and broader contacts. 

If I may endeavor to visualize the Institute tentatively, I 

should think of a circle, called the Institute for Advanced Study. Within --- ........ 
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this, I should, one by or.e, as men and funds are available - and only 

then - create a series of schools or groups a school of matherr~tics, 

a school of economics, a school of history, a school of philosophy, •etc. 

· The "schools" may change from time to time; in any event, the designations 

are so broad that they may readily cover one group of activ_i ties today, 

quite another group, as time goes on. Thus, from the outset the school 

of mathewatics may well contain the history or philosophy of scierce; 

the school of economics, . a chair of law or political theory. Each school 

shculd conduct its affairs in its ow"Il w~y; for neither the subjects nor 

the sc:,ciL:rs will all fit; into one mould. An ennually changb3 .:::1airrnan 

~ould per~aps be the only officer requisite. There should be complete 

academic freedo·n as there is in Erigl.'lr:d, Frm-:ce, and Gtroany. We are, 

let it r,::> re:nE:rr.bered, dealing with seasc:-ed and, 

-who must not be seri0t1sly or long dive!ted fro:ll C:"'.'eative work. These r.ien 

knew their own r::inds; they have their ow~ ways; the mer_ l-iho ha.Ye, through-

out ht.rr•o.n history, meant most to ther.lSe lves and to hur.~an progress have 

usually followed their own inner lig~t; .no org~nizer, no administrator, 

~o institution can do more tha~ furnish co~ditions favorable to the rest-

Jess pro~line of an enli3htened and informed ~urr~n spirit, seeking its 

intellectual and spiritual prey. Standc.rdization and organization do 

not aid:' :. tl-ey are simply irksome. 

III 

Delicate questions arise in co1 ~r-.ectio:i with the relations Yhich 

should exist hetwc::en director, staff, :md trustees. Indden~ally I have 

touched on them in saying t!iat, as a niattcr of course, the staff will be 
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made up of nat1..:re scholars, presumably conscicus cf the weight th2.t should 

attech to their utterances and actively participati-:-,g in the goverrancnt 

of the Institute. But the subject is a difficult cne, and I c::n not yet 

prepared to su'.Y.r.i~ f~rther positive reconrr.endaticns, thcugh it has re

ceived my continuous attention. I am clear that the !"elationship tetween 

the executive officers and tl-.e faculty is not usually ir. Arrerica cordial 

or satisfactory. On the co~trary, for one reasor. or ~nether, the Ancri

can prof£ssorate is unhappy - end it will not enlist the country's ~est 

brains in sufficient nul'!"l:er until the atmosphere is radically changed. 

I have alreacy suggested chenges of a fundamental character, a~ong t!:ern 

the inclusion in the board 0f tr~stees of outside sc~olars as well &s 

roembers o£ ~ts o~""'i"l staff. Whether this is all that need be done to give 

learning i~s proper wei3ht in the Instit~te, I a:~ ~ct ~t this mcment pre

pa~ed to say. i do say, however, that the Institu~e exists for the sake 

of learning and ttat policies and measures that are inimical to the 

happy and enth:.isiastic pursuit cf lec.rr.i:i.g are :leccss arily 'ti.Tong • . It 

has been urged that tr1.:stees should lit!!i t their .-:icti vi ties to r.usiness 

natter~ and that :accJties should govern all else. I~ support of this 

cor.ter.tion Germany, France, Oxford and Cai:1bridge are cited. But none of 

these ir,stance~ is convi:ici".1g. In Genr..any, a powerful oinistr.y is in 

cor:stan:: cooperation, as it is in cccasional ccnflict with the t:niversi

ties~ practically the sarr·e is true in France, where, however, the burea:i

cratic habit is stronger; Oxford and Cambridge do indf'ed ·govern themselves, 

l::ut on three occasio:1s in the last half cent:.:ry Parliament l:as intervened 

th~cugh !{oyal Cot':'~nissior.s in order to cure soine of the defects due to 

gover~ent by ~xclusively acaderr.ic bodies. The res~lts of the last 
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Royal Con-ndssion were so unsatisfactory t":lat a voluntary co::irr.ission com

posed of schclars a:i.d laymen has now ur_dcrtakcn the study of the er:tire 

problem and has published the first of its reports. Both lay trustees, 

alone, and teachers, alone, are lillble to be one-sided. \·1hen the presi

dent is the scle link or channel of co:.n~~nication between the staff or 

trustees, he tends tc be autoc~atic and is :.:nlil:ely to be widely informed. 

Our American experience shows the consequePces. On the other lland, fac

ulty gover;rncnt would distract schol~s and rr.ight lead ·to internal and 

factional diff ic~lties. 1Je have, as I have said, tried to correct these 

weaknesses by constituting .the Soard of Trustees of the Institute out of 

Jayme~, acaderr.ic persona3cs not neillbers of the Instit~te, and persons 

chosen frorr: the · Institute staff. Thus.· every relevant point of view should 

gz.!: c. '!-,e;-.::-ii!g. At present, this arrangerr.cnt will, .l believe, suffice. 

Furth~r steps can be tc:ken, if problems arise, for -the solution of which 

this simple organization is inadequate. I fear, ·however, that mere organi

zatio:t and rules wi 11 !lot alor:e achieve C•ur purpose - that of creating a 

genui~e seat of learning. Sympathy, hel?ful~ess, and mutual respect, 

involviLg director, trustees, and faculty are all re~u5site to create 

an atmcsphere free of tension, attractive to ~2n of high attainn~nts and 

to students of unusual ability. 

The schools composing the Institute shoeld each· select and admit 

its o~-n students; no registration office is needed, for under existing 

acadenic conditions in lw!erica the possessicn cf a diplon~ or degree does 

not indicate whether its owner is fit or unfit for adva~ced study. They 

must ~e discovered by any :re.:ms calculated · to locate their'.. St;c~ students 
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do indeed exist in A::ie::-ica i n cc:isiderable n::.r.!lers; b-..:t they are not 

easily f~u~d, for already universities ~id agair.st each - ct~er for thee 

either by offering fcllow~hips freely or by offering part-tine e~ploy

oent. I am sure t!ic.t e:J1?loyrnent as assistznt at this stc.ge of the stt:.d

ent' s progress is wrong: in a recent report the President of Harvard 

deplores the fact that of the graduate students of Harvard· University 

56 i.. are now "part-time". I sl:ould urge t~at st•..!dcnts be as a rule 

full-tiQe, t~cugh I cnn conceive of circumstances and conditions which 

may justify the adr.:ission of es thoroughly cor.lpetent a:id highly advanced 

student ~lso· otherwise engaged, teat fellows~ips, grants, or rwre often 

loa.-is be avai lat. le fer perso.-is of distinctly t..inusual gifts and prcmj se 

who Ctinr.ot othen.-ise pursue their studies ~nder proper conditions, and 

th~!: r.:: c:i. : ;~ ;-,.'.3ble fees be charged in other cases. The bu~i:.:Ci: &.-• .:1 the p.Lu-

gra:n s~o~ld be so care~ully controlled that the I~stitute will for sO!lie 

years at least be independs~t of receipts fro~ fees. The precise rn~nner 

of making the ar .... 1.ud budget can be deterrnhted so:r•ewhat later; I am clear 

that the Institute should not annually spend its entire income, that ·it 

sho~ld ~nderta~e nothing involving a deficit, e procedure that is all too 

conu.on and with disastrous results. Tentatively each school may work out 

its budget, and tl-£ several budgets ca~ perhaps be harmonized in confer

ences bctweea the director and the several schools, in preparation for 

consideration, first, ty a budget corrmittec of the Board of Trustees, 

consisting, perhnps, as at the Rcckefeller Institute for Medical Research, 

of t~ree scholars and twc layme~, and finally by the Board es a whole. 
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IV 

?lo requirencnts are needed as to the naxi1:r..nr. or T'.liriir.iurn nunber 

of hours or years that the student lT'USt or may work, !'leither as to t:!ajors 

or miners req·Jisi te to the attain.'Tient of a degree, and we cen deter.nine 

experi~entnlly pro~leos such as the length ar.d ar=~~gemer.t of terns. 

There will be excelle r.t stude~ts who will w:rrk in one way; equally ex

cellent students whc ~ill work qu~te differently. Subjects or fields 

do n::>t have to be ''cove:~ed" ~ cannot be, at a high le,1~1. In his cwn 

tine, the student r.-.ay show that he has :r~:tstered his subject, wi!:ho·Jt 

1.Y'.lich rr.estery t1."'.e Ir:stitute should give him :lo nark 0f approval. He may 

perhai:s, i~ 3dditio:-i thereto, ha•1e den~ wh~t the Ger:na-:i s c;;ll ~n "Arbeit"; 

i£ so, he can ~~ furtheT dist:.ng:...ished.. But in any case tl~e m.:n1bers will 

b e ;; r. 5IT:<i ll that pr::>fessor ar.d students ~ill ~O\..' C · •~ anui..n t!r ini.ima i:t'i.y; 

mac~ine;ry \;:.11 l:e s-:;per:lu.::ms; arrangements sho~ld . vzry fr~ rr.an to man, 

f~om year to year, fr::>m s~~ject to subject. The high~st possible standard 

.of both gener~l and special education s~10uld l::e insisted on: so m-..ich the 

founders proposed in their first lette~ to the Trustees. 

v 

In this connection I wish to guard against a Qisj~terpretation of 

the term, 'schools". I have said that it .ls to be loosely interpreted. I 

~ay ~ow add th at it invclves no particular theory as to bow k~owledge is 

t ·:> be advanced. In 1'.rneric2, one is told time and 86ain that:. knowledge 

n:ust be "correlated", that "teara-work" is essential. New there is no 

question that scholars rely upon one ancther, as they rely upo~ the long 

history o= which they are endeavoring to fcrge a new link. Sut great 

. I 
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schola=s, sc!entists, snd p~ilosophers rozy b~ rrer.tionzd, w~o, Yhile led~-

!t1g upon the past, did their fundamental thinking alone - Kant, Ne"7ton, 

Faraday, Darwin, Henry, and rr.ore recently Eir~tein, v~o ~Rs latterly said: 

"I am a horse for single harnC"::ss, r.ot cut out fortande:n or 
team work; for well I ':<new that in order to a~tair. any de-
f inits gcal, it is imperative th:1t ~ persor. should do tt:e 
th:.nk~ng· a:tc! comrnariding and carry oost ~f the responsibility. 
But those that are led s:i.o'..lld n-0t be dr i •.:e:-,, and they should 
be allc'.:cd to choose their leader." 

While, therefcre, I am of the opinion that the Ihstitute as a t~Clc~ir.g 

body can p-::-obably best function if tl~e representath·es of a gh·en subject 

meet and discuss their corrrnon interests as a school, I should also allow 

every individ·.Jal and eveYy school or group to p~rsue the r:-.eth:>ds that 

seem to him or to th~m b~st. Between men of =irst-rate ability collabo-

n1tion or team work cannot be arrange:d ".lr force~: :-:- ~~= =~""- ::- ~--.:.-.2,. ~c!-

lciboration and disct:ssicn "tJill take place, where :1 relatively small group 

of scholars h3ve abi..:r:d<!r,t oppo:;:-t1.!ni ty to discuss with o:1e <mot~er either 

the i=- owr. ind i vidua 1 prcb lens or probl~n·s t~a t lie or. the border 1i r.e. 

In course c£ time, the buildings may be so conceived and executed 

es to facilitate intercourse of this type. I have in oind the evolation 

th&t in the process of centuries has taken place at All Souls College, 

Oxford, where, as in the p:;:-oposed Institut~, there are r.o undergrzduate 

stude~ts, and where C1dvanced students and.the older Fellows live under 

ideal conditions, whether for their individual ~ork er for collaboration 

and coB?eration. No one planned all this. It gre'W up beca~se scholars 

were left free to -work out their own sah·sticn. It cannot be i:r.itated 

or taken over; but it is t~ere, as evidence thC1t the thing can be done, 

if t~e pace is ~ct forced · and if the hand of the executive and adJ.inistra-
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tor touches but lightly the growing orgar.ism. There is a school of 

mo.thematics, let us say, made up of mathe-r.aticiz.ns; but the mathenmticians 

will lunch, snoke, chat, walk, or play ~olf with the physicists; can 

ar:y vossible fo-.:;-a of orgeniza.tion give the flexibility, the in::itr'.acy, 

the info:-mali t!', tqe stirrrulus t~us attainable? No "di.:-ector" or "depar':

r..er_tal head" or "executive" needs tc worry for fear that indipendent er 

water-tight grcllps, ignor2:lt of one a::iother, will form or not form. If 

the spirit of learning animates t~e Institute - and without that there 

is no rezsc::i for its existence - rr.en will tal~ together and work together,. 

because they live together, have their recreation to~ether, meet on the 

sane huxane social level, and have a single goal. 

VI 

In my · opir.ic~, every step t2ken in forming ~he InstitJte should 

be vie~ed as experi~=ntal. Ar.d this will be easy, if the Institute is 

kept small and if its quality is securely guarded. To the question of 

what subjects or schools to start with I have given ~uch attention; and 

I have profited by judgment and advice obtained from ~any sources. I as

suoe at the outset that no subject will be chosen or continued unless 

the right man or :ne!l can be found. s.ubject to this . resen:ation, never to 

be forgotten, a very vague statement is co'ntained in Bulletin No. 1. I 

can be som~~hat more de=initc now, though retaining liberty to change up 

to the very moment when action is resolved upon. The decision not to 

begin wit~ the physical or bi?logical sciences ~as bP.ccme stronger; they 

are already tE:tter done than other subjects: moreover, they are cn::ating 

problems with which universities are not now dealing competently. Finally, 
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they are not at th~ very fo..:7tdatioL'l of mcdern science. 111at found3tion 

is mathematics; and it happe,s that r.-:athetr:atics is not a subject in whi<::h 

at present rr.any A:r:erica:t ~.miversi ties ere ecinent. Mathe::ietics_ is the 

severest of all disciplines, antecedeL'lt, on the o~e harid, to science, 

on the othe"".', . to phifosophy md econcmics and thus to other social disci

piines. With all its abstr~ct~tss a~d indifference both pure and ap~lied 

scientific a~d philosop~ic progress of recent years h~s been clcsely bound 

up wi:h ~ew types and methods :f sheer mathematicEl thinking. 

In be~alf of matheiliatics, ot~er things are to be said in addi

tion to the f~ct that it is bot~ funda~eulal and sev~re. It ~as, to be 

sure:, uses~ as c:ll the higher activiti€s of the: hunan mind have uses, if 

the word, "·.Ise", is broadly and deepl:1 understo:ld. But its devotees are 

sin3ularly unconcerL'l~d with use,,most of all wich immeciiate use, and this 

state of oind and spirit, it seems to t'.le, ought to d01!".:.nate the new Insti

tute. Nochir,g is nore likely to defeat i~self, nothing is on t~e lNhcle 

less productive in t~e lcng run than iCT:Jediacy in the re£1ra of · research, 

reflectio71, and contemplation. The men ..-ho have moved the lNorld have 

us":Jally been oer. who have fellowed the will o' the wisp of th~ir own in

tellectual and spiritual curiosity. If we can nmke the Institute a con

genial home for those lNho are curious in this sense, it lNill have its 

effect. On the ether hand, there exists the .precisely opposite type 

of mind - the mind that derives its initial stiruulus from a practical 

n~ed or proble~. La~oisier, the foJnder of modern chemistry, is said to 

have been started on his read by the need ox: improving the lighting of 

the streets of Paris; aod Justice Hol~es has shown that a great political 
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philosopher cun find his text a~d starting point i!l p~rely practical 

problems that arise in ~dministcring the law. P3stcur, Lister,- Kocb, 

Ehrl!.ch, and a!l t:ner,ding row of physicists a:id chel'.lists have their feet 

in both wcrlds - the world of prac.tice and the ""crld of tl:eory. Mi:ids 

that are fn~dumental in their searching, whatever the spring that moves 

them- - c~riosity, pity, imaginHtion, er practice! sense - all belong in 

an institute for advanced study. 

Now r.iathematics is singula.rly well suited to our begi:u1ing. 

Mathe~~ticians deal with i~tellect~al co~cepts which they follow out fer 

t~eir own sa!ce, but they -stin1u late scientists, philosophers, econcr.1ists, 

pcets, u.usicians, though with~ut being at r..11 conscious of any need or 

res?onsibility to do so. Moreover, it is no small, thcugh an c:ccidental 

nntl inciUe~tal advoritage, ~t a time ~her. we Wish to ~~~ain pl~sticity 

and postpone acts and decisions t;at will bind us, . that rr.ather::atics is 

the si:nplest of s ·.Jbjects tc begin 'Nith. It requires little - a few :nen, 

a fe'.J st·Jdents, a few rcoms, books, blackboard, c3alk, paper, and pe!lcils. 

Let us endeavor~ the~efore, to bring toge~~er a fertile ~2the02tical 

group; lzt us pro·Jide for tl.,em ideal cor.di tions of work. I:i due CC't;rse, 

provision can be nade for rr.at!-.ematical physics, and the door t'.'n:s opened 

for ancthi:r sti:p fon•ard when conditions are ripe; end for stetistics, 

v~ich "1ill open a door on the ether side. 

At the sar.e time, assuming that funds are ad.=oquate ~nd that th~ 

right persons can be secured, I am now inclined to include eccnomics. It 

is, as I ha7e intimated, linked to fl'...athema~cs by statistics. In other 

~ 
respects, it st:e.~s to be o?\"erything th!lt rr.atl':etr.atics !_s not, f 0r it is 
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obviously o~ the: world of action, rather tha:l the world of sheer thocght, 

But there are grave reasons for this ch~icc. There: is no more iopcrtant 

subject than th~ evolutio~ cf the: social orga~is~, and the social orgunis~ 

is developing now as ~ever ~ef ore under the pressure of econo~ic forces. 

Before our very eyes, rr.ar.kind ~s cvncucting port~ntm;s social-economic 

experirr.e:i.ts. Scie:Pce: and philoso?hY are creating new oeans and new goals; 

the eccnosist ;;rust have scrr.ethlns ~o S8Y as to t~eir value and feasicility. 

Alt:;ost half a cer.tury ag·:l, while still a Massachusetts j·.;dge, J-..:.stice 

Holmes declared: "The ;na:i. of tl":.e future is the rr.an of st;"ttisti~s .and the 

maste::- ~f economics." But where does the eco"'.lo:nist enjoy the independence 

ar.d the leisure which have for a century been enjoyed by· the philosopher 

and the physicist? Where is the econo~is~ who is by turas a student of 

pza~t~ce ~~d a tl":.inker - i~ touch with the realiti~ s ) f~t l~vcL L•=iL 

slave? At present, economists too often live from .day to day, fro:n hand 

to moLth; a professor, a journalist, a handy:nan fo~ ~2 .. ks and business 

rre:l. E.corl0mics, hard pressed by t\e tasks of the day, has net ust:.ally 

enlisted mi~ds willing to work in leisurely and philosophic fashion~ 

l!ence, in part, its failures a:ld disappointn::nts. Half-baked ideas, ex

periments, recorr..:nendat:i ons flood the ""orld; econm:iists are simultaneously 

expected to ~e investigators, jcurnalists, advisers, foyecasters, and what 

not. ~ot infrequently, the source of their income may i~air the sound

ness or reliability of their judgment. No~here does a group of econo~ists 

enjoy the conditions vhic~ Pasteur enjoyed, when he was ~orking out the 

fou:-idations of preventive medicine, or Reln~oltz, Clerk Maxwell, and 

Rowla~d, ~~en they ~ere w~rking out the foundations of moder~ physics. 
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Tic~ ~as, whe~ E~ropc was exposed to ravage by typhus or 
• . 

:ubonic plague. Their ori3in a".ld prc.gress were: shrouded in :nystery; .cut 

the veil has now bee~ lifted; these plagues will not recur, becaus~ their 

caus-:s and T:!;:thods cf distribution arc understood; th€y can be pre ·.re~t;ed 

or stopped. But fro~ social a".ld econo11ic plagues the world is net yet 

irr:mune. They cor_tin-.:t tc =o:-Je and go nysteriously. We cannot any longer 

sit ~€.lpless bef0re these social and econmnic plagues, which, o-.ice well 

under way, ravage the wc·rld, as cu~ present ec;:o-.or:ic a7td social perplex-

' i ties and S<lfferiri..gs s1-:cw. Tr..e very conquests v;hich science ~as wroug~t -

increased production ead easier distriimtion, which ought tc lE· bkssings -

ha'1'e drat.-m in thei;:- wake c-urses tha~ oay or :nay not .be connected "7ith the:n. 

On these intricate a:id rec~:idi"te matters I have no opinion; but. clear it 

is t:ha:: nowhere i:i ~he ·world dces the subject of eco:ic'.liics c1-:.joy the at-

tention that it deserves - econcQics i:i the broad · sense, inclusive cf 

political theory, ethics, and other subjec~s t~at are invol,ed therein. 

The I nstitute for Advanced Study has ~ere a pressing opportu~ity; and 

assuredly at no tiree in the Yor:d's history h.:lve pheno:ne~a rr~re important 

to study presented themselves. Fer t1'-e plag:;.e is upon us,_ and one ca-:-inot 

well study p!asJes after t'!-!ey have run their course; for with the progress 

of tiw.e it is increcsir.gly difficult to recover date, and rnenory· is, alas, 

short and treachero~s. 

Tt:us I conceive a f;roup of econonists and their associates, 

finar.cinlly independent, u~hurrie·d, and disinterested, in closest possible 

contact ~ith the pheno~ena of busir.ess and government and at this high 

level endeavcring to understG.nd t1:ie novel phenon;ena tal:ing place before 
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o~r ~yes. The matheJ~ticia~ is in a sense secure fro~ imnediacy; the 

economist ~ust ce ~2de so. He has at times to mingle in the stream of 

life; we must raake it safe fer him to so sc. He :nust ~e enabled to take 

the same at ti t'.:de tm.:ards soci~l phenome:ia that t~e m~dical scientist has 

now been en2bled to take towzrds disease. Rot eve~ the practical man need 

be concerned ~s to ' the eood of this sort of work. T~e late Professor 

Starlir.g, disc~ssi ng discovery and research, seid wisely: 

"The preparation of inst:lin by Eanting and :Sest, an E.d:nlrable 
piece of work, is but cl1e last step of .an ardu~us journey, in 
\.1hich hur.dreds cf workers have Lake-a part. Thc::e j s no ne~d t:o 
be c~ncerned about 'discoveries•. It is only necessary to ens~re 
t~at t~e growing tree cf knowledge is dug round and pruned and 
watered." 

Beyond these two schools, I do n:'.)t now lool~, though it is obvi-

ous how rcadil:1 history and other schools - literature, :r.usic, or science -

can be c::adcd when rr;oney, r.ien, snd id~as are available. I c;m opposed to 

naki"g a "sn::z.11 bEg1rming" jn other subjects that wi 11 soor. create a 

deficit on the theory - Eiistaken, as I think - that, if t~e pressure be-

cc~11es acute enough, f:mds can sor.:ehow be . obtained for necessary expansion. 

Experience shows that under such cc:-.di tions the head of an ins ti tut ion 

rrrJst beco~e a money-getter and that t~e university itself ~zy lose its 

freedom in certain directions. I favor, as I have already said, financial, 

administrative, and educational methods that ~ill leave a surplus, not 

cr~ate a deficit. T~us t~e Institute ~ill be enabled to pursue a policy 

a!lalogous to that of the College de France, viz., to take advantage of 

surprises by creating from tioE to time a chair for a new subject or an 

unexpected person. By the sane token, ~ot ~eing concerned with subjects 

d ·in the ordinar)' sense, chairs that have served their purpose or egrees 
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can be discontinued. In these respects the stix-Jlating influence of the 

College de France h~s proved of inc2lculable value. It h~s pione~red in 

ever_y direction, even in :i~edici:te 7 in which, "1hill" never atte-::lpting the 

fcr:natior. of a fac:.ilty, it r.as furnished cha!.rs and lahorator!es for sone 

of the gre~test of ~edical scie~tists. Under s~ch circurnstences, growth 

will be slo~ and tnsyrrnet-:-icel, as it should be; :or 7 if growtF? is slow, 

we shall learn rr.i;ch from experience - m.:cl: t~at will be helpful in re-

shapir.g such schcols as we start, w.uc~ that will be helpful in shaping 

others; c:nd, if tte I:isti~ute is •.msyrl!!letrical, it can th,e x.'.>re readily 

re~ain el~stic 2nd highly vitalized. 

VII 

Scholarly gro-.:ps S"..!t'h as I have described are :tot re<>di ly pro-

.curable. The war destroyed ~any persons who wculd have been eligible; 

the unsatisfactory economic status of teaching sur~ly deter others. None 

t~e less, the co:iditi.o:-is to be offered will, I believe, attract some 

Americ~n scholars of high rank; they will certF.inly attract, for varying, 

but ~lways scfficiently long periods, djstin~~ished fcr€igners. Foreigners 

often fi~d it sc difficult to acccrr.cdate the;nselves to our .usual type of 

acadeMic organization t~at they arc ~c:rdly ~re than decoratiYe. I sus-

pect that, in the Institute, as above described, _tr.ey will fell therr.selves 

"at ho:r.e". In the great days of the ec.rly Hopkins, President Gilman"bor-

rowed" and reco:m-.ended "borrowing". I &1Tl hope=ul that "borr..,wi ng" for 

periods long enough to be telling n:ay 1;,econe a recognized feature of the 

new Institute. Because of the increased cost of living and travel, stud-

dents, unless financed by outside agencies, can no longer "7ander as freely 

as they did half a cent~ry ago; it ~~y be at times easier to reverse the 
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process b] bringing the professor to the st~d~~ts rather thar. to send the 

students to the professor. It is however, elso important tr.at the director 

and the staff should froQ ti~e to tirre visit other instit~tions in this 

cou~try and Europe. Foreign scholars and scientists, living, as they · 

do, i~ e~sy reach, kuow one ~~other personally. The ATI:ericau scholar 

or scientist tr~vels relatively lit~le; n~itr.er he ncr his unive~sity 

can afford t~e expense. Yet nothing is more stiu:~lating - er in t~e long 

run :r.ore econcr..ical - eian personal contacts. Ile..: car:. the head of a uni-

versity judge wisely, if he has not for a generation bee~ in touch with 

scholars and scie~tists, if he do~s r.ot keep in close and constant con-

tact ~ith sc~olars a~d scientists, on t~e one hand, and with the real 

world, on the oth~r? ~usiness men lG;t~w better; they ~re constant first-

vanced study ca~ cert~inly learn som2thing irrporta~t from i~dustry. 

VIII 

I have fro~ the start insisted that in not~ing ca~ the new 

Institute do a better service or exert a more wholesone iP~luence than 

by placing its staff on a sou~d eccno:nic basis. The professor is not in 

co:r.petition with professional or business life; the income of a busy lawyer 

or doctor or busi -iess man would harm, not help, him. i1e must be ·so de-

voted to l~arning that he would te willing for its sake to endure hard-

ship and deprivation. All too freq~ently he has done and is doing so. 

~ut it does not follow tc_at, b;cause riches II13Y ham: hi~, corr.parative 

""' poverty iids him. His needs are rclP.tively simple, t!tough, such as they 
.......... -reasonably are, they sho·.ild be anply satisfied; and a ccntributor!' pension 

----
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schc~c should cc open to all conr1cctcd ~it~ th~ Ins~it~te. It dces r.ot 

~elp the clarity or concentration of a :nan's thin!;ing, if he is oppressed 

by the fear o!: a ~eedy er precario:.is old age, if on retirement his scale 

of living, already none too lcvish, has to ~e s~ddenly red~ced, if his 

wife is co~pelled to for:go domestic help, if his children are de:prived 

of H~)eral eclucc.tio:i.c.l opport•.mi tit!s, if he lives in crc:.!r!ped q'.larters, 

if he lacks priva·::y, bc~ks, music, or t:::-avel, if lie is led eit~er le rr.a:cry 

for ~oney or tc forego t~e raising of a fa~ily, i= a gap - social or 

=inancinl - exists between the ad1inistrativ: a::id executive h: ads, on 

the ot:'.e Iv:md, _and the sc:tolar, on the ot!ler. Nor is the university as

sisted, if a low scale cf re~2neration d~aws to its staff ~ainly ~~diocre 

or part-tirr.e workers, forced to increase their inccr;ie by splittin& tl::eir 

energy avd a t tention. Ycu~ger ~e~, s~ill on tr 1a1~ i::;ay ce oe~t!nLiy re-

munerated without da~ger, provided their terms of service are defi:i.itely 

liraited. We shall open a new era· in education, if our salaries indicate 

that, whatever his iu.portancc., not the administretor, but the faci;lty, 

creates a ~niversity. Surely the naticn which hns built palaces for 

libraries, la'.:-oretories, and students will not permanently ignore the 

professor who is in truth the university itself. For, as life becomes 

more cccplicated, the university beco:nes more a~d ~ore i~portant; into 

its chairs an ever larger share of brains a~d devotion rr.ust be drawn. 

Under what conditio~ s ~ill this take place? It is our duty to ascertain 

the~ and to meet them. Sut such a scale of renuneration is not a one

sided affair; it pledges the professor to devote his whole tirre to .the 

university and to avoid gainful activiti~s. Should this policy be ac

cepted, as in my opinion it must, the entire faculty of an Ame:::-icE-n 
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institution will thus be placed on a full-time basis; real acadenic free

don - the freedo~ to wcrk unworried and unharr.pered - will ~e attained. 

!Jnder such circur.ista:-ices, t!le professor of cco~or.1ics may elect to study 

thorny and conterti0us fin~ncial, business, or social problems; he can 

take his t:me i~ so doing; wh~tever his conclusions, ~is intellectual 

integrity is not likt ly to be i :r.paired o= i::ip•.l3ned. O:! this basis ~lone 

can :? :1:iiversity er an :.ns::it~te be i~ the world andof the world, as far 

as any indi~idual rr2y desire, and yet preserv~ its a~sclute ind~pe~d~nce 

a~d freedom of thought and speech. 

IX 

The success of the Institctc will i~ t~e slow processes of 

tin~ be me~sured ~y t~e d~v~l0p~ent of its staff, the .students that it . 

trni._s, al'ld t :1e addi t:ions t~.:>t it nakes to the world's fund of kr.owledge 

and experie:i.ce • . For the future of its students it need t<1ke little t~ccght~ 

their r.• .. rrn'.:.er -..:ill be limited; they -Will find their level. Additions to 

knowled5e '.:c1!-e the form of ~apers, tocks, and occesional addresses. Many 

American uniYcrsities 'llaintain their ow:i presses. They may in some cases 

be justified in so dcing; but ':he Institute fo:::- Advanced Study needs no 

press. A u~ive:::-sity press is a busi~ess; if possible, it must pay a 

prof it - at least, it Iust endeavor to car~y itself. In either event, 

it usually publis~es what will sell - someti~es worth-while books and 

pauphlets, often boo~s and paffi?hlets that had far better retn<lin unprint~d; 

it shrir.ts from publications that appeal to a small circle of readers and 

students, though fro:n a university poiLtt of view such publicatims nay be 

of prirr!C inportac-,ce. I favor a strict policy in respect to publication. 
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"Viel crbeiten,_ weni~ publizieren", Ehrlid: used to sa:;. Let us bold to 

a high standard of perfor:nance as to beth form and content. When a paper 

dese~ves publication, there will us~ally be a place for it; if a larger 

work merits printing, it can easily ~e har.dled, provided the actual out

lay is t:ndetv.1ritten. Thus u:.iversity organization will be sir:iplified; 

noney will ~e saved' distrib:.!tion will be r::ore skilfJlly msnc.ged. Publi

city need not be sought: if the Ins ti t-.1te succeeds, the real problem 

will be how to avoid or restrict it. 

I h~ve said fiOthing de:inite thus far as to buildings and site, 

ar.d that because despite their crucial i:!!portance th~se thir.gs con1e second. 

~evertheless, th2y cannot be i3nored. A grccp cf scholcrs should not be 

isolated; they need access to libr;tries, P.Jusel!l'!ls, collections, and other 

.,. ... ~ . ..,~.: .. ., - the more so, b.:cause a slew developrr:tiu .. 1s cor.c:t:IDPl.aLea. If 

the life cf th.e academic bod,;r is to be norn..al and 'Wh6lesOCJie, the accessories 

c:f civi lizc.t5.r;n nust be c~t .=iinable with such neans as they posses - I ·mean 

school!->, pl:.ysicians, frie;:ds, a11d do;riestic aid. "Association with ether 

:nen like ther.?sE: Ives", writes one who has tho'.lght deeply about the prcject, 

"will be agreeable and informed by th~ interests and graces of the mind. 

Life will be intensely active, b~t leisurely at the same time, as scholars 

and -wise :nen know how to rr.ake Ufe leisurely. \..'hen I cor..template the 

possibilities of leading life under such ·circwJsta~ces, I a~ filled ~ith 

a deep enthusiasm and a vast yearning. If I am so moved, I cannot docbt 

that there ~Jst be countless other ~en w~o are moved by the same desires." 

It is not, i~ the first instance, a question of erecting buildings; for 

the subjects, w:th w~ich I propose that we begin, any kind of buildings 

way be made to ans~er. In time, certain conditions affecting the site 
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will req~ire consideration. It sh0uld be large eno~gh to be forever 

protected ~gainst the noise and bustle of urban or comr.ercial life. But 

I have cou:e to no concltision on these points; I have merely ~een analyz-

· - - --in.g the proble:ns in crdcr to separate the various factors. I shall sug

gest t~e appointrr:ent o:: a ~311 committee wnich may make. a preliniuary 

study of this questio~ with a view to general disc~ssion by ttc Board later. 

Certain tcpics I h~ve purposely OQitted in t~is repcrt. I have 

said nothing, for exar::ple, of the duties of the director. These are 

described in general terms in ~he Sy-Laws; to this description, nothing 

needs at this moment be added. For the same reason I !l:ive net touc:i.ed 

en details of business ~anagement; for the p~esent they can conti~ue to 

be car::ied by cc8peration between the treasurer and the -assistant secre

tary. Mc:ny perso:LS raise th-= proble:ri of a libr.prv~ h11t- t-'hP H'h..- 0 ,..:• :-rC'l.)'"' 

le:r: depends partly on location; partly it will be s::tlved by eqtiipping 

with books the several schools; out of these, by the mere precess of . 

addition, the Institute library will ultimately grow. I have propose-ii 

nothi~g definite as to fees or the terms on ~rich degrees will be confer

red: both subjects o~ght to be discussed ~y the Ccmnittee on Ed~cution 

~hich ca..~~ot be forrred until the first staff appointme~ts are made. 

In closing, let me say that I am nc-t l.:rutware of the fact that 

I have sketched an edu;:ational Utopia. · I ha,·c deliberately hitched the 

Institute to a star; it would be wrong to begin with any other am~ition 

or aspiration. On the other hand, I ha\•e ~een careful to keep withir. the 

reP.lm of the prc.ctical. B:.it I do not deceive n:yself; it will not be easy 

even to begin o~ any sue~ basis; it will be harder~ as the yea~s pass, to 
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keep tc ttis stand:lrd. We shall fi:1d ourselves denling with n-er_ and wornen, 

not wit~ ;;ngels or supc.r-men. Difficulties will <irise; disappoict"1ents 

will occur. But ~e shall b~ helped, not hz.rmed, by the high level at 

which ~e have pledged o~rselves to a~t. In a~y case, ~~less we atte~pted 

something !I!l:Ch higl-er than is now e:.ttair:ed, the:::e -wo·.ild be little reason 

tc atte~pt anyt~i~g at all. 

x 

For t~e present, I ask r.o final action en this report. I hope 

only that it ~EY be freely discuss~d. On several important rr~tters, I 

desire to se:;!k further cour.sel. When tl-.e ~ime is ripe, I shall ask the 

Board for 2.uthority to proceed •. H2anwhile, I wish tc feel free to alter 

it ~ n t:he Et;ht of S"...!~l-i. further k".lowledge as I t:'-ay cbtai n. 

Abrahan: Flexner 

Sept. 26, U31. 

---
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APPENDIX VII 

Dece~ber 18, 1944 

The Din:ctcr end F:;cul t~r h.?.ve r.cver :wc.vercd in their e:nt~usiesm 
for the idea of the Institute as st~ted by LT. Flexner in his 
honk c~ "V~ivErsitics," in varioJs Bullet~ns and reports to the 
3oard, c..nd as · outlir.ed in gEneral terrr:s by t!r. B<:mberzer and !-1rs. 
Fuld ir. their letter to th(;! Trustees of J·.:ne 6, 1930. The high 
and seve:re purpose set fcrth in these docu:ne.nts appea1t~ d strongly 
to scholars all uver the wo~ld. It is, f~rL~errnore, a purpose 
lJhich t'!-te mem:.ers of the prcse:it staff of the Ins ti t-.;tc believe 
c:1n ?:e carried out, and the n:er.;bers 0f the stc=ff are <lelighted to 
pledge their utr.1osi: efforts towards its realization. 

The greatest obstacle at the present 7nornent to the re<1lization 
of the high purposes of the Fc~~ders cf the Insti~ute is the lack 
of any established orderly procedlire fer cc:.rrying those purposes 
into effect. Ti-.e 1'1.stito.:te :.s no'.: just ~.not'!-:.Er college or univer
sity. I~ has som= resemblances t o the College de FraJce, to All 
Sotils CcllEge cf Oxford and to the K:-.iser ~ilhel~ Gesellsch~ft of 
;?-:":: -:·:.r days. However, its end sh ... ·uld '::>e OJ ,~ [t::!rent rro:n au. o:i: 
t~e~e, plan~ed to n~et Ar.:erican co~diticns znd Ar;,ericar. needs. 
Its ai11:s :ire two-fold: (1) Original ccntrib;..!ticns to kno\.1le<lgc 
and (2) t~e training of young sc~olars who ~ave already received 
the doctor·'s degree or its equivalent in research and in t~e 
ideals of scholarship. 

Dr. Flexner's admirable plan for realizing t~ese purposes was to 
organize a small i:istitution with the following characteristics: 

(1) That the mettlbers cf the staff should be men and 
wo:ncn capable of work of the highest possible exc_ellence 
judged not nerely by national but by world standards. 
(2) Th::i t the scholars of the Institute shoul::l enjoy com
plete fretdon in their work, that there should be no 
atterr.pt at planning or regi~entation, that they should 
be left on their own responsibility to do what seer:ied 
best to tr.era in rese2rch and in the direction of the 
activities of younger ~en. 
(3) That in the consideration of ~en for t.~e staff or for 
rr~nbership in the Institute, no account s~ould be taken of 
race, sex or creed. 
(4) That while.the Trustees should have the ultimate legal 
authority, the actual control of scholarly and educational 
policies should be in the h?.rids of the Faculty. 
(5) That the members cf the Faculty shm.:ld have the dignity 
and security which comes from adequate sala~ies and retiring 
allowances. 
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(6) That ~he I~~titute should be experimental in char
acter, n~t sticking to sa=e and conventional paths, but 
daring to make innovations and to try out new id~as. 

T~e Institute is a yoeng institution and the Trustees, Director and 
Faculty have now before the~ the interesting task of d~vising such 
orderly proced•ires a!:ld p:::-ecedents as wi 11 Mike it possible to carry 
tGis great conceptioo i~to ~eality. As corr.pared ~ith that great 
task, ir,d~·1idual i.1::crcs!:s a;:-c uahnportant. v:i:at is important is that 
Tr~stees, Director and Faculty should fac~ to3ether tte prcblem of 
designing a new type of acad~mic instit.Ition. Tl>e tc:sk is a difficult 
one and we shall hardly succeed i~ cu:::- pioneering quest ~~less we are 
unified and u:1less we have a clenr co::cepticn of the go;il -we a.re try
ing to re&ch. For various reasons it has ~ot been ?CSsible to face 
that task single-~indedly in the past. Now we are free to do our best 
and up.o:l the achieve;rients of tl-e next few years tr.e ch~racter and 
reputation of the Institute -will depend for a long ti.me to come. 

\..'l-:.ile it ~as not been possible hith.::rto to take dcfini te steps toward 
tbe cstablishr:.ent of orderly p:!'ocedt:res for t.11e Ins ti t·ute, the prob
lem has ~ec:n the subject of ~:.3ny discussions between the Director 
"'ith rric::.,bc:::·s o:: t!le ~oard of Trustees a".'.d t:-te Faci..!lty. (sic.) It 

. would be too IEuch to sc.y that there is unanimity of <;:>pinion in t~ese 
two grot:ps but it ca~ be said that the ~eight of opinion is in favor 
or Lne follo~ir-~ principles. 

(1) We must make every possi~le effort ::o mair.tain the 
qual!ty of the Institute Faculty at the highest possible 
level. The best met~od of reachir.g this zoal is to place 
t~e responsi~ility for initiati~g appci~tnents upon the 
Director and t~e Faculty. The Trustees, cf course, ~st 
have t'.-ie power of approving OC' refusinz to approYE: reccm
rr.endations made to them by the Director and Fac~lty,.but 
neit~er the Director nor the Trustees should have the 
power of making 2ppointments of "'hich the majority of the 
Faculty dces not approve. Only thus can the unity of the 
Institute ce preserved. The SElection of 1.1en for the In
stitute Faculty should not, however, rest only on the 
judge~ert of the Faculty and the Trustees. We aspire to 
stand at the head of American schcl<lrship in the . fields 
which ~e tocch. App61nt~ents which are rr.ade to the Insti
tute are of concern to scholars outside, and outside advice 

· s~ould ·be so 1 1g~t in sO'.Tie forrual G.nd respo:tSible way in con
.. nection with every a.ppoint:T?ent. 

(2) The Trusttes should recognize the authority of the 
Faculty over t~e scholnrly and cdu~ational policies of 
the _ Instit-:Jte. t!o other cct:rse is possible if the merr.bers 
of the staff are to work in har.r.o~y. There is, of course, 
always t1e danger that rre~bers cf the Faculty may seek to 
serve self 1 s'::. and departcental interests. Against this 
risk the veto power of the Truste~s is our only protection. 
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(J) It is impo::-tant that the Trustees should recognize 
that the best interests of the Institute and of scholar
ship in !:.er:erc.l wi 11 be served by allowing 1r.embers of the 
Faculty t~e ut!:lost possible =reedorr. in their work. Men 
and Wo::iEn of the hig~ type we are seeking will feel the moral 
respc~sibility which acccmpanies such frecdcr.1 and will do 
tl1eir best to justify it. They wi 11, furthernore, be power
f u lly stir:ula~ed by the - presence of yo:.ir.ger scholars seeking 
t~eir adYice and direction, and by the critical ·appraisal 
of the scholady world ou'.:side, of which t1_-._ey will not cease 
to form a part. 
(~) Dr. Flexr.er suggest~d in one of his early reports that 
he hoped t~e Trustees w0uld denand from the Faculty a fcrnal 
critical pub lic c-ccour.ting at least once a year of the work 
in progress and of plans for the future. It is not easy to 
see in just ~~at form such an accounting cocld be r:~de _ other 

than in the ~irector's reports which prese~t to the Trustees 
c. ccntinucc s story of the activities of the Institute, a 
story which is recapitulated .in c briefer fora: in the ann..:al 
3ulletin. T~is is one respect in which the Institute ~as 
evolved so far no satisfactory policy. It is a matter which 
should be cc::refully studied by the Trustees and the -Faculty 
in tl:e future. 
(5) The Tr-~stees and Faculty should recognize the right of 
s.:.hcl.1r-ly ,f;-=:-: ..:;: .: :: -:..: ':::::' -:- •-t..- T-~t!tu'::c f--._ ',~ consu!~0~ T')nt- 

r.:erely or. appcintments i.mt also on policies, i nclt:dinb ::>'...!b 
jects in ~hich research should from time to tine be under
taken. 
(6) !:r. Fle:>me·r believed strongly in Faculty representation 
o~ the Board of Trustees and the Fo~nders incl~ded a recom
n:endeticn to t his effect in their deed of gift. At one time 
Dr. Flex:i.er suggested - t~at a corr.nittee of members of the 
Faculty should sit with t11e Trustees in an =:dYisory capacity 
""ithc.•ut vote.* The pl<m actually adopted was the selection 
of ::r.enbers of the Faculty by the NorJinating Cor.11"i:ittee of the 
Boerd and one or ~ore merrners o~ the Faculty so selected have 
acted as T!'ustees since 1935. The pri:-.ciple that the Board 

_ of Tn:stees should seek ::he advice of tl-.e Faculty on every
tr.ing relating to the scholarly and cd~cational policies of 
the Institute is sound and necessary. This end could ~e 
reached by t~_e orgar ization cf z.n advisory comnd ttee selected 
by the Faculty, or by giving t~.e Faculty power to elect a 
certain :umber of Trustees, or by such a clear division of 
aut~ori ty bet""..;rcea the Faculty and Trustees thvt such repre
sentation would be unnecessary. 

*See p. 199. Dr. Flexner did net originate the plar. for advisory 
Faculty ncr.ibers. It was suggested by the fou.nde!"s_when he asked for 
ar. incre~se in the total nuw.ber of Trustees to provide for F~culty 
Trustees. 
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(7) The Tr:..:stees s'10uld recc'Znize f :.nally the btercst 
of the Faculty in the election of a Director. Any indi
vid:ial c'iose!l for this off ice sho~ld '.:>e jointly chosen 
by the Faculty ~nd the Trus~ees, and the Tr~stees should 
pass a resolutio~ that no Director u1LSatisfactory to 
the Fac~lty would be appcinted. 

The approval l:y the Tn:stees of these recorm:endations as to pr,,cedure 
~ould give tb the 1:1stitute security, stability and peace ~~ich it 
has r.ever had. 'Plis end could ·be reached ~y forwal adoption of reso
lutions hy the Trustees. It would pr..:·b~bly l:;e tetter, however, for 
Trustees c;r,d ?ac·..:lt}• to give syn?athetic co-.:sideratio:1 to these prot
lcms and to e:-.dec;vor joi:itly to work .;,ut p:::-ecedents which rr.ieht em
cody c~em and evC::.n ir!1prove upo!l ~hem •. In devising orderly methods 
for the condu::t of a new and l.!!li que :nsti tut ion, ti:r:e and experie-:ice 
are . .-iecessa::y. For the first tine since the f<.1und2ticn of the Insti
tute tbe Trus~ees a~d F~culty are free ~o face these proble~s, a~d 
upon judicio:;s action during the next few years the whole future of 
the Institute will depend. 

To this great endeavor ~he r.:enber~ of the Faculty pledge to the 
Trustees their best and :nost unselfish efforts to -: th-2. end that the 
tW'.) groups wor~ing tot,;ether -;nay realize in actual pn'.Ctice the Insti
t11tF. of \;hie~ Dr. ·Flex:-.er dreamed. 

Not £ppended, ~ut added o~ a separate s~eet, ~as the following: 

THE USEFUL~"'ESS OF USELESS KNOWLEDGE 
By Abraha~ Flexner 

What Rutherford and ctl-ers like Bohr ar-.d Millikan have do:i.e out 
of sheer curiosity i~ the effort to understa~d the construction 
of the ato:r. has !:'clecsed forces w!-.ich rr.ay tra~sform h.u::l.'.:!n life; 
but t~is ultinate and unforeseen and ~npredictable practical re
sult is not offered as a justification for Rutherford or Einstein 
or Bohr or Millikan or any of Lhcoir peers. Let then alone. No 
educational admi:listratcr can possibly direct the char.r,els in 
which these or other :nen shall ~ork. 

Harper's ~fag2zine, Vol. 179, p. 548. 
June, 193~ -- Novenber, 1939 

----
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January 2, 1945. 

T~e inte!"..tio:l ·~f the donors ii1 establishing t!~e I:osti tute for 
Advanced Study as outlined in t~eir letter. to the Trustees of 
June 6, 1930 was to found a srr.all institt:tior. of the highest 
possible qu.::li t;.y with the two-fold p:.irpose of !nal:ing origi!lal 
contritLtions to k:10wleclge and of training young sct-.olars in re
search and in the ideals of scholars'!-:ip. In order to acccmplish 
these ends, the follc"ing pcUcies have been ~"rked out by t~e 
Directors, Trustees and Facylty: 

(1) That the ~e~bers of the staff shculd be men and 
wor.ien capable of creative work of tl:e ~ig,hest possible 
excellence judged not nerely by national '.)ljt by world 
standards. 
(2) Thct the scholars in the Instit~te sh~uld enjoy 
co3pletc freedorr. in t'1eir work, that there shculd be no 
attempt at planning or regimentation, that they should 
be left on their own r~sponsibilit:r to de· w~a~ seewed best 
to them .ir: resec.rc~ and in the di.:-ection of the activities 
of younger nen. 
(3) T~c.t in the considerEtion of men for the staff or for 
rr:embership in tl-:.e Ins ti t:ite, :-,c c.ccount s'1ou ld be t~ken of 
race, sex or ~reed. 
(!.) That while: the Truste'2s have the ult!.:r-ate leg&l author
ity. the actual control of scholarly and 2ducational poli-

. cies should be in the ~~~0~ of t~e Director and Faculty. 
(5) ~hat appointsents to the staff of the Institute -should 
be made only with the advice and consent of the Faculty. 
(6) That the members of t1:e Faculty sl-:.ould ·ha7e the dignity 
and security which come fron~ adequate salciries and retiring 
allcwar.ces. 
(7) That in order to secure cordial and cooperative relations 
between Trustees and Faculty, certain ~em~ers of the Faculty 
s~ould, as suggested by the dor.crs, be c~osen to become 
nerr.~e:rs of the 3oard of Trustees. 
(8) That the Instit~te should not be permanently COI!T.litted 
to any particular field of research bu~ L~at different fields 
might be cultivated or ab~ndoned from tir:;e to time according 
to their i~porta~ce and according to the ~en available to 
represent them. 

These policies were n::~st of the:n stated or implied in t!1e letter of 
gift. They have been repeated and er::phasized many tines by the two 
Directors and have been cccepted by the majority of the me:nbers of 
the Facylty and Board of Trustees. They ~re the foundation upon 
which we must build. · 

T~ese policies constitute, however, on~y a· foundation. The Institute 
is a your.g institution and =or various reasons it has not hitl-:.erto 
been possible to establish upon t~e basis of these f~ndar.:ental poli
cies a superstrJcturE cf orderly procedure and precedent. With the 
new era now opening ~ef ore us, the Trustees, Director ar.d ;aculty 
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are faced with t:-iis responsibility. The task is a difficult one and 
\:e s~all hardly st..cceed · Lni.es.s we hc.ve a clear conception of t~e goal 
\.'e are ·trying to re~ch. 

The Institute is r.ot jJst another college or un~versity or research 
fo~ndation. It h2s some rese~blances i;nthe College de France, to 
All Sc~ls College, Oxford and tc the Kaiser Wiltelrr Gesellsch3ft of 
pre-wa'!'." Ger.71;,- ny. Its purposes :rre, however, different frorr. c;ll of 
these; i " t s an .Arn~rican institu~ic:1, planned to meet Americaa n~eds.* 

The Instit'..lte for Ad·rnn.:ed St';.ldy is an il"stitution in which a sm~ll 
permanent 6rO'..lp of prof~s&ors serve as the nucleus cf a larber, te:r.p
orar7 group c.f matu:-E:: , tho:.lgh ge:1t:r a lly youc.ger scholars. It has 
be.:::n found t:1at the sc~.olars t1:tus · bro".Jght togct!-.er are so muc1:t i•.ter
ested i:l their :re::spective tasks, ir. their ow-.: develo~ent a:id in the 
development of kncwledge tl~t the usual acadcoic arrangenents s~c~ as 
regular c~urses, req';.lired ~tte~dance, degrees, examinations and ad-
rninistrati ·1e supervisio;i can be dispensed with.* · 

I n these respects w~ich are qll consequences of the fact that it limits 
its ,,1cmbers~ip to scholars c~ a high level cf :n=.it'..lrity, the Institute 
differs froI!! all A..:ierican ur,iversitit:s. It is like a university in 
th3t its success depe~ds o~ the i~:..fluer.ce th~t it has on its terrporary 
rnembe~s as well as o~ the individua l discoveries of its professors.* . 

It is like a "rese:3rc°!1 institute" of which there are several good ex
amples in me::riCG.·, in that the ;ne:nbers of its sta::f are Ccntribt::tors 
tc knowledge. It differs frow a rcse~rch i~stitute in two rr2jor re
spects (1) the e~phcsis on the treatn2ut of te~porary ~en~er$ which 
flow ~hrcug~ it and (2) the absence of a specified progran of research 
'~d of all reginentation.* 

Essential to the success of the Institute is th~ quality cf the grct:p 
of professors who cons-:itute: its !!ucleus. }~o profess.or should be 
appointed who is not already c:.n eminent creativz scholar. Sec~nd-rate 
men, ~owever , :neritcrious, ore 2 handicap. Tl:e bes-:: net~od of main
tair.ir.g the quality of the Iostitute at the hit;hest Ie·.:el is to require 
that appointments recCIT:":1ended by the Director should first be approved 
by the Faculty. The scr..e principle shocld be applied to the selection 
of a Director w!i.en the occasion arises. The unity of the Institute 
cannot be preserved unless the Trustees make it their policy not to 
appoint a Director or a Professor w!10 is not supported by the rr.ajority 
of the Faculty. On the other hand~ the Trustees are the court of 
lzst resort and ~e free at their discretion to approve or disapprove 
any reco1m1er.ciat:bns rr.ade to theta by Director or Faculty. 

In the appointment of rrembers of the Faculty and in selecting fields 
for researc~, the Trustees s3ould not, in an nstitution of this char
acter, rely solely upon the advice of the Fac~lty. The institution 
we aspire to build will be so significant in all the fields of scholar
ship we toucb. t~1ot our appoint:ne~ts wi 11 be a matter cf cor.ctrtn to 
scholars everyw1:tere. Competer.t outside advice should be sought in 
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some formal and responsible way. 

Fir.ally it sr.ould be repeated ti1:it the interest of the l!1sti tute and 
of scholaYship jr. general will best be served by al.bwing merrbers of 
the Faculty the :.it.1oost possible freedoo in t~eir -wcrk. }1en and worr.en 
cf the hi;~h type we are seekin£ cannot be regimented. !heir work 
cannot be planned for then. They may th~rr:selves choose to collaborate 
or. a given task, ct~ :: no C.'1forced collaboration, no orge'.r_i zaticn of 
tea.-n work, nc planned research .... 'i.11 ever work with first-rate .minds. 

Dr. Flex:-.er has p·Jt tis poi.1t very we 11 in a"'.'l 2rticle w~ich he wrote 
a =ew years 3g,, o~ "The Usefulness of Useless Knowledge." 

"\..nst Rut~erf·::>rd c.r.d others lHe :Bohr and f>iillikan have 
done out of sheer curiosity in the ef::ort to ?.:nd:rstar_d 
the construction of the ato;-rr has released forces which 
~ay transfor:r. ~uman life; but ~his ultinate and unfore-
seen and u~predictable practic~l result is ~ot offered c.s 
a justificatior; for Rut~erford er Einstein or ~Jj llikan or 
Bohr or any of t h e:ir p '" ers. Let ther.i alone-. No educa
tio:i.al c.drr.inistrator can possibly direct the cl-.annels in ,_ - ".' ~ 
which these c.r other men shRll "7ork." 

The goverruner:.t cf the Ins ti tc~e, :ncluding appoint:nents, policies, 
... i..~-=~~ " " fi:::lds ::;~--;fork ar • .:: .:~.1.::-.;:.:.·. : a:;::-rangcrrents, s't:ould be the 
jo1~~ rtspons i bi l i~y of Trustees a~d Faculty. The proper division of 
responsibility between the n.-o todies sho'..!ld be deterrd.ned by care
ful a:i.d free discussion ii"-. crder to arri~1e at a soLitio:-1 'Which will 
be sir.iple, flexi':>le and de:r.ocratic. When that solt:tion is reached 
it should be affirrred by forr.-~l resolutions of the Ec~rd of Trustees. 

*These four paragraphs incorporating Professor Veblen's account dated 
12/'23/44 of the evobtion cf the Ir.sti tute -were removed by the I:irector 
and incorporated in Bulle tin r;o. 11 C-!arch, 1945) at page 3 with the 

. following prefatory paragrap~s: 

One purpose of the Fo~nders, that the I~stitute should 
confer t~e Ph. D. degree, 'Wes during the 1930's with 
their full apprcvc.1, ata:i.doned. It is licensed tc do so 
under its charter, but experience has showr_ that the need 
of facilities for postdcctor~l reseerch are so much more 
urgent and so -.r.uch less fully 8et in other places that the 
Institute has concentrated upon this =ield. 

As it has developEd, the Institute has become not a 
college or a univers :. ty or a resaarch foundation. It is 
an institution in -which a s:n:ill pE.r!'!1Rnent group of pro-
fessors serves as a nucleus of a larger, ten:porary group---- -
of mature, thoDgh generally younger scholars. _It has been 
found that the scholars ~':1us brocght together are so much 
interested ir_ t!'!eir respective tasks, i11 tlieir Cl"n develop-
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t:ten~ and in the advance~ent of kn~wledge, that the ~sual 
acc.ckmic arrangements sllc~1 as !:'eg1..ilar courses, required 
attendance, dE:grces, exmninations and adr.1!:dslrative super
vision can be disper.sed with 's scpe:rf-lcus •••• 

It is perhc:.ps unnecessary to say here that the above paragraphs i:take 
a -:!lat~er of groping eYolution what Dr. Flexner had decided upon, 
described and put into effect in the begir.ning. 
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